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INTRODUCTION

change that began in 1989 with the fall of the
Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War. The
decade or the 1990s marked the largest downsizing of the American Army since World War II. In
addition, it was a period of unprecedented activity. During the Cold War, the U.S. Army participated in ten major operations. Since 1989, the
Army has conducted over thirty major deployments. The Reimer years marked the culmination
of an unprecedented decade of strategic challenges
and opportunities. This collection of papers provides a valuable guide to these historic times.
Those who wish to explore beyond these published sources may want to consult General
Reimer's papers held at the U.S. Army Military
Histoty Institute (Mill) in Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania. ln addition to nonrecord copies of
orficial papers and correspondence, this collection
includes the "raw material" of history-private
papers, outlines, rough drafts, and e-mail correspondence. At MH l researchers will also r.nd oral
histories and the private papers of other signir.cam
Army Hgures of this period. A systematic analysis
of the history of America's Army during the years
of 1995-1999 could begin with this volume; move
on to the Reimer papers, oral history, and other
collections at Ml ll; and then proceed to the official
records at the U.S. National Archives. Those who
choose to follow this trail will come to grips with
one of the most remarkable and eventful chapters
in the histOJy of the United States Army.

In concert with the Secretary of the Army, the
Army Chief of Staff supervises the execution of the
Department of the Army's mission. This mission is
often referred to as the fulfillm ent of "Title 10"
responsibilities: recruiting, organizing, supplying,
equipping, training, and mobilizing the Army's
Active and Reserve Component forces in support
of the "warnghting" Commanders in Chief
(CINCs). In addition to this role as the Army's
senior military leader, the Chief of Staff also serves
as a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the principal military advisers to the National Command
Authority (the President of the United States and
Secretary of Defense). As presidential military
adviser and as force provider to the CINCs, the
Chief of Staff plays a central role in all decisions
and issues shaping the force. I lis collected works
provide a useful and reliable starting point for
exploring the history of America's Army during his
tenure. This volume, assembli ng the works of
General Dennis j. Reimer, follows a quarter century tradition of formally gathering and presenting
the speeches, articles, and other material of Army
Chiefs of Staff as a guide to the vital issues and hisLOric events of their four-year terms.
General Reimer's papers will be of particular
interest to researchers interested in how the Army
changed when on the edge of the 21st century.
Along with the papers of former Army Chiefs of
Staff Generals Carl E. Vuono and Gordon R.
Sullivan (also published by the Center of Military
History), it completes a "trilogy" of works describing the transformation from a Cold War Army to a
post-Cold War force. General Reimer's tenure
marked the conclusion of a decade of rapid
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Soldiers Are Our Credentials

The History Behind the Words
There is a fundamental truth about our Army. The Arm)' is people. !\·lore than any
other orgamzalion I know, the Army is people. General Creighton Abrams used to say,
"The Army is not made up of people, the Army is people." He was right then, it is
right now, and it will be right well into the 21st century. I am reminded of a story
from the 8th Infantry Division in \iVorld War II. In September 1944, on the Crozon
Peninsula. German Major General Hermann Ramcke asked to discuss surrender terms
with the 1\mcrican Army. General Ramcke was in his bunker. I lis staff brought the 8th
Division's assistant d ivision commander, Brigadier General Charles Canhmn , down
the concrete stairway to the underground headquarters. Ramckc addressed Canham
through his interpreter. lie said , "I am to surrender to you. Let me sec your credentials." Pointing to the American infanuymen crowdi ng the dugout entrance, Canham
replied, "These arc tn)' credentials."
That sentiment is true today: Soldiers are our credentials!
DENNISJ. REIMER
General, United States Army
Chief of Staff
17 October 1995
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PREFACE

Our Army has defended the American people
for 224 years-one )'Car longer than the age of the
nation. Our martial traditions go back even further
to the first muster of the Colonial Mil itia in 1636.
The one million men and women sc•ving in today's
Army-Active, U.S. Army National Guard, U.S.
Army Reserve, and Dcpnnmcm of the Army civilians-are part of th•s great legacy of service. The
last four )'ears were about taking care of these outstanding men and women. It was an honor to serve
them. These pages arc really their stOI)'-thcir challenges, victories, sacrifices, and accomplishments.
They truly are our credentials. I hope these writings
will help preserve the story of how this generation
of soldiers extended the legacy of America's Army
to the doorstep of the 21st ccnttuy.
This story is primarily about change, changing from an industrial-age force designed to stand
off the Soviet Union in a Cold War to an infonnation-age force that could harness the power of
new technology and secure America's place in a
free and prosperous world. This was no simple
challenge. The years 1995- 1999 were a remarkable period , culminating 13 straight years of
steady decline in rea l spending on defense and
eight years or continuous drawdown in the
Army's military and civil ian workforce. While
resources were constrained America's Army was
also busier than ever. On any given day, more
than 150,000 soldiers, Active and Reserve, were
deployed or forward stationed in up to a hundred
countries around the world-serving in peace
and conOict. During these years, the Army
remained unrelentingly commiucd to experimentation and transfonnation. Throughout this welter

of challenge and change the Army stayed a
trained and ready force. We accomplished our
missions in a professional nuu1ner-a tribute to
the soldiers and civilians of America's Army.
1 think there is n powerful lesson in this
story. America's soldiers will always give the
nation their very best. Al the same time, our soldiers can never do it alone. If I have learned anything in these last four )'Cars, it is that building a
great Army takes n national effort. It needs the
support and sacrifice of great Army families. It
demands strong national leaders in the presidential administration and the Congress who understand the challenge of keeping an Army trained
and ready. It requires the understanding and
commitment of America's employers who make it
possible for our ci tizen-soldiers, the Army
National Guard and U.S. Army Reserve, to also
serve. lt relies on our dedicated civilian workforce
and our partners in indusuy who work with us to
provide our soldiers the best possible equipment.
lt draws on our veterans and retirees, who inspire
us with their example and continue to serve the
Army and their fellow veterans in so many ways.
And, of course, the Army's success is the product
of being part of a joint team-a team of Navy, Air
Force, Marine, and Army professionals. Finally,
without the support of the American people there
could be no Army. They entrust us with their
most precious assets-their sons and daughters.
They depend on us and they support us. The success of our men and women in uniform is truly a
reOection of all of these components. They are all
part of the great "Team America" that makes up
our Army.
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with the most modern weapons and equipment.
Building this kind of force requires the best from
all the members of Team America-a great Arm}'
demands nothing less.
Soldiers arc our credentials!

As long as we have this team we will always
have the Army our nation needs and deserves.
The greatest danger is complacency. We have
done our job so well and been so successful that
some may be lulled into the belief that vicLOries
can be easily or cheaply won-they can't.
Winning requires a qualuy force of great men and
women, well led, superbly tramed and armed

DENNISJ. REIMER
General, United States Army
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EDITOR'S FOREWORD

Discipline (which Reimer memorized as a plebe at
West Point) and the words of former Chief of Staff
General Creigh ton Abrams (with whom Reimer
served as aide-de-camp from 1972-1974).
General Reimer was also an avid student of
history. He once said, "H istory is a great teacher.
It teaches us who we arc by reminding us of who
we were." He frequently drew on his favorite historical examples to illustrate points. In particular,
he often recalled the service of General john j.
Pershing during World War I, General George C.
Marshall in World War ll, the tragic fate of the
soldiers forced to undertake the death march
from Bataan,the defeat of Task Force S~ttHt in the
opening days of the Korean War and the deaths
of Sergeant First Class Randall Shughart and
Master Sergeant Gary Gordon during the 1993
firefight in Mogadishu, Somalia. For General
Reimer, these events served as a powerful
reminder of the service and sacrifice of the
American Army and the grave responsibilities of
providing for the nation's defense.
Throughout his speeches, articles and letters,
General Reimer constantly referred back to his
soldiers. In his 1998 address to the Association of
the United States Army (AUSA) he said,
"Whatever we do-wherever we go-we must
never forget it is all about the American soldier."
General Reimer's favorite vignette was the story of
Brigadier General Charles Canham's acceptance of
the German surrender at Brest, France, during
World War II. hom General Canham's remarks
Reimer derived the saying "Soldiers are our credentials." These words became his trademark as
Chief of Staff.

The publication of the works and papers of
General Reimer marks an important evem in documenting the history of the Un ited States Army. I
want to take this opportuni ty to brieny outline
the contents of th is volume, their significance,
and how they were assembled.
These papers represent more than a collection of documents. Readers will find here a nan·ative history of the major events and issues that
occurred during General Reimer's tenure as Army
Chief of Staff, told in his own thoughts and
words. For that reason, the papers have been
organized chronologically to reveal how ideas and
events unfolded during the period of 1995-1999.
In the almost 100 documents included in this
collection, readers will find many recurring ideas
and themes. This reiteration in part reOects General
Reimer's commitment to strategic communications. l ie realized that telling the Army story was
no easy task-and that to get the message through
to the soldiers in the field, to Congress and the
American people, he needed to be clear, focused
and consistent in his communications.
General Reimer's recurring themes, however,
represenL more than just repeatedly "spreading the
word." They rcncctcd the key ideas that he
believed were fundamenta l to the Army. Thus,
readers will see his focus on values, standards, traditions, discipline and leadership emerge again
and again throughout his writings. Certain events
and memories served as his touchstones for evoking these timeless imperatives, including General
Douglas MacArthur's historic 1962 address at
West Point (which Reimer auended as a cadet),
General john M. Schofield's 1879 Definition of
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competition or any other "external" pressures,
that was the great engme driving change within
the Arm)'·
In add ition to describing the National
Military St rategy and the Army's role in supporting that strateg)'· General Reimer frequenLly spoke
of the environment in which the Arm)' had LO
conduct its dramatic change. ln panicular, the
documents in this volume reveal that post-Cold
War downsizing was the dominant "fact of lHe"
throughout his term. Reimer continuall)' reminded audiences that in the wake of the Cold vVar,
the Arm)' was downsized b)' "over 600,000 men
and women" and "closed over 700 bases." At 1he
same time, he pointed out that the i\rmy was
busier than eve r, averaging on any given day
about "30,000 soldiers deployed to 70 different
countries." In addition, defense resources (until
the last year of his tenure) were in a constant slate
of decline. Reimer often quoted Norm Augustine,
the former CEO of Lockheed-tvlanin, who pointed out that "Americans spend more on beer and
pizza leach year! than they do on the United
States Army."
While there were many constants in General
Reimer's thoughts and views, equally important
for tracing the narrative of his years are the ideas
and issues that emerged and evolved over the
course of his ten ure as Chief of Staff. Without
question one of the most important of these was
General Reimer's participation in the Quadrennial
Defense Review (QDR). The QDR did much to
shape the final form of the post-Cold War drawdown of the armed forces and map out a modernization strategy for the future. Reimer spent much
of his tenure explain ing and defending his decisions, as well as deali ng with the ram ifications
and consequences of implemen ting the QDR's
findings.
One of the most contentious outcomes of the
QDR was a reduction in the size of the Army's
Reserve Components. The mandate sparked a bitter debate, which at its core demonstrated the
need to fundamemally rethink the role and
requirements for Active and Reserve Components
in a post-Cold War world. As a result, readers will
find that the emphasis on Reserve Componen t
issues dramaticall y increases in the documents
covering the second half of the Reimer years.

Another constant in the Reimer papers are
hts frequent references to foreign affairs and his
many visi ts to his counte rparts tn the armies of
our friends and allies around the world. General
Reimer believed the Army played a key role in the
way the United States "engaged" with other
nations on security issues. lie took every opportunil)' to draw attenlion to the Arm)•'s important
but often overlooked role in shaping the international etwtronmenl.
General Reimer's continuous emphasis on
emplO)'tng the best business practices and
improving logtstics was also a consistent thread
throughout his years as Chief of Staff. Reimer
eschewed the old debate about "leadership vs.
management." He believed that for senior leaders
good management was a pan of good leadership.
General Reimer continually emphasized that the
fuwre success of the Army depended on a revolution in logistics and a revolution in business
affairs. Remarks on his key initiatives in these
areas arc found throughout the documents in this
volume.
Reimer's papers also reOect his belief in the
importance of maintaining a close working relationship with national, regional and local media. In
add ition , to the documents here, researchers will
find many TV and radio transcripts and published
imerviews with the thirty-third Chief of Staff.
Finally, appearing frequently throughout his
papers arc the key ideas and mechanisms that
drove the Army's change process. General Reimer
believed one of his most important tasks was to
change the Ann)' into an infonnation-age force. He
invested a great deal of effon describing how and
why the Army was changing. As a result, readers
will find innumerable references to Force XXI,
Army XXI, Advanced Warfighting Experiments,
division redesign, information operations, digitizaLion, the Six Imperatives, spiral development and
Officer Professional Management System XXI
(OPMS XXI).
In describing change, General Reimer's constant touchstone was the National Military
Strategy. "Strategy comes first," he often said.
"Strategy drives requirements-req uirements
then determine fo rce structure and everything
that follows." For General Reimer it was strategy,
rather than resources, technology, imerservice
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Other watershed events were the investigations of sexual misconduct by members of the
training cadre at Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
Sergeant Major of the Army Gene McKinney and
Major General David Hale. These cases, though
unrelated , drew wide media auention to the
Army's treatment of gender-re lated issues. In
response to the charges, and the resulting public
concern, the Army devoted significant effort to
reviewing its programs on sexual harassment,
equal opportunit}'. fraternization and gender-integrated training.
The state of readiness was another issue that
demanded considerable auention during the second half of General Reimer's tenn. The President
and Congress agreed to a balanced budget
amendment that placed a cei ling on defense
spendi ng, even as the Army's operational tempo
continued to increase with new missions and
deployments around the world. By L998 the tension between the pace of operations and the
resources available to sustain them appeared to be
at the breaking point. Commands reported a dramatic decrease in the days available for collective
training, and observer-controllers (OCs) found
that units arriving at the Combat Training Centers
did not appear as well prepared as they had in the
past. In addition, for the first time since the
beginning of the drawclown, the Army faced a
serious challenge in recruiting soldiers for the
force. The culmination of these factors resulted in
renewed congressional interest in Army readiness
and General Reimer played a pivotal role in making the case for additional resources.
Despite the day-to-day demands on the
Army throughout his tenure, General Reime r
never lost his focus on driving the Army's change
process forward. These papers describe how he
institutionalized many Force XXI initiatives. lie
implemented a Strategic Management Plan to
guide the Army's use of resources and track efficiencies. General Reimer created the Army After
Next project to inform the force's long-term
developments. He also imroduced the Strike
Force concept to serve as the vanguard of the
next evolution in the Army's transformation.
Finally , Reimer focused the Army on "knowledge, speed, and power" as the ke}' attributes of
the 21st century force.

Readers will find that the ideas sketched out
here are woven throughout the documents in this
collection. The largest group of the papers presented arc General Reimer's speeches. Reimer was
an exccl lem public s peaker. He prepared seriously for each speech. lie be lieved every audience
was important. lie had a sense of humor-he
always began speeches with a joke (to save space
the jokes have not been reproduced in the transcripts). His delivery was calm, even and usuall}'
unemotional (without the slightest hint of an
accent from his native Oklahoma). As a speaker
he evoked the image of an unpretentious, trustworthy. imelligem, caring and well-informed
leader. He always made people feel that the Army
was in good hands.
Among his speeches, General Reimer's annual addresses to AUSA at the Dwight David
Eisenhower Luncheons were unquestionably the
most notable. These served as the equivalent of
the Arm}•'s "State of the Union" address and he
used these opportunities to map out h1s key ideas
and initiatives. Unlike his other speeches, which
he usually delivered from a brief outline that he
memorized or carried in his pocket and casually
referred to during the course of a talk, General
Reimer wrote out his AUSA address in fu ll text,
often going through multiple drafts over several
weeks. As a result, he always delivered a carefully
crafted speech laying out his direction for the
Army in the }'Car ahead. In total, his AUSA
addresses, as well as his other speeches, provide
an excellent start point for understanding the
Chief of StafPs role as a strategic communicator.
Another important category of documents is
General Reimer's testimony before congressional
committees. Norma ll y these statemen ts, which
were routinely reviewed by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and the President's Office of
Management and Budget before being subrniucd,
were slightly more restrained than his oral testimony. These documents have not been included
in this collection, but those wishing to review
General Reimer's complete testimony should consult congressional records.
Also in this collection are most of the articles
General Reimer authored as Chief of Staff. Of particular note nrc the October "Green Book" articles
in Army magazine. These articles, like his annual
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AUSA addresses, were designed to describe the
current "State of the Army." Noteworthy as well
arc the several articles General Reimer wrote for
Military Review. Reimer saw his articles in this
journal as one of his key tools for communicating
with «field grade officers," the mid-grade leaders
who would be the brigade, division and corps
commanders of the Army in the 21st century. Not
surprisingly, leadership was the subject of many
of his Military Review articles.
Additionally, this volume includes a number
of leuers to the Army's general officers. These
were often simply called «Yellows" because they
were reproduced on yellow paper (a tradition dating back to the World War II Army Stafl). Each
related to an issue of particular importance to the
Chief of Staff. Covering a wide variety of subjects,
"Yellows" were normally drafted by a member of
the ChicPs staff group and then approved by
General Reimer. They were distributed to general
officers and Senior Executive Service Department
of the Army civilians in both hard copy and
through electronic updates via the internet.
The last category of documents in this collection is a selection of e-mails from General Reimer.
These e-mails were popularly called "Random
Thoughts Wh ile Running (RTWR)." In faet,that is
exactly what they were. An avid runner, General
Reimer would compose his e-mail while running,
dictating into a small hand-held tape recorder. His
secretary, Lillian Cowell, would transcribe the
tapes and then General Reimer would edit them
himself. General Reimer put a great deal of effort
into his RTWRs and he considered them an
important part of his effort to keep up a constant
dialogue with senior leaders throughout the Army.
llc often used these e-mails as an opportunity to
expand on controversial decisions, key ideas and
important topics. They are an indispensable

source for understanding his term as Army Chief
of Staff.
The reader will soon discover that taken
together, these materials provide a rich resource
for exploring the Reimer years. For those interesteel in a particular subject, I suggest the best guide
is to first consu lt the accompanying ch ronology
and the subject index, which I compiled, at the
end of the volume. They should provide a ready
finding aid for significant issues and events.
As a final point, I must note that this volume
contains "selected" works and papers. It docs not
include every speech, article or correspondence
that crossed General Reimer's desk. The process
for selecting the papers to be included was relatively straightforward. l chose those documents
that had the greatest historic significance, best
illustrated General Reimer's ideas and decisions
and helped round out the narrative of the key
events of his tenure. Those readers who wish to
pursue subjects in greater detail should consult
General Reimer's private papers at the U.S. Army
Military llistory Institute at Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania, and his official papers at the
National Archives at College Park, Maryland.
In closing, I would like to make a special
thanks to Lieutenant Colonel Michael Galloucis,
who helped develop the chronology and select
the illustrations, to Sergeant First Class Kirby
Olson, who collected and archived the Reimer
papers, and to General Brown and his excellent
staff at the Center of Military History, particularly
Mrs. Diane S. Arms, Ms. joanne M. I3rignolo, and
Ms. Beth MacKenzie, who did such an outstanding job producing this volume.
JAMES JAY CARAFANO
Lieutenant Colonel, General Staff
Editor
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CHIEF OF STAFF, UNITED STATES ARMY

General Dennis J. Reimer served as the 33d
Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, on june 20, 1995, to
june 2 L, 1999. Prior to that, he was the
Commandi ng General of the Un ited States Army
f-orces Command, Fort McPherson , Georgia.
Graduating with a Bachelor of Science degree from
the U.S. Military Academy in L962, he began his
career as a Field Artillery Officer. lie received a
Master of Science degree from Shippensburg State
University. General Reimer's military experience
spanned command positions at all levels and service on staffs up to lleadquartcrs, Department of
the Army.
General Reimer's commands included an
infamry company at Fon Benning, Georgia, an
artillery baualion at Fort Carson, Colorado, the
division arti llery for the 8th In fantry Division in
Germany, the corps artillery at fort Sill,
Oklahoma, and the 4th Infantry Division at Fort
Carson. lie served in a variety of joint and combined assignments. l ie served two combat tours
in Vietnam-one as an advisor to a baualion of

the South Vietnamese Army and the other as an
executive officer for an artillery batt alion in the
9th Infantry Division.
He also served in Korea as the Chief of Staff,
Combined Field Army, and Assistant Chief of
Staff for Operations and Training, Republic of
Korea/United States Combined f-orces Command .
He served three other tours at the Pentagon as
aide-de-camp to the Army Chief of Staff General
Creighton Abrams, as the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations and Plans for the Army during DESERT
STORM, and as Army Vice Chief of Staff.
General Reimer's awards for peacetime and
combat service include the Defense Distinguished
Service Medal, the Distinguished Service Medal,
two Legions of Merit, the Distinguished Flying
Cross, six awards of the Bronze Star Medal (one
with "V" device for valor), the Purple lleart, and
the Combat lnfamryman Badge. He also wears
the Parachutist Badge, the Aircraft Crewman
Badge, and the Ranger Tab.
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Chronology of General Reimer's Tour
as Army Chief of Staff
June 20, 1995-June 21,1999
for transforming today's 1\ rmy inlO the digitized
information-age Arm)' of thr 21st century.

june 20 , 1995: Gene ral Reimer sworn in as 33d
Ch ief of Staff, U.S. Army, by Secretary of the
Army Togo West, Jr.

December 30, 1995: The Ist J\ rmored Division
bridges the Sava River and joins the
lmplementation Force (!FOR) conducting peacekeeping operations in Bosnia-IIerzegovina under
the Dayton Peace Accords (Operation jOINT
ENDEAVOR).

October 17, 1995: On the occasion of addressing
the annual meeting of the Association of the
United Stmes Army in Washington, D.C., General
Reimer relates for the first time the story of
Brigadier General Charles Canham, who in
September l9+f was asked by a German general
for his credentials as the German officer prepared
to surrender. Canham pointed to a small group of
dirty, unshaven infantrymen behind him and
said, "These are my credentials. " Throughout his
tenure as Chief of Staff General Reimer used the
saying "Soldiers arc our credentials" as a constant
reminder that the individual soldier is the heart,
muscle and soul of America's Army.

January 12- 20, 1996: General Reimer makes his
first of many visns as Army Chid of Staff to U.S.
soldiers in Europe and Southwest Asia. This trip
marks the first of five visits General Reimer makes
to soldiers serving in Bosnia and also is the first of
many counterpart visits with milnary leaders of
other nations around the world. During his
tenure, the Chief of Staff frequen d)' visited U.S.
soldiers stationeclthroughout the United States
and overseas and training at the Army's Combat
Training Centers.

November 6, 1995: General Re imer addresses
the Conference of American Armies in Barteloche,
Argentina, noting the importan t role US Army
forces have played in the region, supporting
human itarian operations and eoumcrd rug efforts
and encouraging the growth of democntC)' and
the principle of civilian control of the mi litary.

january 11, 1996: General Reimer issues his fi rst
"Random Thoughts While Running," a series of emails to the Army's general officers-a pioneering
effort to harness the power of info rmation-age
technology to enhance strategic communication
among the Army's senior leadership.

November 6- 18, 1995: Exercise WARRIOR Focus,
an Advanced Warfighting Experiment (A WE)
involving a digitally equipped light infantry
brigade from the I Oth 1\lountain Division, Fort
Drum, New York, takes place at the joint
Readiness Tnuning Center, Fort Polk, Louisiana.
This AWE was a ke)' event 111 the ongoing Force
XXI process, the Army's comprehensive strategy

April l3 , 1996: General Reimer participates in
the commissioning ccrcmon)' in San Diego,
California, for the USNS Shughart named in honor
of Sergeant First Class Randall Shughart who
received the CongressiOnal 1\ledal of llonor
posthumous!)' for heroic action dunng a firefight
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january 13, 1997: General Reimer inducts
World War ll veteran and Medal of Honor recipient First Lieutenant Vernon Baker and six
deceased soldiers into the Pentagon's "llall of
Heroes,» reserved for U.S. service members who
have earned the nation's highest award for valor.
The seven men are the only African American soldiers who received the Medal of Honor for World
War ll service. The Pentagon ceremony followed
an earlier White llouse ceremony led by
President Cl inton, who presented the Medal of
Honor to Mr. Baker and family members of the
six deceased soldiers.

in Mogadishu, Somalia, on October 3, L993.
Shughart's heroism becomes a cornerstone for
General Reimer's continuing emphasis on the
importance of Army values.
April 15, 1996: The first Chid of Staff White
Paper, Force of Decision, is released. It articulates
the Arm)"s relevance to the national sccurit)' challenges of the post-Cold War world.
May 17, 1996: Army announces conversion of
up to 47.31< of Army National Guard co mbat
structure (J 2 brigades and two division slices) to
combat s upport/combat service support structure. The decision impacts up to 38 states and
territories.

j anuary 27, 1997: 1-\rmy holds its orst Army After
Next (/-\AN) Wargame at the Uni ted States Army
War College, Carlisle Barracks. Pennsylvania,
adding another key component to the Army's
Force XXL change process. The objective of the
AAN project is to define the requircmems for
implementingAnny Vision2010.

july 4, 1996: General Reimer participates in the
commissioning ceremony in Newport News,
Vi rginia, for the USNS Gordon named in honor of
Master Sergeant Gary Gordon, who received the
Congressional Medal of llonor posthumously for
heroic action during a fircfight in Mogadishu,
Somalia, on October 3, J993.

March 8-29 , 1997: !-\ brigade from the 4th
Infantry Division (Mechanized) at Fon Hood,
Texas, conducts the Task Force XXI brigade-level
Advanced Warfighting Experiment at the
National Training Center, Fort Irwin, California.

November 7, 1996: At a Pentagon press conference, the Ann)• announces investigation of sexual
misconduct in Basic Training at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, Maryland.

March 15, 1997: Recognizing his more than 50
years of support to U.S. service members
deployed throughout the globe-in peace and in
combat-General Reimer speaks at the christening ce remony of the USNS Bol> liopc in New
Orleans, Louisiana. After its trial period , the
USNS Bob liope was loaded with Army eq uipment, supplies and materiel and became part of
the Army War Reserve Pre-positioned Stocks.

November 12, 1996: At a press conference in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, the Chief of Staff
releases Army Vision 2010, the Am1y's blueprint for
supporting the emerging operational concepts laid
out by the joint Chiefs of Staff in joint Vision 2010.
November 13, 1996: General Reimer announces
implemenLation of the Army's Strategic
Management Plan, an executive management wol
to guide the Arm)•'s use of resources in supponing the transformation from an industrial-age to
an information-age force.

May 16, 1997: Release of the Departme nt of
Defense Quadrennial Defense Review IQDRI,
which defined a new post-Cold War National
Military Strategy, objective force levels for each of
the services and the Department of Defense's
modernization strategy.

November 20- 23, 1996: General Reimer makes
first of several visits to U.S. forces in Korea,
observing the results of U.S. efforts to significantly upgrade the combat power and qualit)' of life at
this key strategic outpost.

May 23, 1997: Renecting the complexity of the
post-Cold War world, on this date and for the orst
time in the Army's 22l-year histoty, the 1-\rmy has
soldiers deployed in 100 countries. At this time,
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the Artn}' had 33,300 soldiers and Department of
the Artn}' civilians performing l ,200 missions in
100 of the world's 197 countries.

General john Wickham in the mid-1980s,
General Reimer notes the continuing importance
of U.S. Army forces for providing stabilit)' m a
region of increasing importance to the United
States. This is one of several trips he makes to
nations through /\sia and the Pacific.

May 26, 1997: General Reimer visits the Chief of
Starr of the South African Army, observing the
Army's transition from the Apartheid-era force Lo
a fully democratic national institution.

October 1, 1997: The Army creates its newest
major command, the U.S. Army Space and
Missile Defense Command (SMDC). In its new
role, SMDC serves as the Army Component
Command to the joint U.S. Space Command, the
Arm}"s proponent for space and national missile
defense, the materiel developer for assigned programs, and the ArtTI)''s integrator for theater missile defense.

june 17, 1997: General Reimerproposcsajoint
experimentation program in an address to the
Armed Forces Communications and Electronic
Association, Washington, D.C.
july 27-31, 1997: General Reimer visits Poland
and Czech Republic assessi ng the accomplishments of the NATO Partnership for J eace
Program and the future of NATO expansion.

October 1, 1997: Army begins use of its first new
officer evaluation report (OER), DA Form 67-9,
since 1979. General Reimer helped develop the
new OER, approved its implementation, and the
"masking" of 2LT and WOl OERs in an effort to
eliminate the systemic inflation that occurred
during the 1990s drawclown and to combat a perception of "zero defects."

September 4, 1997: The Army announces the
Fort llood-based 4th Infantry Division
(Mechanized) and Ill Corps will be the Army"s
first digitized division and corps. Projected fielding dates arc Fiscal Year 00 and Fiscal Year 04,
respectively.
Septembe r 8, 1997: General Reimer add resses
the National Guard Association of the Uni ted
States Army in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the
concerns and controversies of the reductions in
Reserve Component forces directed by the QDR.

October 17, 1997: General Reimer participates
in the opening of the Women in Militar)' Service
for America Memorial, Arlington, Virginia.
October 21, 1997: Robert E. Hall appointed as
the llt h Sergeant Major of the Arm)' after
Sergeant Major Gene McKinney was relieved of
duty.

September 11, 1997: Army releases two reports
based on comprehensive service-wide assessments done b)' a Senior Review Panel and the
Department of the Anny Inspector General in the
aftermath of sexual misconduct invest igat.ions at
Aberdeen Proving Ground and other locmions. At
the same time, the Army releases its Human
Relations Action Plan that addresses equal opportunity and sexual harassment.

November 3-14, 1997: Division Advanced
Warfighting Experiment cond ucted by the 4th
Infant!")' Division (tvlechanized) at Fort ll ood,
Texas.
November 14, 1997: Release of the Defense
Reform Initiative b)' Office of the Secretar)' of
Defense, to achieve fundamental reform in how
the Department of Defense conducts business.

September 12, 1997: Army releases White
Paper, Lcaclcrslrip <llld Change in o Values-Based
Army.

December 15, 1997: Congressionally mandated
National Defense Panel releases recommendations
for long-term U.S. nat ional security requirements.

September 25, 1997: General Rei mer addresses
the Chinese 'vVar College in Nanj ing, Chi na. The
first Army Chief of Staff to visit Chin<1 si nce
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February 18, 1998: Chief of Staff visits soldiers
of the 3d lnfantr)' Division at Fort Stewart,
Georgia, as they prepare to depiO)' to Kuwait in
support of Operation Dr:sr:RT TttUNDTR I to deter
Iraqi aggression.

July 24 , 1998: General Reimer participates 1n a
ceremon)' in Washington, D.C., markmg 50th
anniversmy of the integration of the armed forces.
August 1998: Soldiers of the 3d Infantry Division,
Fort Stewart , Georgia, depiO)' LO Southwest 1\sia in
support of Ot= ~t' RI TIIUNDER ll, a show of force
operation to deter Iraqi aggression.

March 13-15, l 998: Gene ral Reimer visits the
40th Infant!')' Division (U.S. An11)' National
Guard) at Camp Roberts, California. The visit
becomes the catalyst for initiatives to bring the
Active and Reserve Components together as a
seamless force.

September l 1- 12, 1998: Chief of Staff hosts the
Arm>''s first ever Senior Leader Media Conference
at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. This event is
auendcd by key senior leaders in the Army and
prominent print and broadcast journalists. The
forum gave the leade rship an opportunity to discuss Army's unique role in National Mili tary
Strategy, prepanHions for the Army Mter Next,
and ways to improve relations between the 1\rm)'
and media.

Jun e J998: The Chief of Staff approves plan to
implement Army Knowledge On line (/\1<0) as an
Army intranet designed to enhance the capabili ties of the institutional Arm y to operate in the
informmion -age Web-based environment.
June 2, l 998: Chief of Staff announces implementation of Officer Professional Management
S)'Stem XXI (OPMS XXI), Phase II. Key proviSion
of Phase II is redesignating the officer corps imo a
career field-based management system. General
Reimer made the decision to initiate Phase I, the
initial im plementation of the program , the previous summer.

September 17, 1998: Chief of Staff partiCipates
in ceremony 111 Arlington, Virginia, lO award
movie director Steven Spielberg the Army
Distinguished Civilian Service Award for making
the movie "Saving Private Ryan ," a World War 11
epic generall y considered one of the best and
most realistic war movies ever made and a great
tribute to the American soldier.

June 9, J 998: 1\rmy an nounces the redesign of
the heav)' division, reducing the size of the division while embedding new information S)'Stems,
improvmg lethality and depiO)'abihty, and integrating for the first time over 500 Resen'e
Component spaces into the structure of an Active
Component division. The 4th Infantry Division
( Mechanized) , Fon Hood, Texas, becomes the
first unit to implemem the new design.

September 29, 1998: Chief of Staff testifies
before the Senate Armed Services Commillee in a
contenHous hcanng that focuses renewed allenlion on the readiness of the U.S. military and
need for additional resources.
December 14- 15, 1998: General Reimer visits
Recruiting Battalion in Houston , Texas-the first
of series of visits thm focused on the im portance
and challenges of 1\rmy recruiting in the wake of
the drawdown.

J une 18 , 1998: Army releases Wh ite Paper, One
Team-One Fight-One Future, on the further
integration of Active and Reserve Component
forces.

December J 0, I.998: General Reimer sends an email message to Lieutenant Colonel Nancy
Currie, an Arill)' officer and NASA astronaut,
while she is in space. Currie was serving as a crew
member on the space shuule E11deavor. the first
U.S. mission to begin assembly of the international space station; she operated the shuule's robotic
arm. This is bel ieved to be the first Lime two U.S.

July 3, J 998: General Reimer visits I st Cavalry
Division troops at the joint Readiness Training
Ce nt er <H Fon Polk , Louisiana, as the first
CONUS-based troops prepare to deploy to
Bosnia, assuming the role of Stabilizat ion Force
(SfOR) in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
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April 5, 1999: Army announces formation of two
integrated division headquaners, the 24th
Infantry Division (Mechanized), Fon Ri ley,
Kansas, and the 7th Infantry Division (Light) at
Fort Carson, Colorado. Each division will consist
of three Army National Guard enhanced separate
brigades.

December 16-19, 1998: Army units from 3d
Infantry Division, Fon Stewan, Georgia, and
Pat riot units from Fon Bliss deploy to Southwest
Asia in support of Operation DcsERr Fo:-.., enforcing United Nations sanctions against Iraq.
February 16, 1999: General Reimer announces
implementation of the Strike Force concept
emploring the Fon Polk-based 2d Armored
Ca\'alry Regiment at a land warfart symposium in
Orlando, rlorida.
February l 6, 1999: Chief of Staff visi ts U.S.
troops 1n l londuras panicipating in Operation
S"LRON(, SUPPORT, providing humanitarian ope rations throughout Central America in response to
Hurricane 1\·litch.
April 4, 1999: Task Force IIA\\'K begins deploying to Albania in support of NATO Operation

june 3, 1999: Publication of Field 1\lanual
22-100, Army Leadership, culminates effort b)' the
Army Chief of Staff to ensure Army leadership
doctrine reflects the needs and challenges of the
post-Cold War Arm)'·
.J une 21, J 999: General Reimer's depanure ceremony at Fort Mycr, Virginia, marking his last day
as Army Chief of Staff.
June 2 1, 1999: General Eric Shinseki sworn 111 as
Army's 34th Chief or Stafr by Secretar)' of the
Army Louis Caldera.
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Let me share with you our vision of the Army. A vision that is a direct legacy of the bloody lessons
learned on t/1e battlefield. A vision tlwt is rooted in the tradiricm of 221 yccu-s ~f selfless service and
mission accomplishment-it is <I vision 1vhich-wil/ ensure our ability to meet the Nation's needs
of the 21st century ... tmincd and ready ... a force of quality soldiers allCI civilians ... values
based ... llll integra/c}(lll of the joint team ... equipped with the most modern weapons and
equipment .. . a!Jle to respond to our nation's needs ... changing to meet the challenges of today,
tomorrmv, c111d the 21st century.
Dennis). Reimer, Geru:ral, United SlCites Army

On 23 june, I was honored to be the
Reviewing Officer at the Sixth Army lnactivation
Ceremony at the Presid io of San Francisco. It was
an emotional experience to furl and encase the
colors of a unit that had made histoty for more
than half a century. During this final roll call for
the Sixth Army, one cou ld feel the strength and
spirit of America's Army at this hisLOric post, even
while we ended a glorious chapter in the history
of one of the Army's proudest units. Th1s scene,
of course, has been replayed many times throughout the Army in the last six years a testimony of
the Army's strength and resiliency-a testimony
of the U.S. Army changing to meet the challenges
of today, tomorrow and the 21st century.
I am excited about the future and what it
holds for America's Army. As we rapid ly
approach the 21st century, America's Army faces
tremendous opportunities and significant challenges. The first and foremost of these, is making
sure that 1he Army sta)'S 1rained and ready. While
current readiness is good, turbulence, high
OPTEMPO (operational tem po), and fu nding
shortfalls arc challenges for the long term.
Second, we need to provide stability after
the myriad of changes brought about by the
drawdown.
Finally. we have the opportunity to make
changes that will make us more efficient and
result in smarter ways, of doing business. These

"Where We've Been- Where We're
Headed: Maintaining a Solid
Framework While Building for the
Future"
Army

October 1995
The Army has provided 220 years of sciOcss
service to our Nation. Millions of Americans have
served in this great Army. The)' have accomplished a great deal and have made many sacrifices. Our Army-America's Army-has undergone-and continues to undergo-an important
transformation. The Army of yesterday is not the
Arm)' of today. The Army of tomorrow will be
vastly d iffe rent from the Army we sec today. Our
core competencies have not changed but our
methodology is changing. The uncertainties of the
world we live in demand th1s.
Throughout our history, even in uncertain
times, one thing has remained constant ... the
high quality of men and women serving in our
Army. The great spirit, courage, selfless dedication,
and commitment, so clearly demonstrated b)'
American soldiers throughout history, have passed
from generation to generation to the talented people that make up today's Army. Today's soldiers
continue to make this the finest Army in the world.
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challenges are mutually supporting. not mutually
exclusive. How we deal with these challenges and
oppon un ities will defin e 1he Army of the future.
No one knows exactly what warfare in the 21st
century will be like. llowever, one thing is ccrtam, future baulcficlds will be far different and
more complex than 20th century baulcficlds. We
must be ready.
Quality soldiers have been and will continue
10 be the foundation of a trained and read)' force.
The focal point of the t\rtn)•'s leadership will continue to be recruiting and retaining quality soldiers-those possessing the intelligence and
strength of character necessary to meet the challenges of defending our nation and furthering its
peacetime security intcrests.
The more our nation demands of our Army ,
the more pressing is our need for soldiers that
have the abilities and desire to meet this challenge. We must continually emphasize the imparlance of quality young men and women and their
development into the outstanding leade rs the
Army will need in the fuwre.
As we near the conclusion of an unprecedented drawdown, the Army remains trained and
read)' to fight and win our Nation's wars. This, in
my opinion, is attributable to two things: first, to
our leadership-officer and NCO-past and present- for providing a sound framework for tailoring the force wh ile maintaining a strategic focus
on the 21st cent ttl")'; second , to the dedicated men
and women that make up this great Army who,
while serving dunng this turbulent time, were
always ready to answer our nation's call.
As a smaller Army, it is more important than
eve r that we leverage 1he capabilities of entire
force (Active, Rese rve, and civilian). our Nation's
industrial base, and the academic gen ius of our
learning institutions. We are one Army whose
sum is far greater than an)' of its pans. We must
maximize the unique capabilities and talents each
component brings to the warfighting table.
We have come far in integrating our traini ng
and capitaliz ing on the strengths of each component. The concept of Ground Force Readiness
Enhancement, Enhanced Brigades, and the
restructuring of the Reserve components have
streamlined operations, reduced operating
expenses and most Importantly improved our go

to war readi ness posture. What we need to do
now is build on our successes, refine the missions
of the active nnd reserve components, and continue to build our partnerships with industry to support our force projection Army. \Ve will continue
to improve our pre-mobiliza1ion and post-mObilization training programs for the National Guard
and Reserve units. Equally important , we'll continue to look for greater training opportunities to
en hance our warfighting capabi lities.
The operational pace for our people is at an
all time high. In fiscal year 1995, the Ann)' saw
an average of 22,200 soldiers operational!)'
clepiO)'ed to over 70 countries on any given day.
In the last year, American soldiers helped the
nation promote democracy in I laiti, deterred a
new threat to regional stability in Southwest Asia,
provided relief supplies to Rwandan refugees in
Zaire, conducted peacekeeping exercises in
Russia, reinforced peace 111 the Sinai, supported
refugees in the Caribbean, protected United
Nations operations in Somalia, treated wounded
in Croatia, demonstrated resolve in !VIacedonia ,
and deterred aggression in Korea.
In addition to these operations. the Army
reinforced and maintained US overseas presence
with 125,000 troops based outside the continental United States in places like Europe, Korea,
japan, and Panama. Soldiers have also taken on
disaster relief missions at home-providing earthquake relic!" in California, fi ghting forest fi res in
the American West. assisting Oood victims in the
midwest and south, and helping stem the now of
illicn drugs across the borders of the United
States. We could never have accomplished this
mu ltitude of missions without the total team
effort of active and reserve soldiers and their civi lian counterparts.
For many soldiers this has meant back-toback depiO)'tnents and extended separations from
their fmmlies. The average American soldier now
spends 138 days a year away from home. I
emphasize this poim because we ask an awful lot
of our soldiers and their families. lf we want to
retain these fine men and women, we must take
care of them.
These missions also reOect the cont inued
devclopmenl of our joint doctrine. The Army is-and ahva)'S has been-a strategic force, playing a
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central role in j oint warfighting. The Commission
on Roles and Missions Report has further emphasized the importance of our role in the joint war
l'ighting community. I see us as an integral part of
the Joint Team. The Army is the nation's historical force of decision-the force of necessity. We
provide unique capabilities and staying power to
the warfighting CINCs. Our superior land combat force, our logistical sustainability, communications, intelligence, tactical psychological operations, civi l affai rs, SOF capabilities and military
police operations arc critical in war and essential
to win the peace.
The Army will always fight as part of a jotnt
and/or combined team. Therefore, we will continue 1o train in a joint envi ronmcnt with maximum
participation in Joint training exercises that foster
our joint famil}' relationships.
Today's global security environment remains
complex and full of unknowns. No longer arc we
confronted with "a clear and present danger."
Instead we find ourselves facin g a wide spectrum
of unpredictable dangers and threats. We find
ourselves confronted with new challenges such as
regional conflicts involving the use of advanced
conventional weapons, ballistic missiles, and
chemical and biological weapons as well as peace
keeping, and peace making operations.
We recognize that warfare is changing and
that America's Army must stay ahead of the
changes. Force XXI is our process for managing
institutional change and exploiting the revolution
in military affairs. Right now Force XXI is underfunded. Much has been done, but much remains
to be done.
Our challenge is to define Force X}\l in terms
of our doctrine and focus our available resources
to provide our soldiers with the best possible
organization, training and equipment. This is
done by capturing emerging technologies and
integrating them into the force in an orderly and
S}'Stcmatic manner. We must harness the capabilities of our weapon systems and coord inate
employment through a seamless information S}'Stcm, thus dramatically improving our ability to
bring to bear overwhelming combat power and
conduct high tempo operations inside our adversaries' decision cycles. Finding ways to exp loit
our competitive advantages-quality people and

advanced technology-is pan of our future reachness challenge.
In the midst of an era of change and turbulence, we must not lose sight of the continuity
and stabilit)' required to preserve our long term
readiness-stability in terms of qualit)' of life, stability in terms of expectations, and stability in
terms of what the future holds for our people.
l jom our senior leadership, Secretat')' of
Defense William Perry, t\rmy Secretaty Togo West,
and j CS Chairman General Shalikashvili in their
efforts to revitalize the quality of life programs for
our people. As the Chairman has said ... "No single investment we make is more important than
our people .... \Newill not continue to auract
qual ity young people if incentives and benefi ts
subside. If we don't take care of our people in uniform, our civilians and their families. we will not
retain the career professionals we need to lead our
forces into the next cent lily."
l am particularly concerned about the erosion of benefits for our junior en listed soldiers. I
pledge 111}' ver}' best efforts to improve quality of
life programs particular!}' for housing, pay and
health care ... for single soldiers as well as married soldiers. I will continue to be a supporter of
reti red soldier benefits as well. l believe the fme of
our retirees' benefits will have a long term impact
on our recruiting and retention efforts. If we
allow the benefits of our retired soldiers to erode,
what confidence will our younger soldiers have
that their benefits will not disappear after they've
completed their service to our Nation?
\Nc arc a values based organization. Values
are the foundation oft his institution ... always
have been, always will be. Loyalty, duty, seiOess
service, courage, integrity, respect fo r human dignity, and a sense of justice are all pan of the
Army's identit}'·
My experience is that three things arc essential
for success. First, we must empower our people to
do what is righ t, ever}' day, legally and morally.
Second, we must create an environment where
people can be all the}' can be. Third, we must treat
others as we would have them treat us. If we do
these three things, there are no problems too complex, no challenges too great for us to handle.
One of my top priorit ies is to generate funds
to resource America's Arm)' into the 2 Lst century.
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The Nalion's resources available for defense arc
limited, but the uncertainties of today require a
ready force capable of rcspondmg quick!)' and
decisively to protect our Nation's needs. We must
work hard at our reengincering efforts to help
fund future modernization needs while maintaining our core competencies. This docs not necessarily mean do more with less.
We have the opponunit)' to make changes
that make us more efficicnl. We must demonstrate, in eve rything we do , that we arc good
stewards of the Nation's resources and the taxpayers' investmem in us. This is everyone's responsibilit)'- \A/e must find new and mnovative ways to
help ourselves.
My guess is there arc considerable ciTiciencies
out there-and we can harvest them if cvei")'One
focuses on this issue. This requires a major
change in the way we've run our "business practices" for the past two decades. We must find
smarter ways to do business, strcamli ne our managemen t processes, reduce overhead , leverage
outside resources, and usc what we have more
efficiently in order to be more effective.
By eliminating dollars spent on non-value
added programs, we can help dose the modernization fundin g gap. Reengincering efforts are
already undenvay. The tremendous reengincering
efforts that arc ongoing at the tviACOM level have
the goal of Improving quality of life without
degrading read iness. Similarly, the logistics community is working to create efficie ncies that save
dollars and provide a tremendous capability to
the warfighting CINCs. \Ve need those dollars
spent on non-value added programs to be reinvested in our future. \~'e owe that to the taxpayers-but most of all we owe it to our soldiers.
BoLLom line is we will either become more efficient or smaller.
Thirty-three years of service have led me to
believe that although the i\rmy is a large complex
organization there are a few fundamenta l truths
about the Arm>'· General Abrams taught us, "The
Army is not made up of people-the Ann)' is people." That IS as true today as ll was when he smd
il. It will continue to be true in the 21st century.
The changes we make in peacetime must
transition to war. They must serve us on the battlefield. The one thing that all leaders must never

forget is that we wi ll someday, so mewhere, be
called on to put our soldiers in harm's way. We
must ensure that thC)' arc trained and ready for
victory. In this we must not fail.

Where We've Been- Where We're
Headed
Address at the Dwight David Eisenhower
Luncheon, Annual Meeting of the
Association of the United States Army,
Washington , D.C.
October 17, 1995
Thank you very much for that kind introduction. I must sa)' that I have been on the dais for
this luncheon for the last five years but not in this
particular spot. I also want to say that it's a great
view from up here.
This vantage pomt gives me the opportunity
to recognize America's Army-Active, United
SLates Army Reserve, Army National Guard , and
DA civi lians-and what a great group they arewhat a wonderful group and I'm honored to be
pan of such an organization.
It also gives me the opportunity to tell our
allies who are here today in great numbers that
your presence is important to us. Most of all, we
appreciate your support and willingness to carr)'
)'Our share of the load. To our supporters from
Capitol Hill , the members of Congress, the professional starr members, let me say how much
we appreciate all you've done. I know that your
choices arc not eaS)' but you need to know that
all of us are inspired by your willingness to
stand up and be counted and your example of
dedicated serv ice to our nation . To corporate
America, thanks for being here. You've been
here with us through the good times and the
bad and I would just simply say that we need
you more now than ever. To AUSA, 45 years old
this year, I must also say thanks for being such a
great fri end . And th anks most of all for )'Our
efforts to improve the quality of life for our sol-
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dicrs. You have helped us recruit and retain the
best soldiers in the world.
And, finally. to all our friends-fnends of the
United States Army, let me say that your friendship means everything to us.
This is my first opportunity as Chief 10
address such a large and important audience and
I wal1l w sha re with you some thoughts on
today's Ann)' and where we arc headed in the
future. As this audience certainly knows, the primar) miSSIOn of the Army is to be trained and
ready to defend the nation's secunty and freedom. Clear!)', the fundamental responsibilll)' of
any Chief of Staff is to ensure that the Ann>' is
read)' to execute this mission.
Recently I participated in Lwo events which
highlighted for me the importance of maintaining a trained and ready Army. I was in llawaii in
early September for ceremonies celebrating the
50th anniversary of the end of the war in the
Pactfic. I was also fortunate to participate in a
ceremony dedicating the Korean \Var t-.lemorial
in late July. The contrast between these two
events, separated by less than five years in histot')', was striking. I could not help but renect on
the clirferences the five years between the end of
World War II and the outbrea k of the Korean
V.,Jar had made on our Army. In August 1945,
the American Army was the largest and most
powerful Arm)' in the world. Its 89 divisions had
been instrumental in destroying the militat')'
might of the Axis powers-a tribute to the millions of brave men and women who served and
the tremendous capabilities of corporate
America. ll owever by june 1950, America's
Army had been reduced to a shell of its former
selL We had rapidly gone from 89 divisions and
eight million soldiers to 10 division s and less
than 600,000 soldiers.
As a consequence, at 0730 on 5 July 1950, a
hastily assembled, ill-trained, and poorly
equtppcd group of brave American soldters waited in the cold ram, just north of Osan, Korea, as
33 North Korean tanks advanced toward their
position. Behind these 33 tanks on the highway,
in trucks and on foot, was a long snaking column
stretch ing for over 6 miles. Due to poor weather
the American soldiers had no air support. Due to
the rapid clrawdown they were poorl)• trained and
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undermanned. They were called Task Force
S!.llnt because we had lo take soldiers from other
battalions to make a battalion-size organtzation.
Their equipmel1l renccted the lack of maintenance which is inevitable when readiness is not
the top priorit y.
In the next few hours of fi ghting, these conditions were starkly pla)red out on the baulefielcl.
Our weapons could not stop their tanks-but
they tried. One young lieutenam fired 22 rockets-from as close as 15 )'ards, scored direct hits
on the tanks-but could not destroy them.
Courage alone could not stop those tanks. RiOes
and bayonets were no match for tanks and the
wave of infantry behind them. In this sho rt
engagement, 185 courageous young Americans
were killed, wounded, and captured; and the history of Task rorce s~ I ITH was burned into the
institutional memory of our Army forever.
In the summer of 1950 we were not prepared. We sent poorly equipped and untrained
soldiers into battle to buy time for the Ann}' to
get ready. It cenamly wasn't the fault of these soldiers or thetr leaders that they weren't ready-the
system had let them down. Once again we were
surprised and once again we paid a very steep
price for our unpreparedness. As General1\ brams
said to this same gathering in 1973, "We paid
dearly for our unpreparedness during those early
days in Korea with our most precious currenC)'the lives of our )'Oung men. The monuments we
raise to thctr heroism and sacrifice are really surrogates for the monuments we owe ourselves for
our blindness to reality, for our indifference to
real threats to our security, and our determination
to deal in imen tions and perceptions. for our
unsubstantiated wishful thinking about how war
could not come."
ln the harsh crucible of combat we relearned
the lessons of tough training, good organization,
and proper equipment. We must never again
learn these lessons on the baulefield. As l shook
hands with those veterans-at the dedication of
the Korean vVar Memorial-! was reminded that
that monument ts not the only tribute to their
courage, selness service, and dedication. The real
legacy can be seen in America's Army today. Ou r
quality soldiers-Active, Reserve, and Guardhave the best equipment that the nation can pro-
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equipped wllh the best equipment and weapons
systems in the world-thanks in large part to
what many of )'O U here have done and continue
to do-are the envy of every nation. But no
amount of training or abunchmce of sophisticated
equipmcm wi ll suffice if we do not have enough
quality soldiers to cart')' out the nation's bidd ing.
Numbers maucr.
To accomplish our missions many of our soldiers have had back-to-back deployments and
extended separations from their family. The average American soldier assigned to a troop unit now
spends l38 days a year away from home-and
man)' special units such as MPs [military police I,
air defense and transportation have been carrying
a heavier load. To accomplish the requirements of
our national security strategy, we must be a credible and effecti ve ground fighting force . Pence is
the harvest of preparedness. We must, however,
temper our desire for peace with the realities of
histor)'· In 1950 we learned that deterrence is in
the eye of the beholder. The North Koreans
looked at South Korea and were not deterred by
the lO understrength and ill-equipped American
divisions. We must always have an Army of sufllcient quali ty and size to deter potential adversaries and meet our inte rnational obligations.
Whi le the quality of toclay's force is unquestioned, I must tell you in all candor that I am concerned that we have reached the limit on how
small our Army can be and still credibly accomplish the tasks current!)' assigned to us.
Toda)' we do not have the luxury of timenor will we in the future. We must be ready to
deal with the world as it is now, not as we wish it
to be. We have paid the price-in blood-too
often to relearn that lesson. With your help, we
will not have to pay that price again.
The best example that the lessons of history
are si nking in is that during the past six yearsunder the leadership of Generals ICarl) Vuono
and [Gordon! Sullivan-we have reshaped ourse!Yes and still remain trained and ready. It's been
over five years since Operation DESERT STORM and
in many ways it is tempting to pat ourselves on
the back and rest on our laurels. But we cannot
afford to do thaL. We must build the Arn1)' of
tomorrow, the Army that will be required to meet
the needs of a vastly different world.

vide; and our tough, realistic train111g program
has resulted in our status as the world's best
Army-trained and ready for victory. No one
with a lick of common sense really disputes this.
As a footnote to this chapter, let me cite a personal experience. In 1987 when I was se rving in
Korea, General Brad Smit h, that brnvc baualion
commander whose courageous soldiers fought so
well in 1950, came over and conducted a ballleficld tOur of where his task force fought. When he
returned he sent me the handwritten training
guidance that he had given to the ballalion after
the Korean War-that guidance talked about
tough, realistic training and lots of livcfire.
There are similarities between 1950 and the
siwalion we face toda)'·
ln 1950 we lived in an uncertain world.
The U.S. was the world's greatest economic
power.
The U.S. was the world's greatest superpower.
The U.S. had a vinual nuclear monopoly.
The U.S. had the world's best Air Force and
the most powerful Navy.
The next war was expected to be a push-button war with new weapons and machines taking
over from men; and because of that we felL we
could greatly reduce the size of our ground
forces-and we did so very rapid ly.
Today ...
We continue to live in an uncertain world.
Again, the U.S. is the world's greatest ceonomic power and the greatest superpower.
The U.S. has the largest NaV)' in the world,
capable of sweeping any conceivable adversary off
the seas in a matter of days, assuring us access to
all the world's oceans . The nation also has the
most powerful Air Force in the world, capable of
sweeping any adversat)' from the sky in a matter
of hours. It is right, and proper, and necessary for
the U.S. as a world superpower and leader to
have these naval and air capabilities. I wouldn't
want ll any other way.
llowever, today the active Army is the eighth
largest in the world. Size by itself is not the most
important thing, and America can still take pride
in having the world's best Army because what we
lack in quantity we more than make up in qualit)'· Ou r world -class young men and womenwho receive Lough, realistic training and are
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Let me share with you our visiOn of that
Army. A v1sion that is a direct lcgaC)' of 1he
blood)' lessons learned on the baulcfield. A vision
that is rooted in the tradition of 22 1 years of selfless service and mission accomplishment. lt is a
vision which will ensure our abi lity to meet the
nation's needs of the 21st century.
In our vision we see the world's best Armytrained and ready for victory ...
• A Ioree of quality soldiers and civilians
• A values-based organization
• An integral pan of the joint team
• Equipped with the most modern weapons
and eqUipment the country can provide
• Able to respond to our nation's needs
• Changing to meet the challenges of today,
tomorrow, and the 21st century
It's not just the words but the meaning beh ind
these words. Let me explain. The world's best
Arm)'· A bumper stick that has been earned by
our solchers. Trained and ready for VICtOr)'· The
most important job for any anTI)', a JOb in which
we must not fail. A total force of qualit)' soldiers
and civilians. We tend to take for granted, I think,
the dcdicmion, selOess service and sacrifice of our
great citizen-sold iers in the National Guard and
Reserves. We are also forLU natc to have a quality
civilian force that embodies the best of this great
nation. This recognizes that as General Abrams
said the "Army is not made up of people, the
Army is people."
A values-based organization. Values are
important to us; selfless service, dedication, sncrificc, duty, honor, country arc not just words but a
code by which we live.
An integrnl part of the joint team. We recognize the tremendous contributions of our sister
services and arc happy to stand shoulder to shoulder with them ns we keep this great nation free.
Equipped with the most modem weapons
and equipment the country can provide reflects
our reahzauon that we must invest 111 a modernizauon program for the 21st century.
Able to respond to our nation's needs. \Ne
must be relevant to the needs of our eounll)'· And
changing to meet the challenges of today. tomorrow, and the 21.sl centUf)' Simply re0ects that the
only constant in the world today seems to be
change. 'We arc dealing with it, we arc growing

more comfortable with it every day, and we will
continue to ha,·e to deal with it in the 21st ccntUI')'.
Our v1sion is set against the world as we sec
it. It reflects an environment in which missions
are expand ing both in terms of quantity and
diversity. It reflects decreased resources, a loss of
34 percent of our buying power si nce L989. 1t
recognizes, as President l'vVilliam J.l Clinton said,
a world in which the line between domestic and
foreign polic)' has becoming increasingly blurred.
We live in a global village. It recognizes a modernization program that is currentl)' at the Irreducible minimum and badly in need of more
resources. Today the Army allocation of the DOD
modern ization dollars is only 13 percent. \lo./c
have the smal lest piece of a small pie.
Our vision recogn izes th at we must not
repeat the Task Force S~IITll scenario. We must
realistically face the challenges of today.
Sacrificing our youth is not the solution. We will
build no new monuments to our blindness to
reality. We arc trained and ready today, but our
abilit)' to dominate land warfare is eroding. And
our modernization plan does not forecast filling
the gap fast enough.
We have a plan to make this vision a realityForce XX I. Sim ply Stated Force XXl projects ou r
quality people into the 21st century <lncl provides
them the right organization, the most realistic
training, an adequate and predictable sustainment
package during both peace and war, and the best
equipment and weapons systems our nat1on can
provide given the resources available. We intend
to leverage technology in order to ann our soldiers
with the finest most lethal weapons systems in the
world. The power of information wi ll allow the
ultimate weapon-the individual soldier-to successfully meel the challenges of the 21st ccn tUI')'
and achieve decisive victor)'· Force XXl provides
the framework for the decisions we must make
today so that tomorrow's force will remain as
lrained and read)' as we are right now.
That vision IS vCI)' clear in my mind-however, achieving our vision is not preordained . \Ve face
a number of resource challenges as l have alluded
to already. The basic challenge is lo balance ncarterm readiness, quality of life, and future modernization. Internally we wi ll do our share to ensure
lhe most ciTectivc usc of our limited resources. We
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When I see those soldiers doing their job so
magnificently I'm reminded of a story from the
8th Infantry Division in World War 11. In
September of 1944 on the Crozon Peninsula the
German Major General Hermann Ramcke asked to
discuss surrender terms with the American Arm}'·
General Ramcke was in his bunker when his staff
brought in the 8th DivisiOn's assistam division
commander, Brigadier General Charles Canham.
Ramcke addressed Canham through an interpreter
and said, "I am to surrender to you. Let me see
your credentials." Pointing 10 the American
infantrymen crowding the dugout entrance,
Canham replied, "These arc my credentials."
This is as true today as it was then. Soldiers
are sti ll our credentials. Ycstcrcla}' we honored
some of these magniriccnt soldiers and we arc forlUnate to have some of them with us today. 1
would like for you lO have a good look at the
heart and soul of America's Army.
Sergeant First Class Anita jordan, the Active
Duty Drill Sergeant of the Year from Fort jackson,
South Carolina. Sergeant jordan said that the rcason she entered the Army was "I knew I wanted
to do something and be somebody." As a drill
sergeant, she coaches, teaches, and develops soldiers-one at a time-24 hours a day. She is
somebody.
Sergeant First Class Bruce Clark, the Reserve
Drill Sergeant of the Year from Fort Knox,
Kentucky. He is a real estate developer and a law
student. Successful in two careers, he is indeed
twice the citizen.
Sergeant First Class Cory Olsen, the Active
Dttl}' Recru iter of the Year fro m the Denver,
Colorado, Recruiting Baualion. An infantryman,
he was deployed to Panama, Honduras, Scotland,
and the Sinai. He understands set ness service.
Sergeant First Class Alan r:ritz, the Reserve
Recruiter of the Year from the Syracuse, New
York, Recruiting Battalion. A military policeman,
he served on active duty in both Germany and
Korea before he joined the Reserves. l ie illustrates
the seamless blend we seek for America's Army.
Specialist Hellema Webb, the Soldier of the
Year from Eighth Ann}' in Korea. A mortuary
affairs specialist, she deployed in L992 to
Mogadishu and now serves with distinction
across the world. She received a max score of

will continue to improve our operational and institutional efficiency in order to ensure we devote as
many dollars as possible to modernization. In this
regard, we intend not to be bound by traditional
approaches. We arc wtlling to make profound
changes in the wa}' we do business as long as they
increase our efficiency and do not degrade our core
competencies. Efficiencies such as velocity management, total asset visibilit}', integrated sustainment
maintenance, and improved force management are
all keys to becoming more effective.
Most people talk about the four tenets of the
revolmion of mili tary affairs. I believe the Anny,
in order to be successful in this revolution, must
embrace a fift h tenet: efficiencies. We must get
the most bang out of every buck. We owe that to
the taxpayer-but, more importantly, we owe it
to our soldiers.
The key to achieving this vision-as it has
been since 1775-is high-quality soldiers. We
must never forget that quality soldiers are the
essence of our Army-always have been and
always will be. For the past two decades we have
demonstrated that an All Volunteer Army can be
the world's premier fighting force. Quality soldiers
attracted by a profession that allows them to be all
they can be deserve adequate pay and compensation. The}' deserve to have their entitlements and
benefits safeguarded from erosion. They deserve a
quality of life equal to that of the society they have
pledged their lives to defend. We must never allow
our commitment to quality soldiers to diminish.
As I travel around the world l am cominually
impressed by the s11crifice and dedication of our
soldiers. The state of readiness of the Army is more
than its weapons, equipment , and doctrine. A key
but intangible part is the spirit of our soldiers.
General Pau on said, "lt is the cold gliuer in the
attacker's eye not the point of the questing bayonet
that breaks the line. lt is the fierce determination of
the drive to close with the enemy not the mechanical perfection of the tank that conquers the
trench." Today nothing has changed. When I met
the survivors of the Bataan Death March in Hawaii
they still had that glint in their eye and you could
feel the indomitable spirit that allowed them to
fight on against overwhelming odds. In Germany,
Korea. Hawaii, at the Combat Training Centers, 1
see the same thing in our soldiers today.
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200 on the promotion board and is presently on
the Sergeants Promotion Standmg List. J\ model
NCO who will help lead soldi ers into the 21st
century.
Specialist TrO}' Duncan, the Soldier of the
Year at U.S. Army Europe. A military policeman ,
he has already served his 6-momh tour of duty in
Macedonia, is married with a 3-month-old
daughter, and voluntarily teaches bicycle safety
classes and assists young children in learning the
sport of bowling. lie understands the true meaning of commitment to the nation and service to
the communit}'·
Specialist Anthony Costides the Forces
Command Soldier of the Year. Born in Greece, he
is a tracked vehicle mechanic in the 1st Infantry
Division at l· on Riley, Kansas. He found an environment where he could be all he could be.
Sergeant Christopher Uhrich, the Virginia
National Guard Soldier of the Year. A fuel handler
who served in the United States Air f-orce prior to
transferring to the National Guard in Virginia, he
has over seven years of service to his nation. He
embodies the sacrifice, dedication and commi tment of our citizen-soldiers.
Lad ies and GenLiemen, these soldiers represent the best of America's Army. They arc indeed
special. They ask for so little. We owe them a
great deal and I couldn't be more proud to say to
you-these arc our credentials.
Thank }'OU very much.

task for myself and for the Arm}'· It is clear that I
alone cannot reach all key audiences. Our success
as an institution depends on the degree to which
all senior leaders communicate clcarl}' to the
American people why we need an Army and wh}'
we must remain the best Army in the world.

l<ey Audiences
We have some common audiences to deal
with-the media, local, state, and nationally
elected officials and external groups. To be effective institutionally, we must work together on
common themes with messages tailored to the
audience and venue.

l<ey Messages
Another clement of effective corporate communications is developing and constantly refining
key messages. Some arc universal Army messages
that we will develop at my level and send out as
needed. Other messages arc specific to your area
of responsibility. The key is taking every opportunity to transmit focused messages to appropriate
audiences. We cannot afford scauered, diffuse
messages. They have no positive impact downrange.

The News Environment
Today, news is transmitted instantaneously.
CNN and other global news organizations arc
everywhere before we are. What were once local
stories are now national or international news in
real time.
For this reason, it is absolutely crucial for
each senior leader to personally set the example
by taking a proactive rather than reactive
approach tO dealing with the media. We cannot,
on the other hand, foresee all circumstances thm
affect the Army. In th is regard, there is a place for
reactive public affairs to face crisis situations that
arrive unannounced. But, in either case, if we arc
not responsive, someone else will seize the mitiative and speak for the Army, and may not be well
informed or supportive.
Stay current on what is happening "outside
the perimeter," and understand the issues your
ke}' audiences nrc facing. Also, get a feel for the
time pressures and other realities of the news
business. Understanding both of these factors

Memorandum for Army Leaders
November 3, 1995
Senior Leader Communications

Periodicall}', I will send out lcncrs like this to
share my thinking on subjects requiring your personal and ongoing attention.

The Communications Challenge
ln my early clays as Chief of Stall, 1 have been
struck by the enormity of the commu nications
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helps frame our messages and methods to get the
Army stOt")' out carl)' in both good times and bad.

what has happened to the U.S. Arm)', )'OU sec our
resources have been reduced 40 percent in terms
of the budget. That is a big gap. Vve must be able
to cross it.
Obviously, we can not do "business as usual,"
because our resources are decreasing faste r than
the size of our forces. We must become more clficicnt and do th ings differently.
We have removed about 450,000 people
from the Army's force structure, which includes
the Active and Reserve Components and Army
civilians. That number, 450,000, is about the
population of Tucson, Arizona. When )'OU think
about it in terms of human beings involved- the
children who had to leave school in the middle of
a school year, 1he people we had to move from
Europe to the U.S.-you stan to realize how
much pain has resulted from th is drawdown over
the past five years.
We have closed over 650 installationsmostly overseas. Some of those were not small.
On a recent vtSil to Gennany, I flew over an abandoned brigade-size post. You get an ccnc feeling
seeing that great factlity silting there with no soldiers around. ! think the Germans get that feeling
too. We have drawn down vel")' dramatically
ove rseas. \•Vc have closed major installati ons in
the United States as well.
At the same umc, there has been no pause in
operations while the Army reduced in size. ln
fact, our missions have expanded. We not only
have the traditional mtssions of providing rcgtonal securit)' and stability and deterrence; we have
also picked up additional missions such as llani,
Guantanamo Bay. Macedonia, Somalia and
Rwanda, just to name a few.
There arc about 28,000 soldiers depkl)'Cd
away from home station each day. Our sold iers
spend an average of 138 clays a year deployed away
from home station. That is a lot of turbulence.
There has been a 300-percent increase in our
operational deployments overseas-and that is
important. Toda)', we all live in a global village.
What affects one country has an impact on us all.
That is wh)' this conference is so vitally important. It provides a forum to share ideas and to
learn from cnch other.
The Uni ted States Army has changed from a
forward-dep loyed force wi th a strateg)' of con-

Building a ReputciLiOil

Good press relati ons are good human re lations. Good community relations arc good human
relations. Good congressional relations arc good
human relations. There is a pattern here. The
return on investment we get is in direct proportion to the quality time and effort we invest in
these rclationshtps.
Our corporate reputation is earned over
months and )'Cars of contact with the media, outside tnflucntial groups, and higher headquarters.
There arc no quick-fix ways to develop relationships in times of crisis. When a crisis is looming,
it is too late to make an initial foray into the relationship. Developing these rc lat ionships takes
work and should not be delegated to the public
affairs officer on I)'.
The basis of our repmation tS the truth that
we have the best Ann)' in the world. We aren't
perfect, but America's Army is the best trained,
best led, and best equipped ever.
ln order to let the American people know
about their Army, your role as the chief communicator for your command, post, or staff agency is
not optional.

Remarks to Conference of American
Armies
Barteloche, Argentina
November 6, 1995
The purpose of this conference is to achieve
close integration and cooperation among all our
anmcs for the joint study of problems of mutual
interest. We all want the same thing-peace,
security, democracy and freedom for the member
countries on the American Cont ine nt . Achieving
this goal is dirricult in this era of rapid change.
Each of us face simi lar challenges. We live in
an era of diminishing resources. lf you look at
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An integral pan of the joint team. We recognize the tremendous contributions of our sister
services and arc proud to stand shoulder to
shoulder with them as we keep our nauon free.
Equipped with the most modern weapons and
equipment the countr)' can provide reflects our
realization that we must investm a modernization
program for the 21st ccntUI')'. Able to respond to
our nation's needs. We must be relevant to the
needs of our country. And changmg 10 meet the
challenges of toda)', tomorrow, and the 21st century simply rcnccts that the only constant in the
world LOday seems to be change. \Ve are dealing
with it, we arc growing more comfortable with it
everyday, and we will con ti nue to have to deal
with it in the 21st cemtuy.
ln order for this vision to be s uccessful, the
United Stales Army had to identi fy what our critical processes are-what it is 1hat makes us what
we arc. For the U.S. t\rmy those core processeswe even have a name for them, we call them "the
lmperatives"-arc these: accessing, training, and
retaining quality people; clcvdoping leaders; training
units; modcmizing our equipment; wnting docLtine; and organizing the force. \Ve knew that the
intersection of these six processes is a trained and
ready force. Together the processes produce a
force which is more powerful than the sum of the
pans. Pulling it together IS our competitive
advantage.
The key to achieving this vision-as it has
been since the Army was first organized in
1775-is high-quality soldiers. We must never
forget that qualit)' soldiers arc the essence of our
Army-always have been and always will be. The
best technology and weapons in the world are
meaningless, if we do not recruit and retai n highqual ity soldiers. We must never allow our commitment to qualit)' soldiers to diminish.
Leader development is a twcnty-ycar investment. To lead the United States Army in the 21st
century, we will have to develop leaders with values. We will have to create a leader educational
S)'Stem which produces men and women who arc
dedicated, selncss, commiued, ncxible and selfconfident. The)' must value people and nurture
them as their most important investment.
Doctrine is our collective wisdom about the
conduct of war. lt is the core process that gives us

tainment to a power projection force with the
ability to move to a crisis very rapidly.
lvluhinmional operations will be the norm in the
future. ·we need to know and understand each
other beuer. \Vc need lO tram more with our
allies in the future. Doctrine must be dc\'clopecl
for muwal understanding. Agatn, th•s conference
provides an excellent opportunity for the discussion of traming, cqwpmcnt and doctrine.
Ever)' nation at this conference has the same
challenge-to do more missions with fewer
resou rces. I am conce rned with the futurebuilding the Army of tomorrow, the Army that
will be required to meet the needs of n vnstly different world.
Let me share wit h )'Oll our vision of that
Army. A vision that is rooted in the tradi tion of
221 years of se lfl ess service and mission accomplishment. It is a vision that will ens ure the
United States Army's ability to meet the needs of
the 21st century.
In our vision we sec the world's best Armytrained and ready for victory ...
• A total force of quality soldiers and ci\'ilians
• A values-based orgamzation
• An integral pan of the joint team
• Equipped with the most modern weapons
and equipment the counll)' can provide
• Able to respond to our nation's needs
• Changing to meet the challenges of today,
tomorrow, and the 21st century
It's not just the words but 1he meaning behind
these words. Let me explain . Our goal is to strive to
be the world's bcstl\rmy- trai ncd and ready for
victory. This is the most important job for any
army, a job in wh ich we must not fai l. A total force
of quality soldiers and civilians. This recognizes
that adage or a form er, great Chief of Staff of the
United States Army, Gene ral Creighton Abrams,
who said the "Arm)' is not made up of people, the
Army is people." 'vVc arc blessed by the dedication ,
selfless service and s.1criflcc of our great citizen soldiers in the reserve forces of the National Guard
and U.S. Army Reserve. \Vc arc also fortunate to
have a quality civilian force that embodies the best
of this great nation . . a \'alues-based organization.
Values arc important w us; selfless service, dedication, sacrifice, duty, honor, countr)' arc not just
words bm a code by which we live.
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the United States Army is more than the number
of rifles, tanks, anillery pieces, and helicopters.
We are the army of a democracy, and our
strength is derived from the vel')' soul of our
nation.

a better common understanding of both new missions and capabilities. DocLrine is how we think
about the conduct of war. We have rewriuen our
basic doctrine for operations, peacekeeping and
deployment. We want to work with )'O U in this
area so that we will have a common language,
phi losophy and purpose. Doctrine assures a un ity
of effort.
Given new and emerging doctrine, we must
develop a capabilities-based strategy for modernizing our equipment and redesigning the
force. Our plan to accomplish this IS calledForce XXI. Simply stated, Force XXI looks at our
quality people in the 21st ccmury and provides
them the righ t organization, the most realistic
tmin ing, nn adequate and predictable logistical
support during both peace and war, and the best
equipment and weapons S)'Stems our nation can
provide given the resources available. We intend
to take advantage of technolog)' in order to arm
our solclters with the finest, most lethal weapons
systems 1n the world. The power of information
will allow the ultimate weapon-the individual
soldier-to successfully meet the challenges of
the 2 J st centUI')' and achieve decisive viclOry.
Force XXI provides the framework for the decisions we must make today so that tomo rrow's
fo rce wi ll remain as trai ned and ready as we arc
right now.
We arc creating organizations that can simultaneouslr execute, plan, and recover from operations. 'vVe will continue to train these organizations under the toughest, most realistic conditions
poss1ble. We will stress them, in a variety of missions, at the Combat Training Centers.
We will focus o n these Six Imperatives
mcnt ioned ea rl ier as we prepare to mee t the
challenges of the 21st century. ln the fu ture, a
source of strength will be our institutional values which define the fundamental character of
the United States Army. The United States Army
is an ann)' of citizen-soldiers; it is the Arm)' of
the people of the United States. The soldiers,
civilians, and families who make up the Arll1)'
arc dedicated to selfless service to the nation.
They embody the values of elUL)', honor, country. The comm itment of the United States Arm)'
to a mission is a commitmem of the chnracter,
wil l, and citizens of our nation. The strength of

Memorand um for Army Leaders
December 8, 1995

Media Coverage of Operations ancl
Deployments
As we come to the end of the calendar )'Car,
it is a good time to stop and reflect on our
efforts to communicate the Army's stor)' and a
good time to take a look at how we can bener
implement some of the principles outlmed in
Ill)' August 3d Senior leader Communications
letter.

Be Positive and Proactive
I bel ieve strongly that we, as America's 1\ rmy,
must be accountnble to the American people. To
this end, we have an obligation to commun icate
what and how we arc doing around the world. IL
is essemial that all senior leaders set the example
by taking a positive forward-looking approach to
dealing with the news media and other interested
outside audiences like members of Congress and
their staffs. This approach applies to rout inc
home station train ing, rotations at the Combat
Training Cen ters, and con tingency operations
around the world.
Act ivities and training preparatory to
worldwide deployments and operations must
also include dealing with the media. We arc currently seeing a number of ver)' good stones
coming out of Europe and here in !Continental
United States! CONUS as units prepare to
deplO)' in support of the NATO mission in the
Balkans. In the realtime news environme nt , the
degree to which our st.o1y is told is the degree to
wh ich we arc open to accommodating the needs
of the med ia. If we do not speak for the Army,
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praclical and appropriate, senior leaders should
make every effort tO invite the media to travel
along.

have the Arm)' speak

Incorporate the Media in Operations

Let the Soldiers Speak

I expect commanders to incorporate dealing
with the medta into planning and execution of
training and operations at all levels. With ongoing
operations in such places as llaiti, Macedonia,
and Bosnia, we must train and plan to provide
open access and independent coverage by the
media.

I understand that reaching out to external
audiences contains an clement of risk. llowever, I
have great faith in our soldiers, and truly believe
they are our best spokespersons. Furthermore, I
am confidem that good news will predominate.
We are pan of the best trained , best led and
best equipped Army in history. We owe it to the
American people, our soldiers and their families
to ensure their story-the Army's story-is told
to the nation.

Bosnia
There is an immense media presence in
13osnia. Many more U.S.-based and imernational
media can be expected to join those already there
as unit movemen ts continue. Any un it called to
go there should be prepared to accept and assist
accredited reponcrs referred th rough the unit
chain of command.
During operations and training, guidelines
concerning force protection and operational sccurit}' should be clearl)' established and exercised so
as to guard against compromising troop safety
and operations. Every soldier should be prepared
to answer questions pertaining to his/her area of
responsibilit)'.

Develop Relationships With

"Leadership for the 21st Century:
Empowerment, Environment and
the Golden Rule"
Military Review

January/February 1996

l~eporters

At a staff meeting one mormng. rhe colonel
reprimanded the post quartermaster bccau!>e
the parade-ground nagpolc was not perpendicular. Then, pointing to a hnucnam, he
snapped: "Lieutenant, if I told you 10 put up
a nagpole and get it Straight, hOW WOUld )'OU
go about it?" "I'd say, sergeant, erect rhc nagpole," the licutenallt replied .1

I charge each of )'OU to invest personal time
to develop relationships with the reporters who
cover your area of responsibility. You should
resist the temptation to acquire a "safe reporter"
who gets all your attention. To be trul)' effective,
and to develop frui tfu l relationships with the
press, your coopcrat ion must reach to reporters
across a broad spcct rum of pub Iications and
media outlets. In the process of being open with
reporters, we must be prepared to take the bad
with the good. Remember, it is during times of
crisis that our reputation and credibility is really
built.

The lieutenant in this story, Samuel Sturgis,
went on to become a lieutennnt general and the
chief of Army engineers. This anecdote about him
is not unique . Incidents like this hnppcn every
day in America's Army and hel p explain the
essence of US t\rmy leadership.
Sccno•tar)' of Defense \Villiam Perry likes to
relate a story about Gencml Andrei Nikola)•cv.
deputy chief of the Russtan General Staff.

Invite Reporters To Travel With You
frequently take reporters along with me
when I travel. This provides an opponunit)' to
show them what we arc doing omside
Washington and to gather msights into the reasons behind Army requrrements. Where it is

1
Lcwas Sorter. "The LC<Idcr ·'' Practu.:mg \tanager." an
.\ liliuuy u'<l<krlllil'. cdncd b)· j.unc' II Bu~k and Lawrence J
Korb (Be\'l•rly I tills. Ck S:a~c Puhlicauons. Inc., 1981 ). 187
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when N1kola)'e'' was on a two-week tour of
nuhta1y bases in the United States. After nsning the rirst base and seeing our nonC'OillllliSsioncd officers (NCOs) in ac11on, he told one
ol h1s a1des. " I know that t hc~c men and
women wearing sergeants' uniforms arc rca II)'
orncers in disguise.~

duties. Granted, some duties are and should be
interchangeable. Some officers, however, want to
do it all. They want to conduct training, micromanage and have junior soldiers and civilians
report direct!)' to them. They are basically giving
their NCOs responsibility and titles but not
authority. I do not believe they do this because
the NCOs or civilians cannot do their jobs. It is
more of an officer efficiency report support form
thing and crisis management.
These aunudes are disturbing-but not
unexpected . The drawdown has been difficult for
the Army. Since 1989, we have cut 450,000 people (Active and Reserve) out of the force. This has
been hard on soldiers and their families. What is
amazing is that through the drawdown , we have
remained trained and ready. We successfully executed missions in Somalia, Rwanda and Haiti and
we have not repeated the mistakes of past drawdowns. In his 1948 annual report, Secretary of
the Army Kenneth Ro)•all noted that "the enormous turnover of personnel made effective unit
traming vinuall)' impossible."

But as he went from base to base and talked
wnh the NCOs, Nikolayev came to realize they
really were not officers. He was stunned and after
two weeks told Perry that, "No military in the
world has the qualit)' of NCO ... found tn the
United States." He went on to sa)'. "That's what
gives America its competitive military advantage."
O ur NCOs arc one reason we have the best military in 1he world.
As the t\rmy chief of staff, my fundamen tal
duty is to ensure America's Army is trained and
ready to defend the nation's security and freedom. I am also concerned with creating stability
within the force after a long and significant drawdown. I want to create an environment in which
all soldiers can "be all they can be."

Countering "Zero

D~fects"

Creating Positive Leadership

Rece ntl y, I reviewed the Army Research
Insti tute's (ARI's) command climate assessment,
wh ich was based on responses from more than
24,000 Active, Reserve and National Guard soldiers and civilians. While none of us will agree
with all the assessment's findings, all of us will be
troubled by the perceptions it portrays. Some
excerpts from this report follow:
• The State of ethical conduct is abysmal.
Few baualion commanders can afford mtegrity in
a zero defects envi ronment. Telling the truth ends
careers quicker than making sLUpicl mistakes or
ge lling caught doing someth ing wrong. I have
seen man)' good offi cers slide into ethical compromise.
• There is a return to the "zero defects" and
ticket-punching mentality of the 1960s and
1970s that nearly destroyed the orficer corps.
• The Army is a zero defects organization.
• My concern is with some officers' auitudcs.
The problem is not division of officer and NCO

Now, as the clrawdown ends, we must display posit ive. creat ive leadership, stamp out this
zero defects mentality and create an environment
where all soldiers can reach their full potential. I
would like to share some ideas on how to create
this leadership environment.
I recommend Major General john M.
Schofield's concept of leadership to all leaders. I
first learned his concept 37 years ago, and it is as
true today as when Schofield said it in 1879.
The discipline which makes the soldiers of a
rree COllll try reliable in battle is not 10 be
gained b)• hnrsh and tymnnical treatment. On
the colllntry. such treatment is far more like!)' to dcstrO)' thnn to make an Ann)'· It is possible to impart mstrucuon and to gi,·e commands 111 such a manner and such a tone of
voice to msp1re m the soldier no feclmg hut
an mtense de:>1re to obc)', while the opposite
manner and tone of \'Oice cannot rnd 10
excite strong resemmem and a desire to disobey. The one mode or the other of de<tl1ng
with subord inates springs rrom a corresponding spirit in the breast of the commander. He wlw ferls the respect which is due to
others cannot fail to inspire in them regard

1 'iccn' l <lr)' o[ Defense William PCIT)'. ~pccrh (Fon Polk,
LA: Allj\l~>l I lJ9'5).
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for hunsclr. while he who feels. and hence
mamfc!>ts, chsrcspect toward others. csi>CCially h1s mfcnors, cannot fall 10 msp1rc hatred
agmnst h1msclf. 1

Command (r~ORSCOM) sergeant major, summed
up a leader's responsibility this way: "Your soldiers will walk a path and they will come to a
crossroad; if you arc stand ing at the crossroad,
where you bdong, you can guide your soldiers to
the right path and make them successful."
The second point of my leadership ph ilosophy is to create an envi ronment where people can
be all they can be. Many soldiers enlisted under
this recruiting slogan, and we have a responsibilit)' to assist them m developing mentally, physically, spiritually and sociall)' to their full potential. It
is essential that leaders develop the initiative of
subordinates.
Our doctrine values the initiative, creativi t)'
and problem-solving ability of sold iers at al l levels. Valuing these trai ts has always been the
hallmark of America's Army. ln the Civil War,
General Ulysses S. Gram's instructions to Major
General William T. Sherman renect this concept: "I do not propose to lay down for you a
plan of campaign .... But simply to lay clown
the work it is des1rablc to have done and leave
you free to execute it in your own way. " During
vVorld War II , Lieutenant Genera l George S.
Patton Jr. allowed his subordinates 1.0 be al l thC)'
could be by being tolerant or their errors. lie
said, "Never tell people how to do things, tell
them what to do and they will surprise )'O ll with
their ingenuit)'·"~
Supreme Allied Commander General Dwight
D. Eisenhower's gu1dance for the invasion of
Europe remains the classic example of this concept. He was tOld, "You will enter the continent of
Europe and. in conjunction with the other United
Nations, undertake operations aimed at the heart
of Germany and the destruction of he r armed

The fundamental truth, as General Creighton
W. Abrams used to say in the mid- L970s, is that
the Army is not made up of people. The Army is
people. !.:very decision we make is a people issue.
An officer's primary responsibility is to develop
people and enable them to reach their full potential. All our soldiers are volunteers. They come
from diverse backgrounds, but the)' all have goals
they want to accomplish. We must create an environment where they truly can be all they can be.
Good leaders know thei r soldiers' strengths
and weaknesses. This is the key to success.
People's names are important. Comma nders
~hould learn the names of their people . Nothing
1mprcsses soldiers more than leaders who know
their soldiers' names. I recall an incident that
impressed me following a battalion change of
command several years ago. At the reception , the
outgotng battalion commander greeted each soldier, officer and spouse by name. He made a
point of asking a question about each soldier's
famil y. The division commander remarked , "He
may be the only baualion commander in the
Army who can do that. . . . And I guarantee you
that not one member of his battalion will ever forget him , and many will seek to serve under him
again."

Tc1ki11g Care of People
lvly leadership philosoph)' is vet')', very simple. It can be summed up in three basic points.
First, if we empower people to do what is legally
and morally right, there is no limit to the good we
can accomplish. That is all I ask of anyone: Do
what is right. Leaders must look to their soldiers
and focu s on the good. No soldier wakes up in
the morning and says, "Okay, how am I going to
screw this up toda)'?" Soldiers want to do good
and commanders should give them that opportunity. An outstanding soldier, Command Sergeant
Major Richard Cayton, the former US Forces

forces."~

. The third point of my leadership phi losophy
rs to treat others as you would have 1hem treat
)'OU. A leader must have compassion-a "basic
• John T. NcJ,~:n II,
Dcccmr~lizcd I cad,·r~h•p,'

"Aurm1gstnk1ik: A Ca~~: for

m Tltt' Challenge of Mtlllwy

Lcadaslul'· cdtt<:d h)' IIO)'d 1\lauhcws and Dale 1:. llrown
(\Vashingwn, DC: Pcrgamon-Bmsscys lmernauonal Dclcnsc
Publishers. Inc., I989), 26-39.
'Gordon i\. llnrrbon, Cro.ss-C/111nnc/ Atrncl1 (Wnshinglon.
DC: Dcpanmcm of lht: i\rm)' orrice or 1he Chief of i\l ililm')'

' ~IC John M. Schoncld. add ress 10 1hc US i\lilitary
Ac<tdcmy (USi\IA) corps or cndc1s (Wcsl 1'01111. NY: I I i\ugu~l
1879).

History, 1951), 457.
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Courage

respect for the dignity of each individual; treating
all with chgnit)' and respcct."6 Thts tS a simple
rcstatemem of the Golden Rule-but it is a critical issue. Every soldier must feel he is being treated fairly and 1hat you care and arc making an
honest attempt to ensure he or she renches full
potcnLial. Initiative will be stifled and creati vity
destroyed unless soldiers feel they have been
given a fair chance to malltre and grow.
There is nothing extraordinary about these
three points. They are very simple, but I challenge
you to thtnk about them.

General George C. Marshall, echoing
Ridgway's sentiment, described the need for leaders with the moral courage to tell their superiors
when they arc wrong. "Tt is hard to get men w do
this, for this is when you lay your career, perhaps
your commission, on the line."6
Accurate readiness reporting may require a
measure of moral courage. Nobody is going to tell
you how to report your unit's readiness. You must
make that call. I ask that you make that report as
honestly and realisttcall)' as you can. Tell us what
is wrong. I can assure you that I read the readiness
reports thm come up from the divisions.
When I was the FORSCOM commander,
three divisions fe ll below the C2 read iness lcvel.11
I am not proud of that, but I was proud of a system that allowed those commanders to tell it like
it was. They reported readiness as they saw il.
They did not compromise their standards and
were willing to stnnd up and set an example. I ask
all leaders to do the same.

Building Character
The perceptions in ARt's assessment can only
be overcome by positive leadership. The individual lcltdcr's character is key to the climate within
the command. A good leader must have compassion. courage, candor, competence and commitment. I have already talked about compassionthe Golden Rule. By courage, l mean both physical and moral courage. The histot')' of America's
Army is full of examples of phystcal bravery and
courage. Examples of moral courage are equally
as important but not as well known.
The perceptions expressed in Army Assessment
95 are not new. The fear of delegming authority to
subordinates is not a new phenomenon. The zero
defects mentality-where a commander feels his
command must be error free-is not new. But we
must possess the moral courage to deny this damaging philosoph)' that says it is worse to report a
mistake than it is to make one. This lack of moral
courage in peacetime can have disastrous results in
battle. General Matthew B. Ridgway described this
<ts a challenge of moral courage, saying. "It has long
seemed to me that the hard decisions arc not the
ones you make in the heat of baule. Far harder to
make arc those involved in speaking your mind
about some harebrained scheme which proposes to
commit troops to action under conditions where
failure seems almost certain, and the onl)' results
will be 1he needless sacrifice of priceless ltves. "'

Candor
Another character trai L closely associated
with courage is candor. Candor is a two-way
street. Honesty is as important to a subordinate as
iL is to a superior. Mentoring and coaching arc the
best ways I know of to stamp out the zero ddects
mentality. Soldiers must grow and learn from
their mistakes. We must allow subordinates to
have the freedom to fail. \Ve must give them the
benefit of the doubt if they are honest I)' trying.
We must coach and mentor our young officers and NCOs and spend time with subordinates, talking with them face-to-face about their
performance. Everyone wants feedback. We need
to tell soldiers when they make mistakes and then
coach them to succeed. Nothing is more importamthan taking the time to mentor subordinates.
General Wilbur Creech, a great Air Force innovator and leader, said it best: "The first dut)' of any
leader is to creme more leaders."10
~

' US i\nny held 1\l,mual I 00-1. llu: Auny (\\':1shing10n.
DC: CPO, june 1<.>94), 9.
7 GIN Matthew B. Ridgway , "Leadcrslup,'' in ~li/ 1 1111)'
I t'll<kl'>hiJl: /n Pu1,11i1 of C:xccllrna, edilcd hy Rol>cl'l 1.. Ta)•lor
and William 1'. Rosenbach (Houldcr. co· \VestVi('\\' Prc5S.
Inc .. ll)tl<l), 27 .

lb1d.

• C2 is a llllll rcndm~:s> lc"cl based on pcrsonn~: l. ~:qu l p
mcm and trainin~. i\ C2 level means il would l:tkc 29 dii)'~ or

more for a unitlo become combn1 ready.
1" jamc5 K1t f1cld, Proc/i~a/ Slll<itcrs (New York: Simon &
Schuster. Inc., 199'5). 3H.
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Pan of mentoring is listening to soldters. You
can alwa)'S learn from them. As a banalion commander, I had a problem in recovery operations.
It always 1ook an inordinately long lime to refuel
the battalion's vehicles after field operations. One
day, the fuel truck driver wld me how it could be
done in one-fourth the lime. His solution was so
simple I am embarrassed to reveal il. He suggested that instead of having the fuel truck go
through the motor pool to top off each vehicle,
the vchtcles should drive through a refueling station before going to the motor pool. The soldier
closest to the issue solved a major problem.

FiRS I

Yl:i\R

heavier load. Operations tempo is high. Thus,
leaders must help reduce stress in units. One wa)'
to do this is by predictability. The duty roster
must be kept in line with US Army Field Mnnual
(FM) 25-100, Trai11ing the Force. Some soldiers
contend they do not know what is going 10 happen two weeks out because the duty roster has
not been published yet. They do not know if they
are going to work on the weekend or not.
Leaders must correct this unpredictabilit)'·
Ftvl 25-100 training doctrine allows us to plan in
advance. \Ve should lock in training events five
weeks in advance, and soldiers should know a
month out if they arc off on a weekend-and we
must honor that commitment to them. Improved
predictabi lity for ow· sold iers must be a goal.

Competence
A third character trait of good leaders is competellcc. As General Douglas Macl\n hur said ,

Commitment

"There is no substi Lute for victory."11 The pub Iic
trusts us with their most precious asset-their sons
and daughters. The)' do not question what we do
with them. They trust us to train them to survive
on the baltleflcld. This is a tremendous responsibility and we, as leaders, must continue to earn that
trust by our professionalism and competence. I
count on leaders to not only know their jobs, but
to strive to be the best in their respective fields.
America's Army must be trained and ready
for victory, which entails more than dcleming 1he
fourth largest army in the world in less than 100
hours. Victory is also providing militar)' support
to civilian leadership in other operations. Leaders
must conduct tough, realistic training, and we
will continue to focus on the National Traming
Center, Joint Readiness Training Center and
Combat Mnneuver Training Center. We do not
need to get more out of less, but we must get
more out of what we do. I would like to do fewer
training events but ensure we geL the most out of
each one we do conduct.
To accomplish our missions, many of our
soldiers have had back-to-back depiO)'mems and
extended separations from their families. On
average, American soldiers assigned to a troop
unit now spend 138 days a year away from home.
Many special units, such as militar)' police, air
defense and transportation, have been Cat'l')'ing a

commitment-"'Duty, honor, countr)'· 1 hese
three hallowed words reverently dictate what you
ought to be, what you can be, what you will bc."' 12
Leaders 1oday should be devoted to sciOcss
service. Marshall said, "It is amazing what gets
done when nobody worries about who gels the
credit." Lenders should take their guidance from
the top but focus on their soldiers. If )'OUr focus is
on soldiers, then you are doing the right thing.
Focusing on "the boss" leads to the altitudes we
are trying to stamp out today.
Leaders create command climate. Posittve
leadership can eliminate micromanagement,
careerism, imegrit)' violations and the zero defects
mind-sel. These altitudes are an unfortunate side
effect of the wrmoil created by the downsizing of
om Army. These attitudes have appeared in 1hc
past-but we dcfe~ued them. 'vVe will do so again.
America's Army is unique in the world . Our
advantage is the creativity, initiative nnd ingenuity
of our soldiers. To foster this advantage, we must
be willing to underwrite honest mistakes, focus
on soldiers and mentor the next generation of
leaders.
Major General James Utino once said thnt
morale exists when "a soldier thinks that his army

11 GEN Dougl ~s MacArthur, addrcs., w Congr~ss
(Wa.,hinglon, DC: 19 t\pril 1951).

cadc1s (We!>l Poull, NV:

The fina l chnracter trait of a good lender is

commitment. MacArthur had the best definition of
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are doing meaningful work and arc making
important contributions to society. The recent
deployment of 20,000 soldiers to Bosnia, I think,
illustrmes that point vet)' well. The mere presence
of U.S. soldiers has seemed to have a calming
effect upon all facuons. We tnt!)' have an opportunity to stop the slaughter. I am convinced that if
we had not made that deployment that slaughter
would continue. At the end of the day we ma)' or
may not be successful, but I think all of us should
take pride in the fact that our credentials are so
well respected that merely commill ing them to a
mission has such a positive impact. That fact in
itself is just part of the excitement that I think
exists in the Army t.nday. Al l of us-particularly
this audience-have an opportunity to make history. Some of us are going to be on the blame line
more than others but all of us deep ly feel this
responsibility. We have an opportunity to do it
right. When the stakes arc this high the risks are
great but so arc the opportun ities. We must
avoid geuing too bogged down in the ncar bailie.
While we must do the Somalias, the Haitis, the
Bosnias right, we must not forge t that our future
depends upon how we reshape the world of the
21st century. There are countries-e.g., Russia,
China, japan, most in Europe, ASE/\N, etc.-that
will either be competitors or allies in that 21st
century world. vVhat we do tOday will help
determine what camp they arc in tomorrow. Vve
must make sure that in all of our actions we continue to push ourselves 10 look to the future and
some of those count ries who arc not on our
homepagc right now.
Shortly, we wi ll conve ne our next BG and
MG [major general! promotion boards. \11/e have
selected those that will sit on both of these
boards. l consider both boards to be extremely
important and have put an awful lot of time into
this selection process. I have trust and confidence
in those we've selected to ensure that we pick the
right leaders for the 2 tst cenwry. I let you know
that because I want the process to be as pure as
we can possibly make it. All board members are
asked to ensure that they bnng no list-either
written or unwritten-with them to the board
and they come prepared to select the best available. I assure you that we have plent)' of quality
in both of these areas. I mention this to all of you

is the best in the world, his regiment is the best in
the army, his compan)' is the best in the regiment,
his squad the best in the company, and that he
himself is the best damned soldier in the outfit."
Our job as leaders is to foster that altitude and
morale.

****
E-mail to Army General Offi cers
j anuary l O, 1996
Du ring this past week I had two opportunities to sec how good our Army really is. We held
the Active Component BG l13rigadicr Ge nerall/
SES !Senior Executive Se rvice! Conference in
Washington this week and despite adverse weather we were able to get the conference under way. I
was terribly impressed with the quality of people
in attendance. We arc extremely fortunate to have
such a deep bench and it bodes well for our
future . As I looked at that group and saw the
diversity we had there as well as the quality, I am
really optimistic about our future. During the
same week I had the opponunny to talk to the
Pre-Command Course m Fon Leavenworth. I try
to make that for each course and find it very
rewarding for me. The composition of that class
really represents America's Army-it includes
Active, United States Army Reserve, and Army
National Guard commanders as well as key acquisition cxccu1 ivcs. These arc the people who really
have an opportunity t o influence what we are
doing where the rubber meets the road. It's always
an uplifting experience to sec the experience that
we bring together in one classroom and to have
the opportunity to dialogue with them. As l told
both groups these arc interesting times. The)' are
also challenging and excit ing. I think we know full
well the challengcs-OPTEMPO !operational
tempo!, undermanning, resources, zero defects,
etc.-and we are starting to deal wilh them in a
meaningful way. I am less convinced, however,
that we have fully captured the excitement that
exists in today's Arm)'· I 1hink our soldiers feel
good about what they arc doing. By and large they
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lions in this area and I don't wam anybody to do
anything dumb, but my guess is that like anything else there arc efficiencies that we can gain
in this area. If so, we need to take advantage of
them. My analysts of '97 is that it's going to be a
tight year but that it's going to be doable.
Obviously, a lot will depend on what happens to
us on the Hill with this budget but I'm satisfied
that we ga,•c it our best shot and we need to
concentrate our efforts on ensuring that we get
about $608 worth of readiness out of that budget. The message here is that we can not afford to
let up in terms of efficiencies. The bottom line is
the more that we can save in areas like TOY
Itemporary dul)' l, the better we can take care of
our people and the quicker we can modern ize.
Your su pport and personal example arc very
much appreciated.

because with the selection of these board members it is now appropriate for all conversations
concermng officers in the zone of consideration
for each of these boards to cease. Board members
will be instructed to come with an open mind
and prepared to do what IS nght for the Army in
the 21st ccntUI)'. I know you understand the sensitivity of this issue and I also know that I can
count on your support in keeping the selection
processes as fair as we can possibly make them.
This one is extremely important.
'vVe just went through our major budget
issues with the leadersh ip of OSD [Office of
Secretar>• of Defense]. The Secretary and I argued
hard for the resources we think necessary to keep
the Army trained and ready in '97. Unfonunatcl)',
we sti ll have an MPA problem in '97 which wil l
require some migration from OMA lO nx.
In terms of modcrn i z~llion we seem to have
bouomed out and arc on the upswing but not as
fast as anyone would like. I certainly would like
to see $36-$413 more tn our modernization
account but right now that's not in the cards.
We need to cominue to focus on our modernization accounts and we're going to face some
tough decisions in that area . As I've indicated
we're going to try to ret ire some old equipment
and capture the O&S costs associated with that
retirement and plow that back imo modernization. I know there arc some risks associated with
that but it is one of the ways that we can stan to
make the pot right. There arc obviously some
other things out there that we can do and I
would ask each of you to focus on them at your
level. If you have other 1houghts on things that
need to be clone that can improvc the modernization account, I would appreciate them also. In
the outycars BR/\C !base rea lignment and closure! is somewhat of a mixed bag. Granted it's
costing us more than we thought and our savings arc less, but once the installation is closed
or realigned we arc saving some recurring costs.
Of course, our macro strategy was to plow these
savings inlO the modernization program and, to
the extent we can, we will. Those of you
involved in the BRAC process can provide an
invaluable service b)' keeping costs as low as
possible and harvesung savings as quickly as we
possibl)' can. l know there are rules and regula-

E-mail to Army General Officers
January 22, 1996
I just came back from a trip to six countries
in 8 days and had an opponunit)' to see )'OUr
Army in action and I want to share some of my
observations with you. l was impressed with the
diversity of the missions and most of all with the
great talent we have. We have put tOgether a
Yellow which captures most of this and it will be
distributed but I wamcd to give you more details
on what I saw. l wish that each of you would
have been able 1.0 accompan>' me because I think
you would have been pleased. l know I won't be
able to do this justice but I want to uy to give you
a fee l for how great your Army real ly is.
My first three stops were in jordan, Israel,
and Egypt. Here I got a chance to sec up close
and personal the people who really man the front
lines for the U.S. Army in the new world order. A
couple of things come through loud and clear.
First, these soldiers of all ranks are a critical member of our counll)' team. I nouced that the ambassadors in each of those countries relied vcty heavily upon them. Everywhere I'd go the ambas-
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to a large number of soldiers. I was struck by how
much had been accomplished and the positive
altitude l saw. There is much still to be done and I
know there will be some down da)'S ahead but
this was all up. The chaplains had arranged 4-Star
weather, so consequently I was able to see a lot in
a ,·er}' short time. The first impression when )'Oll
ny into Tuzla [ll ungal"}'l•s how much has been
accomplished in such a short period of time.
Contrary to the initial press reports about being
behind schedule !think it is trul)' amazing to see
all that has been clone. You don't get that feel from
the press repons and that isn't necessarily their
fault because it's hard to capture the magnitude of
an operation like this in a se ries of short sound
bites. You all can envision this because you have a
l"rame of reference. CPs [command posts) were up
and functional and living condi tions for our soldiers were improving on a daily basis. Like all of
our other operations so far-Somalia, Rwanda,
Haiti , etc.-this one is unique. We don't have a
cookie cuuer for it and the commanders are blazing new trails. They arc dealing with the challenges of how you separate warring factions and
build trust in an environment previously devoid of
iL There are no school solutions about any of
these problems and in fact the people on the
ground are writing the book. Yet, no one seems
daunted by the challenge. There are a lot of reasons for that. First and foremost, the soldiers have
been well trained. They arc confident. l talked to a
number of them and they all told me that they had
not experienced any surprises. Pre-deployment
training had been tough but realistic. This is the
proof of the pudding and Bosnia validates the
need for tough , rea listic training. Second , our
NCO corps is supe rb. The)' do so much and we
sometimes tend to take them for granted. In my
mind it will continue to be important to clifrtrcntiate between the functions performed by officers
and NCOs but we must never forget the real
importance of a well trained NCO corps. If we as
general ofricers eve r let that slip then I'm afraid
we'll lose the edge. Third, the emphasis we put on
taking care of soldiers pays great dividendsintangible but vital. All )'OU have to do is look in
those soldiers' eyes in Bosnia to know how much
the)' appreciate the emphasis we arc puuing on
taking care of them and their families. In that

sadors were very complimentary about the support they were receiving from the U.S. Army.
Secondly, the trainmg program that we have for
our Foreign Area Office program is world class.
No other service, no other nauon comes close.
Our people because of their training not only
know the country but in most cases know the
people. In many cases that is a function of having
trained together With mm1)' of their key leaders
either in the United States or in a foreign country.
Everywhere I go I find a key leader who is a graduate of the Command and General Staff College
or the Army War College and l find many of our
people who have been trained in their country. As
we look LO the future I can't help but believe the
importance of these training programs will
increase. llowcver, I am also conscious of the fact
that future quality is not preordained. We must
ensure that we have an adequate number of Mike
Shaws, Pete Murni)'S, and j eff Jeffreys in the
future. This has some imponam ramifications for
things like the Officer Personnel Management
Stud)' and the development and implementation
of a new OER !officer evaluation report). These
two initiatives are hnkcd together in a very meaningful way and I will ensure that as we proceed
the issue of the developing leaders with these
broad skills is addressed. I think it will be more
important to leverage these people in the future
and we must ensure that this is a viable and
healthy career path . I am commiucd to make that
happen, but I need )'OUr help. First, when you're
visiting foreign countries don't forget to say thank
you to the U.S. Army personnel who represem us
so well. Second , we need to look for those people
who are ideally suited for 1his 1ypc of work and
encourage and identify them. I'm convi nced they
arc out there but I doubt if we have them identified in sufficient quantities m this point. I submit
the success of the U.S. Army in the 21st century is
just as much dependent upon our ability to identify these people as it is dependent upon our ability to identify great warfightcrs. In some cases the
two may be the same but the good thing is they
don't necessarily have 10 be. \Ve have an enormous pool of talent.
The second pan of m}' visit was to Bosnia,
Hungary, and Germany. Here I had the opponunit)' to visit l FOR !Implementation Force! and talk
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volunteering meaningful comributions without
even being asked. Again, it's one of the intangibles
that really makes our Army the world's best.
There were lots of things for me to chew on
that came out of this trip, but by far the overriding issue was making sure we conti nue to have a
leadership development program that develops
these types of leaders. What l saw was people
who wanted to be in the game when the game
was on the line . You can't have too mall)' of these
people and the challenge that we face is to develop the captams and lieutenants of today to be the
same type leaders in the 21st centwy.
I started out b)' sa)ling I wish each of you
could have been wi th me. I tried, but I d idn't do
this one justice. I would say, however, if you
could have been the re, )•O u , like me, would have
been damned proud of our soldiers. What a great
A•my.

regard, I appreciated USAREUR's [United States
Army Europe's! emphasis on rear detachment
commanders. Their requirement was that one of
the top officers in the battalion had to be left
behind as a rear detachment commander. I believe
this is a model for the future and the system must
recognize that fact when we go through our selection and promotion process. 1 am also convinced
that we need to cominue lO perfect our training
package for rear detachment commanders. We
need lO build on the lessons learned from this
cxpenence and share with others because everyone agrees with the fundamental princi pal that
soldiers perform beuer when their families are
taken care of. Although I did not land a l the Sava
River I did get a feel for the extraord inar)• accomplishment of this bridging operation. l can'l imagine more adverse peacetime conditions than those
for that bridge. The fact that it was accomplished
without accident or injury makes this a truly
remarkable accomplishment. In llungaty, I saw
why we are the policemen of the global village. No
one else could put together that type of logistical
infrastructure and develop such a power projection platform in less than 30 clays. llere I saw our
professionals-Active, Guard, and Reserveworking together to make it happen.
Synchronizing trai ns and airplanes ain't necessarily easy. Pushing them down to a bridge and imo
theater at the right time and with the right equipment ain't either. I talked to one staff sergeant who
told me the 10ughest part of this for her personally
was having to leave her 12-year-old son behind.
She is a single parem and left him with a German
fami ly. She had confidence in them to take care of
her son and was not complaining but it underscored some of the human emotions associated
with operations li ke this. Lots of moving pans
here but they're all coming together like a well oiled machine. In Gennany, I saw what I consider
the unsung heroes of this operation. I certainly
don't take anything away from I FOR but I know
they would agree that without the USAREUR and
V Corps staff and the 3d Infantry Division, they
would never have been able to get done all that
they had to do prior to deployment. For me this
ill ustrated the importance of establishing the priorit)' mission and working together to make it
happe n. There were lots of examples of people

****
Letter to Army General Officers
January 22, 1996

Observ(JLions Prom the Middle East, Bosnia,
and Germany
My recent trip tO the Middle East, Bosnia ,
and Gennan)' brought a few points home to me
that are worth sharing with you. What I saw and
heard from many soldiers and senior leaders from
many count ries brought into sharp focus three
fundamental truths about our world and our
Army.
First, the world continues to change at an
increasingly fast pace but remains extremely complex and dangerous. I spoke with King Hussein of
Jordan, Prime Minister Peres of Israel, and
Defense Minister Tantawi in Egypt. All agreed
that the Middle East peace process is moving
quick!)• but has a way to go. All are amazed by
the pace and amoum of change, much as we were
when the Wall came down. While I was waiting
to cross the Allenby Bridge connecting jordan to
Israel, my Israeli hosts drove across the bridge
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tory and certainly its installation was the most
watched in the history of military operations.
We also care for soldiers better than anyone
else. General j ohn Abrams and the Victory Corps
[V Corps! have set up a u-emendous log base at
Taszar in Hunga ry where sold iers rest and refit
after the days-long train ride from Germany and
prepare for onward movemen t by convoy into
Bosnia. It's complete with facilities that would be
the envy of many other armies in garrison. In no
other Army do you see so many sen ior leaders so
concerned with the welfare of soldiers and the
soldiers know it. The bond is there.
In Germany, we visited Seventh Army
Training Cemer and 3d lnfantry Division and saw
the tremendous train ing program that prepared
and certified each and every soldier before they
deployed to Bosnia. And the proof of the effectiveness of that program was there on the ground in
Bosnia and sold iers said there were no surprises,
training was tougher than the real thing. V Corps
Command Sergeam Major john Beck compared it
to swinging a heavy bat in practice. The 3d
Division had helped train and deploy the force
and was right back training itself-a great example
of unselfish commitment to geuing the job done.
Caring for soldiers and famil ies was also
clear!)' evident in the superb effort that went into
preparing fo r the deployment. Soldiers' household goods went into civilian storage for safekeeping. cars to humidity-controlled warehouses.
Family support organizations trained to demanding standards. Fewer than two percent of families
opted to return home.
The third truth is that we're the greatest army
in the world because we have the greatest soldiers
in the world. ln all the countries of the Midd le
East I saw the thin line of attaches and trai ni ng
assistance fi eld teams that link us to the key
armies of the region and play a tremendous role
at the national level. All of these great soldiers, all
true professionals are worth their weight in gold .
From Bosnia through Hungary to Germany I
saw what l always see in our great j unior sold iers
and orficers performing at levels far above any
reasonable expectation, cheerful and willing
under the most trying of circumstances, innovative and hard worki ng to the extreme. At the lst
Division, Sergeant Zuckermann gave me a hip-

and were welcomed into my meeting with my
Jordanian host. The last time one of the Israeli
orficers crossed that bridge was as an armor commander during the '67 War.
But the journey has a long way to go. 1 visitecltbe grave of Prime Minister Rabin after walking through the Holocaust tvluseum in jerusalem.
The Israelis LOok me to a high bill overlooking the
West Bank and showed me the intertwined
patchwork of Palestinian villages and Israeli settlements that somehow have to belong to two
separate national en tities, one Israe li , one
Palestinian. I also visited the Israeli division
deployed nonh along the Lebanese border and
saw how Israeli small unit ambushes and sniper
tanks fi ght a nightly duel with hunter-killer teams
of Hezbollah guerrillas.
ln Bosnia I spoke with our soldiers from Task
Force EAGI.E as they professionall y but firmly
enforced the new peace treaty, strengthening the
fragi le hopes fo r peace in that war-torn land. As
we stood on the taxiway at Tuzla, we watched
ll-77s bringing in the Russian brigade that will
se rve with the l st Armored Division. How far
we've come and how far yet to go.
The second truth , and 1he good news, is that
we have the best Army in the world. Everyone is
the Middle East was eager to work with our
Army. to profit from our knowledge and expertise. We're truly the benchmark for the world's
armies. That's real ly brought home when )'Oll visit
Bosnia. No other army could have even attempted
what USAREUR [U.S. Army Europe] has achieved
there.
General Bill Crouch showed me the whole
operation, working from the front to back.
StarLing in Tuzla and then moving to the forward
brigade CPs [command posts]. we saw how professionalism and dedication and pure grit allowed
our soldiers to cope with challenges ranging from
hip-deep mud, to rogue commanders. to mines,
rock slides, and raging rivers, winn ing the respect
and admiration of all the warring parties. Flyi ng
over the twin noat bridges on the still-swollen
Sava River, you realize that no other Army in the
world would have even attempted to bridge that
river when the water level was at a hundred-year
high. The Center of h'lilitary History says the first
bridge was the longest noat bridge in military his-
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and we had no major complaints with the way
that program was being administered. Third, we
are looking at how we can build up our modernization program, not reduce it. for these reasons
and many more, some may question our judgment. but I would like to explain to all of you our
rationale.
First and foremost, we still have an affordability problem with which we must deal. Our
analysis of the future, given the emphasis on a
balanced budget, indicates that the best we can
hope for in terms of money for defense is a
straight line projection of what we arc currently
receiving. The worst case would reduce money
for defense considerably and I believe we have to
dea l with this reali ty. Specificall y, we have run
out of options fo r dealing with the MPt\ [m ilitary
personnel account! problems associated wi th
1996 and 1997. Given the fact that in our case we
can only pa)' bills like this from three major
areas-MPA, OMA [operations and maintenance
account I. and RDA I research and development
accountl-and coupled with the fact that our
greatest readiness challenge appears to be an adequate number of people in the TOE units, I really
felt we had to take this drastic measure. The
money saved from this termination will help us
get through the 96-97 )'Cars without a significant
degradation of funds for MPA or training. We certainly aren't plush in either of those years but
through careful management I think we can make
it. We must sti ll address the out)•ear MPA problems but we intend to do that with the 98-03
POM build. The bouom line is that in order to
keep the equation (ncar-term read incss, quality of
life, fa r-term readiness) balanced in terms of
afforclabil ity, we had to make a tough choice.
I am concerned about the signal this sends in
terms of enhancement of our light forces.
However, our analysis indicates that we can compensate for the loss of AGS, particularly, in the 82d
Airborne Division. The C-17 aircraft enhances our
capability to deploy a heavy package with light
forces when required . We've demonstrated that a
number of times already and I'm comfortable that
is a viable option and we will continue to train that
way atthejRTC Uoint Readiness Training Center!.
In addition. we believe we can accelerate jAVELIN
somewhat and that will enhance the antitank capa-

pocket bricllng on the Mujahcdccn terrorist situation that would have done credit to a senior CIA
anai)'Sl. i\t the lst BCT IBrigade Combat Team I
TOC [tactical operations center!. Specialist
Fourth Class johnson, the S-2 analyst, gave me
the Serbian Order of Bailie briefing. Looking at
the Sava River bndge, you can only marvel at the
12C NCOs and soldiers who beat the river at its
worst. And so it went throughoul the trip.
The challenge that we senior leaders face,
especially now that we've downsized, is that it's
too easy to treat the fortitude and can-do anitude
of our great soldiers as an inexhaustible resource.
It's not. It's too common lo find the sergeant who
had been to DEsnu Sl lliJD/DFSI nT Sron:-1 and
Haiti, had done a LOur with the OPFOR
!Opposing r:orces] at the NaJional Tra ining
Center, and is now deployed 10 Bosn ia. vVhcn we
throw in the fast pace of training, the average soldier is away from home for over 160 days a )'Car.
I believe we're looking at the red line. Like
the star pitcher who starts one game too many.
our great soldiers can be pushed too far. We need
to train and encourage all leaders at all levels to
keep a fine eye on the pace of soldiers and units.
And we need to learn to Sa)' no when too many
requirements get piled on the plate and none
come off. We owe th1s 10 our soldiers and their
families. They're trul)' our most precious
resource. Without them we won't have the best
arm)' in the world.

E-mail to Army General Officers
January 29, l 996

Canccllatioll of the Armored Gun System
Recently we made the decision to terminate
the Armored Gun S)'Stcm IAGSI Program. This
was a tough decision for a lot of reasons. First, the
AGS was designed to replace the aging Sheridan
fleet and to be the pnmary weapon S)•Stcm for our
light cavalry regiment. Second, it was a well run
program. The contractor was doing a good job
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bihtie<> of our light forces. Final!}. we have been
conducung an ACTO !Advanced Concepts Tactical
Demonstration! with the EFOG-tvl !enhanced
fiber-optically guided missile I S}'Stem and arc looking aL the possibility of fielding that to replace the
Shcridnns in the 82cl Airborne Division. I hasten to
add there arc a lot of clcLai ls to be worked out on
this one, but our inilial cut indicates that that is a
viable possibility. However we won't be able to
replace the mfantry support weapon that the AGS
was dcs1gncd to fill.
We haven't forgotten about the ld ACR
!Armored Ca\'alry Regiment I. but as }'OU know,
thm's not an easy problem. We arc looking at a
number of solutions to include some restructuring options lor the regiment. I know that introduces more uncertainty into the lives of the soldiers of that regiment, but I am commi ued to fixing that as soon as we can. The}' have done a
great job lor us in llaiti and I know they will continue to live up to their motto-"Aiways
Prepared."
The miual program was for a buy of 234 systems and by terminating it we will reinvest
approximately $1 B. Our intent is to roll as much
of that money as possible into other high payoff
modernization programs. We have done a valueadded analysis and will attempt to accelerate
those programs which are most badly needed in
the ncar term. I must again add, however, this
action is far shon of a total solution. We have
applied a Band-Aid in order to stop the bleeding.
\Ve sull ha\'e a lot of work to do if we're gomg to
achieve the right balance for the future.
I'm sure many of you had questions abom
this decision and! don't know whether I've been
able 10 answer them all or not. I've tried Lo give
}10U the rationale because l need your support in
helping explain this to the internal Army. These
arc complex issues with no easy solutions and the
solchcrs need to know we will continue to do
what's right.

E-mail to Army General Officers
February 5, 1996

Army Business Practices and Efficiencies
Last week I spent some time with the Army
tvlatericl Command IAMCI geuing an update on
their activities. This is the heart and soul of the
Ann}' busmcss operations. They control about
$16B worth of resources each year either through
direct or inchrcct funding. \Vhen you have the
opportunit}' as I did to sit down and concentrate
on what they're doing and how they're doing it,
}'Oll can't help but be impressed. They hnve been
recogni zed numerous times over the past few
years for the1r efforts in quality management and
reenginecring-a tribute to a visional'}' plan
de\'elopcd and executed by the leadership of this
organization. Although the prices of their services
have increl\scd over time, the rate of increase has
been significllntly below the rate of inOation. Th1s
is truly a remarkable achievemenL given the constraints under which they have to operate. They
have reduced admin/production lelld time-the
time in advance they have to order an item-from
over 700 days 10 slightly over 300 days, thus saving the Army approximately $375tvl. There are
other exllmplcs like that far too numerous to
cover in this message. Suffice it to sa}' the}' continue to fine-tunc ll ,·cry complex S}•Stcm to make
it as efficient as they possibly can.
The bad news is that most of those Sllvings
have lllready been accounted for in our current
program and we still have significant chal lenges
ahead. I'm basically an opt imist and tend to focus
on the fact thnt the U.S. Army has always faced
challenges and one of the things that's made us
great is our ability to solve them. I certainly don't
underestimate the magnitude of this challenge but
I also know that a 20 percent increase in efficiency
in this area alone will solve most of our current
problems. A S3B efficiency savings would not on I}'
pay current MPi\ bills in the outyears bul also provide a significant amount for recapitalization and
modernization of the force. Basically, we have no
choice excepllo take this challenge on because the
only alternat ive is to pay the bill in end strength.
Although I'm committed to do whatever is neces-
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sary to keep the force tmincd and read)', I believe
that our force structure is at the minimum level to
meet the requirements that come from our
National Security Smueg)'· Consequent!}. we have
to become more dficicm.
\Ve wtll work hard to unshackle some of the
requirements we think \\'Ork against efficiency
such as the 60-40 depot maintenance rule and
A76. Getting relief from these statutes will open
up dramat icall)' 1he concept of privatization .
'vVhile I'm not necessari ly sold on the idea that
privatization is always bcner, I am convinced we
need competit ion to ensure that we arc the most
efflcient organization possible. The ball is clearl}'
in our court on this one but any opponunit y you
get to help us, please take it. At the strategic level,
we basically need as much fl exibi lity as possible
so that we can become as effi cient as we need to
be. I believe we have to get at least half (10 percem) of our savings through this method.
The other half has to come from reducing the
cost of OPTEMPO [operational tempo!. We
already stood down some old equipment which
have high O&S [operation and sustainmeml
costs. This has been factored into the Training
Resource Model and the fidel will continue to be
decremented in OPTEI\IPO by the amount of savings assoc1atcd with th1s reducuon. These savings,
in turn, will go toward modernization and recapitalizing old fleets. Sure there's a risk in doing this
but I also believe we have a window of opportunity and there's a greater risk in not doing this. As
AMC becomes more efficient these savings will be
passed to the field in the form of reduced costs
for repair pans and se rvices. Again, for us to realize real savings, we must decrement the TRM
[training and main tenance! by the amount of
reduction in the cost of doing business for t\MC
and transfe r that amount to RDJ\ [research and
development account] . We intend to do just that.
This is all rather complex and 1 have no illusions
that it will go as smooth!)' as we'd like, but as I
said, we arc out of options. We will also continue
to explore beucr ways of doing business such as
the single stock fund concept. I am sensitive to
the fact that we have always planned for big savings and captured them carl)' on only to find
they\·e never rnatcnaltzcd. \Ve must all be on
guard against that.

YEAR

If we're going to succeed l need the help of
all of }'OU. We must create a mindset in the Army
of becoming more efficient. First and foremost, I
need you to set the example in this area. Let's take
on the things we can control. We have m place a
large amount of video-tclcconfcrencmg Sites and
we need to question the amount of TDY [temporal')' dutyl and travel we arc conducting. As you
may know, I've been on a personal k1ck reference
cellular telephones and beepers. We need some
but I doubt very seriously 1f we need as many as
we have. We need 10 look hard at the training for
our PLL [prescribed load list! clerks and ensure
that they arc properly trained . They s pend an
awful lot of our OPT EM PO monc)• and I always
am concerned about who is rcall)' looking at their
training and how wel l they're doing. My experience is that they arc some of the finest soldiers we
have, but like most, thC}' wi ll perform better if
they know you are imercsted. While we're talking
about this, let's wkc on the GAO finding about
only 30 percent of our PLUASL being demand
supported. We need to either refute thm or fix it.
We, in lllrn, will allempt to accelerate the fielding
of such systems as SARRS-0 wh1ch will allow us
to become more efficient in logistical operations.
However, if we're gomg to solve this problem, all
of us are going to h<we to get involved.
The Army is a big business and we need to
improve the business practices of the Army.
Having been illlo this now for some time I am
convinced th.is is an exciting opportunity and one
in which we can really make a difference. If we
don't seize the moment we're going to pay for it
with our most precious assets-our soldiers.

E-mail to Army General Officers
Februal)' 26, 1996
l want to update you on a couple of importam issues that I participated 111 last week.
Resou1'CCs
I participated in a couple of sessions involving resources and requircmems. There 1s no
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doubt the two nrc inextricably linked. Given the
resources we sec available, we must bring the
requirements under control. During the upcoming POM build we intend to look very hard at our
rcquiremcn1s because we JUSt don't have the
resources tO fund everything evcr)rbody wants.
Prioritization has always been imponam but it is
absolutely vital this time around. We must Hgurc
out how to bring our fixed costs under control.
The Department of Defense fixed costs consume
approximately 65 percent of the budget and if
unchecked will go to 70 percent. That means that
at a max 35 percent or the dollars we receive really go toward force structure and warfighting
requirements. It's often diiTicult for a variety of
reasons to make significant in roads in th is area
but all the Chiefs [of Staff! have agreed to take it
on. Consequcl11 1)'. >'ou'rc going to see continued
interest on how we can best uti lize our li mited
resources. We have received most of the POM letters from the MACOMs [major commands] and
intend to discuss them in detail during the
upcoming Army Commanders Conference at
Carlisle in early March. The Program Evaluation
Group chairmen have received draft POM guidance and are starting to build POM 98-03. In
essence, the train has left the station and is building up a head of steam. As I've said man)' times
before there arc tough decisions ahead and they're
ultimately going to be made. If we don't make
them, somebody else will and l believe that we
who have the greatest interest at stake need to
take that on. We will undoubtedly gore somebody's sacred cow. I intend to listen carefully to
all aspects of the issue but at the end of the day
we have to do what we have to do. I need your
support in framing the issues and working inside
the system to ensure we arrive at the right decisions. The A1'111)' or the 21st centlll')' would not be
well served without a healthy debate on these key
issues. However, it must be done within the system and not in Congress or the open press. There
we must speak with one voice or we'll be defeated
in detail.

and successful close. That is a real success story
and it involves America's Army. Many people
deserve credit. Among them, people like Hugh
Shelton, Dave Meade, George Fisher, and joe
Kinzer; however, as always. the real credit has to
go to our soldiers-Active and Reserve. The)'
came from across America's Army. They took on
a difficult and often ill-defined miss10n and the)'
exceeded all expectations. No other Army,
indeed, no other service, could have done what
the)' did. Their sacrifices and their performance
strengthen all or us.

Women :s Militaty Memorial
Wilma Vaught, the President of the Women
in Military Service for America t-.ilcmorial being
built next to Arl ington Cemetery, stopped by this
week and updated me on her project. The memorial will recognize the accomplishments of mili tary women throughout our great history. I was
impressed with the plans and glad to find out that
it was on track for a grand opening in October of
1997. I was somewhat surprised to find out from
her that many of our soldiers do not know about
this memorial. I told her that we would ll')' to
help in terms of getting the word out and l ask
you to help in this area.

Froching Officers
The FY 96 Authorization Act drasllcally limits the number of frockings we arc allowed. As
you know, under the current S)'Stem the approval
level of frockings is dependent upon the grade
level. In order to ensure compliance with the
Authorization Act, I intend to move tO a n\Ore
central ized system for frockings. We are talking
about very small numbers here compared to what
we've had in the past so we will greatly reduce the
number of frockin gs we approve. l understand
the ramifications of that but clo not think it is a
showstoppcr. We pick brigade commanders
based upon their ability 1101 their rank. I'm convinced that a LTC(P) can be just as good as a full
COL and I need your help to look carefull)' at the
number of froekings )' OU forward for approval.
Most of the numbers that l see will have to go
toward those who find themselves in a coalition
assignment where rank may be more important.
I'm sure we'll work our way through this one but

Hc1ili
I talked to [General! joe Kinzer in Haiti this
week and the U.S. milital')' portion of the United
Nations Mission 111 llani is drawing to a rapid
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I need everybody to understnnd what we're trying
to do.

The zero defects mindsct can make the
Army, as an instillltion, very risk adverse, and it
can also create an environment where ethics arc
easily compromised. l need }'OUr help in fighting
this growmg perception. We need to create an
environment where soldiers can all reach their
full potential and be all they can be. We must
take the time to train subordinates, allow them to
make mistakes, and retrall1 them to standard.
t-.·lany of us in senior leadership positions today
wouldn't be here if our leaders and mentors
hadn't done this for us.
Leaders create a com mand climate.
Micromanagemcm, careerism, intcgrit}' violations
and the zero defects mindsct can all be dispelled
by positive leadership. These at titudes are an
unfortunate side effect of the turmoil created by
the downsizing of the Army. These attit udes have
appeared in the past, especial!}' after Vietnam. We
defeated them in the past. We must do so again.
America's Army is unique in the world. We
are different. Our advantage is the creativity, initiative and ingenuil)' of our people. To foster this
advantage, we must be willing to underwrite honest mistakes. focus on people and mentor the
next generauon of leaders.

****
Letter to Army General Officers
March I, 1996
"fighting the Zero Defecls 1\llentality"

As the Army Chief of Staff my fundamemal
duty is to ensure thnt America's Army is trained
and ready to defend the nation's security and freedom. I am also concerned with creating stability
wi th in the force after the long and sign ificam
clrawdown. I want to create an environmen t in
which all our people can be all the)' can be.
Secretary of Defense !William ] Perry likes to
relate a SlOt")' that occurred last summer when
General Nikolayev, the DcpLtl)' Chief of the
Russian General Staff. was on a two-week tour of
military bases in the United States. After visiting
the first base and secmg our NCOs in action he
told one of his aides. "I know that these men and
women wearing sergeams' untforms arc reall}'
officers in clisglllse."
But as he went from base to base. and talked
with the NCOs he came to realize that they were
not officers. lie was stunned and told Secretary
Perry after two weeks that "no military in the
world had the quality of NCO that he found in the
United States." lie went on to say, "That's what
gives America its compctitivc military advantage."
That's why we have the best military in the world.
We cannot take the crcativit}' and initiative of
our junior officers, NCOs, and civilians for granteel. The recent downsizing and subsequent
increased OPTEMPO [operational tempo] have
resulted in a perception of a zero defect environment. Leaders believe that a less-than-perfect
report wtll result in the tenmnation of a once
promising career. The}' feel that a smgle mistake
will appear in their eiTictenc}/cvaluation report.
This rear can also result 111 m·er supctvistOn-the
belief b}' leaders that if the}' want something done
right, they wtll ha,·c w doll themselves.

****
Force of Decision ... Capabilities for
the 21st Century
United States Army Chief of Staff
White Paper
April 15, 1996
\Vc are now concerned with the peace of the
emire world. And peace cnn onlr be maintained by the strong.
Grorgt: Catlrll Mw shall, Scptt:lllllrl I. 19-+5

Our Army-Sword of the Republic
America's Arm}' ts a capabthllcs-bascd force .
It alwa}'s has been. America's Arm}' provtdes the
nation the mtlitar}' power 11 needs for peace and
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to do much more than that. Through experience,
we ha\'e learned that the demands of other operations such as overseas presence, small-scale conflicts, peace enforcement, and humanitanan assistance, do not decrease in the event of a regional
conflict.
The increased frequencr and length of these
other operations are alt·ead)' a significant challenge
to our abilit)' to cominuousl)• maintain the desired
level of combat readtncss neccssat')' 10 compel. 'vVc
must closel)' scrutinize our ab11ity to support the
broader aspects of our strategy that could include
nearly simultaneous major regional conflicts while
at the same lime sustain ing other operations. The
Arm)' must be robust enough LO fulfill and sustain
all of our international commitments.

war to conduct a wide variety of missions, as it
has since 1775. rhis is what a capabilities-based
force is all about-providing options for the
nation. The knowledge that the nation can call on
its Arm r-at a moment's nouce-to perform
wsks rangmg from domestic disaster relief to
O\'erscas wars IS the lcgaC) of more than two hundred years of U.S. Army h1story.
In the early cla)'S of the American stale, the
Arm>• performed two broad m1ssions-to defend
the Republic agatnst enemies and Lo suppon the
growth of Lhc emerging nation. Both were vital to
the nation's future.
Arter the Revolutionary War, American leaders unde rstood that the young Republic stood
without true friends in an internati onal realm
where power-particu larly mil ita r)' powerdcLermined the fate of nations.
1\s it defended the nation, the Arm)' suppon ed its growth. The 1\rmy was indispensable to
carl)' pioneering efforts such as conducting expeditions, building roads and canals, providing civil
law enforcement, and laymg telegraph lines.
Through these efforts the Army provided regional
stabilit)', replacing the w1lderncss with the acLivilies of a complex societ)'·
In the aftermath of World War II and the
responsibiliues imposed by peace, the nation
began using the Army for other purposes. In far
away places with unfam1ltar names, Army presence deterred aggression and through a variety of
peaceful actions, reassured others-and once
agai n provided regional stabi lity.
Since 1775, the nation's fate has often rested
in the capable hands of its soldiers. From
Yorktown to Gwysburg to Normandy to the
Persian Gulf, LO discovering and build ing a nation
and protecting others from aggression, ultimately,
il is the Army that decides our success in war and
peace. The Army is the force of decision.

The Broader Range of Missions
Duri ng the Cold War we optimized the 1\nny
to defeat the Soviet armed forces. We created the
best Army in the world and won the war we
never had to fight. Since then we have learned
that we need an Army capable not only of defeating large enem)' combat formations with precision engagemems but also of meeting a broader
range of missions, such as tracking and combating terrorists should the need arise, providing
humanitarian assistance, mamtaining peacekeeping forces, and helping local and state governments deal with domestic disaster.
Daily, we meet the demands for forward
presence while remaining prepared to project
power imo any situation threatening our nation's
interests. The Army remains deployed, as it has
been every day for more than fi fty years, in
Europe, Korea, Panama, and j apan. \11/e also have
substantial numbers of so ldiers deployed in
Kuwait, Haiti, Bosnia, ll onduras, Macedonia, and
the Sinai. We sustain these efforts for days,
weeks, months, years, or decades-whatever it
takes to get the job done.
Secu ring peace and stabi lit)' requires longterm commitment. The Army is not a "tOuch-andgo" force. Long-term Ann)' commitmem physically demonstrates American imem and contributes
to an environment of stability where nations can
develop effective government institutions and
viable economies. Soldiers on the ground-the
most visible sign of deterrence and reassurance-

The Nationa l Mi litcuy Strategy
The National Military Strategy directs that
the nation's military forces be capable of fighting
and winning two nearly simultaneous regional
connicts while acknowledging the need tO
respond to other conungencies.
The National Militat')' Strategy structures the
Army to compel its enemies, but we must be able
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directly contribute to regional sLabi lit)'. But
regional stability doc!> not happen overnight; it is
a dangerous and complic:ned business. ll takes
time, commitment, and the continuous presence
of U.S. forces. Sustained presence, with 1ts resulting regional stability, is a miSSIOn that the Army is
uniquely structured to can)' out.
America's Army sets the example for other
countries seckmg the proper role of an army in a
dcmocraC)'· In ncarl)' every nation, the dominant
armed service is the army. l\llan)' armies, however,
need to learn how an army serves its nmion, without running the nmion. !3)' training with U.S. Army
units and participating in our institutional training
programs, soldiers of emerging democracies
receive important lessons in democrat ic values.
Teaching these important lessons and training with
others takes signincanL Lime and effort, but they arc
important contribwions to regional stabi lity.

would not do of his own free wtll. These same
capabilities also contribute 10 our abi lity to dew·
adversaries, to keep them from acting innnicall)'
to our interests tn the ltrst place . fhe employment of military forces \\ ithout necessarily
engaging m combat to rcassun: alltes and friends
promotes stability and contributes to our abilil)'
to innuence mternational outcomes. finall)', our
armed forces use their capabtltties to supporr
domestic authority in times ol natural disaster,
civil disturbance, or other emergencies requiring
humanitarian assistance.
Using military power fort hcse purposes ultimately requires putting the American soldier in
harm's way. The presence of i\rmy troops on the
ground constitlllcs a statemen t neither an opponent nor the American people can ignore. 'vVhen
America decides 10 obtain results by employing
military power, pulling its soldiers on the ground
is as unavoidable today as it ever has been.

Ultimately, land forces can occup)' territor)'.
control populations, and provtdc on-thescene assunmcc th:u poli11cal objecuvcs will
be meL
NCIIIOIICII Milllell)' 5trcllt'KI' of tire

You can fly over a land lorevcr: you may
bomb it, atomize it, pulv(•nze 11 and wipe 11
clean of life but if )'OU clcsrrc 10 defend it,
protect n , and keep it for clvlltzation you
must do this on the ground, the wa> the
Roman Legions did, b)· puumg )'OUr )'Otmg
men mto the mud

U.S.

Fcbnuuy 1995

To Fight and Win Our Nation's \\Iars

T. R. Fcltrcnbcrdr, Thrs Kmd of\Var

America's Ann)' ts organized, trained, and
equipped to succeed across the full spectrum of
military operations-providing the nation a full
range of capabilities for a range of threats and challenges. The primary mission remains, as it always
has been , to right and win our nation's warssome of which arc increasingly ambiguous and difficu lt to define. The paltern of international conOict
in the post-Cold War environment requires military force s that can do more than just fight. Our
experiences over the past six years prove that the
nation's military might is also defined by our ability to deter, reassure, and support.

Americas Army-Decisive Capabilities
America's Army provides superb light , heavy,
and special operations forces to the joint force
commander. To compel our enemies, the Army is
capable of conducting sustained, high-tempo land
warfare under all conditions-day and night. In
December 1989 [>resident G<·orgc Bush ordered
over 21,000 U.S. Army soldiers to Panama during
Operation jusT CAUSE. The ir mission: support
democr<1C)' for the people of Panama and protect
American citizens. Less than a year later, over
335,000 U.S. Army soldiers deplo)•ed to the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This deployment culminated in the liberation of Kuwait in February
1991 during Operation DrstRT SroR~I. In
September 1994 President Clinton ordered over
18,000 U.S. soldiers to llaitl in Operation
UPiiOLD DEMOCRACY, restoring order and the elected Haitian government to power.

Through all this welter of change and developmem, )'OUr mission remains rixcd, determined, uwiolablc-11 ts to win our wars.

Gcnaal Dougl<l' i\lcArtlrw, 1'vlay I 2, 1962

The Purpose of i\llilitwy Power
The Army must ahva)'S have capabilities to
compel an)' adversary to do what he otherwise
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The commitment of American soldiers was
the ulumatc expression of our national resolve.
Success was ensured because of the multiple
capabi lities built into a force that all ows the
nation to commit it , without reservation, into any
situation- because we know it wil l succeed.
Another alternative to preve nt connict rests
in our armed forces strength and capabi lity to
deter potential adversaries. Forward-deployed
Army forces arc America's strongest deterrent signal. ThC)' represent U.S. commitment to our allies
and friends. With pre-positioned equipment and
great!)' improved strategic mobility, the Arlll)' can
move quickly lOa theater of operations, cstnblish
a presence, and convince potential adversaries
that aggression would be tOO costly. f-o r over nfty
)'Cars U.S. troops have deterred aggression in
Europe and Korea, creating an environment of
stabilit )' that has benefited the entire world.
Tocla)', our power projection Army continues to
deter aggression throughout the world. ~ l ost
rcccntl)' in 1994, the U.S. Army depiO)'Cd over
6,000 soldiers to Kuwait to deter Iraqi aggression.
The demands on our armed forces to reassure
our friends and allies are increasing. Since DESERT
STORt-I, the overwhelmi ng majority of missions to
which J\merica has commiued its mil itary
resources h ;~s been clone by the Army. These missions range in size from a handful or soldiers to
large troop deployments all over the world. To
reassure our friends and allies, t\rm)' forces provided humanitarian assistance to nations in need
or panictpated in major exercises" nh our allies,
providmg visible assurance of America's leadership. In August 1994, following violent tribal
connict, the U.S. Air Force airlifted almost 2,500
soldiers and their equipment to Rwanda. Within
hours American soldiers were in the midcllc of
this tragedy, provid ing assistance to stop the
dying. Since 1991, U.S. Army solclters have pro,·idcd both aid and protection to the Kurdish
populauon in northern Iraq.
American soldiers on the ground sen•e as a
S)•mbol of undeniable commitment to a cause.
U.S. forward presence, such as the small 60-man
conti ngcm presently deployed along the border
bet ween L:cuador and Peru as a pan ol a multin;~
tional observer force, is an example. America's
Army is helping these two countries disengage and

WORKS

prevent confrontation, allowing the region to
invest their national resources on growth and
cooperation, not squander them on confrontation.
American presence is credible because of our
ability to get the job done. For over thirteen )'Cars
the Army has been a symbol of U.S. comm it ment
to a lasti ng peace between Egypt and Israel. The
600 soldiers of the Multinational Force and
Observers have been in the Si nai , interposed
between former belligerents. For the past four
years, over 500 soldiers have been deployed to
Macedonia to prevent the spread of conflict as a
part of a United Nations Observer Force. Today,
the almost 20,000 soldiers of Task force EA(,II in
Bosnia arc profcssionall)' and nrml)' enforcing the
Dayton Peace Accords, bringing peace and hope
to that devastated region. When serving as pMt of
international security forces, U.S. Army sold iers
have the capahil it)' to sustain the effort for as long
as necessar)'.
Our combat, logistics, and special opcrattons
forces give unique capabilities lO the joint commander. Whether they include construction engineers, medical teams. military police, civil nffatrs,
rotat')•-wing aviat ion su pport, or special lorces,
these forces enhance military capabilities and buttress America n d iplomacy where commitment
and resolve arc necessary. Reassurance is a sound
itwcstmcnt.
Domestic cnses and natural disasters have
always underscored the demand for an Army that
can support the needs of the nation within its own
borders. The Arm)' has played a vital role ttl the
h istOt')' of the count t')' and has changed to meet
the nation's changing needs. In 1992, the Army
provided disaster relief to victims of llurricnnc
Andrew which ravaged portions of south Florida
and Louisiana. Over 28,000 soldiers provided
long-term assistance to their fe llow citizens in
need. In 1994, almost 1,800 soldiers supported
local and state agenctcs in fighting fires in the
western Unncd States.
Where \Ve Are

On <~ny given day in 1995, in addition to
100,000 sold iers stationed in Europe and !<orca,
the Army ave raged over almost 20,000 soldie rs
deployed in over 80 countries. ln the lnst year,
American soldiers deterred aggression in l<uwan,
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restored order in Haiti, shielded the Kurds in
Iraq, conducted peacekeeping training exercises
with Russia, kept the peace in the Sinai and along
the border between Peru and Ecuador, demonstrated resolve in l\,lacedonia, treated the wounded in Croati a, provided humanitarian assistance
to refugees in the Cari bbean, and suppo n ccl
domestic relief in Oklahoma City and the Vi rgin
Islands. To this list we add almost 20,000 soldiers
on duty in Bosnia, with thousands more from all
the scrvtces supporting them in surrounding
countrtcs. \Vhat once was extraordmary has
become routine. Future demands for Annr
involvement are unlikely to decrease in number
or diversity.

presence on the ground and the inherent capabtlities of Army organizations are vital for the smtsfactor)' accomplishment of the mission, however
long the task may wke.
There is a natural tension in performing these
diverse missions. We must sustain a sufficiently
robust force that is trained and ready to fight and
win a major regional conO ict whi le at the same
time using selected capabilit ies inherent to our
Army--combat forces, military police, engineers,
ps)•chological operations, civil affairs, transportation, mcdtcnl-to promote long-term regional stability and support peace operations.
This tension ts not new; we have experienced
it th roughout our history. Du ring the Cold War
our missions were not as diverse and our force
structure was more robust. Today, our reduced
fo rce structure must meet the increased demands
imposed by the nation while remaining prepared
to fight and win our nation's wars.
The time span of these missions helps define
the requirements 10 sustain these cffons. For
example, in Macedonia, while one baualion ts fulnlling the peacekeeping mission, another is
preparing for the specirtc peacekeeping requirements in Macedonia, and a third banal ion, havi ng
just completed the mission, redeploys to its home
stati on and sharpens its skills for combat. This
3:1 ratio represents the numbers required to sustain the pace of our operational com mil ments
worldwide. When you add up all of our operational deployments in places like Bosnia, Kuwall,
Haiti, llonduras, Stnat, as well as Macedonta, it
means that on any given day the Arm)' commits
the resources of approximately four divisions to
sustain these cffons.
Because of increasi ng demands on our sold iers, the size of the Army-Active, Guard, and
Reserve--does mmter. There is a limit 10 how small
we can be and still remain relevam and able to
meet the needs of the nation. We must achieve a
balance between the size of the Arm)' and the
nation's need 10 do more. The world environment
tells us that our mtsston requirements are not going
to decrease. Omi\ttn)' must be adequatcl) sized 10
meet the increased demands imposed by the nation
while remaining prepared to Hgh t and \\in our
nmion's wars. To date we have borne the strain of
handling more missions with fewer people by

51rength ~[ th e .Joint Team
The nature of modern warfare is joint warfare
with land forces at the core of our joint warfighting capabtlity. We can achieve victor)' on I)' with
the complete integration of air, sea, and land
power. The strength of our Army, therefore, is
magnified b)' the S)'nergy achieved through the
wopcmtion and cohesion of a joint effort.
The range of operations that the Army must
be capable of conduct ing in supptlrl of the joint
team dictmes the size and com position of the
Arm}' needed to answe r the nati on's call. The
Cold War Army was forward deployed and
focused on the ultimate danger to the nation: a
global war against the Soviet Union. Today, the
challenges LO our interests may be less visible but
arc much more diverse. America's Arm) not only
rcmforces forward-deployed forces 111 a robust or
mmure theater of war but also provides adequate
forward presence, projects powe r to the most
remote areas of the globe, and sustains opcrmions
uncle r the most austere cond itions-im possible
tasks wit how joint service cooperation.

Tile Clwlleugc
The Armr does not ptck tts mtsstons and
must, therefore. remam capable across the full
spectrum of rcquiremems, as a member of the
joint team cfrort. Whether in response to a call for
humanitarian assistance in unfamiliar geographic
and cultural circumstances, forward deployed in
a dctcrrenJ role, or engaged in conventional combat, soldiers nrc at the point of decisi<>n. Visible
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We arc adapting our organizational strucwre,
doctrine, and equipment to the environment that
we will operate in today and in the years ahead.
We arc organizing, training, and equipping ourselves to ensure we have the capabilities the nation
needs. We are llncling ways to exploit our competitive advantagcs-qualiL)' people, advanced technology, and our proven joint warfighting doctrine.
Our Army is cnpturing emerging technology to
give us a degree of precision, speed, and battlefield
awareness heretofore unknown. \Ve arc addressing tomorrow's challenges today.

mortgaging Ann)' modernization accounts and
through the sacliflces of soldiers who spend longer
and longer peliods deployed. People arc important.
The capabilities we need to sustain fighting on
the battldield arc also the capabilities needed to
rc<lssurc our friends and all ies and to support our
own domestic needs. Present!)', our force mix is
not in balance with the demands of sustaining the
effort across the spectrum of military operations
around the globe. Meeting these new challenges
wnhout assuming unacceptable risk wtll require
rcshaptng the total Army-Active, Guard, and
Reserve-and the complementary roles that they
play. Our Army must not only wm multiple, high
tech, mid-to-high intensity conOicts but also meet
the growing demands for reassurance and support.

America:s Army, Ree~dy To Meet the
Challenges a.f Today ... Tomorrow . .. and
the 21st Centwy

Tomo rrow's adversaries will no doubt be
similar to the ones we face today- their frightening images of terrorism, narco-trarficking, ethnic
cleansing, clan murders, and resurgent competitive nationalism appear on the from pages and
the TV screens in our ltving rooms. Our armed
forces must be able to defeat an enemy armed
with machetes and rines as well as those armed
with tanks, planes, and weapons of mass destruction. American soldiers, versatile enough to operate effectivcl)' in any environment as a member of
the joint team, remain the very foundation oft he
national military power. The)' arc the force of
decision.
Whatever surprises the new millennium may
have in store one thing is certain-we can look to
our roots, to our legacy as the "Sword of the
Republic" 10 help us prepare our Army for the
future. We must have the capabilities rcqlllrcd to
win the nat ion's wars, establish order, prevent
conOict, and s ustain operations as long as
required. Our "baulcfields" include humanitarian
assistance in Rwanda, peacekeeping in the Sinai
and Bosnia, forward presence on the Korean
peninsula, and nation building in Haiti. To meet
these challenges, the Army must remain trained
and ready toda)' and into the next century. Our
ability to compel, deter, reassure, and support is
the essence of our capabilities-based Arm)'-the
force of decision.
Despite the ambiguity of future warfare and
the many form s it may assume, the bauleficld will
always be a dangerous, frightening and lonc l)'

Despite its smaller size, our militar}' must
retain an appropriate mix of forces and capabtlllics to provide the versatility 10 handle
today's challenges and 10 pro,·tdt :1 hedge
ngmns1 unnnticipmed threats.
Notionol Militmy Strategy of tilt' U.S.
Fdnucuy I 995

Where We Are HeCidecl-Traniforming Jhe
Army
To meet these challenges our Army is changing aggressively, challenging all the assumptions
of the past, leveraging technology to become
more efficient and effective in order to remain relevant. But change does not come without risk.
The changes that we make today must take us
into the 21st century and remain relevant in a
future environment that is dirlkult to predict.
We call this process of adaptation Force XXI.
Simply stated, f-orce XXL projects our quality sold iers into the 21st century and provides them the
right doctrine and organizations, the most realistic training, an adequate and predictable sustainment package during both peace and war, and
the best equipment and weapons systems that we
need and our nation can provide. We arc leveraging technology in order to arm our soldiers with
the finest, most lethal weapons and support systems in the world. The product of our Force XXI
process is a versati le army with the capabi lities
that America needs for the next cen tury-Army
XXI. It is form ing right now.
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in and made it happen. The world media was
impressed b)' the technical competence, drive,
determination, and leadership of our NCOs. When
one reporter asked how the solcltcrs endured the
cold and went sleepless to complete the bridge,
one )'Oung leader, Staff Sergeant Robert Butcher of
the 535th Combat Support EqUipment Company,
said that the soldiers felt their rcputattons were on
the line. "They weren't gomg to let the river win."
Sergeant Lawrence Galuski of 1he 502d Engineer
Company said, "\11/e can't be stopped, we've had
noods, high water, rain, snow-makes no difference. We still bridged it." Command Se rgeant
Major Stephen Walls of the 130th Engineer
Brigade said building this bridge proves America's
Army is the "best in the world."
For 220 years noncommissioned officers
have been the guardians of the Republic. In this
increasingly complex and technologically
advanced world more and more responsibi lity has
been placed in NCOs' hands. The NCO Corps
must ensure America's Arm)' remains trained and
ready today and adapts to meet the challenges of
the 21st century. To accomplish this, I would like
to share three fundamental truths with you.
First. the Army is people. General Abrams
said. "The Army is not made up of people, the
Army is people." The Army can onl)' accomplish
its mission if we recruit and retatn the best people. Today, we have the best quality soldiers I
have observed in my 33 years in the Army. But to
keep these high-quality soldiers we must allow
them to build their self-respect. 1 remember reading a message some years ago which always
struck me as the essence of the importance of the
individual. It reads:

place. Onl)' soldiers of character and courage.
well trained, abl)' led. superbly equipped, and in
sufficient numbers, "'ill survive there and wintomorrow as thC)' have 111 the past.

****
"CSA Counts on NCOs To Keep the
Spirit Alive"
NCO jounw/
Spring 1996
We have good corporals and scrgcnnts, nncl
some good lieutenants and <:<lptains. and those
nre far more important than good gcncmls.
Gcnt:ml \V. T. Sllmnan

America's Army is unique. You-the noncommissioned officer-arc the reason. Secretm-r
of Defense William Pcrr)' likes to relate a story
that occurred last summer when General
Nikolaycv. the Depul)' Chief of the Russian
General Staff, was on a two-week tour of military
bases in the United States. Alter visiting the first
base and seeing our NCOs 111 action he told one
of his aides, "I know that these men and women
wearing sergeants' uniforms arc really offi cers in
disguise."
But as he went from base to base and talked
with the NCOs, he came to realize that they were
not officers. l ie was stunned ancltold Dr. Perry
after two weeks that, "No military in the world
had the quality of NCO that lhcl fo und in the
Un ited States." l ie went on LO say, "That's what
gives America its competitive military advantage."
That's wh)' we have the best military in the world.
The high quality of our NCO Corps was manifested recently when America's Army bridged the
Sava River between Croatia and BosniaHerzegovina. This operation, the construction of
the longest pontoon bndge in history, was conducted under the most clirficult circumstances.
Despite freezing cold, snow. ram, mud, and a 100)'Car-high Oooding of the river the bridge was completed. Again, it was our NCO Corps that stepped

Remember Me?
I'm the person who goes into the orderl y
room and patiently waits while the first
sergeant or 1\ST 1Anl1)' Supply Techn ician I
docs e\•crything but pay allcntion to me. I'm
the gu}' who goes into the supply room and
stands quietly by while the sup pi)' sergeant
and his assistant fim~h his lillie chitchat. I'm
the person who docs not grumble while I
clean rifles in addiuon to Ill}' own while
other people wander aunlessl}' around the
center. Yes. }'Oll tmght S.'l}' I'm a preuy good
person. But do }'Oll know who else I am? I
A~l

THE PERSON \VIIO NF.Vf:R EXTENDS
i\IY EN LISTMENT, and it amuses me 10 sec
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Sergeant Gat')' I. Gordon and Sergeant First Class
Randall D. Shughart, both Special Forces NCOs
who were posthumously awarded the Medal of
Honor, epitomize the highest Army values.
During a firefight in Mogadishu, October
3-4, L993, Somali gunfire rorced a 131ack llawk
helicopter to crash land in enemy territory.
Sergeants Gordon and Shughart fired their rifles
from another helicopter to protect their comrades at the crash site below them , even though
they endured a heavy barrage of fire. Wnh
Somah gunmen closing on four criticall)' wounded soldiers at the crash site, the two NCOs volunteered to help and fought their way through to
the wounded pilot. They provided cover until
their ammunit ion ran out. When Shughart was
fata ll y wounded, Gordon go1 a rifl e from 1he
crash site and handed the weapon and five
rounds w the pilot. Gordon said, "Good Luck"
and, armed only with a pistol, continued the
fight until he was killed.
Values arc what made them do what they
did, and 1hose arc the things you must cmphastze
to all new soldiers. We need to talk about those
values, and I ask )'Ol.l LO do that. All of us in leadership positions must be able to exempl ify values.
Talk is not enough-you must set the example.
These three fundamental truths arc terribly
important, and I need )'Oll as leaders to underswnd
and exemplify these truths. Remember that the
Arm)' is people. General Abrams caplUrcd the
essence of leadership and of 1he Noncommissioned
Officer Corps when he S.'lid:

spending manr hours and dollars ever}'
year to gc1 me back into }'Our tmll, when I
was there in the first place. All you had to do
to keep me was:

}'Oll

GIVE ME A UTILE ATTENTION,
SI IOW ME A LITTLE COURTESY.
USE ME 'NELL.'
I need your help on this. You, the NCO, arc closest LO our soldiers; therefore your care and concern arc most evident. Your personal example will
ha,·e 1he most direct effect on our abll11 )' to retain
1hc qualit)' soldiers needed to meet the challenges
or the 2 1st ccnlllry.
Second is public trust. B)' this I mean the
trust the American people place in America's
Ann)' . Stop and think about what that rea lly
means. rhc American people trusl us in a way
1hcy trust nobody else. The)' give us their sons
and daughters and they expect liS tO take Care of
them. The)' do not ask what we arc going to do
with them. They just expect us to do what is
right. rhat is why !he opportunity :mel responsibility to 1ram these young men and women and
to ensure the)' are prepared to do their mission
when 1hey deploy is so important. This is your
primary responsibility. Every effective NCO
leader is a skilled trainer, and C\Tt')' skilled trainer
is an effective leader.
But I think it's importal1l that we remind
everybody !hat we have that trust I<> take care or
our soldu:rs. America's sons and daughters-and
that !rust ts very important to us. I know you wke
that responsibility seriously.
Third, values are important. We are a valuesbased organization, and we need Ln recognize and
remember that. Values are not something thai
automatically happen, especially in today's society. You ha\'c to spend time talking about values,
cxplmning 10 nc\\ soldiers coming tnlo the Army
\\hal values arc all about and reinforce 1hose nllucs to all soldiers on a daily basts.
Duty, honor, country. and sdncss service to
1hc nauon arc more than words-it is a creed by
which we live. The actions in Somalia b)' tvlastcr

By pl·ople I do nol mean personnel. . . I
mean livtng, bremhing, scrvmg human
bt'ings. They have needs and interests and
desires. J hey have spirit and wi ll, and
slrengths and abilities. The)' have wcakncs~cs
and fau lts; and they have means. The}' arc
the hcan of our preparedness ... and th1s
prcparedncs:.--~b a nation and as an Armydepends upon 1he spint of our sold1ers. lt is
the spmt that gtvcs the Army ... life.
Without 1t we cannot succeed.

I am counung on

1 \uhr~')' Newman, Follvw ,\lr: Ill<' lllilllllfl I kmt'lll il{
1
I rtltln,llip (N<l\'ilto, Ct\: Prc:.idio l'r6'>, t9H I), p. I 06.
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reOected his pnde in the seiOess service of this
great regiment, the jO)' of leading its patrols under
the Northern Lights, the satisfaction of inspiring
generations of young men to earn the privilege of
standing in its ranks.
ln Moscow General Colonel Vlad imir
Alegmeclovich Semenov faces the tremendous
challenge of forging a new Russian Army out of
the remains of the old Soviet Army. He spoke of
the enormous difficulty of withdrawing the Sovtet
Army from Eastern Europe and reducing it drastically while preserving the officer corps and its
loyalty to the new state. lie pointed out that they
had seventy-seven )'ears of experience under the
Soviet system, on l)' four under the Russian
Republic.
Despite a daunt ing lack of fin ancia l
resources-some units haven't been paid in
months-Russia, too, continues to prepare its
future leaders at the Frunze and Vystrel
Academies that provided highly trained leaders to
the Soviet Am1y. But changed curriculums reOcct
the changing missions of these changing umes.
The Frunze Academy has added peacekeeping
operations and regional and local conO icts to its
instruction, and the Vystrel Academy teaches an
entire course for Russian and international officers preparing for United Nations military obsen'er missions-Major Tom Haines and Captain
Larry Thompson from our Army were there when
we visited. They're the first American officers to
graduate from any Russian Army course.
General Semenov told me that it's best to be
"conservative" in military rdorm-to conserve
and protect the "backbone" StrengthS of the military institution. Therefore, the new Russian Army
also seeks to draw strength from its tradit iona l
roots. Pride in its Soviet past is eviden t in the
museum of the V)'Strcl Academy that traces its
Soviet lineage to 1918. But the Russians are working to transcend their recent Soviet past to draw
on their rich Czarist history. On 6 june the
Vystrel Academy wtll celebrate the l70th anniversary of its 1826 founding in St. Petersburg.
Pride in Russia's past is nowhere more evident than in the l<rcmlin, where an extraordinal')'
effort has gone into reswring the brilliance of its
im peria l era. One monumental reception hall,
vaulted ceiling and statuary of the finest white

letter Lo Army General Officers
April l6, 1996

Three Armies in Transition
I rcccm ly visited my coumerpans in Sweden,
Russia, and Ukraine. The situation in each of
these counLries is significantly different , blll their
armies face some challenges similar to our own,
and we can learn something from thctr common
solutions.
In Sweden General Karl Ake Sagrcn faces the
problem of downsizing the army as pan of a major
governmen t austerity program. vVhen the end of
the Cold War significantly reduced the massive
Soviet forces that 1hreatenecl Swedish neutrality for
over fifty years, the Swedish government decided
to make major eULs in the size of its forces. General
Sagren knows that forming, training, and equipping new units is an exceptionally time-consuming
process, particularly in a nation that depends
almost fully on citizen-soldiers for its defense. So
Sweden continues to train its soldiers hard under
the harsh winter conditions or the nonh.
Sweden also con tinues preparing its future
leaders 10 meet the unforeseeable chal lenges of an
uncertain future. At Karlberg Castle, surrounded
by hundreds of years of military history and tradition, the cadets of Sweden's milnar)' academy
train mind and body to meet the rigors of the
21st centur)'· Our visit to the Swedish Armed
Forces International Center illustrated Sweden's
strong commitment to fulfilling its internal ional
peacekeeping obligations. Believing that peacekeeping may be the first effort at coping with new
form s of conflict, neither hot nor cold , Sweden
has devoted significant effort and intellectual
energy in meeting the challenges of a more complex new world.
But the Swedish Army also continues to draw
strength from the traditions of the past. We dined
one evening in the regimental mess of the famous
Lapland Ranger Regiment. After walking down
the snow-covered, torch-lit path between the
ranks of the regimental honor guard, proud in
their white arctic smocks, we were met by the
regimcnwl commander, Brigadier General Bjorn
Lundquist. The words of his welcoming wast
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marble, IS dcd1cated to the Order of Saint
c.eorge, the highest military order of Czarist
Russia. The names of five thousand officers and
eleven thousand units are engraved on the walls.
As n Russian colonel told me, these names form
the link between the Russian armies, past and
present.
In Kiev General Sobkov is forming a new
army from the massive force structure that
Ukraine mherited from the old Soviet Union. He,
too, must make dramatic reductions in size to
meet the fiscal and strategic realities of new circumstances. The Ukrainians also sec the key to
future success in the training of the1r fuwre leaders. They've established a milital")' academy, the
Kiev Crouncl Forces Institute, in the former
Soviet Army IIigher Armor School. Although
struggling with old Soviet-style equipment and
facilities, they work very hard to prepare their
cadets to lead the new Ukrainian Ann)' into the
2 Lst century.
As the ann)' of a staLe that only became independcm in 1992, the Ukrainian Army has li11le
recclll history. However, it pa)'S homage to the
tremendous military contribution Ukraine made
10 the Soviet Union, particu larly during World
War II.
1\ common thread running through discussions with all three leaders was their participation
in IFOR !Implementation Force! in Bosnia-all
have forces there-and the tremendous impression
they have of the Partnership for Peace program and
the learning experiences it has provided for their
soklters. Throughout all discussions there was a
gene ral consensus that peacekeeping operations
were the wave of the immediate future and that
they'd best be prepared to meet them .
All three armies are willi ng to change to meet
the new challenges of radically different circumstances. \Ne, too, face radically different circumstances, not only strategically but also m terms of
a\•ailnble resources. \Ne've either got to get much
more efficient in the way we spend our resources.
or we'll get smaller. We have to be prepared to
make radical changes in organizations and
processes to meet new circumstances.
All three armies are depending upon the traditional strengths of their institutions 10 sec them
through the tough Limes ahead. We need to do

that, too. We're a values-based organizauonalways have been, always will be.
Tradition and ceremony arc the torch by
which we pass the light of our Army values from
one generation of soldiers to the nexl. We need to
keep that torch burning bright!)' to light our way
into the 21sl centul")'.

E-mail to Army General Officers
April 21, 1996

Loss of Friends
The past week has been a tough one for me
personal!)'. I've had to deal with the pain of losing
two close fncnds. Their contributions were great
but the1r lives were too short and their deaths
unexpected. Some of you knew them both and
probably share my sorrow. All of you have dealt
with things like this before but if nothing else, it
will help me ill share some thoughts with you.
Wednesday morning we laid Lieutenant
General (Retired) Cal Waller to rest on a beautiful
grassy knoll in Arlington Cemetcr)' ncar
Henderson llall . lie \\'US 58 years old. a great soldier-and a budd)'· \Ve did baualion- and
brigade-level command together at the same t1mc
and in the snme division. I know how passiOnately he cared about our soldiers and I saw firsthand
how that concern translated into actions. I know
that he did everything to the best of his abili ty.
Among ot her accolades, people have used such
terms as "visionary, intelligent, confident, and a
leadersh ip example for all" to describe him. lie
certainly was all of that. But if I were limited to
one word in describing Cal it would be "'driven."
He was literally driven by '·doing what's right for
his soldiers." lie was not afraid to buck conventional wtsdom when he thought the Army had
lost sight of the cardinal principle that the Army
is people. I can tell you from being there up close
and personal that you llat unleashed a tiger if he
thought you were screwing with his so ldiers. I
learned a lot from Cal and will miss him deeply.
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people. All soldier<; arc important and remember
you're a soldier, too.

1-hs untimcl)' death reminds me once agatn how
important our soldiers-of all ranks-really are.
I hs untimely death was also a rcminclcl to me of
how important it was for the Army to continue to
take care of its own. 'vVhen it's al l said and done
it's not what you've achieved but friends and family that really count. Cal had a loving fam ily and
lots of friends. I was really proud of how 1he
Army Family rallied to take care of one of its own.
One week almost to the hour later we "ill
have a memorial service for Admiral Mike Boorda
{Chtcf of Naval Operations, U.S. avyl. Th1s one
is even harder to understand because the Circumstances are so complex. I had not known him
nearly as long as l'd known Cal, Inn I'm convinced he was driven by the same ph ilosophy. lie
has been described as a sailor's sai lor and I think
that is appropriate. He came from the ranks and
he never forgot where he came from. I watched
with great admiration his positive and upbeat
command St)'lc despite the fact that the institution was scemmgly under siege from all s1clcs. ~ly
last session \\ith him was a Readiness Council
two days before his death. He seemed his normal
self-focused, understanding of the complexit ies.
and willing to do whatever necessary to improve.
I ce rtain!)' make no j udgments about what happened Thursday afternoon. As you know, speculation has centered around the ribbons he wore
on his chest. That is far too simple an explanation
for me to accept. While I know evCI')'Onc is proud
of the medals they received, I think our profession and indeed life are far more about what's in
one's hean than what one wears on their chest.
Mike was a friend and I deeply admired the way
he approached tough issues. The Navy as an institution was his life. He often said in a much more
elegant way that it disciplined him, cducmcd him,
and took care of him. That was what was in his
heart and that's what I'll remember. lie was a
good man.
There were lots of lessons from th1s last week
for me. but I hope all of you will focus on one
also. Basically. it's important to remember that life
is indeed short and fragile. Sort out your priorities
and adjust to them. High on that priority list
must be taki ng care of )'Oursel f. I need you to do
it not on ly just to set the example but also
because we can't afford to lose all)' more good

Letter to Army General Officers
April 23, 1996

USNS Shughart Naming Ceremony
On April 13, 1996, I had the privilege of participating in the naming ceremony for the Anny's
newest Strategic Seali ft Shi p-the USNS Shughart.
It was more than j ust the comm ission ing of
another Navy ship. It was a very emotional and
uplifting experience that reaffirmed that soldiers
are our core competency and values arc the
bedrock of th1s great institution.
The USNS Shughart is the first of 19 large.
medium-speed, roll-on, roll-off, and Iift-on, liftoff ships that will carry U.S. Army equipment,
vehicles and sup piics. Strategically pre-positioned
near potential areas of con Oict around the world,
these vessels carr)' equipment-includi ng
armored personnel carriers, tanks, tractor-trailers,
helicopters, and ll tviMWVs !high mobility multipurpose wheeled vchiclcsl-and supplies configured in unit sets. By greatly enhancing the Arm)"s
power projec11on capabilit)'. they insure that we
can move forces throughout the world to reassure
and support our friends and deter or compel our
enemies. It is a visible sign that we are a changed
Army-relevant to the needs of the nation.
This great sh ip is most appropriately named
for a great sold i(~r. Se rgeant Fi rst Class Randall
Shughart, who was posthumously awarded the
Congressional Medal of llonor for his actions in
Somalia on October 3, 1993. The naming ceremony reaffirmed the importance of the core values upon which our Army is founded and made
me more conscious than ever that soldiers arc our
core competency. Duty, honor, country and selfless service tO the nat ion arc more 1han just
words-it is a creed by which we live. By living
this creed, Sergeant Shughart personi fi ed General
Creighton Abrams' belief that "the Army is not
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made up of people, the Army is people," people
who live-and sometimes die-b)' the values that
have alwa)'S made this Army great.
On Octobe r 3, 1993, when an Army helicopter was shot down near Mogadishu, Somalia ,
Sergeant Shughan volunteered to be inserted on
the ground to protect the helicopter crash site and
four critically wounded personnel. Equipped with
only his sniper riOe and a pistol, Sergeant
Shughart fought his way through intense small
arms fire to the crash site. He pulled the pilot and
crew from the aircraft, established a perimeter
and protected the downed crew until he was
killed. An eyewitness said, "Anyone in their right
mind wouldn't have done what they (SFC
Shughart and his team leader) d id." But he passionate!)' believed in the creed that says "I wi ll not
fail those with whom I serve."
Values arc what made him do what he did,
and those arc the things you must emphasize to all
new soldiers. \Ve need to talk about those values,
and I ask you to do that. All of us in leadership
positions must be able to exemplify values. Talk is
not enough-you must set the example. Talk the
talk-but, most importantly, walk the walk.
The heroine of the ceremony, without a
doubt, was Sergeant Shughart's widow Stephanie.
Wish evci')'One could have seen the coumge and
selncssness she impaned to all who were there.
She told us that Sergeant Shughart was a finn
believer in the Ranger creed that we never abandon fellow soldiers on the bauleficld, no mancr
how extreme the circumstances. She said it takes
a "remarkable man to not only read a creed, and
memorize a creed, but to Iive a creed." ller care
and compassion for her husband's teammates,
who were killed in the battle, we re inspiri ng.
If )'OU personalize such an event and imagine
that it could have been your s pouse. or the
spouse of any one of our great American soldiers
who nsk their lives every clay, you could only
hope they could be as strong and as :;eiOess as
Stephanie was. It makes }' OU thankful and grateful
for the little things in life as well as for the many
sacrifices so many of our soldiers make every clay.
'vVe can never take that for granted. I was truly
imprcsscc.l by Stephanie's courage and quiet
integriL)'· She wanLeclthe audience not to focus
only on the heroic actions of her husband but

also to remember his "mates as well-a poet, a
pianist, a crack shot, and a man who onl)' wanted
to work his farm." All four of these teammates
were killed in the battle at t-.11ogadishu, and the
team had to be rebui lt.
Soldiers-like Se rgean t Sh ughart-arc our
core competency. They refiect the values of sel fless service, dedication, courage, and integrit y. As
we move into the 21st century, these values will
be even more important to the U.S. Ann)'.

***'~

Address at the Acquisition Reform
Conference
Atlanta, Georgia
April 23, 1996
This is an important conference and I'm
delighted to sec we have so many people here. I
want to thank eve rybody that had a pan in this,
the people, the leaders, industry, the American
Defense Preparedness Association, and the Ann}'
Materiel Command . It's important to the United
States Army, and it's important to our nation.
I looked at the survey that was presented earlier, and noted that it was not quite a )'Car old.
The Ann}' came in second place to the Arr Force
in acquisition reform. That's not good enough for
us. When we come back next year, we'll be in
first place. We're serious about acquisition
reform. I challenge all the people here in green
sui ts and the civilians in the department that
we've got to continue to do beuer.
There's an old Chinese proverb that goes
"may you li ve in interesting times." Somebody
told me that's not really a proverb, it's a curse,
and I think it is probabl)' applicable to the times
that we're livmg 111 right now.
Evct'}' time I think about that, I'm reminded
of Paul llarvey who said, "In times Iike this, it's
helpful to remember t here have always been
times like this."
Art Buchwald also had something to say. l ie
said, "I don't know if these are the best or times or
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thc5c arc the worst of times, but l do know that
these arc the onl)• times we've had."
When )'OU think about the latter two saying5,
it kind of puts it in perspective. We have probably always lived in interesting times, and our fate
right now is 10 live in a very intcresli ng time, in
which we have a great opponunity, and I think a
great challenge. So I'd like to talk about the
opportunities and challenges that face the United
Stale5 Army.
In Orlando in February how many of you
would have predicted Libena? It's been a very
small-sralc operation. It could have turned imo a
very large ope rat ion. Overnight about 180 soldiers tnmc out of SETAF [Somhcrn European
Task Force[ and evacuated almost 2,000 civilians
out of Monrovia to safety. We did that because we
were trained and ready. That could have blown
up on us. It could have been a big problem, but it
didn't.
\Vhilc the group out of SETAF was cvacuatmg civilians 111 Liberia, they were also recovering
another company from Bosnia, gomg through a
battle commnnd trnining progrnm al their headquarters, and getting ready to send the rest of the
task force to trai n at Grafenwoeh r and llohenfels.
That is one good example of why the Uni ted
States Ar111)' has to remain trained and rcndy
today. You never know where it's going to come
from. You never know how it's gomg to come at
you, but we do know it's going to come. That's
wh)' we put so much emphasis on bemg trained
and read)'·
The second example I think is in Bosnia. H
you just look m what's happening over there,
almost 20,000 soldiers nre over there doing something we d idn't prepare for five years ago. They
reall y started preparing for it in November and
December of this year through a tough training
program at llohenfels. They got read)' for this
mission, 1he)' went over there, and they're executing this mtssion magnificently.
I wntch the press reports. They're trying to
find something thm's wrong ou1 there. They 1alk
about boredom. They tnlk about the fact that we
keep our soldiers in uniform, thai we expect them
to be prepa red for whatever happens, but they
really can't find a scam. What you sec arc trained
and ready soldiers doing their jobs.

Yrt\R

It's more than that, though. It's a combmation
of high-quahty solcltcrs and high technology. That's
an unbeatable combination. You all saw il when
we put the bridge in on the Sava River. l referred to
it as the biggest t\RTEP [Army Readiness Test and
Evaluation Progmm l ever seen on national TV. You
saw soldiers who wcnt over there to do their job,
to cross a river that was a1 a 100-year-high Oood
point, braving the clements and fighting icc, sleet,
snow, rain, and mud. They didn'tlet anybody ntsh
them. Ther blllh 1he bridge on time and on schedule and they did il with zero injuries. Thnt's what
you get when )'OU combine high-qualit)' soldiers
and high technolog)'·
I visited soldiers in Bosnia, talking to them
about the mission to establ ish the zone of separation. They were tasked to separate the warring
factions and were negotiating to move a tank
from the zone of separation. They would produce
a picture 1hm was taken from the gun camera of
an Apache helicopter nnd say here is that tank,
here arc the coordinates, and if you don't have it
out of there by ten tomorrow morning, we will
destroy it. The tank was gone the next morning.
That's the type of thing we're asking those soldiers to do. That's 1hc type of technology we're
providing them, and they're doing a magn ificen t
job. lt's truly a remnrkabk accomplishment.
We must have that foundmion-high-quality
soldiers, high technology. \Ve do toe! a}', and we
must maintain it in the future. I think we ha\'e
that combination because we've had balanced
programs across 1hc Army and across the militmy.
If you look at whm 's happened to us, it's not been
easy to pull it together, to keep it balanced. We've
reduced the resources by 40 percent while reducing infrastructure by 35 percent. You don't have
to be a rocket scientist to understand that if you
do thatt)'IX of thing you can't stay with the status
quo and expect to keep 1he equation balanced. So
we've had to do some 1hings that arc different 111
order to maintain balance.
I'm often asked as I travel around, where is
the Army today and where is it headed? Let me
talk to you a liulc bit about the Army today.
First of all, I think we're a much more versatile Arm)' than we have been in the last six years.
l say we're versatile because we've done things
that have been different, much d ifferent for us.
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We've done Somalia and Haiti. We're doing
Bosnia, Liberia, and Peru/Ecuador. We've learned
a lot from all of those different opcrauons. Each
one of those operations has been differem, but
we've learned from each other and incorporated
that into our training program. I would say we're
a much more versatile Army than we've ever been
in our histol)'·
I would also tell you that the combat training
ccmcr program that we have across the Army is in
top-notch shape. All you have to do is go to the
National Training Cemer and )'OU see the forces
that John Tilleli commands here at Forces
Command, operating over there against the best
opposing force in the world. The)•'re going out
there and they're going Lluough a learning experience; they do 12 rotations a year, a great training
experience for us. That's the wa)' you maintain
the capability for the high-intensity conOietthat is
so important that we don't lose. The Joint
Readiness Training Center at Fort Polk has solchers trainmg differently than thC)''vc ever trained
before, trained to deal with the environment we
find ourselves in: civilians on the bauleficld,
media on the battlefield, peacekeeping and peace
enforcement operations.
When the 2d ACR !Armored Cavalry
Regiment! deployed to Haiti, we gave them a couple of weeks of intensive training to get them
read)' to do that specific program. The lst
Armored Division trained to go into Bosnia at the
CMTC in Europe. Talking to the soldiers in
Bosnw, I asked them if there was anything that
they hadn't been trained for. The)' said absolutely
not. rhe)• said everything that they were trained
for they've experienced in Bosnia. There wasn't
anyth ing in Bosn ia they hadn't been trained for.
In fact, they went on to say that the)' were glad
they came to Bosnia because if they hadn't come,
they'd have probably run them through another
training program and it would have been tougher
than going to Bosnia. That is a good accolade to
give an)' training program. and that's wh)' I'm so
proud of what we're doing in training.
We've taken the other pan of the combat
training cen ter program, the bat tle command
training program, and adapted it for di ffe rent
uses. We've used the battle command training
program to prepare the forces going into Haiti.

We took UN IUnned Nations! forces and sent
them through our training program, the first time
they'd ever done that. I was in the UN the other
day and the)' said it was a great team building
experience. They got an awful lot out of that. We
also took the battle command training program,
and again prepared soldiers getting ready 10 go to
Bosnia. That is terribl)' important, and that's why
I think the Army cominues to be trained and
ready today.
I would say if there's been some slippage,
and there probably is, the slippage has occurred
in a couple of areas. One is in home station training. Basically we've had a tough challenge over
there to try and balance the home station training
wit h providing the quality of life that's so important to our soldiers and fami lies, so consequentl)',
we're st ill adjusting. We'l l have to come up with
new and bcuer techniques: cross training and
simulations. We can do that. We'll figure out how
to do that. The other area is in modernization. If
you look at the way we built that program, we
knew we were fating a reshaping challenge in the
last six years so we mortgaged the modernization
account to take care of the people. Now it's time
to rebalance that equation . That's where we arc
toda)'· We're trained and ready, versatile, wit h the
best training in the world .
What about the future? Let me talk to you
just a liule bit about the vision of the United
States for the future. Many of you have heard
that, but I want to take you through it again
because it's important to remind you where we're
headed. We talk about the world's best Army,
trained and read)'· A total force of quality soldiers
and civilians. A values-based organization. An
integral part of the joint team. Equipped wit h the
most modern weapons and equipment the country can provide. Able to respond to our nation's
needs, and changing to meet the challenges of
today, tomorrow , and the 21st century. Let me
take you back through each of those because n's
important that }' OU undersLand the meaning
behind them.
The world 's best Army. \"''c truly arc the
world's best Army right now. \Ne must maintmn
that. We must take that to the 21st centU I')'. It 's
not preordained that we will be the world's best
Army in the 21st century. The decisions we mal<c
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today will impact upon how wel l we do in the
21st century.
Trained and read)' for vielOry, and never forget that. That's the most important thing we do
during peacetime. That's why what we're doing at
NTC !National Training Center!, JRTC Uomt
Readiness Training CenterI, and CMTC ICombat
Maneuver Training Center! is so important to us.
A total force of quality sold1ers and civilians.
'We've always known that we have quality soldiers.
It has truly been the case smce I've been in the
Army. What I haven't always realized is the great
quality we have in the civilian work force. l saw it
during Opermion DESI.R I SIIIELD in the desert ,
working with us, roll ing up their sleeves, basically
upgrading the tanks that we were se nding over
there from Mls to Al s. l see them throughout the
Army. lt's a great strength . We've got to leverage
that tremendous strength that we have.
Values-based organization. It's trul>' important that we continue to keep that tremendous
asset, those values that have been so important to
us in the past as pan of the present-day AnTI)' and
the Army of the future. Again, it 's not preordained. We arc a renection of society. When the
values of SOCLCt)' change, they'll change in the military. \ Vc have to make sure we keep the emphasis on those values that have been so good for us
in the past.
An integral pan of the joint team simp!)'
means we fight together. There's an awful lot of
controversy, controverS)' in terms of joint ness
while we compete for resources. Yes, we're going
to compete for resources, but we will be joint at
the vel')' end. vVhat we must do is make the decisions that arc best for the nation. That's what
we're all pledged to do and I think we have the
right forums in which to do that. But it is really in
our own interest, our best interest, to assure that
we become even more joint, particularly as we're
becoming smaller.
The next pan oft hat vision is really the challenge to have the most modern weapons and
equipment the country can provide. As I've mentioned, we mortgaged the modernization account
in order to take care of our people. I would do
the same thmg again 1f I was making that decision. I participated m that decision in 1991. It
was important to take care of the people . The
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Army without people is nothing. But now we
know we have to make sure that the)' have the
modern weapons and equipment that they need
in the 21st century.
Able to respond to the nation's needs. That 's
an interesting little phrase that we throw out
there. We find ourselves often talkmg amongst
ourselves as to whether we should be saving ourselves for the big one, or whether we can do the
Somalias and the llaitis and the Bosnias. My point
is that if we're not going to be willing to do the
Somalias and the llaitis and the Bosnias, we're
going to find ourselves very small. You can argue
the policy that gets us in there all you want, but
once the decision is made , the United States
Army supports the decision and we go in there
and do the job, which is what's happening in
Bosnia right now.
Then l guess the last part of that simply
renects the fact that we arc changing. The world
is changing. We have to meet the challenges of
that changing world . We're adjusting to change. I
think people feel a lot more comfortable with
change because the)' have dealt with it for the last
six years.
\ Vhen I look at the ncar term, what I sec is a
world that we've got to deal with that's out there
today. It's often called the "new world order."
That te1m isn't used as much as ll used to be, but
I think it's descriptive of what we find out there.
The new world order is long on new and short on
order. If you look out there , what you sec is a
world that consists of a very unpredictable Korea.
\Vhat's going to happen in l<orca? Gal')' Luck has
said they're going to implode or explode, one of
the two. We don't know when , don't know how,
but something's going to happen over there, and I
believe he's absolutely cot-reeL, so we watch that
very carefully.
We still have Saddam l lussein in Iraq and
he's still a very important player. just this week l
was talking to a high-ranking Jordanian offi cer
and l said what's )'OUr evaluation of Saddam
Hussein? That's their next door neighbor. lie said
they just don't know. I said wh)' did his son-inlaw go back to Iraq? lie said because Saddam
Hussein convinced h1m nothing would happen.
Well, you know the stOI')'. lie ts a ver>• unpredictable person and )'OU can't rule anything out.
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Support. For communlliCS ravaged by
Hurricane Andrew that occurred in Florida a few
>•ears back; support with missions hkc Task Force
LA when there was unrest and a problem in Los
Angeles. That's what we've talked about in terms
of support.
Reassure. Pulling our troops in ~laccdoma to
make sure that we keep peace 111 that particular
area. Putting our troops in the ~inai with the
MFO to make sure that both Israel and Egypt arc
satisHcd with that pnnicular peace treat}'·
Deter. Like we did with Saddam Hussein in
September of '94 when we se nt a brigade task
force over to Kuwait , got there in less than seven
days; whereas it took us ove r 30 days to do it earlier in Operation DI'SI:ttr SIIILLD.
Compel. Operation DLSFRl STOR~I , when we
basically sent the United States 1\rmy and the
Un ited States mi liHII')' ove r to Kuwai t and were
able to kick out Sadclam llussein.
Those are the four major missions that the
United States Army has to do. We arc able to
accomplish those missions today, but I think the
fact that we have to do them underscores a couple
of points. First of all , the world that I described
means that we must remain trained and ready.
We have to be trained and ready because we
never know what's going tO happen.
I think the two lll~Or regional connicts, nearly simultaneous!}'. is a good SIZing mechanism.
That's what we've sized our Ann}' againsl. That's
what we've sized our military against. I think they
will stand us in good stead. and we've got to stay
the course.
I also think the other thing that's important is
we have to realize that the resources arc not there
for the status quo. \Nc can't continue to do business as we've always done. 'v\lhcn your resources
come down 40 perce nt and }'Our infrastructure
comes clown 35 percent, if you're counting on the
BRAC [Base Realignmen t and Closure
Commission! savings to get }'OLI through, and
they're not there, then }'Ou've got to rebalance
that equation.
So we turn to'' term that }'OU all usc in civilian
industry called rccngincenng. Rccngmcering has a
lot of connotations, but I don't necessarily think it's
bad. It's not bad because I thmk it can help us
through some of these tough problems that we

All of }'Oll know the issues associated with
weapons of mass destruction. They're out there.
Arc we going to be able to control them? Are
they going to proliferate? These are concerns
that we have. These arc thmgs that we continue
lO monnor.
We have the former Warsaw Pact count rics
struggling to embrace democracy, struggling to
understand the pnnciplcs of democracy. I would
tell you that that hasn't been institutionalized yet
and I would also tell you that I don't think it's
past the point of no return. So it's something that
we have to be vel"}' concerned about as we look at
the future.
As I menti oned, I was at the UN last week
and discussed the twin pillars of globalization and
of fraclionali zation . What they're real! }' talking
about is that the world has become n global vil lage. \l<.'e're all dependent upon each other much
more. At the same time, the way we used to subdivide the global village and the nalion statcsthm is fractionalizing-and those lines that define
the nation state mean less and less. What we've
done is we've g1ven nse to ethnic and religious
tensions that have been suppressed for so many
years by the Cold War, and now they're cropping
up and we have to deal with it.
What all that means is it's still a dangerous
and unpredictable world we live 1n, and that's
why I think n's important for the Anny to remain
trained and ready.
I've had the opportunity as the Chief to travel a lillie bit, and I just was in Russia and Ukraine.
It 's an interesting feel ing to be siLting across the
table from fo rmer enem ies and talking about joint
training, joint opportun ities, and how you deal
wit h civi lian control over the milital')'. They're
struggling with this because they don't Ltnderstand il. It's health}' that they're willi ng to talk
and they're willi ng to discuss those in vel"}' real
terms. But I would also tell you there's still a lot of
work 10 do, and I'm not sure what the outcome is
going to be.
For the Unucd States Artn}' it really means a
couple of things. The m1ssion that we have
remains the same. It can be summarized in four
words. \Vc arc there to support, reassure, deter,
and compel. And let me just talk to you a liule bit
about what I mean in that area.
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As we go through this extrdse, we've focused
on our core competency. I would tell )'OU quite
simpl)', as Johnn)' !General john L. Wilson I mentioned in the introduction , the core competcnc)'
of the Unncd States Army is 1\mencan soldiers.
All we do is based upon taking care of them,
equipping them, trainmg them, sustaining them.
It's that simple. When you keep it m those terms,
all the tough dec1s1ons kind ol boll down to rclati,·ely easy decisions from that standpomt.
The sole purpose of what we're ll')1ing to do
right now, what we sec happening out there, is
designed to make that sold icr better 1n the 2 Ist
century. That's why we're going through a series
of advanced warfighting experiments. 'vVc'vc been
doing that l'or about three years. We've learned
from each of those. We know where we want to
put our money in terms of some technologies that
will bring us along and bring us to the 2 1st ce ntury, the information age. That's why we're run ning about the third or fourth I'RAtRII WARRIOR at
Leavenworth where we're training our officers to
fight organizations that do not exist, so that when
they learn how to fight those, as we bring that
technology in, the two coincide. Bringing them
together in a ,·ery meaningful way.
We're learning and adapting from each of
these operations that I menuoned earlier. Each
operation requires an after-action review. We've
taken the lessons learned and incorporated them
in our structure and our instnuuon. As a result,
we become a bcucr Army.
We must ensure that the Arm)' of the 21st
centur)' has that right combination that I talked
about earlier- high-qualit)' soldiers, high technologies. To do that, we've got to rebalnnce the
equation. All of )'OU know, I th ink, particular!)' in
this con ference, that the J\r111)' within DoD is
about 13 percent of the moderni zation budget.
The modernization accoum in the Arm)' only geLs
about 18 percent. Those figures arc Loo low.
We've got to change those by one or two percentage points, and we're dedicated to do that. But I'll
tell you, it's not caS)', so we're havi ng to rnnkc
some tough decisions to make that happen.
We need }'Our help. \Ve need )'Our help in
terms of partnership. We need )'Our help 111 terms
of besl \'alue contracting. And we need )'OUr help
in supporting some of the tough decisions that we

face. When I talk about rccngincering I'm talking
about the need to reshape and rene\\ the Army.
If you look m what we've done, we've tned to
hold our headquarters constant as we \\ent
through th1s reshap1ng cxere1sc. The downs1zing
is almost over. No" It\ tunc to tackle the reorganization of headquarters and those other clements
that arc out there.
We're in the process of doing thm with a functional area anal)•sis that is ongomg, led by the Vice
Chief of Staff. vVe'rc going to streamline the headquarters, we're going to usc technology, we'll leverage technolog)' to help us through those particular
tough areas that exist out there. But we arc vel')'
serious about reinventing ourselves and renewing
ourselves so thm we can balance the equation and
put more mont)' into modernization.
We're serious about efficie ncies. There is a
tremendous effort being led by the Army Materiel
Command . We're talking about order to ship
time, aclministrati\'C and production lead times,
improved contracting, militar)' and commercial
specifications, reducing O&S costs. All of these
are important initiatives to allow us to put more
money IntO modcrmzallon.
We're also mceung, and I am particular!)',
with the leaders of Industry. I found those sessions very, vel')' helpful and vcr)' meaningful to
me and I think to the t\nnr. f1rst of all, the leaders that I've talked to have all talked to me about
the need to develop n feeling of trust and teaming
throughout the organization. I think we have
that, but we want to strengthen that.
We've talked about the leadership commitment, the fact that you've got 10 stay the course,
that you've got to be wi IIi ng to make the tough
decisions. I wi II 1ell )'O U 1hat we have the st rueLure in place and we nrr going to make the tough
decisions thm have to be done. We're going to
hold this Army together.
We also talked about why going slow is high
risk. 1 think that's very true. It's a difficult thing
for all of us in the Army to get over because this is
a very conservative organization, but I will tell
you that we understand the risk of not doing
something is greater than the nsk of domg something, so we're domg them. It's not easy, but
we're determined to do It and I think we're going
to make it happen.
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President's 1997 budget and want to share some
thoughts with you. l told all four committees that
the 1997 budget for the Army complied with the
guidance we were g1vcn and was as well balanced
as we can make it given the monC)' we had to
operate with. I told them that 11 protected nearterm readiness and provided an adequate quality
of life for our soldiers and families (in fact, family
programs were up over the 1996 submission).
Modernization was at the irreducible minimum
and we have to find ways to increase that in the
future. I told them that we as an t\rmy had decided to use modernization to take care of our people during this reshaping process and while l
firmly believed that was the right thing to do, it
was also right to ngu re out how to put more
money into modern ization now that we are
through the reshaping. I thanked each of the
committees on behalf of our soldiers and families
for their support in 1996 and throughout this
drawdown. The fact that we remain trained and
ready and are demonstrating that on a daily basis
is at least in part clue to their support. I also told
them that life is not without challenges. I told
them that commanders tell me through the USR
[unit status report! that there arc too many shortages in the field and too much turbulence. I also
told them that while it is hard to make the case
solely on numbers, our soldiers arc deploying an
awful lot and there is a latent impact of all of that.
I mentioned specificall}' the case of the Patriot
noncommissioned officer (NCO) I saw at Fon
Bliss on his way to I<orea. That was his seventh
deployment since Operation Drs1 RT Stun n. l had
the opponunit)' to talk to the fam ily and they arc
handling it okay but that my concern centers
around the eighth and nin th deployment and
when will the fami l)' say enough is enough I told
them that I thought the Army needed stability
and was delighted in 1997 our end strength stays
constant at 495. I also mentioned the fact that we
were not the largest Army in the world; in fact,
we were the eighth largest and the smallest since
Pearl Harbor, but we were certainly the best. That
is attributed to the quaht)' soldiers we have at all
ranks from the newest private to our highly professional officer corps.
In general, I found all committees supportive
oft he Army. \ Vc have a good news st01y, we hm·e

have to make. Some of you have done that in a
very meaningful way, and I want you to know
how much I appreciate that.
Let me conclude by saying that recently I was
at a ceremon}' that I think illu5tratcs vel"}' well
what I was trying to say th1s afternoon. About ten
days ago, I was in San Diego for the commissioning ceremony of the U.S. Navy ship Slwglwrt. The
Shughart IS a very special sh1p. It's a special ship
to me and for the United States Army. 'vVhat the
Shughart represents is the first of 19 large medium-speed roll-on/roll-off ships. It is designed to
help us implement the new national military
strategy of power projection. It is very important.
Equally important, I think, is that it's named
after Sergeant First Class Randy Shughan.
Sergeant l; irst Class Sh ughart lost his life in
iVIogadishu trying to save some buddies that were
in danger. for his action5 he received a Medal of
Honor. !lis family, his parents, his widow
Stephanie were there. Stephanie Shughart, a vel"}'
gracious lady, said that it takes a remarkable person not only to memorize a creed and to say a
creed, but to live a creed. Randy Shughart was
that remarkable person. I would tell you that the
U.S. '\!avy ship Shughart, if it has the dedication
and the personality of Randy or Stephanie
Shughart, It will be a great ship for the nation. It
will be a great ship for the U.S. Army.
But for me that s1mple ceremony brought
together high technology able to move our equipment and high-quality soldiers rapidly to the
point of need. It was a great ceremony, and I
think it illustrates what the United States Army is
ll")'ing to do. We'll keep that combi nation of high
technology and quality soldiers. It's unbeatable.

E-mail to Army General Officers
April 30, 1996

Congressional Testimony
I just completed Ill)' testimony in front of all
four defense comnuttees on behalf of the
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in the Army and I appreciate 1he way you're hanclling it. SLay the course.
There was almost unanimous agrccmem that
we had to do something about modernization.
Unfortunately, the S60B figure that the Chiefs
talked about at the JROC Uoint Readiness
Oversight Council I offsite thts wtnter became a
political issue and was somewhat blown out of
proportion. \Vhat we commiued to was a mark
on the wall of gelling about $60B across all services at the projected TOA int o our modernization account as quick ly as possible. We never
talked about doing it in '97 and even though we
picked a year, we also indicated that was a goal.
In my opin ion, we need to put as much into
modernization as possible but we can never lose
sight of the fact we must keep the program balanced. When you focus so much on modernization you tend to lose s ight of the balance issue
and that is something we must guard against.
1lowevcr, the bouom line still is that we must
plus up modernization.
There was general concern about the endstrength figures for the Army which show 475 to
495 in the outyears. l was repeated!)' asked if that
indicated we were going to 475. I told them that
was also related to the modernization issue. 1told
them that given the current Nallonal Military
Strategy. no one I knew was suggesting that the
Army should be below ten divisions. That was
what we needed to accomplish that strategy. On
the other hand, everyone, to include me, agreed
we had a modernization problem and we must
get more resources into that arc:\. Some made
suggestions that we take 201< out of 1he end
strength without culling the d ivisions and appl)'
those savings lo modernization. l told them I was
uneasy about that because we'd already ta ken
considerable cuts in the TOA [table of distribution and allowances! side of the house. In fact,
the Army portion of the TDA has been cut almost
as much as our TOE I table of organization and
equipment!. The pan that has not been touched
as much is that associated with the joint area and
Goldwater-Nichols implementation. I told them
the agreemcmthat had been struck was that we
would try to become more efficient and to make
up through efficiencies the $ 700M w $1 B associated with a 20K end-strength reduction. In fact, I

been tel ling it consistently for a number of years
and it is starting to be recognized and apprcciatecl. or course, it helps tmmcnscly that our soldiers throughout the world-Bosnia, Korea,
NTC-really walk the talk. That I think more
than anything else has made our story more
believable.
The commiuccs' concerns ,•aricd from commiucc to commillec but most of them were identical to ours. The)' understood the people concerns and all expressed support for an adequatesize Army to meet the needs of the nation. All the
Cl NCs test il'icd in support of aclcqwnc Army end
strength. Their testimony was clecpl)' appreciated
and seemed to resonmc wit h the comm iuecs. All
committees also seemed to Lmdcrstand the need
to recruit and retain quality. I told them that
while l 1hought we were in good shape for 1996,
our mission goes up 10 almost 90,000 in 1997
and there is no doubt that wil l be a tough challenge. We arc aware of it, however, and arc prepared to take it on. Although we did not discuss it
much, l am starting to pick up a few warning
signs on retention, particularly at the middlegrade NCO b ·el. 1 need for all of )'OU to be sensitive to this and continue to focus on quality.
While l don't want to go back to the mstant NCO
days of Vietnam, I do want to make sure that if it
becomes a choice between numbers and quality,
we choose qualit)'· The NCO issue ts a lillie complex because over tnne we've increased the richness of the force in terms of number of NCOs but
because of affordabilit)' problems we've only been
able to promote to 98 percent of the requirement.
We understand that and without bori ng you with
the details I want you to know that we have our
ha nds on the controls and will make the appropriate adjustments.
Wh ile I detected at least some concern ove r
the extremist issue, I think the way you, the chain
of command , handled that was vcr)' reassuring to
them. \Vhen asked, we responded about the findings of the task force and I told the members both
publicly and privately about how you were handling the situation. They \\Crc extremely pleased.
I don't need to tell )'OU that we don't need this
issue to crop back up on the screen and how
imponam it is for us to continue to follow
through . We talked about ll at the proper levels
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hope to be able to get more efficiencies than that.
But 1f we cmmot make that amount, then we will
h<l\'(.> to reduce the end strength. The}' understood
but still expressed concern about gctung 100
small . A<; }'O ll know, we arc working that very
hard. Many of you are concerned about 1he guidance we've given out !'o r building POi'vl 98- 03 but
that's a direct reflection of the modernizat ion endstrength challenge. There's no doubt 111 my mind
that we cannot continue to do busmess as we
always ha\'C and retain 495K. I personally thmk
given the National ~lilitary Strateg}'. that 495 is
the nght end strength for the ncar term , at least
until we can get personnel efficiencies with 1\rmy
XXI. 13tH 1 know we musl keep the program balanced. 49'5 is not ch iseled in stone but I will hold
it as long as I can.
Each committee asked what we would do if
they gave us addit ional money. We prtmded a
1-n list of unfinanced requirements. \Vc also told
them that if they were able to provide us any
addnwnal money we would ask that at least 70
percent of that go into the modcrn1zauon program. Our 1-n list reOectcd progmms that will
make us more efficient in the outycars and basicall y accelerated the buy of the weapons and
equi pmem which we think we will need quickest.
In addition to modernization, we ind icated that
we need help in quality of life such as improving
barracks, etc. Our approach on the 1- n prioritization was to prioritize highest those thmgs that
help our soldiers and that we need soonest. We
did not want to incur additional out year bills. As
you would expect, the list was extensive and I'm
sure it wi II not be complete!}' fi lied, ah hough I do
expect some help.
It was a good round of testimony fo r us this
year because basically we had a good news story
to tell. Our soldiers arc performing magnificently
and people recognize that. I found a willingness
to help the Ann}' and I think we'll sec th<H. On
the other hand, there is a growing realization on
cver)•body·s part that there arc difficult resource
challenges ahead. We will fight for every dime we
can get but I think we must abo prepare for reali1)'. The !fiscal years] 98-03 program we are
building now will reflect thai reality. 1 appreciate
your support as we work our. way th rough some
of these difficult issues.

Letter

Lo

Army General Officers
May 3, 1996

Army Corps of Engineers-The
Environmental Corps
In m1d-April, I was in San Francisco vts1ung
the South Pacific Division of the Corps of
Engineers, wh1ch covers all or pan of eight states
in the soltlhwcst U.S. I was i mpress~d with the
full breadth of USACE's [United States Army
Corps of J:nginccrs'l responsibilities. The soldiers
and civilians of USi\CE arc an integral pan of the
fab ric of America through their Oood con trol,
navigation, recreation, regulator'}' and other Civil
works acti,·iues.
A major USACI: responsibility lies in caring
for the environment. The Ann}' is the steward for
close to 25 milhon acres of public lands, much of
it in the able hands of the Coq)s of Engineers. We
do not own this land; we are caretakers of the
land-and the plant and an imal species which
inhabit it. The American people entrust it to our
ca re, and we must fu lfi ll their trust. We have a
responsibi li ty to conserve and preserve the environment for the future. \Ve must preserve our
resources and training areas today so that the)'
will be avmlablc to train our soldiers for the challenges of the 21st century.
The nalion's desire to improve our environment is bcmg put into action by the soldiers and
civilians of the Army Corps of Engineers, which is
doing more to restore the environment in the
southwestern Un ited States than all other federal
agencies combi ned. The men and women nf the
Corps of Engineers have undertaken many projects that prove that the Arm)' has adopted the
philosophy "We clld not tnherit the earth from
our parents, \\'C borrow it from our children."
For example, the Sonoma Baylands Project is
currently restoring tidal wetlands on 348 acres
along San Francisco Bay that had been converted
to agriculw re. Over two million cubic yards ol'
dredged material was placed on the site to accelerate the restoration of the lands. This project
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demonstrates that dredged material (sand and
mud), which was previously treated as a waste
product, can be used lor beneficial purposes.
Consequently, the sokhers and ci\'ilians of the
Corps of Engineers can cont mue its navigauon
mission of dredging federal shipping channels
while bcnenting the erwrronment by providing
valuable habitat for fish and wildlife, including SC\'eral endangered species-a win-win proposition.
The Yolo Basrn Wetlands Project involves
restoring approxrmatcl)' 3,300 acres of wetlands
and is being constructed cnurcly within an operational Ooodwa>' of the Corps' Sacramento River
Flood Control Project. The project is an important elemen t ol the North American Waterfowl
Plan, providing an important link in the Pacinc
Oyway. The restonnion is designed to improve
wmerfowl habitat while not hindering the primary nood control function.
The Corps tare for the environment is also
evident in military projects, like the Sacramento
Army Depot. The rapid conversion of this contaminated installation (it was a Superfund site) LO
civilian reuse was a drrect result of the partnering
between the Army and \'arious federal, state, and
local government organtzatrons, and the general
public surrounding the depot. Working with federal and state erwrronmental regulators, the team
aggressive!)' developed :mel m:untaincd a vision
for cleanup and reuse. Thanks to the goodwill
and pannershrp of all parties, 3,000 new civilian
jobs were created when the installation was
turned over to the city.
By combining proactive environmental leadersh ip in all that they do, the soldiers and civil ians of 1he Corps of r:nginecrs set a great example for the Arm y-and the nation- to fo llow.
Our chi ldren-and our ch ildren's ch ildren-will
be the ones who benefit most from this terribly
important work.

june 7, 1996

Visits with French, British and German
Cou nl crpcr rt s
L just returned from a 3-da) trip to France
and England. I attended EurosatOI") and had the
opportunity to meet with my counterparts in
France and England, General Marc ~lonchal and
General Sir Charles Guthrie. Since this was such a
short visit, I probabl)' will not publish a trip
report but d id want to share a few thoughts with
you on what both France and England arc doing
with their armies. One of the good things about
trips like th is is th<' opportunity to exchange ideas
about the future. In most cases, I am strutk by
the commonalit)' of the challenges we face and
certainly that was the case on this trip.
This was my third meeting with General
Monchal since I've been Chief. I lc is schedu led
to retire in August of 1996 and I wrll miss him
because we have become fnends both personally
and professionall)'· As most of )'Oll know, France
has just announced a maJor restructuring of
their Army. Basically, they wtll go from 230,000
soldiers to 140,000. ThC)' will also go from a
conscription force to a professional force. This is
a major change for them and thC)' arc dealing
with many of the same issues we dealt with in
the mid-l970s when we went to our volunteer
force. Their challenge is compounded by some
of the results in a recen t opinio n poll done in
France. Less than 5 percent of those surveyed
sec the mili tary field as a good career opti on for
their so ns or da ughte rs. Whil e they do much
beuer in things like rraits Lhat peo pl e admi re,
they still fce l they must deal with the fundamental issue of uncertainty. Although they never
mcmioned it directly, there arc conce rns about
their abi lity to recruit qual it)' and stay in touch
with Lhe people of France. It seems to me those
are real dangers and for all)' nauon that subscribes to these as bedrock principles, there's a
noor in terms of percentage of population below
which rou dare not go without great risk of
shauering one or both of these principles. I'm
not sure thC)' know what this docs to their abili-
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esting and something we should monitor vcr)'
carefully. ln addition to the PJliQ they have also
been developing the concept of the joim Rapid
Deploymem Force URDr). This force will
respond to missions across the spectrum of conOict and is light/hcavr tailorable. from what we
discussed, I believe the1r thmking on issues like
Bosnia and NATO is vel")' Similar to ours. There
may be a few small pomts that may have to be
refined, but no major disagreements. As in
France, I was impressed b)' the U.S. personnel
assigned to England . Again, I beli eve the
TRADOC links arc soli d and I expressed our
appreciation to Sir Charles for co-sponsoring the
International Doctrine Conference with
Lieutenant General Willmann, the German Army
Chief of Staff, later this )'Car in Berlin .
The thing I too k away from both of these
visits was the need for us to con tinue to work
closely with both of these strong allies. With the
increased pressure throughout the world to reap
the peace dividend nnd in so doing reduce the
size of the militanes, it becomes even more
important to ensure we have common doctrine.
common understanding, and tough realistic
training. The Brits were concerned that we not
sign up for politically expedient concepts which
have limited warfighting utilit)'. \Vith 25 percent
of their force deployed at nny given time-primarily in Northern Ireland-their PERSTEMPO
problems are even greater than ours. They are
concerned about the long-tcnn impact of this on
retention of a quality, primari l)' married force.
They plan to keep their locus on high-intensity
combat operations, maintaining that they can
always go from that level of training to a peacekeeping operation, but not vice versa. As I said, I
had very little disagreement with what they discussed with me. The French, on the other hand,
are dealing with a great deal of uncertainty. They
do, however, have unique st rengths, particular!)'
in such things as understanding the African continent. We need to stick with them, help them
where we can to leverage those unique capabilities, and cleYclop our relationship. I told both
that we are VCIJ sens1l1ve to their requirement for
compatibility between them and U5 as we develop Arlll)' >0'<1. I remmdcd them that we han.' the
Arn1)' Digitization Office and they arc charged

ty to field larger organizat ions. They gave no
indication of backing away from anything they
were doing in terms of multinational formations,
btnthc obvious quesuons of two diffcremtypc
armies (one conscript, one professional) serving
together arc there. They arc on a fast train and
hope to have thc1r restructuring done by 2002. l
pledged them our support in terms of lessons
learned and <mything we can help them with to
get through thiS criucal period. Obviously, the
right TRADOC contacts arc in place and we continue to work through the process associated
with devclopmg a close relationship with the
French Army. They arc a proud Arm)' and I
think wi ll want to solve most of these problems
themse lves but they know the offer to he lp is
there.
In London I found a si milar situation. The
Brit ish Army is ap proxi mately 170,000, wi th
almost 60,000 of those bei ng in the Territorial
Army (reserve compo nent). ThC)' have three
major commands: 1\G (PERSCOM-TRADOC),
QM (AMC), and land forces Command
(fORSCOM). They arc truly a microcosm of the
U.S. Army. You can sec our long-standing relationship and our common approach to things
like doctrine, tra1111ng, and readiness. As I told
them, I'm not sure whether we have It right or
wrong, but one thing IS certain, we've got it
together. I was truly comforted by what we discussed and our common approach to solutions.
They arc moving to a greater reliance on a rapidreaction capability. Their timclincs arc not exactly the same as ours and they arc limited in terms
of strntegJC lift , but the thought process is the
same. They feel good about their current eq ui pment and their budge t resou rce all ocat ion is
almost identical to ours with civilian and military
pay accounting for 57 percent of the total
resources they receive. In line with their emphasis on rapid reaction, they have stood up a
Permanent Joint Force ll eadquancrs (Pj llQ).
This will be a permanent planning cell to monitor crises around the world which the)' are interested in and, 1f milit<ll")' force is commiued, headquarters will be tatlored to support that force. It's
very similar to our combatant command concept,
only on a smaller scale. The idea of a pcrmanem
joint task force plannmg cell is, however, inter-
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H.R. !\kMastcr led a nine-tank formation across a

tanks, eight m,,,p Soviet armored personnel carriers and nearly 50 other vehicles. 1
This action and others ltke it during
Operation DLsrR·I SToR~I and missions in
Rwanda, Somalia, llaiti and Bosnia have earned
the U.S. Army the reputation as the best-trained
army in the world. The execution that earned this
reputation, however, was not an accidem and did
not occur overnighl. One of the most tmponant
lessons learned from DbLRI SIOR\1 was that the
war was not won in 100 hours or nine months.
Developing the combination of people and equipment that performed so magnificent !)' in that
operation took us more than J 5 years.
DESEirt STOR~1's success was not magic, but
rather the direct result of tough, realistic training
honed to a razor's edge nt home station and in
our Combat Training Cen ter (CTC) program.
Starting in 1973, Arm)' Chid of Staff General
Creighton W. Abrams set out to break the mold
and train the Army in a new way. One of his
principal deputies in this training revolution was
Lieutenant General William DePuy who
believed that as the Arm{s composition
changed, a new training methodolog)' had to be
developed. As DcPU)' said, "We are movmg away
from World War II. The Ann)' to whtch we all
belong psychologtcally and phtlosophically
stems from \\lorld \\far II in which we expanded
a 200,000-man Army into an 8 million-man
Army ... and we trained a lot of people before
they went overseas, just enough so that the
Army wouldn't be tarred and feathered by the
popu lace. And we trained a lot of lieutenants
just to the point whe re it isn't a national disgrace
to put t hem on 1h e battlefield. l was one of
them, I know that, and we kind of wen t to war
and let the su rvival o f the !"it test prevail ... if
one tank baualion wou ldn't do , we used three.
Now, we don'L have that lrccourse l anymore." 2
Today's situation ma kcs 1his statement even
more true.
To ensure America's Arm)' was read}' to meet
any challenge, training became our top priority.

desolate part of the southern lraqt desert. As
!\1cMaster crested a small rise, he encountered
nine Iraqi T-72s dug 111 on the reverse slope. In a
short fight lasting only 28 minutes, 2d Armored
Cavalry Regiment's 1.: rroop destrO)'ed 28 Iraqi

Steve \'ogd. "A '>wilt Kilk . 2d t\( R l;tmmg nf the
Guard: Amn I uun (') Au)\tht 199 I ), I 3
' Paul Gorman. llr.- \ftlfl ,,/ htllllc' l"utclflf, (hut
Lcavcnwonh. K~: Combat '>tmh~~ llhtlluh:. 19l)2), tll-1 .

with ensuring that we get this compatibility. I
also told them that we have experience in working with different levels of modernization and I
did not sec the compatibility issue as a show
stopper. I asked them to stick wuh us on this one
and let's all shoot lor a true revoluuon in military
affairs with the Army After Next. As we look
down that road, I think that will be an important
objective.
!lad the opportunity to also meet with most
of the U.S. personnel asstgncd in France and
England. They arc 1ruly an i m prcssivc group and
again we arc well served . The more I sec of these
FAOs !foreign area offi cers!, TRADOC li aison
officers, and attaches, the more impressed I am
with how well we arc served. We need to continue to develop th at rclntionship b)' sending our
people to schools in thei r nations and developing
personal contacts with the leaders of their nations'
armies.
While I feel coalition warfare is extremely
important , I would never be comfortable toutll)'
commiuing the role of our Army in defending the
nation to the strength of our coalitions. 'vVe must
ensure strong coalitions, but at the same time
never forget that our responsibility is to help win
the nation's wars. If we can do that with others
that's probabl)' easier. But we can never forget
that the ultimate responsibtlit)' is ours and ours
alone.

~~***

"Training: Our Army's Top Priority
and Don 't You Forget l t! "
MiliUII)' Review

july/Augus t 1996
At 1607 hours on 26 February 1991. Captain
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forces to do more than just fight high-intcnsit}'
conflicts. Our experiences over the past six years
prove that the Arm)' must be prepared to compel,
deter, reassure and support.\ That is a tall order,
but thankfully, we have a system in place that
allows us to do just that.
The Army must meet diverse challenges
across a broad spectrum. and we have training
doctrine that enables us to do that. The comprehensive training doctrine contained in FMs
25-100 and 25-101 is veay good . We have clearly
demonstrated-most recent I)• in our preparation
for 'Bosnia-that it works well11ncl continues to
wear well too. It will remain the basis for our
training as we enter the next millennium. These
manuals give guidance to the Total l\rm)' on the
development and implememmion of training programs at all levels. We will continue to focus our
training on the most difficult mission-highintensity combat-because this focus forms the
basis for most tasks required across the full spectrum of militat')' operations. Because the principles
outlined in these manuals have universal application, FMs 25-LOO and 25-101 arc mandatory
reading for leaders from squad to division level.
We will continue tO fine tunc them as appropriate,
but I do not intend to invest a lot of tm1c rewriting
this doctrine. We must spend our time and energy
institutionalizing trainang doctnnc to ensure It is
implemented the same wa}' across the entire force.

Under the leadership of my predecessors, the
Army developed a doct rinc for training and vigoroust}' enforced Its implementation. As fonner
Army Chief of Staff General Carl E. Vuono
reminded us so man)' tames, "'I raining is )'OUr
most important pnoril}'· ·and don't forget it." \Ve
didn't! Traanmg focused on wartime missions.
Realistic. sustamcd. muluechelon and totally integrated combmcd arms training was stressed at all
levels. Our trammg progr11ms for soldiers, units
and leaders arc based on the principles found in
US Arm)' Field tvlllnulll (I·M) 25-J 00, Training the
force, and rM 25-lO L,/3(1/1 /c Focused Jmining.
This article wi ll discuss how we train and what
impact change wi ll have on how we plm1 and execute future training.

Sound "li'clining Doclrinc
Major General Jimmie johnson, 82d
Airborne Division commander, said FM 25-lOO
was the gospe l in the Gulf. Right after he
deployed, he got FM 25-100 out, checked his
mission and then went to his METL !mission
essential task list] and said, "OK, whllt adjustments do I ha\'c to make?" He made a few adjustments, put out the nccessar)' information and
then ran quartcrl}' traanang briefs. The training
paid off. I visited the 82d over there twice and
watched them tram against their f>.IETL. E\•ery
divas1on over there did the same thing. The
results speak for themselves. 1
America's Arm}' must be tmined to succeed
across the full spcc1rum of military operations.
We must be a capabi lities-based force thm provides options for our nation, which faces a wide
variety of circumstances. General Douglas
l\tlacArthur stated our primary purpose in L962:
"Th rough all this welter of change, your mission
remains fixed, determined, in viol11blc-it is Lo
win our wars." 4 It was true then, it is true today
and it will be true in the 21st century. llowcver,
the pattern ol intcrnmional conflict in the
post-Cold War environment requires military

Bosnia-Va/iclating Training Doc/ rine
Bosnia is just another example of our training
doctrine's viabilit)'· Before the lst Armored
Division deployed from Germany to Bosnia.
General 'vVilliam W. Crouch, commander, U.S.
Army, Europe (USAREUR) and Seventh 1\rmy,
ensured that USAREUR's eight-step training
model, based on our training manuals. was followed throughout all pre-deployment 1raining.
Their training program was tough, realistic and
demanding. It was tested at the Combat
Maneuver Training Center, llohcnfcls, Germany,
where USAREUR soldiers conducted Exercise
MouNTAIN StiiLLD to prepare for possible missions
in support of the UN Protection l'orcc (UN PRO-

c.Ei\ Ltrl L \'ut>lltl, t\ I ltllllt'cl t111tl Rracly t\11ny· Tlrr
Collrctnl \Vmll> of llrr llrutv hl\t C111rj c>/ Sw{{. United States
t\1111.1' ( \\ ash.ngwn. DC US C.o\'crnmcm Prnuing Orficc
IGPOI. t994). 4 35

' llcadquancrs. Dcparlmcnt or the Arn1)·. ·Force or
Dccisit•n: 1\'lut,· Pt~j>t'' (\\;l)hlllgllln,D( ·(,PO. 1<)<)6).

· (,E:\ Dougla; :'llxAnhur, fha)·a Award '>pccch" (\\'csa

Point, '\Y· U'> \lrlu.uy Ac.ukmr. 11
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Our success in Bosnia is a tribute to the fact
that our model rcall}' docs work for all missions.
The training doctrine outlined in FM 25-100
must become instillltionalized across America's
Army-Active Component (AC) and Reserve
Component (RC), which incl udes the US Army
Reserve and Army National Guard. vVe nre not
there yet, despite the fact that our training doctrine has been in place for many years. We must
continue to push it down to the lowest levels. It
must be internalized. It must be enforced by
higher levels of command.

fOR) 111 Bosnia. In a textbook application of
trmnmg prinCiples, USAREUR soldiers practiced
one of the most difficult of all operations-nighttime air assaults-involving some 119 nircraft
from a variCI)' of units over extended distances.
They did it sa fd)' and conducted hard-hitting
after-action reviews (AARs)-and they did not
stop unti l they got it right. Despite the unique
nature of the mission, task organization and environment they faced, there was noth1ng fancy
about what thC)' did. They simpl}' executed doctrine to standard. The teaching pomt for us all is
that we must stick with the building blocks of
sound training as laid out in FMs 2'5- 100 and
25-101-thm way we cannot go wrong.
I have visi ted Bosnia twice since our troops
deployed-once at D+30 and again at D+ 150. I
saw firsthand the results of our training program.
At D+30, when I asked soldiers if the training
they had received at Hohenfels had prepared
them for Bosnia, the}' told me there was nothing
they had experienced that they had not trained
for at llohcnfcls.
Returning at D+l50, 1 was plcnscd to sec
their tremendous progress. Soldiers and leaders
alike continue w deal with unexpected, extrcrnely complex issues. but because of such tools as
the decision support matrix, intelligence preparation of the battlefield and weekly compan}' training meetings in their kit bags, they arc handling
these challenges remarkably well. We have
reached the point in Bosnia where we arc now
rotating tank and Bradley crews through sustainment gunnery in Hungary. I was extremely
pleased to learn that the degradation of those critical warfighting skills was not as great as some
might h11vc expected. Critical warfighting skil ls'
maintenance is a result of the emphasis we arc
placing on sustaining these sk ills-eve n while
conducting the mission.
Our soldiers' appe11rance exudes professionalism. They arc respected b)' all for their readiness
and combat capabilities. Clearly. they arc the
"force of choiccn in Bosnia, and the slogan on the
coin of Task Force Jd Balta/ion, .5th Cavalry
l~cgimcnt (3-5 Cav)-"Peace in the POSt\VINA or
Deal with Us"-says it all. They arc living proof
that strict ad herence to and execution of our doctrine makes a difference.

Good Training Management Execution
Ftvl 25-100 clearly staLes, "Training briefings
produce a training contract between the senior
commander and each subordinate commander.
The senior commander provides resources and
protects the subordinate unit from unprogrammed
taskings. The subordinate commander then locks
in and executes the apprO\·ed training plan. This
shared responsibility helps maintain priorities,
achieve unit)' of effort and synchronize actions to
achieve quality training and efficient resourcing.''1'
The key to 1raining system execution is good
command training guidance (CTG) and a good
quarterly training brief (QTB) for the AC and
)'early training briefs (YTBs) for the RC. Guidance
and briefings alone will not guarantee good execution, but I am convinced this is where senior
leaders can have the greatest impact. The training
brief allows leaders to focus on what is important.
Focus is the kC)'· The training bnef is both a
leader development program and a contract. 1t is
a time when senior commanders can pass on their
experiences, ensure they have considered all possible "bear traps" to execution and ensure they arc
not trying to do wo many things. The training
brief is a commander's event, for and by commanders. I encourage you to use it as a leader
development program. FM 25-100 notes that the
training brief "provides the commander an opportuniL}' to coach and teach subordinates on the fine
points of his philosophy and strategies in all
aspects of warfighting." 7
• U~ i\rnl)' l'icld ~lanu~l (F~ t) 25- tOO, 'f'w111i11g thr l·of(t'
(Washmgtnn, DC: GPO, 15 November 1988), 2- 17.
1
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Once the training briefing is over and everybody agrees about what has been clJscussed, a
contract exists. The subordinate commander's
part of that contract is to ensure prokssional execution of the training as briefed . lhe approving
commander, who had the responsibility to Ia)' out
and lock in the major events in the annua l and
quarterly !raining plans, also must ensure the
subordinate
commander
has
adequate
resources-to include time-to professionally
execute the training program. We often forget our
responsibility to protect our commanders from
outside interference so they can execute their
comn-1cts. Training contracts arc meaningless if
we cannot do that.
The training brief is also the place to ensure
we arc not biting off more than we can chew.
Most good units can do a limited number of
training events well during one quarter. Let's be
realistic. At the QTB, if units arc trying to do
more than thC)' arc capable of professionall}' execuung, eliminate the lowest-priority training. We
often go from one training event to another without really absorbing the lessons from the first. We
must do less, but do it beuer.
Trainin~ meetings are the li nchpin to effective training management at baualion and company levels. These are weekly events posted on the
training sched ule and run by commanders.
Although the meeting's focus is to provide input
to the traming schedule, the potential "value
added" is far greater. When conducted properly,
these meetings are essential to rev1cw past training, plan and prepare future training and
exchange time!)' training information among
commanders and other staff participants.
J=inally, we must never fall off of standards.
Ensure that AJ\Rs are conducted after every I mining event. This is how we learn. The AAR process
is what separates us from the world's other
armies.

in our smaller power-projection Anny, pn:dicwbilily has become a real problem for our soldiers. M)'
experience has been that the fastest way to
improve productivity is to provide predictability.
High PERSTEM PO (personnel tempo) is a major
challenge for the force-we must control it. I
believe we can do so without degrading readiness.
The Army can achieve current training standm·ds in units with soldiers and leaders spending
less time away from home. Recently, a command
sergeant major said. "Our soldiers will always do
what we ask them, but the question is will they
stay with us [at this high PERSTEMPOI?" lie was
absolutely right. Former Army Chief of Staff
General Gordon R. Sull ivan's adage that "More is
not beue r, better is beuer," is true today. I am
convinced that we arc doing too many cven1s nnd
not deriving maximum benefit from each. We all
must accept the challenge of cutting lower-priority training events and doing ''less" better. The way
to do that is to look at each scheduled training
event, determine the value added, and then if we
see we arc doing too much, eliminate the events
that deliver the least return on investment. 13)'
milking each training event for ever)' ounce of
training value, we will improve both readiness
and predic1ability.
The commander's intent here is to focus limited resources on high-payoff training events,
leverage them to the maximum extent possible
and eliminate the lower priorities. Give priorit)' to
those events that provide the vel')' best traming
for soldiers. The Army's METL development
process can help us through this. FM 25-100
outlines this process: "Commanders anal}'ze the
applicable tasks contained in external directives
and select for training only those tasks essential LO
accomplish I heir organization's wartime mission .
This selection process reduces the number of
tasks the organization must train. "~
Careful!)• assess each training activity's return
on investment, particular!)' the expenditure of our
most precious resource-soldiers' lime. Allocate
time for leader training and retraining. Our training doctrine addresses this need when it talks
about amber week training, when we focu s on
individual training requirements. This applies to

Predictability Is Important
Commanders at all levels must enforce FM
25-100 time lines and principles. At the QTB,
commanders must be sensitive to weekend training. Commanders must scrutinize weekend training closcl)' for appreciable retum on investmcnl.
Given 1hc many events that units must accomplish

" Ibid .. 2-3.
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leaders as we ll as individual soldiers. 'vVe must
not sacririce leader preparmion and training to
standard. Focus your dfons on doing a limited
number of exercises 10 standard. Do not accept
anything less. Take those high-payoff events, conduct good AARs and restructure your training
program based on lessons learned. That is no
more than what our doctrine alr·cad)' calls for.
Given the frequency ol operational deploymems, commanders at all levels must comrol PERSTE!viPO. Eliminate training distractors, enforce
the contract rmd "help stamp out dumbness" wherever you sec it. Remember, if we don't slow clown
the train and reduce PERSTEMPO, good soldiers
will vote with their feet. We run a very serious risk
of losing good soldiers, noncommissioned officers
and commissioned office rs who form our core
competency. We must nddrcss this issue in a
meaningful way. I assure you I will do tn)' pan.

CTCs-Our Training Program's FounclaUon
The CTCs arc the foundation of our ove rall
training program. FM 25-101 states that the
CTCs were designed "to provtde the most realistic
training short of combat."QIn this objective, they
have been a remarkable success. A television
interviewer asked a young soldier who had been
wounded in the Pcrstan Gulf if he had been
afraid. The solclrcr satd, "Certainly I was afraid.
You know I never have been in combat before.
Evet'}'body who had been in combat before told
me I would be afraid and they were right ; I was
afraid. But you know, when fear kicks in, training
takes over. When I was afraid inside that tank, L
operated because my training took over and I did
the things that 1 did in tmining." 10
The CTCs arc the crown jewels of our training program. The Army is commined to ensuring
the)' stay that way well into the future. The CTCs
give us the unique ability to synchronize all elements of the combined arms team in an environment that closely approximates combat. As
General Vuono said, "The value of the CTCs cannot be overstated, and the payoff is measured in
the performance of our units in baulc. In an

FIRS.I

analysis of the fight in Panama, one battali on
commander said that the JRTC Uoint Readiness
Training Cemer] was the single most important
element in his unit's succcss."11
In 1991, shortly before the stan of Operation
DESERT STORM, I was in Saudi Arabia with !then
Army Chief of Staff] General Vuono. As he visited
soldiers, we encountered a young company commander training his troops. I will never forget that
captain's quiet confidence and professional
demeanor. He looked the Army chief of staff in
the eye and said , "Don't worry, Sir. I have been to
the NTC [National Training Center] three times
and we can handle these gu}'S. " That confidence
is what we gain from vigo rous and demanding
training at the CTCs. It is in valuable, and we
must ensure we retain it.
In the past, we have often looked at home
station train ing and CTC rotati ons as se parate
events. All commanders must determine how to
leverage scheduled e re rotations to complement
their units' training and readiness. We must continue to strive to get the maximum benefit from
CTC rotations. The Army must move more
toward a "continuum of train mg." Training realism must be achieved at home and at the CTCs.
CTC rotations should not be viewed as
·'Superbowl" events. Our Army never has an "offseason." Commanders must train within the band
of excellence throughout the year. I lome station
training plays a large role 111 sustaining readiness
within that band of excellence.
We must design our train ing program so
there is a smooth 1ransi lion from what we do at
home station to what we do at the CTCs. An
imponam FM 25-10 I premise is that "The anal)'sis of the information provided through evaluations is the key mechanism that commanders use
for their [training[ asscssmen t. "1l When a unit
redeploys from a e re, leaders must take the lime
to evaluate the lessons learned and then refine the
home station training program to rcncct those
lessons. The unit must also develop a S)'Sicm for
ensuring that those lessons learned nrc passed on
to the soldiers who did not have the opportunity
to deploy. Our challenge is to find wa>·s to export

F\1 25- 101 /Utllk f<l<U"·,/ 11111111111: (\Vashmgwn. DC:
GPO. 30 xplcml>o:r !<NO). I).. I
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the en11re Ann}' the tremendous trammg benefits we receive from limited CTC rotaltons.
In developing a training strategy, each commander must maximize the appropriate simulations and simulators. We can no longer afford to
treat simu lations and simulators as enhanceme nts. The Army is comm itted to getting the
most out of each. 'We must trust simulations and
simulators, treat them as trade-offs to other more
expensivt' training and figure out how to get the
most training transfer from each training opporlllnit}'. Remember, simulations were the foundation of the NASA space training program. The}'
worked fine for NASA. They can work for us too.
A soldier who depiO}'Cd to O perati on j UST
CAUSI: in Panama said, "'vVell, we were afraid , but
we knew what we were doing; we had trained
against this stuff. So it was someth ing that was
not alien to us."n lie said something else that
made an impression on me. lt is something l
thmk you should be proud of, but it is also a
challenge to you: ~\Ve were afraid but we were
trained; we knew what we were going to do. \ll.'e
had great confidence in our buddies because we
had tramed together, and we knew our sergeants
and officers would take care of us, because we
knew that they knew thei r business."H
Training is the most important thing we can
do for our soldiers, our uni ts and our Army.
Therefore, we must do it right and must do it to
standard. \Vc must have the capabtlities required
to wm the nation's wars, establish order, prevent
conOict and sustain operations as long as
required. To do this, we must all work wgether to
institutionalize the way we train to meet the challenges of an increasingly fast-paced world . 'vVe
must trai n our soldiers in a manner that allows
them to develop their individual and co llective
sk ills and makes them proud to serve in the
world's best Army. \Ve must find ways to train
that yield maximum readiness for the human and
financial resources invested.

E-mail to Army General Officers

LO

july 7, 1996
I want to update you on a couple of issues
that are nn my scope and let you know where we
arc on them. They are extremely impon ant and
we wi ll need your help if we are going to do them
right.
The recent bombing in Dhahran illustrated
how \'Uinerabk we really are. Luckil>• we had no
soldiers scnously injured or killed. USAREUR
[United States Army Europe) had just sent a team
to look at the security of their soldiers and I think
that helped. But anytime somethi ng like this docs
so much damage and gets so much publicit y it is
impon am to take a look at where we arc :Kross
the force. i\ccordingl}'· l have asked the OPS to
conduct a comprehensive review of where we arc
in terms of terrorism/coumenerrorism. He will
work with many of you on this effort but all of us
need to have our antennas up on force protection.
This one starts <11 home and l ask each of you to
take a look at your own habits and personal security. I have no indication of any increased threat
in this area but I think it's prudent for all of us to
be more scnsitive. I'm not suggesting we go overboard on this but it might help to take a look at
some of our habits and see if they lead to
increased vulnerability should the threat assessment change. That's part of the personal responsibilit}' all of us have. Those of you who run mstallations should, if you haven't already, assess the
security of those installations. Again, I don't want
to start closing posts but random checks do an
awful lot to keep people off balance. Those of you
who work in public buildings need to be sensitive
to the security signs around you. All of us need to
raise the awareness of force protect ion across the
force. As you visi t units deployed or units trnining, make that a point of discussion w11h the
chain of command. \Vhat I reall}' want to do IS to
sensitize ever}'body to this issue without overreacting. \Ve must take care of our credentials.
Last week I received an update on the work
that is being done on the new OER [officer evaluation report !. The}' have been in commun ication
with the fie ld and are developing a number ur
options ranging from tightening up t he pre:.cnt

'Vuono. iH
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system to developing a complete new OER.
They've also looked at the systems that each of
the other services use and I think have done an
extensive data search. There arc pros and cons to
e<~ch of the options. I am pleased with what they
have done, appreciate the fie ld's input, and am
com fortable that we are on track. Originally, I
hoped to bring this on in the summer of '97 but
it makes more sense to close out the old form
during that timcframe and implement thts one on
L October 1997. This one's critical and the one
thing we don't want to do is to field It before it's
ready. In the meantime, we will continue to work
with the current OER. We monitor very carefully
the board feedbac k after a selection/promo! ion
board and I thin k we can get one more year out
of the system. We really have no other choice so
we have to ma ke it work. One of the th ings I'm
convinced we will keep is the requirement for
counseling subordinmes. In that regard, I would
ask each of }' OU to look at your responsibilities on
the 67-8-l and ensure you are fulfillmg them. It
is important that our subordinates understand
what we want from them and I want to make sure
we arc doing initial counseling sessions with all of
those whom we rate. Don't wait fo r something to
happen on the new OER, start doing that now.
Last week I also met with Major General
Dave Ohlc who heads up our officer personnel
management study. This effort is closely aligned
and I thtnk complementary to the work we've
done on the OER. Although they <~re separate
efforts, they must move down the track together.
Dave was present for the laydown on the OER
and understands that very well. While the OPMS
IOITiccr Personnel M.anagement System[ Task
Force is basically just standing up, I want to share
with you some of the initial guidance I gave Major
General Ohlc. l told him that l consider this study
absolutely critical to the future of the United
States Army. \Vc haven't done a stud)' like this for
some time and certainly not since the end of the
Cold War. It is important that we look the world
of the 21st centUI'}' directly in the eyes and ensure
we arc prepared as an institution to meet 1hc
challenges I hat lie ahead. I told him that whi le
much has changed, one thing I didn 't want to
change was the emphasis we place on warfight ing
skills. I th ink GcncraiiDouglasl MacArthur had it
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right in 1962 when he said, "Through this wchcr
of change }'Our mission remains fixed, inviolable-it is to win our nation's wars." \Vinning
the nation's wars docs not always mean compelling an enemy to do what we want them to do.
It also has a lot to do with deterring and preventing wars. We must ensure that we have a broad
base to draw from in terms of people who understand the importance of coalition warfare, how
the Army runs, and how to balance the intricate
equation of near-term readiness, quality of hfc,
and far-term readiness. All of these in my mmd
are essential skills we will need for the 21st centuty. We must develop leaders who are not afraid to
take risks-well thought out and sound-and not
afraid to act. I told him that he worked directly
for me but that I wanted him to seek advice and
counsel from the field. In short, I gave him a tall
order and he will need )'Our help in accomplishing it. I ask that you be receptive to his wsk and
forthcoming with }'Our advice. I put him on about
a }'Car timelinc with quarterly LPRs !in-progress
reviews]. I told him to use the first quarter to
gather as much information about this issue as he
could. (lie has a computer and knows how to usc
e-mail.) I know th is is an issue which man}' of
you have strong views on and it's importa nt for
you to share those views wi th Dave <~nd me.
We're not going to make the decisions alone, but
we need maximum input before we can shape the
decision issues. As always, l intend to seek input
from the chain of command before we finalize
these decisions. More to follow.
just wanted you to know that we arc moving
out on the human dimensions of the future as
well as technology. There's a great deal of effort
going on at Fon llood [Texas[ reference the AWE
[Advanced Warfighting Experiment] and it is also
very important. I believe we'll solve the technology piece because of the data we are accumulating.
I intend to devote a lot of my attention to the
human aspect of this as well as the institutional
values that we deem so important. If we get this
one right then we can't go completely wrong.

*'t-**
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concerned about threats because we truly are,
particularly in areas like Korea and Southwest
Asia. In both areas we continue to be vigilant and
read)'· That must not and will not change. But we
have found we can do much more than .JUSt that.
vVe are truly a full spectrum force and we highlighted that in the White Paper we put out on the
Army ''Force of Dectsion.'' As >'Oll look at the four
major thrusts of join! Vision 2010-dominam
maneuver, precision strike, force protection, and
focused logistics-the on\>• service that has a kc>'
role in all four areas is the Arm>'· We have alt·ead>'
started to leverage that and I will address that
more in detail in the next installment. Right now
1 want to continue to focus on the fac t that we
must be and are relevant to the needs of the
nation. All one has to do is cite the troops' performance in Bosnia and the security we provided
during the Olympics to ill ustrate how broad,
important, and diverse our missions arc. vVhen
you factor in all we do to prevent war with our
exercise program with allies and the commitment
of our FAOs !foreign area officers!. you can sec
why I believe the Army is the onl>• full spectrum
force and why I'm so proud of what you've clone.
I think we're holding our own on training
and readiness, but those arc areas in which we can
never become complacent. I continue to tell
brigade and battalion commanders to train against
the most clirficult mission, high-intensity combat.
vVhen you can't do everything, that is the most
prudent course of action. lt also reflects our experience which has been that there is nonnally time
avai lable to train for these other missions. The
mission essential task list concept works fi ne and
we cannot afford to destroy it by mak ing everything mission essential. Many oft hese tasks are
transferable. I was extremely pleased wi th what
we got done at the Senior Leader Train ing
Conference at Fort Polk ILouisiana I this year and
plan to have at least two each year. I plan to concentrate my efforts on institutionalizing FM
25-100. TRADOC is doing a good job of incorporating that into the institutional base and we must
ensure a seamless transition between the institution and our units. I don't bcltcvc that exists in all
cases and I challenge each of you to pro,·e me
wrong. I won't go into much more detail on training because the l\lilirary ncvirw is puhlishmg an

E-mail to Army General Officers
July 12, J 996

Reflections on the First Year
I laving been tn this job for a lillie over a
year, I think I owe you an assessment of where I
see the Army now and where I think we need to
be headed in the future. I intend to do that in two
parts. This "Random Thoughts" will deal with the
current assessment and I'll fol low it in 2-3 weeks
with one on the fuwrc. I'm sure there's going to
be some repetition with previous Random
Thoughts and 1 hope you'll see a great deal of
consistenc>'· I ask you to bear with me on the repetition and wo rk your way through because it's
imponant )'OU know how I sec the Army right
now. I don't profess to have total clarity of a very
large and complex organization, but I do hope
my view is balanced and in focus. At least it represents the view from my foxhole.
1 continue to be enormously proud of all you
have accomplished in reshaping the Army and
keeping it trained and ready while still handling
new and diverse tntssions. I don't know of any
other time in the history of warfare where what
you did was clone. It is an unprcceclcntcd feat and
we not only need to be proud of it but we need to
talk a lot about 11. You're not bragging when you
can back it up with performance and we certainly
can do that. Few outside of the Ann>' understand-nor will ever understand-the difficulty
of what we've accomplished. It is hard to make
the human emotion pan or this really come alive
with those who have not been a part of it. Most of
<11l , our troops need to feel good about what
they've done. One of the reasons I keep talking
about soldiers being our credemials is so the>' will
understand how true that is and how much we
appreciate them. Every time we've been able LO
spollight them, whether it's been on the Sava
River, in Korea, at the CTCs !Combat Training
Centers], or in Congress, the Army and the nation
have been the wmners.
Slow\>• but surely we've evolved to a full
spectrum force. We have shed our label as strictly
threat-based and moved more to a capabilitybased force. That doesn't mean that we aren't
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article which rcnects m)' views on training and the
importance during peacetime. It should be out in
the next ediuon. In terms of readiness, your
reports indicate our challenges arc primaril)' in
the people area. Operational readiness rates are as
high as I've seen them and although I think the
Army is somewhere between Ft>.IC and 10/20
standards, I am hopeful that we can continue to
mo,·e closer to J 0/20 standards and get there
across the Army during my tenure. The common
reason given as to why we arc not there is shortage of funds. I'm not sure that 's the case in all
cases. I ask you to challenge that statement. I certainly don't want to do an)'thing that smacks of
paper maintenance, but I think we can offset the
lack of fund s by improving the skills of our people ancl making the overall system more productive. I have challenged AlviC to do just that. The
people issue is more complex and it involves
shortages and turbulence. Although the personnel
folks have done a superb job of managing people,
I am still concerned about the overall rill of our
units and how quickly we arc rotating key personnel, particularly staff officers. Turbulence has two
pans to it. One is external to the unit and the
other internal. I will continue to work hard to
reduce external turbulence and I ask that all of
you do everything )'Ou can to work the internal
piece. In m)' mind, this is probably the greatest
challenge in training and readiness we face. A
related issue that's starling to crop up and one I've
asked The IG [The Inspector General Ito look at is
borrowed milit<'ll')' manpower. I know you're trying to bnlancc the equation in terms of quality of
life for our people, but I don't want this one to get
too far away from us. I ask thaL wherever possible
you usc the reel cycle concept to help offset an)'
degradation in quality of life. We can't afford to
let up in training and read iness.
One of the new missions that's back on our
screen is terrorism. I can remember discussions
we had in the early L980s when the wnvc of terrorism hit Europe, nbout whether terrorism
should be considered a not her form of warfare.
Years have passed and the terrorists hnve become
more sophisticated in what they're doing and the
U.S. as the world's onl)' superpower has become a
primary target for terrorists. Again, I think we
have done reasonably well as nn institution in
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addressing this area. r:orcc protection is pan of
our l\IIETL [mission essemial task list! and we
train for it. When they deploy. our soldiers nrc in
proper uniform and extreme!)' professional. Our
no-alcohol polte)' ensures their head is in the
game. All of these things make a d1fference . In
shon, we have created a culture 111 which we are
known as professionals-the best in the business.
The way we train , the way we live , the way we
take care of each other help create that culture.
Doing things to standard and living in barracks
not dormitories help create the mindset that saves
soldiers' lives. 'vVe must continue that and. if anything, LOrque it down a not ch or two. Vve can't
become complacent or let our guard down. I fu lly
support our initiative to wkc ca re of single and
married soldiers, butt hey must not be coumcr to
our fundamental responsibility to ensure that our
soldiers arc properly trained for any mission. l
believe that developing the proper culture is the
bedrock of that training. We must do nothing to
degrade the discipline and cohesiveness that are
so fundamental to our success. This is n tough
one because it's largely intangible and it probably
worries me the most. I don't think it's a serious
problem right now but n's hard to measure the
erosion and )' OU can move quick!)' from where we
are now to people not won')•ing nbout whet her
weapons are zeroed or not and the basic fundamentals of our trade. I simply nsk that everybody
be sensitive to this issue.
For a lot of reasons. we've seen n rebirth of
values in the United States Army and well it
should be because they arc im portnm now, they
always have been, and always will be. We've had
considerable discussion nbout values and it's been
healthy. As I get closer to the end, I find myself
more and more go ing back to the beginn ing. I
entered the Army with a concept of duty, honor,
coun try because I spe nt four years in that environment. Those were the stanclnrds, that's the
way we did things, and I was extremely com fortable with that code. Over time I don't recall having to give a lot of testimony about what that
meant to me and I think I was more like most of
you in that I simply tried to live that code. There
were cenainl)' times of uncertainty and values
were my security blanket. I was extremel)' fortunate to be associated with others with that snme
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everyone's allention on how we can do things
more efficiently and more productivcl)' so that we
can save ever)' soldier we possibly can. This is a
battle between end strength and efficiency. I
come down solidly on the side of being more efficient so that we can save end strength. Quite
frankl)', we're not there )'Ct and I intend to put
even more emphasis on it tn the upcoming year.
We have faced and conquered tougher problems
in the past and I am convinced we can do the
same here.
finally. let me say that everywhere I go and
at all ranks I sec a lot of pride in what we arc
doing. It is just ifiab le. We arc the world's best
Army, not because it was preordained but
because we made it that way. Our job now is to
keep it that way. 1 also sec a great deal or excitement about the futu re. Sure we have challenges
but as I've said many times they pale in comparison to the challenge mhcrs face. l believe we also
have unlimited opportunities. The opportunity to
fundamentally reshape an Army doesn't come
very often. The opportunity to fundamemally
influence the role of land forces in the 21st century is unique. We have all of that and more. It's a
great day to be a soldier.

value base and I think we all took strength from
each other. During this period of uncertainty. I
think it imperative that we refocus on values. I've
seen some warning signs over the last )'Car and I
think it important we heed them . The Ann)' has
zero tolerance for an)' t)•pc of extremist activities
or prejudicial behavior to people because of race
or gender. We arc a team and we must stamp out
those behaviors and attitudes which are detrimental to teamwork. This is an area where we
must not on ly talk the talk but walk the talk.
There is no doubt the Army has done a masterful job with the reshaping we've conducted in
the last 6 years. llowever, that reshaping exercise
has created uncertainty wh ich has bred an answer
l call ze ro defects. It is ce rta inly not the zero
defects mentality that we lived with in the earl)'
1970's; however, it docs pose a threat to developing the t)' pe leaders we wil l need for the 21st century. There is nowhere l know of in the Army
where people arc saying you have to do everything perfectly. I've been to too many after action
reviews to know that is not the case. On the other
hand, there is a common perception amongst the
subordinates that a less than perfect report
severe I)' damages their career. Like so many other
issues, this is extremely complex. It touches on
the careerism versus professionalism debate and
what is our definition of success. There are difrerent views as to how prevalent it is and generally
the more senior the less an issue we think it is. l
don't necessarily think that's totally bad because
people bring different perspectives to this issue.
On the other hand , I accept the fact that this
exists and we must deal with it. There are no silver bullets-no qu ick solutions. We must work
hard identif)ring the leaders we want for the 21st
cemury, develop them, and bring them along.
I appreciate the work that all of you have
done on resources. I know it hasn't been easy and
l think you know we've got much more to do.
What I tried to do in '96 is to change our mindset
in terms of resources. They arc not unlimited and
we have to recognize that. We either become
more effictent or we become smaller. There are no
other courses of actton unless we get considerably
plussed up on the top line. I don'tthink it's realistic to think that's going to happen. Regardless, we
must plan for the worst and I have tried to focus
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Probably the most signifie<rnl event wcfe~ce in the immediate future is the Quadn•1Jnial Defense
Review {QDR]. As you /mow, that is a mcyor review of the National MilitlliY St ratep,y . ... I intend
to approac/1 this review in a spirit of willingness to cooperate with other Services. But at the same
lime, /want to malic ~urc that we bring a healthy dose of sl1epticism to the critical issues.... This
r[(ort is probably the most critical effort we will .face during the next year ancllwanlLO ensure that
it is a firsttecun effort and done right.
Dennis). Reimer, General, United StaLes Army

ciencies even though the dollars in 1997 seem
adequate for the task. We have to figure out what
efriciencJCS are realistic for the long haul in
1998-2003. Consequently, I in tend to drive the
ARSTAF [Anny Staff! to continue LO look for dficiencies in their functional areas. I also hope to be
able to put in place an accounting S)'Stcm to allow
us to bcuer measure the efficiencies we are getting. In building the program for 1998-2003 we
took advantage of efficiencies to a greater extent.
If we're unable to realize those efficiencie s in
1997 we have some real challenges in the outyears. I am not uncomfortable with this because
what we did with the program was prudent, but I
don't think we can keep the S)'Stem on automatic
pilot and expect to realize those eflkiencies. Look
fo r more emphasis on efficiency and productivity,
not less, in 1997.
In terms of QDR itself I th ink we are properly organized to advocate the Army position in this
critical rev1ew. I've asked Lieutenant General Jay
Gamer [Assistant Vice Chief of Staff! to pull
together our whole effort in this arena. He will
work directly for the Vice and me and will have
the fu ll support of the ARSTAF. Obviously, I
want this to be a total Army effort and I need all
of you to be responsive to his requests. My guess
is that this will move very quickly between 1
September-! January. The issues aren't new and
our positions are solid. I intend to approach this

E-mail to Army General Officers
September 10, 1996
Th is is Part 11 of the last Random Thoughts
While Running I sent you Uuly 12, 19961. In that
one I gave you my asscssmem of the Arm}' based
upon my evaluation of last year. In Pan II I will
give you 111}' perspective on the future for the U.S.
Army. While 1 think there is a potential for significant changes in the fu ture, I believe we are positioned so that these changes will be more evolutionmy than revolutional)'·
Probably the most significant event we face
111 the Immediate future is the Quadrennial
Defense Review IQDRI. As you know, that is a
major review of the National Military Strateg)' ;>me\
it will take place regardless of the results of the
elcclion in November. I think a lot of us inside
the Pentagon are comfortable with the two MRC
[Major Regional Connictl strategy as a sizing
mechanism for the force. On the other hand, I
think there's going to be considerable pressure to
reduce defense resources. We were already SHilling to fee l the pressure oft he "balance the budget
b)' 2002 movement" and when )'Oll add on to that
the demand for a tax cut, I clearly believe the
challenge we face will be LO get the most bang for
each buck we are given. For me this means that
'97 must be a year of execution in terms of cffi-
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rc,•icw in a spirit of willingness to cooperate with
other services. But at the same time, I want to
make sure that we bring a healthy close of skepticism to the critical issues. I fully appreciate how
fortunate we arc to be associated with the best Air
Force, N;~vy, and Marine Corps in the world and
1 want to leverage their considerable capabi lities
where we can. We rna>' no longer need a duplication of some capabilities in the Army. Before I
give up an)'thing that we deem critical to our soldiers I want to make sure that we arc comfortable
wnh how that capability will be provided.
llowever, it is important that we approach this
critical effort in the spirit of cooperation and in
the willingness to do what is right for our nation.
This effort is probably the most critical effort we
wi ll face during the next year and I want to
ensure that it is a first team effort and clone right.
We need all of your best effons in this regard.
In the area of training and readiness, I hope
we will be able to reduce somewhat the turbulence in units. If we can knock off two percentage
points on the average in external turbulence it
would be extremely helpful. I ask all of you to
look at your internal poli cies to ensure you're
doing everything possible to minimi ze internal
turbu len<.:c. l believe reducing turbulence is the
single most important thing we can do to
improve training. I also intend to cond uct a
detailed TDA [table of distribution and
allowances! scrub to ensure we arc properly utilizing rndnary personnel. In this regard, rm not
necessarily looking to reduce TRADOC [Training
and Doctrine Command!. As I've said many
times. I think they are at their minimum strength
right now, but I am looking at where we might
have mili tary perso nnel doing jobs that could
essen tially be done by civi lians. Most of these, I
think , will probably be in the base operations
arena. I'm really looking to pick up 2,000-3,000
in this effort because I think that's about what we
need in terms or plussing-up shortages Ill units.
\Ve'lllook to pick up some or those br reducing
the 1\RSTAF. I think it's important all of us look
at headquarters strengt h. I just looked at some
figures on the size of the different headquarters
companies and found thaL most of 1hem arc running between 106 percent to 350 percent fil l. We
can't afford that and \think all or us need to take

a look at our own headquarters compan)' and set
the example. I intend to do that. I also am well
aware that tradmg military end strength for civilian end strength is problematic at best. I don't
have all the answers on that one yet but I'll guarantee you we'll work that one hard. My point
simply is that we need to make sure that we arc
using our quality personnel-both militat")' and
civilian-in the best possible manner. I am convinced that we have to get a greater percentage of
fill for our untts and that's the only way I know.
\Ve will have two SLTCs [Senior Leader
Training Conferences! this year and will focus on
the continuum of training. I got a lot out of the
last one and look forward to the next. With regard
to the continuum of training, I'd like to sec more
emphasis put on low-cost training events at home
station to shore up some of the weaknesses ident ified at the CTCs. Conducting staff drills and working on things like intelligence preparation of the
battlefield don't cost a lot of dollars. I've tasked
TRADOC to usc the National Simulation Center
and show us how we can leverage the significant
investment we have in simulations. (Iii)' goat tS for
a battalion commander to be able to set up his
TOC [tactical operations center! in the mowr pool
and through the usc of a 1-800 number be able to
conduct a staff drill against a simulated th inking
opposing force. lhis is doable. It's doable now and
it won't cost a lot of resources. We just have to set
our minds to make it happen. Again, I remind
everyone that simulations can't do everything but.
on the other hand, we must be more comfortable
with what they provide. The goal is to seck the
right mix between li ve and simulation training.
l'm also aware that late taskings are rcall)' ki lli ng
the units. I wi II take this on and work with l he
ClNCs to minimize those requirements and at the
same time meet our timelines as prescribed by FM
25-lOO. ~ome things, such as dcplo)•mcms, arc
unexpected and beyond our control. llowevcr, on
known exercises, I will ask them to battle roster as
much as posstble and for those the) can't baulc
roster I will ask them to give us the ach·ancc notice
we need. I intend to make this a major effort this
year. I ask those of you in a position to inOucncc
training to keep your eye on the ball. I truly
believe that training is our most important priority
and [ don't want anybody to forget that. We will
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be mindful of resources but we will take no shortcuts in this area.
l also want everyone to be mindful of the
zero defects issue. As l indicated, l think it exists
and probably to a greater extent than most of us
want to believe. Long term, we're set on hav ing
OPMS !offi cer personnel management system ]
address this issue. We also are revising the OER
!officer evaluation report] with a view toward
helping soh·e this problem but we can't field the
OER till it is read)'· In the short term. l think it
important that we spend a lot of time mcntonng
and coaching. l ask you to use 67-8-l as it was
intended and ensure your subordinates do likewise. Not onl)' set the example but make it one
of the objectives that they not only meet initially
with their subordi nates but that they review the
67-8- 1 on a regular basis wi th subordinates. l
think that's one of the most important thi ngs we
can do right now and will go a long way toward
helping us get through these next couple of
years. The new OER will be read)' probabl) in
October or '97 and we should be able to implement OPMS about the same time. l lowcver, it"s
going to take a )'Car or two for both oft hese to
take hold so we can't si t on our hands and wai t
fo r that to happen . Le t's mnke 67-8- 1 a menningful tool and not only set the exnmplc on how
it should be used but insist our subordinates do
the snme. There may be nothing more important
to our long-tenn future.
No matter whether you're talkmg about nearterm or the distant future, values wtll continue to
be important to the United States Army. l am
concerned that we may still have some who do
not understand the importance we place on consideration or others. We have zero tolerance for
those in our ranks who take un fai r advan tage of
other:. because of race or gender. In Ill)' mind,
this is an area or near-term training and we must
ensure that cvCI") member of the Army-both
militar)' and Ci\'ilian, Acti,·e and Reserve-understand the senousness with which we view equal
opportunny. The Sergeant Major of the Army has
alt·ead) had the tviACONI !major commands]
CSlvts !command sergeants major l at the equal
opportun ity course and I intend to t nsure that all
new corps and division commnnckrs have the
opponunt t)' to attend the executive course at

Patrick AFB. There ts nothing optional or waiverable about that requirement. Starting l October
that will be a prerequisite for taking the colors.
I've also asked the DCSPER !deputy chief of staff
for personne l! to put together a chain teaching
package on this and we wi ll distribute it tO the
field very shortl y. I wan t to nip this one in the
bud before it becomes too big to handle. We'll
stay away from fancy legal definitions because in
my mind the standard is very simple. l basically
want our people to treat others as they expect to
be treated or they would want their son or daughter to be treated. It's no more difficult than that.
Beyond that, however, l will insist the chain of
command fo ll ow up on allegations and where
substan tiatcd treat them as a serious breech of
disci pli ne. The clear intent is to stamp out any
remnants of extremist behavior and sexual harassment in J 997.
\Ve have been conducting a detailed review
of values and how we approach them across the
institution. \Ve should be able to bring that effort
to fruition in '97. l intend to merge that with the
OER effort and ensure we evnluate those values
we think important. We will fine-tune how we
handle values from precomm ission ing l h rough
reti rement, if necessa ry. I basicall y wanL to put
new meani ng into the ph rase a values-based organization which is part of our vision.
The 4th lnfantty Division has done a remarkable job of getting us off to a great stan on the
road to Army XXI. The task force has been properly equipped and tS in the process of training up
for the AvVE IAd\'anced Warfighting
Experiment!. There is still considerable work to
be done bet ween then and now and a c:ou pic of
lPRs lin-progress reviews! which will allow us tO
fi ne-tunc, if necessaty. But we are past the point
of no return. I intend to leverage to the maximum
extent possible the /\WE but do not intend for it
to become a catcher's mitt for everybod)"s good
idea. l want to make sure we tell our stoty to the
proper people 111 the media and Congress, but I'm
also extremely senstuve to the needs of the unit 111
terms of time to train and the opportunity tO get
the job done without outside interference. l;rom
LhaL AWE we will make decisions concerning
high-payoff investments. Congress will most likely provide us $50-75M for that purpose and we
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should usc it for just thal. We w1ll mvcst in those
5}'Stcms that give us the highest payoff and proliferate them across the force as fast as we can. We
will also get on with the organizational decisions
that must be made after we see how the task force
performs. I expect these decisions lO be more
subjective than objective and intend to rei}' heavily upon military judgmem. Basically our intent is
to field a lull corps of Army XX I units b)' 2010.
Our modernization strateg}' is based upon this
and I think the timelines are realistic. This will
also allow us 10 invest in basic solclier enhancement packages such as nak vests, proper clothing,
and field gear, log aULomation, etc., so that
regardless of what mission we receive our soldiers
have the best equipment and weapon systems the
country can provide. This stnnegy , I think, will
allow us to take full advantage of the window of
opponunit)' we have as the world's onl}' military
su pc rpowc r.
We know a lot about Army XXI. It will be
buil t upon the six imperatives and will provide
much 1mproved capabilities. We nuend to leverage information-age technology. particularly in
the area of command and control , situation
awareness, and night-vision devices to the maxi mum extent possible. l3y so doing, we shou ld
ensure that we maintain the edge over an)' potential foe. Army XXI will ensure thm we continue to
have the best equipment in the world by product
improving the weapons and equipment curremly
fie lded. We are firmly commiued to Army XXI
and will continue to look for ways to enhance our
systems through the lllrnover of tcchnolog}'· vVe
have done a lot through acquisition reform but
there's still more that can be clone. We must fi gure out a way to fie ld systems faster if we're going
to take maximum advantage of technology
LUrnover. We believe this is an important part of
the Arm)' After Next and have started the process
of determining what the Army After Next should
look like. Working with the Net Assessment people out of OSD (Office of Secreta!'}' of Defense!,
we have programmed a series of exercises to look
at the capabi lities required during the second
quarter of the 21st cemury. A couple of emerging
insights include the requiremelll for greater tactical and strategic mobi lity; the need for greater
lethality in our light forces; the abi lity to operate

in small dispersed untts throughout the bailiefield; and to mass firepower and maneuver at the
critical point in time; and the need for a whole
new logistical concept. These are not terribly new
concepts but ncshing them out is an exciting
challenge. I plan to take a more structured
approach to this challenge and to use the milital'}'
leadershi p to not only approve the scenarios for
these exercises but also to identif}' the real lessons
learned from these scenarios and ensure we arc
investing tnthosc technologies that offer the hip,hest pa)1offs. I will ensure that those of you who
need to be involved in this effon are immersed in
it. Most of you will not have a large involvement
initially but it's importalll that you know what is
going on because ultimately you will inherit the
products. It is important that as an institution we
stay focused on t\rmy XXI. While we will have a
planning cell focusing on the deep bailie, l sec a
true opponunity for revolution in military affairs
with the Army Mter Next. Through investing in
the tech base , we should be able to bring along
the technolog}' we will need and , at the same
time, evolve our C2 (command and controlI technology and logistical concepts using Ann}' XXI as
a carrier. The merger of these two efforts should
ensure that we remain the world's best ful l spectrum force well into the 21st cenL Ut')'.
'vVe have made a total comm itment to total
asset visibility and velocity management. These
must be the pillars of our logistical concept. In
order to make this work, however, we have 10
wean ourselves from the iron mountain.
Consequcntl}', we will start reducing PLLs and
ASLs. Initial!}', I want to stan by removing everything that is not demand supported from both
PLLs and ASLs. Proliret'ation of SARSS-0 across
the force will give us greater visibility of al l pans
and should allow cross leveling-a technique that
!think will become critical on the future bau lcfield. Uhimatcl}'. I think we need to challenge the
requirement for ASLs and PLLs. It's too soon right
now but as we continue to gain confidence in
total asset visibilit)' and velocit)' management we
should be able to know how much is enough.
Couple this with efforts to improve the durability
of our eq uipment and more precise fires, and )'OU
stan to make real inroads on the strategic mobi lity problem . The old Sa)'ing about how important
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logistics are to professionals has never been more
true. It is imponamthat all of us get 111\'olved in
this area.
lo the extent we prevent wars we win wars. I
have become convinced that our foreign area officer program is one of the best invcstmcms we
have and have instructed Dave Ohle to ensure
that his stud)' recognizes that and deals with the
future viability of this program. 1 think it important that we cominue to exercise and train with
our allies-both individually and as units. We
111l1St develop a common understanding and common techniques and procedures. \ll,le must continue to train against the most difficult missionhigh-intensit)' combat-but we must also be relevant to the needs of the nation. Although we well
may find ourse lves involved in more ope rations
like Bosnia than DESERT STORM in the near future,
it is important that we not forget what General
Douglas MacArthur reminded us almost '35 )'Cars
ago, ''Your m1ssion is fixed, inviolable, it is to win
the Nation's wars." \Ve demonstrated our ability
to do both in '96 and I don'L sec much chnnge in
the next couple of years. One of the enduring
aspects of our histOI')' has been our relevance to
the nation's needs. I don't see that changing in the
21st ccmury.
I also sec no major lessening of the requirement to deal with change. Seems to me we've
become more comfortable with change over the
last 6 years. That is primarily due to the fact that
we've dealt with it not necessarily because the
magnitude has decreased. There nrc gomg to be
many changes we're going to have to deal w1th.
Some we know are coming and some we don 't.
llowever, I don't think there's ever been n period
in history when we've been better prepared to
deal with those changes. As I travel around I am
convinced we hnve the talent and experience to
handle whatever they throw our way. It's an
excitmg opportunity and I'm delighted to be a
pnrt of it.
One constant wilt always be-Soldiers are
our credentials.

l etter to Army General Officers
September 13, 1996

13usiness Outreach
Sometimes the best way to solve a problem
or take advantage of an emerging opportuni ty is
to talk Lo someone who has had experience in a
similar situation. A solid business outreach program offers the Army many opportunities to do
this. In toda)'·s environment of rapid change,
information technolog)' and constrained
resources, the private sector and the Army arc fncing very sim ilar challenges. ln this new environment, making the right decisions often requires a
point of view that goes beyond a single organ ization or sector. Therefore, b)' sharing informalion
with the business community, we often find better solutions to common problems.
The Army's Business Outreach Program combines the cffons of the Office of the Assistant
Secret<~~)' of the Army (Financial Management &
Comptroller), the U.S. Army War College
Strategic Outreach Program, and the Director of
Management. These organizations have combined
their efforts to insure that:
• the Army has opportunities to tell its stor)'
to the business community;
• Anl1)' leaders are exposed to their business
counterparts through participation in business
membership orgnnizations, such as the
Conference Board;
• and the best business practices gained
through this exposure are shared among all levels
of the Army.
To help the business community understand the
Army's mission and issues, the U.S. Army War
College hosts an an nual CSNCEO Conference at
Carlisle Bnrracks. Pa. This selling provides an
opportunity for business and Army to discuss the
Anny's appronch to nntional security issues, leadership and managemcm principles. The USA WC
has also estnblished a solid relationship with the
business and management schools of several prestigious ncademic institutions, such as 1he
Massachuseu s lnsli LLJLe of Technolog)' ( MIT)
Sloan School of Management. This exposes the
Army to leading-edge thinkers.
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In 0/\SA (FM&C). the Office of the Deputy
Assistant for Resource Analysis and Business
Practices provides another avenue for business
outreach. This effort fosters active participation
by Army leaders from the Secretariat and Army
Staff on the councils of the Conference Board, a
prcsugtous nonprofit business membership organization located tn New York City. Eligibility to
participate on these councils is one key benefit of
this membership. It provides unprecedented
opportunities for Army leaders to meet with business executives to share information, ideas and
insights on crucinl business issues. These councils
arc designed to keep executives in front of the latest developments in their fie lds nnd fully
infonnecl about new management straJcgies and
tactics. Conference l3oarcl membe rship also
includes subscript ions 10 many research publicaLions, access Lo corporme managemem practices
through their extensive library collection and the
availability of ongoing issue oriented conlcrences.
The director of managemem wi ll take the
results of these efforts and pass them to the field.
This should result in a broader understanding of
business and adopuon of Slate of the an management practices by all levels of the Army.
[ encourage )'Oll to open simtlar avenues of
communicaLion between yourselves and members of the business community. This will
increase the publ~e's awareness of the Army's
contribution w the nation and enhance our
understanding of the business approach to managemenl. l can think of mall)' examples within
our logistics, engineering. resource management
and ot her functional areas that can benefit from
such an open partnership. Soldiers ultimately
be nefi t from such ou treach efforts as we see k
ways to continually illlprove Lhc Army.

Letter to Army General Officers
September 13, 1996

National Guard Association of the United
Swtes
I recently had the honor to address the l l 8th
meeting of the National Guard AssocJauon of the
United States. It was a great opportunit)' to see
and talk with man>' old friends and great soldiers
about the tremendous accomplishments and
exciting future or our total arl11)' and, in particular, our National Guard.
Everyone recogn izes we have been through a
period of unpreccclcntcd change, yet we have also
demonstraied time and again that we remain
trained and ready. We arc the force of decision
because we are a total fo rce leveraging each component-Active, Guard, and Reserve-capitalizing on every opportunity to work together. There
is plent)' of evidence that the Ann)' is working
toward greater levels of integration among the
components.
At the end of our reorganization and distribution of capabilities among components, the
Guard will have 50 percent of all combat units,
40 percent of all combat support units (including,
by FYI fiscal yearl 99, almost 70 percent of all
field artillery), and 37 percent of all combat service support.
The training and rotation program between
Camp Dodge, Iowa , and the National Training
Cemer INTCI is an excellent example of integrating maintenance training opportunities in the
Guard whi le providing better suppo n fo r the
Act ive Army <11 the NTC.
The Guard is leveraging si mulmors and simul ations in training as we ll as distan l learning
technologies. Not on ly do we achieve efficiencies
in training, but we evemually will train to a single
smndard within a single school system that fits all
components.
As pan of the Anny Natwnal Guard Division
Redesign initiative that redistributes the Army's
CS !combat support I and CSS !combat service
supponl capability, rR.r\DOC.. I rraining and
Doctrine Command! 1s conducttng a detailed
asscssment of a proposal to form two ACJRC dt\'i-
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sions by puwng six enhanced readiness brigades
under two Active Army division headquarters.
This integrated division concept will assign regular officers ttl key leadership and staff positions in
Guard divisions and brigades.
Finally, the Guard is ope rationall)' engaged
across the spectrum , participating in op<.>rations
from Opermion jOINT ENDEAVOR and Partnership
for Peace in Europe to stabi lity operations in
South America.
Change is never easy; the Guard has made
tough decisions. Compromise has been necessa1y,
as in the dislrlbution of CSS capability within the
force to right an imbalance. Everyone should
understand and take pride in 1he fact that at 1he
end of the clay we have done and will continue to
do what is right ror the nation.
We still have work to do meeting the chal lenges of today and tomorrow. We must ensure
we keep quality in all we do-recruit, retain,
equip and train. We must achieve the proper
PERSTEMPO (personnel tempo( in all components. We must keep our eyes on the mission-to
fight and win the nation's wars.
Finally, we must achieve balance among
Activc, Guard and Reserve forces, ncar-term and
future read iness, and the qualit)' of life enjoyed by
our soldiers and their fami lies.

the background on why we did what we did and
some of the things that went imo the tuning of
the recent announcement.
Allegations of misconduct first surfaced in
September and the CID (Crim inal Investigation
Division ] was called in to deal with those allegations immediately. The seriousness of these allegations convinced us that we needed to broaden
the investigation and talk to female soldiers who
are no longer at Aberdeen but who had trained
there. When ,,.e completed the first phase of the
investigation we decided to make that part public
and to broaden our investigation by establishing a
l-800 number for those who had sexual harassment complaints. That number became a lightning rod for many sources. To date, we have
received almost 2,000 calls, in which at least 145
will require add iti onal investigation. As you
would imagine there's a wide range or opinion
being expressed by the callers but each is treated
with clignit)' and concern. Our intent is to follow
through as requ1red. Approximately half of the
145 calls pertained to Aberdeen and the remainder had to do with other places.
I know I don't have to tell this group how
serious these offenses are. The alleged abuse of
authority gets at the very hean and soul of the
Army. We cannot function without respect for
authorit)'· We intend to protect the rights and privacy of the victims and to ensure that the rights of
the alleged perpetrators are also protected. The
American people deserve better, our soldiers
deserve better, and the Army IS better. The
TRADOC chain of command is handling it exceptionally well and thC)' are dedicated to doing
what's right.
We have already learned a number of
lessons-or l should say, reaffi rmed fundamental
truths we already knew. Command authorit)' is a
sacred trust bestowed upon our leaders. When
that authority is abused by one or two individuals
it diminishes the whole institution. It's important
to reaffirm our dedication to that sacred trust and
spend time talking to our subordinates about how
important all of that is. I feel very strong!)' about
this. I ask your support in ensuring all of us
reemphasize this wit h our subordinates.
As a former basic training company commander, I know that life in the training center is

****
E-mail to Army Genera l Officers
October 13, 1996

Sexualllarass111ent Case at Aberdeen
I wam to take this opponunit)' to update all
of you on where we are on the sexual harassment
case at Aberdeen (Proving Grounds, Maryland(. I
don't want to get imo the details of an)' specific
case because the allegations will have to be
worked through the military justice system. Any
specific numbers that l give you will turn out ultimately to be wrong because t he investigation is
sti ll ongoing and has entered into a new and
broader phase. However, you're entitled to know
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stressful, particularly, for those great drill
sergeants out there. l have the greatest respect
and achmration for all they do and know that 99+
percent arc the Army's best. We need to reaffirm
that to them and ensure they know they have our
full support in their vital mission. We cannot let
the alleged cond uct of a few detract from the
absolutely superb job being done by the finest
trainers in the world. lt's our responsibility to
keep this in perspective.
As you know, the sexual harassment survey
whtch came out last spring indicated the Army
had some challenges. 1 have tasked the DCSPER
!Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel! to put
together a training package in this area to explain
the Army poliC)' on sexual harassment and our
ze ro tolerance for conduct of that nature. That
package shou ld be read)' for distribution some
time in December and we will conduct a chain
teaching program to be completed by the end of
March 1997. In the meantime, as I tell all the precommand courses there's not a better guiding
principle than the Golden Rule-treat others as
you would have them treat you. Let's move from
the talking stage to the execution stage.
Major General Bob Foley has put together a
Consideration for Others Program in the Mi litary
District of Wash ington. It is patterned after the
very successful program at West Point and I've
asked him to make a presentation to the Division
Commanders Conference next spring. I believe it
important we look at proliferating thts program
across the Army. In the meantime, I think it
important to do more sensing sessions with
female soldiers and when you find valid complaints we must follow up aggressively. As l inclicated earlie r in one of my Random Thoughts
Wh ile Runn ing messages, the thing that bothered
me the most about that survey was the fact that
too many lacked confidence in the chain of command to follow through and thus did not repon
the offenses.
We need to instill in our soldiers a basic
belief that soldiers take care of each other regardless of race or gender. We must ensure that
respect for the chain of command is absolute and
that that respect has been duly earned. These are
the issues we arc dealing with and that is why it is
so critical that we do what's right. THIS 15 A
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CHAIN OF COMMAND ISSUE. 1 know I can
count on )'OUr support to make it happen.

Address at the Dwight D.
Eisenhower Luncheon, Annual
Meeting of the Association of the
United States Army, Washington ,
D.C.
October 15, 1996
Let me stan off by thanking the Association
of the United States Army. We are having anot her
great annual meeting. Some people may wonder
why we have these annual meetings. !think it has
a lot to do with "Spirit." lf you were here with us
when we started the "Army 10-miler" race on
Sunda}' mornmg, you saw the great spint of
9,000 runners, almost all soldiers. That sptnt
hasn't faded, and we see it in this annual meeting-it was here yesterday, it's here today. My
guess is that that spirit will be taken back by the
soldiers to the fie ld and will add to their already
high-energ)' level. So my thanks today for such a
great annual meeting.
What a great mono for our annual meeting
... "Army XXI-Decisive Force" ... says it all.
I thank the nattonal chapter, and most of all the
local chapters for what you do on a dail)' basis
to make that mouo become realit)'· It is terribly
importan t- t he support you provide our soldiers-and my si ncere thanks on behalf of al l of
them for all 1hat you do.
As I was looking out at the audience today, I
was reminded that in this audience sit the people
who really help make America's Army what it is. I
see the soldiers out there-the Active
Component, the United States Anny Reserve, the
Army National Guard-who serve so proudly and
do so well. They serve across the world and they
represent us so well. I see a large number of DA
!Department of the Army] civi lians who ar<' also
pan of our strength-they provide great expertise, they serve in bot h peace and war. I see members of industry-the industry that has supported
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us so very well. As I told you last year, you've
always been there when we needed you-and we
thank you for your support. \",le thank you for the
equipment and the weapon S)'Stcms that you provide our soldiers. You do us a great service by
being here and )'OU support us so very well.
I know there are also members of the congressional staff here with us. You make a great
deal of difference to all of us, and you and the
members of Congress you represent have supported the Army in an enormous way during this
past year-we thank you for that. We thank you
for your support on a dai ly basis and the example
that you set for all of us.
I want to say a s pecial thanks to my friends
up here on the front row- they represent the military leadership that makes the Army go. They're
also close friends, great advisors, great counselors
and I really appreciate the great sacrifice that they
make and the advice thC)' give me. I will tell you
that we certainly couldn't do it without them and
!just publicly want to acknowledge that.
A special warm welcome to all of our allies
who arc here in great numbers-thank you for
being here. I have had the opportunity as the
Chief of Staff to travel across the globe last year. I
met many of )'OU in your countries and had the
opportunit)' to exchange ideas about the visions
and dreams that we have for the future. I benefited
enormously from that contact with )'O U. Most of
all, I thank you for your willingness to stand up
and be counted-for your willingness to shoulder
the burden with us. It is deeply appreciated, and
your presence here indicates that is the case.
And as I look at this aud ience, I am also saddened by the fact 1hat we don't sec some of the
giants of our profession that have been here
before, giants who have made a tremendous contriblllion- likc Ge neral Max Thurman, General
james Woolnough and General Cal Waller and
many others. We said good-bye to them last
year-but their contributions arc very much a
part of our Army and they will help take us into
the future. l want 10 publicly express my appreciation for all that they have done and let you all
know how much we will miss them.
Last year when I was here I talked about our
vision for the future. I talked about our attempt to
remain the world's best Army-to remain trained

YEAR

and ready-a full spectrum force-quality soldiers, the Active Component, the United States
Army Reserve, the Army National Guard and
quality civilians that we have in great numbers. l
talked about the Arm)' as a values-based organization and an integral member of the "JOint team.- I
talked about the fact that we needed to be
equipped with the best equipment and the most
modern weapon systems the country can provide;
and that we need 10 be relevant to the needs of
the nation. And , I talked to )'OU about the fact
that we are changing to meet the challenges of
wday, tomorrow and the 2 1st cemury.
This past year, we brought that vision into
reality-soldiers brought that vision into reality.
Our sold iers concl uded llait i, giving thm country
an opportunity for democracy. After years of devastation, soldiers deployed to Bosnia. So ldiers
brought peace-so ldiers brought hope for the
future to a war-torn countr)'· I can't imagine a
greater contribution and I can't imagine a more
important mission. Deploying into Bosnia, we
also showed the world 1hat 1he nat ion means
business when we put our soldiers on the ground.
Time and time again, the spint of our soldiers
came through in so many ways. But, nothing I
think demonstrates that better than the bridge
across the Sava River. Not only was that the
longest pontoon bridge since World War 11-620
meters-but it was also put in under the most
difficult and trying of circumstances. We had
sleet. We had rain . We had snow. We had freezing cold. We had mud up to our ankles and we
had a hundred-year highwatcr mark. But our soldiers wouldn't be beaten. They put in that bridge.
They put it in on the time line established and
they insured the successfu l introduction of our
rorces into Bosnia. A tremendous accomplishment and a tremendous tribute. It was not only a
tribute to technology but more important to the
soldiers and their indomitable spirit
But there were other significant accomplishments throughout the >'Car. The evacuation of
Liberia, Operation AssuRm Rt:SPONSI, involved
three hundred soldiers-Special Forces, Infantry
and Signal units. They were called upon to assist
with the evacuation of American clltzens from
Monrovia. t-. lost of those soldiers came from the
l-508th Infantry in Viccnza, hal)', who had just
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Private First Class jose ph 'vVe>•mouth
deployed for the first time. llc said: "It's my first
time out of the counll")', but the gu)'S over here
told me all that 1 need to know. Don't sleep on
the ground, make sure )'Ou shake out your boots
and drink plenty of water." Teamwork-soldiers
taking care of soldiers. \Ve clearly demonstrated
during the past year that we Me a full spectrum
force-a force of decision-a capabilities-based
force.
The Army I just described, and the one that I
am so proud of, is a legacy to the great leaders and
trainers of the past fifty )'Cars. Some arc in this
room today. It was a force built by men of great
vision . Men like Marshall , Abrams, Myers, Rogers,
Wickham, Vuono and Sullivan. 1\ncl each brought
their special focus, and each was ably assisted by
many others, far too numerous to name. But they
buill an Army on a solid fou ndation, with clear
priorities; the results were amazingly dear and
very straightforward. We won the Cold \l'lar without firing a shot, and we completed Operation
DESERT STORM in less than one hundred hoursminimum time, minimum casualties.
The ke)' to success in 111}' mind has been our
willingness to change. to meet the world as it is,
without changing the competencies that make us
great. Competencies like our values. Words like
duty, honor, country, sciOess service, sacrifice,
competence, confidence-these arc not mere
words, they're codes by which we live.
Competencies like our enduring mission-to
conduct prompt and sustained land warfare-to
win the nmion's wars. General Douglas
MacArthur, in 1961, summed it up best when he
said: "Yours is the profession of arms, the will to
win, the sure knowledge that in war there is no
s ubstitute for victory-and that if }'O U fail, the
nation will be destroyed."
But the world has changed. People talk about
building bridges to the 21st century. For us the
21st century began in 1989. Think about it.
During the time 1950 to 1989, almost40 years,
the United States of America used its military 10
times. Since 1989, we have used our militar)' 25
times, a 15-fold increase. It is interesting to know
that during those past seven years, the United
States Army has done 70 to 80 percent of the
heavy lifting, and we have done it for less than 24

returned from Bosnia. rhcy hadn't even turned in
their cold weather gear when we depiO)'Cd them
into the heat of Liberia to evacuate the American
citizens. They had no time to prepare, but they
performed magnificently. The)' secured all the
American citizens and brought them back. They
did it without injury-they did it without casualties-a nawless mission.
The tvlilitar)' Observer Misston Ecuador and
Peru takes place on 1he border bet ween Ecuador
and Peru. It is a contested border area. \1•/e have
less than sixty soldiers that arc standing guard
down there. They're holding together that critical
unzip point of the world and they arc doing a
magnincent jo~just a handful of soldiers.
Probably the world's most visible event took
place in Atlanta th is summer at the Summer
Olympics, L996. Again , it was American soldiers,
primarily Army National Guard soldiers, assisted
by U.S. Army Reserve and Act ive Component soldiers, who provided security to the events. They
insured that the athletes got to the right place.
The)' insured that officials got to the right place.
They earned the accolades of a grateful world.
Task r-orcc VAN<.UARD consisted of Active
Component and Reserve Component soldiers
sent to fight the forest fires in the northwestern
part of the United States. It 's a tough mission, but
they are good at it and they were admired by their
civilian counterparts because of their organizational ability, their discipline, and the physical
ability and endurance that they brought to that
panicular task.
As recently as last month, we did Operation
DESER"l SrRIKL. Smart weapons from airplanes and
ships alone could not deter Saddam Hussein. So
we call ed upon the Force of Decision-and the
Un ited States i\rmy deployed over 3,500 soldiers.
A brigade from the Lst Cava lry Division , two
Patriot missile batteries and other units clepiO}'ed
to Kuwait. Saddam llusscin got the message and
the world understood what we meant when we
talk about "Power ProJeCtion."
"It's the same old thing," said smiling
Sergeant David Gonzalez, Company B, 212th
Cavah)•. lie's been dcplo)•ed -t times during his
six-rear career. I think that illustrates what we
mean when we Stl)'. "Been there, done that, got
the T-shin." But it also exemplifies sciOcss service.
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percent of total obligating authority. less than 24
percent of the budget that is given to the
Department of Defense. Ladies and gentlemen,
the Un ited States Army is a cost-effective force.
The Cold War ma)' have been more dangerous, but today's geopolitical environment is more
complex. We must deal with fractionahzattonthc crumbling of an empire-the breaking up of
nation-states around the world. We must deal
with the possibility of prol iferatio n of weapons of
mass destruction-the su re knowledge that any
nation with resources can bu}' capabilitiesinstant terror. We must deal with uncenaint)'
throughout the world-what's next, where are we
headed? It's out there-you know it- 1 know it.
We must deal with the global village nt led with
religious and racial tensions released with furor
after l)dng dormant for over rifty years. We have
to deal with those difficult emotional issues that
have been covered up since World War II. In
essence television and the media have taken us
back to the future in their time machine. vVhat
our soldiers do in dealing with those tensions is
played out for us at our breakfast tables and in
our living rooms almost instantaneously twentyfour hours a day, up close and personal.
With that as backdrop let me tell }'Ou how
we have and are changing to meet the challenges
of today, tomorrow and the 21st century.
Our generation's responsibility, L believe, is
to sustain and pass on an Army that is as good as
or better than the one we inherited. Today's Army
has evolved to a "full spectrum force." It has shed
the label that it is stricti}' a threat-based force . We
have evolved beyond the capability of a threatbased force as we talked about in the \'-/hite Paper
we published last year-"A Force of Decision ."
We talked about the capabi lity to reassure our
friends and allies, to support civilian authorities in
times of domestic crisis, and to compel and dcta,
if necessaty, potential adversaries.
We've moved out on this exciting journe}'
and we have gone a long way. If you visit Fort
llood like I did last week you would sec how far
along the journey to Army XXI we are. Army XXI
is our first stop. We are bending metal and moving electrons across the baulefield and there is
great excitement. You can sec it, feel it. touch 11 . It
is an extremely uplifting experience. It is also a

model of tcamwork-DA civilians, soldiers and
members of industr}' working together, joined at
the hip, making it happen , securing our "future. "
We arc learning the tremendous potential of
situational awareness and information dominance. There is a tremendous synergy that you
get from being able to know where all the friendly forces arc I00 percent of the t11ne and being
able to locate a large number of the enemy all of
the time. It enables you to do ce rtain things that
you neve r have done before on the battlefield . It
is dearly going to allow us to maintain the edge.
It is clearly going to allow us to remain the
world's best Army. \Ve are in the execution mode
of Army XXI and we are changing in a fundamentally difkrent way than we have ever changed
before. I believe we are on the verge of something
very imponant and something vet')' big.
Do we have it all right? I doubt it-but we
need to test it and we will. We will test it against
our world-class opposing force at the National
Training Center. It is our most ambitious
Advanced Warfighting Experiment to date . The
lessons that we learn from this exercise wi ll be integrated into division and the corps exercises that
will take place later on and that will produce Army
XXI. We intend to have a corps in place by 2010.
Make no mistake about it, ladies and gentlemen,
Army X}(l will give us information dominance.
Army XXI is critical, but it is only an intermediate stop along our journey. The focus of our
intellecLttal efforts has shifted to the Army After
Next. The Army Arter Next is our effort to look as
deep as possible into the future, to look at what
happens to the world in the 202 5 time frame, to
evaluate the geopolitics, the technologies, the
human resources and the warfighting capabilities
that will be avai lable at that time. Army After
Next is a totally different force, but we know a lot
about it. vVe know that we want it to have greater
lethality. We know that we must have greater
strategic and operational mobility. We know that
it must be logistically unencumbered. We know
that iL must have greater versatility-heavy, light,
Special Operations Forces, lethal and non-lethal
means. Because of these characteristics we arc
imerestcd in an}' technology that narrows the gap
bet ween our heavy forces and our light forcesanything that makes our heavy forces more
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deployable and our light forces more lethal. Army
Mtcr Next is the objective fo rce, but the road to
Army After Next goes through Army XXI. We
must insure that we develop the tota l force
design-that we have the training package right,
that we have the force structure right, that we validate the doctrine, and that we insure that the
technology is there so that we can leverage the
tremendous potential of informational dominance.
Bringing together Army XXI and the Army
After Next offers us the greatest opponunit)' for a
revolution in militar') affairs. That revolution is
gomg to require that we make greater usc of simulations and simulators. lt is going to require that
we rely more heavily on distance learning techniques. We will keep the co re cultural-based
training in-house, but we must be able to expand
to just-in-time training as required. We must
have a more agile logistics system, and we must
have a more businesslike approach to running the
clail}' business of the United States Army.
Technology is l'lbsol utely critical to both
Army XXI and Army After Next The technology
that )'OU see at this annual meeting is the type that
we will embrace very readily. But I will also tell
you that there is technoiOg)' that has not yet been
developed. So we're looking for it with the Army
Research Office and the TRADOC Battle Labsand we'll find iL.
But I want to make sure that everybody
understands that it's false to believe that new
technology will automatically result in large-scale
reductions to the size of our Army. II takes soldiers wnh the capability for long-term commitment to separate warring parties, to reassure fearfu l civilians, to restore public order, to keep criminals from taking advantage of the vacuum in civil
order, to deliver humanitarian assistance, to prevent and win the nation's wars. All these capabiliucs that we talked about-to reassure, to support,
to deter, and to compel-are embedded in the
Un ited States Army. But they require boots on the
ground.
I am convinced that we are on the right
track, but the omcome is not preordained. V•/e
must work smarter, we must protect our core
competencies-our soldiers, our values system
and our Six Imperatives: training; doctrine; force

mix; leadership development, which is absolutcl)'
fundamental; modernization; and, most of all ,
quality people. We must be willing to take risks.
For not to take risks is the greatest risk of all,
because we will miss the window of opportunity
to leverage the tremendous potential that is there.
We intend to resource our efforts by restructuring organizations-by creating efficiencies in
the way we do business and by leveraging tech nology. Balance will continue to be the ke)' as it
always has been, the balance between size, reacH ness, quality of life and our modernization program. To achieve balance now wrll require tough
decisions-not all will be popular-some will be
downright painful but ncccssa•')'-if we arc to
remain the world's prem ier land force. \1'/ e paid
the price too often in blood Lo back away from
these decisions at this time.
I need your help. I need )'OU to help communicate the Army stOI')'-to tell the story to decisionmakers and lo the Amencan people. It is a
great stOI')'· Tell them that we are changing to
meet the challenges of tOCia)', tomorrow and the
21st century. Tell them that we are relevant to the
needs of the nation-always have been and
always will be. Tell them about our greatest
assets-our traditions and history. When we were
needed- we were there. You can count on us.
Tell them about our soldiers-they truly are our
credentials.
Despi te the ambiguity of future warfare and
the many forms that it will assume, one thing is
CI)'Stal clear-the battlefield will always be a lonely, frightening and dangerous place. Only soldiers
of character and courage, trained to a razor's
edge. ably led, superbly equipped and in sufficicm num bcrs wi II survive there and win tomorrow as they have in past. As I did last year, let me
conclude by introducing you to some of these
great soldrers. Soldiers who arc the primary
examples of the qualit)', courage and confidence
that make our Army the best in the world.
Staff Sergeant Jeff Strueckcr-born and
raised in Fort Dodge, Iowa, entered the Army in
September 1987, with "Ranger" on his mind. He
aucnded AIT !advanced individual training!,
Airborne School, Ranger School and then was
assigned to the 75th Ranger Regimental Rccon
Detachment. He has participated in Operation
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he can handle inrormation dominance on the new
bauleficld. Ladies and gentlemen, Sergeant
Robinson.
Last, but not least, Staff Sergeant Robert L.
Butcher. Born in Clarksburg, West Virg111ia, he
emered the service in 1984, and listen to this
record. In 1987, he was a member of an Engineer
Banalion during the Civic Acuon Mission
deployed in Micronesia. In 1989, he participated
in Operation juST CAt'~[ in Panama. In 1990, he
served with the 642d Engineer Com pan)' during
Operation DE~LR1 StORM. In 1991, he was stationed in the Republic of Korea. And fina ll y, in
1995, he deployed to Bosnia in support of
Operation j OINT ENIXAVOR. lie is one of those
who supervised construction of the ingress and
egress routes 10 the pontoon bridge <1cross t he
Sava River. He just ldt Bosnia on Thursda)'· lie
doesn't need al1)'body to tell him about mission
accomplishment or sacrifice. lie understands
that. Sergeant Butcher.
Ladies and gen tlemen, standing before you
today in this room arc some of the best of the
best. They come rrom all over America. The)' represent us so well. They do so much. The)' ask ror
so little. They truly arc our credentials.
Thank you for your kind aucmion and God
bless )'OU for all you do for Amenca's Army.

jUST CAUSE in Panama and served in Somalia. He
current!)' is assigned to the 75th Ranger
Regimental Headquarters. lie achieved his goal
by winning the "Best Ranger Competition." He's
one-half of the winning team. That competition is
probably the most difficult cvem that we have in
the world . It makes the tron-man competition
look easy. Ladies and gentleman, Sergeant
Struecker.
His buddy, Sergeant Isaac 0. Gmazel-born
and raised in Snoqualmie, Washington . He
entered the Army in januar)' 1993. He has been
an ammo bearer, assistant gunner and machine
gunner. lie current ly is a fire team leader in 1st
Platoon "Madslashcrs," C Company, 2-75th
Rangers. I was fortunmc e110ugh to be there and
presented these two young men the award for the
Best Ranger Competition. I am proud of all that
they have accomplished and am proud of what
they represent. Ladies and gentlemen, Sergeam
Gmazel.
Next is Staff Sergeant Sylvia Sexton. She's
from Elgin, Texas, and served on active dut)' from
1980-1983-she is now a member of the United
States Army Reserve. In her civilian job she is a
Conference Coordmator for the University of
Texas Law School. She has deplo)•ed to Korea and
Japan with the 364th Ctvil Affairs Brigade. She
has deployed on Third Army exercise BRIGHT
STAR. She deployed to Opcra11on 0[St:RT STOR~I
where she was an administrative assistant. Today
she is the administrative assistant to the Post
Sergeant Major at Fort Dix, New jcrSC)'· The key
to her success is the employer support she has
received and that is so important tO our Total
Army. She exemplifies what we mean when we
talk about "Twice the Ci tizen." Ladies and gentlemen, Sergeant Sexton.
Staff Sergeant Barry Robinson, Army
National Guard. lie is the r:lorida St<1te and Fi rst
Army NCO of the Year ror 1996. He was born in
St. Petersburg, f-lorida; he has a Masters degree
from Florida International University. He began
his service in the Army National Guard in 1988,
and since 1993 he has operated as an active duty
special works soldier with a high-intensity drug
area counterdrug program. lie has also deplo)•ed
to support recover)' operauons after Hurricane
Opal in 1995. There IS no doubt in my mind that

****
"Count on Us- The U.S. Army: The
World's Premier Force"
Army

October 1996
\-\!hen the Army was needed, we were there.
From lexington Green to the sands of Kuwait,
the Army has responded to the nation's calls and
preserved the freedom for which our nation is so
respected around the world. Today, as throughout history, America's Ann)' stands prepared to
respond to the nation's needs-trained and read)'
to fight and win the nation's wars, to provide stability in an uncertain world, and to aid civil
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mtsston requirements and cond itions, forces
properly structured, organized, and equipped for
the conditions, and soldtcrs confident in themselves and their abi ltties to lead have made
America's Arn1)' the force of decision.
The commitment of US Army Reserve,
National Guard, and mdividual augmentees is a
good illustration of proper force struciUre.
Overall force effectiveness is enhanced through
activation of essemial ski lls and capabilities primarily residing in the reserve strucLUrc. These citizen-soldiers are providing critically needed skills
and making significant contributions to operations in Bosnia , as well as a multitude of other
missions around the world. Their involvement is
a compell ing case for democracy, professionalism,
and deference to civilian authority in regions
seeking stability, improved quality of life for their
citizens, and even return to peace.
Before the .lst Armored Division deployed
from Germany to Bosnia, General Bill Crouch,
Commander, U.S. Army, Europe (USA REU R),
insured that USAREU R's eight-step train ing
model was followed through all pre-deplo)•ment
training. Prior preparation consisting of tough,
realistic, and demanding training conducted to
standard paid great dividends. The rewards were
first demonstrated when America's Artn)' bridged
the Sava River between Croatia and BosniaHerzegovina. This opcratton, the construction of
the longest pontoon bridge in modern history,
was conducted under the most difficult ci rcum stances-and with zero casualties or serious
injuries. Despite freezing cold, snow, rain, mud ,
and a 100-year high floodin g of the ri ver, the
bridge was completed. The world was impressed
by the technical competence, drive, and determination of the American soldier. As Se rgean t
Lawrence Galuski , of the 502nd Engineer
Company said , "We can't be stopped, we've had
noods, high water, rain , snow-makes no difference. We still bridged it."
At Brcko in Bosnia, a similar story unfolded
as Task Force 3d Baualion, 5th Cavalry
Regiment-the BLACK KN !GilTS-restored
peace to this critical area of the Posavina
Corridor, an area too complicated for the diplomats to sort out at Da)•ton. Our soldiers' appearance and professiOnalism clearly demonstrated

authorities in times of need. lt is a full spectrum
force capable of successfully conducting operations in both the joint and combined environments. With our unique abilit)' to compel or deter
any adversat")', reassure allies and friends, and
support domestic authonties, the Army is the
world's premier force. As the strategic core of U.S.
joint and combined forces. we bring permanence
to what arc otherwise transitional gains achieved
by other forces.
As the Ann)' Chid of Staff, my fundamental
duly is to insure the world's premier Army
remains fully capable and prepared to meet the
nation's needs in this changing world. This goal
means we must be trained and ready for high
imensity conn ict and prepared to successfully
execute the broad range of other missions. The
Arm)"s vision provides the roadmap for meeting
these challenges of today, tomorrow, and the 21st
century. It reOects the values and historic spirit of
the force, while serving as the azimmh fo r
change. This vision, coupled with the capabilities
embedded in ou r full spectrum force, make the
Artn)' unique in its abilil)' to meet our nation's
security requirements.
During the Cold War, America's militar)'
strategy was one of deterrence and containment.
Today's strateg)' of global leadership, preventive
diplomacy, and the promotion of democratic values creates new challenges and opportunities for
the Army. On any given clay, the Army of this
decade has supported America's national interests
by commiuing more than 20,000 active dut)' and
reserve component soldiers to operational missions in as many as seventy-Ove countries. Today,
with support of 1he Dayton Peace Accords in
Bosnia, thm number has swelled to more than
43 ,000. The imperatives around which our Army
is designed and maimained arc the pillars of our
success in these many operations.
The balance bet ween relevant doctrine, balanced force mix, modern equipment, rea listic
training, leader development and quality people
insures the Arm)• is a force capable of meeting
the challenges of today. tomorrow, and the 21st
ce 111u f)'.
Operations in Bosnia arc a perfect example of
the rewards reaped b)' adherence to these imperatives. Well-developed doctrine in concert with
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that the US Army is capable of meeting the challenges across the full spectrum of conntct. The
slogan on the Task Force's coin, "Peace in the
POSAVINA or Deal with Us," says it all.
Similar sLOrics have been repeated numerous
Limes in the past year.
From Liberia , Macedonia, Ecuador. Korea
and the Sinai, American soldiers, active and
reserve, have consistently risen to the occasion
and met the many requirements of an uncertain
world.
The Army's cont ributions to the prcvemion
of conntct and world stability have been significant. Our many successes are a tributc to the fact
that we arc properly organized, equipped,
trai ned, and well-led.
The important army to army rclmionships we
have eswbl ished with friends and nllies arc also
evident in what we do. As defense resources
become more constrained , we continue to look
for ways to work more closely with other nntions.
Panncrship for Peace exercises and militar)' to
military contacts are just some examples of the
Army's involvement in connict prevention and
promoting world order. Our Foreign Area
Officers pia)' a critical role in fosteri ng relationships and preventing conflict. The common purpose developed through mutual participation and
understanding promotes stability and contributes
to our ability to influence the international environment.
It's no secret that we are facing resource challenges. We either become more efficient or
become smaller, because personnel accounts
compete for the lion's share of the Army budget.
Becoming more efficient requires some tough
decisions, not all of which will be popu lar. In
order to achieve the right balance, we arc pursuing initiatives and efficiencies through the breadth
and depth of our whole operation. None of this is
without risk, but it's necessar)' to secure our
future.
In an organization in which 70 percent of
our total budget goes to either paying or training
people, we have to get the most out of every
resource dollar we are given. Our efficiency campaign really relates to achieving the right balance
among the six Army imperatives, and providing
our soldiers confidence in their futures.

In the future, our Army will inevitably be
asked to place soldu.'rs in harm's way with lillie or
no notice. 'vVe will then expect them to defeat a
determined and dangerous foe . When the deployment orders arc issued, we must be satisfi ed that
we have done our best to prepare them for the
task at hand . Our watchwords continue to be that
we will send no soldier into harm's way who is
not trained for the mission.
This requirement necessitates an adequate
modernization program. The current force design
is based on acceptable risk, but further forestalling of modernization greatly increases that
risk. Vle need to modernize to protect our soldiers and meet our objective for quick and decisive victory. The Arm y must and will maintai n
the proper balance in terms of size, quality of life,
and modernization.
Force XXI, begun in 1992, is the Army's
comprehensive approach to modernizing and
preparing for the challenges of the 21st century.
Enhancing our current equipment set with
advanced technology and providing soldiers
dominant balllefield awareness will produce a full
spectrum force capable of fulfilling America's
security needs well int o the next century.
The 4th lnfanll')' Division at Fo rt llood.
Texas, is the "Poin t Man" for Army XX I.
Designated as the Army's Experimental Force
(EXFOR), the 4th ID is the Army's primary means
to experiment with information age concepts and
technologies. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
redesign effort and the infusion of advanced
information technologies, we are preparing them
for two Advanced Warfighting Experiment s
(AWEs). The first one, at brigade task force level,
will be conducted at the National Training Center
(NTC) in the spring of 1997. The second, focused
on the d ivision , will fo ll ow in FY 98. Following
the AWEs, we will assess the enhanced capability
afforded by these new technologies and concepts.
\Ve will then make the decisions concerning the
structure of the dtvision and what equipment
gives us the best return on the investment and
move on into Army XXI.
This new fighting force will be an improved
version of tocla)"s Army. It will leverage knowledge, technology , and lessons learned from the
numerous AWEs to enhance warfighting capa-
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those that remain in service to the nauon, we
must continue our commitment to maintain an
environment where soldiers have confidence in
their future and potential to be all they can be.
Values also play a critically important role in
our many successes. We are a val ues-based organization , and we need Lo recognize and remember
that in all we do. Values are not learned autOmatically. We have to spend time talking about values, explaining to new soldie rs whm values arc,
and most importalll, reinforce and live those values on a dail)' bas1s.
Dmy, I Ionor, Country and seiOess service to
the nation arc more than words-they arc a creed
by which we li ve. Values and strong bonds arc
what make so ldiers successful and allow us to
repeatedly meet the demands of our nation.
Values must be continually emphasized to all soldiers because all soldiers must be able to exemplify values. The future of our Army is rooted in
these values. We must continue to produce soldiers and leaders of character and great moral
value. Talk is not enough-this is a message we
all must live.
The Army will continue to have many diverse
missions. We must be prepared to separate warring panics, reassure !earful civilians, restore public order, keep criminals from taking advantage of
a vacuum in civil order, protect and deliver
humanitarian assistance, and most important,
fight and win our nation's wars. Highly trmned,
capable, ground forces will be neccssar)' to prevent wars from starting and to decisively end
them if they do.
As always, the quality of our leaders and soldiers wi ll be instrumental in preparing the J\nn)'
for the inevitable challenges of the 2 1st Century.
The greatest asset of the United States 1\rm y
always has been, is tocla)', and alwa)'S will be its
people. Creal ing and maintaining an cnvironmem where soldiers can rise to the top is essential. That is the \\'a)' it has been for 221 )'Cars,
and it wtll remain that way in the 21st Century.
People turn world-class technolog)' into worldclass capabilities. People get us where we need to
be and perform the critical tasks of defending
America's interests.
Soldiers arc our crcdemials. I truly believe
that. I am ve r)' proud of each and evCI')' one of

bililics. The process to transform to the Army
XXI destgn is expected to occur between 1996
and 2010.
We arc on the leading edge of a whole new
way of warfighting. Our current modernization
strategy fields a ful l corps with information technolom• by 2010 . Evolutionat')' improvements in
combat S)'Stems will provide enhanced warfighting capabilities to complement the addition of
information tcchnolog)'· vVe arc either adding
new S)'Stems or product improving current ones
to ensure we harness the power of information
and ensure the proper balance among dominam
maneuver, precision fires, focused logistics, and
force protection.
As we look to the fLnure we set the opport.unit y for a real revolution in military affairs.
Armed with the lessons of Army XX I and complemented by the technology explosion of 1he
information age, we see an entire!)' different
force-more agile, more lethal, and more versatile. We call this force the Artn)' After Next, or
AAN. We have begun to understand the complexities and opportunities of this new era via a
wargaming process led by TRt\DOC. New technologies that may help revo lut ion ize the Army
arc investigated , then cletc rm inations arc made
on how to get them into the tech base. The
Bouom line is we are developing technologies
that will be there when we need them. \Vc arc
commiucd to forging an Army After Next that
continues to handle a broad range of threats and
meets the challenges of an uncertain world.
Our current force structure represents the
significalll accomplishments we have made in
force stability. We have complet ed the drawdown and done something no other Army in history has done-remained trained and ready. This
unprcccclcnted accomplishment was achieved
through the dedication and selrlcss service of
great soldiers. Army resources hm•e been reduced
br about 40 percent and personnel strength b)'
35 percent. These numbers arc 1mponant
because while we are gelling smaller, we must
sti ll continue to serve the nation's needs and
retain quality soldiers.
1\lmost 500,000 volunteer soldiers and civilians have left the Army with marketable skills and
the dignity earned through honorable service. For
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The initial offsite was held 6-7 September at
the Xerox Universit)' in Leesburg, Virginia. The
Army staff principals reviewed the environment
facing the Army (economic, political and military), identified major trends and assumpti ons
and deve loped objectives to focus our efforts
lowarcl the Army Vision. As a result of this
process, we identified three critical success arens
in which the Arm)' must excel:
• Resources: !low the Army obtains, disLributes, conserves. and accounts for dollar,
manpower and time resources to fully resource
building Army XXI and Army After Next while
maintaining current levels of readiness and quality of life.
• National Strategy Debate: How we ensure
the continued relevance of the Army to the
future strategic needs of the nation and how we
convince critical cl ecisionmakers in the
Congress, OSD, and the American public of that
continuing relevance as the nation's full-spectrum Force of Decision.
• Current Operations and Training: I low we
execute current missions while maintaining a
trained and ready total force now and into the
fu ture.
During the September session, we developed
goals and long-term objectives to define th e
Army's strategic direction in these three critical
areas. Later, we developed short-term objectives
to focus our ncar-term efforts and individual
courses of action to meet the long-term objectives. Some examples of the goals are:
• Convince key decisionmakers in OSD
!Office of Secretary of Defense!, Congress and the
American public of the increased relevance of the
Army as the nati on's fu ll -spectrum Force of
Decision.
• Maximize readiness whi le optimizing the
expenditure of resources ... dollars, time and
manpower.
• Ensure the appropriate level of funding to
support the required force and missions.
On 4 October 1996, I met again with the
Army SL<t ff principals at Ft. Myer to review the
initial goals nnd long-term object ives and to discuss the short-term objectives developed by the
Army functional staff offices. The short-term
objecLives arc those that will be accomplished

those soldiers-Medal of Honor NCOs Gordon
and Shughart who gave their lives in Somalia,
sold1ers who stand guard at the demilitarized
zone m Korea, those who man our equipment in
Kuwait , se rgeants like Robert Butcher and
Lawrence Galuski , who bridged the Sava River
and moved in to Bosnia to implement the peace,
and those like Staff Sergean t jeffery Strueckcr
and Specialist Isaac Gmazel who won the Best
Range r Competition in May of this year. Those
sold1crs and thousands like them will alwa)'S be
our credentials.

Letter to Army General Officers
October 25, 1996

Strategic Management Planning
Implementing strategic change demands
more than senior leaders giving orders or creat ing
Arrn)'·widc programs. As the Army confronts the
challenges of toclay's environment, proper strategies must be implemented . The Force XXI
process wi ll produce a versatile Army, with the
capabiliues that America needs for the next century. We call this artll)' Army XXI, and it is forming
now at ron llood, Texas. ln it we arc adapting
our organizational strucwre, doctrine and equipment to enhance si tuational awareness and
achieve mformation dominance. Army XXI is a
critical but intermediate stop. We con tin ue to
look deep int o the fu ture at the evolvi ng geopolitical environment and the demnnds it wi ll plnce on
the National Military Strategy. ln th<H environment, we envision another end state for the Army
in the 2025 time frame as Ann)' After Next (/\AN)
In order to ensure that the Arm)' meets the
"Chang1ng To ~leet the Challenges~ portion of
the Army Vision , 1 recently held a series of
strat egic management planning sessions with
senior members of the Army Staff. These sessions enabled us to develop and focus our strategies to lead the Army of today toward Army XXI
and Army After Next.
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NLT !not later thanll October 1997. A quote by
Peter Drucker illustrates the importance I place
on dcfming good short-term objectives and taking
immediate action to achieve them: "Long range
planning docs not deal with future decisions, but
with the future of present decisions."
I have received very positive feedback about
these offsites. We will now engage the MACOl\IIS
Imajor commands! to support the plan and hold
quarterly Arm}' Staff review sessions to monitor
progress. This Army Strategic ~lanagcment Plan is
a livtng document, focusing the efforts of the
Army Staff and MACOMs. This long-term strategy will assist us in balancing the demands of
increasing missions today, while ensuring that the
t\rmy will remain ready to meet 1hc ra pid ly
changing challenges of the futme, with increased
lethality, mobility, versatility and expansibility.

with pure!)' technological solutions. As much as
we may want to, we cannot eliminate the irrational aspects of war through a purely techntcal
solution.
We have been down this road before, sometimes with disastrous results. The price fo r this
wishful th inki ng has too often been paid b)' illprepared, untrained forces fighting desperately
with their valor and their blood to make up for
our lack of strmegic forethought.
V.le must strike the right balance between
precision engagement and dominant maneuver.
By that I mean we must develop a relationship
between these capabilities that allows our decisionmakc rs a wide array of mi litary choices.
Balance, al the strategic leve l, provides our
National Command Authority with much needed
options. Balance, at 1hc operational leve l, provides our CINCs with decisive capabili ty. The
bottom line-when we've had balance, we've had
choices. When we've lacked balance, we've
backed the NCA !National Command Authorit}' l
into a strategic box-and paid a terrible price in
treasure and in blood to get om of it.
In meeting these fut ure cha llenges, both
dominant maneuver and precision engagement
bring complementary and unique capabilities 10
the nation's ability to successfully fulfill its security requirements. Dominant maneuver links
maneuver and fires to project combat power. This
capability allows forces to move into positional
advantage to dcltver fires to destroy the cnern>•'s
will to fight and obtain decisive victory.
Precision engagement significamly contributes to the successful outcome of operations
by allowing us tO destroy things and shape 1he
batdcspace. By itse lf, however, it cannot full y
clomin a1e battlcspacc across the spectrum of
confl ict. While precision engagement can contribute to the successful accomplishment of
some missions, it cannot accomplish all operational tasks. Only through decisive vicWI'}'
achieved through the joint application of dominant maneuver and precision engagement can
U.S. national interests be assured across the
spectrum of mil itary operations.
Like 1hose before us, we must harmonize the
relationship bc1wec n domi nant maneuver and
precision engagement to meet our national sccuri-

Letter to Army General Officers
October 28, 1996

Balancing Dominant ManeL!vcr and
Precision Engagement: A Strategy for the
21st Centtuy
At the last CINC's conference, the Chairman
asked the combatam commanders and service
chtcfs for their personal contribution to joint
force Quarterly on cri tical issues of joint doctrine. I chose to address the controversial subject
of balance between dominant maneuver and precision engagement because I believe 1here is a
disturbing I rend reemerging in American military
thinking. Growing numbers of poli1ical and military leaders arc becoming enamored with precision-guided munitions and tcchnolog}' at the
expense of mvestments in proven, balanced battlefield capabilities.
lt is the belief among many that our new precision strike weapons can, in and of 1hcmsclvcs,
win almost all our fut ure wa rs. Rcgreu ab ly, as
much as we desire, history has shown that we
cannot counter the human d imension of warfare
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ty needs and avoid shortsighted and unworkable
solutions to solving operallonal requirements.
Our challenge is to avoid dependence on ngid,
Oeeting, one-dimensional strategies that arc overly reliant on either precision engagement or dominant maneuver. Such strategies create imbalance
among the operational concepts, reduce national
strategic choices, and threaten the possibiliL)' of a
return to aurition warfare-and its concom itant
price in human suffering.
We should never lose sight of the fact that we
must keep our mvestment and applicauon of
these operational concepts in harmony. The challenge is gelling it as close to right as we can. We
don't want to elim inate options for future NCA
mil itat")' decisions. Nor do we want to deny fullspectrum dom inance to a future CINC.
To meet this requirement. we arc building
tomorrow's Army capabilities toda)'· Task force
XXI is the first step in our deliberate process to
meet the challenges of the 21st ccntUI)'. Through
the integration and leverage of information technology, we will achieve information dominance in
Army XX L The resulting shared situational
understanding and real-time force synchronization will support the simultaneous application of
combat power across the entire bat tl cspace.
Rapid , agile, massed , and lethal employment of
dominant maneuver, balanced with precision
strike capabilities to achieve U.S. national objectives, will give our Army a quantum competitive
advantage over current and future adversaries.
We will possess this overwhelming dcterrem and
destructive capabi lity from the tactical to the
strategic level.
To fun her our advamage and demonstrate
the relevancy of our Army to national security , l
encourage )'Oll to exam ine and address the critical issue of harmony between dominant maneuver and precision engagement at every opport unity. Th1s will lead to a broader understanding of
the relationship between these two operauonal
concepts, a more balanced investment strategy,
and a greater awareness of the important contributions that the Army brings to the defense of
U.S. national interests.

Army Vision 2010

United States Army Chief of Staff
White Paper
November 12, 1996
lnlroduclion
Army Vision 2010 is the blueprint for the
Army's contributrons to the operational concepts
identified in joint Visiotr 2010. It is the conceptual template for how the United States Arm}' wrll
channel the vitality and innovation of its soldiers
and civilians and leve rage technological opportunities to ach ieve new levels of effectiveness as
the land componen t member or the join t
warfighting team.
joint Vision 2010 provides a coherent view of
the future and the implications for joint operations expressed in terms of emerging operational
concepts. Army Vision 2010 focuses on the implications of that environment for the fund amemal
competency the Army contributes to joint operations-the abi lity to conduct prompt and sustained operations on land throughout the enti re
spectrum of crisis. It iclen ti fies the operational
imperatives and enabli ng technologies needed for
the Army to fulfill its role in achieving ful l-spectrum dominance.
Army Vision 2010 also serves as a linchpin
between Force XXI, the Army's ongoing process
to manage change and advance into the 2 Jst century with the most capable Army in the world ,
and the Army After Next (AAN), the Army's
emerging long-term vision. lt is the necessary and
intermed iate objective en route to the next generation of strategies, soldiers, structures, and systems. 'vVhile Army Vision 2010 strives to visualize
developing concepts and technologies to improve
capabilities circa 20 10, the AAN process stretches
to conceptualize the geostratcgic environment 30
rears into the future. Force XXI, Army Vision
2010, and AAN work collaborativcly to identif)'
the types of capabi lities and areas of technology
applications that will accommodate their respective environments and the implications for doctrine, training, leader development, organization ,
materie l, and soldiers. force XXI , Army Vision
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2010, and t\AN establish a continuum of orderly

presence, they provide a unique capabilit)' to
impart American/democratic values as they interact with nations' armies and peoples to favorably
shape the world environment and help keep
potenLial dangers to our securit)' from becoming
full-blown threats.
They arc the force that protects and comrols
populations, restores order, and facilitates the
transition from hostilities to peace. lt is through
this dimension of influence that the land force
component, the Arm)'. serves to strengthen the
nation's positton in security and foreign pohcy, in
negotiating treaties, in dealing with foreign governments, and in establishing alliances.
The land com ponent is also the force of
choice to respond to nalllral and man-made disasters, assist communities during civil disturbances, and perform civic action/nat ion-bui lei ing
projects as required. In a dynamic and unpredictable geostrategic cnvironmem, the U.S. i\rmy
provides a full range of choices to the nat ton and
a hedge against uncertainLy-a unique asset, a
national asset.

change. assuring a disciplined approach to meeting the challenges of an unccrtmn future and
maximizing the innovativencss of the military,
academia, and industry.
As the Army progresses along this continuum. aligning its vision withjoitll Vision 2010. it
will se rve us well to keep in mind why the nation
has an arm)', the values that distinguish our soldiers, and the bond between the Army and the
nation-these things will not change. They are
the essence of our being, and ncnher the
gcoswnegic environment nor tcchnolog)' will
break the common threads that tic yesterday's
soldiers at Valley Forge to today's soldiers on the
dem ilitarized zone in Korea, or in 13osnia. or elsewhere around the globe, to tomorrow's soldiers in
the 21st century.

Why Cllt Army-Yesterday, Today, wul

Tomorrow
To Fight and Win Lhe NaLion's Wars
The power to deny or to destroy is possessed
by each of the military services. The contribution
of land forces to the joint warfight is the power to
exercise direct , continuing, and compre hensive
control over land, its resources, and its peoples. It
is this direct, continuing, and comprehensive
control over land, resources, and people that
allows land power to make permanent the otherwise transitOt')' advantages achieved by air and
naval forces.

To Deter Aggression
The threat of employing fully trained, highly
motivated militar)' forces equipped with modern ,
powerful warfight ing systems serves as a credible
deterrent to adversaries who might otherwise perceive the risk of conflict worth the spoils of war.
The forward stationing of land forces on foreign
soil identifies regions of U.S. vital interests and
signals the highest degree of commitment that
these interests will be protected. The deployment
of military forces in umcs of crisis commits the
prestige, honor, and resolve of the nation . The
deployment of land forces is the gravest response
that can be made, short of war, to demonstrate
the national will to prevent conflict.

fo Provide a Range of Militcuy Options Short
of War-Mililwy OperaLions OLhcr Thall
War (MOOTW)
Land forces perform im.portant, and largely
unique, functions besides denial and destruction.
Because of their versatility, they arc distinctly
capable of making contributions in a sustained
and measured way across the broadest array of
nattonal requirements.
Primary among these contributions is the
role land forces play in support of preventive
ddensc. Through peacetime engagemen t, land
forces arc active and dominant players in preventive defense activities ranging from nation bui lding Lo military-to-militat)' contacts. Through their

Tile Armys Enduri11g Values-YesLerday,
Tc.>day, mtd Tomorrow
The Army ts more than an orgamzation; 11 tS
an institution with a unique and enduring set of
values. The 1\rmy instills these values in its soldiers ancl civilians, the men and women who arc
the Arm)'. The terms the Arm)' uses to articulate
its values-honor, integrity, selncss service,
courage, loynlty, duty, and respect-inspire the
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operations will occur on the lower and midd le
portions of the continuum of military operations
ranging from disaster relief to global war, where
land forces provide unique and essential capabilities, the most options, and the most useful tools.
These types of operations require the commitment of U.S. land forces to establish leadership
and to enable our allies and coalition partners.
They call for soldiers on the ground, directly
interfacing with the civilians and/or military
involved in the crisis. Should the nation's military
be called to take on additional nontraditional missions in support of a broadened National Security
Strategy, the utility of land forces will increase
even more.
The second reason for the rise in significance
of land forces is their direct relevance to the
National lVlilital")' Strategy's strategic enablers:
overseas presence and power projection. Without
a doubt, all se rvices fulfill critical fun ctions in
support of these 1wo enablers; however, 1wo
unique characteristics appl)' to land forces. f-irst,
they provide the most visible sustained foreign
presence--on the ground, 24 hours a day, person
to person ... cooperaung, shanng risks, representing America. Second , land forces not only
provide the most flexible and vcrsaulc capabilities
for meeting CINC force reqUirements, from
humanitarian assistance to combat operations,
but constitute the highest percentage of the committed joint force.
Third, land forces arc import an t to the
United States' international crcdibilit)'· The recent
past provides a convincing example in the NATO
deployment to Bosnia. Recognizi ng the substantial participation of U.S. air and naval forces over
the past three years to support the mwal blockade, air supply operations, and a no-rl y zone in
the Balkans, the NATO peace plan ul timately
required a large, visible contingem of U.S. ground
troops.
Fourth, U.S. land forces arc most suitable for
supporting the military's contribution to peaceLime engagement and interaction with foreign
military forces. The overwhelming majority of
military forces throughout the world arc predominantly armies. Few countries have the need or
resources to mamtam significanl mr or naval
forces. i\ lilitary engagement in these countries

sense of purpose necesSat')' to sustain soldiers in
combat and help resolve the ambiguities of military operations where war has not been declared.
Leaders of character and competence live these
values. They build an Arm)' where people do
what is right, treat others as they themselves want
to be treated, and can be all they can be.

The Army-Nation Bond-Yesterday, Today,
and Tomorrow
Committing the Army com mits the nation .
Comm itting the United States Army makes a
strong stat ement that friends and adversaries
alike cannot misi nterp ret. No other single gesture so clearly demonstrates the ultimate commiunent of the U.S. 10 a particular outcome as
placing America n soldiers in ha rm's way. The
Army's stre ngt h always has been, and always
will be, the American so ld ier. Soldiers are the
Army. The Army makes the most significant
investment it can make to the nation's security
by properly training, equipping, and supporting
our soldiers.

The Geostrategic Environment and It s
Implications for Lwtd Forces
The Land Force-The Versatile Force
With the end of the Cold War, a prominent
theor)' arose that there would no longer be a need
for large land forces, that power projection and
national military stralCg)' could primarily be carried out through precision strikes using technologically advanced air and naval forces. Th is
"standofr' approach would reduce the level of
U.S. involvement and commitment and thus the
requirement fo r large land fo rces. Reality proved
that theory to be invalid.
During the 40 years from 1950 to the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Army conducted 10
notable depl oyments. Since 1990, in the short
span of six years, we have deployed 25 times-an
increase in missions b)' a factor of 16. This new
paradigm reflects the Significance of land forces in
supporting the National Securit)' Strategy of
engagement and enlargement.
What will the future hold? The significance
of land power as the force of decisiOn will continue to rise for several reasons. First, most future
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prosecuted by nations in the Asian Arc region IS
unlikely to be the same as that prosecuted by
nations in the Euro-Middle East region. Disparate
cultmcs, terrain , and climates will drive sign ifi cant differences in their force structures, tactics,
and warfighting strategies.
Collectively, the geostrategic environment,
the ncar-term increased demand for ope rations
on the lower end of the spectrum of crisis, and
the continuing requirement to prepare to win the
nation's wars suggest a redefinition of general
missions for the military. These missions can be
categorized into seven general areas: defending or
liberating territor)', punitive intrusion, conflict
containment, leverage, reassurance, core security,
and humanitarian.
'Within these seven mission areas lie numerous crises that the military may be tasked to
respond to in the years ahead. While the magnitude and frequent)' of these crises arc unpredictable, it is ccnain that the full spectrum of
Army capabilities will be required to contribute to
each of these general missions at some time in the
next century.
Technology will also play a unique role in
derining capabilities as we look to the future.
Consequently, we must continue LO leverage the
superiority of the U.S. industrial base and maintain a decisive advantage across the full range of
these mission areas. Vlhile at the moment we
have technological superiority, advanced
warfighting capabilities are available to an}' nation
with the means to procure them. Not coinCidentally, the most active customers lie in the "t ransitional zone."

normal!}' means army-to-army contact. Moreover,
we see th1s phenomenon gaining Importance. As
former army officers ascend to key positions in
their national leadership structures, the Army's
cooperative ties will increase in significance and
conti nue to provide U.S. leadership with valuable
contributions to imernational engagement.
llowcver, while cognizant of the increased
demand for land forces at the lower end of the
contingency spectrum in the near term, we must
remain vigilant of the fundamental role of the
Army-to fight and win the nation's wars as the
land component of the joint force.
While the threat of global war ma)' be diminishing, the world continues to be a dangerous
place, especially in those regions where traditional conflict is an acceptable means of achieving
national interests, specificall y the Euro-M iddle
East :md the Asian Arc regions. Within each of
these regions lie numerous nation states on their
way to participating democracies and/or
advanced economies. In this "transiuonal zone,"
the inherent instability in the region could evolve
into actual war as once dominant states perceive
an unfavorable shift in power relative to their
neighbors. These states, whi le less capable mili ta rily than wealthy democracies, hnvc access to
the most advanced military technolog)'· Th is phenomenon creates a new danger in the future, i.e.,
conflict with a nation having a very sophisticated
and nsymmetric capability.
The motivations and prosecution of these
wars will be varied . In the Euro-Middle East
region (west of the Urals to the Persian Gulf to the
North Atlantic), oil and radical fundamentalism
serve as potential catalysts to armed conflict and
will cont inue to do so into the foreseeable future.
ln the Asian Arc region (stretching from
Petropavlosk to India/Pakistan) half of the world's
population resides. ln that region the shortage of
food and arable land will pose increasingly
demandmg challenges in the next century. China
alone has 1.2 billion people, making the U.S.
population, by comparison, "right of the decimal
point." If ere also, war will conti nue to be viewed
as a viable means of achieving or protecting their
nati onal inte rests. The conduct of war will be
equall y dissimilar. The general nature of combat
notwithstanding, the very essence of conflict

I mplicaLions

• We must have a military capable of deterring or defeating an emerging competitor.
• A regional focus is required for rapid
response to crises in the "transitional zone,"
where the nation's vital interests are most at nsk.
• The frcqucnC)' of demands for land forces
will increase as the Army is called upon to support peacetime engagement activities, i.e., multilateral military exercises, training, military-to-mi litary exchanges, as well as crises on the lower end
of the continuum, e.g., humanitarian re li ef,
peacekeeping, peacemaking, etc.
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Reductions in the Active force have made the
Reserve Component even more essential to meeting the nation's needs across the full spectrum of
operations. from disaster relief to war. They are
equal partners in meeting the challenges of the
21st century and must be trained and equ ipped
with modern compatible equi pment to perform
assigned missions with their active-duty counterparts and coalition partners. Consequently, mamtaining qualit)' soldiers and civilians throughout
the total force is our top priority. To sustain the
essential contnbutions soldiers and civilians make,
quality of life programs, a steady now of promotions, and schooling opportunities must continue
throughout their careers.
As we move into the 21st ce ntu ry, we wi ll
remain true to our heritage. At the same time, we
will adapt our doctrine, force stn.tcture, modernization program, training, and leader development to accommodate the evolving world environment and ensure Army capabilities are integrated with those of other services and our allies
to achieve maximum operational effectiveness.
We will move toward Army Vision 2010 with a
common view of the future . The geostrategic
environment and joint Vision 2010 provide the
construct for that common view and the guideposts to the 21st century.

• Technology will play an important role in
enabling full-spectrum operations.
These implications suggest two primary axes: a
regional focus for the traditional role of our Army
and a balanced force mix to ensure "full -spectrum
capability" to execute the roles and missions most
likely to be levied on land forces as we enter the
next centUJ')'. Each of these axes will require
leveraging technology to ensure swift victory with
min• mal casualties across the continuum of crisis.
joint Vision 2010 provides the d•rccuonal
azimuth for these parallel axes and assists in sizing, organizing, and equipping the Army, and in
developing the doctrine for land force ope rat ions
in suppon of joint Vision 2010. Leader development and training programs will be continually
refin ed to keep the Army prepared to execute
these full-spectrum operations as the force of
decision.

Tl1e Way Ahead
llistorically, we have not had the exact Army
we needed when we needed iL. Still, we were
never truly wrong because we built an Army with
a core set of capabili ties and infused it with the
agility and flex ibil ity to <tclapt to domestic or
in ternational demands as they arose. The future
will demand more ... the modality of agility will
be even more essential to our ability to adapt to a
d)'namic strategic environment. We will need to
continuously leverage technology to ensure our
force has the requisite advantage to preclude conflict if possible, but to win decisively if ncccssa1y,
and to leverage the capabilities of our allies and
coalition partners. In the aggregate, we must
"lighten up the heav>' fo rces and heavy up the
capabili ties of the light forces ." Ultimately. we
must always be assured of victory and cenain we
will never be forced to negotiate from a position
of weakness.
At the vel)' heart of this strategy is our continuing commitment to a Total Qualit)' Force. The
challenging global security environment, the complexity of emerging technologies, and the diverse
missions being assigned to the Army will require
men and women of intelligence and clccl ication, in
the Active and Reserve Components, who arc able
to adapt quickly to the missions at hand.

Achieving Full-Spectrum Dominance
Ann)' Vision 2010 Enables Joint Vision 2010
Land component operations in 2010 will be
fully integrated with those of joint, multinational,
and nongovernmental partners. Recent experience reminds us that Army operations have never
been and wi ll never be independent. From initial
mission receipt through deployment, operations.
and transition to follow-on operations, Army clements will execute their responsibilities through a
deliberate set of panerns of operation. These patterns are not phases, nor are they sequential.
They serve to focus the many tasks armies have
always performed in war and other military operations. The panerns arc: project the force, protect
the force, shape the baulespace, decisive operations, sustain the force, and gain in forma t ion
dominance. r:ivc of these patterns or ope rat ion
align precisely wi th the.foinl Vision 2010 opera-
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ttonal concepts of dominant maneuver, prec1sion
engagement, focused logistics, and full-dimensional protection. The sixth, gaining information
dominance, is fundamental to each of the other
five Army patterns of operation as well as each of
the operational concepts in joint Vision 20 I0. The
succeeding paragraphs identify the interrelationship bet ween the Army's patterns of operation
and the operational concepts in joint Vision 2010,
as well as the enablers and technologacs the Army
will pursue to fulfill its role in achicvmg full-spectrum dominance as the land component member
of the joint team.

tion , and precise detection capabilities inherent to
precision engagement. In combat operations,
decisive ope rat ions arc defined in terms of victOries in campaigns, baules, or engagements. In
other military operations, decisive operations are
defi ned in terms of accomplishing the mil itat')'
ol~jcctives (free elections in Haiti or the absence of
war in Bosnia arc examples). Within the patterns
of operation, decisive operations arc the means of
achieving success. The Army, armed with situational understanding, will conduct decisive operations by positioning combat power throughout
the battlefield. This unique capability-to exercise direct, continuing, and comprehensive control over land , its resources, and people-is the
essence of the Arm>•'s contribution to t.hc joint
force in win ning the nation's wars.
tvlodern technologies will exploit situational
understanding phenomena to enable tailored, still
undefined combat organizations to task organize
quickl)' and fight dispersed with extraordinar>'
ferocity and S)'nchronization. fused inputs from
manned and unmanned sensors (including satellites) will provide unprecedented baulefield situational understanding to depths well beyond the
horizon. Significant advances in avion ics,
weaponry, vehicle mobility, stealt h, survivability,
and communication technologies will make the
land force truly the force of decision on the 21st
centUI)' baulcficld.

Dominanl Maneuver
Dominant maneuver will be the multid imensional applicat ion of informati on, engagement ,
and mobility capabi lities to position and employ
widely dispe rsed joint air, land, sea, and space
forces to accomplish assigned operational tasks.
For the land component. dominant maneuver
consasts of two clements: strategic and operational.
Strategic maneuver equates to the Army's requirement to project the force. lL initiates the process of
creating an image in the mind of an adversary of
an unstoppable force of unequaled com petence.
American land forces will begin th is process of
moral domination from points of embarkation
around the world just as surcl)' as winning forces
have done throughout history. Time and distance
change the geometry, but the principles and
effects of s•multaneity are the same.
Augmented with critical equipment pre-positioned where the need is most likcl)'. air and
naval components of the joint force will commence tmnspon of a versalile, tailorable, modular
Army within hours of the decision to deploy. This
power project ion fo rce will be eq uipped wi th
lighter, more durable, multipurpose warfighling
systems, thus reducing the amount of lift
required, as well as the size and complexit)' of the
logisucs tail needed to sustain the force.
Operational maneuver, the other clement of
dominant maneuver, equates to decisive operations. Decisive operations force the enemy to
decide to give in to our will. They arc inextricably
li nked to shaping the baulespace nnd prec ision
engagement in that decisive operations arc vastly
enhanced by the precision fires, precise informa-

Precision Engagement
Precision engagement will consist of a system
of systems that enables joint forces to locate the
objective or target, provide responsive command
and control, gene rate to reengage with precision
when required.
Shaping the baulespaee sets the conditions
for success-it is directly linked with decisive
operations. Together the>' allow the force to overcome the enemy's center of gravity and result in
the total takedown of an opponent. For land
forces, shaping the balllcspace is far more than
precision strike which, as a lone function, is nothing more than 21st century attrition warfare.
Shaping the bmtlespace is the unambiguous integration of al l combat multipliers-feints, demonstrations, limit ed aLtacks, command and control
warfare (C1W), mobilit)'/countermobilit)', decep-
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The Army's approach to force protection will
be a holistic one, appl)•ing organizational,
materiel, and procedural solutions to the challenge of protecting solchers, information, and
equipment across the full spectrum of operating
environments. h will complement the capabilities
of the other components to assure the JOint force
freedom of strategic deplo)•ment, lodgment,
expansion, and maneuver wtthout surprise or significant disruption by any enemy force. These
capabilities will include an array of fused sensors
and area defenses to protect critical, high-value
operational and strategic assets from enemy air,
land, and sea auack.
To protect the force, the Ann)' will rely on a
technically advanced , operati onally simple network of rnulticomponen t in telligence sources
capable of detecting and locating forces, active
and passive obstacles, in-flight aircraft, ballistic
and cruise missiles and their launch sites, chemical and biological agents, electron ic jamming
sources, and a host of still-developing threats.
Missile system technologies, to defeat both air-tosurface and surface-to-surface systems, will be
leveraged to enable successful engagements at
ranges sufficient to provide multiple shot opportunities well before the defended areas are penetrated. Hit-to-kill technologies will neutralize
chemical or biological warheads over enemy territory. Manned and unmanned platforms will contribute to the weave of sensor and weapon capabilities so that the reach of full dimensional protection can extend far beyond the horizon.
Significantly more sensors will provide refined
information to even more clements at lower echelons, enhancing total force situati onal understanding, enabling greater d ispersion, and minimizing the risk of fratricide.
Advanced technologies will provide vastl)'
improved personal armor, chemical and biological protection ensembles, and reduced signature
enhancements. Many of those concepts and
Lechnologies developed to support dominant
maneuver will also contribute to protecting the
force.
Both at home and abroad, the Anll)' will contribute to the strategic defense of the United
States. Fining into a detection and command and
control architecture with the <llr and sea compo-

tion, and all a,•ailable fires-with the scheme of
maneuver Lo achieve simultaneity and thus overwhelm the enemy. It sets conditions in terms not
only of what we do to the enemy but also how we
posture the friendly force and take advamage of
the operational environment (terrain, weather,
and infrastructure).
Shaping the battlespace begins with carl)'
intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB).
IPB supports identification of the enemy's main
effort and enables the land component commander (LCC) to c/ccic/c on those high-value targets
that will facilitate his scheme of maneuver, prioritize and sequence collection assets to detect and
track those targets, and assign the appropriate
weapon system to dl'liver the correct muni ti ons
to destroy those targets where and when he
chooses.
Shaping the baulespace will be facilitated primari ly by sharing real-time inforrnmion among all
services, allies, and coalition partners. This process
will be accomplished by effectively exploiting
information-age technologies that permit: isolating, tagging. and tracking of the most neeting
enemy forces and targets with precision; processing and fusing multiple sources of information
from all involved components; and employing the
proper force, muniuons, or energ)' before the target is lost. Immediate and accurate baule damage
assessment will facilitate reengagement. As future
joint forces combine processes to make vinually
any enem)' force or target accessible, other technologies will enhance the intelligence and precision of the weapons used to engage them.
Full-Dimensional Proteclion

full-dimensional protect ion will be control
of the baulcspacc to ensure our forces can maintain freedom of act ion during deployment,
maneuver, and engagement while providing multilayered defenses for our forces and facilities at
all levels. This concept has global implications for
the joint force. To achieve a multila)•crcd, scamless architecture of protection from the full array
of enemy weaponry and electronic S)'Stems in
both snategic and operational environments, all
components of the joint force must evolve concepts and technologies which can be easily coordinated and S)•nchromzcd.
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"telemeclicine," will great!)' enhance the survivability of all members of the joint force.
Clearly, focused logistics is the most applicable operational concept across the pauerns of
operation. No other concept is executable without focused logistics, yet focused logistics is an
operation which could stand alone, particular!}' in
humanitarian missiOns. Inasmuch as the Army is
organized and equipped to sustain itself in longterm austere operational environments, it is especially suited to react quicld)' when called upon to
provide logistics support for both dornest ic and
foreign natural or m<m-madc disasters.

nents, the Army will provide the teeth of the missile engagement capabilit)' to protect the U.S.
land mass against its most serious external threatmissile attack.

Focused Logistics
Focused logisucs will be the fusion of information, logistics, and transportation technologies
to provide rapid crisis response, to track and
shift assets even while en route, and to deliver
tailored logtstics packages and sustainmem
directl)' at the strategic, operational, and tactical
level of operations.
For the Army, focused logistics will be the
fusion of logistics and information technologies,
nexible and agile combat service suppon organizations, and new doct rinal suppon concepts to
provide rapid crisis response to deliver precisely
tailored logistics packages directly to each level of
military operations.
Technology, once again, will be a great
enabler of the concept of focused logistics.
Smaller fighting elements with casil)' maintainable
equipment, made of more durable materials
which share repair-pan commonality among
component-specific eqUipment and equipment in
other components, will significant!}' reduce the
volume and complexity of the resupply system.
Precision weapons with increased lethality and
survivability and fuel-efficient systems will generate reductions in demands on the sustainment
infrastructure. Advanced business solutions for
inventory control, materiel management and distribution, transportati on and warehousing, and
automatic cross-kvcling and rerouting will greatly expand current Army total asset visibility and
objective
s upply
ca pabi lity
concepts.
Sem iautomatic bu ilt-in diagnostic sensors will
anticipate fai lure and initiate resupply or replacement activities before failures occur.
In the same way that built-in weapon system
situational understanding software will be used to
train combat crews, the situational understanding
logistical network will enable suppliers to train,
and will be used to "war game" operations so that
suppl}' anai}'Sts can develop alternath·es and test
logistics plans before operations occur. A vast
array of advances 111 human support and medical
care technologies, mcluding "internet triage» and

lnfomwLion Superiority
We must have information superiority: the
capability to collect, process, and disseminate an
uninterrupted now of information while exploiting
or denying an aclvcrsmy's ability to do the same.
Information operations (lO) conducted to
gain information dominance arc essent ial to all
the patterns of ope rat ion. They consist of both
offensive and defensive efforts to create a disparity between what we know about our baulespace
and operations within ll and what the enemy
knows about his battlespace. Army 10 is conducted within the context of jomt 10, including PSYOPS and deception campaigns to ensure the
strategic, theater, and tactical efforts arc S}'nchronized and collaborative.
In the aggregate, 10 technologies will assist
in understanding the baulcspace. lligh-speed
processors will fuse information from multiple
sources, while rapid generation of high-fidelity
databases will enable the commander to visualize
current and future operations. Bandwidth on
demand will facilitate common understanding at
all echelons and new antenna configurations will
allow dissemination of real-time information on
the move. At the same time, low probability of
intercept/low probability of detection signature
management will protect fricncll}' information
while directed and RF energy will disrupt and
deny information to the enemy.

Cone/ usion
In this unstable and turbulent world, the
Army will continuallr be called upon to meet the
nation's needs: from responding to hurricanes,
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will empower soldiers-not replace them. The
Army of today is the product of 220 years of evolutionary change in doctrine, training, and leader
development programs. The Army of tomorrow
will be borne of that same process-grounded in
the values, traditions, and heritage that are
uniquely American. We are commiLted to forging
that Army-to conduct prompt and sustained
operations on land throughout the entire spectrum of crisis, and to do what needs to be done as
part of the joint warfighting team envisioned in
Joint Vision 2010. Stability in the world is assured
by the presence and influence of the United States
Army-yesterday, today, nnd tomorrow.

forest fires and other disasters; to internal security
matters at Olympic and inaugural events; to
humanitarian assistance; to shaping the future
world environment through continuous contacts
around the world; to peacekeepmg; to nation
building; and to conOict resolution. A versati le
force is required to respond wnh liulc or no
notice to this full spectrum of operations.
Army Vision 2010 fore sees a capabilitiesbased Arm>'• with the proper mix of heavy, light,
and Special Operations Forces (SOF) focused on
the Eu ro-M iddlc East and /\sian Arc regions of
the world-a force trained, ready, and equipped
to conduct full-spectrum ope rations, to do what
needs to be done ac ross the entire spectrum of
crisis.
This versatile land force of the 21st cemury
must retain the quality soldiers that comprise the
Army today and recruit cquall)' competent, motivated soldiers to replace them in the future to
achieve a fu ll-spectrum capabi lity. Quality soldiers arc essential to the successful execution of
the operational concepts of Joint Vision 2010 as
well as Army Vision 20 I0.
America's Arm}' IS determined to meet the
challenge. The Arm)' in 2010 will be a Total
Qualit)' Force conststmg of dedicated men and
women, military and ctvihan, in both the Active
and Reserve Components. Along the way, we will
team with private industr)' and the academic
community at every opponunit)' as a means of
assuring future vitality in the science and technology base, the industrial base, and the power projection base of our Army. The results of this eclectic dfort will be a force of decision projected with
lighter more du rable equipment to facilitate
deployment and sustai nabi lity.
In the theater of operations, informaLion -age
technologies will faci litate shaping the baulespace
to set the conditions for decisive operations,
resulting in the successful accomplishment of all
missions. From deployment through operations,
transition to peace and redeployment, the force
will be protected by technically advanced, operationally simple sensors, processors, and warfighting S)•Stems to ensure freedom of strategic and
operational maneuver.
Most importamly, the concepts, enablers,
and technologies addressed in Army Vision 2010

Letter to Army General Officers
November 20, I,996

The Army: An Instrument of National Power
Today, Tomorrow and Into tile 21st Century
I recently had the honor of addressing the
1996 Fletcher Conference on the subject of
"Strategy, Force Structure and Planning for the
21st Century.'' The Army co-sponsored this
important and timely event. Approximate!)' 300
attendees from the military, academia, defense
industry and the media attended. We designed
the conference to promote an open debate of the
issues that wi ll be considered during the
Quadrennial Defense Review. I believe the Army's
speakers did a great job and that their message
resonated wi th the audience. l want to take th is
opportuni ty to communicate some of the themes
developed by the Army.

Army Vision 2010
During the conference, I publici)' released
the Arm)''s conceplltaltcmplate for the opening
decade of the 21st century-Army Vision2010.
Army Vision 2010 is an important document, and
I would like to share with )'OU its most important aspects as we forge our Anny for the 21st
century.
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The Chairman of the joint Ch iefs of Staff,
General john Shalikaslwili, recently published
joint Vision 2010. joint Vision 2010 provides a
coherent view of the future and outlines the
implications for joint forces and joint operations
expressed by four emergmg operational concepts:
dominant maneuver, precision engagement,
focused log1Sl1CS, and full-dimensional protection.
Army Vision 2010 is the blueprint for the
Army's contribution to joint Vision 2010, as well as
reinforcing the relevance of the Army and of land
forces in the 21st century. It describes our assessment of the gcostratcgic environmen t and establishes an intellectual foundation for the Arm)"s
path out to 2010. It articulates the Army's contribution to join t operations-to conduct prompt
and sustained operations on land, across the
spectrum of mi litary opcrmions. It identifies the
operational imperatives and the enabling technologies tO achieve full-spectrum dominance. lt is
an important intellectual linchpin between the
Force XXI process, which provides for a continuum of orderly change, and our research into the
Ann)' After Next. Army Vision 2010 articulates an
Army that is and will continue to be a powerful
and neeessar)' instrument of national power, an
Army that is creating its future with evolutionary
change to achieve revolutionary results.

WORKS

Lion-in this world, both toclny and tomorrowrequires boots on the ground.
The Army is charged with providing the joim
force commander adequate and sustained land
power LO conduct engagement in support of the
National Securit}' Strateg)' of engagement and
enlargement, to contribute to connict prevention
and deterrence, and to light and wm tf necessary.
joint force commanders require a range of
options short of war that support the nation's
international interests. On the domestic front,
support to the nation, while not a part of the
National Security Strategy, is another facet of our
responsibility. The Army is the only service that
has the capability to provide this support across
the broad range of domestic demands.
Clearly we need to maintain an Army with a
full range of capabilities. We must have an Army
that can concurren tly contribute to preventive
defense, to the deterrence of adversaries, and if
necessary, to fight and win our nation's wars. We
do this by helping emerging and unstable states
where it is in our national interest, by conducting
operations such as peacekeeping and peace
enforcement, by our ability to develop and nurture growing militaf}'·to-mllitar)' contacts with
former advers;lrics, and b)' our demonstrated abilit)' to contribute to the rapid projection of overwhelming and decisive combat power. Land
forces, adequately supported by air and naval
forces, remain as the on ly certain decisive force.
For the nation to be decisive in war, our enemies must be presented with complex military
problems beyond their abili ty to solve. We must
maintain an adequate balance between our capabilities to assure that adversaries cannot and will
not solve the military puzz le that we pose.
Precision strike is important but it isn't adequate.
Balance between precision strike and dominam
maneuver is required.
Today's Army contributes to the joint forces
commander's requirements through important
overseas presence and by rapid power projection.
Today's Army has boots on the ground working
with our friends and alltes to prevent connict,
working LO deter potential adversaries, and assuring the stabilnr in regions vital!)' important for
Lrade to nourish. This is the Army of today. It is
vastly different from the Cold \Var Army. It is a

Why an Army
If the post-Cold War era has taught us anything. it is that land power will have a fundamentally increased relevance in the 2 Jst century. The
demand for adequate land power to support this
great nation is established by end uring strategic
realities. The United States is and will remain a
global power with global responsibili ties. The
world is no longer as vast ns it once was. We live
in a global economic village where regional and
global interdependencies arc growing. The well
being of the economy of the Un ited States is
dependem upon regionnl stnbi lit}' elsewhere.
ConOict and inswbiluy is now land centered, no
one else possesses the wherewithal to challenge
U.S. dominance on the sen or in the sky. Landcentered connict IS people focused and the abilit)'
to decisi\'ely control the land, populations. or
valuable resources is essemialto the resolution of
connicl. Conntct pre\'enuon and eonnict resolu-
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stratcg1c force of decision engaged in peacetime
and ready to respond to crisis and to decide wars.
It's our nmion's most nexiblc instrument of
national power for what will surcl)' be an uncertain future.

have a window of opportunity that must be
exploited. In creating its 21st century future and
in changing to meet its demands the Army as an
institution must be as flexible, agile, and responsive as our maneuver forces.
Tomorrow, as has always been the case, your
Arm y will be callccl upon to compel and deter
adversaries, to reassure friends and support our
nation's needs in this unstable, turbulent, and
uncertain world. Our soldiers will stand guard at
the DMZ ldemtlitarized zone! and the Tomb of
the Unknowns. They will continue to serve successfully in places hke Bosnia, the Sinai and
Macedonia. ThC)' will train hard at our Combat
Training Centers and elsewhere around the globe.
Every place where our soldiers arc stationed,
regardless of conditions, they will guard their
posts and not quit their posts until properly
relieved. The)' will be focused and prepared; they
understand the)' carry upon their shoulders the
proud trachtion of 221 years of selness service to
the nation. They do so very much, and they ask
for so VCI")' liule. Our nation's soldiers, those
tired, cold, dirty, magnificent soldiers, will alwa)'S
be our credentials.

Building the Army of the 21st CenLwy
As I write this, the Army is rapidly changing
and creating its future. I want to Hnish with some
thoughts about building the Army of the 21st
century-not about Force XXI or Army After
Next but about our institution and our core
resource, the soldiers and civilians that make up
this great Army.
Our vision for the future is that we will continue to have the world's best Army, trained and
ready for victory, a full-spectrum force-a total
force of quality soldiers and civilians. It's a valuesbased organization. lt's an integral member of the
joint team, equipped with the most modern
weapons and cquipmenlthe country can provide.
It's an Army able to respond to the needs of the
nation, and changing to meet the challenges of
today, tomorrow, and into the 21st century.
There is much talk about whnt technology is
going 10 give us-and it will- to a point.
Technology is cri tical but it will not change the
fundamental principles of war or the foundations
upon which the institution of the Army rests. It is
also false to believe that new technology wi II
automaticall)' result in large-scale reductions in
the size of the Army. In this world it takes soldiers wuh the capability for long-term commitment to separate warring factions, to reassure
fearful civilians, to restore public order, to keep
criminals from taking advamagc of the vacuum of
civil disorder, to protect and deliver humanitarian
assistance, to support the nation, and to win the
nation's wars.
I am convinced that we arc on the right track
to building the Army of the 21st century but the
outcome IS not preordained. We must work
smarter. We must protect our core competencies,
our quality of soldiers and civilians, and our values. We must maintain the balance between
readiness, quality of life, and modernization. We
must have stability. We must shift resources from
Cold War to post-Cold War requirements and
capabilities. We must be will ing to take risks. We

Letter to Army General Offi cers
November 26, 1996

The United Stc1Les Army ancllhe Future of
Asia
1 just completed a ten-day trip to Australia,
japan, and Korea to visit 111)' counterparts and sec
our soldiers serving in these countries. While the
trip was too short to do justice to the importance
of this part of the world, I did gain a few useful
insights into the emerging fmure of th1s tcrribl)'
important region and the critical role our Army
must play in shapmg that future.
The fall of the Berlin 'vVall was a great strategic earthquake th<ll d rastically altered the geopoli tical landscape of Europe . Although the /\sianPacific region certain ly fe lt the shocks of this
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earthquake, the great cvcms that will form the
strategic fuwre of this region are )'Ct to come.
The most near term of these events is the
almost inevitable reunification of Korea. How this
wi ll play out is still anyone's guess, but the three
probable scenanos arc external explosion and
attack b)' North Korea, an internal implosion and
collapse of the Communist regime, or possibly a
"soft landing" created by economic and political
reform in the Nonh. llowcver, two things arc
dear. First, despite the inevitable victory of the
ROK [Republic of Koreai-U.S. Combined Forces
Command. a North Korean attack would be a
human and economic tragedy of horrific dimensions, not only for the warring parties but also for
1he region. Second, the key to deterring such an
auack in the future wi ll remain as it always has
been-a rock-solid Korean-U.S. alliance manifested by our combined combat-ready and determined forces. Our soldiers, their boots firm!)'
planted on the friend!)' soil of our magnificent
ROK allies, will be required to help maintain stabilit)' in Korea until the light of freedom sh ines
th roughout the entire Land of the Morning Calm.
The more long-range event that will shape
the future geopolitical landscape of Asia is the full
emergence of China as an economic and possibly
militar)' superpower. As Ambassador [Walter!
Mondale told me in Tok)'O, "How China fits into
the equation is the major defining issue over the
next man)' years." Insuring that China fits into the
international securit y system peacefully is in the
interest of all our nations. To this end, President
Clinton has said that we seek to engage China,
not to contain it. And engaging China successfully will require a stable and secure security environmcm throughout Northeast Asia.
Our soldiers presence contributes enormous'>' to stability and security. Not onl>' does it deter
potential adversaries, it also forges strong bonds
bet ween our Army and those of our allies and
friends. These bonds will be increasingly important as we work together as we must to meet the
increasingly diverse challenges of the com ing
security environment, one that lacks the simplicity and certainty of the Cold War era when threats
were clear, missions were straightforward, and
unavoidable frictions were submerged b)• the
need 10 meet a common enemy.

These bonds are not formed by policies and
regulations published by higher headquarters.
They arc forged one by one b)' good soldiers
from diffcrcm nations, serving, working and
training together in common cause. And they
pay enormous dividends. This time in Korea I
met Ill)' good friend, General Do II Kyu, with
whom I'd served in the Combined Forces
Command almost a decade ago. General Do is
now Ch ief of Staff of the ROK t\rmy. Last year in
japan I met General Nishimoto, then Chairman
of the Japanese joint Staff Council, equivalent to
our CJCS !Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff[.
General Ntshimoto and I were classmates at the
Army War College. l have also had the opportunity to get to know General Watanabe, my
j apanese coumcrpart, on th ree occasions, twice
now in Japan and once in Washington. The
mutual understanding, respect, and friendship
we in the U.S. Army share with these great officers and all the others that we have met over the
years allow us to accomplish our mission in
Northeast Asia-we could n't do it otherwise.
It's te rribly important that we continue 10
forge these bonds in the future. Defense Minister
Kim Dongjin of the Republic of Korea was once a
student at our Command and General Staff College
at Fon Leavenworth. This week I met three of our
officers studying at the ROK Army College, and
two ROK Army officers are among the 38 allied
officers in th is year's CGSC [Command and
General Staff College[ class. These students may be
the Kim's DongJin of the 21st centuty-ours may
be our senior leaders of Army XXI. The bonds
between our armies will remain as strong and
enduring as they are today because of this.
But we must always remember why our allies
and friends want to be associated with our Army,
to attend our training institutions, to train with
our units. It's because we have the best Army in
the world-we have to. \Ve're the decisive force
for stability and peace around the world, from
Bosnia to Korea to Kuwait.
And we have the best Army in the world
because we have the finest soldiers in the world. I
just had the chance to visit a few units on this
trip, but our soldiers in the U.S. Army Japan and
the Eighth U.S. Army in Korea do us proud. Our
allies and adversaries know that we're serious
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about securing the future peace, freedom, and
stabilit)' of Asia because America cares enough to
send our very best.

destruction and ballistic missile technologies
leaves us uncertain of the sophistication and
emergence of such threats. 'vVc arc, however, certain of one thing. An anac:k or the threat of an
anack in the absence of an adequate defense is
unacceptable.
We do have a strategy to develop a treatycompliant national missile defense S)'Stem.
Consistent with our proud history and current
national and Department of Defense policies, joint
Vision 2010, and in cooperati on with other services and agencies, the Department of the Army
will serve as lead service for national missile
defense activi ties, with the ultimate goal of providing a comprehensive ground-based defense
against accidental, unauthorized , or intentional
launches against the territory of the United States,
including Hawaii and Alaska.
This must be a joint effort and the Army is
ready to do its pan. We can develop, test, deploy,
and operate a cost and operational!)' effective
Nl'vlD [national missile defense] system consistent
with the respective antiballistic missile and strategic arms reduction treaties. We plan to usc the
existing Grand Forks. N.D., ABM site and testing
infrastructure with elements that have been
specifically designed for the NMD mission as pan
of the department's approved k3+3'' program.
The Army has development contracts for critical components of the ground-based Ni\ID system, including a ground-based interceptor consisting of Exo Atmospheric l<ill Vehicle (EKV)
designed to intercept attacking missiles at long
ranges. We are on track for an interceptor n)' off
in FY98. The Army is also work ing with the
Ballistic Missile Defense Office and the Air Force
to ensure a fair and rigorous consideration of all
reasonable booster alternat h•es for the ground based interceptor.
The NM D ground-based radar will acquire,
track, and discriminmc strategic reentry vehicles
in their midcoursc phase of flight, as well as provide fire control for the mterccptor. This radar
will heaYily le,•erage TIIAAD !theater high-altitude air defense]technology.
The final critical component is baulc management, command, control and commumc:uions
which must provide connecllvlly between
engagement planning. the clements and the oper-

Letter to Army General Officers
December 4, 1996
AUSA Symposiwn-NCftimwl Missile

Defense
I recently had the opportunit)' to add ress a
ve ry important S}'mposium on missile defense
hosted by AUSA in El Paso, Texas. The meeting's
importance was underscored by the fac t, I
believe, that we have a great opportunity here to
take care of our nntion-to lay a brick or two on
the path to the future for the defense of the
American homeland. Since 1775 the Army's most
important mission and still our reason for
being-to "provide for the common defense."
The Arm)' today is very mindful of this legacy; defense of the American homeland is not
something we take for granted. Americans have a
real rational and uncompromising expectation
that their armed forces provtde for their security,
not just around the world but also at home. \Nc
have met these demands for over 200 years; our
Acti\•c, Guard and Reserve forces' record of success justifiably reinforces these expectations.
I sa)' armed forces for a sim ple and
unequivocal reason: Defense of the homeland
has been and wil l alwa)'S be an inherently joi nt
mission. No other wa)' assu res continued success. Our historical role in defense of the homeland is central to the Army's purpose. Since
ICBtvls [intercontinental ballistic missiles]
became a threat 38 years ago, the ground-based
active defense portion of national missile defense
has been an Armr m•sswn as Indicated by our
past participation 1n .:..\1 l<;tMRr> and SDI and by
today's efforts.
Right now. the u.S. has no defense against
long-range balllsuc nussllc auacks aimed at our
homeland. The prollferatwn of weapons of mass
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ator. It will also interface with external systems,
such as the Integrated ractic:al Warning!AJ K
Assessment System, Defense Support Program
Satellites, Space-Based Infrared System, and Early
Warnmg Radars.
The U.S. Army Space Command and the
Army National Guard Bureau are aggressh•ely
working the mannmg requirements and concepts
of operations in support of the USCINCSPACE
execution of the NMD mission. rhis is an exciting. and potentially rewarding, return of the
Army National Guard to its proud historical role
in defense of the homeland and its extensive air
defense role as in the days of Skyswceper, NikeAjax, and Ni ke-llcrcules-a proven distinguished
record.
All of this is doable now-nothing magic
here. The challenge is Lo fund the $5B price tag;
but, it is still the most cost-effective system we
have.
I have said , and I will say agnin and againdefense of the nation is inherently joint. We-all
of us-have no greater responsibility to the people than to ensure that when required we put in
place a joint nauonnl missile defense system that
meets their sccurit)' expectations. This requires a
joint effort thnt is comprehensiYc and proactive,
incorporating offensive and defensive capabilities.
It requires a joint effort that is responsive nnd
ensures an overmntch to threats ns they are identified and before thC)' emerge. It requires n joint
effort that is efficient nnd economical to avoid
trading awny or dcla)'ing other nccess~uy capabilities, the loss of which might undermine our full
s pectrum dominance. l:inal ly, it requires a joint
effort that is treaty com plinnt to avoid delays in
developmcnL, if so directed and funded.
This must be a joi nt effort, but make no mistake- the 1\rmy will piny a ke)' role. We have
successfully discharged this mission ever since the
thrcm of missiles emerged. Our workforce at
Huntsvi lle and throughout the 1\nn)', with their
considerable experience in this area, is a national
trensure.
The mollo of the U.S. Army Air Defense
Command-"Vi~tlant nnd lnvinciblc"-has been
etched in our history through the hnrd work and
sacrifice of countless soldiers nnd civilians. They
have stood ns freedom's guardtans. with their eyes

on the sky. Their success can be measured by the
number of auacks on our territor)'· It is a perfect
record so far.
Now as a more sophisticated threat continues
to develop we must usc our ex peruse and experience to remnin "Vtgtlnnt nnd lnYmciblc."

****
Letter to Army General Officers
December 17, 1996

Til e United Stcttes Army-Combining
Diplomacy and Force To Meet I he Ncrlion:s
Needs-Today, Tonwrrow, and in the 21st
Ccntwy
1 recently received a note from President
['vVilliam J I Clinton congratulming our soldiers
and acknowledging the enormous success of the
Implementation Force (lfOR) missiOn as it comes
to an end. I want to share that letter with you and
ask that you pass the word to all of our soldters. It
is through the collective effort of every single soldier in our Arm)' that accomplishments like this
are possible.
President Clinton wrote, " 1 wnnt to wke the
opportunity to thnnk personally the soldiers of
the Un ited States Army for their stcllnr performance in Bosnia and around the world." He
asked thm I pass on both his personal gra1itucle
and professional regard for the men and women
who wear the Army green. lie pays great tribute
to all of ou r soldiers wh o stand ready at a
moment's notice to defend th is great nation and
our freedom by stating, "Whenever our nation
has called, they have responded magnificent ly.
Who better deserves our appreciation than those
Major General William Nash recent!)' described
ns our ... 'cold , tired, dirty, mngnificcnt soldiers
... on the ground."'
IFOR's accomplishments in Bosnia over the
pnst year hn,·c been nothing short of colossnl. Put
into perspective. for over three yenrs the world's
leading nations, under the ausptces of the United
Nntions. tried dcspermel)' to bring pence nnd
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I am extremely proud of the role our Army
and its soldiers perform to protect and enhance
America's global interests. Our soldiers' abilny to
combine force and d1plomatic skills has been
essential for the nauon's strategy of engagement
and enlargement. As President Clinton said,
"America remains the mdispensablc nation. There
are times when only America can make the difference between war and peace, between freedom
and repression, between hope and fear ... and
where we can make a difference-America must
act and lead."
Our soldiers have demonstrated 1imc and
again their ability to act and to lead-to create the
conditions and enforce the rules that can bring
peace and stabiliL)' where OLhcrs have been
unsuccessful. l'rcsidcnt Clinton is absolutely correct when he quoted General Nash; our Army's
successes have always bee n and will always be
delivered to a graterul nation by "cold , tired,
dirty, magn ificen t soldiers-the soldiers on the
ground." My sincere thanks to all of you for a job
well done.

order to war-torn 13osnia-llcrzcgovina with little
success. Then, last December, NATO, with almost
20.000 American soldiers, dcplo)•Cd into this
war-torn land as pan of the I FOR to enforce the
provisions of the Dayton Peace Accords, a seemingly imposs1blc miSSIOn to help bnng peace to an
area of the world hopelessly mired in ethnic
hatred and c1vil war. The soldiers on the ground,
well trained and with a clear mission, were able to
separate the warring panics and set the conditions for peace to take hold.
Toda)' , some twelve months into this enormous peace enforce ment and nation-building
effort, our NATO ground forces have successfully
implemented and enforced all oft he military measun~s in the Dayton Peace Accords-separation of
the Serb, Croat and Muslim forces and demilitarization of a corridor 600 miles long and 2 1/2
miles wide. known as th e Zone of Separation
(ZOS). Our soldiers unceasingly demonstrated
their ability, tenacity and determination to accomplish a difricult mission 111 an often dangerous and
unforgiving environment. Our successes in helping to stabi lize and rebuild Bosnia arc clear proof
that it takes soldiers on the ground, a visible force
of well-trained professional soldiers to show warring panics that Amenca means business. Once
again the United States Army has been at the forefrom, clearly demonstrating to the world that we
are a full-spectrum force-a capabilities-based
force-a force of decision.
But U.S. Army soldiers are engaged , day in
and day out, not just in Bosnia but around the
world and at home, combining diplomacy and
force Lo advance America's security interests. On
an average clay the Army has over 35,000 soldiers
deployed awa)' from home station, serving our
nation around the world ns emissaries reassuring
our friend s and allies, deterri ng potential aggressors and showing the nation's commil!nent to
peace and stability. As Secretary Christopher
pointed out recentl y in a s peech at West Point,
"The world is now more interdependent than
ever, the line between domestic and foreign poliC)' has been erased, and our security and economic interests arc inseparable .... The histmy of this
cemury teache:> us that as America's engagement
around the world increases, the hkclihood we will
be drawn into con01ct decreases."

Letter to Army General Officers
December 20, 1996

United Stales Army Support to
Humanitarian Operations in Cambodia
and Laos
Every day , U.S. Army soldiers and
Department of the t\rmy civilians do many valuable things for the Army and our nation. I wanted
to share with you a rea l success story of U.S.
Army support for two significant ongoing humanitarian operations taking place in Cambodia and
Laos. Both are joint operations in which Army
soldiers and civilians pia)' important roles as
members of dedicated teams, alongside U.S.
sailors, airmen and marines.
One of these operations is the work being
done by Joint Task force full Accounting UTFFA). Established in 1992. the mission of JTF-FA
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mentces from PACOI\1 components, such as the
contracting officer from the 25th Infantry Dtvision
(Light), arc currently in Laos. The pnncipal mission or these teams is to usc the "train-the-trainer"
model to create a host-nation capabi lity in clemining and in unexploded ordnance disposal. In
Cambodia, the problem is almost exclusively with
mines. In Laos, unexploded ordnance is the main
problem in the northern pan of the countl")';
mines are more prevalent in southern L1os.
Our soldiers provide a variety of training:
basic demining, mine awareness, medtcal traming, and leadership training on how to command
and control demining platoons and sections.
However, U.S. Army soldiers do not participate in
mine-clearing operations themselves. Their main
focus is to teach humanitarian dem ini ng to those
people who will form the cadre to actually demine their countries. A key part of the training program is an assessment phase, in which the trainers return to check on and assess how well their
pupils are employing the skills taught them and
whether any refresher trainer is required.
The benefits of the Demining Assistance
Program arc clear. We bui ld strong ties by helping these countries take care of a serious problem.
We also foster professionalism and self-rclinncc
among the Cambodians and Laotians by using the
train-the-trainer model. Our demining efforts cnn
also mdirectly assist thc JTF-FA to fully account
for our losses from the Vietnam War.
An additional program which accrues goodwill, both of a long-term nature and for JTf-fi\
and the Dcmining Assistance Program , is DoD's
Humanitarian Assistance Program Excess
Property (I1/\P-EP). USARPAC soldiers and civi lian workers operate 111\P-EP on a daily basis for
USPACOM. In 1996, under 1-LAP-EP, hosp itn l
components were shipped to Laos in support of
hospttal construction there and HAP-EP funds
were used for a variety of in-country support.
Two HAP-EP donations to Cambodia were made
in 1996 consisting of tools, furniture, clothing,
school su ppHcs, food preparation and eat mg
utensils, tents, sleeping mats, ponchos, canteens
and medical supplies. Some 134,000 humanitarian dail y rations were sh ipped to Phnom Penh
under this program to support Khmer Rouge
defectors and their families.

is to provide the fullest possible accounting for
those Americans still unaccounted for in
Southeast Asia. JTF-FA is commanded by Army
Brigadier General Jim Campbell and consists of
about 180 investigators, analysts, linguists and
other special ists from all four services and several
Depanmcnt of Defense civilians. They arc supported by casualty resolution s pecialists and
anthropologists from the U.S. Arm}' Central
Identification LaboratOf)' in Hawaii (CILH I), representatives of the Defense POW/1\IIA Office and
augmentees from all of U.S. Pacific Command's
component commands.
JTF-FA works closely with the host nations'
gove rnments and the local communities of suspected crash sites. The interaction between U.S.
personnel and the local Cambodians and Laotians
is not limited exclusively to investigcuive or recovery work. Using engineer personnel from
USARPAC [United States Army Pacific[ and other
U.S. PACOM [Pacific Command! components,
JTF-FA has also helped coordinate well drilling,
road repair, school construction and the upgrading of a hospital. Additionally, medical personnel
from Special Forces and the Tripier Army Medical
Center in I lawaii accompany joint fie ld activity
teams to crash sites and conduct med ical civic
action projects in the local community while the
investigation/recovery takes place. These humanitarian activities generate a tremendous amount of
goodwill, whtch facilitates ongoing and future
JTF-FA operauons. They also build and strengthen
fnendl)' relations between our countries beyond
the scope and duration of the JTF-Fi\ operation.
Another critical humanitarian operation taking place in Cambodia and Laos involving U.S.
Arm}' personnel is the Dcmin ing Assistance
Program. fhis operation also builds goodwill for
our counll")' and ind irectly builds support for
JTf-fA dforts. The lead agency for this program
is the ~pecial Operations Command Pactfic (SOCPAC) . rhc small assistance teams performing
these mtss•ons consist of Army Special Forces soldiers of the 1st Battalion, lst Special Forces
Group (Atrbornc), from Okinawa and the 3d
Baualion of the Ist SFG (A) from Fon Lewis.
Additionally, Army psychological ope rat ions
special ists from Fort Bragg, Marine Corps explosive ordnance demolition (EOD) experts and aug-
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These ongoing operations in Cambodia and
L'los arc excelknt examples of U.S. Army support
to critical U.S. miss10ns. We're not only taking
proper care for our missing and for their families,
but arc helping other less fortunate people who
can benefit from our resources and expertise. Like
you, I'm proud that AnTI)' soldtcrs and civilians
arc pla)•ing such important roles in these meaningful projects.

experienced, progress we're making in the revolution in logistics, and what impact calling up
Guard!Reservcs is having on their retention.
General lvVilliam W.lllartzog's presentation
on AnTI)' XXI and Major General IRobert II. I
Scales' presentation on the Army After Next were
well received and generated considerable discussion. Some general concerns from attendees were
how we will protect the electronic signature associated with these two efforts and the amount of
jointness associated in this process, butt he consensus of the Air Force communit)' is we arc leading
the way in developing our fu ture force structure.
General IRonald I fogleman's 1\P vision presentation focused on their long-range plan, and
their intention to produce a manual similar to the
Army's FM 100-5. Pri mary focus of the presentation was on diversity of views and why 1he Ai r
Force thinks differently. They put a lot of emphasis on denial of the encm)''s own airspace.
During the Air l·orcc presentation on imagery
support, they committed 10 meeting our command and control llmeltncs lor Predator. The
challenge remains in gelling the UAV !unmanned
aerial vehicle! retaskcd on a timely basis from the
element designated in the ATO lmr tasking 01·derl
to the clement requesting support under dynamic
retasking. The Air Force has pl<'dgcd to work hard
to address this shortcoming. Addttionnl UA Vs nnd
enhancing the ground station's span of control
will go a long way towards casing this problem.
After considerable discussion of the doctrinal issues associated with the joint pubs for
coumering air and missile threats. and joint fire
support, we reached agreement on the issue most
critical to the Army, primacy in an area of operations. In the area between the I·SCL and the surface component commander's (SCC) forwa rd
boundary, the sec is the supported commander.
Forward of the SSC forward boundary. the air
component commander (ACC) is the supported
commander. I think it is also fair to say that we
agreed to rename the jfFC and that it would be
an option primaril)' for joint task forces. In sum,
!think we arc verr close on the mnJOnL) of other
tssues. and look to wrap up both 1.0 I and 1.09
in the ncar future.
\\ e also made stgmltcnnt headway 111 se,·cml
other areas. As a result of the Pope t\tr force Base

l etter to Army General Officers
December 24, 1996

Army-Air force WwfigiiLer Conference
Recently I participated in the annual
Army-Air force \Varfighter Conference at Fort
Bliss. Texas. The conference was sponsored by
DCSOPS IDeptll)' Chief of Staff for Operations!
and hosted b)' Major General Uohnl Costello and
the fine soldiers and civthans of the installation.
Trulr a first-class dfort b)' all. fhc aucndces, thir1)' general officers. rcprcsemed the majority of the
Army and Air Force's senior leadership.
The objccuvcs of the conference were to provide the senior leadership of both services information on recent operational and doctrinal developments, an open forum for candid discussion
and resolution of issues and actions of mutual
imerest for both services, and an opportunity for
di recting the respective staffs us they continue to
work outstanding issues.
The conference was intellectually stimulating
and productive for both services. 'vVe conducted
information briefings on our respective visions,
on efforts being undcrtnken to meet the challenges of th~ 2 Lst century, and l)n issues still
requiring resolution. I've highlighted some of
those briefings belm\ .
In regards to /\rmv Visian 2010, Air Force
questions focused on the tssues of Guard and
Resen·e mix and how well u's working and supportmg the Acti\T force , ho" well the LOGCAP
concept is workmg and what problems we ha,·e
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At each installation I began b)' reminding
them what a great and successful year 1996 has
been for the Army. We have completed a complex Active Component clmwdown, with funding
adequate to our tmssion. tvlorc tmponant, the
Army has earned the adnmalion of the nation and
the world. From Bosma to Korea to Kuwait to the
Olympics to forest fires, noods, and Storms, soldiers trained by our drill sergeants have performed magnificently. It is easy to understand
why we have been so successful. We enjoy the
highest quality people at every level of Lhe force,
working together as a team, shaped and guided
by strong val ues, operating consistent!)' with the
best traditions and histOI")' of the 1\rmy. The
Army's drill se rgeants shou ld justil"iably feel
proud of their pan in this success.
I projected fo r them what we expect for
1997. Simply stated, it is more of the same. Our
engagement around the world will not change.
CONUS !Continental United States[ training will
be as important as ever. Given the end of our
drawdown and stabilization of the force, we will
have to recruit 90,000 plus new soldiers this
year-20,000 more than last year. This increase
will necessaril)' impact on the workload among
some of our individual entr)' training installations. Greater stability ts our goal for next )'Car.
Living Army values will continue to sustain our
efforts.
As good as last year was for the Army, we
were not perfect. Our problems with sexual
harassment, initially identified in the training
base, is a force-wide issue. Sexual harassment
strikes at the very heart of 1\rmy values, so I
addressed the issue directly with the drill
sergeants, whom we count on to instill these values in our new soldiers. l believe we have handled the problem well so far and we will continue
to do what is right for our soldiers and the Army.
Our program in this regard will address the problem head-on. Using "Chain Teaching" methods,
we want to ensme that everyone identifies and
understands the problem, knowing what action
to take to prevcm or correct harassmelll, and that
all soldiers clear!)' understand and live by the
Ann)''s policy of zero tolerance. I am proud to say
no one is waning for a teaching package to begin
dealing forthrightly with this situation.

briefing, we reached agreement to identify that
where Army and Atr Force faciliues are collocated,
commonalit)' should be applied to achieve dollar
savings and improved performance. In regard to
the C-1 Ts abiltt)' to meet our unimproved landing and brigade mrdrop requirements, equipment
enhancements and continued joint testing should
reduce or elimtnatc existing shortcomings.
Discussions of TMD [theater missile defense]
focused on warntng time and capabilities of our
force protection TOC !tactical operations center).
Upcoming joint exercises should give us beuer
visibilit)' on these issues. r:inally, the Bosnia presentation by Major General [William 1 Nash
demonstratcdt he tremendous contributions the
joint team is making lO stability in the region.
Although not al l inclusive, this brief summary demonstrates that mutual cooperation contributes to the beuerment of both services. My
assessment is we met the conference objectives,
and welcome the opportunity for future dialogue.

****
Letter to Army General Officers
j anuary 13, 1997

Drill Sergeants
13etween 3 and 8 January Sergeant Major of
the Army McKinney and I talked with drill
sergeants and training base cadre at forts Leonard
Wood I Missouri], Knox il<entuckyl, jackson
[South Carolina!, Lee [Virginia]. Eustis (Vi rginia].
Benning [Georgia! and McClellan [Alabama[. Our
purpose was to demonstrate the Army senio r
leadership's pride in their professionalism and
value to the Army and the nation. As you would
expect, they arc inspiring men and women who
are charged with the tremendously difficult and
absolutely critical task of turning our nation's
young men and women into professional soldiers
who can fight and win on the bauleficld, soldiers
who are worthy of bemg called ··our nation's credentials." Drill sergeants do more than touch the
future of our Anny-thC)' make it.
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1 told them that they are expected to provide
the best possible leadership they can for every
soldier. l gave them three simple rules- my command philosophy-as a guide. First, do what is
right legally and morally everyday. Second, create
in their units an environment in which all sold iers
can be all they can be. Finally, practice the
"Golden Rule"-treat others as we would like to
be treated. Army values are key- respect for each
other and respect for the chain of command are
essential to everything we do.
As we continue 10 work through the sexual
harassmem issue, we must ensure we do not allow
a backlash to emerge that creates more problems.
First, no one should !'ear reporting a case of abuse;
our sold iers must have confidence that their chain
of command will deal effectively with any problem
they have. Second, we must not allow our poliC)'
of zero tolerance to cause leaders to stop enforcing
Army standards because they fear the accusation
of harassment. Our s uperb NCO Corps must
never fall off the standards that have made us the
great Army we are today.
The Army's NCO Corps is the finest in the
world- it sets our Army apart and above every
other. Having commanded a BCT [basic training[
company, Lhave a tremendous appreciatio11 for
the challenges faced by our drill sergeants. They
do the impossible-turn civilians imo soldiersin a very shon time and they do it very well.
Army veterans across the country remember their
sergeants. If they were in combat they remember
the squad leader who saved their life; veterans
from war and peace remember the drill sergeant
who changed their life. Even Secretary of Defense
Perry, an enlisted soldier some years ago, remembers his drill sergeant with respect and admi ration. As Sergeant Major of the Army lvlcKinney
reminded them, they must live the NCO creed:
No one is more professional than the NCO, all
soldie rs are enti tled LO outstanding leadership,
and our NCO's will provide that leadership.
The Army's NCOs, and especially drill
sergeants, have ea rned and deserve the special
trust and confidence of the nation. As we talk to
soldiers in our units and civilians in our communities, we need to take every opportuni ty to
express our support for them. NCOs are the
backbone of the Army-always have been and

always will be. The Army's success today and in
the fu ture has been and always will be the result
of our NCOs' enforcement of the Army standards
of mutual respect, teamwork, and honor. Ou r
NCOs are the best in the world. We need to let
them, and the rest of the nation, know that we
understand and appreciate all that they do for the
Army and the count I)'.

Letter to Army General Officers
February 13, 1997
Army After Next-Winter Wa1game
(27 janucuy-6 FeblliCI I)' l997)
The purpose of the Army After Next project
is to conduct broad studies of warfare to about
the year 2025, and frame issues vital to the development of the U.S. Army after about 2010. These
issues will then be provided to the senior Army
leadership in a format suitable for imegration into
TRADOC combat development programs.
Embodied in the MN project are a series of
wargames, workshops, and conferences that provide a basis for development and analysis of a longterm vision for the Army. The Army successfully
completed an action last week that wi ll help chart
the direction of its future development, the first
annual Army After Next (AAN) Winter Wargame
at the U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania. l, along with senior leadership from
all services, attended the one-clay senior leaders
seminar that summarized the products obtained
from two weeks of wargaming. We should be justifiably proud of the efforts put forth by all.
The AAN Wi nter Wargame represents one of
our key efforts in the initial AAN research cycle. lL
is the first in a continuum that I believe will make
the AAN Winter Wargame effort our strategic
"combat training center" of the future. The AAN
WWG fully accomplished its principal objective
of producing insights into the nature of war in
2020, the window well beyond the current POM
cycle. Wh ile no fi rm conclusions can be estab-
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brief summary contains some of the issues and
insights critical to the development of the AAN.

fished at this early point, repetitive investigations
through these wargamcs will eventually illumi nate the direction that the Ann)' must follow to
ensure its effectiveness in future warfare.
Each panic1pant was challenged to break free
of the inhibitions of 20th ccmury perspectives. By
doing so, they made an unponam contribution to
the Army's undcrstandmg of the characteristics its
forces will reqUire to be successful in war 30 years
into the future. Addnionally, linkage with similar
programs of the other services, the Joint Staff, and
the Office of the Secret <H)' of Defense will facilitate the discover)' of common ground and the
synchronization of our efforts to meet future
security requirements.
The game, sponsored by the U.S. t\rmy
Tra ini ng and Doct rine Command, was a freeplay politicomilitary exercise involving U.S.,
allied, regional nation, adversary, and special
player teams. 13lue, red , pink , and green teams
came together to grapple with the strategic and
poliC)' issues raised b)' 21st ccntUI")' warfare and
the implications of 2020 era forces. At the height
of the game, over 430 participants were
involved, including such disttnguished individuals as Ambassador R1chard L. Armitage, Dr.
l\lilton Ko\'ncr, Ms. 'Jntalie Crawford, 1\lr. James
McCullough, t-.lr. t-.larten van llem·en, Mr.
Charles Dick, and a host of ret ired general officers representing various services.
The objective of the wargame was to provide
the Army leadership strat egic Insights based on
analysis of war in 2020. While the year 2020 was
chosen more or less arbitraril)', the true focus of
our AAN efforts remains on the thirty-year future .
The issues and insights surfaced during the game
will prove crucial as we establish a founda tion for
performing addit ional anai)'Sis.
The wargamc was imellectually stimu lating
and proclucuve for the Arm)', as wel l as the other
services, a number of allied officers, govern ment
agencies. and technologtsts from an array of disciplines. The usc of the \\argame as a vehicle to
inform and stunulate a number of selected technologists and industr)' representatives will allow
us to further focus our cllorts to meet the technical challenges associatnl wnh the AAN.
Some of the \\·argamc panel bncfings are
highlighted below. Although not all indusive, this

Strategic Panel
+ It appears the tempo of future military
events may outstrip the diplomatic abilit)' to
influence national actions in a cnsis.
+ f\·lilitat)' tics and alliances in certain regions
of the world need to be strengthened. This may
also require the clcvclopmcnt of a strategic plan for
allies.
• We must protect the dimension of space.
That may require a space doctrine, development
of options to compensate for space vul nerabilities.
and new treaties Lo address the issues associated
with auacks on space-based systems.

Allied Panel
• The abil it )' of the t\1\N force to transition
from conn ict to peacetime engagement is an issue
that requires further investigation.
+ Continuous assessment of the contributions of coalition forces to the AAN force crfon is
essential.

TllcaLer!OperaLional Panel
+ Space is not universall)' viewed as national
territory. Since a strike in space ma)' not be perceived as an attack on the homeland, preemption
in space may not be escalatory.
+ Our dependence on GP~ [global positioning system! demands either a rapid reconstitution
of backup satellites, a surrogate (UA V) system, or
a redundan t (alternative) system for our POSNAV/PGM systems.
• Informa tion operations/strategic network
altack needs a great deal of intellectual thought
and operational ownership lH the DoD/NCA
!Departmen t of Defense/National Command
Authority! level. Such attack should be a national
weapon of considerable advantage. llowevcr, if
we become over!)' reliant on information operations and strategic networks, it could lead to a
disadvantageous trade-off wllh an enctn)' that is
less reliant. Thmk of sor· ISpcctal Operations
Forces) as global scouts.
+ Future opcrauonal success IS ltkely to be
e\'en more dependent on speed and mobility.
Decisions will be assured wnhm day:., if not hours.
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• Perceived view of the NCA is: They want
accurate pred ictions. low casualties. conn icts of
limited scope. options kept open, and force used
mcrementall)•. Preemption, although always an
option, is not desirable.

The objective of the conference was to
inform the senior leadership command teams of
the current status of soldier and family programs
and their chrcction for the future. It was an open
forum for candid discussion and resolution of
issues of mutual inte rest to both the leadership
and the Dcpanment-lcvcl proponems.
The conference was intellectually stimulating
and productive for all. \Ve received information
briefings from the Army Surgeon General,
USAREUR !United States Army Europe! Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel. Community
and r=amil)' Support Center and Director. Army
EmergcnC}' Relief, on their respective programs,
their efforts to meet the challenges of the 21st century, and issues still requiring resolution. The
highlights of some of these briefings arc as follows:
Regarding TRlCARE, we have gone through
major changes in how we do medical care. It is
important to realize we arc not going back. We
will continue to experience some growing pains,
as with any type of change. We must address
these bumps in the road on an individual basis,
and we will come out all right in the end. I am
convinced that once TRICARE is fully Implemented, the quality of health care will be as high as
ever and, more importantly. access wiII be better
than ever. Educating the force, dealing with issues
and providing feedback remains key. It is incumbent on all of us as leaders to reassure our soldiers
and family members that medical care has always
been and will remain a priority. We must all be
sensitive to the implementat ion of this cri tica l
QOL lqualit)' of life! issue. I ask all concerned to
get imo the details, review in- and out-processing
procedures and to be sensitive to the impact upon
the retired communities. This can not be business
as usual if we expect the Total Army Fami ly to be
properly supported.
The presentation b)' Colonel Alexander and
Diane Devens, from USAREUR ODCSPER !Office
of the Dcput)' Chief of Staff for Personnel I, on the
family support system for Operation jOINT
ENDEAVOR was especially notewonhy. Success at
home with the famil)' support S}'Stem was as
important as success in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
USAREUR treated the train ing of rear detachment
commanders, Army commun ity services. and caring for families as pan of the mission. This opera-

Space Panel
• Full-spectrum dominance is keystone to
global AAN success. Space assets are principal
contributors to achieving that dommance.
• The Army. hereLOfore, focused on delivering space products to warfight crs. Given the
importance to /\AN, possible issues are: space
policy dialog and development of supporting
Army doctrine. Arm)• role in USClNCSPACE
Space Control t-.1lission. and space litenlC)' across
the Army.
My assessment is we met the exercise objectives in thinking about and addressing issues
associated with 21st cent lilY warfare. I encourage
)'Our participation in the process to think , discuss, educate, and dete rmine requirement s for
future warfare. Your involvement in this effort is
critiealto the AAN project.
We cannot lose the momentum or let the
knowledge gained during this wargame rest. We
must make the Wimer Wargame series beuer and
include more joinL participation. I look forward
to your support and the continuing process of
analysis, excursions, conferences. and imermedtate wargames on the road to Winter Wargame 98.

****
Letter to Army Gen eral O fficers
March 4, 1997

Soldier and family Programs .for the 21st
Cenlwy
Last weekend l held a board of directors
meeting with the Vice Chief of Staff, and the
Arm>• Title X four-star commanders. The conference was hosted by Major General Dick Chilcoat
and the fine soldiers and civ ilians of Carli sle
Barracks. Truly a first-class effort by all.
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tion emphasized the need to retook the peacetime
organization and mission of our community support structure in light of the changing deployment environment.
The HQDA IHeadquarters Department of the
Army! Installation XXI team outbriefed the results
of their symposiums conducted over the last year.
During the symposauns, soldiers, retirees. and
farnil)' members were asked to prioritize programs
and se rvices as core , essential or nice to have. It
became apparent that many of the se1vices our soldiers, families, and retirees deem most important
arc at most risk. Medical benefits were deemed
core and of greatest priority, along with the commissary, and exchanges. Other programs deemed
core were Child Care and Child and Spouse Abuse
Prevention Progrmns, and physical fi tness facilities.
Other surveys conducted by Forces Command and
the Community and Family Support Center support these results as well. h is important that we
get this word out to members of Congress and
OSD IOffice of the Secretary of Defense!. When
congressional delegations and members of OSD
visit you, it is important that they talk to soldiers
and hear their concerns. They will have much
more credibility than any of us testifying before
Congress. They are our credentials.
Lieutenant General (Retired) Thompson provided an updat e on Army Emergency Relief
(AER). They continue to provide an invaluable
service to our soldiers and widows. Their financial status remains strong with 189 million dollars
in assets. AER has partnered with the Red Cross
to reimburse them for soldier assistance, improvmg access to assistance for our soldiers and families in remote locations. Red Cross will continue
to administer the aid but will be reimbursed by
AER for the amount of aiel given.
Communit)' and f-amily Support Center provided several informational briefings on the m)•riad of programs we have. There has been considerable changes in mall)' of these programs, and it
was an extremely educational experience for us
all. We will take a hard look at current regulatory
requirements. The key is to give installmion and
garrison commanders maximum nexibilit)' in
providing services to their soldiers and families.
\Ve will continue to work with OSD to allow us
to use resources in wa)'S we deem most appropri-

ate to meet the core needs of our people. We
must also take a look at stri pping out duplication
in programs.
We have seve ral challenges ahead of us
given the Quadrennial Defense Review and 1he
current and future fiscal realities. It is imperative
that we give our commanders the tools to provide the best quality of life affordable to our soldiers and their fami li es. We will continue to
refi ne the installation commander and garrison
commander courses to ensure they know 1he
LOols available tO them and the breadth of Oexibility the law allows.
Retention of qualit)' soldiers is essential to
maintaining the world's best Army. We may enlist
soldiers, but we retain families. We must make
the improvemem of the qual ity of life of our force
a top priority. We continue to ask so much of the
Army Famil)' everyday-we owe them a quality
of life at least as good as that cnjO)'Cd by the societ)' our soldiers defend.

Army Family Action Planning
Confe rence
McLean, Virginia
March l2, 1997
Thank you all very much for such a warm
welcome and thank you for what you're doing
here with us this week. I always enjoy talking to
this great group. This is a special group because
of who you are and what you represent. General
Creighton Abrams served as our Chief of Staff in
the mid-l970s. and he always used to say that the
Ann)' ts not made up of people-the Army is
people. I absolute!)' believe that, and you really
reinforce that to me and al l of the Army's senior
leadership. Thank you for being here and thank
you fort he contributions you make. l sincerely
appreciate the opportuni ty to talk to you about
the Arm)' and I would like to frame my remarks
in the context of ··change and continuity,"
because that is what the Army is really all about.
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First, we want to talk about change. For the
U.S. Ann)' the 21st century began in J 989 with
the crumbling of the Berlin \<Vall. I underslOod
the im portance of this event in our lives, but I
had no idea what its magnitude would be. I
imagine as we look back on that October nearly
ten years ago, very few of us could have predicted how important it would be to the United
States 1\rmy. That event, and what's happened
since then, has changed the Army physical!)' and
culwrally.
The physical change is preuy easy to quantify and define. You may not know the exact numbers or figures, but you know there has been
change because all of us have been pan of it in
some wa)' or another.
We have taken 620,000 people out of the
Army. over half a million people , Active
Component, Reserve Component and Department
of the 1\rmy civilians. We've closed over 700
bases. Over 600 of these bases were overseas, primarily in Europe, which is the equivalent of closing twelve major installations here in the
Co11linental United States. There are emotions
associated with thm change; it's not just numbers.
Army families living in Europe know that very
well. In mall)' cases for them the drive to commissaries is longer and k1ds have to be bused to
school over greater distances.
We've realigned or closed a lot of installati ons here in the Conlincmal United States. It's
been terribly, terribly emotional for all of us, but
we had to do it because we were dedicated to taking care of people, to keeping the Army trained
and ready. 'We've gone down from twent)'·cight
divisions in the total force in l989 to just eighteen Active and Reserve Componen t divisions
today. OPTEMPO [operational tempo!, the pace
at which we're operating, has increased more than
300 percent. All this with a thirty-nine percent
reduc11on in the resources available to run the
Arm)'· That's a lot of change; you can understand
the magnitude of the challenges we face and the
magnitude of the accomplishments we have seen.
But there's another important part of change,
the cultural part. Cultural change is harder for me
to describe. I spend :1 lot of time talking about it
to members of Congress nnd the American people
because it's important that they understand that

we've not only physically changed the Army but
that we've also culturally changed the Army.
'vVe've changed it from a thre<n -based force to a
capabi lities-based force.
Let me explain. In my thirty-four years in the
United States Arm)', twenty-seven of them have
been in that threat-based force. It's was a different
type of Army then. In many ways it was a very
dangerous time, but it was also simple. We
understood what we were doing. We knew what
our threat was. We trained against that threat. We
knew our doctrine against that threat. We modernized against that threat. It was somewhat simple to know what the threat was doing to make
sure that we did what we had to do in order to
overcome it. We were very comfortable in that
type of envi ronment because it was very defined.
We knew what size Army we had to have. We
knew it would take the Active Component, the
Reserve Component, and DA I Department of the
Army] civilians-all very quantifiable. In 1989 we
changed from a threat-based force, with four or
five years of transition, to what we are now, a
capabi lities-based force.
When I talk about a capabilities-based force l
mean the Army's four fundamental capabilitieswhat the Army brings to national defense. The
first capability that the United States Army has,
and must have, is the abili ty to deter war.
Deterring war is hard for people 10 understand.
What we reall y want to do is to prevent war.
Nobody likes to fight wars, but what we must get
people to understand is that to deter war we must
remain strong. We can't deter war with wishful
thinking. Therefore. it's important to stay trained
and read)', it's important to stay the right size,
and it's important to stay modernized. It swns
with this first capability.
If deterrence fails, we still have the responsibilit)' that we've always had, to fight and win the
nation's wars. \Ve must be able to protect the
United States of America, and that Oows very
smooth I)' from our deterrence capability. These
are our two essential capabi lities.
The third capability we have is to reassure
allies. We have found that this global village has
moved nat1ons closer together, such that our abilit)' to reassure allies and coaliuon partners is critically important. We do this with programs like
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Partnership for Peace and with other programs as
in South America.
The fourth capabilit)' that we provide is military support for civilian authorities in a wide
range of domestic activities and rcquiremems.
from clean ing up after natural disasters like
Hurricane 1\ndrew, Ohio River nooding, or fighting forest fires in the northwest part of the United
States, your Army provides critical military support to civilian authorities at home.
Let's look back for a moment. Let me take
you through some of the things that come to my
mind when I talk about 1996. Probably the single
event that most epitomizes the Arm.y was crossing
the Sava River in Bosnia. It was clone in December
1995 and january 1996 under the worst conditions imaginable. The river was at a I00-ycar
high. It was cold, it was icy, it was wet, and it was
muddy. Our soldiers put that bridge in without a
single injury. The people that live there said, "V•le
can't believe this. \Ve can't belie,·e that you would
take on this river at this time of the year." Not
only did our soldiers take on that river, but they
beat it. I think that represented the spirit of the
United States Army. ll's the same spirit I saw
when I talked to the veterans of the 13ataan Death
March during the 'vVorld War II celebrations in
llawaii. Those soldiers co nvinced me that the)'
would never give up, and they never did give up.
That's why they're alive today. I saw that same
spirit 111 our soldiers puLLing that bridge across
the Sava River.
I went back to Bosnia this last Christmas. I
talked to many soldiers about what the)' were
doing in Bosnia. We talked about the great contribution they had made to peace in the world. l
LOid them that people may argue about the policy;
people debate about whedaer we should be in
Bosnia or not. But what people t:annot debate is
the fact that through our soldier's sacrifit:e there
arc thousands and thousands of people alive
today. What a great gift. What a great feeling of
satisfaction for having done that. It's wonderful
and it's a great news story.
Probably the most visible evem in the world
in 1996 was the Olympics in Atlanta. It was
America's Army that provided the support necessal')' to make it work. The mission primarily
involved the Army National Guard, with the sup-

port of the United States Army Reserve and the
Active Component, but it was a brilliam total
Army effort.
The Partnership for Peace program in
Europe has had a tremendous impact on the stabili ty of the region and our forces there. You
must understand that every NCO and office r in
Europe in 1996 spent 180 days away from their
home stations primarily training in the
Partnership for Peace program. This is above and
beyond what Bosnia adds to their OPTEMPO.
Partnership for Peace is preventing wars, helping
the people in Eastern Europe become democratic
societies, shaping the security environmem, and
enabling us to trade with those countries. That's
the contribution of the United States Arm)' in
Europe today.
You don't need me to tell you what a magn ificent job the soldiers of the 2d [Infant ryl Division
and all the soldiers that support them arc doing
in Korea. About 27,000 U.S. Army soldiers scr\'e
in Korea. From the from lines of the DMZ [demilitarized zone I throughout the country the Army is
preventing that from becoming a open I)' hostile
environment, provid ing peace and stability to that
region of the world. President Clinton has often
talked about the two million American jobs tied
to Un ited Stntes trade in the Pacific. I would
argue that those boots on the ground, those soldiers in Korea, make some of that regional stabilit)' possible. Stabilit)' in the Pacific makes trade
and jobs in the United States possible.
Another great news story that has not really
gotten the credit it probably deserves is the great
work of our U.S. Southern Command. lt is interesting to note, looking at Centra l and South
America, the fact that all those nations, save OllC,
Cuba, is a democracy. This is not by t:hance: it
happened because we had Reserve Component
and Active Component soldiers working with
those countries, building roads, building schools.
and teaching the importance of democraC)'·
These arc just a few of the Arm>'s contributions in 1996--contributions that are the result of
a capabilities-based Army.
When you think about all of the change we
have endured, both physical and cultural, you will
agree with me thm this is truly an unprecedented
accomplishment. I challenge anyone to go back in
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the history of the world and find any ume where
an Army has been reshaped, as we have reshaped
the United States Army, and clone it so well.
It's important that all of you fee l proud of
that, because you arc pan of that success. The
reaso n fo r this success is quite simple. We put
our emphasis on people firsL. We went into th is
reshaping process in 1989 knowing that the most
imporwm thing for us to do was to take care of
people-take care of the people leaving the Army
and take care of the people staying. That's why,
despite all the resource pressures we've been up
against, we kept the quality of life for our single
and married soldiers as high as we possibly could.
1 wouldn't do it any differen tly. It gave us the
Army we have today; it gives us the world's best
Army. All of you have truly made the difference
and I thank you fo r your contributions. But we're
not done changing.
As we look forward, you'll find the Anl1)' has
a vel')' excning future. Over the last few weeks I
have had an opportunit)' to get a ghmpse of that
future. At the National Training Center a brigadesize force called Task Force XXI from Fort l lood,
Texas, has taken avai lable new information technology applied to our current equ ipment and
conducted field experiments against the opposing
forces. We asked Task Force XX I to figure out
how we want to structure, figure out how we
want w train, and figure out how we want to fight
a future force. It really is exciting to watch those
young soldiers with those computers working on
situation at awareness. Situational awareness is
hard to explain. I usually put it in terms of
answers to three basic questions: where am 1,
where me my buddies, where is the enemy? If we
can answe r these th ree questions, then we can
change the way that we conduct combat ope rations in very significant and positive wa)'S.
Is evCI')'thing in the experiment perfect? No,
because we're dealing with complex concepts and
new technolog)'· But those soldiers have made
that experiment come alive and the)""e worked
very closely with the contractors to make ever)'
piece of equipment be all it can be. 1 have great
confide nce in what's going to come out of Task
~~ orce XX I and Army XXI. We'll come out of the
NTC with a lot of lessons learned. We'll make
decisions that affect the whole Army, taking those

technologies and techniques that work well and
proliferating them as fast as we possibl)' can.
You're looking at an Army that's moving now
from the industrial age to the information age.
If we look further out, we sec something
called the Army After Ncxl. About a month ago at
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, we conducted a
wargarne Lo sec 1f we couldn't determine what the
Army After Next looks like. It must be a totally
different Arlll)'· It's going to be a revolution in
military affairs. You m1ght find much smaller
units 111 the Army After Next. You might find
smaller more mobile equipment in an Army nble
to project its power an)rwhere in the world as fast
as we need to. We're goi ng to find a differe nt
logistical S)'SLcm that can more efri cien tl)' and
effectively support the Army.
The cornerstone of our future arm ies, Army
XXI and the Army After Next, remains quality
people. The ultimate weapon system is still the
soldier on the battlefield. You're not going to
replace him and we' re not going to replace the
great support S)'Stems that the soldier has and
has had.
That leads me to what's not going to change
in the Uni ted States Army. Our emphasis on
recruiting and retaining quality people wi ll continue to be a top priority. Everything we've done
in the past, and will do in the future, has been
focused on recruiung and retaining quality.
That's why this Army Family Action Planning
Conference is so very important. You give us the
ideas and the feedback that we need in order to
make the right decisions and funne l our
resources into those areas that impact on recruiting and retention.
lf we're going to recruit and retain qua lity
people, we must take good care of them. 'vVe'vc
got to focus our resources in four fundamental
areas: pay, houstng, medical care, and benefits.
\Ve're fighting ver)' hard to preserve quality or
improve these four fundamental areas. It's not
unique to the Army either, the Chiefs of all the
other services feel the same way.
First is soldier pa)'· We need to raise pay to a
decent level. We wi ll continue to fight [or that in
Congress and other forums.
Our next priorit)' is adequate med ical care to
ensure our soldiers arc taken care of from the time
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the)' enter the Arm)' through thell· service and
beyond , including our retirees. I know medical
care is very important; you've told us so at this
conference and in the field . We understand that.
A third area is housing for both si ngle and
married soldiers. We can and will do better. We
hflvc put a major effort in our budget this year to
improve the housing of our single soldiers. 'Why?
Because we have neglected it for so many years.
We can put more money into family housing LOo;
but, u's very. very important that we keep the
right balance and that's what we arc tr)'ing to do.
The fourth priority is to stop the erosion of
our benefits. We want to stop the erosion of retirement benefits, comm issflry benefits, and PX [post
exchange I benefits. We must live up to the pledges
we make to soldiers when we recruit them.
Throughout this drawdown, this physical
and cu ltural change in the Army, the one thing
that I am most proud of is that the level of our
support for families has not suffered. We've kept
it up as high as we possibly can. I've talked about
the importance of keeping it balanced, and we
have made quality of life a top priority not only in
words but in deeds. Anyone looking at the Army
Posture Stmcment or looking at the budget would
find our commitment to quality of life and family
suppo rt. If anything, what we have learned
through this drawclown is that family support is
the right priority.
Earlier I mentioned our great success in
Bosnia, the great contribution that our soldiers
have made there. I would be negligent if I didn't
also mention that there was an equally important
effort that went into the family supporL groups
and the taking ca re of the familie s o f those soldiers in Bosnia. U.S. Army Europe did a great job
pulling all that together. The trai ning provided
those soldiers made a difference in Bosnia; the
training provided for the support of families made
a difference in Germany. Ninet)•-eight percent of
our family members stayed in Europe while their
spouses were deplo)'ed because they knew we
were serious about taking care of them. That is
important for everybody to understand, with an
Army sixty-four percent married we will continue
to take care of families in everythi ng we do.
Another part of the Army that will not
change is our emphasis on values. I talk about the

Army being a values-based institution and I truly
mean it. I talk about honor, integrity, setncss scr''ice and courage, IO)'alt )', duty and respect. 'I hose
seven values arc the core values of the United
States Army. They're not just words, they nrc the
code by which we li ve. We will continue to reemphasize values as we move tOwards the future.
If we build on our solid tradition of selfless service to the nation and have these seven core values as our guiding stars, then we are going to be
able LO move the Army into the 21st century.
That's what we want to do.
At lnst year's Army f-amily Action Planning
Conference we talked about four pillars to our
Army family act ion plan. We talked about education, l'eeclback, unit involvement, and community
support. This year we have started to institut ionalize these pillars.
Let me explain what l mean. First, we have a
very good education program, the Army Family
Team-Builchng Program. I see young soldiers
entering the Army that already have a fnmily with
two kids. The Army Family Team-Building
Program has got to stan teaching our soldiers and
their fami lies at the ve r)' beginning, and it has.
You have mnde it come alive; you hnvc made it a
reality I attended n meeting two weeks ago with
the Army's most senior leadership and their
spouses to talk about family programs. The purpose of this meeting was to provide us a status of
family programs and allow us to give guidance on
where we want to go. This is a very important
part of the education process that we've institutionalized and we'll continue to bring the Army's
senior leadership together to teach and review
fam il)' programs.
The second pillar is feedback; that's this
group right here. You're a pan of that. You provide us feedback when you come together, as
you work on these different committees and different groups and give us your insights and good
ideas. That's the kind of feedback we need . As I
visit the field one of the things that I always look
forward to is talking with soldiers to get their
feedback on what's going well and what's not
going well. lt is important that soldiers continue
to tell us the way il really is. The BOSS program
is a great program providing t he feedba ck we
need.
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I couldn't be prouder of what you all have
done promoting the third pillar, unit involvement. Family support groups arc great organizations. How magnificently they perform providing
suppon for the Bosnta deployment, and all the
other deployments or our Acth•e and Reserve
Components around the world. What a tremendous accomplishment and all of )'OU deserve the
credit for that.
Finally, of course, is community support.
Taking care of families would not be possible
without the support that we receive, and that you
help oversee, from ou r inst:-~llations. What great
contributions we get from the people that work in
the community tviWR [morale, welfare and recreationj programs, r\CS, and medical fac ilities.
Today these four pill ars arc solid, and we
imend to keep them solid for the Army XXI and
the Army After Next. They arc fundamenta l to the
way we do business.
Finally, I wam to give you a tasking-)'Our
marching orders. Don't let what you say and do
stay here-take it with )'OU. Take it back to your
installations, talk to others about what wem on
here. Tell them what we've talked about. Tell
them the Army is serious about it's commitment
to famil)' programs and family action groups.
J\,lake sure they understand we arc serious about
taking care of Army families. Stay involved and
recruit others. We need your help and the help
of as many others as possible. Army family programs are a good news stOI")'· This is a cause that
can se ll itself and an opportunity to help ourselves. Be positive, espec iall y during these
changing times. This is the world 's best Army
and you've helped make it so. 1\s !move around
the world and people ta lk to me, it is apparent
that they understand what you have done for
our Army. I want )'OU to be proud of the
unprecedented accomplishments that )'OU have
achieved and the tremendous tradition you have
established .
As we get into the new millennium and our
future with Arm)' XXI and Army After Next, we
move forward with our heads held high and with
the certain knowledge that we arc a family and that
we are the world's best Army. Thank you all very
much for your kind aucntion. Thank )'OU for what
you do for the Am1)' and God bless you all.

****
Letter to Army General Officers,
Marc h 18, 1997

Acquisition Reform
The President and the Congress believe it is
essential to streamline government operations
and reduce the cost of providing critical services.
As pan of this effort, the Department of Defense
(DoD) is significantly improving its acquisit ion
process, primarily in the procurement of equipment. To meet its warl"ighting needs, the
Departmen t has the goal to become the world's
smartest and most responsive bLI)'CI" of only the
best value goods and services.
Last year, former Secretary of Defense
William Perry demonstrated commitment to that
goal by declaring May 31, 1996, as Acquisition
Reform Acceleration Da)'· The day was designed
to increase the Department's awareness of the various acquisition reform initiatives that were under
way. U.S. Army activities participated worldwide
by sponsoring S)'mposia and group discussions to
assess the value of specific reform efforts.
Participants highlighted accomplishments and
identified new objectives. Subsequent feedback
from the Acquisition Reform Acceleration Day
showed that acquisition reform was progressing
well within DoD, and that this cia)' of concentrated auention was likely to en hance its continued
success.
This week l received a memorandum from
the Under Secretary of Defense for Acq ui siti on
and Technology, Dr. Paul G. Kaminski, requesting the Army's suppon of Acquisition Reform
Week, March 17-21. The theme for this week's
activities is 'Train as We Work ... as a Team."
Using this theme, Dr. Kaminski seeks the support
of our installation commanders to reach our local
business and inclustr)' partners. The intent is to
devise a strategy that improves the application of
reform initiatives in their datly operations.
I agree with the role that installation commanders play in fostering the growth and sustainment of acquisition reform. It is important that
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recruiting mission went up 10 89.700. We're not
going to fall off in quality, but l tell )'OU n's a
tough mission and we're looking at different ways
of doing that.
Recently, the Sccretaty of the Arm)' approved
a change to the high school chploma graduate
(HSDG) content of the Recruiting Command mission. The change from 95 percent to 90 percent
HSDG ensures that the Army will continue to
meet Its end strength with a quality force. The criteria during build down crept up to 95 percent
high school diploma grad, 67 percent I- IllA
Mental Category, and 2 percent Category IV primari ly because of the reduced mission and the
great work of Recruiting Command . The goal is
now 90/67/2 percenL, respectively.
Why change? The change responds 10 current market conditions, an increased mission and
the need for post-drawdown, stead)' state one-forone replacements. Recruiting is a tough job made
tougher by increased compelition, perceived erosion of benefits, a low unemployment rate and
continued low propensity for service to countl')'.
Additionally, there is an increasing trend in the
number of alternative credentialed (GED, home
school) individuals.
What does the Ann)' ga111 by changing the
HSDG content? It gains access to the relatively
untapped alternative credentml market, allows the
Army to meet its 495K end strength and provides
a force of at least equal qualit)' (90/67/2) than the
one that fought and won Dbt IH SlORM (92/63/7).
The 10 percent nondiploma high school graduates we recruit will be of the highest mental categories only-Category !- lilA-and will all have
high school degree equivalency. In fn<.:t , both the
Category I- IllA and the Catcgor)' IV content of
the force will continue to be higher than what we
recruited for the Dr:si:RI Sl OR~ I Army.
Quality people are the cornerstone of today's
Army and that wi ll not change for Army XXI or
Army After Next. Quality is nonnegotiable. 'vVe all
must work exceptionally hard to recruit and
retain quality people. In 111)' opmion, that is best
done by providing them an adequate and predictable qualit)' of life, ensuring they arc proper!)'
trained and equipped with 1he best equipment
and weapons systems possible. In short, we must
allow them to "Be All The)' Can Be" individually

you tell this story throughout your community,
not just during the next two weeks but throughout the year. This will assure that our local business partners will push the reform movement
even further. The results will create a win-win situation for both 1he Annr and local businesses.
The message is that teaming . . . from the
President to the local procurement workforce ...
makes reform initiatives the norm.
Six core themes support the acquisition
reform message:
• The acquisition process is changing from a
rules-driven bureaucracy 10 a process of common
sense business pmctices.
• We have 1hc technology to streamline.
• Government leaders continue to play the
important and legitimate oversight role.
• Training and ed ucation assure a s marter
workforce.
• Readi ness for the warfightcr is also the
readiness mission for the acquisition workforce.
• Reform IS continuous process improvement.
Thank you for dclivcnng this message.
Remember that toda)•'s modernrzation is tomorrow's readiness.

****
Letter to Army General Officers
March 26, 1997
Rccnliling Quality Goals

I would like to share with you some of our
thoughts on how we wi ll maintain a force of quality people. Toda)"s soldiers arc the best educated
and disciplined in U.S. history. We have been
able to recruit high-quality people and all the
quality indicators that we monitor tell us that we
are continuing to get them at all ranks. Last year
Recruiting Command (USAREC) finished the year
recruiting 73,000 people, 95 percent high school
graduates-high qualit)'· The 1ssue here is our
concern aboul the future. Th1s year, because we
stabilized at 495,000 soldrer end strength, the
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and collecti\'cl}'. I know I can count on )'Our help
to make this happen.

Letter to Army General Officers
April 15, 1997

PC1cific Armies Management Seminar
(PAMS) XXI-F01ging Relations .for Peace
and Prosperity in tile Asia-Pac!{ic Re~ion
I had the opportunity to a11cncl the PAMS
XX I Con ference from 6-10 April 1997 in
llonolulu, I lawaii. This conference clcarl)'
demonstrated the strategic imponance of the
Asia-Pacific region to the United States and the
global economy. It was also an opponunit)' for
me to reaffirm our Army's significant role in providing stability in the region. If you understand
that freedom and economic prospcrit)' depend on
peace and stability, then )'OU understand why
U.S. Army soldiers with boots on the groundthe most visible form of comm itment the nation
can make-arc critical to enhanced relations and
friendships.
'vVatching the flags of 41 nations on parade
during the opening ceremony brought home to
me the extent of change here in thiS tcrribl)'
d)•namic and vital region. Ten )'Cars ago who
would have thought that nations as d1vcrse as
Vietnam, Cambodia, China and Nepal would join
us for n conference in Honolulu to help build
bridges of trust and confidence. Rapid and cascading change in the Pacific is only one aspect of
unprecedented change that today's Army must
face. We've alreadr changed from a threat-based
to a capabilities-based force and arc now changing from an mdustrial-age force to an information-age force to deal with the geostrategic environment we live in today and to remain relevant
to the needs of the nat ion in I he future.
Conference participants saw a glimpse of the
information age and the extent of the change we
;~re undergoing through equipment d isplays and
with a capabilities exercise conducted b)' the 25t h

SECOND Yt:AR
Infantry Division (L). PAM$ attendees were awed
by a nighttime live fire deliberate attack by soldiers equipped with the latest night viswn eqUipment, supported by mdirect fires and a live firing
of the javelin ant it an k weapon.
Co hosted by the U.S. Army Pacific and the
Army of Sri Lanka, the conference focused on
"Trai ning Forces for the 2lst Cenlllr)'," a subject
of universal interest to all armies. The planning
and execution was nawless, and I want to thank
UemenanL General Steele and the soldiers of
USARPAC !United States Army Pacific! and the
"Tropic Lightning" Division for making it such a
success. Personal relationships are the ke)' to success in this region, and USARPAC has expended
tremendous effort and resources lO expand armyto-army relations. That cffon is clearly visi ble in
the enormous success Pf\MS has enjoyed over its
short histor)'· It has grown from nine nations in
1978 to 41 nations today-including Vietnam
and Uzbekistan that allended this year for the
first time.
Seminar and bilateral discussions with my
eleven counterpart army chiefs brought home the
immense scope and complexity of the Asia-Pacific
region. In the wake of the Cold War, the AsiaPacific region is rnpidly becoming the world's
economic powerhouse. At the same time, many of
these nations are dealing with threats from within
and the dynamic changes in the wake of the Cold
War. Terrorism, internal strife, masses of
refugees, illegal drugs and weapons trade and the
difficulties Inherent in developing democracies
and market economies are some of the monumental issues they face. The bilateral discussions
generated among the aucndccs contributed significantly to a common understanding of the issues
and the importance of the Un ited States in the
region. It's no secret that the majority of these
nations look to the United States for support and
reassurance and to help build a strong, durable
foundation for peace and prosperity.
Today, we have a unique opportunity to prevent the conditions for connict from developing
and to help create conditions for peace. 'vVc must
recognize that the United States is a pivotal nation
that can con tribute to peace in the Asia-Pacific
region and arou nd the world. The sLraLcg)' of
"preventive defense" is a strategy to deal with the
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post-Cold War opponuniLies and dangers and
can be the framework to bring prosperi ty to
nations that want lO embrace democracy and
human rights. Our vision for the Asia-Pacific
region encompasses a new international community based on cooperative and peaceful relations,
open markets and democratic principles.
The U.S. Army has had an active and vital
role in the Paciric region for many years and
today, as we stand at a crossroads of peace and on
the threshold of a new century, that role is more
important than ever. Anny-to-army contacts are a
nawral avenue t.o establish and maintain relations
in support of ou r diplomacy. The fact that the
Pacific region is an area of immense concentration
of military power, with eight of the world's largest
armies, demands that our Ann)' be act ively
engaged. We can achieve this vision by helping to
prevent conditions that may lead to conOict
through credible defensive alliances and militaryto-military contributions such as PAM$, its suppolling conferences, and the Asia-Pacific Center.
In the wake of the Cold War, we are at crossroads of opportunity. It is an opportunity to win
unprecedented peace, an opportunity to share in
economic prosperity and an opportunity to
advance democracy across the world. The PAM$
XXI Conference was a historic milestone of AsiaPacific nations reaching out for these opponuni ties. I am proud of the Army's role in advancing
our National Security Strategy through preventive
defense. Soldiers with boots on the ground continue to be the most productive and visible credentials for bui lding and maintaining peace and
economic prosperity in an uncertain world.

_,,_,,_,,._),
,, ,, ,, ,,

E-mail to Army General Officers
May 5,1997

TRADOC Commanda11Ls/Division
Commanders C01~jcrence
'vVc recently completed two very important
conferences. The TRADOC [Training and Doctrine

Command! Commandams!Division Commanders
Conference at Fort Leavenworth and the Board of
Directors Meeting at the Army War College. I want
to share with you some of the information we discussed, as well as some of my thoughts on the
important topics that we discussed. The overriding
theme in both of these conferences was that we are
an Army in transformation. Although 1 don't think
we've completely shed all the vestiges of our Cold
War Army, 1 think it is c1ystal clear that we are not
just a smaller version of the Cold War Army.
Clearly we have changed the Army dramatically
since 1989-and, in my opinion, for the betterbut we still have a long way to go. As I read history,
change has always been a pan of our Army. 1
believe our modern Army can trace much of its
genesis to [Generaljohnl "Blackjack" Pershing and
World War l. His decision not to allow American
units to be broken up and individual soldiers used
as replacement packages drew a critical line in the
sand that said we would not allow American soldiers to be cannon fodder. It also placed an awesome responsibility on Army leadership to ensure
that we were capable of leading our soldiers in
whatever mission we were assigned . All of us feel
that very deeply every day. Between the war years,
[General! George Marshall and others taught liS the
importance of train ing that leadership tO ensure
that when the inevitable connict came we would
not be caught lacking. ln the early forties, both the
necessity of being prepared for the next conflict as
well as the value of experimentation, such as
Louisiana Maneuvers, were brought home to bear.
Basicall)', what we learned was that despite experimentation , if you don't have the essence of the
Army-the Six Imperatives-in place, you pay a
heavy price at the opening bell. General [William!
DePuy described that price as a race between the
seasoning process and the casualt)' process. It's a
race we can ill afforclw lose. It's a race we don't
need to be in. Others have talked about difficulty of
training untrained men on the banlefields and the
terrible price of unpreparedness. After World War
ll President Truman reminded the nation that if we
are not prepared to pay the price of peace then we
will surely pay the price of war. George Marshall
talked about, at the end of World War ll, how we
were now concerned with the peace of the world
and that peace can on ly be maintained by the
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strong. Korea taught us how not to reshape an
Army after a great vicLOI)'. The ethical revolution
after Vietnam again reminded us of the vital importance of our core values. The training revolution
and the modern ization program of the mid-1980s
taught us that you can on I}' deter war if you are
cred ible. During General [Carl l Vuono's tour as
Chief he packaged all of that up in a nice, neat, tidy
package we call the Six Imperatives. There arc two
points lO all of this. First, to remind eve1ybod)' that
change 1s nothing new. \Ve and our predecessors
have lived with change all of our careers. In fact, I
think ll is a real strength of the Am1)' that we have
been able to change and adapt. It is also something
that I have found makes this career an extremely
exciting and rewardi ng one. I want you lO remind
our jun ior leaders of this and share your own personal experiences in terms of what it's meant to
you. The challenges we face arc no different than
others have faced and mastered. The issues are
slight!)' chfferenL but so are the times. I believe we
have a sound base from which to spring to the
future and that's exactly what we intend to do.
Second, I want to assure you that as we continue
along the path of change the Six Imperatives will
remain our strong link to the past. When we couple them with our tradition and history, the future
can't help but be anything but bright. With that as
an underpinning, let me give you some thoughts
on some of the issues we discussed.
\Vc spent a lot of time talking about sexual
misconduct/sexual harassment. In m}' view, the
real 1ssue surrounding that topic IS the alleged
abuse of authority. As I've said many times
before, we cannot afford to have the authority of
the chain of command eroded. If we are true to
our charge in not allowing our soldiers to be used
as cannon fodder that authority must be absolute.
I believe it is, but when it is abused it is eroded.
The issue in the training base is not about taking
authorit)' a\\'a)' from drill sergeants, but ensuring
they retain the authorit)' they need to accomplish
the mmor miracle of turning civilians into soldiers in a shon period of time. The message for all
is that there is strength through diversit)' and we
must treat soldiers with dignity and respect. But
my conriclence in the chain of command remains
undmm tccl. l lowever, when that confidence is
betra)'Cd we have no choice but to come down

hard on the side of protecting the thing that has
made our Army great. \Ve talked a lot about how
we handle the ncar-term baule in terms of sexual
misconduct and sexual harassment. We have zero
tolerance for both , but we have beuer thi ngs to
do than be on a witch-hunt . The procedures for
reponing incidents should be well understood
and if not we need to educate our people. In most
cases, sexual misconduct should be hand led
under the Uniform Code of Military juslicc. In
most cases, sexual harassmem should be handled
through education and training. Obviously, there
is no cookie culler for this and the chain of command must always do what's right. It is equally
important that we also address the deep baule in
this area. Basically, th is is leadership and you all
play a ke)' ro le in the mentoring/coaching
process. I expect each of )'Ott to take th is on and
deal with it on a very personal basis. We arc obviously refining institutional training to include
inspections in this area, as well as incorporating ll
in the new FM 22-100. Character Development
XXI will be out soon and each of the division
commanders and TRADOC commandants were
issued a copy of our Consideration for Others
Program. The point is, we are basically th rough
the examining stage as far as I'm concerned and
into the execution stage. There will be tweaks as
we go along, but we don't need to wait to embed
this type of leadership in our units. We need to
get back to the basics on leadership-footlocker
counseling, control of the barracks, spending
time with the troops, etc.
We had a great discussion concerning the
Officer Personnel tvlanagcmcnt Study and the new
OER. Both arc scheduled to be implemen ted in
October of this year, and I want t.o assure all of you
thm they arc not only complementary but joined at
the hip. They have been on a parallel developmental track and as we address them during our IPR
lin-progress review! process. that was one of the
key issues we discussed. We have taken them to
the field and sought, evaluated, and incorporated
your input. As we get closer to implementation, I
sec the anxiety level creeping up. lt is similar to
what we saw when we brought out the 67-8 form.
The one thing I know is that if we don't implement
these as thC)' arc intended to be im plemented w<·
run the risk of screwi ng up the system. The last
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time that happened it lOOk us over 10 years to
recover. I am hard over in ensuring that we police
the S)'Stcm. I expect all of )'OU to set the example
and I fully imend w pia)' an active role in the policing of this S)'Stem. From time to time I hear discussion about how we can "get around" the system. I
understand why people do that because the}' think
they arc taking care of their subordinates.
Howc,·er, I think our first IO)'ally has to be to the
Army. 'vVe have decided to go this way and we
must execute properly. I low we execute will say
much more than any words can about our values. l
remind all of you that there arc a lot of people who
arc watching us on this issue. We still haven't
worked oui all the detai ls in terms of number
crunching with the OPMS, but I truly believe this
study wi ll meet the Army needs in ihe post-Cold
War world. It refl ects our belief that we still need
lots of people whose primary skill is warrighting. It
also renccts our belief that we need ex pens in other
areas to help the Army execute the new strategy of
shaping the environment, responding to crisis, and
preparing for the future. I came to this job convinced that the Army was a complex organization
and after 35 years I know full well one size doesn't
fit all. OPMS 97 recognizes that and will move us
in the direction we need to move for the 21st centUI)'· Again, that puts a heavy burden on each of us
as we implement it. We must coach and mentor
subordinates as well as make the tough calls and
we can't do that unless we understand fully what
OPtvtS is all about.
V·le spent considerable time discussing nearterm readiness. Most of the discussion centered
around how we solve the shortage of people problems and reduce wrbulcncc. As I've indicated
before the on ly way we can do that is to take out
force structure and rcdistribwe those people associated with that force structure iO higher-priority
units. We arc in the process of doing that. As we
do that we must also adjust Recruiting Command's
MOS goals. Obviously this is not a fix that's going
to take place overnight. llowcver, the sooner you
stan the sooner you fix it. We have started the
process but I ihink n's going to be at least
September or early FY Ifiscal )'Carl 98 before we
see the results in the fidel. I fully rcahzc this will
have an impact upon those units who are selected
to migrate from the Active to the Reserve

Component. Again, those people affected are going
to have to take a broader view in terms of what's
right for the Army. We will continue to work hard
on reducing wrbulence. t hold high hopes that
OPMS will help us address the officer wrbulence.
We will continue to push hard to find ways of
reducing enlisted turbulence. Embracing concepts
like distance learning will certainly help. But my
guess is, we'll also need some polic)' changes. In
the meantime, all of you need to do everything you
can at your level to mmimize turbulence. The CTC
!Combat Training Center! commanders talked
about trends and we also discussed ways to train
commanders and staff. We continue to look for
beuer ways to train at this level because I think it
offers us the greatest return on investment. Many
of the new systems that we arc fie lding or arc just
around the corner have tremendous prom ise. I
don't know of anything that wiII take the place of a
mastery of the fundamentals. From this basic principle we must not stray.
In both conferences we talked an awfu l lot
about the Advanced Warfighting Experiment. As I
said in my last RTWR !Random Thoughts While
Running!, we may not have it totall)' right yet but
we all believe we're on to something big. In most
cases we think the technology is mature enough
to pro,·idc enhanced capability as soon as fielded.
We discussed those cand1dates which we want to
buy with the $50M we have set aside in 1997 and
have the list about 90 percent compleie. \Ve will
continue to let 4th Division spearhead this effort
andlll Corps at Fort Hood will remain the center
of the Force XXI process. llowcver, our inteni is,
where applicable, to field some of these technologies across the force as quickly as we can. Some of
these technologies provide significant enhancement across the full spectrum of ope rmions and
are not dependen t upon the fielding of the full
suite of technologies to do so. It is an understatement to say that there is a great deal of excitement
about the Advanced Warfighting Experiment and
what it reall)' means to the United States Army. In
my view, it's cvei)' bu as significant as the original
Louisiana Maneuvers and it's much more timely.
George Marshall in d1scussing preparations for
World War II said, "When we had time we had
no money and when we had money we had no
time." We are vel')' conscwus of that lesson.
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During the BOD [13onrd of Directors]
Meeting we spent the mnjority of our time discussing the division redesign. lvlnjor General Bob
Scales did n grcnt job of lending us in n review of
Doug Macgregor's book, Brcalling tiJc Phalanx. All
members of the BOD had done their homework
on this book and the discussion wns very meaningful. I think it 's fmr to say thnt not an}' one of
the members of the BOD agreed entirely with
everything in the book, but nil of us found mnn}'
of the concepts nuractive. What was interesting to
me wns that if you tnke the concepts put fonh in
this book and compare them with the separate
works that we have done on Army After Next you
will find a convergence of thought emerging.
There is no doubt thnt in Army Arter Next we will
need smaller more strategically and tacticall}'
mobi le units. We must embrace the joint concept
to an extent we have never done before. 'vVe must
"get there l'irstest with the most est." "There" refers
to anywhere in the global village and "mostest"
means overwhelming combat power. For the division redesign TRADOC presented five diffcrem
designs-all slightl}' different and well thought
out. We chose an tnterim design based upon
lessons learned from the AWC thnt gives us a
smaller division anchored on combined arms battalions, with slight!}' less systems in each battalion. This will be the design the division will use
for the division 1\WE in November. At the same
time, we asked TRADOC.. to continue their analysis of two separate d1v1sion designs-one, a strike
division, with enhanced aviation assets; and the
other, a brigade combat team-based division. ln
shon, I'm not read}' to comm it to any one division redesign at this time because it's criLical we
get it right. However, I do believe we arc moving
in the right direction and this is a serious effo rt
that requires our involvement ~mel, most importantly, our best ideas.
We also spent some time discussing our S&T
[science and technology! program to ensure a
tight link with Army After Next. As many of you
know, we have approximately $1 Bin this area
and we must make sure that those resources are
focused in the right cltrccuon. We will continue to
use the Army After Next wargamcs to drive these
efforts and to work closely with industry in order
to leverage our combined assets. lndusll)' tends

to be focused a little closer in than 2020, but I
think our programs must be complementary. I
believe our effons must be directed not only to
beuer killing systems on the Army After Next battlefield but also to how we uncncumbcr the force
logistically. This means we're imerestcd in alternate fuel sources, commonality of pans, greater
reliability of pans, and bcuer simulation, etc.
These areas seem to me to be something that
industry will also be interested in. Our intent is to
build upon the pannering effort we saw during
the AWE. By driving technolog}' for the Army
After Next through our wargames and developing
the Six Imperatives through the r:orcc XXI experimentation process, we should ensure that the
Army remains the world's best and able to meet
the needs of the nmion.
This is the game plan as I sec it now. l. t's not
locked in concrete ancll'm sure we will refine it as
we go. It is both an ambitious effort and an exciting opportunity. It is all about change. It incorporates the lessons learned from the change in the
past and reflects the way we arc changing to meet
the challenges of today. tomorrow, and the 21st
centttf}'· There is obviously a lot more to it than
I've outlined here; however, you get the drift and I
want }'OU to spend a lot of tnnc discussing our
profession with your subordinates. They will be
the ones who will be the keepers of the name for
the Army After Next. It is important that thC}'
understand where we're headed and have the
opportunity to develop the skills and auributes
they will need in the 21st century. Change is
about leadership and all of us must be involved.
Although much will change, one thing will remain
constant: Soldiers arc our credentials.

Letter to Army General Officers
May 14, 1997

Army Values
Values are at the core of c,·erything our Army
is and does. The Army IS more than an organiza-
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tion-it is an institution of people with unique and
endunng values. \Ve instill these values in the men
and women, soldiers and civilians, who arc the
Army. The terms we use to articulate our valuesduty, integrity, loyalty, setness service, courage,
respect, and honor-inspire the sense of purpose
necessary to sustain our soldiers in combm and
help resolve the ambiguities of military operat ions
shon of war. Leaders of character and competence
live these values. We must build and maintain an
Arm)' where people do what is right, where we
treat each other as we would want to be treated.
and where everyone can truly be all they can be. I
want to ensure that everyone in 1he r owl Army,
our soldiers and civilians, Active, Guard and
Reserve, has a clear understanding of our values.
Character Development XXI is part of a Total
Army program designed to teach and reinforce
Army values. As pan of this program, I have
asked the Deputy Ch ief of Staff for Personnel to
produce a video that:
• Informs Army leaders, military and civilian, about the history of values 111 the 1\nn)' and
about current societal and organizational conclitions that warrant a reexamination of and
renewed emphasis on Army val ues;
• r:amiliarizes leaders with the terminology
proposed to achi eve consistency in our Armywide discussion of values: dut)', integrity, lo)•alty,
sclness service, courage, respect, and honor;
• Introduces and promotes long-term systemic changes now in development that will aid
leaders in establishing and maintainmg ethical climates which teach and reinforce Ann>' values;
• Motivates Army leaders to establish and
maintain ethical climates in their organ izations
and to teach and reinforce the 1\rmy values.
Take-home packets that included the video
were distributed to d ivision and TRADOC
]Training and Doctrine Command] commanders
at our conference in April. By the end of May we
will dtstributc the video Army-wide. I want you to
usc the \'ideo in conjunction with professional
development programs as a way to start a dialogue
on values and their continued importance to our
Army. Using the video as a stimulus for discussion
among your leaders should only ben part of your
professional eth ics ed ucation programs.
Encourage your leaders to study tht· emerging

leadership cloct nne for definitions of values and
explanations of the character development model
and ethical climate assessment survey (ECAS).
Encourage them to stan teaching Army values in
their units and organizations and to begin using
the ethical cl imate assessment survey. These arc
important and useful tools for everyone dedicated
to the ethical health of their soldie rs, civilians,
units, organizntions and the Army.
We serve 111 exciting times; everything we do
today shapes the Army of the 21st century. Your
commitmen t to ltving and teaching the Army's
core values is cntical to our success today and
tomorrow. \Vc must get this pan of our fu ture
right. l know 1 can count on your help in making
this investment.

1ck7'ck

E-mail to Army Gen eral Officers
May 16, 1997

The Quadrennial D~fense Review
The Quadrenn ial Defense Review IQD R]
Report is scheduled to be released on the 19th ]of
May 1997] and without going into the specific
details of that report I want to share a few general
thoughts wnh you concerning what I consider the
most s."llient points. Fi rst, let me say thanks to all
who dtd so much to help tell the Arm)' Sl Ot')' · It
was a team effort and all of you played a role.
Those of you in the field who ensured that your
pan of the Army was as strong as possible made
the job of those of us in the Pentagon much easier because you added credibi lity to what we were
saying. The Onal results were in my opinion accurate and defied the going in conventional thinking. Collccttvcl)', we made a compelling case ror
the Arm)' through anal)'sis but most importantly
through your execution. My sincere thanks to
all-and now to some of 1he details.
The st ratcgy which came out of this review
reflects the military challenges we face. Basicall)', it
rests on three solid pillars: respond , shape, and
prepare. In terms of response, we're talking about
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possible and will take the cuts in tai l not tooth.
There will be cuts for all components as well as the
civilians. l know these aren't easy but they arc necessary. My belief is that we can still protect our
wartime requirement of LO dJvlstons and 15
enhanced brigades, as well as the supporting structure necessary to make them effective warfighting
units. Clearly. we're gotng to have to streamline
headquarters and integrate even more closcl}' the
total force. In addition to the end-strength cuts we
will take this opportunity to rebalance our force
structure/end-strength equation. As I have previously stated, we arc out of balance by approximately 151< and we need to take out that much force
structure in addition to the force structure connected with the end-strength reduction . Doi ng that
should go a long way to solve some of our undermanning challenges, but I must emphasize that
will take us a liLLie wh ile to get it clone properly.
The force structure removed from the Active
Component will be transferred to the Reserves and
offers us the opportunity for even greater integration of the total force. We intend 10 work the integration issue through the offsite process and arc
hopeful that we can come up with a militarily
sound approach to leverage the tremendous capabilities imbedded in the total ann}'·
The savings we achieve wtll help us prepare
for the 21st ccntur}'· We will incorporate the
lessons learned from the Advanced Warfight ing
Experiment and our work on the Army After
Next wargames to fine-tunc our moclcrnizat ion
strategy. Our objective, obvious!}'. is to move
modernization lO the left-and I think we have
the best chance to do that that we've had in the
last few years while still keeping all the othe r
imperatives in balance. As we fine-tunc the modernization program we'll keep you informed of
how that's working out.
Obviously not everybody will be happy with
all the results or this review and it is alt·cad}' being
criticized in some circles. Tinkering with something as fine-tuned as the way we do our business
is indeed trick}' business. I think everybody did
the best they could to do what was nght for the
nation. These were tough issues we dealt with
and it is now time to get on with the execution of
them. \\'e must work together to fully develop
the tremendous potent tal of the total army. The

global power projection-being able to move the
capabilities we possess anywhere in the world,
whether that be fighttng forest fires or providing
militaty support to civilian authorities, deploying a
brigade to Kuwait 1n order to deter Saddam
Hussein, reinforcing Korea m order to compel the
North Korean regime, or reassuring new found
allies and friends through the Partnership for Peace
program. Onl}' the Ann)' has this full-spectrum
capability. At the same time, we have a rcsponsibilit}' to help shape the cnvironmcnL for the 21st century. In essence, it is again reassuring our allies in
deterring potential adversaries through our FAO
!foreign area offic:crl programs, IMET, and CINC
exercise programs. There is nothing less at stake
here than making the world safer for our children
and grandchi ldren. Finally, the strateg}' recognizes
that we must prepare for the future by building the
Army After Next in a measured, thoughtful way. As
}'OU know, our plan incorporates that through our
r:orcc XXI process. We wil l drive the technology
for our Army After Next wargamcs and develop the
Six Imperatives through experimentation with
Artn}' XXI. The stratcg}' recognizes the world we
face in the next l 0 }'Cars will most likely be vet)'
similar to the world we have experienced in the
past 8. lt strips out some of the quesuonable
assumpuons associated wllh CRI\•1 !Commission
on Roles and Missions! and the BUR !Bottom-Up
Review! and recognizes the world as it is, not as
we'd wish it to be. In shon, it's a strategy that is
well thought out and vet)' realistic.
We spent a lot of time addressing the affordability aspects of their review. Once we got comfortable with the strategy the major issue was
resources. These dctisions were not easy and
were much discussed. To afford this strategy we
must have a revolution in business affairs and a
revolution in logistics affairs-and the sooner the
beuer. The emphasis we have been placing on
efficiency gives us a little momentum; however,
we must turn up the heat. If we're unable to find
efficiency there's only two places to go-cut more
people and/or provide less modernization.
Neither is acceptable.
In end strength we had to take some cuts.
There was no other way of gctt ing ncar-term
investments for pmgrams that promise long-term
s.·wings. We fought hard to keep as many people as
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nalion deserves that and most importantly our
soldiers deserve that. I know I can count on your
total support in this area.
\Vantcd to give )' OU as much heads up as
possible on the issues but would appreciate it if
you would keep th1s dose hold unt1lthcy arc officially announced on Monday.

organizational schemes and operational concepts
was demonstrated vivid I)' in the early J 940's
Louisiana Mancuvcn. More important, however,
was the Jesson that remains with us still: balance
is the key to success. \Vhat we have come to call
the six imperativcs-quallt )' soldiers; forwardlooking doctrine; the right mix of forces; tough,
realistic training; continuous modernization; and
competent, confident leaders-are critical for battlefield success. vVhat the interwar years taught us
is that without the appropriate balance of these
imperatives, U.S. soldiers will pay <1 he<~vy price at
the opening bell of the next war.
After World War II , President Harry S.
Truman reminded the nation that "We must be
prepared to pay the price for peace, or assured ly
we will pay the price of war." Unfortunately, our
experiences in the years after World War II taught
us how noL to reshape an army in the aftermath of
a great victory, and we paid 1he price of that lesson in blood in the early days of the Korean War.
The Cold War's onset focused our efforts on the
need for a sustained cffon tO oppose a committed
and capable global competitor.
The Army's experience in Vietnam reminded
us of our core values' importance. The 1980s
training revolution and modernizauon programs
refocused our attention on the need to balance
the six imperatives to produce a credible force
capable of carrying out the nation's bidding.
Incorporating new tcchnologtes <1nd harnessing
microprocessor power in the 1990s arc but the
Army's latest instances of adapting to the environment in which it finds itself.
The point here is simple: change is nothing
new. Army leaders throughout the 20th cen tury
have lived with change all thei r careers. The challenges we face today arc no di fferent than those
our predecessors have faced and mastered. What
this century's history teaches us is that the Army's
real strength is its ability 10 change and adapt to
the period's requirements. Our ability LO change
was the key to victory in two world wars and a
cold war, and it will be the foundation for our
future success.

****
"Challenge and Change: A Legacy
for the f u ture"
MilitMy Review

July/August 1997
The changes inherent in the Cold War's
aftermath arc truly dramatic, but they are onl)' the
most recent examples of a condition that has been
an integral pan of the US Ann)' throughout the
entire 20th centur>'· In fact, change has been a
consistent aspect of our organizallonal environment since the United States emerged as a world
power earlier this ccntu1y.
General john J. Pershing laid the foundation
for the modern Army during World War I. His
refusal to allow Amencan units to be broken up
and individual soldiers used as replacements
established the principle that cohesion and leadership at every level would be an American Army
hallmark. U.S. sold iers would not be used as fodder to be consumed in the pursuit of an attrition
strmegy that relied on the relentless application of
techn iques which did not renect an understanding of the strategic and technologica l environments in which operations were being prosecutecl. Pershing established a tradition of responsibility that evc1y sold ier understands and exemplifies
today: Army leaders must ensure that soldiers are
well trained, organized, equipped and led to
accomplish whatever mission they are assigned.
General George C. ~larshall and others
understood that pnnciple and did all they could
to ensure that the leaders of American soldiers
would be prepared for the next war's demands.
The value of experimentation w1th new doctrine,

Change in the Post-Cold \\far \Vorld
The Soviet Unton's distntegrauon removed
the paramount sccurit)' concern of the last half of
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the 20th century, but it left other dangers undimil1lshcd. Indeed, the demise of Sov1ct power
may even have promoted new and potentially
destabilizing trends. The rise of new economic
centers of influence, political organizations and
regional mi litary powers may presage new competition lor territory or resources. The breakup of
nation-states, such as in the former Yugoslavia.
can have a significant impact on regional peace
and stabilit)'· Uneven economic developmem will
prolong poverty throughout mall)' pans of the
globe, promoting terrorism and malignant drugbased economies. Traditional national and ethnic
enmities will sustain the demand for high-technology weaponry, funher retarding economic
developmen t while raising the cost of con fl ict.
Ethnic divisions that were suppressed by the Cold
War can erupt with suddenness and ferocity , as
the tragcd)' in Bosnia-Herzegovina demonstrated
all too vivid!)'·
A vanet)' of social and econom1c factors also
promote s1gnificant changes in the imernational
environment. The gap between rich and poor
societies has expanded dramatically, separating
nations and continents imo fundamental ly differen t worlds. The collapse of communist regimes
could leave mil lions threatened with insecurity
and conOict. The United States cannot take for
granted the developmem of democratic institutions and practices in former Soviet Union
nations.
International drug trafficking poses a seemingly intractable problem. The drug-producing
industry is growing, particularly in Latin America.
While the United States has made counter-drug
operations a national priority, sustained progress
has been elusive. Political, economic and military
relations with many of the critical n:nions of the
Western l lemisphere are affected b)' the drug
problems.
Modern military technology proliferation
continues, particularly in developing countries. At
least 56 countries already are capable of engaging
in mid-intenslt)' conOict, each having military
forces that include at least 700 tanks or armored
personnel carriers, 100 combat aircraft, 500
arti llery pieces and more than J 00,000 soldiers.
Weapons of mass destruction (WMD) arc also
more prevalent. At the turn of the 21st centtll')', as

many as eight developing coumries could have
nuclear weapons, up to 30 could have chemical
capabilities, 10 could possess biological weapons
capabilities and 15 could be producing ballisuc
missi les.
long lists or mili tal')' hardware do not automatically constitute n threat. However, such capabilities in the hands of those who might oppose
U.S. national interests, for whatever reason, will
be an all too prevalent characteristic of the international env1ronmcnt for the foreseeable future. A
number of such regm1es already exist; both North
Korea and Iraq , for all their internal difficulties,
represen t states that combi ne the enmity and
modern mili tary capability to threaten US interests and disrupt stabil it)' in two vital regions of
the world.
ConOict today is marked by increased precision and firepower across expanded battlefield
dimensions, increased speed and tempo, the ability to see the cnem)' at any time and anywhere
and the means to take the battle to him continuously. Precision-guided munitions and high-technology weapons proliferation among developing
nations will make future banlefields, even in the
developing world, high-risk environme nts.
Increasing!)' lethal weapons, along with en hanced
sensors, sophisticated countermeasures and
reduced signature platforms, will provide regional adversaries with capabilities that are disproportionate to overall force size or level of economic
development.
Stead)' undercurrents of resurgent nationalism-a source of many conOicts over the past
millennium-continue to incite demands to
redraw political boundaries or red ress ancient
grievances. The notion of nationalism based on
"ethnic purity'' contains the seeds of endless and
intractable conflicts. Some fundamenta list religious movements advocate violence and
vengeance. While the emergence of a global competitor against the United States in the next quarter-century seems unlike!)', regional powers
armed with modern weapons certainly will be an
international security environment feawre, and
great powers such as Russia and Ch ina may well
assert their will in areas they deem within their
sphere of inOucncc, thereby challenging U.S.
national interests.
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The end resuli of post-Cold War changes is
the replacement of the global Soviet threat with
an ambiguous and dtverse security environment,
one filled with the potential for peace and prosperity, but one that also carries significant risks to
the interests of the United States and its allies.
The world has changed; we know that while there
are new opportunities for peace and stability, the
world remains an unpredictable and potentially
dangerous place.

Strategy /las Changed
U.S. national security strategy has changed to
renee! the changes in the international environment. Engagement , a national security strategy,
posits three crilical objectives for the protection
and advancement of US interests:
• Enhancing securit)' by maintaining a
strong defense.
• Bolstering prosperit}' by working to open
foreign markets and spur economic growth.
• Promoting democracy by supporting the
newl)' emerging democracies throughout the
world.
This emerging ddensc strategy is based on a
strategic assessment that there will be no global
peer competnor between now and 2010, the
United States will continue to be involved in
regional and small-scale contingencies and U.S.
forces will be commntcd to multiple concurrent
operations worldwide.
The defense strategy's critical elements are
shaping tlw international environment, responding rapidly to crises wherever they occur with relevant force packages and preparing for the uncertain world of 2020 and beyond.

Responding to Crises
Responding with appropriate levels of force
requires the sustainment of credible forces that
are trained and ready to operate across the entire
spectrum of conOiel. f-or the Arm>'· we must be
prepared for e\Tr)•thing from peacekeeping and
peace enforcement activnies, to small -scale contingene)' operations, to major theater wars.
Heavy, light and special operations forces (SOF)
must be capable of imposing our nation's will on
an adversary in a variety of possible operational ,
geographic and climatic environments.

Preparing to Meet Future Demands
In preparing to meet the demands o f 2020
and beyond , planners must recognize that the
future geo-strmcgic environment will be increasingly urbanized, requi ring fo rces that can discriminate between combatants and noncombatants and which can apply appropriate combinations of lethal and nonlethal force. Future forces
will also have to deal effectively with aS)'tnmctric
challenges, including the usc of WMD, terrorism.
information warfare, special operations or clandestine forces and attempts to deny regional
access and allies to U.S. forces. f-uture adversaries will not try to match their forces directly
against ours where the United States has overwhelming superiority. Instead, they will exploit
perceived political and operational weaknesses,
thereby trying to negate US high-tech systems'
advantages.

Requirements Ilave Changed
U.S. national military strategy (NMS) has
changed to renectthe new national security environment's requirements. Whereas the Cold 'vVar
strategy of containmen t led to the forward
deployment of a sizable portion of America's conventional forces to deter the expansion of Soviet
inOuence, toclay's military Stratcg)' relics on the
strategic concepts of overseas presence and power
projection to protect US interests in a much less
predictable world than its Cold War predecessor.
The three critical components of today's military strategy, peacetime engagement, deterrence
and conOict prevention and the ability to fight
and win the nauon's wars, have tmponam consequences for how the Arm}' conducts ILS responsi-

Shaping ReC(uircs Engagement
Shaping requires the United States to be
involved, face-to-face with our allies and friends,
sharing the hardships and risks while promoting
the development of stable regimes and regional
stability. The ultimate objective of our shapi ng
efforts is the enhancement of mutual understanding. trust and confidence. The United States has
the strategic opportunity to struclllre an international environment that focuses on economic
prosperity and cooperation rather than political
confrontation and conOiet.
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bilities and how it contributes to the accomplishment of the NtviS requirements.

ment reduces the time needed to quickly put
capable forces on the ground. The conlinumg
purchase of C-17 strategic transport aircraft and
fast, modern sealift ships configured to caiT)'
Army equipment ensures that potential adversaries must reckon with the US Army's abil ity to
quickly project decisive combat power anywhere
in the world.
A vivid demonstration of the Arm>•'s
enhanced capability to project credible power
quickly over extended distances occurred 1n
December 1994 when Saddam Hussein made
threatening gestures toward Kuwait again. Once
President Bill Clint on approved the clcpiO)'ment
of an armored brigade from Fort Hood, Texas, to
Kuwait, the '5,000-solclicr brigade from the 1st
Cavah")' Division was positioned in l(uwait, with
its complete combat vehicle set-drawn from
pre-positioned stocks, ready to conduct combat
operations-In less than l20 hours. Ullimatcl)',
the Army will have eight brigade sets of hcaV)'
equipment pre-positioned afloat or ashore in crnicallocations around the world.
Peacet imc engagement's purpose is to shape
the international envi ronment through a broad
range of noncombat activities that demonst rate
commitment, improve collective military capabilities, promote democratic ideals, bolster prosperity, relieve suffering and enhance regional stabilit)'· Toward these ends, thousands of US Army soldiers are engaged daily in activities that promote
peace and stability. Military-to-m ilitary contact,
particularly in the emerging democracies of former Soviet nations, provide opportunities for
Army soldiers to teach 1heir counterparts cvCI")'thing from squad tactics to the military's role in a
democracy. These contacts take place noL on ly
abroad, but at home as well. Currently, the Army
is training so ldiers from 134 countries at our
installations throughout the United States.
Despite the reduction in numbers, soldiers
pem1anentl)' stationed abroad are the most visible
symbol of America's commitment to its alliance
partners. Forward-stationed soldiers enhance
regional stability, thereby providing the opportunity for the growth of democracy and economic
prosperity in im portant world regions. Forwardstationed fo rces, particu larly in Europe and
Korea, contribute directly to deterrence in these

Tl1e Army Has Cllangecl

The last eight years have signaled enormous
change for the U.S. Army. The Army has transformed itscll from being a forward-stationed Cold
War force designed primaril)' to conduct largescale operations on the plains of Europe, to being
a power-projection force capable of rapid!)' delivering decisive military force anywhere in the
world. Th1s transformation came about during a
time when the Army participated in 27 operational deployments and when it had been downsized by nearly 40 percent.
Perhaps 1he most obvious change has been
the Army's size reduction. The Active Component
has been reduced from 781,000 soldiers in 1989
to 495,000 today; Army Reserve and National
Guard strength has gone from 776,000 to
575,000; and our civilian work force has been
reduced from 402,000 to 236,000. Active divisions have been reduced from 18 to I0, while
Reserve Component divisions have gone from 10
to 8. In 1989, l here were 235,000 sold icrs stationed pcrmm1cm ly in Eu rope; today there are
65,000. The Army has closed 91 installmions in
the Unit ed States while realigning 15 others. It
has returned more than 630 overseas bases to
host nation control. All nuclear weapons have
been removed from the Arm)"s inventory. Budget
resources have shrunk by 39 percent.
While the reduction in size may be the most
visible aspect of change in the post-Cold \Var
Army, it is not the most important. At the same
time the physical size and structure of the 1\rmy
were being altered so dramaticall y, the Army
recon fi gured itself conceptually and doctrinally to
meet the requirements of the new environment
and strateg)'. The Anny's full-spectrum, powerprojection capability is the greatest indicator of
the extent to which the Arm)' has changed to
meet the requirements of the post-Cold War era.
The Army has invested heavil)' in making its
forces more strategically mobile, and we have significant!)' improved our "fort-to-port" infrastructure. The nation's strategic mobility assets, both
fast sea-lift ships and transport aircraft, have been
upgraded, and the use of pre-positioned equip-
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vital regions, as do forces participating in peacetime engagement activities.
The presence of Arm)' soldiers also contributes direct!)' to conOict prevention. The Arrn)'
has provided a 600-soldier contingent to the
multinational peacekeeping force in the Sinai for
more than 14 )'Cars. For the past five years, more
than 500 US soldiers have been deployed to
Macedonia to prevent 1he spread of the Balkan
conOict. Until recent!)', more than 20,000 soldiers
were deployed in Bosnia to implement the
Dayton Peace Accords. Today, 10,000 Army soldiers remain as an i111egral pan of the
Stabilization Force in Bosnia. Also, there is a 60soldier contingenl deployed along the border
between Ecuador and Peru to prevent that d ispute from erupting in1o violence.
The /\nn)•'s fundame111a l purpose is to fight
and win our nation's wars as pan of a joint team.
The NMS requires the Armed Forces to be able to
fight and win two major thea1er wars. To meet
that requirement, the Army maintains a mix of
heavy, light and SOF that give it the ability to
apply decisive force across the entire spectrum of
military operations. The combination of quality
soldiers. innovative doctrine, realisttc training and
modern equtpment produces a land force without
equal, a strategic force capable of imposing its
will on an adversary with minimum casualties on
both sides. The results of Ope rat ion jusT CAUS[ in
Panama and Operation DLSI:RT STOR~I in the
Persian Gulf provide ample evidence of the
Army's ability to deliver decisive victory.
l lowcvcr, the Army is not resting on its laurels. Army units con ti nue to train at its combat
training ccmers: Nationnl Training Center (NTC),
Fon Irwin , California ; joinL Readiness Training
Center, fort Polk, Louisiana; and Combat
Training Center, ll ohenfcls, Germany. These
world-class facilities provide units from squad to
brigade, and commanders at every level, the
opponunity to operate in the most strenuous sin\ulated battlefield conditions possible.
The Army must be prepared to meet toda>•'s
requirements and also the demands or the international security environment in the years ahead. The
Army XXI initiative is designed to ensure that
Army forces arc read)' to meet the future requirements. In t-.larch 1997, we conducted a major

Advanced Warfighting l~xperiment (AWE) at the
NTC that tested new organizational structures and
the effects modern communtcations and information-processing capabilities will have on future military operations. The lessons learned from that
AWE provide the basis for doctnnal innovation,
organizational restructuring and the insertion of
information-dominance capabilities in our existing
weapon platforms. The Army XXI initiative ensures
we retain operational overmatch capabilities
against any potential opponent in the years ahead.

The Army Campaign Plan
The Cold War's end provides the United
States a strategic window of opportunity. ror all
of the current international envi ronment Ltncertainties and dangers, there is no global competitor
to challenge U.S. worldwide interests. This strategic situation provides us with the opportunity to
think imaginatively about the future as we try to
divine what capabilities will be possible and necessary in the decades ahead.
\Vc do know what we want the i\rm)"s characteristics to be in 2020. The Ann>•-and our sister services-should be:
• joint by design, not b)' accommodation.
• Capable of full)' exploiting informatiOnage technologies.
• Led by streamlined headquarters clements.
• Mobile-strategically, operational\)' and
tactically.
• Versatile, with units that can perform multiple, disparate functions.
• Flexible, with units that can deftly t ransition between the use of lethal and nonlethal force,
as the situation dictates.
• Logistically uncncumbercd-"j ust-in-time,"
rather than ·:just-in-casc."
• Capable of implementing the operational
concepts of joint Vision 20 I0: Dominant maneuver. precision engagement, full-dimension protection and focused logistics.
• A force that trains the way it fights.
To develop a military force that rcOeets these
characteristics, we must incorporate the technological advancements and organizational adjustments required to implemenL a true revolution in
military affairs (RMA). i\11 of the scn·ices should
commit lO a force development strategy that
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tile and flexible than the current force. It will be a
powcr-projecuon force that is more agile, lethal
and, most important, better able LO provide the
nation full-spectrum dominance. Army XXI will
have the capabili ties to win the naLion's wars,
establ ish order, prevent con fli ct and sustain operations as long as requ ired. In short, it wi II be a
force capable of shaping the strategic environment as well as responding in decisive fashion to
whatever missions it is called on to perform.
The campaign plan's second phase will combine leap-ahead technologies with doctrinal innovations and new organizational concepts.
Together, the combination of technological
advancemen ts, doctrinal change, and organization redesign will provide the synergistic effects to
produce a true RMA. This phase's objective is to
field the Army After Next (AAN)- a logistically
unencumbered force with greater lethality, versatility and strategic and operational mobility.
The AAN will provide the nation with overmatch capabiliucs across the spectrum of operations. It will reflect the results of our strategic
approach to force structure design and modernization. The critical technological advancements
of the next 20 years will be incorporated into new
operating systems and weapon platforms, thereby
ensuring the /\1\N's capability to protect the
nation's interests against any peer competitor.

eschews marginal improvements 1n capabilities
that result from the incorporation of "creepahead" technologies and focuses instead on an
approach which produces revolutionary improvements in capabilities through the incorporation of
"leap-ahead" tech nologies. The Army has developed a campaign plan designed to incorporate
just such technologies into its force structure
while ensuring we retain our operational overmatch capabilities against any potential adversmy
as we build the Army of the futme.
The campaign plan is based on a two-phase
development program. In the first phase, we will
develop and deploy digitized units that reflect the
lessons learned from the AWE series. This
approach defers decisions on major new platfonn
procurement until we idemi fy and sufnciently
develop technologies that offer true leap-ahead
capabilities.
We will maintain operational overmatch by
inserting information dominance technologies
into our current family of platforms. We will
extend the life of current systems rather than procure creep-ahead systems with only marginal
improvements. That approach would divert critical research and development resources to the
procurement of Cold War capabilities in eversmaller force packages, given current fisca l realities. The Army will fows on leap-ahead technological capabilities in propulsion, mobility.
weapon systems, reconnaissance and surveillance
and protection, tO name just a few areas that hold
enormous promise in the not-too-distanL future.
The first phase of the Army's future campaign
plan will take place between now and 20 10. The
objective of this phase is the field ing of Army XX I,
a digitized force that reflects product improvements in current combat sysLems and the addit ion
of information technology. Army XXI also wi ll
reflect force design changes made possible by digitization and validated by our AWEs. Operauonal
doctrine will evolve to incorporate Arm)' XXI's
enhanced warfighting and situational awareness
capabilities. Our research and development program will focus on identifying and developing
leap-ahead technologies that will significan tl y
enhance our capabilities in the years after 20 10.
Army XX I will main tain and improve
America's warfighting edge. lt will be more versa-

Creating the Future joint Force
The U.S. Armed Forces are at a strategic
crossroads. We have the opportunit)' to fundamentally reshape 2 Lst century Armed Forces in a
manner consistent with national strategy and
emerging gee-strategic realities. We can chart a
clear and steady course that. offers the poten tial
for dramatic improvements in defense capabilities
and greater returns on investments. This course
has three essential components: a process for
joint experimentation and imegration; a realigned
defense modernization strategy; and a revolution
in the business practices of the Department of
Defense (DOD).
joint Experimentation and Integration

Each serv ice has establ ished battle labs ancl
has recognized the usefulness of experimentation to effective ly manage change and evaluate
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new operational concepts, technologies and
organizational designs. An integrated approach
to experimentation stgnificantly enhances the
ability to design , test and field new joint organizations. \Ve can now electronically connect the
service battle labs and the southwest United
States service training facilities-Fort Irwin;
Twent)•-Nine Palms, California; Nellis Air Force
Base, Nevada; and China Lake, California-in a
consortium of joint battle labs. A joint experimental force-a joint Task Force UTf)-can
incorpo rate the advances the services have
already made individuall y and serve as the testbed for future developments in joint operational
concepts and doctrine.
for example, the Deep Auack/Wcapons Mix
Stud)' (DAWMS) indicates that we can significantly e nhance our survivability and lethality
beyond w hat was previously ass umed through
innovative employment o f ro tary wing aviati on
and deep-fire assets. I his type of emerging concept and the implied refinements to existing tactics, techniques and procedures would be fertile
ground for a standing experimental JTF. TheJTF
would be equipped with new capabilities developed through a reformed acquisition process that
links troops, combat developers, materiel developers, testers and industr)' for rapid prototype
development, experimentation, testing and fielding. The JTF would also provide the vehicle by
which we could develop full-spectrum joint training. In the process, the JTF would serve as the
catalyst for the cultural changes that wi ll lead to
truly imegrated joint forces and unequaled joint
operational effectiveness. Concurrcmly, we can
expand our partnership with industry to build on
these lessons and further reform defense acquisitio n to reduce costs, technical risks and time
requi red to field new capabilities.

recapitalize joint capabilities that support the
NMS and insert appropriate new technologies
that increase operational performance or system
cost effectiveness. We also should "productimprove" existing and SOOtHo-be-ficlded systems
with "Applique" command, control, communications, computer, intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance capabilities to achieve baulcfield
information dominance across the joint force. We
should refocus DOD research and development
efforts on high-payoff, leap-ahead capabilities and
skip the procurement of next-generation systems
that offer essentially incremental improvements in
trad itional approaches, exce pt where absolutely
required to maintain techno logical overmatch
against likely adversaries.
We must identify lcap-Hhcad technologies
that make previous general ions of equipment and
operational concepts obsolete. In so doing, we
will at the same time identify those capabiliLies
that ensure we will maintain overmatch capabilities against any competitor for the next 50 years.
Refocusing defense modernization on leap-ahead,
rather than creep-ahead, S)'Stcms will contribute
directly to effective changes in the way joim
forces think, plan, organize. train and fight.
LO

Revolution in Business Practices
We also have a strateg•c opportunity to bring
DOD-wide business practices into the 21st century through an expanded partnership with industry and Congress. DOD must adopt the best possible practices within the framework of free and
open competition, consistent with 1he requirement to sustain critical defense industrial base
components. DOD must benchmark the best
business practices o f American industry to
streamline, downs ize, o utsource and otherwise
ens ure the best possible return on our investments. Vve must also undertake efforts to streamline our headquarters, reduce infrastructure and
provide incentives for the efncicm managemem of
defense agencies. The result of these enhanced
business practices will be a joint force with
enhanced operational agility, one that can deploy
faster, with a smaller logistic tail. It also will be a
force that renects the most effective possible
resource stewardship commuted b)' the American
public to produce and sustatn it.

Defense Modernization Strategy
Our current capabilities arc adequate-with
some focused enhancements-to successfu lly
implement the NMS at least through the year
2010. According!)', it appears prudent to delay
large-scale modernization of some capabilities
during the next decade while we invest more significant!)' in the development of leap-ahead capabilities. In the near term, we have an opportunity
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Army Values Will Not Change
Despite fuwre changes, one thing will not
change-the Army will continue to be a valuesbased organization. The values on which we have
created the premier land combat force in the
world will also be critical to our success in the
years ahead. The 1\rmr is and will remain an institution With an enduring set or values. Those values-honor, imegri ty, seHless service, courage,
loyalty, duty and respect-are more than just
words. They arc the creed by which soldiers live.
Common values create the strong bonds that
inspire the sense of purpose necessary to sustain
soldiers in the brutal realities of combat and help
them deal with the demanding requirements of all
other mi li tary operations. Anny values wil l cont inue to prov1de the lounclation for everything we do.
Another constant is the need for America's
Army to be able to conduct the range of its mis·
sions. In the last eight years alone, the Army has
conducted operations ranging from theater-level
war in the Persian Gulf to humanitarian relief
operations in Rwanda. Panama, Somali a, Haiti ,
Bosnia and tvlacedonia are but a few of the places
Army soldiers have carried out the nat ion's bidding, wh ile the soldiers of the 2d Infantry
Division in Korea continue the vigil begun in
1950 to bring peace to that divided land.
In the end, the commitment of American soldiers is the ultimate expression or nationa l
resolve. What will never change is the readiness
of America's Army to answer the call, whatever or
wherever the challenge.

Letter to Army General Officers
july 14, 1997

Best PracLices for Army Support fLtnclions
1 was recently briefed by a study panel
chaired by Generai.J imm)' D. Ross, United States
Army (Retired), that addressed potential methods
for achieving savings from outsourcing various

support functions over the next 12 months. I had
asked General Ross to review both the Defense
Science Board recommendations on mnsourcing
and privatizauon and the dfons of the
Quadrennial Defense Rev1cw and to develop an
action plan to identil)r near-term outsourcing candidates. I was VCI")' impressed by the results.
The panel's initial recommendations reinforced my belief that we must thoro~tghly examine the way we perform our support fun ctions.
Toda)"s Arm)' has experienced great change in the
past 20 )'Cars; to meet the challenges of the 21st
century we must be willing to change even more
and at a faster rate. Our future success will be
based in pan on our abilny to streamline and
optimize the productivi ty of our infrastructure
and support functions. Best solutions begin with
best practices. If we do not become more efficient
by adapt ing best business practices, we will not
be able to afford the modernization that soldiers
need to be trained and ready in the 21st century.
1 believe that, when applied properly, outsou rcing can be a viable tool for managing our
resources and achieving cost savings. Lessons
from the private sector have also taught us that
outsourcing can be an efficient business pract icc
under the right circumstances.
llowever, we should all bear in mind that the
competitive process itself may show that retaining
certain func tions in-house, with our civilian
workforce, is the Army's best practice. ln those
cases where contract conversion is the right
choice, retraining and rehiring of displaced members of the workforce wi ll make the conversion
easier and ultimately more successful. The kC)' to
success is fair and open competition so that the
Army gets the best business practices and our soldiers get the most bang for the buck. There are
numerous instances where the Army is already
successfully using outsourcing and privatization
to provide support functions.
• The Army's A-76 studies of logistics and
public works <.!I rectorates have resulted in substantial savings.
• The use of private vendors to provide both
orfictal and unofficial travel-related services has
also generated substantial savings.
• Many training and education programs
have been. and will continue to be, outsourced.
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• We are running a pilot test of private contractor management of household goods transportation.
• We arc current!)' evaluating several proposals b)' private contractors to take over family
housi ng a1 Fon Carson !Colorado I. The selected
con i ractor will take over about l ,824 existing
uni ts, revitalize them, and build 840 new ones.
Similar projects are in various stages of privatization at a dozen additional installations.
I am also impressed with the concept of"pannering" with industry. Similar to the strategic
alliances developed by businesses with their suppliers, we must look for "strategic partners" who
provide the best value to our Army. J\n example is
the work sharing arrangemem of United Defense
Limited Partnership (UDLP) and Leuerkenny
Army Depot. These organizations share facilities
and divide the work to take advantage of each
other's expertise to accomplish Paladin upgrades.
Partnering arrangements with industr)' have the
potential to strengthen our industrial base and
result 111 better use of resources.
An example is Federal Express, which is running a pilot program with the Defense Logistics
Agency (DU\) to warehouse and distribute 3,500
DL.A inventory lines worldwide with a 24-hour
response. This same pannering conce pt holds
exceptional promise for our theater support.
I will fully support proposed plans to
enhance our outsourcing process through legislative and regulator)' change. Recognizing that we
must leverage ever)' available opportunit)' and
efficiency that we can gain from OLHSourcing, privatization and streamlined internal operations, I
am fully commiueclto learning from our past successes, benchm.arki ng beuer inclustl")' practices,
and tak ing the broadest view possible. We can
onl)' build the quality trained , read)' and fully
modernized Arm)' of the 21st century if we have
the most efficient and capable support possible.
Today's leaders owe that to tomorrow's soldiers,
our legacy and our credentials.
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Remarks to Armed Forces
Communications and Electronics
Association- TECHNET 97
Washington, D.C.
june 17, 1997
Thank you Dr. Ralph Shrader for that very
warm welcome. Welcome to all of )'Ou-distinguished guests-ladies and gentlemen. I am truly
delighted to be here to talk about the United
States Army and to participate in this conference.
lt is real!)' the world's largest conference devoted
to command, control, communications intelli gence, electronics and information technology. It
is a vel")' special event and l thin k your themc"lnformation Technolog)' in the 21st Centuly
Meeting the Cyberspace Challenge"-is rcall)' a
very vital pan of what we're all about toda)' in the
Arm)' and throughout the militar)'. I believe that
the information technolog)' revolution is the
major challenge we face and I can sum up the ke)'
to success with the word challge because change is
what we're all about.
For the Un ited States Army, the 21st century
began in 1989. That was the year the Berl in Wall
came down and that was the year that our world
turned upside down. Since that time I think we
have changed the Arm)'-physically and culturally. Physical!)', it's very cas)' to describe, because
you know the numbers probably as well as I do.
We've taken out over 600,000 people in the
Army-Active, Reserve Component, and DA
civilians. We've closed over 700 bases, most of
those in Europe, but if you add up all the bases,
we've closed the equivalent of about twelve r=ort
Hoods or ron (arsons or Fort Ri lcys in the
Continen tal United States. Our resources have
come down about 40 percent and our infrastructure has come down about 36 percent. You don't
have to be a rocket scientist to understand that
we can't do business the way we've done it in the
past-we have to make ends meet. So that's the
challenge that we face with ph)'sical change.
We've also changed the Arm)' culturally.
We've changed it from a forward-dep loyed containment force to a power projection force, able to
respond anywhere in the world on a moment's
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we shaped our forces right? First of all, lthink
we'd see peace and dcmocrac}' nourishing around
the world. I think we'd have an opportuni ty to
fundamentally set that in place. I think we'd find
that the United States remains a global superpower-politically, morally, econormcally and militarily. Why? Because we got the strateg}' and the
forces necessary to execute that strateg)' right in
1997 with the QDR. Let me talk for a minute
about the strategy.
The strategy that we developed for the QDR
really reOects the world as we see it, not the
world that we wish it to be. We spent an awful
lot of time looking at what we were doing today
and projecting that into the fu ture and we came
up with three pillars of our st rateg}'· f-irst, we
must be able LO respond to eve nts as they occur.
Second, we have an opportunity to shape the
world we want to live in. And third , we must
prepare now for the future world . With the
respond pillar, we're talking about being able to
respond to a crisis wherever it occurs around the
world, whether it's Korea or Kuwait, wherever it
may be. 'VIle must be able to move forces very
quickly and that requires a total joint effort in
terms of Army, Navy, Air Force, t\larincs and in
many cases the Coast Guard. The second pillar of
our strategy is to be able to shape the world-it is
a tremendous opponunny and a t remcndous
challenge-to be able to make the world in the
21st century safer for our children and grandchildren. \Ve cannot fail to seize that opportunity. But at the same time, we have to prt'parc our
forces for a totally differe nt type of mission, the
third pillar of our stmtegy. To do that , we have to
stan now by focusi ng our allention and figur ing
01.1L what we arc going to need in the 2020 time
frame. That's what the QDR is all about and
that's what the Arm)' has been all about for the
last couple of years.
Our analrsis for the future points out that we
need a capabilit)' called strategic preemption.
Strategic preemption is the abili t)' to halt or prevent a connict or crisis before it becomes debilitating or protracted-before it spreads out of control. That means that we must be able to respond
quickly; we must be able to get our forces there
rapidly. To do that, we must have the nght forces
and that's why we arc tr)•ing to build the right

notice. We've changed it from a threat-based
force to a capabil ities-based force. The capabi lities-based force has four capabilities that arc terribly important to us. First, is our ability to deter an
enem>•-and to deter an enemy we must be
strong. Next, is our ability to compel an adversary
if deterrence fails. \Vc also must be able to reassure our allies and friends-to work with the
emerging countries in central and eastern Europe
and teach them about democracy and how
important it is to have the military subordinate to
a freely elected government. And the last capability is to be able to provide militar)' support to
civilian authorities-we do on a continuous basis
throughout the Un ited Stat es. The cultural
change that has occurred is very diffi cult to quantify, but it's very real because it affects our people
emotionally and it matters to them in terms of
quality of life and taking care of our soldiers and
their families.
The change that we've expe rienced in the
military in the last seven or eight years has been
unprecedented. I don't think you could find any
time in military histOI")' where we've changed the
militat"}' force so much and kept 11 trained and
read}' seven or eight }'Cars later. The reason is no
secret; we put people first.
Today. the Unncd States milital")' has a seat in
the from row of the world arena. \Ve have an
opportunity to fundamentally change the Army
and our militat)' forces-to reshape our forces for
the 21st ccnLUI"}'· That's what the Quadrennial
Defense Review (QOR) is all about. l'd like to talk
a liule bit about the QDR because it's terribly
important to ou r militar)' and our Army. The
QDR is our third opponunit)' to restructure the
Defense Department since the e nd of the Cold
War. 'vVhat we tried to do is to project ourselves
out into the 2020 time frame and then, look back
and analyze the capabilities that we would need
at that point in Lime LO be able to respond to the
needs of the nation . r=rom the year 2020, we
looked back to where you arc today and connected the dots. By projecllng back from the fmure
we found the path that \\'C want to tra,·cl and a
path that \\'C must travel if we're going to have the
forces neccssar)' for the 2020 time frame.
So if we were historians and we went out to
2020 and we looked back, \\'hat would we sec if
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milit<lt")' forces to execute that strategy. 'vVe will
evolve those forces over tune to develop the tactics, techniques and procedures they will need.
Let me talk a liule bit about what I think those
forces will look like.
First of all. I think the)' must be joint by
design . We must embrace a "standingjointtask
force" because that's the kind of forces we're
going to need in the future. They must be small,
they must be mobile, and the)' must be hard-hitting. The forces that we will have must be able to
full)' exploit the tremendous potential that comes
from information-age technology. We have to
accept il, we have to learn to usc it, and we have
to learn to leverage it. We must have streamlined
headquarters; we cannot afford the heavy headquaners that we've had in the past so we must be
able to streamline those. We must be able to train
the way we fight and that means ir we're going to
fight jointly we must be able to train jointly. We
need to figure out how to do that now so that
when we're called on we're ready. Vve must be
more strategicall)' and tactically mobile-to be
able to move qUickly anywhere around the world.
And then, once we're on the bau\cfic\d, we must
be able to move faster and be more agile than any
potential enem)'· We must be versatile-to be
able to handle a large number of different and
complex missions and to adjust from one to the
other rapidl)'· We've demonstrated that in Bosnia
where the rules of engagement allow us to enforce
peace and at the same time we're prepared to go
to war in a heartbeat if required. We must be able
to transi tion quickly from lethal to nonlethal
means and to be able to deploy that capability on
the baulefield in a way that is applicable to each.
Logistically, we must be unencumbered. We can
no longer afford the large amount or equipment
that we traditionally moved l'rom one place to the
other during the Cold War. We must be able to
move quickly around the world and provide our
troops with the supplies and repair pans they
need in a umcl)' manner. That means that we're
going to have a smaller and more mobile force. In
order to do that, we must leverage information
technology.
It seems to me that we arc at a crossroads
today. \Ve know where we must go. \Vc have two
paths that we can follow-one is the "creep-

ahead" path and the other is the "\cap-ahead"
path. Let me suggest how we can leap-ahead to
the future. I'm sure those of )'OU who heard
Lieutenant General Otto Guenther speak this
morning know what we dtd with the Advanced
Warfighting Experiment (A WE) at the National
Training Center earlier thts year. That was an
important experiment for us because we caught a
glimpse of the future. We know what the future
should look like and we're thrilled and excited
about the prospects that we have seen. We have
an opportunity to move the Army from the industrial age to the in format ion age.
l believe the AWE concept- the Force XXI
process-allows us lo do that. Information technology provides the oppon unit)' 10 leap-ahead.
Die\ we do it perfectly during the 1\ WE? No, we
didn't, but it was an experimen t and we did it
very. vety well. I'm not swayed b)' the nay-sayers
who say. "Wel l, you didn't do it right-)'Oll had
more fratricide than you did in the last rotation."
I just simply point out that they didn't sec it out
there, didn't feel it, didn't taste it, they didn't talk
to soldiers. I'm much more influenced by the soldiers I talked to during the AWE than b)' the
analysis from organizattons that weren't there
looking at it on a dail)' basts. \Vhat we have to do
now is to take all of the anai)•Sis that we've done
and make some firm conclusions about what's
important for the future. I thmk we learned a lot
from this experiment.
Let me talk about a couple of concepts that I
think are important. First of all , we went into the
AWE believing ver)' strongly that we had to have a
team concept. We put the developers, the users
and the testers together at Port flood and we took
them to the Nat ional Training Cente r and that
worked out very, very we ll. I'm also convi nced
that information-age tech nology works. What we
find is the young soldiers that arc in our Army
today are from what I call the "Pac-Man generation," and they really know how to make infonnation-age technology work. The challenge is for
people with gray hair, like mine, who scratch their
head and say, I wonder how thC)' did that? I think
we have to embrace informauon-agc technology
and we have to accept the fact th<ll it real\)' works.
The thing that swa)'ecl me the most was when
I traveled to the NTC with Secretary of Defense
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Cohen and we visited the task force operations
cemers and the operations officer talked to him
about situational awareness. He said, "You know,
before we had situational awareness, before we
were able to answer the quest ions where am I,
where arc my buddies, and where is the enemy, I
s pent 70 percent of my time gat hering information, and 30 percent of my time trying to make a
recommendauon or give advice to the command.
With situational awareness, that's reversed. I now
spend 30 percent of my time gathering information and 70 percent analyzing it and making recommendations." That convinced me that we arc
onto something big-something good.
There were a lot of systems that worked very
well during the AWE. The unmanned aerial vehicle (U/\ V), the Apache Longbow, the Javelin and
many others all worked wel l. I'm convinced that
we can take these systems and adapt them to
information-age technology and get an enhanced
capability that we never had before. What we
must do is sta)' the course and seize the opportunity to continue the transformation from the
industrial age to the information age.
The principles that should guide our transformation arc clear. Our forces-air, land, and
sea-must be balanced, appropriate and relevant.
The national strategy must be the gauge we measure ourselves by. We must make the generating
forces as efficient as we possibly can. Most important!)', we must align defense resources with the
national strateg)' and provide long-term stabilit)'
in investment programs. If you agree with those
princ1ples, then I think we need to seize this
opporwnit)' and make the changes that we need
for our future.
If we're goi ng to make some changes. I think
it req uires adjustment in three areas. First, we
must establish a process of joint experimentation
and integration. Next, we must realign our defense
modernization stratCg)'. And third, we must have a
revolution in business affairs. Let me talk about
each of them.
Joint experimentation and integration is
absolutdy critical and I don'tthink it's as difficult
to do as one might expect. We fundamen tally
agree that we must right as a joint team today. lf
you look at how the mi litaJ)' has been used si nce
1989, you will see that 25 of the 27 major mili-

tary operations have been conducted by the joint
team. So joint experimentation and integration
offers us a mechanism to cross-level ideas, to
develop tactics, techniques :mel procedures and to
develop the weapons, eq uipment and doctrine
that the joim force is going to need to fight or
handle future operations. In essence, we must
make the joint concepts and capabili ties envisioned in join£ Vision2010 a reality.
We can stan by linking the service's training
and expcrimentauon cemers in the Southwest
United States and conduct the experimentation in
real time. We can do it by seuing up a standing
joim task force. It's the best way to conceptualize
and develop the trul y joint forces for the future.
We can do it through the use of simulation technologies because I thin k we can deve lop a synthetic battle and we can work synthetic units with
real units and develop virtual balllegrounds and
really learn a great deal from simulations at
reduced costs. What we're really trying to do is to
create «virtual veterans," people who will not be
experiencing the rigors of combat and the rigors
of being under pressure for the first time when we
send them on ope rat ions. They will be fully prepared because they've been trained at home station or at the joint experimentation center before
they cleplo)'· Linking the train ing centers and
experimentation centers is the first step, but it's
not the only step.
\Ve must also conduct joint field exercises
and maneuvers. \Ve must take good ideas and
experiment with them on the ground to sec how
it works in the hands of our troops. We must ll)'
out the promising doctrine and we must clcvC'Iop
the tactics, techniques and procedures. Our
troops do that bwe r than anybody else. We must
va lidate the concepts that we develop in classrooms and through simulations on the ground. I
think this leap-ahead opportunity or leap-ahead
approach offers the services' tremendous opportunities.
This leads to the second component that I
talked about in se1zing the strategic opportunity-that is, to realign our defense modernization
strategy. This is an opportunity to make sure that
our modernization strategy is complemenlal')'nol just a single service modernization strategybut ajoim and combined modernization sLratC&>'·
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To accomplish this we need to refocus our modernization investment. Our current capabilities,
with some focused enhancements, particularly in
the area of information dominance, are adequate
to take us through 2010. \Vhat we need to do
now is refocus our science and technology field to
pull forward the technology that we will need in
the 2020 time frame. When we combine that
technology with the tactics, techniques and procedures that we are developing in the experimentation process we will truly have a revolution in
military affairs.
Finally, if we're going to have a revolution in
militat")' affairs, we must first have a revolution in
business affairs. 'vVe cannot afford the strategy
without a revol ution in business affai rs; that in
my mind is a given. We have tO capitalize on the
innovation and productivity of American industry. We really need to develop a very strong partnership with industry and the Congress to make
all this happen or we're not going to be able to
provide the nat ion with the force that it needs.
We need to benchmark the best business practices in industr}'· We need to streamline our
headquarters, reduce the infrastructure, and
encourage efficient management. \Vc must leverage corporate America's abtlit}' to rapid I)' adjust to
changes in the marketplace and make that part of
our militaty pcrsonalit}'· In short, we must substitute information for itwentOt")' in the future.
\Ve have a window of opportunity to fundamentally reshape the forces for the 21st century.
We must do that consistent with the national
strmeg}' and the reali ties of the gcostnuegic environment. lt requires that we embrace an alternative path, a leap-ahead path as I call it. For it to be
a leap-ahead path , we must become more joint
and we must embrace join t experimentation and
integration . We must define the S}'nergies of the
service's modernization plans and transform that
into a defense modernizntion plan. And as I mentioned earlier, we must capitalize on efficiencies
that industry has realized and make that pan of
the militar}' culture.
Gcoffrer Perret in his book Tlrcrc's a \Var To
Be \Von talked about the difficult}' of change as
the U.S. Arm} struggled dunng the pre-World
War I! time frame to prepare the forces neccssat)'
to fight and wm that war. lie said, "The early

1930's weren't conducive to sweeping reforms;
the Army had enough on its hands just trying to
stay in business."
Today we have an opportunity to fundamcntall}' change for the future We have a lot on our
hands, but I think we can make sweeping
reforms-if we don't. we wi 11 miss a golden
opportunity. What we have to do is be true to the
strategy of respond, shape, and prepare, and we
can make the vision that we looked at in 2020
become a reality. \ •Ve don't want a smaller version
of the Cold War force; we wan t a force designed
to meet the strategy and needs of the nationthat's what we're all about and that's what the
Quadrennial Defense Review is all about. I than k
you very much for }'OUr kind att ention this afternoon, and I thank you very much for }'OUr support of the military. God hlcss }'Oll for that.
7~***

E-mail to Army General Officers
july I , 1997

Officer Professional Development
There is no doubt tn my mind that the most
critical aspect of our change process is the human
dimension pan. People arc our core competency
and they must understand and be part of the
change process for it to be successful. The pace
and magnitude of the change we are undergoi ng
make it a difficult challenge and I believe it is one
that rests squarely on the shou lders of our
General Officer Corps. It is what strategic leadership is all about. Consequently, I want tn share a
few thoughts with you concerni ng our approach
and my expectations of you.
For the officer corps there arc two critical
parts of this process-the officer evaluation report
[OER[ and the Officer Personnel t-.lanagement
System [OP!\•ISI study. In term~ of background, I
think most of you know that the Army made a
decision in 1991 not to change our OI:R during
the downsizing process. We knc\\ inOauon would
set in during the drmvdo" n but we alSt) kne" that
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to change the rules in the middle of a drawdown
exercise would create great uncertainty. I was a
pan of that decision process. l fully supported it
then and I still feel that it was absollllcl)' the right
thing to do given the alternatives. l lowcvcr, we
also knew that once we stabilized the force we
would have to address the inOation. Most of you
have participated in the discussion on the development of this OER and know that it's one of our
major objectives. I believe, however, that it is a
subset of a larger objective which is to redefine
success. Over time. I think we've seen success
equated to rank and, in my opinion, that is not a
true measure of success. It is time to focus on contributions to the organization and not on individual rank. I low we go about doing that is the challenge. I believe we must spend a lot of time menLoring and coaching our young leaders on what
we expect in terms of contributions. I have always
believed that for leaders to contribute the)' must
focus primaril)• on what their troops arc doing
and not on their bosses' schedule. If theu· focus is
down and we trul}' care about taking care of soldiers, then the contributions naturally now and
success is cnsmccl. As I look back on 35 )'Cars of
service , I'm most proud of the fact that I've had an
oppo nun ity to help some people and I've seen
many of those who work for me develop to be all
the)' can be. I know that's whm I'll remember
most when it's all said and done. The fac t that I
achieved general officer rank is more a maucr of
luck-either good or bad depending upon the
day nowadays. Seriously, I think it's important
that "'e work hard to redefine success and measure that more in contributions than in rank.
Another objective was to reemphasize the importance of' values. Consequently, our seven inherent
values arc listed on the front side of this OER.
That didn't happen by chance and I don't want
this to be simp!)' a check-the-block drill. If we're
going to ensure that we truly arc a values-based
Arm}'-and we are- then we must breathe nc''
life into these values. This is top-down business.
leader::;htp by example. Lexpect you to exemplify
these values and to work with your subordinates
so they know your expectations. 1\ll too often
people tell me that they're concerned about one o[
their subo rdinates being too interested in their
own career. In variably. the quest ion that runs

through my mind is have the)' as the coach/mentor/leader or that subordinate confronted the individual with this concern. Unless we do so, we run
the risk or not having the best possible leadership
for the United States Army in the future. I full y
expect leaders at all levels to stress the importance
of values. We as general ofriccrs must lead the
way. Finally, the front side of this OER has an
interesting aspect that I think will help us great I}'
in the future. Vve arc being asked to choose from
a menu of traits on the front side to best describe
the rated officer. fhere is no correct answer or
cookie cutter here. We recognize that we arc a
diverse organization in race, gender, and ideas
and we also know that there is great strength in
this clivcrsit}'· Over time, we believe this will help
describe the officers we need for d iffe rent career
fields . I think it wi ll become a superb management tool for those who have to make career decisions. It will take time to start to build a profile for
each individual officer, but I'm absolutely convinced it is the right thing to do. This leads me to
OPMS.

Major (,cnc ral Dave Ohle has been working
on the officer personnel management sLUdy for
over a year. Most, if not all of you, have provided
critical input. Because of that, we have what I consider a superb product. Let me cover with you the
basic guidance I gave Dave when we started. I told
him that l wanted to keep the warfighting skills
preeminent in whatever we did. That is the pnmary purpose of the Army and that will never change
as far as I'm concerned. I told him that whatc\'cr
we came up wtth must fit the National Military
Strategr. As that strategy has staned to emerge and
is built upon three pillars-shape, respond , and
prepare-! am comfortable that we have clone
that. At the same time, I told him that the Army is
a complex organizat ion and we need people of
diverse skills. We must find a way to leverage the
strength that comes from that diversit}' and ensure
thatthcr have a path to success. I have had frequent IPRs lin-progress reviews! on his effort and
I've watch it mat urc over time. I'm ver}' pleased
with where we arc and I believe we're ready to
implement starting the 1st of October. I should
just make a few general points. First, as you'll sec,
almost two-thirds of the l'i clcl grade officers will
remain in the operational career field. We have
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added three other fields-information openuions,
operational support. and institutional support.
Each field offers the opportun ity for success.
Implementation will not occur overnight and, ns
you can see, it will take us approximately 5 )'Cars
to full)' implement. llowever, it is important that
we work very hard in the next 2 years to explain
the new system to the Army. I need your help in
this area. V·/e must do it right. Detailed information wi ll be provided in the near fu ture , but I've
asked Dave to put together some major talking
points so that we arc all starting from the same
baseline. They are included below.
• Decision: I have approved OPMS XX I in
concept for implementation. This is a great news
story! We have the opportunity to develop beucr
warfightersloperalOrs through deeper and broader operational experience and, at the same time,
build a bench of ofricers with the specialt)' skills
we \\'ill need in the coming years. We wdl have a
balanced system that meets all our skill needs to
build the Total Army of the 21st century.
• About two-thirds of the field grnde ofri cer
force wi ll serve in the Operations career fi eld.
• About one-t hird of the remaining field
grade officers will serve in the other three career
fields.
There are still many details to auend to before
we implement OPtviS XXI, and this work will
require a team effort ncross the Army if we arc
going to execute the plan cfl"iciently and correctly.
Cc mral Theme: We wi ll implemen t OPMS
XX I through a well-considered, deliberate plan
that begins on 1 October 97 but will extend over
a 5-)'ear period.
• We will take the time to transform from
current OPMS in a way that is best for both the
Arm)' and the individual officer.
• We will execute the plan as quickl)' as
possible, bm in a way that the system can handle.
• \Ve will allow some time for officers to
understand the new system, how they fit into it,
and make sound decisions regarding their own
fu ture under OPMS XXI.
Transition will take place in two phases:
Phase l (FY 98-99)-Scuing the Conditions
for Success:
• RecodingiRcstruclllring Work: Rccode
and restructure officer authorizations to address

QDR [Quadrennial Defense Review! reductions
and to bui ld viable branches, functional areas,
and career fields that grow the officers the Army
will need under the new S)'Stem.
• Proponent 'Work: Proponents finalize officer AR 600-3 officer life-cycle development for all
branch and functional areas, validate BRIFA
[branch/functional areal job structure by grade to
ensure healthy developmental opportunity for officers, and set in place the appropriate programs and
policies to support each BRIFA under OPMS XXl.
• Informing the Officer Corps: PERSCOM
[Personnel Command! and proponems jomtf)'
and thoroughly educate the field on the new system so officers can make career decisions that arc
sound and appropriate under OPMS XXI.
• 13oard Preparation : PERSCOM designs,
plans, prepares, and implements the new board
system.
Phase 2 (FY 99-02)-Transitioning the
Force by aligning officer invcntOI)' and authorizations:
• Decision Point: Spring of 1998 is l he decision point for initiating the actual t ransition of
YGs [year groups! .
• Stan Point: Actual transition of YGs to
OPMS XXI begins in FY 99.
• Transition Plan: Transition 9 YGs (3 MAJ.
6 LTC) in 4 years.
Important to remember: the whole OPMS
world doesn't change on 1 October 97. Will make
long-term decisions about OPMS XXI in the ncar
fmure and implementation will begin in Ocwbcr,
but the acwal execution will take place over 5
years. In many respects, officers will sec vel)' In de
immediate, visible change, but much preparatory
work will be ongoing to pave the way for an efficiently paced and effective transition .
As )'OU can see, the new OER and the ofricer
personnel management sllld)' are joined at the
hip. They have been developed concurrently and
I believe arc fully synchronized. We are geLLing
close to the execution phase and that is a critical
phase. I fully expect you and all leaders to implement both of these as we designed them. lf they
are to work they must be based on creclibilil)' and
that credibility is gained b)' implementing both
the"'">' the)' were designed. I know I can count
on your help in this area.
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I'll probably put out more on thts issue in the
ncar future, but I wamed to share some thoughts
on \\'hat I consider the most important issue we
face. i\s I indicated earlier, this is strategic leadership. We're talking about changing the Army in a
very fundamental way to ensure that it remains
relevant to the needs of the nation. This is both a
tremendous challenge and an exciting opportunity. We must do it right.

****
Letter to Army General Officers
July 7, 1997

South Africa: A Nation and an Army in
Transition
I recemly visited my friend and counterpart,
Lieutenant General Reginald Ollo, Chief of Staff
of the South African Army. Our all-too-brief swy
really provided only a glimpse of this magnificent
counll")' whose naLUral beauty is equaled by the
friendship of its people.
Many things about South Africa arc terribly
impressive. The vast tree-studded plains of its
national parks sweep from horizon to horizon,
preserving for all generations the wonderful richness of Afnca's wildlife. Its natural riches arc the
env>' of the world. But nothing is more impressive
than the degree of transformation that its social
order ts undcrgomg.
Arter decades of apartheid and racial strife
and violence, South Africans of all races arc transform ing their counuy into a mult iracial dcmocraC)' based upon democratic values that they share
with us. Words like unprecedented and epoch-mahing understate the magnitude of this tremendous
undcrtakmg.
It is fair to sa)' that General Otto's South
African Army has been both a pathfinder and a
paccscncr for the entire counll")' as it transforms
itself into a multiracial democratic Army. Bot h
the size and complexity of the challenge this
evolving 1\rmy faces are difficult for Americans Lo
appreciate.

The new South African Army has been molded from the fighting forces of all seven panics
involved in the fonner connict. As six of these parties were enemies of the apartheid-era government
umil l994, successful integration required a
tremendous amount of sensitivity and consideration by all conce rned. Over 900,000 soldiers,
some who had been guerrilla fighters most of their
lives, bad to be demobilized and reintegrated into
society. At the same time, national conscription
was abolished and replaced by a volunteer force.
The new Army also had to overcome some
major cultural differences. Many of the soldiers
came from guerrilla forces; others came from the
regular government army. The guerrillas practiced collective dccisionmaking and leadership,
while the regulars used a European-style hierarchical approach.
Like our Army, the South African Army is
also transitioning from a threat-oriented force to a
capabilities-based force. At the same time, they
are downsizing and carr)•ing an increasing
responsibility for meeting man)' of the challenges
now facing the new South African democraC)'·
just as our nation has often turned to our Army
when no one else could do the job, South Africa
has asked its soldiers to help deal with waves of
illegal immigrants, smuggling, ethnic, racial, and
tribal conOict, and increasing crime. They're
meeting the challenge.
South Africa is a tremendous country wnh a
tremendous future 111 the making-a future that
its Ann>' is helping to mold. General Ono paid us
a great compliment during his dinner toast when
he said that our Army is a model for the world's
professional arm ies in terms of professionalism,
ideals, and standards, one that they hope to emulate as they build a new South African Army 10
support the new South Africa.
\Ne offer them our very best wishes and continuing friendship.

****
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we would usc the top block to identif)' those real
superstars whom we believe are trul)' destmed for
the top. llowcver, I think mosl senior raters will
be reluctant to not usc the full 49 percent in order
to take care of people who are doing their best for
them and show considerable polential. I n that
case we wi ll still be dependent upon the hoard to
make the LOugh differentiation. That is the S)'Stem
that is current!)' approved to go into effect when
we execute the new OER.
One of the proposals that surfaced was to
allow senior raters to put no more than one-third
of Lhcir officers in the top block. Al first this m<ly
seem counterinltlit ive to making the officer corps
more com fortable wit h this new OER; however, a
lot of that I think depends upon how we package
it and how we execute it- more on that later. The
major advantage ol' this proposal, I think, is that
most of our officers recognize that they arc highquality officers and they're doing a good job.
Consequently, they arc being rated fair!)' and
along with the majority of their contemporaries.
vVe also recognize that there are a small number
who arc both above and below average. The OER
allows senior raters to send a ve1y powerful signal
to the board . This proposnl would clearly mean
thal people who have OERs in the center of mass
would be selected and promoted for key positions. The days of the so-called perfect file would
be over and the selection/promotion process conducted by boards would probably be more heavi1)' weighted on field evaluations. In other words,
the senior rater vote truly counts. The down s1dc,
of course, is co1wtncmg a basically "top block"
officer corps that the new rating system truly
renccts the high-quality officers we have and docs
not signal a quality drain.
Tbnt gets imo how we sell either one of these
S)'Stems. I don't have the answer for that and certain!)' would be interested in any of your thoughts
on how we do that. What I need from )'OU is how
you come down on this specific issue and your
rationale for that. from that we will make a decision and craft the underpinning of that dccis1on.
What I hope is crystal clear is thal I full)·
intend to enforce whatever system we adopt. The
management in forma tion systems we have now
allow us to do that and I intend to insist that the
officer corps execute properly the S)'Stcms we

E-mail to Army General Officers
july 25, 1997

Officer Evaluation neporL
This one's a little d ifferent from most I send
I want to lay oul an issue for you and then
get your input. All you have to do is give me your
thoughts on the issue by responding direct!)' to
Nick justice. We will then collate your elm a and
factor 11 11110 the decision process. The issue is one
I consider critical to the leadership oft he Arm>' ·
Consequently, I wam your thoughts, not some
staff officer or aide. If you do not want lo provide
input, that's fine too, but at least acknowledge
receipt so we know our system works.
The issue has to do with the implementation
of the new OER and it specifically cemcrs around
senior rater profiles. As )' OU know, we've had a
series of IPRs lin-progress reviews! and most if
not all of )'OU h;we prodded valuable input to the
development oft his OER. I'm totally convinced
that the proper implementation of this OER is
critical to the proper execution of OPMS !Officer
Professional Management System! . As I've said
man)' times, the two arc joined at the hip and
lully complementary, but we had a d iscussion at
the Senior Leaders Training Conlercnec that
threw out another option and I want lO check signals with you. I also believe that so much of our
future IS tied Into the proper implementation of
these two (O[R and OPl\1$) that I get the best
advice poss1ble. That's why I'm reaching out to all
of you.
Currently, the new OER requires senior
raters to put at least 51 percent of their rated ofl'iccrs in the second block or center of mass. This
was designed to combat the innation that had
crept mtn the 67-8 and restore the credibility of
the semor rater m the evaluation process. I recognize that makes it tough on all of you in terms of
makmg that cut at the 50-percent mark. In deciding upon that initially we felt that was as big a
change as the officer corps could handle lor right
now. I think that is still an important consideration; however, having discussed this with a number of officers, I know we nrc alluy ing to figure
out how lO wkc care of our best leaders. Ideally,
)'OU.
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through colonel level. That's a group of very tale11led officers who have been living under a highly inflated system for the last 4-5 )'ears at least.
To ratchet down to 33 percent may be a bridge
too far. We need tO build their confidence in our
new OER system.
• I looked at whether there was a way we
could focus on 33 percent individual officers vice
individual repons and l am convinced the system
cannot handle that. My concern here was that by
focusing on individual reports with a 33-pcrcent
cap and given the multiple ratings that officers
receive, senior r:uers would only be able to rate
approximately 20 percent of the officer corps in
the top block. l don't think that gives you enough
flexibility. As I got into that level of detail! fel t
that the original analysis we did was even more
compelling.
• Final!)', I have always been concerned
about signa ling uncertainty with this report.
When you make a major change like that at the
11th hour you have to accept the fact that there
is going to be uncertainty amongst the officer
corps as to what else is wrong with that report. I
firmly believe that the report is too good to risk
the doubt and uncertainty that might result from
this change. Given all the other change we have
going on, that's an unacceptable risk in my
mind.
There arc valid points on both sides of the
issue but, on balance, I believe we are best
served by going with the proposed system and,
consequently, need )'Our support for that S)'S·
tem. As many of you identified, either system
will work if we execute it properly. Some have
heard me talk on this but let me make sure you
understand how strongly l feel about this. I was
in the Ch ief's [Genera l Creighton W. Abrams,
Jr.! office when the Army sent out the pul l up
your socks message. It was a disaster primaril)'
because we did not enforce the system, and consequently some people complied with what the
Chief said and others didn't. l don't intend for
that to happen this time. This is a credibi lity
issue for all of us.
tvly guess is that an objective of 33 percent in
the sen ior rater block is pretty good guidance and
will give you the flexib ility necessary. lam convinced that a ce nter of mass rating will not be

implement. This is too important to our future
not to do it right.
1 would appreciate your comments ASAP las
soon as possible) but NLT !not later thanl 31July
119971.

E-mail to Army General Offi cers
August 6, 1997

Officer Evaluation Report
Thanks for your input on the new OER [see
e-rnai l to Arm)' General Officers, July 25, 19971 .
I read every one of your comments and found
them extremely interesting. As I expected, they
renect both the complexity of this issue and the
high degree of professionalism we have in the
General Officer Corps. Now I have a much better feel of where you are on this issue and I
believe this effort will result in a better decision.
l deeply appreciate you r stated suppon for
whatever decision is made . That 's important
because the real keys to success are ownership
and execution.
If I counted votes-which I didn't-the
majorit)' came down in favor of a tighter shot
group in the top blocks. Most favored the 33-percent cap, while others made valid arguments for
eve n less. My own bias going into this was that
was the way 10 go. I'm sure some of you detected
that from the way l sent out the message. 1 t ricd
to ma ke it as balanced as L could but I'm sure I
tipped my hand to many.
l lowever, having read your comments and
given considerable thought and prayer to this
issue, I believe the Army is best served by the
49/51 system. Let me give you the arguments that
weighed most heavily in making this decis10n.
• Any time )'OU change the evaluation report
there is great anxiety about that decision. I can
remember well the anxiety in the early eighties
when we wen t to the current form. l detected
some of that anxiety in your comments. I know it
exists and probably is greatest at the captain
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career ending, and that we will have officers
selected for promotion and key opportunities
with more than one report in the center of mass. I
assure you with the implementation of OPMS
!Officer Professronal Management System] and a
move to a more reqt~~rements-bascd selection system this is going to happen. We will find a way to
make the semor rater's personal compliance with
this system a matter of their official file and subject to board review. We have a great officer corps
and I don't doubt the integrity of anyone.
However, l need to make sure that everyone
understands that I expect compliance.
I've
asked
PERSCOM
I Personnel
Command] to send a reminder leLLcr when
senio r rater top block profi les go above the
objective 33 perce nt figure. When the senior
rater top block exceeds 49 percent, he or she
can expect through the chain of command a
general officer letter. I fee l so strongly about this
that 1 will personally sign those for general officers. This is what senio r leadership is all
about-we must walk the walk.

****
l etter to Army General Officers
August 1, 1997
Visit to Poland and tile Czecl1 Republic
1 recently paid a visit to my counterparts in
Poland and the Czec h Rep ublic. In Warsaw I
was hosted by Lieu tenan J General Zb igniew
Zalewski, and in Prague I visited with General
Major jiri Sedivy. Although these visits had been
planned for some time, they in fact came at a
very fortuitou s moment. The trip came on the
heels of the historic NATO meeting in Madrid
that invned both countries to begin the accession process leading to NATO membership in
1999. This achie,·ement was the result of much
hard work on the pan of these candidates. and
it was great to be able to offer our congratulations to the m1litar)' and civilian leaders of both
countries.

In discussions with the senior leadership in
both Poland and the Czech Republic, I was struck
by the similarity of the problems all of us face.
Like us, both countries arc trying to get the best
defense they can from the resources available to
them. For example, both arc downs1zing the military establishments they inherited from the Cold
\Var era in order to conserve resources to spend
on essential modernization.
They, too. are learning that in a democracy
an army ultimately depends on the people to provide the resources necessary for national defense.
To be willing to provide this suppon , the people
must understand the need for an army and
respect and trust it as an institution. Ultimately,
the nation must be will ing to trust its army with
its most precious resource, its sons and daughters. Both Poland and the Czech Republic have
recently suffered from some of the worst Oooding
central Europe has experienced in almost a millennium, and the magnificent performance of
their armies in dealing with the devastation and
suffering has won them an even warmer place in
the hearts of the Polish and Czech peoples. Like
our soldiers when we respond qt11ckly to help
Americans deal with disasters, when they were
needed, they were there.
This trip also brought home to me how
important a role our Arm)' has played in these success stories. Both the Polish Ann)' and the Army of
the Czech Republic see us as a valuable role model
to follow as they chan their paths to the future and
they eagerly seek opportunities to lcam from us.
We have already played a significant pan in
developing their leadership. For example, in the
Czech Republic, my counterpart , General Major
Sedivy is a graduate of our Army War College.
But we're also helping with their up and coming
leaders. Visiting the Czech 4th Rapid Deployment
Brigade, I met Second Lieutenant Petr Vohralik ,
who graduated number two in the U.S. lVIilitary
Academy Class of 1997. In Poland our escort officer, Colonel Admin Misztal attended our
Command and General Staff College. When we
look at our strateg)' for shaping the future, it is
hard to imagine an}' poss1ble activity with a better
return on investment than inviting these highl)'
professional and dedrcated leaders to join us in
our professional military education programs.
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There arc also man)' unsung heroes in these
success stories. l:very time I visit foreign armies
I'm always tremendously proud of the fine soldiers who represent us overseas in our embassies,
liaison teams, and other organizations that we
charge with shapmg the future securit}' environment. This was certainly true 111 Warsaw and
Prague. Assisted by the tremendous EUCOM
(European Command! and USAREUR !United
States Army Europe! participation in both
NATO's Partnership for Peace program as well as
our bilateral military-to-military programs, our
au ache personnel and mil itary liaison teams performed yeoman work in assisting both these
countries in mccli ng the strenuous requirements
neccssar)' to be invited 1.0 begin the NATO accession process.
Some soldiers wi n fame and honor on the
baulefielcl. Others quietly cont ributc every day to
winn ing the peace for us, our ch ildren, and our
grandchildren. ln central Europe the accession of
Poland and the Czech Republic to fu ll NATO
membership has been ably assisted by the hard
work of our soldiers scrvmg there. No bands, no
parades for them-but they know in their hearts
that their efforts wdl help to assure peace in
Europe and the world for the next generation.
'A'e're so ver>' fortunate to have them. We can
proudly say that the}' are our Army's credentials.

****
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With his wife Mary Jo holding the bible, General Reimer is sworn in as the thirty-third
Army Chief of Staff on 6 July 1995 b)' then-Secretary of Defense William Perry in
Secretat)' Perry's Pentagon office. General Reimer had also been sworn in on 20 June 1995
by Secretary of the Army Togo West; below, during an August 1995 visit to Japan, the
Army Chief of Staff meets with General Tetsuya Nishimoto, Chairman of the Joim Staff
Council of the Japan Defense Agency.

,

Above, on 30 December 1995, soldiers
from the lst Armored Division cross the
Sava River Bridge, a significanL engineering feat in support of Operation jOINT
ENDEAVOR in Bosnia-Herzegovina; below,
during a July 1996 visit to Fon Bragg,
North Carolina, Reimer observes ROTC
cadets conducting an after action review
of a platoon movemenL to contact, an
exercise that teaches a unit how to attack
when the enemy situation to its front is
uncertain.

A soldier from Lhe 4Lh Infantry
Division, based at Fon Hood, Texas,
participaLes in lhe brigade Advanced
WarfighLing Experiment (AWE) al
Lhe National Training Center in
March 1997.

Talking with Lieutenant Petr Bohralik
of lhe Czech Army during a visil to
Poland and Lhe Czech Republic in
July 1997. Bohralik graduated second
in the WesL Point class of 1997.

At a press conference on 11 September l997, Reimer briefs the Pentagon press corps on the
results of the comprehensive Army-wide assessments done by the Department of the AnTI}'
Inspector General and a specially designated Senior Review Panel on the issue of sexual
harassment in the Artl1}'; below, Reimer crossing the Memorial Bridge in WashinglOn, D.C.,
on 12 October 1997 while running the annual UArmy Ten-Miler."

Talking with a captain from the 40th Infanll")' Division of the California Army National
Guard during a 14 March L998 visit to Camp Roberts, California; below, in the spring of
1998 Reimer receives an operational update from the 3d lnfantr)' Division (Mechanized)
deployed to Kuwait m support of Operation DESERT THUNDER l.

Director Steven Spielberg and
the Army Chief of Staff sharing
a laugh at the 29 September
1998 presentauon ceremony in
Arlington, Virginia, of the
Army Distinguished Civilian
Service Award to Spielberg for
making "Saving Private Ryan";
below, standing on the Navy
side at the 1998 Army-Navy
game in Veterans Stadium in
Philadelphia, General Reimer
tips his hat in tribute to the
midshipmen as the Naval
Academy's song is played at the
end of the game. To Reimer's
right are former Heisman
Trophy winner Brigadier
General (Retired) Pete Dawkins
and Secretary of the Army
Louis Caldera.
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You /wow, and llmow, chat all is nor sweerness and light. We have been hit with a ve1y divisive open
debate on the way we have reached some of our decisions. This threatens the very fab ric of our
seamless force [Active, Guard and Army Reserve). It is not ve1y hel1?ful for the nation. It is important that we resolve these differences and get them right. The stakes Clfe ve1y high.... I rededicate
myself to the fundamental principle of the Total Army, and that I am /.he Chief of Staff of the Total
Army. I will spend a great deal more lime on Reserve-Component issues.
Den11is]. Reimer, Ge11eral, U11ited States Army

Remarks to the National Guard
Association of the United States
Albuquerque, New Mexico
September 8, 1997
Members of the National Guard Association
of the United States, distinguished guests, fellow
soldiers, and ladies and gemlcmcn, it is great to
be here. It is great to be out of Washington. It is
great anytime I can find the lime to get out of
WashinglOn and come to a great place like
Albuquerque, New Mexico. I am truly delighted
to be here.
I have visited here many times and I guess I am
always struck by how warm and friend!)' the great
people of Albuquerque arc. vVhencver l come to
Albuquerque, the first thing that comes to my mind,
because it is the hcan of New tvlexico, is the great
soldiers that served in the 200th Coastal Artillery
Regiment. I had an opportunity to say hello to the
veterans of the regiment at the reception this
evening. I had an opponunity to thank them for
their service to the nmion and thank them for the
special example they prtwidcd for our soldiers
lOday. In In)' mind thC)' exemplify what we mean
when we talk about S<'ICriflcc and sc!ncss sen~cc.
All of you know that they arc the survivors of
the Bataan Death t-.lnrch, "The Bauling Bastards of

Bataan." Some 1,800 soldiers went imo captivity
and less than 900 of them came back. When I
talk to young soldiers about selOess service and
sacrifice, the soldiers that come to mind are the
people like those of the 200th Coastal Artillery
Regiment. I also think they represent that special
spirit of the United States Army, the spirit that
will not be defeated, no maHer what kmd of odds,
no mauer what kind of difficulties, no matter
what kind of circumstances. That is the same
spirit we want in today's Army and the same spirit we want in the Army of the 21st century.
l also want to congratulate the recipiems of
the National Guard Associ at ion of the United
Stales awards. I have looked at the list of people
receiving awards-what a great number of people
and what a great recognition that you have provided them . Senator Stevens received one of the
awards when he was here yesterday. I arn also
proud that you have chosen Lo recognize the governor of my home state of Oklahoma, Governor
[Frank] Keating. All the people that you have recognized arc very deserving.

A Histo1y of Clwnge
This afternoon, I want to spend a liulr time,
as I focus my remarks, on how the Army is
changing to meet the challenges of today, tomorrow, and the 21st ccntlll')'· You know, change is
nothing new for the U.S. Army. We have a histo-
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ry and tradition of change in 222 years of service
to the nation. When you look back over that history, you will find that there has been a lot of
change over that 222-year hisLOry. In fact, for us
change is a constant-a constant that has enabled
us to meet the needs of the nation.
When !took over as the Chief of Staff of the
Army and came back to Washington in june 1995,
I asked the histonans LO take a look at the history
of each of the Chiefs of Staff of the Army previous
to me. Starting with General Uohn j.] Pershing, in
the early 1900s, I found they all faced challenges,
and that all of them had to manage change.
Last week, we hosted a number of the retired
generals back in Washington at. something we
called the Army Leadersh ip Seminar. Many of the
former Chiefs were back. I think General [Fred
C.] Weyand p robably capwrcd it best when he
talked about our 222-ycar history and the 222year contribution to ou r nation that our institution has provided. He pointed out that throughout that hisLOry, in all those trials and tribulations, the Army has always remained strong. The
Army has always been there for the nation. The
Army has always made the nation stronger.
Throughout our history of change, there has
always been one overriding principle that has
always guided us through that change. I think
General Douglas MacArthur captured it best in
1962 when he talked to the cadets at West Point.
"Through all this welter of change and development ," he said , "your mission re mains fixed,
determined, inviolable. It is to win our wars.
Everything in your professional career is but
corollary to this vital dedication." In these words
he set our guidepost-stay fixed on that important objective: to win our nation's wars.
Today l wantLO share with you how I see my
role as Chief of Staff of the Total Army and what 1
expect of you as valued members of America's
Army. First, I think it would be helpful to review
where we have been-to take a look at what we
have done. To do that, you have to go back to
1989. We won a great victory in 1989-the victory of the Cold War. There were no victory
parades. There were no memorials erected to that
particular victory. There has really been no recognition of the sacrifices and service that so many
gave. But nonetheless, it was a great victory.

It is hard to fully understand the impact of
that victory and of the change it brought us. Even
8 years later, it is still hard to grasp what that
change has really meant. The numbers are easy to
quantify, and you know them as well as I do. We
have taken over 600,000 people out of the U.S.
Army. That includes the Active Component, the
Army National Guard, the U.S. Army Reserve,
and dedicated Department of Army civilians.
We closed over 700 bases worldwide, over
600 have been in Europe, primarily in Germany.
They range from very small kasernes [posts] to
large installations where we had brigade-size
units. ln Europe, we have drawn down from over
235,000 soldiers to 65,000. The ne t total of all
those reductions equals 12 major installations in
the Continental United States-bases like Fort
Hood, Fort Carson, Fort Riley, and Fort Stewart.
l have personally participated in the closing
of three major bases in the United States-the
Presidio , Fort Sheridan, and Fort O rd ; I can tell
you that it was an emotional experience. We did
not want to do it. The people living around the
bases did not want us to leave. Yet, at the same
time, we had to do it because the resources had
gone down and we had to keep the Army trained
and ready-focused on the requirements for winning the nation's wars. In 1989, the Department
of Defense's share of the federal budget was 27
percent. Today it is 16 percent. The Army total
obligation authority is down to 42 percent.
Physically we have changed the Army a great
deal. In addition to declining resources we have
picked up additional missions in places not famil iar to us. They are in places like Somalia , Haiti,
Bosnia, Macedonia, Partners hip for Peace programs in nations throughout central and eastern
Europe.
Fundamentally, we changed the Army physically and culturally. It is much more difficult to
explain the cultural changes. We have gone from
a threat-based force to a capabilities-based force.
We have changed our strategy from containment
to engagement. ln essence, we have turned the
world upside down.

Today's Army and the Total Force
There are fundamental differences between
the Cold War Army and the post-Cold War Army
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than what we have today. In the Cold War there
was one major enemy. That enemy drove our
doctrine. They drove our training. They drove
our modernization programs. They drove our tactics. We knew an awful lot about that enemy.
Most of us spent our entire military lives uying to
defeat that enemy. The Total Army's task was
undersLOod by all. From L983 to J985, I was the
lll Corps artillery commander. In peacetime, I
had a number of artillery brigades assigned to the
corps artillery. In total war, what we planned to
do was send those brigades overseas to reinforce
Europe. The units that I would go to war with
and the people I took on terrain walks were the
colonels that commanded the Army National
Guard artillery brigades in Colorado, Mississippi,
Arkansas, and Oklahoma. This was a relationship
that had been forged over time- a total force relationship. That rclalionship was importanl to us
back then and it is important to us now.
The world we lived in back then was very
dangerous, but it was also very predictable. Today,
we find ourselves requiring a full-spectrum
force-a force that can perform a range of missions, all the way from military support lO civilian
authorities, to peace enforcement, to high-intensity combat and everything in between. It is a tough
challenge. In many ways, it is tougher and less
focused than the challenges we faced during the
Cold War. It requires constant change.
We cannot live in the past. The old organizations, the old tactics, techniques, and procedures
do not necessarily lend themselves to the dangers
we face. At the same time, we must protect the
critical tenets that have made us the guardian of
freedom and have made us the most respected
military in the world.
We have learned a lot the last 8 years. l want
to share some of those insights with you. First of
all, the militaty plays a key role in peace and stability throughout the free world. During the almost
50 years of the Cold War, we used the military 10
times. Since 1989, we have used our military 27
limes, perfonning 60 percent of the heavy lifting in
those operations. We have accomplished that with
less than 25 percent of the resources given to the
Department of Defense. These demands have
placed an increased reliance on the total forcegreater reliance upon the Reserve Components.
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l think our employment of the total force is
best exemplified by our forces in Bosnia. We
have almost 7,900 soldiers deployed there. That
force has been continuously supported by 3,000
Reserve-Component soldiers. These soldiers have
been called up for 270 days at a time. These
numbers are not surprising because that is the
way we built a balanced force . It requires all the
components, Active, National Guard, and the
U.S. Army Reserve. When we deploy, we deploy
as a total force.
We take on evety operation as a total force.
Bosnia is the exception. An Army National Guard
company will soon deploy to Macedonia, joining
Active-Component forces performing an important mission. These soldie rs are reall y h olding
that part of the world together by preventing
refugees from coming out of Kosovo and upsetting stability in the region.
The Multinational Force Observer battalion
mission that we have been conducting for 17
years in the Sinai is also a Total Force operation.
We have sent an Active/Reserve-Component composite battalion over there. We are now looking at
deploying an Army National Guard task force,
with 529 soldiers for that mission.
The Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia, was the
most visible event to occur in 1996, requiring
military assistance to civilian authorities. Over
700,000 man-days of support were provided by
Reserve-Component forces. Again, the Army
National Guard led the way.
The day-to-day operations, both state and
federal missions of the total force, leave no doubt
about the contribution of the Total Army. That is
what is happening today, but what about the
future? Supreme Court justice O li ver Wendell
Holmes was traveling by train from Washington,
D.C. As the train pulled out of the station, the
conductor started his rounds. As he enlered the
car where justice Holmes was sitting, the justice
started fumbling in his pocket to rind his tickel.
The conductor recognized him and said, "justice
Holmes, that is all right, we know who you are.
You don't have to show us your ticket." justice
Holmes said, "Thank you very much young man.
l appreciate the fact that you recognize me, but
you don't understand, if I don't find the ticket, I
don't know where I am going."
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Lwill tell you that the U.S. Army, the Total
Army, has a ticket and we have a plan. That plan
started with the work that we have done in
reshaping the force beginning with the
Quadrennial Defense Revtcw. The Quadrennial
Defense Revtew was our third effort to refine the
force structure required for the post-Cold War. I
will tell you that 11 was the most detailed analytical effort that we have undertaken to date. I think
it was important to do that. What we focused on
during the Quadrennial Defense Review was to
make sure that we got strategy right. The strategy
was based upon three pillars: respond, shape and
prepare. First, we wanted to be able to respond to
crises wherever they occur-13osnia, Southwest
Asia, Korea.
Second, we wanted to be able to shape the
en vironmcnt we would live in the 21st cenwryto be able to make the world a better place in
which to live for our chi ldren and grandchildren.
What a noble undertaking that is.
The third pi llar is to prepare the force for the
challenges we sec deep in the 2 Lst century and to
make sure that our soldiers will have at that point
in time the best equipment and the best weapon
S)'Stems that the country could provide.
We took our time on developing this strategy
because it was important to get it right. Strategy
in our mind is the underpinning of the force.
To im j)lcment the Quadrennial Defense
Review IQDRI strategy, the 1\rmy is following a
path to the future called Foret XX I. This is the
process by which we arc transforming the Total
Army to meet the needs of the nation today and
the challenges of' tOI110tTOW, and the 2] St century.
Army XX I is the intermed iate stop in the Force
XX l process. Basicall y what we will do in Army
XXLis take the equipmem we have in the inventory today-the 1\brams tank and the Bradley
infantry fighting vehicle-and enhance them with
information-age technology. In the Advanced
V-larfighting Experiment at the National Training
Center in f-ort Irwin, California, we could see
fundamentally how these innovations would
change the way we do business on the baulefield.
I believe that our effort in this area will enable us
to maintain the edge.
We do not hm·e it completely right, but I am
already convinced of a couple of things. First of

all, information dominance, infonnation operations, and, panicularl)', situational awareness are
vet)' powerful. There were a lot of testers running
around looking at what we did in the Advanced
Warfighting Experiment, but I will tell you that
the most meaningful moment was a conversation
that the S-3 (operations officer) of the
Experimental Force from the 4th lnfantl')' Division
had with Secretaty of Defense Cohen. l ie brought
the secretat)' into his tactical operations center and
showed him the three consoles. l ie said, "Sir, this
is what situational awareness is all about. On these
consoles, I have in front of me the orde r of battle-what's happen ing out there on the battlespace. You know, Mr. Secretary, before I had situational awareness, I spent about 70 percent of my
time trying to get the information on where we
were and where the enemy was and about 30 percem of my time analyzing that informat ion and
making recOtnmcnclations to my boss. Now with
si tuational awareness it is reversed. I spend 70
percent of my time analyzing that information,
and making recommendations." That is powerful.
Another powerfu l thing that none of the
testers captured, but it occurred to me, was this. I
walked into a tactical operation center. As I was
looking at the screens of Situational awareness, I
saw an icon, and I said, "What's that?" The young
man that was working the console said, "Sir, that
is a fuel tanker." Many of you have been imo tactical operation centers. I can tell you that the
number of times that I have been able to locate
the fuel tanker has been zero. Usually when you
ask where the fuel tanker is, someone runs outside and says, "Get the fi rst sergeant and have him
try to fi nd it." Not only did we know where that
fuel tanker was, but we C<)uld talk with that fuel
tanker, and we were able to tell that driver, "We
don't wam you to go to Alpha company. We want
you to go top off Charlie com pany-they are in
the attack and they need the fucl worse." Now
that is powerful. That saves time, that saves lives.
That is what information dominance is all about.
I believe very strongly that the limiting factor
of future operations may be human endurance.
We found out that computers do not get tiredpeople get tired. This argues for greater Integration between and among the components. We
must have multiple crews and systems tf we real-
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proposed by The Adjutant General. Secretary
West approved the plan. It places 3 enhanced
brigades under a nondcployablc ActiveComponent division headquarters and headquarters company. I think it is the best alternative at
this time because it provides two things. It is the
least costly, easiest to implement; meets the current Defense planning gutdance; facilitates future
decisions; and is doable in the ncar term. There
are issues that have to be resolved, but we will
take those on. We have to do that, because this
initiative will facilitate our transition to the other
future alternatives that bri ng the Army tOgether in
a more integrated fash ion.
There are many things in America's Army to
be proud of. We have won a great victory during
the Cold War. We reshaped the force. 'vVe have
downsized . We have kept the Army trai ned and
ready. That is the first time in our history that
such a feat has eve r been accomplished. This is
truly an unprecedented accomplishment. It is a
very exciting time to be a pan of the Army.
But you know, and I know, that all is not
sweetness and light. We have been hll with a very
divisive open debate on the wa)' we have reached
some of our decisions. This threatens the very fabric of our seamless force !Active, Guard and Army
Reserve]. It is not very helpful for the nation. It is
important that we resolve these differences and get
them right. The stakes arc very high.
Let me again return to the words of General
tvlacArthur. "Yours is the profession of arms," he
said, "the will to win, the sure knowledge that in
war there is no substitute for victory-that if you
fail, the nation will be destroyed." I do not think
that is an overstatement. It is not my purpose
today to point fi ngers, LO engRge in debate of right
or wrong, to argue facts, or to display emotions. I
am here to ask for your support in helping make
America's Army all it can be. l ask that you join
ranks with me to declare a new beginning. Let me
tell you what I intend to do on my pan.
I rededicate m)•self to the fundamental principle of the Total Army, and that I am the Chief
of Staff of the Total Army. I will spend a great
deal more time on Reserve-Componcm issues.
To the extent that time will permit, I will go back
to a practice that I had at U.S. Army Forces
Command, where I will meet with Reserve-

ly want to get the ful lest capabi lity out of the
force. It is possible that we will have a mirror
image of a force or an organization in two components. If you want a capability that allows )'OU to
take the fight to the enemy 24 hours a day. you
bring in the one component and place it on top of
the other for a full H-hour capability. That is
something we have to develop, because the
potential is there and it is ver>'• very great.
Our vision for the future docs not stop with
Army XXI. lt includes something called the Army
After Next-it is the deep objective. I cannot
describe the S)'Stcms that arc going to be pan of
the Army After Next, but I can tell you a lot about
it. I can tell you that it must be SlraLegically, operationally, and tactically more mobile. The whole
world has moved closer together and we understand that we get some return on ou r investment
by being able to get the fo rce there very quickly.
We must be able to move the force around the
globe quickly to demonstrate our force projection
capability.
Army After Next must be more versatile. The
force must be able to switch quickly between
lethal and nonlethal means. We must have more
nonlethal capabiltt)' than we have right now in
Bosnia, where we cannot shout down the warring
factions. \Ale do not want to usc deadly forcelethal force-on the warring factions. There must
be something in between. We also need greater
lethality. I have sate! many times we must narrow
the gap between our heavy and light forces. We
would like the heavy force to become more
deployable, but just as importantly we would like
the light to become more powerful.
So we arc puuing our investment in those
panicular areas, focusing our R&D ]research and
development] efforts on the ki nds of capabilities
we will need in the Army After Next. As we move
through the Force XX I process, most of all we
must leverage the strengths of the three components of toclay's Army. That is our vision, but it is
hazy. \Vc arc refining the vision as we go along. l
would tell you that we have taken some steps that
have taken us closer 10 that vision and I think it
will lead us down that path.
One of those steps is something that is near
and dear to you-the Active Component and the
Ann}' National Guard Integrated Division. It was
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Component leaders on a regular basis. I found
that very helpful and I think that it is needed
even more in the future years.
During the next two years, I intend to be
guided by the following Total Army tenets. Fi rst,
the protection of the vital interests of our nation is
our number one priority- the survival of the
nation state.
Second, I believe the link to the American
people is critical. I know that the Reserve
Component provides the strongest link. Senator
Stevens said so very well, "For most Americans, the
Army Reserve and Army National Guard are the
presence of the Total Atmy in their communities.
That link between our citizenry and our military
was of paramount importance to our founding
fathers. Their vision has weathered the test of time,
and circumstances today make that line no less
vital." I could not have said it better. I continue to
believe with all my heart that soldiers-Active
Component, U.S. Army Reserve and Army
National Guard-are truly our credentials. They
do an awful lot. just like the soldiers of the 200th
Coastal Artillery Regiment, they represent us so
very well.
That point was driven home to me when l
was the Deputy Chief of Staff of the Army dLning
DESERT STORM. I traveled to Saudi Arabia and had
dinner with some soldiers. Somebody asked the
question, "How many of you arc in the reserves,
how many of you are in the National Guard, how
many of you are in the Active Component?" One
of the soldiers looked at us and said, "It does not
matter. We are all wearing U.S. Army. We are a
team, and we are making it happen!" That is the
way it has to be.
The third principle is that the soldiers that we
have in the Total Anny must be adequately trained
before they are put in harms way. They must be
properly supported and cared for. It does not matter what component they are in. We must keep the
Army Six Imperatives-a quality proper force mix,
realistic training, modernization, leader and soldier
development programs, and doctrine-balanced.
As we move to the future, we have to keep the
imperalives synchronized. lt is important for all of
us to understand that quality is first among equals.
lt is quality people, training, equipment, doctrine-it is quality in everything that we do.

The last tenet is vel)', vel)' important-that is
the total force must be a seamless force. I ask for
your support. l ask that you embrace these tenets
with me. If you cannot embrace those tenets, I
ask that we talk about it and find out what our
differences are and why we cannot embrace them.
1 ask that you help me stop the negative rhetoric
that is going on in the open press and the open
forums. All of us need to be accountable for our
actions. All of us need to be supportive of the
Total Army. Most importantly, 1 ask that you
open up the lines of communications and that we
talk about these issues and we have a chance to
listen to each other. l assure you that l am willing
to make that commitment.
ln 1973, General Abrams, the father of the
Total Army, s ummari zed so well the price that
the men from the 200th Coastal Arti llery
Regiment paid in the Far East when he said, "We
paid dearly for our unpreparedness during those
early days ... with our most precious currency-the lives of our young men. The monuments
we raise to their heroism and sacrifice are really
surrogates for the monuments we owe ourselves
for our blindness to reality. for our indifference
to real threats tO our security, and our cletcnni nation to deal in intentions and perceptions, for
our unsubstantiated wishful thinking about how
war will never come."
Yes, the stakes are high, but the cost of failure for the Republic is even higher. I know you
care as deeply as 1 do about structuring our Army.
We must do it right and we must take it into the
next century. You and I know we can do it-we
can make it happen. Let us work together to
ensure that future units like the 200th Coastal
Artillery Regiment are not remembered for their
sacrifice and suffering, but for their preparedness
and their capability to deter war. That is what is
involved here.
Thank you very much for your kind attention. Thank you for allowing me to talk to you
today. Thank you for your support for America's
Army. God bless you.
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Address to the Nanjing Command
Academy
Nanjing, Ch ina
September 25, 1997
I have come to China more to learn than to
lecture. America's defense policy is open and
transparent. We seek to engage other nations -to
promote our common interests -to our mutual
advantage. I s incerely believe that before countries and armies can engage each other, they must
understand each other. Americans see engagement as a process of sharing ideas-nurturing
common inte rests-and c reating relationships
where both peoples benefit from the exchange.
This process begins with knowing one another.
For strong bonds between nations take hold only
when they arc anchored in unde rstanding. So
much like a student here at your academy. l have
come here to learn, to engage in an open and
honest exchange of ideas, but mostly to listen and
to learn about you and )'OUr army with an open
mind and sincere interest.
From what I do know of your army, I believe
that we have much in common. Both o ur armies
have been shaped by the events of the 20th cen tury. As Ill)' contribution to mutual understanding, I would like to share with you how the
American Army views itself, and where we believe
we sh are common in terests with the People's
Liberation Anny. Although our arm)' is 222 years
old , we think of the First World War as the birth
of the modern American Army. The United States
did not even have a modern design for a combat
d ivision until 1906. When the war came no army
divisions existed-a certain reflection of the
United States' failure to recognize its own emerging global responsibilities.
When America finally entered the war,
Presiden t [Woodrow ! Wilson selected Gene ral
john Pershing to command the cxpeditionat')'
force. General Pershing's task was monumental.
He had to do more than just command the force
in the field. He also had to design, train and supply 1he American ann)', frequently over the objection and interference of our allies who wanted to
usc American troops piecemeal to reinforce their
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own armies. General Persh ing is really the father
of our army. By charting an independent course
for American forces he took on a great deal of
responsibility, a trust to safeguard the nation's
interest. We have always had-and will continue- to view that tr ust as a sacred responsibility.
This trust is something I know you understand.
General George Marshall, who served in
China, was our great leader in World War IL
Significant!)', he had General Pershing's portrait
hung behind the desk in h is o ffice as a constant
reminder of the Army's responsibility to the
nation. From World War II, when our two people
fought as Allies against a common foe, I think we
learned that victory in baLtic really comes from a
balance in moral and materiel strength. Our
ind ustrial base gave us the weapons of war, but it
was the support, and the energy, and the initiative and sacrifice of the American people, and our
friend s and allies around the world, that enabled
us to endure. The failure to understand this point
was one of Japan's fata l mistakes in World War II.
To Americans the terrible struggle in Korea,
in which both our armies suffered and sacrificed,
will always remain foremost for us a lesson in the
cost of unpreparedness. The outbreak of the
Korean War was a biller reminder that the Jack o f
a modernized , capable militmy force in a troubled
world is not a good precursor for peace.
ln contrast, Vietnam taught us that the lack
of strong moral unity, within the nation- within
the service itself- with friends and allies-can be
equally devastating in war.
After the twin lessons of Korea and Vietnam,
the American Anny entered the 1980s with introspection and renewed determination. The result
was an impressive performance in DESERT STORM .
This success was a combination of materiel
improvement and, equally important, moral reinforcement through training, through an emphasis
on values of service to the nation, through closer
ties to o ur citizens, th rough team work with our
coalitio n partners.
And from DESERl STORM we have learned
more lessons about the balance of materiel and
moral forces-both requirements for today and
the futu re. Conti nued modernization is essential.
DESERT STORM, for example, ofTerecl a significant
lesson in logistics. As always logistics proved to
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be the lifeblood of war; but, as successful as we
were at keeping the supplies flowing, we also
learned that there is much we can do to improve
our system to make it even more responsive.
usi ng modern business practices, inventOI')'
tracking and distribution techniques to deliver
just the right support to the right place at the
right time. The brute force logistics of the past,
where we stockpiled massive amoums of supplies, will be inadequate for the military operations of the future.
Modernizing logistics was only one in a long
list of lessons and insights we learned during the
Persian Gulf War. But once again, Dt:SERT STORt-.t
demonstrated that the materiel strength alone is
not a guarantor of victory. All wea pons have
their limitat ions. Precision-guided munitions,
for example, made significant comribulions but
they arc not the solution to every military problem. No thinking opponent would allow a significant technological advantage to go
unchecked. They will develop coumcrmeasures:
War is constant struggle of action and counteraction between two determined foes. This is a
lesson we will never forget.
Dt:St:RT STOR~ t also reinforced the importance
of the lin k between soldiers and citi zens. For
example, during the war we had a critical shortage of tires for our heavy trucks. It turned out
there was on ly one manufacturer for the ures in
the whole country. This private company immediately offered to comact its dealers t hroughoUl
the nation and ask them to ship whatever stocks
they had to the nearest airport In Waco, Texas,
there was a local tire salesman named Ken Oliver
who had 74 tires. When he heard of the Army's
need , he rented a cargo trailer with his own
money, hooked it up to his pickup truck, and
drove all night to the closest air force base. He
said, "l ie figured our troops must have needed
those tires as quick!)' as possible and he didn't
want to waste any time geuing them there."
DLSI Rl STORM truly reflected the comrmtment and
resolve of the American people when they are
behind a noble and just cause. That in essence is
how America sees its Army.
Today, we are building on the past as I have
just outlined it to you, but we arc also looking to
the future. Recently we completed a new militat)'

strateg)' for the post-Cold War world based on
three principles: shape, respond, prepare.
Shape refers to a constant process of engagement with our friends and allies around the
world, shaping the environment in a way that
contributes to stabi lity and economic growth.
Respond means maintaining a nexible, adequate capability to respond to a regional crisis or
confrontation before it becomes a protracted,
debilitating conflrct.
Finally, prepare means continuall)' modernizing our forces-updating doctrine and leader
development programs-so they are prepared to
deal with the security challenges of the future,
ensuring that t\merica has and retains a strong
and capable force.
We have begun the process of preparing by
envisioning the capabili ties we will need in the
year 2020 and then crafting a long-term plan to
meet those requirements. We started with a program of experimentation and development that
integrates information-age technologies into our
current forces. The result will be an improved,
modernized force we call Army XXI.
Meanwhile, we are also developing th e
requirements for what we believe will be the
totall y new force that we will fie ld twenty years
from now. We call it the Army After Next. The
Army After Next will be strategically, operationally and tactically more mobile and versatile. It will
place a premium on a complete revolution in
logistics.
Without question today, as we speak, that is
the focus of the American Army, implementing
our new strategy, serving around the world, ready
to shape and respond to the nation's needs, while
preparing for the future.
I hope this brief summary helps you understand better the American Army. To further
improve the understanding bet ween us, I would
also like to share with you what I know about the
People's Liberation Arm)'· What l know leads me
to believe that we have much to share with one
another. I know that your army has gone through a
difr.cult reduction in force, balancing your need to
modernize and constraining military spending to
encourage economic growth . The U.S. Army since
the end of the Cold War has gone through a si milar experience. We have reduced our fo rce by over
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As our Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
so clearly stated, "The U.S. relationship with
China is one of the major relationships that the
US now has and will have into the 21st ccntur>'·"
The U.S. recogn izes Ch ina's important role in the
future or Asia and in building the internation al
security system thm brings peace and prosperity
to peoples and nations ali ke.
Likewise, the United States shares common
goals with you. We share an interest in the developments that will reinforce regional peace and
stability. Open markets will benefit both our
nations and contribute immeasurably to the economic growth of the Asian communi!)'·
Terrorism, the drug trade, and the unrestricted
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction . particularly nuclear, chemical and biological
weapons, arc our com mon enemy. For these rcasons, and many more, our nations arc actively
engaged with one another, and this greater understanding of each other can only lead to growing
respect and Lrust.
In the United States we have a nourishing
market of futurists-respected thinkers who tell
us how the world will be in the next centUI')'. But
mostl y what they do is extend current trends to
the future , and depending on which trends thC)'
pick, we arc either cmering a coming age of anarchy or the end of history. But both our milital')'
pasts tell us that the future is not a trend. It is
something we fashion with our own hands
through much effort. Through understanding and
engagement we can make a world in which our
sons and daugh ters can look back and find a
respected and honorable past. lt will not be easy,
but we must set the stage upon which they can
build their future.

600,000 dcdtcated militmy and ctvihan cmpiO)'Ces
and we have had to close over 700 bases around
the world. Your military has conducted extensive
domestic support operations, panicularly in the
area or disaster relief. We also conduct such operations as a mauer of course-fi ghting forest firessupport after nmural disasters. In fact, recently during a trip w Poland I had the opponun ity to visit
with some of the over 50,000 Polish soldiers providing flood relief in their counuy. It seems domestic suppon has become a fact of lire for most modern mtlnarics, and I think onl)' good can come of
efforts where the militmy is used to promote positive developments.
'vVithout question both our militaries have
been shaped by the 20th cen tury. We have
learned from our past-from ou r successes and
shortcom ings. lt is our task now lO tum that
shared knowledge and common understanding
LOward a better future.
Chma and the United States share a common
strategic heritage and we share common strategic
interests. While the threat of global connict has
reneated, the regional stabiliL)', the continued
economic growth, and the increased opportuni ties for int ernational cooperation, which we both
desire, will not occur without se rious effon.
Posilive regional developments must be nurtured
and cncoumgcd. As part of this dfon there must
be an active and constructive engagement
between our countries and our mtlnarics. One
thing you must understand about America IS our
traditton of public debate. Americans place every
issue, no matter how trivial, sensitive or vital
before the public. You will hear-and no doubt
have heard-that some would have us disengage
from Asian affairs or that others would argue that
China should be contained and limited. This is
the essence of the American system where all
debates invite a specttum of views. But, I think it
is important to recognize that while we encourage
debate, the end result is clear decisive policy. The
United States will always act with finn resolve to
protect its vital interests. Our stated policies truly
represent the consensus of our leade rship.
America's official policy is a firm commitmen t to
promote stability and prosperity in Asia, and it is
our true commitment to promote constructive
engagement with China.
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"Preparing Now To Meet 21st
Century Challenges"
A rmy

October 1997
Renecting on the decline of the armed fo rces
after World War I, General George C. !vlarshall
captured the essence of the national debate that
habitually follows America's strategic victories.
Recognizing the military must always make a new
case for defense before the American public he
wrote:
ln a democraC)' where the government is
truly an agent of the popular will, militaT')'
policy is dependent on public opinion, and
our organization for war will be good or bad
as the publ ic is well informed or poorly
informed regarding the factors that bear on
the subject.
General Geor!{C C. Marshall, /939

Almost six decades later, General Marshall's
insight is still relevant. America has trad itionally
reduced its military after a major strategic vicLOry in
search of an elusive "peace dividend ." Today, the
United States stands at anOLher stt11tegic crossroads,
but this time the American military has devised a
strategy that explains to our citizens how we can
preserve the peace, now and into the 21st century.

America's Army in Trans ition-The
Foundation for Lhe Future
For America's Army, the 21st century began
in 1989, the year the 13erlin Wall collapsed and
our Cold War world ceased to exisL. While the
threat of global conOict receded, the potential and
pace of technological change has taken off. These
two major shifts in the global environment have
required the U.S. Army to fundamentally reshape
our fo rce. The Total Army-1\ctive, Guard,
Reserve and Civilian-has and will continue to
evolve in response to change, as change is essential to maintaining our capabilities and relevancy
to the securi ty needs of the nation. The hard
work, service and sacrifice of our soldiers and
civilian employees have made this transformation
a success, providing a solid foundation for our
transit ion to the future.

In a few brid >'ears the Army has accomplished the most successful post-war reorganization in its history while supporting numerous
fast -paced, diverse missions worldwide. Without
question, the st ress and turmoil of downsizing,
operational deployments and restructuring the
force have taken their toll in the human dimension. Since 1989, over 600 ,000 ded icated, hard
working soldiers-Active, Guard and Reserveand civ ilians have depa rted the Army.
Approximately 700 military installations worldwide, totaling the size of 12 major posts in the
United States, have been closed. In the face of all
this-one of the largest clrawdowns in Army history-the Army conducted an unprecedented
number of deployments and has sustained an
unparalleled operational tempo. The task now is
to maintain our momentum into the next century. There is much to be proud of and we are optimistic about our futu re.
To continue the Total Army's transformation
we must do something unprecedented in our military hisLOry-use the "window of strategic
opponunity'' currently open to us to embark on a
deliberate, reasoned course for preparing our military forces for tomorrow's challenges.
The many missions America's Army has conducted since the fall of the Berlin Wall are a blueprint for the nation's future security requirements. In the past seven years the U.S. mili tary
forces deployed twemy-seven times, demonstrating to the nation our relevancy in the modern
world. Army forces have contributed 60% of the
mi litary forces participating in t hose deployments. Since OcLOber of 1996 the Army averaged
over 31,000 soldiers deployed in 91 countries for
operations and training missions.
Each operation, and so much of everything
we do today, requires a Total Army effort involving Active, National Guard and Reserve soldiers
working together. This Total Army effort has been
the fo undmion of our success LOday as it wi ll be
for our future . Toda)"s realities and tomorrow's
challenges provide an opportunity to restruclllre
the entire force, develop innovative ways to
achieve the seamless integration of our active and
reserve components, and ensure the Total J\rmy's
continued relevance to the nation's needs. f rom
disaster rel ief, military-to-military con tact pro-
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grams, Korea 10 Kuwait, 10 the soldiers stabilizing
Bosnia, the Total Army continues to do the
nmion's "heavy lifting." Amcnca's Acll\•c, National
Guard and Reserve soldiers accomplish the
Army's mission cveryda)', provtding suppon to
civil authorities at home, establishing forward
presence and stability overseas, reassuring allies
and at the same time deterring the forces that
threaten regional peace and progress.
In the new strategic environment, America's
deployments will continue to be both fiscally constrained and personnel limited. As the last decade
has demonstrated, the requirements for ground
forces and the stabi lity and security they provide
will be in constant demand. American sold iers on
the ground providing deterrence, stabiliL)' and , if
necessa ry, combat capabilit y wil l be needed in
areas that have historicall y been regions of ethnic
and cuiLUral friction. The relevant)' of the Army
experience is clear!)' evident in the realistic, prudem vision of the future world described in the
Department of Defense's (DoD) recent
Quadrennial I Defense] Review (QDR). The QDR
detcnnined that from 1he present until approximately 2010, the U.S. can expect to conduct
many of the same t)•pes of operations it has performed since the collapse of the Berlin \Vall.
These types of operations tnclude, but are not
limited to, peacekeeping. cnsis response, humanitarian assistance/disaster relief and noncombatant evacuation operations.
In the ncar to mid-term, the U.S. will remain
the preeminent conventional mililary superpower. At the high end of t he mil itary spectrum of
connict, few, if any nat ions, will view it within
thei r interests to challenge the U.S. While we can
never let down our guard against the most dangerous threat of global high intensity combat, the
fu ture threats to U.S. interests will cut across the
complete con tinuum of conflict, from "Major
Theater Wars" to transnational env ironmental
threats. The U.S. can also expect challenges from
rational adversaries that will recognize the preeminence of U.S. forces and expend considerable
resources developing as)'mtnctrical capabilities
against U.S. forces. Weapons of ~lass Destruction
(\VMD)-chemical, biologtcal and nuclear
arms-will be a major concern for U.S. forces in
the foreseeable future. America can also expect

that regional threats will at tempt to bring their
conflicts into urban areas more conducive to neutralizing the advantages of superior U.S. capabilities. The increasing attractiveness of urban warfare highlights the great dichotOill)' of toda{s
geostrategic environment. While there is a general consensus that the receding threat of global
conflict has brought a "window of strategic
opportunit)'," this threat has been replaced by a
dramatic increase in the number, type and complexit)' of Army operations.

A Strategy Based Force
The new stratcg)' developed in the QDR
dearly lays out the Army's future tasks. This new
strategy can be summarized by the of tenets of
Shaping, Responding and Preparing. The objective of this strategy is to allow the U.S. to retain
the initiative in international affairs with a robust
capability for Strategic Preemption, the abi lity to
prevent a crisis or confrontation from becoming a
protracted debilitating connict. Today, with the
dramatic changes in the world, our armed forces
are at a strategic crossroads. The Total Arm)' has a
historic opportunity during this wmdow to "leap
ahead" to a 21st centttr)' force of unparalleled
capabilities. The challenge for the U.S. Army is to
balance the da)'-to-day readiness requirements of
a complex and unstable world with the need for
change to remain relevant for the future.
Shaping the international environment seeks
to st ructure the geostrategic setting consisten t
with our national interests and values. Shaping
recognizes the increased innucncc the United
States will have during th is uniq ue "window" of
opportunity to promote regional stability and foster an environment fo r economic prosperity and
growth.
For the Army, shaping takes on many forms.
It requ ires face- to-face engagement with our
friends and allies around the world, sharing hardships and risks. Europe's ongoing Partnership for
Peace program is an excellent example of shaping
the environment. Shaping reassures our allies by
creating a more stable political-military environment.
Shaping is not new business for the Army
but an extension of many of the operauons
already an integral part of the toclay's missions.
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Man)' of the Arm)"s ongoing forward presence
operations in the /\stan-Pacific theater, Central
and South America, Mid-East and South West
Asia have shaped and "ill cominue to secure and
protect U.S. interests in the )'Cars ahead. For
example, soldiers from across the Total Army are
also invoh·ed in mamtaining the peace in ongoing
operations in the Sinai and 1\lacedonia, areas that
could quickly become a regtonal crisis without
the long term commitment of 1\rmy forces.
The 11,000 plus soldiers-Active , National
Guard and Reserve-supporting peace operations
in Bosnia l lerzcgovina arc a classic example of stabilizing regional hot s pots of ethn ic and cultural
division. No other force in the world can provide
so effective!)' the crcdibilit)' and discipline that is
required to overcome such diverse and historic differences caused by )'Cars of hatred and animosity.
In the future, the 1\rmy wi ll continue to
shape regions by employing a diverse set of capabilities. For example, the requirements and
tmponance of Foreign Area Officers (FAOs) will
increase. In the 21st century, commanders will be
inundated with informauon, and FAOs will play a
kC)' role in filtering timely and relevant information. Dcc1sion makers will mcreasingl)' find that
large amounts of mformation alone cannot provide the inherent cultural and language subtleties
needed to apprecmte the uniqueness of a particular region. The FAOs' critical skills will also pia)' a
vital role in promoting U.S. values and fostering
relations that help shape a region. Foreign area
experts and their acquired knowledge bases, in
partnership with other U.S. agencies, will provide
information that is unavailable by technical
means. These same knowledge bases and relationships will also be one of the decisive capabilities
needed to counter asymmetrical threats against
the U.S. because thC)' will give the DoD inside
information on threat imcmions.
Res ponding to a full spectrum of crises
requires credible nnd relevam forces, trained and
rend)' for victor)'· It obligates the Army to be prepnred for rapid deployment of its forces anywhere
in the world and to sustain them as long as necessary to achieve our nauonal objectives. Our abilit)' to respond raptdl)' anywhere, across the full
spectrum of con01ct, comributes to our capabilit)'
to deter and compel potential adversaries.

Responding to the wide range of national
imerests and concerns includes cnsunng our
forces are ready to support the full range of U.S.
interests-from vital to humanitarian. In contrast
to the Cold War era, our forward deployed soldiers in both Europe and the Asia-Pacific provide
the nation "ith a much broader arra)' of capabilities than in the past. Soldiers in l:uropc arc capable of performing a more comprehensive range of
military tasks, now that the Cold War threat of
the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact is gone. These
same forces arc prepared to conduct the full range
of ope rat ions from "Smaller Scale Contingencies"
to fighting and winning a "Major Theater War."
The power projection of forces from CONUS
is vital in reacting to the needs of the nation
worldwide. To bui ld this capability, the Army has
expended considerable resources upgrading the
infrastructure at major U.S. posts. These upgrades
arc absolutely essential to meet the demanding
timelines expected in projecting ground forces
globally. Another vnal component of power projection is the strategic placement of the Army's
Pre-positioned Stocks. Moving soldiers to prepositioned Arm)' equipment prov1dcs the nation
with an unparalleled capabduy to respond to
global crises. The Arm)' clear!)' demonstrates our
power projection abiliucs in the numerous
deployments of ground combat brigades from
CONUS to Southwest Asia.
The Arm)''s ability to serve the nation with a
full spectrum of capabilities at home and abroad
is seen in our continued support to disaster relief
operations. Our forces can be used to support
civilian authorities in times of crises, such as forest fires, noocl ing. and other national disasters.
The third pillar of our National Secu rity
Strategy, Prepari ng Now for an Uncertain Future
may be the most challe nging part of the new
strategy for the next century. It wil l require the
d iscipline and courage to meet the prese nt day
requirements of running the Army while at the
same time preparing to meet the needs of the
future. A guiding rule for this transformation will
be the increased emphasis on the development of
mental agility before physical aglht)'· This principle ensures that the Army will achieve as much
intellectual understanding and consensus as possible before the actual commitment of our scarce
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resources to major changes in organizations, InStitutions and weapon systems.

This force will be revolutionary when compared
to the forces of today-a true Revoluuon in
Military Affairs.
A major step in this process was just completed this last spring at rt. Irwin, California, in
the Task Force XX I Army Warfigh ling
Experiment (/\WE). This unprecedented experiment focused on enhancing today's systems capabilities with state-of-the-an infom1ation technologies to explore how the>' would increase force
effectiveness. The experiment achieved its objective, providing a realistic opportunity to test how
our soldiers and available technology can move
us toward the next generation of military forces.
The AWE provided evCI)'Onc, from the soldiers in
the experimental Brigade Combat Team (BCT) to
Army senior leaders, proof of the increased lethalit)' and force effectiveness brought about by
improved situational awareness. 1t also gave us a
quick sketch of the magnitude of change and
integration that w1ll be required by the Army to
incorporate these dramatic improvements.
As the Army prepares for the future, all
assumptions or the past will be thoroughly challenged. A fundamenta l characteristic of tomorrow's force wi ll be the requirement for technological overmatch throughout the spectrum of operations. from peacekeeping operations w traditional mounted warfare, the Arm)', in partnership with
U.S. industry, must have a decisive overmatch in
technology against an)' adversary world wide.
The Annr ts not alone in its explorauons of
the future of warfare. DoD's Office of Net
Assessment and other service wargames arc also
evaluating requirements for developi ng an effective, imegrated nncl complcmentaty j oint capability fo r the fut ure. In particular, OS D's investigation of joint Vision 201O's operational concept of
"Dominant Maneuver" seems to be converging
with man)' of the conclusions of our Army After
Next studies. The overriding need for dominant
baulespace knowledge and quantum advances in
speed and opermional tempos will be a future
must.
There is also universal agreement that a revolution in logist ics and maimenance must accompany any revolution in warfi ghting. Global "total
asset visibilit y,'' in concert with "just when needed" distributed logistics, will provide the major

The Road to Lite Future
These new sccurit)' realities require an Army
that is the most agile and versati le fo rce in our
Nation's history. This force must function with an
extended team of partners, including all the nonmilitary agencies of both U.S. and Allied governments, coalnion forces, and non-Governmental
Agcnc1es m an environment with very complex
rules of engagement ... just as we arc doing in
Bosma today. These same soldiers and extended
teams must quick!)' transition from peacekeeping
and non-lethal operations to more traditional war
fight ing, if necessary. Our challenge now is to balance the da)l-1 o-clay requirements of a complex
and unstable world wi th the requirement lO
change to remain relevant for the future.
To prepare for the 21st century we began by
placing ourselves into the year 2020 and looking
back. \Vc took an exhausti\'e look at the differing
paths the world might follow in the first pan of
the next ccnwry. Objectively mapping the world
as we expect it to be, not as we would like it to
be, provided decision makers a road map of the
strategic requirements fo r the Army. The 1\rmy
also identified several key waypoints in our journey and the capabilities the Army needs at each
point. The process for developing and implementing these changes is called Force XXI.
First, we will field a force called Army XXI,
in the early pan of the next centttl")'. Arm>' XXI
will be an improved version of the current force,
with modernized systems, enhanced with the latest information technologies. This force wi ll be
our "bridge" to the next century. By 20 10, the
Army will have achieved nothing less than a technological and cultural transformation in Armr
XXI. By then, after a decade of experimentation
and field exercises, we will have created a knowledge-based force, balanced across the Arm>•'s trachtional s1x imperatives. Army XXI will possess a
clarit)' of observation, decentralization and pace
of decision making unparalleled in the histOt)' of
warfare. The final step will be to build the Army
After Next (A/\N), which seeks to give the 1\rmy
of 2020 the physical speed and agi lity to complement the mental agility inherited from Force XX I.
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advancements in combat support and combat service support required b)' the forces of the future.
These revolutionary S)'Stcms wi ll provide the "just
in titne" support that will give the Army Mter
Next the speed and agility necessary for strategic
preemption and opcrauonallethalit)'.
The QDR reveals a st rategic window that
gives us the opportu nity to fundamentally
reshape and prepare the Army for the 2 Lst ccm ury. This opportun ity is not without its risks. lt
will require the proper balance between the competing demands of maintaining the reaclmcss
required to Shape and Respond to the world
today and Preparing our forces to meet the needs
of the future.
In the past eight years, the Army has witnessed some of the most dramatic changes in our
222 year history. Throughout this period there
has been one conswnt-thc outstanding and selfless service of our soldiers and civilians at home
and abroad. As we prepare for the 21st centur}'.
we must remain focused on caring for America's
soldiers and preparing them for the challenges of
the future. The U.S. Army of today and of tomorrow, with its emphasis on developing advanced
technology, must give greater emphasis to developmg support for the human dimensions of
change. Our leaders and soldiers deserve no less.
Sold ie rs remain today, as they have been in the
past , our greatest strength . They t rul}' arc our
credentials.

an extremely interesting visit and 1 wish to share
with you some impressions.
You ca n't help but get a real sense of time
and history when you visit China. We visited the
Great Wall and the Forbidden City. The Great
Wall, built approximate!)' 2,000 }'Cars ago, is a
visible tribute to the Chinese people's abilit}' to
overcome hardshi p. The wall stretches for almost
6,000-7,000 ki lometers and when you visit it you
can't help but marvel at what thc)' did, especial ly
considering the time frame. l lundreds of thousands of people helped construct this wall and
man}' of them gave their lives in doing so. The
Forbidden City, on the other hand, was built in
10 years during the earl}' pan of the 15th cemury.
Here one sees houses of great beauty and you
can't help but feel the ca lm a nd serenity of this
beautiful place located in I he heart of modern
Beijing. Palaces, such as the Palace of Supreme
Harmon}, speak volumes about what took place
hundreds of years ago. We saw both the brute
force and the fi ne touch of China.
The pan of Ch ina we visited-Beijing,
Nanjing, Guangzhou-was a country of contrasts.
Sk}'Scrapers were scattered across the landscape
in ever-increasing numbers. In fact, the)' joked
about the crane being the national bird. Western
inOuence is also very evident. McDonald's and the
Hard Rock Cafe are on the same street with the
tradi tional Chi nese teahouses. Messages on the
majority of the billboards seemed to be wri uen in
Engl ish. Yet as 1 ran through the city my mind
Oashcd back to Vietnam Ill the 60s. I couldn't
help but feel this was a country ll'}•ing to leapfrog
two or three decades and move directly inLo the
2 Lst centuty. Obviously, that is trick}' business.
The Chinese conside r 1997 as a sign ificant
year in their history. They sec the return of Hong
Kong to Chinese control , the 70th anniversary of
the PLA on the 1st of August, and the recent completion of the 15th Communist Party Congress as
important events. Since the 15th Congress just
completec.l it was a major topic of conversation.
They feel the 15th Party Congress has firmly commilLed them to economic reform. ln their terms,
this is irreversible. From the military side it has
gh·en them the ,·ision they believe they need. They
intend to reduce the size of their force by 500,000
so that they can modernize-sounds familiar.

***;!(
E-mail to Army General O rricers
October 6, 1997

Visillo Cltina!Testimony on Scxtwl
1/amssment in the U.S. Army/Proposed Ban
on U111d Mines
l j ust returned from China where we conducted an official visn. rhc visit was pan of our
militar)•-to-milit<ll')' contact program and I was
the first Chief since General Uohn A.] \Vtckham
in 1986 to visit China. As }'Ou can imagine, it was
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The military leaders I met displayed a high
degree of professionalism. They know their jobs
very well and the common militat")' language
between us made it easy to dialogue with them.
As I told the m, there will always be d iffe rtnces
between us but our o~jcctive is to establish a relationship so that we can deal wi th those issues
honestly and open ly.
Our visit to the various military units did not
reveal any great surprises. They were proud of the
Chinese equipment they showed us. and the
training program they briefed and the results
which we saw indicated a sequential training program with little emphasis on multiechelon or
joint training.
In Nanjing I had an opportunity to speak to
thei r war college. I spoke on the emerging mil iUH}' relationship between us and China and
what that meant for our future. I LOid them that
we had an opportunity to shape that future and I
hoped that we were able to do that in a way that
would make the world safer for our chrldren and
grandchildren. I thought the questions 1
received renectedthe degree of sophistrcation of
these student officers and allowed us to continue
ou r dialogue.
I visited two mi litary regions and the choice
of these two regions I think was imercsting. The
Nanjing Mi litary Region, which sits opposite
Taiwan , emphasized the importance of Taiwan to
China. It was clear!}' a topic of conversation
throughout the entire trip, but Nanjing put the
exclamation point on it. China maintains that
there is only one China and Taiwan is a pan of
China. \Ne of course adhere to the one China policy but insbt upon a peaceful resolut ion. The visit
to Guangzhou, which includes !long Kong.
emphasized the rewrn of Hong Kong 10 Ch inese
control ;mel in the ir words "the encl ing of I 00
years of national disgrace." Guangzhou, probably
because of its proximity to the gatewa}' to the
West, is a bustling city filled with tourists and
shoppers. The benefits of cconomtc reform are
very evident. The militat)' regions in general have
a great deal of autonomy. One of the things that
will be interesting to watch is how they control
that autonomy as they implemen t economic
reform and move Lowarcl the future. To me that's
one of the critical indicators.
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Finally, and most imponamly, 1 couldn't
help but be unpressed again by the great work
our people arc doing in China. Our soldiers arc
valued members of the Country Team. The depth
of their understand ing of the complexities of this
situation is truly noteworthy. They represent our
Army and serve our nation exceptionall y we ll.
They are at the po int of the spear in terms of
helping shape the environment of the 2 Lst centut)'· 1 couldn't be more proud of them.
This week the Secretary of the Arm}' and I, as
well as the chair persons of the two panels dealrng
with sexual harassment, testified in front of
Congressman IStcvel Buyer's House National
Security Commiuec subcommiuee. We discussed
vet"}' openl}' and honestly the situation we face,
with particular emphasis on the action plan. I
be lieve the testimony went well because we had
done a lot of work to understand the situation
and develop the action plan necessat)' to improve
it. The point I emphasized was that we arc
approaching this just like we do training. \Ve
have done our assessment and completed our
after action review. Vvc know the improvements
we have to make. Now it is a matter of execution.
We can't s pend our time making yesterday perfect but we can do a lot about making tomorrow
beuer. That's exactly what we plan to do. Let me
share with you the opening comments I made to
the subcommince:
~lr. Ch:urman and
Commmec

Members of lhe

The Army i!. fundamemally sound. \Ve
remain a trained and ready force and our soldiers' performance around the world demonstrates our strength and resilience. Our sol<liers arc a true mensure of how good our
Army is. They arc our credenlials.
\Ve recognize we have a serious issue <mel we
are dcahng with it ilS such. The Army
brought fonh this problem. \Ve chose to deal
with thts rssue openly m order to send :1 5tgnal both rntcrnall)' and externallr. \Ve wanted w let the rmcrnal Arm)' know as well as
the t\menean people know that this t)'pC of
conduct was unacceptable in the United
States Artn)'·
The report is the most in-depth anal)•srs ever
made within the Army. ll tells us a lot and
gives us a base line asscssmcnl. The reports
emphasized leadership is the real key. I
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agree Fundamemally this is a lc:atkrShlJ>
1ssuc. l.eadcrsh1p is our greatest strength and
1hm'~ wh>• I'm confident we can solve H.

strength 111 th1s cllvcrsil)' and we can only
leverage that strength when ever)•bod)' feels
they arc;\ vnlued member of the team.

It is easy 10 focus on one issue and a~k yourself how could this happen. But let me put all
of this 111 perspective. During the last 8 yenrs
the Army has undergone dramatic and fnrreaching changes. \Nc have reduced the size
of the i\rmy by over 600,000. We have
closed over 600 bases. \Vc h;wc transformed
the Allll) from a Cold War force 10 i\rnl)'
XX I on the wa>' to Arm)' After 1\:ext and
we've done all this with a 300% mercase 111
PI'RS'IT~IPO. These are leader mtcnsivc
ac11n11es. 'We have done it well, but we have
not done ll perfectl)'· The issue of sexual
harassmem/sexual misconduct must be
viewed in that context.
h's importam to differentiate between sexual
misconduct and sexual abuse. \>Vhilc both arc
wrung and we have zero tolerance for both ,
we must deal with them m scparatt' ways.
We will con11nue to come down hard on !>CXual misconduct as we did and usc the
Un1form Code of ~lilitary Jusuce where
appropnatc. Sexual harassmelll, on thc mher
hand, IS more complex and will rcqUtre a full
mnge of leadership tools, primnrdy 111 the
nrca of tmining nnd education.

In summnry, we got il. We understand the
scope of this issue and we are moving out to
fix it. This is not a one-shot affair, but a
course to which we are firmly and Lotall)•
committed. 'v\le will reemphasize the fundamentals of lradership that made us strong
over the last 222 years. I have great conridence 111 our leadership at all levels to sec
this through

V•lc have not waited

to fix the problem. rhe
action plan which yo u have n copy of
nddresses three fundamental nreas: values,
tcnmwork, and discipline. These three areas
arc the foundation of our at~ ion plan. I he
plan g1,·es leaders the tools and resources
necessary to solve the challenges the)' face
I rc:umg people with digllll) and respect 1s
nothmg new. ll IS a basic pnnciplc of good
lcaclcrsh1p.

·r l11~ action plan 1s not about going soft. Our
profcs!>ion requires Lough, realistic training.
Time and time again we have proved in the
long run tough trnining snves lives. The drill
sergeants have a S.1)•ing "let no soldier scream
from the grave that had I been proper!>·
tr:11ned I wouldn't be 6 feet under." That IS
absolutely true.
l'h1s <ICLIOn plan is not dcs1gncd lO take
:mthorny or responsibility awa> from dnll
sergeants. rhc)' accomplish manor nuracles
and the>' need all the authority they curremly
havc to do their job. Bm it docs S<l)' to them
and all leaders we expect you to treat sold ins
w11h dignity and respect.
rhl' action plan nlso recognizes that the
,\rmy b :1 diV('rSe organization. ·1here as great

Keeping that in mind let's move out wtth our
eyes on the future because it is truly an exciting
adventure.
Finally, I want to say a word or two about
land mines. This is an issue which I believe the
military is being unfairly characterized as dragging its feeL. The facts arc that we have done a
great deal to make the world safe from mines.
We have dcstrO}'ed millions of dumb mines and
the only thing we arc really holding on to arc the
smart self-destruct mines. We believe very
strongly we need to retain them for protection of
our troops. As you know, we onl}' emplace them
when needed and we know exactly where thC}'
go and how long that minefie ld will be active .
This is a good news story but it's not being told .
I'm enclosing some basic facts and l ask each of
you to help get the word out. This is one in
which the fa cts speak for themselves but we
have to make sure we get the facts out. The facts
are:
We have banned since May of 1996 the usc
of non scl f-destructmg antipersonnel land mines
and ordered their destruction. To date, we have
destroyed nearl>• 1.5 million of them and expect
to complete dcst ruction of the remaining inventory by 1999.
Since 1992 the U.S. has observed an annual
moratorium on the export and transfer of J\PL. In
january 1997, the United States announced that
we would obsen·e a permanent ban on the export
and transfer of APL. At this same time, we also
announced that we would cap our stockpile of
APL at the current level of inventory.
Cu rren tly , the United StaLes trains and
equips mil itary pe rsonnel in 15 coun tries and
helps them establish programs they can execute
on their own in order to expedite the removal nf
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land mines. Nearly one quarter of the active deminers in the world have been trained by the
U.S.
Over the last 5 years the Uni ted States has
spent over $ 153M on this effort and we will
spend another $68M under our 1998 budget.
tvline-clearing technologies developed b)' the
Department of Defense are already being produced and adapted for usc in five mine-laden
count rics.
The United States has established a policy to
end (except for the defense of Korea) by 2003 the
dcplO)'mCnt of all amipersonnel land mines,
including our safe self-destructing/self-deactivating 1\PLs.
We have established an objective th at b)'
2006 we have developed a su itable alternative
that together with our mixed munitions wil l
afford adequate protection for our forces in
Korea. We will pursue an aggressive R&D program to enable us to achieve this objccttve.
Our sclf-dcstructinglseH-deactivating antipersonnel land mmcs do not contribute to the humanitatian problem. We will continue to test to ensure
and seck to im prove the exceptional reliability of
our sclf-dcstructinglsclf-cleactivating mixed munitions which currenli)' display 99.99-pcrcent and
99.9999-pcrccnt reliability, respectively.
'vVc continue to increase the number of countries in which we train de-miners.
Protecting the lives of our men and women
in the field must always take precedence. Our
antitank and antivehicle mixed systems contain
amitank mtnes which are protected by antipersonnel sub-munitions. Some munitions arc critical for this protection. These mines arc selfdestructing and sc lf-deactivating which do not
pose a LIHcat to the civilian population after the
hostilities encl.

Letter to Army General Officers
October 6, 1997

The Secrctwy of the Army~ Senior Review
Panel Report on Sexual Harassment cmd
Department of the Army~ Inspector General
Special Investigation of lnilial Enlly Ii·aining
Equal Oppollunity/Sexual Harassment
Policies and Procedures
As all of )' OU know, the Secretary of the
Army's Senior Review Panel on Sexual
Harassment and The Inspector General recently
released their respective reports. The Army owes
the Se nior Review Panel and The Inspector
General a debt of gratitude for the great and difficult work they have done. These two efforts collectively represent the largest and most comprehensive assessment of the nature and scope of
sexual harassment and abuse the Army has ever
conducted. Their thorough research, depth of
analysis, stud)' methodology and well-considered
recommendations arc now our baseline to map
and evaluate all our fmure progress.
After reviewing their rcpon s, the most disturbing find ings were instances involving a
breach of trust between leader and led. Where the
panels found blatan t sexual misconduct or
harassment, the)' also found inadequate leadership. What the)' found in these particular casesand in too man)' other instances across the traming base and the force-was an erosion of baste
clignit)' and respect.
Sexual harassment and misconduct arc intolerable because they undermine the mutual trust
and confidence at the foundation of senior-subordinate rclat ionships. As the stewards of America's
most precious resource, its sons and daughters,
we have a moral obligation to insure that this
bond of muwaltrust and confidence is protected.
This bond is the glue that holds the Ann)' together, and has a direct impact on our readiness.
Accordingly, all our soldiers have the fundamental right to be treated with dignity and respect.
Ensuring that all soldiers are treated in this manner means 1hat we must commit ourselves to the
elimination of sexual discrimination, harassment,
and abuse wherever we find it.
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The good news in these reports is that the
problems illC)' idcmif)' can be solved by concerned, caring, and committed leaders. Leaders
arc the key, and lead ing is our strong sui t. We
must inculcate and reinforce our high ~tanclarcls
and core values across the Army. I am convi nced
that the vast majority of our soldiers and leaders
understand this and wam to do whm is right.
I want to take a moment and put leadership
in a changing Army imo perspecuve, especially in
light of what the Arm)' has accomplished since the
Berlin \Vall came clown in 1989. Over the last
eight years, the Army has undergone some of the
most dramatic and sweeping changes in its 222)'ear histoty-making historic cultural and physical changes that have placed great stress on both
leaders and led. Understanding the stresses and
pressures is critical to understanding the conditions that have contributed to sexual hamssmem.
first, we have drawn down the Army by over
600,000 people, forcing us to cut many tmponant
positions in the training base for key people like
unit chaplains, company executive officers. and
administrauvc personnel. We realize that we drew
down tOo fast and too deep. Second, m the same
time we have downsized, we have ex perienced a
dramatic 300 percent increase in the Arm>''s PERSTEM PO I personnel tempo! . The combination of
these two factors has caused us to shift man)' add it ional responsibilities to unit ofriccrs and drill
sergeants--leaders who arc ah-ead)· extremely busy.
The result has been that leaders have spent less
time wnh their subordinate leaders and soldiers.
Finally. we have recognized that man)' sold icrs who arc now entering the Army come with
a difrcrcnt set of basic values than the Army's.
Th is factor alone commits us to redoubling our
efforts to inculcme and reinforce our standa rds
and values, starting the clay our soldiers enter the
Army and continuing until the da)' they leave. I
believe that these three factors have all contributed to our collectively underestimating the
consequences of the human dimension of
change. Therefore, our action plan right I)' focuses on givi ng leaders a1 all levels the tools and
resources they need to soh·e what is fundamentally a leadership issue.
We have not waited for the rekase of these
reports before tak ing action. We arc already

implementmg recommendations identified in the
two reports and outlined in the Ann)' I Iuman
Relations Actton Plan. Here are some of the
actions ongoing or pending.
• New procedures for selecting and training
drill se rgean ts, to include more rigorous background checks.
• Increased human relations training for
new drill sergeants.
• Assigning 110 additional lieutenants to
training units w case the administrative burden
and free drill sergeants to do their primar)' job,
leading soldiers.
• Redistributing 54 chaplains and adding 9
new chaplain authorizations to the training base.
Our primary initiative for makin.g Army values
a way of life for soldiers and DA !Department of
the Armyl civilians is the Character Development
XXI program. It will systematically institutionalize
our core values and establish ke)' human relations
guidelines in an mtcgrated and comprehensive
program. Dcstgncd to help leaders in units, it has
six pillars:
• values,
• command poliC)',
• sexual harassmelll prevemion,
• equal opportunity and race relations,
• risk red uction and fami ly advocacy, and
• leadership.
A key clement of the Character Development
Xt'X I program is the Consideration of Others program. I want to make sure that we are tmplcmcnting that program across the Aml)'·
Other important initiatives and tools
designed to support leaders in the pursuit of our
human relations objectives are listed below. I
encourage you LO become familiar with them and
use them regularly in your organizations.
• Once published , a new FM 22-LOO that
will focus on values-based leadership.
• The revised Officer Evaluation Report,
which incorporates Army values.
• The "L1vmg Army Values" video.
• Pocket-size ethical climate assessment and
command climate surveys.
• A revised Equal Opponunit)' Advisor
program that beucr represents the demographics
or the 1\rln)' and enhances the status or these
positions.
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Militat)' District of Washington. This reassignment ,
while terminating his responsibilities as Sergeant
tvlajor of the Army, is done without prejudice to
the general court-martial proceedings. In other
words, we arc not taking a position on the guilt or
innocence of ScrgeanL Major McKinney. That is in
the hands of the militat'}' justice system and I have
every confidence that justice will prevail.
l did, however, wam to share some thoughts
with you on the timing of this decision. r=or some
time I've been receiving feedback from soldiers
that the}' need a permanent representative as the
Sergeant Major of the Army. The two acting SMAs
have done a magnificent job from the time they
agreed to do this until now. However, this was
always viewed as a temporary sol ution. I chose
two because I knew this would be a very demanding additional duty and I did not wan t people to
view this as other than a temporary solution. I felt
that choosing one would be too much on any one
person and would signal that I had a made a deCIsion on Sergeant t>.'la.Jor McKinney's case. It is now
time to select a new Slvlt\ and move on.
Some of you may ask since you delayed this
long, why now? That's a valid question and the
answer is vr ry simple. In my mind , our sold iers
need a full -time sen ior represemative who can
represent them in the proper fora. I have missed
vety much the opportunity to walk across the hall
and talk to the senior enlisted soldier, as well as
having that solcltcr available for regular!}' scheduled meetings. With this move, we move one step
closer to correcting that dcficienq•.
l imend to move as quickly as possible to stabilize the situation. The next Random Thoughts
While Running wil l most likely announce the next
Sergeant Major of the Army. [Note: On OcLObe r
21, 1997, General Reimer announced the appointment of Robert E. llall as the llth Sergeant Major
of the Army.l That person will be asked to serve
umil June of 1999-the remainder of my tour. I
understand the 11nponance of this decision and I
want }'OU to know that over the past few months I
have given constdcrable thought to this issue. I
assure you I will choose the person I thin k best
represents all of our soldiers. They deserve no less.

• An increased focus on human relations in
pre-command courses and with prospective command sergeants major.
• The booklet Leadership and Clrcmgc in a
\lolues-/Jascd Army, which I usc to frame this
whole issue.
• 1\ personalleuer from me on leadership to
all leaders in the Army.
As I have stated many times in recent
months, we need to get back to the basics of leadershtp. If we practice three basic rules, we will
create a leadership environment in which all soldiers can grow and thrive. First, "do what's right
every day legally and morally." \\lc arc an t\rmy
of quality people, and if all of us will do what is
right, we wi ll be in good shape. Second , "creme
an environment where people can be all they can
be." The leader's task is to turn that recruiting slogan into reality. Third. "treat others as you want
them to treat you." There is great strength in our
divcrstl}'· We must harness it, and then leverage
it. If we do that, then we will build the teamwork
so essential to everything we do.
I am firmly committed to the course outlmcd
above. We have a problem, and we will fix it. At
the same time, 1 understand that there arc no easy
answers. We have 222 years of leadership ex perience to guide us. In solving this challenge. we wi ll
make ourselves a stronger Army.

E-mail to Army General Officers
October 9, 1997

Reassignment of the Se,gccmt Major c~f tile
Army
As }'OU know, the l\lilitat'}' District of
'vVashtngton announced on \Vedncsday, 8
October. that based upon the Article 32 recommendation they have filed general court-martial
charges against Sergeam Major of the Arm}' Gene
McKinney.
This afternoon the Army wi ll an nounce the
reassignmcm of Sergeant tvlajor McKinney to the
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Leadership and Change . .. in a
Values-Based Army

years the Army has dcployccltwcnty-scven times
and has enhanced its reputation as the wortcl·s
best army. llowever, this change has a human
dimension-our soldiers arc cxtremcl)' bus)'. We
have accomplished this because of our quality
soldiers who have a strong values base. As we
prepare for the challenges of the 21st ccntur)'.
America's Army must continue to emphasize the
values and tradiuons that have been the bedrock
of this institution.
America's Army is unique because of the
quality of our soldiers. ;\ s Ge neral Creighton
Abrams, the Chief of Staff of the Army in the
early 1970s, said:

United States Army Chief of Staff
White Paper
September 12, 1997

A Leader's Guide
Values arc the essence of our Army-like
combat skills, they have to be trained, honed,
and polished to perfection. This guide addresses
the crucial task of preserving ou r fundamen tal
va lues and tmditions as we complete the transformation from a Cold War force to a 21st centu' >' Arm y. This guide is designed for leaders-to
provide focus for training. mcntoring, and
preparing the next generation of America's Army.
The first half of the guide outlines the strategic
environment in which we will teach and shape
the values of tomorrow's force. The second half
of the guide addresses the task at hand-dealing
with the human dimension of change. lt summarizes the ph)•sical and cultural obstacles we faced
in transitioning to the post-Cold War world and
describes and explains the Ann>•'s strategic vision
for mastering the challenge. Here leaders will
find a frank and honest appraisal of the threats
and pressures against the Army's values system
and, most importantly, guidance on the crucial
process of setting the standards and cond itions
that will nurture and preserve our values and tradi tions. In the future, the Army will have more
than its share of work in securing America's place
in a free, peaceful, and prosperous world. We
must be read)' to roll up our sleeves and get on
with the labor-bui lding on a bedrock of solid,
stable values.

The 1\rmy is not made of people. the 1\rn1>'
is people. 13>' people I do not mean personnel. ... I mean living, breathing, serving
human beings. They have needs nnd interests and desires. They have spirit and wil l,
strengths and abilities. They have weaknesses and faults; and the>' have mc:~ns. They
are the hean of our preparedness ... an d
this preparedness-as <1 nation and as an
Army-depends upon the !>ptrit of our soldiers. It is the spint that gives the Arm}' ...
life. \Vithout 11 we cannot succeed

The High Cost of Change

Physical Change
The twenty-first century began for the United
States Army in 1989, when the Berlin \Vall came
down. Eight years later, the Active Army has
completed its drawdown from an ActiveComponent Cold 'vVar strcngLh of 78 1,000 to a
force of 495,000 soldiers. In real terms, the ranks
have been reduced b)' 36 percent, and resources
have been reduced b}' 39 percent. Since the drawdown began in f- Y 89, the total fo rce has bee n
reduced by 620,000 soldiers and civi lian personnel. The Total Army, Active and Rese rve, hns
been reduced in size from 28 divisions to 18 d ivisions. The Army has closed over six hundred
bases around the world. The Army's presence in
Europe has been reduced from almost 2 16,000
people to about 65,000 people. Today's i\rmy is
smaller than at an)' time 111 the last 57 years. In
terms of size, the Ann)' is onl)' the eighth largest
in the world.
The hard uncompromismg truth 1s that today
we arc doing more than we were domg with the

Foreword
Change is the one constant in the history of
the United States Army. t=or two hundred and
twenty-Lwo years the Ann)' has changed and
adapted to insure the security of the nation. Since
Lhe end of the Cold War the Army has undergone
a great deal of change-both physically and culturall)'· Desptte this change the Army has
remained trained and ready. In the past seven
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nation with the capabilities it needed to deter
war, compel adversaries, reassure allies, and provide military support to civilian authorities. ln
Bosnia, America's Army undertook the difficult
mission of bringing peace to an area of the world
mired in ethnic hatred and civil war. This operation commenced when our soldiers bridged the
S<tva River between Croatia and BosniaHerzegovina. At the Sava River, the American soldier once agam displayed the spirit and will to
win that has been displayed in eYeJy major operation since Valley Forge. Under the most difficult
circumstances Imaginable, soldiers constructed
the longest pontoon bridge in recent history.
Despite freezing cold, snow, rain, mud and a LOOyear-high nooding of the river, the bridge was
completed with ze ro fataliLies and zero injuries.
Daily, American soldiers demonstrate their professionalism. technical ski ll , compassion, and
determination to accomplish difficult missions 111
often dangerous and unforgiving environments.
The same determination to succeed and the same
technical skill, augmented b)• situational awareness, have led to success in the peacekeeping mission itself. Our contributions to stabilizing and
rebuilding Bosnia arc tangible proof that boots on
the ground-a visible force of well-trai ned, professional soldiers-arc the best possible means of
showing warring panics that America will back its
policies with force.
But the U.S. Army was also bus}' elsewhere in
the world throughout 1996. In September the 1st
Cavalry Diviston deployed a brigade to Kuwait to
deter Iraqi aggression. In less than 96 hours from
the time they were told to go, First Team soldiers
closed the first unit in its tactical assembl}' areas,
ready to fight. This example demonstrates how
much the Army has (;hanged in six years-in
Operation DESIRT StiiELD it took 30 days to
clepiO)' a similar force.
Our solchers still stand guard on the DMZ in
Korea, deterring war between North and South
Korea. American soldiers participated 111 16
NATO Pannersh1p for Peace exercises designed
to expand and improve imeroperabiliL)' among
NATO and other European nations. Operation
ABLE St:NTRY, a peacekeeping operation, involves
a task force that observes and reports from the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia as pan

earlier Army-and we do it with far less people.
We have added numerous operational deployments while remaining tramcd and ready.
Consequent!)', the personnel tempo (PERSTEMPO)-a soldier's time away from home stationhas increased by 300 percent since 1989.
1\s the nation 's only fu ll-spect rum force,
capable of responding across the full range of
threats and challenges, the Army is engaged
around the world-protecting the national interests, supporting the national securit)' strategy,
and assisttng the nation at home. \Ve have
changed from the threat-based force of the Cold
War to a capabilities-based force. The Army has
more than 100,000 soldiers and 28,000 civilians
stationed around the world, primaril)' in J::uropc
and in the Pacific. On any given day last year, on
average, an additional 35,000 soldiers we re
deployed away from their home stat ions, conducting operations and participating in exercises
in over 70 countries. Current missions include
the Sinm, i'vlaccdonia, Kuwait, Haiti, Partnership
for Peace exerCises in Europe, joint task forces for
counterdrug operations, hurricane and nood
relief, as well as Operation jOINT GUARn in Bosnia.
Concurrently, units are routine ly deployed to our
Combat Training Cen ters, train ing to maintain
readiness for possible regional conflicts.

Culttwal Change
Despite this pace, in the past eight )'Cars the
Army has also experienced a fundamental cultural change. The Army completely rewrote and
implemcmcd a new doctrine. This new doctrine
was critical because the Army was called upon to
implement a new strategy, moving from a strmegy
of containment to a strategy of engagement and
en largement. The containment strategy was
designed to prevent war, and it did that-it won
the Cold War. Engagement and enlargement are
strategies to ensure success-to help shape the
environment-to contribute to global stability
and prosperity in the 21st century. The Unued
States Army has been at the forefront of strategic
change, clearly demonstrating to the world that
we arc a full-spectrum force-a capabilities-based
force-a force of decision.
In 1996, the Army conclusivcl}' proved that
it was indeed a full-spectrum force, providing the
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of the Unned Nations Preventive Deployment
r=orce. Soldiers' presence, manning outposts
between Macedonia and Serbia, rs extremely
importan t to protect the border and bring stability. Simi larly, 6 1 soldiers stand watch on the border between Ecuador and Peru to assist in the
peaceful sett lemen t of the border d ispute
between two important trading partners. A small
number of soldiers properly trained and at the
right place are truly a strategic asset to the
nation. We also JX0\1ded support to the Summer
Ol)•mptcs and protected American homes and
propert)' by fighting fires in the northwestern
pan of the United States. American soldiers on
the groun d around the world serve not on ly as
emissaries advancing the security interests of the
United States but also as role mode ls promoting
U.S. values.

strong sense of values. To some the idea of information-age warfare conjures up images of bloodless conflict, images that resemble a computer
game more than the blood)' wars we have known
in the pasL. Nothing could be fu n he r from t he
truth. The style of warfa re will change, but its
impnct on nmions, armies, and soldiers wi ll not.
The fates of nations and armies wi ll sti ll be
decided b)' war, but with speed and lethality
unmatched in the past. Losers could still spend
generations recovering from the consequences of
defeat. \Vhate\'Cr technological and operational
changes may occur, however, soldiers will nlways
be the key to victor)'·
As our experiences in the last eigh t yea rs
have demonstrated, the geostrategic environment
has changed radically. Our task is to maintain the
world's most flexib le and capable army while
transitioning to meet the requirements of the
emerging national securit)' strategy. To meet the
new and varied challenges of the future, we have
changed from a threat-based force to a full-spectrum capabilnies-basecl force. Our technology is
tremendously powerful and will assist us in this
effort, but it means that everyone must be doing
their job right. That is why the human dimension
is so cri tical to om continuing success, fo r the
challenges of the 2 1st century will requ ire soldiers and leaders who have the cognitive skills
(mental agility, interactive thinking, synthesis) to
conceive new operational methods and employ
the new technologies with boldness and audacity.
Technology and the ability to handle it will
be increasingly important, but the outcomewhether victOI")' or defeat-will be decided by soldiers. The battlefield will nlways be a dangerous,
fr ightening, and lonely place. On ly sold iers of
character and courage, well trained, ably led, and
properly equipped will survive to win on tomorrow's baulcficlds.
America will need soldiers who possess the
moral character, finn will and professional ability to separate warring factions, to reassure fearful civilians, to restore public order, to protect
and deliver humanitarian assistance, and to win
the nation's wars. These thin gs wil l alwa)'S
req uire boots on the ground . Ultimate !)',
America's soldiers wil l be the ones to ach ieve the
nation's goals.

/Iuman Dimension

The htgh operating tempo (OPTEMPO) b)'
our solchcrs is a direct result of the physical and
cultural changes of the past eight years. llowevcr,
the ph)•Sical and cultural changes do not tell the
whole SlOt")' . There has also been a great deal of
human emotion and distress associated wi th the
d rawdown and numerous and con tin uing mission requirements. As OPTEMPO has increased,
the stress on soldiers' families has also increased.
At the same time, soldiers arc deployed more
than ever bdore, and their families have to travel
greater citstances for child care. It now takes their
children longer to travel b)' bus to school. We
don't have as man)' teachers in Europe to support
the education of so ldiers' dependents. Medical
support for soldiers' famil ies is not nearly as
robust ns it was before the drawdown. /\I I of these
changes, too. take a toll.

Technology and cl1e Human Dimension
In addition to physical and cultural change,
another major force for change that the Army
must incorporate is technolog)'· Information-age
technology offers the Army the opportunity to
greally enhance mobility, lelhality and communications. l lowever, while technology is critical, it
ca nnot change the fundamental pri nci pies of
wa r. The cornerstO ne of America's Army will
con tinue to be quality soldiers who possess a
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answers to these questions fundamentally allow us
to change the way \\'e do business.
Fundamental tO all of this improved technical capability is the requirement for quality people. Even with the best technology America can
afford to provide, at the point or the spear it will
still be a very recognizable fight-system against
system, soldier against soldier. That is why our
emphasis in Army XX I remains on mental agility
and the other aspects or change associated with
the human dimension.
Army XXI is crillcal, but it's only an intermediate step. The focus of the Army's intellectual
effort is shifting to the Army After Next-the
Army of 2020 and beyond. The Army After Next
is our effort Lo look as dee p as possible into the
future to understand the environment or the third
decade of the 2 1st century. lt is a comprehensive
examination that includes consideration of the
technology, training, doctrine, leader development and the warfighting concepts that will be
necessm)' at that time.

Americas Army Today-Adapting tv a
Changing World
1\lthough the Army has undergone a great
deal of change in the last eight years, it is only
the beginning. RccenLI)', the Army finished the
Advanced 'vVarfighting Experimem (A WE) conducted at the National Training Cen ter at Fon
Irwin. This AWE gave the Army a unique opportunity to sec into its fmure. As Secretary of
Defense William S. Cohen said after he visited
the AWE, .. I have seen the future of warfare ....
The Army's ability to use information to dominate future baules will give the United States a
new ke)' to victor)', I believe for yenrs, if not for
generati ons to come." He is absolute!)' correct.
This AWE was abou t the future of the United
States Army. At the National Training Cen ter,
Task Force XX I tested 71 separate systems and
learned a great deal about the future of warfare.
We will take those systems that worked well and
proliferate them across the Arm)' as quick!)' as
possible. The Ann)' is combining tndustnal-age
equipment-like M1Al tanks and All-64 attack
helicopters, which arc the best in the wo rl dwith information -age technology to vast ly
improve our warfighting capability.
The AWE was more successful than we
hoped, and we learned a number of valuable
lessons. First, the industry-soldier lash-up was a
huge success. That cooperation pcrmiucd us to
update tcchnolog)' inside our normal acquisition
cycle. literal!)' cutting years off the life-cycle
process. One of our goals is to streamline our
acquisition process, and this cooperative effort is
acquisition reform in action. The AWE was not just
about modernization. It is about the essence of our
Army, properly balancing our Six Imperativesquality people, training, force mix, doctrine, modern equipment, and leader development-that arc
our links lO the past and the future.
The lessons learned from this cxci"CISC, coupled with the follow-on exercises at division and
corps level, will produce Army XL'\ I. Make no mistake about it. Army XXL will give us information
dominance. lnfonnation dominance allows us to
answer three questions thar will give us a powerful
advantage on the baulefield: Where ;un I? Where
are my buddies? Where is the enemy? The

Soldiers Arc Our Crec/cnlials
Since 177'5, the Army has continua ll y
changed lO insure the safety and prosperit) or the
nation. The Army can adapt to physical, cultural
and technological change because all change is
bui lt upon the bedrock of our qualit)' soldiers.
Soldiers protect the ideals and values of America;
the)' insure ever)'Onc can live in a free and just
society. The prosperity and security of the nation
today are a direct tribute to our soldiers, a clear
reOection of the spirit of the United States Army
and the tangible measure of its might. This legacy
is why we say "Soldiers Arc Our Credentials."
The strength of our Army is grounded in a
values- based organization. The bedrock of the
Army as an institution is our commitment to seven
values: honor, respect, duty, courage. loyall)'.
integrity, and sclncss scn•icc. Values arc not something that automaucall)' happen, especiall)' 111
toda}"s socict)'· t-.lorcovcr, values arc a perishable
commodity; they must be nurtured, reinforced,
and sustained. You have to spend time discussing
values, explaining to new soldiers coming into the
Army what values arc all about, and reinforcing
those values to all soldiers on a daily basis through
leadership, action and example.
1
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resemment and a dcsrrc to disobe)'· The one
mode or the other of dealing with subordinates springs from a corresponchng sprnt rn
the breast oft he commander He who feels
the respect whrch is due others cannot fail to
insprre 111 them regard for hrm~lf. while he
who feels, and hence manifest!>, drsrespc<:t for
others, especiall)' hts mfenors, cannot far Ito
inspire hmrcd against hnnsclf.

Honor, respect, duty, courage, loyalty,
integrity, and sclOcss servtcc to the nation are
more than words; 1hey constitute the creed by
which we live. The acuons m Somalia b)' Master
Sergeant Gary I. Gordon and Sergeant First Class
Randall D. Shughart, who were posthumously
awarded the tvlcdal of llonor, epitomize the highest Army values.
During a fircfight 111 Mogadtshu on October
3-4, 1993, Somali gunfire forced a Black Hawk
helicopter to crash land in enemy territory.
Sergeants Gordon and Shughmt fired their riOes
from another helicopter 10 protect their comrades
at the crash site below them, even though they
endured a heavy barrage of nrc. With Somali gunmen closing on four critically wounded soldiers at
the crash site, the two NCOs volunteered to help
and, after dropping from the safety of their own
helicopter, fought their way through to the
wounded pi lot. They provided cover until their
ammunition ran out. When Shughan was fatall)'
wounded, Gordon got a riOe from the crash site
and handed the weapon and five rounds to the
pilot. Sergeant Gordon said, "Good Luck" and,
armed only with a pistol, continued the fight until
he was killed. Their instinctive acttons symbolize
the essence of the J\rm)"s values.

'What Schofield knew over a century ago is
still absolutely true today. When authority is
abused-whet her it takes the form of sexual misconduct, racial prejudice, or favoritism-then
the Army as an institution is diminished.
Therefore, we must ensure that leaders and soldiers at all levels understand that the most
important role of the chain of command- from
squad leader on up-is to be fa ir, to be professional, and to take ca re of sold iers 24 hours a
day, seven da)'S a week.
The Army and its soldiers draw strength
from our traditions. Subordinates learn and arc
mentored by senior leaders who nurture and
encourage the development of values and professional auributes. Leaders, in turn, are expected to
live by and exemplif)' those values. Internalizing
these values-living them-is what builds professional soldiers.
Values and tradiuons are the soul of the
Army. For over two hundred )'Cars, from Bunker
Hill, to Gett)'Sburg, to the Bulge, and on to
Somalia, these values and traditions were forged
by the harsh and unforgiving names of combat.
As an institution we must be unwavering in
upholding these values and trad itions.
ln addition to the seven bedrock values upon
which we base our clcve lopment and service as
American soldie rs, two other characte ristics are
an intrinsic part of our environment: d isci pline
and teamwork.
In order to create and sustain an effective
figh ting force, win the nation's wars, and perform
other missions in support of the National Military
Strategy, the Army must rei)' on disciplined soldiers. Without discipline, armies arc only disorderly, armed mobs.
To develop discipline, the Army inculcates its
members with the need to follow legitimate
orders. This process begins \\ ith basic combat
training, where new soldiers arc taught Army val-

Values-Our Bedrock
Values arc what made leaders like Shughart,
Gordon, and the countless warriors before them
do what they did, and those arc the things that
must be emphasized to all soldiers. Today, however, many enter the Army with a different values
base. We must ensure that our standards and values become theirs. We must. steep our soldiers in
these va lues from the time the)' join the Army
until they leave. Respect for others is fundamental
to what we arc tr')ling to do. As General john M.
Schofield said in 1879,
The discipline which makes the soldiers of a
free count•')' reliable m baule IS not to be
gained b)• hnrsh or t)•rannicaltreatmcnt. On
the eontraf)•, such trcmment is far more likely
to destrO)' than make an Army. It rs possible
to impart mstrucllon and gr,·e commands in
such manner and such a tone of voice to
inspm· rn the soldrcr no feclrng but an intense
desire to obC)•, whtlc the opposnc manner
and tone of \'OJCe cannot far! to excnc strong
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ues, exposed to positive role models, and prepared for assimi laLion into the institution. O rder
and discipline are paramount and fundamental.
'vVithout them, our most important missionscombat operations-are doomed r.o fa il.
To achieve these objectives, we focus our
efforts on behavioral change through teaching
Army values. Although our ultimate goal is to
change attitudes, our initial focus is to modif)'
behavior. Our intent is not to convert peoplebut to ensure their behavior is not prejudicial to
the good order and discipline of a un it or of
another soldier.
Obedience to proper orders and submission
w appropriate authority is central to all that the
Army does. To en list in the Army and become a
soldier, one n1ust swear or affirm w this oath:
I do solemnly swear (or arnrm) that l wil l
suppOt'l and defend the Constitution of the
United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that l will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; and that I will obey the
orders of the President of the United States
and the orders of the officers appointed over
me, according to regulations and the
Uniform Code of tvlilitary justice. So help me
God!

On taking the oath, soldiers voluntarily
forego certain individual libenies, to the poim
that they must be willing to sacrifice their lives for
the good or the nation. Tt is this voluntary surrender of individual liberties for the common good
that makes any abuse of authority by leaders
appointed over sold iers so egregious and devastating to discipline. As an institution we must
eliminate any and all abuse of authority.
Teamwork, the ability to work together for a
common cause, is also critical to ever)'thing the
Army does. The Army encourages and rewards
teamwork at all levels and in all posilions.
Teamwork is absolutely essential for units to fight
and win on the battlefield or to perform other
critical, tough missions. Soldiers have to know
that they can rely on each other and their leaders;
this fact mandates m mual 1rust and respect.
Soldiers who don't treat each other with respect
cannot be relied upon to risk their lives for each
other on the modern bauleficld.
Developing these values-this discipline and
teamwork in soldiers-Lakes both time and

resources, but it is a necessary process. The Army
perseveres because it must continue to foster the
team spirit and sense of communi ty that experience has shown to be so essentia l to building
effective combat forces and winning the nation's
wars. The Army must create an environment
where all soldiers, regardless of race or gender,
feel that they are vital members of the team. Some
of the soldiers entering the Army today may bring
with them negative attitudes and biases.
Therefore, we must work to instill Army values
and traits in all soldiers and show them that prejudicial biases have no place in America's Army.
The Army leadership's primary responsibility
is to develop our sold iers and to all ow them to
reach their full potential. All our soldiers are volunteers. They come from diverse backgrounds,
but all have expectations they want to accomplish. 'vVe must create an environment where they
truly can "be all they can be." This environment
can be achieved in two ways: First, if we empower people to do what is right-legall)' and morally-there is no limit to the good we can do.
That's all that can be asked of anyone-to do
what is right. Leaders need to emphasize the
importance of values to their sold iers. Soldiers
want to do well; the Army must give them the
opportunity. An outstanding soldier, Command
Sergeant Major Richard Cayton, summed up a
leader's responsibility in this way: "Your soldiers
will walk a path and they wi ll come to a crossroads; if you are standing at the crossroads, where
you belong, you can gu ide your soldiers w the
righ t path and make them successful." The
Army's leaders must ensure that they are always
"stand ing at the crossroads."
Second, we must treat others as we would
have them treat us. This principle is just a simple
restatement of the Golden Rule-but it is a critical point. All soldiers must feel that they are being
treated fairly. All must feel that the Army cares
and will make an honest auempl to insure they
reach their full potential. In itiative will be stifled
and creativity destroyed unless they feel they are
given a fair chance to mature and grow.

Responding to the Challenge
'vVe are proud of what we have done. We
have reshaped the Army while keeping it trained
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and read)'· We know, however, that we have not
done It perfectly. 'vVe continue to face challenges
as we change to meet the needs of the nauon in a
rapidly changing envi ronmenl. The Army game
plan is clear-conri nue to deal with the human
challenges c re~ned by change in an open and
forthright manner and continue to do what is best
for the Army and for our nation.
Following this game plan, three major themes
were emphasized in a recent Arm)•-wide chain
tcaehmg program. First, our overarching objective
is to create a team spirit and a command climate
where soldiers are willing to die for each other, if
necessary. Such a climate is not possible if leaders
or soldiers harass or abuse each other. Second, the
f\nny wi ll continue to focus on job performance.
We must continuously stress the fact that soldiers
must meet standards. Shared standards and
shared experiences create cohesion that is
extremely important to building trust among soldiers. When that e>.l)erience is done to standard, it
builds cohesion and teamwork. The chain of command also must be held to strict standards. Third,
education in Army values must be emphasized.
We must inculcate every individual with selfrespect and confidence. Through this training,
every soldier will know how to ~mac k prej udice
and discrimination. An observant and proactive
chain of Command iS key tO preventing prejudice
of an)' kind. It is also essential that soldiers, as
members of the team, look out for the welfare of
the team and the well-being of every member of
the team. To implement these guiding principles,
we have taken six specific steps:

(1) Character Development XX I
Character Development XXI is a deliberate
effort to refocus the Army on its core valueshonor, duty, courage, loyalty, se lfless service,
intcgrit)', and respecL. The program is scheduled
to stan in October 1997, with most systems in
place not later than januar)' 1998. Character
Development XXI is a comprehensive program
designed to ensure that every soldier understands all of the Army's values. We wi ll equip
our leaders with the knowledge and tools they
need 10 create organizational climates that reinforce our message: Army values arc the bedrock
of all we do.

(2) Doctrine
We are in the process of rewriting Field
l'vlanual 22-100, Army Leadership, to reaffirm the
importance of val ues to the Army. The new PM
22-100 will stress the importance or the role of
the leader in teaching those values. By focusi ng
on the character development process, the new
doctrine wil l give leaders the tools to create the
ethical climate that fosters the development of the
Army's bedrock values. As an Army, we want to
go beyond just the recognition of the values as a
way of life. We want to go beyond simply creating
temporary behavioral changes in our soldiers and
civilians. Vvc want to encourage them to embrace
these values and make them a pan of their everyclay li fe. We want to encourage them to do the
tight thing, even when no one is watching them.
We want them to treat others, in every instance,
as they would want to be treated.
(3) Training and Doctrine

The Army is coordinating its education and
training programs to teach both the concepts or
character development and also the tools by
which to foster such development. The inst ruction wi ll be progressive and sequential throughout the Army cducat ion system. Army schools
will reinforce this instruction throughoUL a soldier's career in a way appropriate to the soldier's
experience level. By coordinating this instruction,
we create a common understanding, a common
language of leaders' roles. It is a program focused
on our Total Army leaders (militat')' , civilian,
Active and Reserve forces). Additionally, the successful Consideration of Others program is being
offe red as a model program on human relations
for operational units to emulate as a wa)' of complementing the institutional training and education programs. Consideration for others should
reall)' be viewed as situational training that builds
teamwork and cohesion and that enhances unit
and individual performance.
(4) Evaluation System

Our core values are being made pan of all
Ann)' evaluation systems. Each system will renect
the common terminology. Values-consistent
behavior and the teaching of these val ues to subordinates will become a pan of the evaluation
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This revision will provide greater visibi lit}' to values concerns in this major command-lrvel report.
Finally, the Army's most comprehensive
equal opportunity report, the annual narrative
summary report (ANSR), has also been revised to
capture data about values more accurately. This
revision, as well as the modification of the other
reporting instruments, will allow commanders to
identify trends and problems quick!}' so that they
can move swiftly 10 resolve them. Most importantly, all leaders must set the example and take
the time to communicate honest!}' and often with
their subordinates. That is what leadership is all
about.

process. Leaders will be able to usc the new evaluation systems as supporting LOols for achieving
the character development objective of "living"
the An11}' values in our organizations. The noncommissioned officer evaluation rcpon (NCOER)
will be modified 111 the future.

(5) Chaplain Spccializccl Training
Chaplains hold a unique place in our Army.
They remain trusted confidants of soldiers of all
ranks, they have access to commanders at all levels, and they arc considered visible represe ntations of the moral and personal values we want to
uphold. Our Chaplains Corps has an important
role to play, not only in assisting soldiers subjected to discrimination but also in helping the Army
to inculcate our values in our soldiers. The Chief
of Chaplains is working to ensure that the Army
has the best possible understanding of values.
Chaplains, b)' virtue of their identities as clergymen and clergywomen, can coo rdinate
resources designed to complement ou r systemic
understand ing by examining why discrimination
occurs at the personal level. This understanding
will help us apply our knowledge of our military
culture to the points where all of our efforts in
this area must be effective-the heart and mind of
the individual soldier.

Americas Soldiers-They Do the /I eavy
Liftingforthe Nation
The Army is trul y people, and that is why it
is so important that we address the human
dimension of change, j ust as we do the issues of
readiness, modernization, train ing, and doctrine.
Ln this era of change the Arm)' must look to
its culture, traditions and values for strength. As
long as the Army understands the human dimension of change and embodies traditional Army
,·alues it will continue to be capable of winning
the nation's wars, defending Iibert}' and maintaining peace.
The Army will meet the human dimension
challenge head on, just as it has met similar challenges in the past. The strength of the institution
gives us confidence that we can do so in a
straightforward and comprehensive manner. The
Army will be even beuer in the 21st ccntut")' for
having met this challenge.
The U.S. Army of today and of tomorrow,
with its emphasis on developing advanced technology, must give equal, if not greater, emphasis
to developing support for the human dimensions
of change. Our leaders and soldiers deserve no
less. After all, soldiers arc today as thC)' have been
for the past two hundred and twenty-two years,
our nation's credentials.

(6) Equal Opporlunily Reporting

We have determined thm the in-house mechanisms we had for reponing discrimination were
inadequate. Some of our normal indicators misled
us. For example, we thought that we had a bcuer
understanding of the sexual harassment issue
than , in fact, we did. We have addressed these
shortcomings by making three specific changes
that will give commanders a clear, continuing
perspective on the scope of values in their units.
First, we have revised our regulation governing equal opportunit}'· 'vVe now require that
incoming commanders cond uct a command climate survey within 90 da)'S of assuming command. This sut"VC}' should provide new commanders with a wealth of data about their units,
including identification of any ongoing problems
with values.
Second, our quarterly equal opportunity
reponing S}'Stcm has been revised and simplified.

****
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Address to the Association of the
United States Army
Sergeants Maj or Luncheon
Washington, D.C.
October 13, 1997
Thank you Sergeant Major Uunmie W.]
Spencer ]Retired] for that very warm welcome.
Today we will honor several outstanding leaders
who have labored long and hard to keep the
Total Army team focused on our primary mission , to right and win the nation's wars. ln a few
moments, )'O U wi ll meet some of the great soldiers that make up our Army and represent us
so well. But first, I want to share with you some
of my th oughts on teamwork , d iscipl ine and
values.
Teamwork is a foundation of our Army. I am
reminded of a young company commander who
received a difficult mission while defending the
island of Corregidor during \Vorld War II. The
commander held a formation with the remains of
his company. He explained that he needed two
volunteers to accept a very dangerous mission
and asked that volunteers take two steps forward
of the format ton. /\t this moment, the commander
glanced down at his wriuen instructions for further details. When he looked up, he was surprised that the ranks of the formation were
unbroken. The commander was outraged, "What,
not a single person wants to volumeer for this
mission?" the commander asked. The company
execulive officer standing behind him replied,
"Sir, you do nOt understand. The entire formation
stepped forwa rd two paces."
Those soldiers at Corregidor were a team.
Over 1,800 of those soldiers left their hometowns
in New Mexico and deployed to the Philippines,
and 900 of those soldiers paid the ultimate price
and lost their lives clming the Bataan Death
March. They showed us that freedom isn't free.
That freedom is a very special privilege that we
now enjoy. It is a great legacy that those bra,•e
soldiers left us and it remains a great responsibility we have today to live up to their example. \Ve
must continue to ensure that their sacrifice was
not in vain. They serve as inspiration for us all.

Today's Army is a multidimensional team. It
is composed of Active Component, Army National
Guard, United States Army Reserve, Department
of the Army Civilians, as well as many cliffercm
races and creeds, men and women. Today's Army
is a total force team. Our success has been documemed all over the globe these last few years in
places such as Bosnia, llaiti , and the 1996
Olympic Games in Atlanta. Our diversity as an
Army and as a nation is our greatest strength. The
Army must leverage the strength thm comes from
men and women of all races and creeds serving
together with dignity, mutual respect, and consideration for others as pan of one team.
A key concept that distinguishes the military
from our civilian counterparts is Strict adherence
to discipline. Discipline is not the fear of punishment for doing something wrong, but a faith in
the value of doing something right. We instill and
reinforce personal discipli ne in two ways. The
first is the individual responsibility of every soldier, whether that person is the newest private, or
the most senior individual. The individual's
responsibility is to do what is right. You cannot
teach that, but you can exemplify that. The most
effective way to demonstrate individual responsibility is to do what is right and your subordinates
will pick that up and do the same.
The second method of instilling discipline is
to treat every soldier with dignit )' and respect.
Discipline is one of the cornerstones of our great
Army and it has been since the very beginning. In
1778 a Prussian volunteer, Baron Fried rich von
Steuben arrived at General George Washington's
camp at Valley Forge and published Rcgu/(l/ions
.for the Order and Discipline of the Troops of the
United Stales. This document established the pri nciple that the noncommissioned orficer was
responsible for the care, discipline, and training
of the men in garrison and in the field. The document defended the NCO's bMtlcficld role, gave
the enhanced status, and distinguished them from
their foreign counterparts. In sum it defined the
standards of the American NCO Corps.
The document talked abom such things as:
"The Sergeant Major ... must pay the greatest
attention to the conduct of the NCO's. lie must
pay the greatest attention to their conduct and
behavior ... and he must exact the most implicit
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obedience .... " It also staLed: "The First Sergeam
.. should consider that the discipline of the
Company, the conduct of the men, their exactness in obc)•ing orders, and the regularil}' of their
manners will depend on his vtgilance .... "
Vcr}' liulc has changed since 1789 until
toda}' and should not change 1n the future. The
duties and responsibiliues of the NCO arc crucial
to unit success. NCOs arc the keepers of the
crown jewels-our standards. They hold themselves to those standards and they ensure all soldiers, regardless of race or gender meet those
standards. Soldiers in 13osnia demonstrate that
principle for all to sec, not by chance or happenstance but by diligence and strict discipline.
Discipline applies to all soldiers, regardless of
rank and values tie it all to get her.
Values arc the essence of our Arm)'; like
combat skills, LhC)' have to be trained , honed, and
polished to perfection . fhe)' make us different
than our civilian countet·pans. There arc 7 fundamental values that arc the foundation of our
Army. Those values arc Duty-a sense of obligation, llonor-keen sense of right and wrong,
Courage-both ph)'Stcal and moral, Loyalt}•-to
fellow soldiers-to one's unit-LO our country,
lntegrit}'-alwa}'S tclltng the truth, Respect-hold
others in high regard, SciOess Sen•ice-our unit
before our self. Leaders of character and competence live these values. If you want an example,
look no funhcr than the pages of the lst Cavalry
Division's histoty.
On Thanksgiving Day in 1966 a young company commander received a mission to assault a
nameless village in Vietnam . The commander
received a report over the radio that the nrsLplatoon had been insen ed on the ground. As his aircraft 11ew towards the landing zone, small arms
fire began to st rike the helicopter. The pilot
declared that the landing zone was a "hot landing
zone." Several helicopters f1ying in format ion
departed the area. The pi lot knew that the commander wanted to he with the platoon that was
on the ground and ho\'cred 20 feet over the landing zone. The commander dtd not hesitate and
jumped down to the ground belo\\. As he fell to
the rice paddr. he remembered that he had forgouen to order hts ftrst sergeant and his radio
operator do\\n to the ground wuh hlln. lie hit

the ground, recovered, and noticed that his first
sergeant and radio operator had jumped out of
the helicopter with him. As the enem}' small arms
fire became more intense, the commander and his
pany became separated from the first platoon.
The commander turned to his first scrgeam and
was about to tell him LO get things organized
when he noticed that he was terribly wounded in
the shoulder. Knowing there was nothing he
could do or say, he sadly muttered, "Hang in
there top." The first sergeant replied, ''No damn
problem sir, Gary Owen!" The first sergeant
remained on the baulcfield. The platoon managed
to secure the landing zone and the objective. The
first sergeant was able to lly in ., hanksgiving dinner and saw Lo it that cvet')' man was served. The
first sergeant was the last man off the balllcfield
that clay. He demo nstrated how to live a creed .
"No damn problem sir, Gary Owen!" The values
illustrated in the short example have sustained
this army for 222 years and will sustain us into
the next centUI)'· Remember, "No damn problem
sir, Garr Owen!" Teamwork-ValuesDiscipline!

Remarks at the Dwigh t D.
Eisenhower Luncheon
Washington, D.C.
October 14, 1997

"One Team-One fight- One Future"
Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen,
fellow soldiers, thank you for such a warm welcome. I know there arc too mall)' people here to
recognize individuall)', people that truly deserve
to be recognized, but I hope you'll be;1r with me if
I just recognize one group and one individual.
You\·e alt·ead) recognized )'Our Armr leadership, but I just want to S.1} to them. publici). how
much l appreciate thctr fnendship and support.
They arc trul} the dnvers of this engine of change
and the}'. along wnh the command se rgeants
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These boys, who became men almost over night,
and 19,000 others went when they were called.
Less than 900 came home. They faced overwhelming hardsh ip. They faced overwhelming
odds. They never lost faith.
Every time I've had the opportunity to meet
with the veterans of the 200th Coast Artillery, and
I've had the opportunity to meet with them a couple times in the last two or three years, I'm
reminded of the story of General Jonathan
Wainwright, when he surrendered at Corregiclor.
As he brought the American nag down for the last
Lime, he folded that nag and he gave it to a young
soldier and said, "Young man , carry this Oag and
when it's all over give it to the Secretary of War. "
The soldier took that nag and he carried it to his
death. Before he died, he gave it to a second soldier who was so weak that he could not carry the
whole nag, but he took a scissors and cut a piece
of cloth from the nag and sewed it inside his field
jacket and true to his charge, he carried it to the
end of his ordeal He presented the patch of cloth
to the Secretary of War. Today that tattered piece
of the red, white, and blue hangs silently on the
walls of the museum at West Point and speaks
volumes about the courage, the seiOess service
and the sacrifice of our soldiers. lt speaks volumes about the spirit of an Army that couldn't be
beaten, no matter what the odds. What great
Americans and what great soldiers and what a
de bt we owe them. Not just fo r their service to
the nation, but for the example they provide
today's soldiers. They have given meaning to selfless service, sacrifice and courage.
Why do we keep going back to memories of
the past? Because today's soldiers are linked to the
soldiers of the past. There's a brotherhood in history. Not that we can or would or even want to
refight the battles of the past. But we must never,
never forget their lessons. Yes, the world has
changed dramatically since the 200th Coast
Artillery left New Mexico and went to the Pacific.
Nobody has changed more than America's Army
d uring the past eight years. This change is why
we feel a special kinship to those who have served
before. History has set a meaningful example for
us. Those soldiers during World War ll overcame
extraord inary challenge. They overcame extraordinary change. And they reached extraordinary

major out there that were introduced earlier, are
the people that take care of those great soldie rs
that we have serving the nation and serving the
Army so wel l around the world and 1just want to
say thank you to them for their friendship and
support and thei r leadership.
I also want to recogn ize a very special ind ividual. General jack N. Merritt, President of the
Association of the United States Army As all of
you know, this is his last an nual meeting as president and I want to say than k you to him on
behalf of all the soldiers that he has touched in a
very positive and very personal way. You know,
l've been coming to these meetings for a long time
and l guess the one thing that's been consistent is
they get bigger and better each year. There's probably a lot of reasons for that, but 1 think the si ngle
most important reason is Jack Merritt. It's been
his leadership. He is a great soldier. A great mentor. Great friend. Great patriot. And j ack, ivl r.
President, on behalf of all of ou r people, thanks
for what you've done. 'We will miss you. 'vVe wish
you well.
Th is is a great audience and when you're up
here and you look out, you see al l the people who
have done so much for America's Army-soldiers
that have reti red, soldiers that are still serving,
members of the civilian industry-the leadership
of the Army and all the people that come together
as the Army team . I can tell you it's a humbling
experience to be up here and have the opportunity to address you. Blll 1 just want to thank you all
fo r the great support that you've provided our
soldiers-the great support you've provided the
Total Army. I just appreciate that so very much.
Recently I was in Albuquerque, New tvlexico.
I had the opportunity wh ile l was there to meet
with some of the s urvivors of the Bataan Death
lvlarch, soldiers from the 200th Coast t\nillery, a
National Guard uni t from New Mex ico. ln the
autumn of 1942, those great soldiers left thei r
homes and walked the path to history. From the
small towns of New Mexico came the hearts of
heroes.
They were average Americans, people like
Don Dansby, a garage mechanic from Carlsbad;
Paulo M.aldonado, a construction worker from
Albuquerque; Lazaro Chavez, a fanner from
Blanco; Fred Evans, a sLUclem from Alamogordo.
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he said the profession of arms is "the will to win.
The sure knowledge that in war there is no substitute for victory. That if )'OU fail, the nation will be
destroyed." Such a profession IS not to be taken
light I}' · It's a profession filled with glorious traditions and as we move to the fuwre, we shall build
on those great traditions.
One of the most imponant traditions is our
"one team concept." t\n imponant task in the
year ahead is to determine how to best leverage
that great strength that we have in the Total
Army, because you see, we really arc a Total
Army-Active, Guard, Reserve, civilians. Fiftyfour percent of today's Army is made up of the
two Reserve Componen ts. Fifty-five percent of
our combat units, 63 percent of our fi eld artillery
units, 66 percent of our combat support units,
and 98 percent of our psychological operations
and civil affair units arc located in the National
Guard and U.S. Army Reserve.
Our Reserve-Compone nt soldiers arc our
strongest link to the American people and that is
our greatest strength. We cannot project
America's will without the Reserve Components
and that's wh)• over 3.000 have served so successfully in our operation in Bosnia. Fifty-three
years ago, in one of the greatest examples of
power project ion the world has ever seen, we
began the liberation of Europe wnh the invasion
of Normandy. This enormous task commanded a
total effort. In the first wave to hit 0MAIIA BFACit
on D-Day, Regular Arm)' soldiers from the Big
Red One, the l st Infantry Division, served along
side National Guard soldiers from the I 16th
lnfantr)', 29th lnfantr}' Division-one team, one
fighL. Today elements of the ll6th Infantry arc at
Fort Polk , Lou isiana , pre paring to re turn to
Europe-this time to 13os ni a-prcparing once
again to serve along s ide the sold iers of the Big
Red One. Fifty-three years have passed since we
invaded Normandy, but it's still the same tradition. lt's still the same teamwork. O ne teamone nght.
We have a rich history of integrating Activeand Reserve-Component forces. Our goal remains
to preserve this great tradition. preserving the history and lineage of our Reserve Component,
while changing to meet the challenges of today
and tomorrow and the 21st century. That goal is

achievements. Perhaps only the)'. and history, can
appreciate the magnitude of the task thai we have
faced and the scope of our accomplishments in
the last eight years.
Our accomplishments have been very praiseworthy and I am truly proud of all that we have
done. Basicall)' \\'e'vc changed an Army-physically and culturally, and as I described last )'Car,
we've laid out a v1s1on for the future. And we
spent much of the past year, turning that vision
into reality. I am truly proud of all that our soldiers have accomplished. It has been an unprecedented year of accomplishment. It's not been perfect, bell we must take great pride and we must
recognize what we've achieved and we must
redouble our commi tment to overcome our
shortfalls.
We must also recognize another link to the
pasl. We have, as an Army, great traditions in our
history. These arc the things that have made our
Army successful. Values and traditions have sustained us for 222 years-through the good times
and the bad. They sustain us tOday, and God willing, so will it alwa)'S be. Values arc the solid foundation upon which 1he Army is built. They are
the constant that makes a chfkrence.
This is my third opportun it)' to address this
great gathcnng and no one appreciates more than
I, the power of that opportunity to be able to
address the disungUtshcd military leaders from
our friends and allies around the world; to be able
to speak to our partners Ill government and industry, the giants of tllCir profession, and to have the
opportunity tO address eVCl')' face t or the Total
Arlll)'-Active, National Guard, United States
Army Reserve, and Department or the Army civilians. I understand the power of that opportunity
and the fact that I have brought you here together,
to hear seven words-l lonor-Duty-CourageLoya Ity-lntcgrit y-Res pect-Se I flcss Service.
These are our values. They arc not just mere
words. They arc the signposts that will guide us
from the past to the future. The 1\rmy must
embrace them. They, more than anything else,
produce leaders who lead by example and soldiers
who are a valued member of the team. As
Secretary West smd yesterday in the opening ceremony, "Ours ts a \'Cry umquc profcss1on.~ General
Douglas MacArthur I think dcscnbed 1t best when
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an important part of our vision. A vision which
recognizes that we arc a values-based organization, that the Army ts an integral pan of the joim
team, that the Arm)' is relevant to the needs of the
nation, and that the Anll)' has been changing to
meet the challenges of the future.
As we discussed last year, Force XXI is the
process that we arc using to change the Army. ll
stans with the fieldmg of Arm)' XXI, which is the
covering force for the strategic pause our nation
now enjoys-ensuring that the Army and the
nation are not surprised as we read)' for the
emerging challenges and opportunities ahead.
Task Force XXI, the Advanced Warfighting
ExperimenL which was completed in the desert in
California in April of 1997, was a great success. It
was a proof of principle for the Army XX I concept. lt taught us a lot about our future.
The preparation for the fo llow-on Advanced
vVarfighting Experiment, the Division Advanced
Warfighting Experimen t, is taking place as we
speak at Fon llood , l cxas. Within thirty da)'S
we will know the lessons learned from that
experiment.
The key to these efforts in moving into the
21st century is informatton dominance. If we can
perfect and protect this great capability, we
beheve that we will truly rcvolutiomzc warfare.
Information dominance will allow us to turn
inside of any enemy's decision C)•dc. I am confident that we can develop that capability. And if
we do that, we will maintain the edge.
No doubt the technology that will enable us
to overmatch an enemy will be there. In fact,
much of it is here. Much of it is here in the
exhibits and l hope you'll have the opportunity to
see some of those exhibit s. Sec for yourself. The
tcchnolog)' wi ll be there, because what you sec in
those exhibits is the great potential of the partnering that takes place between civilian industry and
the United States Army-ensuring that our soldiers have the best equ ipment and the best
weapon srstems that the counll)' can provide. I'm
extreme!)' pleased with our relationship with
industry We \\'ant to make it even stronger in the
future.
The task we face is great. The challenges of
the futurc-asymmetncal warfare, the proliferation of weapons of mass destrucuon, domesuc

terrorism, cybcr-warfare-these arc Total Army
challenges, and we must leverage the great
strength of the whole tcnm. We must make the
whole truly greater than the sum of its parts. Our
future is one future . It's a Total Arm)' future and
it's a bright future.
We recently completed the Quadrennial
Defense Review and in tt we latd out a great strategy to meet a new and exciting world. Now, we
must creme a new model for resourcing the total
force that reflects the reality of this new national
military strateg)'· While we will continue and we
should continue to leverage efficiencies, we know
that that's no1 going be enough. The real challenge is to break the old Cold War funding paradigm. We must create a new resource model I hat
rerlects toclay's world. This is a task that belongs
to the Total Army and the Tota l r\nny must
accept that task. We must work it out together.
It's the right thing to do for our nation and it's the
key to our success and our future.
The path is dearly defined. We have rebalanced our priorities to enable us 10 respond,
shape and prepare. The increased modernization
resources that we have come up wi1h will allow
us to field Anny XXI and continue our focused
research and dc,·elopment lor the Army After
Next.
We must work together to butld a force that
meets the needs of the nation today and tomorrow. In 1he end, what we really need is best
summed up in the phrase "one team-one
fight-one future." We need a values-based force.
\1>./ e need a llltal force that's bui lt up on respect
and trust; a joint team forged by a process of
experimentation and adaptation; a force funded
for 1he 21st centu ry, not the lwenticth; and 11
force trained and equipped to shape and respond
to today's crisis while meeting the challenges of
the future. This is our path to 1he luture. It's a
path whose signposts have not changed for 222
years. For it is marked by t\menca's soldiers.
They have alwars shown 1he way, each one a
symbol of the Army's se,·cn values.
Let me imroducc some of them to you. First
is Staff Sergeant Katnna \Villtams, the Combined
Arms Cemer NCO of the Year. An i\udic \lurph)'
Inductee. she's on that path to the future. A
senior personnel manager at Fort I eavcnworth,
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forever. They arc not faceless. Let me introduce
you to two of them-Captain james McCahon
from the 200th Coast Artillery and Sergeant
Herman Tafoya also from the 200th Coast
Artillery-members of the "Battling Bastards of
Bataan." Truly great Americans. Soldiers oncetheir spirit will live on forever. Their spirit lives in
the Army today. It's what will allow us to cross the
most difficult obstacles, endure the impossible
hardships and accomplish the most incredible
tasks. What greater legacy could soldiers leave to
their nation? And what nation could be more
deserving of such devotion and commitment than
the United States of America?
Ladies and gentlemen what you sec before
you is a proud tradition and a hopeful future.
This is what we mean when we say "one teamone fight-one future." Ladies and gent lemen,
these trul)' are our credcmials.
God bless our great soldiers, past and present. God bless the great nation thC)' serve. Thank
you.

she believes in treating people with "respect,"
consideration and fairness.
Corporal Mitchell Rosnick is on that path. He
was born in Australia nnd in hts shon career he
has shown his "loyniLy" to his adopted nation
many times over, most recently when he
deployed in support of Opcrauon St ·\ StC,l\AL in
Guamanamo Bay.
Staff Sergeant Christopher Seigler is another
signpost on our path 10 the future. A dismounted
squad leader in the Jst lnfantr)' Division, he has
served as a peacekeeper in both 1\lm:edonia and
Bosnia. lie can tell you what "duty" is all about.
Sergeam First Class Teri Eaton, United States
Army Reserve, participated in both D~:sERT STOR~t
and jotNl ENDh\VOR in Bosnia. She can tell you
something about the "courage" of our soldiers on
that path.
Staff Sergeant Richard Boler, the MEDCOM
!Army tvledical Command! NCO of the Year, is
on that path. I lis "sci ness service" has carried him
through DL:>LR 1 S lOR \I and now to the Army
Medical Research Institute, "here he continues to
contribute, suppontng pioneering work in the
imponam field of combatmg mfecttous disease.
And Hnally, Sergeant first Class Trevis
Devall, the 1996 Secretary of the Army National
Guard Recruiter of the Year, from Fairfield.
Iowa-along wtth Drill Sergeant Scan Polwon,
the Fort Benning Drill Sergeant of the Year. They
excel evct')•day, recruiting America's most precious assets, her sons and daughters, and turning
them inLo soldiers who will extend that path deep
into the 21st cen tury . logethcr these great soldiers build the "in tegri ty" and "honor" of the
Total Army team.
Our future is indeed bright. It's so because
we build it on the traditions and the history of the
past. Today as we look forward to the future, it's
important to remember the contributions of those
who have gone belorc, those who have sacrificed,
and those who have inspired our nation and
earned the praise ol all. Again, General Douglas
MacArthur, I thmk, captured it best when he
talked about the Amcncan suldicr-"one of the
world's noblest figures, his name and fame arc the
birth nght of C\'<'1') t\menca.n
There nrc man) who h;we gone before. Some
of the names arc forgotten. but thctr deeds willli\'c

Women in Military Service for
America Address
Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland
October 17, 1997
Thank you vcr)• much Lieutenant General
[Claudia! Kennedy for that warm welcome.
Disti nguished guests all, and women Army veterans, l am honored to speak to you toda)' as we
celebrate the many contributions that over 1.28
million women Army veterans have made to keep
our nmion free. l would like to spend just a few
moments to share with )'OU some of my thoughts
on the history, tradition, \'alue~ and importance
of America's women in mtlll<ll} scn'ICC.
Women ha\'c a \'l'r)' proud htstory of mtlitary
sen·icc to the nauon. In raet. that histor)' of scr\'tCe predates the nation nsclf. That proud service
rcmmds me of the words to an Anny song that
we use on some or our recruning commercials:
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When rou were needed. )'Oll were there.
No 1l wa~n't atwars e;ts),
No. it wasn't alwa)'S fair
But when freedom called, )'Oll answered.
\ Vhen )'Oll were needed. )'Oll were there.
You were there during the Revolutionary War.
\Vomen rouuncly accompamcd the Cominental
Army in baulc. Washington's Army simply could
not have been sustained either in the rield or in
garrison without the support of those valiant
women colonialists. Women like Molly Pitcher
and Mary Corbin not only served as water bearers
but also took over the weapons when the situation
demanded. Although they were unauthorized to
serve as soldiers. their exploits arc the swfr that
legends arc made of. Due to the heroics of these
women, Army arti llcty units annuall)' presemthe
Moll y Pitcher Award LO honor the outstand ing
support of selected spouses.
You were there during the Civil War.
Women served as scouts, couriers, and saboteurs.
Many of these women made the ultimate sacrifice
to preserve the Union.
You were there during World War II. One
hundred thirt)' women served with General
Pershing's headquarters in the Army
Expednionar)' Forces as French-speaking telephone operators. The)' provtdcd a tremendous
service not only for the American forces, but the
Allies as well. Over I 0,000 Ann)' nurses se rved
in Europe and the United States. These nurses
were assigned to mobile and convalescent hospitals, hospital trains and transport ships. Several
nurses were wounded in action; there were no
nurses killecl in action. llowcvcr, nurses suffered
the identical maladies of thei r male counterparts;
over 200 died of compl ications with the nu ancl
pneumonia. Nurses received awards and decorations for thei r actions during the war. Three
nurses received the Distinguished Service Cross.
Three nurses received the Distinguished Service
tvledal. Over 70 nurses were recognized by various foreign govcrn mcms for their meritorious
service.
You were there dunng World \:Var II. During
this period in our nation's histOt")', we witnessed
some fundamental changes in milit<H"}' race and
gender poltctes. In 1942, the tdca of women's

support services as an official part of the Army
became reality. The Women's Army Auxiliary
Corps later reorganized and became the Women's
Army Corps. One hundred nfty thousand WACs
were trained in vanous noncombatant skills. The)'
served in every theater of operatiOns during
World War II. There arc some notable examples
of their outstanding setTtce to the Army. Eight
hundred fifty African American women formed
the 6888th Cemral Postal Baualion. Se rving in
England and France. they were responsible for
censoring mail and relieving the backlog of mail
await ing stateside deliver>'· In their quest to be
counted as equal members oft he armed forces,
they broke all the previous records establ ished by
other postal uni ts getting mai I 10 the front and
back home.
Fifty- two t housa nd nurses also se rved in
World War ll. In Europe, 1\rm>' Flight Nurse
Reba Whiulc was captured when the air evacuation rlight on which she was se rving as the
rlight nurse strayed into enemy terri tOt")' and
was shot down on September 27, 1944. She
was imprisoned until her repatriation on
januat")' 26, 1945. She was the only woman
prisoner of war in Europe during the war.
Sixteen nurses lost their ltvcs due to enemy
action. Over l ,600 were decorated for their
meritorious service and bravery.
You were there during the Korean conOict: 8
WACs and 600 Artl1)' nurses proudly served during the war.
You were there in Vietnam. Over 500 WACs
and 10,000 Artn)' nurses served; many were recognized for their valor and outstand ing contributions to national defense; 7 nurses lost thei r lives
as a result of enemy action.
You were t here in Gre nada for Operation
Ut{GENT FuRY. One hundred seventy-nine women
deployed as full -ncdgcclmi litary soldiers for the
first time. These women soldiers performed their
duties magnificently; they served as mi litary
police officers, helicopter pilots, intelligence specialists, and medical personnel.
You were there 111 Panama for Operation j usr
CAUSI:. Seven hundred SCVClll)' women deployed.
including Armr Captain Lmdn Bra)'. Captain Brar
successfullr led her milttary police unit in a firefight against Panamaman Defense forces.
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You were there in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
for Operation DESERT SIIIELD and Operation
Dt'>lRI S 1OR~I. Twenty-six thousand women
served on the Arabian peninsula. Their numbers
represented the largest deployment of American
women in combat in our histOI")'.
However, you know your history and comri butions to our national defense as well as I do.
With the dedication of this long overdue memorial, the future generations of this great coumry
will know ll as well. I believe it is important for us
toda}' to learn from the mistakes of the past as we
transition into the next century and values tie it
aiiLOgcther.
The i\rmy is more than an organizat ion; it is
an institution with a unique and enduring set of
values. Values arc the essence of our Army. Like
combat skills. they have to be trained, honed, and
polished to perfection. The Army instills these
values in its soldiers who are the men and women
in the Ann)'· These values are as follows: Duty,
Honor, C..ourage, Loyalty. Integrity, Respect, and
Sci ness Service.
Women in the Army have always personified
these values. I would like to tell you about several
wome n whose actions exemplifi ed whm is best
about America's soldiers.

Integrity and Respect
Army nurse F1rst Lieutenant Sharon A. Lane,
3l2th Evacuation ll ospita l, Chu Lai, Vietnam,
refused to leave her post during an enCI11)' rocket
attack until she was killed by shrapnel. f-or her
heroic effon s the Army posthumously awarded
her the Bronze Stnr and the Purple HearL.
Values arc the bedrock of our Army. They
inspire us to do what is right, day in and day out,
in peace and in war. They are what has made us
different from our civilian counterparts. ThC)' arc
the keys to our success in the future. Because )'OU
have exemplified the Army \'alues throughout the
history of this great nation, today your daughters
and granddaughters lead military police pmrols in
Korea, keep the suprlies flowing from Germany
to 13osnia, and keep the skies free from Scud missiles in Saudi Arabia.
On Saturday. the nation will dedicate the
Women in Mihtnl")' Service for America Memorial
so that future generauons of Americans will know
about 1he sacrifices you paid to keep our nation
free. The words of the Army recruitir 0 song
serves as a poignant reminder to all that you have
been through as distinguished Army veterans:
If they w:.nt 10 find om who yo u were,
just 1el1 Jhcm where )'Ou've been:

DLILY

From 1hc frozen fields of Valle)' Forge,

In 1776, Margaret Corbin helped her husband crew a cannon at the ball le of Fort
Washmgton, Mar)•land. Her spouse died during
the banlc; however, Margaret continued to perform her duties at the gun, even though she was
horribly wounded. She survived the baulc and
was made a soldier by an act of Congress.

To 1hc trail called llo Chi

~linh.

Through 1he glory & the s.1crifice,
You did your JOb each da)'.
You were ci1izens & soldiers,
You were Army <J II the way.

1/onor a11cl Selj1ess Service
During World War II , the Army decorated 4
Army nurses with the Silver Star for protecting
the lives of hospitalized wounded soldiers during
a bombing raid m the Anzio beachhead 111 hal)'.

Letter to Army General Officers
November 5, 1997

Courage and Loyalty
During World War 11 , 66 1\rtn)' nurses
endured 3 years of un imaginable hardship 111 captivity as j apanese prisoners of war. Upon release
fro m captiviL}'. each nurse received the Bronze
Sta1· Medal for their heroism.

Builc/in,~ c1 Values-Based ArmyThe Consideration of Others Program

tnnl
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ing a values-based Army-the Considerallon of
Others program. The objective of th1s program is
to foster and strengthen the command climate,
reinforcing the importance of trust, teamwork,
dignity and respect for others.
Fir:,t, lcL me reemphasize wh)' this program is
so important. Today, more than eve r, we must
focus on the critical task of nurturing and preserving the Army's values and traditions. Since the end
of the Cold War, the Am1y has undergone a great
deal of change-both physically and culturally.
Despllc th1s change, the Ann)' has rema.ned
trained and ready. However, this change has a
human d imension renected in the pressures and
Stresses laced by our soldiers and civil ian employees. The start point for meeting the human dimension chal lenge is an unreserved comm itn1ent to
the values and traditions thm have sustained us for
222 years-the constants in our histor)• during
times of change. As long as the 1\rm)' understands
the human dimension of change and draws on
and embodies Army values, it will contmue to
proudly and faithfully serve the nation.
Modeled on an innO\'ati\·c progrnm developed at the Un ited States Military Academy at
\Vest Point, the Consideration of Others program
reinforces Army values through the discussion of
human relations issues in small interactive
groups, which focus on basic leadership and
respect principles.
The program begins with a command chmalc
asscssmt'nt. Based on their assessment, commanders then determine specific requirements for
their progrnm. There arc no set rules on content,
organization, duration or frequency ol meetings.
·1he curriculum can be structured to meet a range
of human rclat ions and equal opportunity training requirements. The best program is one that is
tailored to lll('Ct the needs of the command.
Throughout the process of dcvdoping the
program, leader invol\'ement and commnmcnt
arc cs~cnti,ll. Once commanders dc\'clop their
program and establish a pohq for unplcmcntallon, the)' track progress through a series of quarter!)' rcv1cws. Commanders will find that successful programs not only build 1rust and teamwork
within the com mand but also provide valuable
feedback on organizational conce rns and command policies.

Equal opportunil)' ad,·isors (EOA) prov1de
the commanders kC)' staff suppon for implementing the Consideration of Others program. In addition to serving as equal opportunity subject matter experts, the EOAs can assist the commanders
in organizi ng and conducting the command cl imate assessment, as well as in developing and
monitoring the conduct or the program.
The heart of the Considerati on of Others
program is the small group sessions. Well-organized meetings in small groups arc the ideal
forum for discussing, learning and soliciting feedback within the command. To make these meetings a success, spcc1al auention must be given to
identifying and training group facilitators.
The Consideration of Others program is
important to the Army. lt provides a mechanism
for sustaininp. and nurturing the values and traditions taught in our 1\rmy schools, while reinforcing and strengthening the chain of command.
Above all, the program sends a vital message to
our soldiers and civilian employees-ever)' member of the Total Armr team is valued and importalll, and deserves the unimpeded opponunit)' to
reach his or her full potential. Our goal must
truly be 10 help create a "be all )'Oll can be" environment that extends dignity and res pect to
every incl ividual.
The Directorate of Human Resources is the
Arill)' Staff pmponcnt for the implememat ion of
The Considcrauon of Others program. Brigadier
General t>. lelton and his staff can provide further
details, sample curriculum and suggestions on
how lO develop and tailor programs to meet the
requirements of individual commands. I challenge commanders to take the Consideration of
Others program and make it their own. It is an
important step in building a values-based i\rmy.
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Letter to Army General Officers
November 17, 1997
Bllilc/ing a World-Class Learning
Organization

As I observed the Division Advanced
\Varfighting Experiment (DA WE) at Fon Hood
last week, I couldn't help but be impressed b)1
how far we have come in our journey since the
original AWE in May 1994. There could be no
mistaking the enormous amount of progress the
Arm)' has made in developing and fielding the
command and control systems that will be central
to Army XXI, and the tremendous energy and
pride that has gone imo t his dfon. The goal of
fielding a digitized division by 2000 still seems a
huge stretch, but I am confident that the Army
will make it-not because of rapid technology
advances, though they are important, but because
we have turned the corner and are becoming a
true "learning organization."
Some who visited the DA WE focused the1r
attention around the major technological
advancements the Army made, both in developing new systems and imegrating the many clements necessary to conduct an experiment of this
scope. Certainly there have been a flood of technological advancements, with the resultant
increase in speed and capability. To me, however,
the most powerful advancements observed arc
those that relmc to the organizational culwre of
the 4th Infantry Division and Ill Corps. Soldiers
at all levels exude an excitement and confidence
that no mauer what challenges we face as an
Arll1)', we have the innate abilit)' 1.0 harness and
take advamagc of the tremendous capabi lities
new information systems provided during the
experiment.
What I witnessed at Fort llood was the
beginnings of a fundamental cu lw ral change in
how the Army conducts business. Without a
doubt, 4th Infantry Division, Ill Corps, and their
many partners--civilians and military-arc functioning as a world-class "learning organization."
The)' have discovered like Peter Senge in his
book, The Fifth Discipli11e, "the organizations that
excel in the future will be organizations that dis-
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cover how to tap peo ple's commitment and
capacil)' to learn at all leve ls in an organization."
An essential clement in their rapid cultural transition has been their ability to learn as a team,
where there is an extraordinary capacity for collaborative action, where teammates complement
each other's strengths, and where they compensate for each other's limitations. The result is a
unit whose performance as a whole is greater
than the sum of the individual performances of
its membe rs. Team learning starts with the ability to "suspend assumpt ions" and enter into a
genuine "thinking together." It follows with a
free-flowing of understanding through the
group-we call it the "common relevant picture."
This process allows organ izations to discover
th ings that they migh t not discover merely as a
collection of individuals.
ln this regard our new information systems
have served as "enablers" for shared understanding, trust, and synergy-between leader and led,
between users and contractor, and between peers.
Our new information S)'Stems allow for the rapid
and accurate dissemination of the commander's
intent and promote immediate group chscussion
and interaction to foster high-quali ty, effective
battleoeld performance. To understand what lam
saying, you need only observe the new G-2 intelligence S)'Stem-the "virtual ACE''-where multiple levels of command collectively and simultaneously interpret and fuse banlefield information,
giving the entire division a coherent , common,
and relevant picture of the opposing force.
Another great example is the 41D's prototype G- 3
Plans Cell, the "Bat Cave," that allows d1vision
baulc staff planners to visualize prospective
enemy courses of action on a digitized map and
wargamc potential plans against them using
group decisionmaking tools to synchronize the
baule-saving literally hours of planning time.
As you can plainly tell, 1 am excited about
the possibi lities this DA'vVE has shown. 1 am conrident that the digitized equipment and new organizational culture we arc growing will translate
directly into improved baulefield performance.
Many years from now, I believe we will look back
on this as a time where we began to make quantum leaps in developing the Army as an integrated whole, balancing the six imperatives like we've
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never been able to bdore. The initial insights
about learni ng as an orga nization developed at
ron l loocl will have been the s pringboard for
developing an organizational culture that binds
the Army, not only by its seven core individual
values but also by important organizational goals
like teamwork, discipline, collaboration, trust and
empowerment.

embarking upon the chosen course of action. My
general observations are listed below:
The report is clearly futu re oriented. It deals
with primarily the time frame 2010-2020 and
docs not try to define a strateg)' for that time
frame. The panel makes the point that it would
be impossible to choose a strateg)' this much in
advance. The strategy must evolve, and what is
important is that we have the capabilities embedded in the force to allow us to successfu lly execute that strategy. The strategy must focus on
capabilities that provide us the ncxibility necessary to deal with an uncertain future. The pane l
tends to project trends such as urbanization and
globalization into the second decade of the 2 lst
century. ln order to better define the environmen t in which these capabilit ies n1ust operate,
they tend to look at four possible worlds which
range the gamut from a more peaceful version of
toclay's world (Shaped Stabilit)') to a world which
is a stratght line project ion from today
(Extrapolation of Today) to a world that is faced
with constanL turmoil (Chron ic Crisis). They
highlight the fact that the world will be a bipolar
world-have's and have not's-andthat many of
the threats we face will be transnational and
asymmctncal threats. In order to remain a superpower 111 that world the United States will have
to improve the capabi lity to work together
amongst Act ive and Rese rve Components,
improve jointness, and continue to improve our
efforts in coali tion ope rat ions. They also highlight the need to improve our national securit )'
decisionmaking process. ThC)' pomt out the fact
that this process is essenually a Cold War process
and is 50 years old. It needs to be updated in
order to meet the fast changing requirements of
toclay's world.
While not choosing a strategy, the panel docs
reject the two near!)' simultaneous major theaters
of war as a strateg)'· They recognize as we do that
this is not a strategy but a sizing mechanism.
The)' rightfull y point out that if we are totally tied
to this as a sizing mechanism then we run an
unacceptable risk of significant changes once one
or both of these areas is resolved. They do recognize that in the near term Southwest Asia and
Northeast Asia are the most relevant areas for us
and they make the point that our force sLructu rc

E-mail to Army General Officers
December l , 1997

National

D~fensc

Panel Report

The National Defense Panel INDPI released
its repon today. It is a far-reaching report and,
although we have not had the time to conduct a
detailed analysis, I want to provide you some genera l observations as well as speci fi c comments
made in that report. 1 he observations arc mine,
based upon a quick read of the report, and arc
subject to modiflcauon, based upon detailed
analysis. The specific comments are lifted directly
from the report. I think, however, the information
is accurate enough to give you a feel for the major
thrust lines and all ow you to discuss major
impacts with your subordinates. Much of what
they highlight arc things we have discussed and
arc implementing. Many of the examples they cite
arc Artn)' examples, such as the Force XX I
process and the Army Arter Next. On the other
hand, they rightfully, in my opinion, high light the
need to improve relations amongst the components. My view is that a great deal of attcmion
was paid to Army issues possibly because we have
been forward leaning tn our change process and
possibly because our problems have been vet)'
visible. tvly guess is that it's a little bit of bOLh. l
remind everyone that this re pon is subject to
comment by Secretary of Defense William Cohen
and then will be sent to Congress for
approval/modification. In my opinion, the nation
is best served by debating the merits/demerits of
this report through the proper forums and then
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to handle those two areas today is about nght.
They do, however, emphasize the need to highlight C<lpabllnics more and 1 think that dovetails
nicely with the movement we made in 1995 from
a threat-based to a capabilities-based force. We
arc all·ead)' moving clown that road and I think
their emphasis on capabilities will on ly provide
increased emphasis to our efforts. The panel discusses a need for a transformation strategy. As
thC)' pomt out, the decisions we make now
impact the systems and the force structure 20
years from now. They wholehearted!)' endorsed
our experimentation process (Force XXI) and
want to take it into the joint arena. Thts is very
similar to the position we have been pushing and
others, such as Senator Coats, have endo rsed.
They recommend a joint Fo rces Command as
well as a joint TRADOC which utilizes the joint
Training Center which I assume is composed of
the NTC, 29 Palms, Nellis AFB, etc. The)' point
out that there is goodness associated wtth service
competition and endorse it as a way of ensuring
the nation has the right joint capabtlities. They
seem to be advocating a leap-ahead st rategy in
terms of modernization. They want 10 minimize
the resources going into the legacy systems and
increase rhc resources into systems associated
with the Army After Next. They question how far
we need to go with our tank modernization strateg)' and the number of Comanches and Crusaders
we will need in the 21st centttr)'· ThC)' point out
both the tmponance and the difficult)' of power
projection in the world of tomorrow. Their mark
on the wall is the same as ours: being able to
move signiricant combat power in a mauer of
hours or days as opposed tO weeks or months. Of
course the implication this has on the t)'pe of systems we need and the logistical support required
for these systems is well understood by us. On
numerous occasions they mentioned the need to
move away from the iron mountain and substilllle ,·clocit)' lor mass.
In terms of Army specific issues they advocate moving quicker to the Ann)' After Next while
confining Army XXI to Ill Corps and forwarddeployed units. In general, I can support that
thrust as long as we control the rate of cha nge.
The rnte of change must be a func tion of the
acceptance of experimentation. This is clearly a
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critical issue and must be controlled by the Army
leadership. To do otherwise runs the unacceptable risk of not being able to deal with near-term
requirements and becoming disoriented on the
path to the fut ure. They advocate increased roles
for the Rese rve Components in areas such as
homeland cldensc, nm ional missile defense, U.S.
Army South, and coalition operations with
emphasis on Partnership for Peace. The report
also makes the point that we need restructuring
of the Total Arm)' to better integrate and leverage
all components. This restructuring should be
accomplished through coordination by the Chief
with Reserve-Component leaders and approved
by the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of
Defense. This again I bel ieve is a validation of the
process already started. They point out the need
to build trust and confide nce through greater
integration, sha red experiences, and more
exchange of leaders between components. In 111)'
opinion, these arc all pertinent observations.
Finally. the report acknowledges that there
will be costs associated with this transformation.
They estimate an annual budget wedge of
$5B-$10B will be needed to support their recommendations. They advocate a revolution in business affairs where the business of defense is run
more efficiently. They recommend a close examination of the industrial mobilization programs
and greater reliance upon civilian industry to perform commercial-oriented support tasks. They
reaffirmed the need for more base closures and
recommend that the Department continue to
reform the acqlllsition process as well as rethink
the planning, programming, budgeting system. In
closing, thC)' poi nt out that if we are to be successful in meeting the challenges of Lhe fu ture,
then we need to fu ndamcntall)' rethink the U.S.
national security apparatus and adapt it to be
more integrated. cohcrenL, and proactive.
Some of the more pertinent specific comments are listed below:
• The implication of the world in 2020 is to
hedge against uncertainty, curtail the
outdated/less useful, explore new concepts, and
adapt over time.
• They point out 1hat challenges to power
projection continue to increase and demands for
power projection continue to increase.
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• The}' point out that information operations arc "a future opportunity, compcuuon, and
vulnerabdit)'-all at once."
• "G iven the imponancc of space-based
capabilities to information operations, our ability
to opcrme in space, suppon mi litary activities
from space, and deny adversaries the usc or space
will be key 10 our future military success."
• "'vVe must also expect to be involved in
cities while conducting such contingencies as
humanitarian and disaster assistance, peacekeeping, and peace enforcement operations."
• "To address the challenges posed by
weapons of mass destruction, the United SLates
will need a comprehensive approach that begins
with exce llent imelligence actions lO prevent or
slow prol iferation, to protect our forces and citizens from auack, and to deal with the consequences of such an event, at home or abroad."
• "Protecting the United States from any
threat to its survival as a nation remains the primar}' role of our military forces. "
• "Beyond its responsibility to secure our
borders against auack, the Department of Defense
must be able to assist civil authori ti es against a
variety of threats to lives and property in the
United States, regardless of their source."
• " ... It is our judgmem that our curren t
force structure is sufficient for regional threats
that we sec today."
• "The complexity of the WMD Iweapons of
massed destruction! challenge lies in the number
of potential enemies who have access to, and may
choose, this asymmetric means of auacking the
United Stutes in an effort to offset our conventional strengths."
• "U.S. national security is directly related to
the stabili ty of regions far from our shores . .. .
Today's forward-based and forward-deployed
forces play an important role in enhancing
regional stabilit)'."
• "\Ve must be able to project mthtaf)' power
much more rapidly into areas where we may not
have stationed forces .... First among these new
challenges is the need for a much smaller force
'footprint' characterized by fewer but more capable auacking troops and platJorms supported by
an even smaller logistics elemenL.... Projecting
military power on short notice into the backyard

of a major regional power is an tnhcrentl)'
demanding enterprisc.n
• "Such a force would be fully jomt and
increasingly combined, engaging in multidimensional (i.e., integrated ground, sea, and aerospace)
and, where possible, multinational operations at
close and extended ranges. lt would be fu ll)' integrated through a global, distributed reconnaissance and mtelligence architecture composed of
satellites, unmanned area vehicles, sensors, and
infiltration forces."
• "\Ve need to develop intelligence systems
and military capabilities that enable the effecuve
control (or eviction) of regular enemy forces from
urban terrain."
• "Space power is an integral pan of the revolution in military affairs and a key asset in
ach ievi ng military advantage in information operations."
• "ln fact, this military revolution is characterized, in pan, by a rapidly growing potential to
detect, idenllf)', and track far greater numbers of
targets, over a larger area, for longer time than
ever before, and to order and move this informnlion much more quickly and effective ly than
ever before .... Information technologies could
dramatically en hance the ability to integrate the
actions of wide ly dispersed and dissim il ar
units."
• "Not only do we require lighter, more
mobile, forces, but we also require lean logistics.
... The abilit)' to move our forces rapidly and 111
the tight configuration is key to their effectiveness."
• L1nd Forces:
"Become more expeditionary: fast,
shock-exploiting forces, with greater urban operation capability;
"Reduce systems that are difl'icuh to
move and support; sh ift to lighter, more agile,
more automated systems;
"Evolve to lighter, greater range, more
lethal fire-support systems;
"Develop the twenty-first century tank to
be a unique vehicle relying on speed, agilit)', and
hyper-velocity gun technology for operational
effectiveness (the panel's view is that 30-35 tons
is the appropriate weight range);
"Move beyond Force XXlto incorporate
the concepts embodied in Arm}' After Next;
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port for combined operations in Southern
Command or Partnership for Peace training in
Eastern Europe. It is the panel's judgment that the
Guard should assume the entire U.S. Army South
(USARSO) mission.
"The National Guard should continue lO provide general purpose forces to give prompt military support to civil authorities. These forces ma}'
need specific additional training-similar to that
deYeloped for response to civil disturbance during
the 1960s and 1970s-buttheir primary mission
should remain to fight with active forces in combat contingencies.... The National Guard should
also provide forces organized and equipped for
training of civil agencies and the immed iate reinforcement or first-response effo rts in domestic
emergencies.... As new homeland defense missions develop (e.g., National Missile Defense and
information warfare), the Guard should be used in
lieu of active forces wherever possible.
"A total force, full y integrated, requires a
common culture to engende r unit}' of thought
and action. Shared operational and training experiences, common educational opportunities, and
frequent exchange of leaders between the active
and reserve components serve to deepen mutual
respect and reinforce a common ethic.
"Practical experimcntatton allows us to experience what may only be theorized at the discussion table. It is only through field exercises that
we can adjust and iron out problems before they
occur in actual combat.
"The Department of Defense must work with
congressional support to eliminate or relax 'color
of money' restrictions.... To make cost-effective
decisions and respond to changing needs,
Department of Defen se managers need the flexibi lity to shift funds between accounts.
"The panel urges the Congress to provide
legislation and remove statutory barriers to a
greater private sector role in defense depot
maintenance . ... The Department of Defense
should accelerate public versus private competition for existing systems, ensuring a level playing field for all bidders and move to contractor
logistics support for new S}'Stems.
"Although aggressively transforming our military may presem some risks, the panel believes
that risk is both acceptable and manageable. At

"Restruclllre above-the-line units, which
evolve to smaller operational clements with
equivalent (or greater) lethality;
"i\lovc toward advanced verllcallift system versus service-ltfe extensiOns of current
rotary-wing aircraft.
"The panel questions continuing the upgrade
of the Ml A I tank and the continuing evolution of
the main baulc tank beyond its current capabilities,
as well as the projected numbers of Crusader and
Comanche . . . . These capabilities should be
deployed to Ill Corps and the forward-based
forces-as a risk mitigation capability-while transitioning the balance of the /\rmy (force structure
and programs) 10 the /\rmy After Next concept.
"Reserve and Guard uni ts must be prepared
and rcsourccd for usc in a variety of ongoing operations. Given this, the DepanmenL should consider
establishing the fund ing priorities for speci fic
Guard and Reserve progmms based on the amount
of total force mission capability they provide.
"As the Arm)' undenakes its transformation ,
reductions in both the active and reserve components can be expected. Such reduction must be
the product of deliberations b}' the reserve components, the Chief of Staff of the Arm}', the
Secretar}' of the Army, and the Secretary of
Defense.
··some portion of the Army National Guard's
divisional combat (including combat support)
units should become pan of the active divisions
and brigades.... Given the changing character of
warfare and the threats we face, Guard divisions
should begi n now to organize under the concepts
proposed in Army After Next. ... The enhanced
brigades should repon to an Active Army command . .. . The Guard shou ld develop selected
early-deploying units that would join the active
component. ... This implies additional full -time
manning requirements and offers an opportun ity
to exploit the co ncept of an integrated active
component/reserve component unit.
"Both the <~clive and reserve components
should decrease the number of armored units....
The ratio between support and combat units in
the total force should be adjusted to reflect the
actual needs of the Army in meeting its mission
requirements.... The Strategic Reserve units
should have clear peacetime missions such as sup-
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any point during this transformation process, we
should be able to handle any and all major combat operalions-and make it apparent to a potential adversary that we can, and will.~
The report while focu sing primarily on the
organizations and S)'Stcms for the future does
highlight the fact that the armed forces of today
have high-quality men and women. The)' are well
trained and well led and the report cautions that
we should do nothing to negatively impact upon
the training of them. I totally agree. These young
men and women arc soldiers and the)' will always
be the ul timate weapon system. r:or over 222
years they have been the difference between victory and defem. They trlll)' arc and will always be
our credentials.

E-mail to Army General Officers
December 5, 1997

Conference of American Armies
I just came back from the Conference of
American Armies in Salinas, Ecuador, and want
to share with )'OU some of my observations. This
is an important conference because it brings
together the heads of the armies of Nonh ,
Central, and South America. We meet every two
years and our discussion centers around a predetermined mandatOr)' theme. This year's theme
was "The Role of Armies" in the development of
their countries. Obviously, in ac\diti.on to the formal discussions that take place in the conference,
there are a lot of other benefits associated with
socializing and conducting bilateral discussions.
In fact, the personal relationships that come from
a meeting like this arc probably the most important. In some cases, I was dealing with officers I'd
known before and in some cases I was dealing
with officers who I'd just met for the first time.
Bm in all cases I found the discussions lObe highly professional and very worthwhile.
There was unanimous agreement that armies
played a key role in the development of their

respective counuy. f-irst and foremost, everybody
discussed the need for the 1\rmy to provide external security for the nation state. Without that protection the nation is not going to be able to fully
develop its potential. There was general agreement that external threats, at least in the form of
other nation states, had dimmishccl m this area.
Therefore, more of the effort of most of the armies
had been directed toward the contributions each
could make in terms of internal development. In
some cases, such as narco-t rafficking and guerrilla movements, there was definitely a security clement to all of this. Th is va ried, of course, from
country to country, but I think it fair to Sa)' most
countries in Central and South America were
seized with the linkage between these two threats
and with the importance of continuing to combat
them or guard against their reappearance. Most of
the coumerdrug effort in this region is conducted
by the police force, btll it appears there is
increased pressu re on the military to do more.
This had led to increased cooperation primarily in
the area of passing of information amongst
nations of the region. This, in my opinion, is very
healthy because a regional approach is required to
deal with these twin threats. While they were
appreciative of our willingness to assist in this
effort, the unspoken message was that if the
demand went away, the threat would go away
and the United States is a heaV}' demand nation.
When this came up, I pointed out what we in the
Army are doing to set the example in terms of
reduced demand. I talked about how we continue
to strive for a drug-free 1\rmy and , to the extent
we achieve it, we arc seLLing the example for our
societ)'· I also pointed out the work that many of
you are doing in the schools with )'Our programs
to work with the youth of the United States. I
think they clearly understood this is a long-tenn
project for us and there is still much that we can
do as a nmion.
Terrorism and cnvironmcnwl concerns had
greater emphasis during this conference than they
did during the last one. The terrorism discussion
was primm·il)' led by Peru, but I detected a growing recognition of th1s threat during the discussions. Although environmental concerns did not
get a lot of discussion, the fact that they were mentioned so man)' times by so many different nations
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'vVhi le we didn't talk much in the official session about border disputes, it was a subject of
much of my private discussion with the representatives from Peru and Ecuador. This conference
took place at the same time representatives of the
two countries were meeting in Brasilia !Brazill.
Our message to both the reprcscntallves of Peru
and Ecuador was that this is a window of opportunity and both armies must ensure thC)' give the
diplomats a chance to work out a solution lO this
border dispUle. They both acknowledged that this
dispute was better solved diplomatically but so
far we have not found the right solution. The dispute centers around a matter of national pride
more than anythi ng else. I th ink we have to build
the trust and confidence between the two cotmtries. The terrain is not militarily signifi cant. Both
sides understand that, as we ll as the fact that an
arms race will take awa)' resources that could be
much bette r applied in other areas. Wh ile both
heads of the armies were cordial to each other
and agreed that they had more in common than
what separates them, they both expressed strong
feelings about this dispute. Their feelings highlighted for me the importance of what our soldiers who serve in this area have done and are
doing on a daily basis. This handful of professionals literally holds together an unzip point and
brings peace and security in a vital area of the
world. They represent the highest form of commitment we can make-boots on the ground.
They are truly the point of the spear and we
should all be vety proud of them.
This was my thi rd Conference of American
Armies. 1 attended the first one as a major in
1973 and, of course, my second one took place in
1995, my l"irst year as Chief". I could not help but
be tremendously im pressed wi th the great
progress that has been made in less than 15 years.
The issues we are dealing with arc more pcrtincm
and the level of discussion is much higher. This
progress visibly illustrates the previously mentioned professionalization of the military. While
there is still much to be done, the SOUTHCOM
AOR represents, on the whole, the importance of
a consistent strateg)' and demonstrates what we
mean when we talk about shapmg the environment. Obviously, SOUTIICOt-1 !Southern
Command) and parucularl)' its Arm)' component,

illuswnes the growing awareness concerning the
criticalit)' of this area. Again, terrorism will require
increased sharing of mformation and regional
cooperation. I cenainl)' don't think we can expect
in the future that we as a nation will be isolated
from this threat. It ts wnc to stan the preparation
so that if we arc reqUired to deal with this threat
we can. The efforts of CBDCOt-.1 !ChemicalBiological Defense Command) and the training
they arc providing to the first responders in the
major cities throughout the United States is an
indication of the type of thing we need to do. As
I've said many times, 1 sec the protection of ou r
own homeland against this threat as a Total Army
challenge and certainly envision an increased role
for the Reserve Components in this area. ln the
area of environmental concerns I highlighted the
increased emphasis we were placing on simulations and the need to preserve the land we live on.
l detected a general acceptance of both principles.
I was pleased to sec that there was general
agreement amongst all that by educating our soldiers and emphasizing values we contribute to the
development of our nations. There was a great
deal of discussion concerning the need for the
armies to reflect societ)'· Again, I was pleased to
hear and see that the message has taken hold in
many of the countries. ror example, in Ecuador,
our host, the Army is recognized by the citizens
of that country as the most respected institution
in Ecuador. We had excellent presentations by
Colonel Roy Trumble, Commandant of the
School of the Americas, and Major General John
Thompson, Chairman of the Inter-American
Defense Board. I could not help but think about
how both of these institutions had contributed to
the professionalization of all of these arm ies and
the goodwill I experienced in Salinas. From time
to time we tend to forget about and take fo r
granted their contributions. Despite the negative
publicit)' concerning a few of the graduates I
believe these two institutions have made a major
contribution to peace and stabi lit)' in the region.
As one head of the delegation told me, we used to
fight with our neighbors all the time. But now we
have a personal rclallonship and we arc committed to peacdully resolving any disputes. I think
that short comment best expressed the results of
our total effort in this effort.
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U.S. Arm)' South, deserve a lot of credit. As I've
said many times, this is a Total Army effort and
the contributions provided by mobile training
teams from the Army National Guard and the
United States Arm}' Reserve have been a significant pan of th1s success. Over time, the roadbuilding and construction projects have truly
made a difference. Thousands and thousands of
soldiers have sacnficcd and served. Most of their
cont ributions have gone unrecognized and certainly unheralded. I couldn't help but think of
them as I au ended this conference. AILhough
nameless and face less, it is these men and women
who truly deserve the credit for whatever success
was achieved in the 22d Conference of American
Armies. They truly arc our crcclcmials.

*'l:-*7t:-

E-mail to Army General Officers
December 15, 1997

Army-Air Force Wwfigltter Talks
Last week we conducted two important
events: the Army-Air Force Warfighter Talks and
a Senior Leaders Training Conference. I want to
give you an update on some of the major issues
that came out of these two important events.
The Army-Air Force Talks are an annual event
for the two services, designed to improve trust and
confidence between the two se rvices and to promote discussion of issues of muwal interest. I've
been a part of these talks for some time and am
very impressed with the progress we have made.
Last year we fo cused primarily on the doctrinal
issues and I thi nk took some major steps toward a
common understanding of joint doctrine. This year
the talks focused more on deployment training,
space operations, and the future. Each of these
areas is extremely important and I think we had a
good discussion of the major issues.
In dcplO)'Jnent training we agreed that we
must cominue to 1mprovc our ability to do this.
This is the first mission cssemial task for most
units and we have to spend a lot of time making

sure we have it down right. tvlany units S<l)' we do
deploymems all the time and therefore we know
how to do it, but I think when you look at the
totaliL)' of this operation it is rather complex and
we must spend more time working on it. Clearly,
different levels have differcm roles to play, but all
are imponam if we're go111g to do deploymems
right. lt's not just loading the ship or the airplane
with the right equipmem and people and providing the right data-that ma)' be the easiest panbut it's also such things as GCCS !ground command and control station! operator training,
streamlined TPFDLs !time-phased deployment
list!. securing of equipment by the installation ,
etc. We must. make sure that 1he training for each
of the pans is solid and look for opportunities to
exercise the entire operation.
We spent a lot of 1ime talking about the
importance of space and clearly the Army has a
role in space. As we move wward information
dominance, we must ensure assured access and
protect our systems. l don't feel that all of our systems necessarily have to be military and I think
the challenge is how to leverage the commercial
investment in space. There's over half a trillion
dollars of commercial investment going imo
space in the near term and the commercial investmem is greater than the combined total of all military budgets. There arc some things that obviously have to be solely military, but I think we
can make much bcuer use of civilian products.
One of the key issues is 1heater missi lc defense
and we agreed to make a major push with the
regional CINCs to ens ure we're usi ng all the
assets avai lable. We will also continue to look at
how we can beucr leverage space assets through
our Army After Next wargames and other such
opponunities.
We also agreed to conduct a joint warfighting
experiment in the ncar future. l am convinced
there is a natural marriage bet ween thci r Air
Expeditionary Force and our Army After Next.
We need to stan now in order to develop that
synergy. The exact date has not been pinned
down, but we are looking at about the 200 l/2002
time frame to conduct that experiment. We will
lay out a road map wh1ch leads toward that joint
experiment. I am convinced that we must do
more joint experimemation wnh other services
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and will cominue to push for that wherever we
can. As man)' of )'OU know, we're also working
with the Marines to conduct a joint experiment
on combm in the cities.
l was extremely pleased \\'ith what we were
able to do at the Senior Leaders Training
Conference. We had leaders from America's
Army-Active, Guard, and Reserve-and I think
we accomplished an awful lot. Many of you were
there and not only formed your own opinions but
helped contribute to the success of this conference. As I said, this conference not only focused
on the warfighting skills we need today but also
dealt with the strategic leadership task of changing the way we deve lop our leaders. We had a
good discussion on how we develop leaders for
the fuwre who arc willi ng to take prudent risk
and who understand the asymmetrical challenges
they will most like!)' face. We spent the first half
day talking nbout general trends and then divided
into panels which Ocshed OUt individunltopics in
greater detail.
In terms of take-awnys for me, I took away
the fact that the exerc1se director is absolutely key
to this exercise. ln most cases, this is the corps
commander and 11's h1s respons1bilil)' 10 train the
unit conducting the traming. \Ve give him some
great assets 10 help hun, the world-class opposing
force, anclt he senior mentors. I want 10 give them
the nexibilil)' 10 get at the training objectives
desired. We're not going to conduct a cookie cutter exercise, but at the same time I want to make
sure that this exercise is tough, realistic, and
stressful. While we w:mt to embed in all of our
leaders a winning attitude and a warrior spirit, l
am convinced that this exercise is more about
learning than winning or losi ng. I look at this as
our scrimmage sessions and the only th ing that
counts in the won and lost column is what we do
on the baulcficld. That's where we must prevail. I
don't want people so concerned about winning
that we make it LOO easy. In order to develop
leaders who arc willing to t<lke prudent risk, we
must create situations thm require them to do just
that. \Ve don't e,·er "ant a purel)' level playing
field and wdl always strive to make sure that we
are the s1dc with overwhelming force. On the
other hand, we ma} face situations, particularly
during the buildup of forces, where we arc on the

other side or that ledger. We must deal with these
and teach leaders to deal with these. Finally, we
must concentrate on realistic asymmetrical
threats. Terrorism, weapons of mass destruction,
etc., are things that we tnlk about, but I think we
must weave in enough of these situations in our
training program to ensure the first time our soldiers face these threats for real is not the first time
they have thought about them.
We also talked about the complementary
nature between BCTP I Baule Command Training
Program I and our dirt CTCs ICombat Training
Centers!. In BCTP we concen trate and 1 think
develop fairly well the tactics and techniques for
fire support and aviation but do not do as good a
job on maneuver. just the opposi te is true at the
din CTCs. It's important that these two programs
remain complementary and that everyone realizes
the contribution of each in our continuum of
training progmms. This combination gives us the
world's best training program, but we also must
be realistic in our understandmg of both or these
programs. They do as good a job or simulating
combat as anything I have ever seen. But they arc
not the same thing.
We discussed some of the trends that have
been observed in the Baulc Command Training
Program. Most units face a real challenge in getting all the available combat power 1nt0 the fight.
Some units seem to stick to the plan too long. \Vc
must develop a mentality where we adjust the
plan to the circumstances and not vice versa. \Vc
must understand the importance or primary intelligence requirements and commanders' critical
information requirements. In the mformation
dominance world we wi ll become paralyzed
unless we fully develop PIR Ipriority in formation
requirements! and CCIR lcriticnl combat information requirements! and follow up 10 make sure
that we get what we need. In general, our orders
are too detailed and there is a tendency to micromanage a little bit. Finally, we have to put more
emphasis on the reconnaissance battle. If we don't
do that properly. then \\"C get decisively engaged
prematurely. These arc general observations but
are probabl)' the areas that need the most aucnLion O\'erall.
\Ve also spent a lot or lime talkmg about how
we do commander and staff trmmng at all levels.
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There is a continuum of trnining events available,
and l believe the key is to be able to take advantage of these events and to build upon each one
in order to fully develop the commander and the
staff. In the future we'd like to be able to have a
S}'Stem where an}' commander anywhere in the
world can chal a 1-800 number and be hooked up
at the National Simulauon Center at Fort
Leavenworth, where thC)' would be able lO provide a scenario-driven training opportunity to
work on whatever the commander desires to train
on that day. Obviousl)', we're not there yet but I
don't think that's LOo fur off. ln the meantime, I
think it's important that we continue to maximize
the training opportunities that arc available. We
will contin ue our program to invest in distance
learning and to fully develop the live-vi nual-constructive si mulation model.
It was a great week and I think we accomplished a lot. Let me close b)' taking this opportunity to thank all of you for the great work that
}'Ou have done during the past calendar year. In
many ways it's been a tough }'Car, but we ha\'e
accomplished an awful lot and I couldn't be more
proud of the leadership that you have provided.
Because of your efforts I think we arc moving forward tnto the 21st centUr}' w11h a lot of positive
momentum. Our vision IS clear and our priorities
are straight. I'm excited about 1998 and I wish
each of you a \'cry happy holtday season.

E-mail to Army General Officers
january 5, 1998
As we stan 1998 I want all of you to know
how much 1 appreciate all you did for the Army
in 1997. On balance, I believe we had a very good
year. I realize that some will be unduly inOuenced
by the negative publicity we received about the
actions of a few, but I believe that tf we concentrate on the accomphshmcnts of our soldiers we
can't help btll believe this was aver}' good year.
The}' did evcr)•thing we asked them to do-to
standard. You provided the leadership and I

couldn't be more pleased and proud of what you
have accomplished. The greatness of an institution is often determined by adversity. And even in
the negative publicit}' I think there's a silver lining. We were guided by the principle of tr)•ing to
do what was fair for all concerned and I think we
have achieved that. l'm not sure man}' other institutions would have been strong enough and
secure enough in their enduring values to handle
the crisis we faced in the manner we did. In that
regard, I'm glad 1997 is over but I have no regrets
about the manner in which we handled it. As I've
said before, it's time 10 get this behind us and
move on to a bright future. We will not forget the
lessons learned but we can\ wring our hands over
the past. We have done our a ftc r-act ion review.
developed the aclion plan, and arc in the execution phase. We will continue to monitor and nnetune as required, with renewed emphasis on discipline, teamwork, and values. The strength and
resilience of the institution arc based upon a
proud history ancltrndition built by our predecessors. They worked so hard to build the Army we
have today. In simple terms our job is to build on
that tradition and htstOI'}' and to pass on to our
successors an Army betlcr than the one we inherited. In that critical task we must nOL-and will
not-fail.
Our soldiers through their scn•tcc around the
world continue to be magnificent. In Bosnia they
endure considerable hardship in order to ensure
that the people of that war-torn land have an
opportunity for a future. There is no doubt that
thousands of people in that area owe their lives to
the sacrifices and service of our soldiers. The
promise of a brighter future is also within their
grasp and really up to the people in that lane!. As
I renectecl upon that during Christmas, I cannot
imagine a greater gi l'tto give than the one our soldiers are givi ng. What a great contribution to
make to society. As I visited our soldiers in Korea
over Chtistmas I saw the same thing. The}' stand
ready at the fault line between totalitarianism and
our way of life. They have no complaints and ask
for so very liulc. They understand bcuer than
most the meaning of peace on earth not just at
Christmas but throughout the rear. Again, they
are making it happen and no one can ever take
awa}' the contributions thC)' arc making. The
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be supportive of how we are going about changing an Army. The momentum to make the Total
Army seamless is picking up speed, and I look
for 1998 to be a banner year in that area.
Resources remain tight and we're going to have
to squeeze every ounce of efficient)' we can get
out of the S)'Stem, but we have turned the corner
in our modernization program. As we continue
to gather lessons learned from our change
process l expect that we will fine-tune our modernization program to reOcct those lessons. We
will continue to emphasize spiral development
during the Force XXI process, with part icular
emphasis on leadership, doctrine, training. and
force mix. We'll con tinue to recru it quality soldiers and bring along that technology that offers
the greatest promise. l expect to put the final
stamp of approval on OPMS [OITiccr Professional
Management S)'Stcrn l XX I cad)' this year and
we'll all need to start the education associated
with that critical program. The new OER !officer
evaluation reponl went into effect on the first of
October and we must ensure proper implementation across the force. finally. underpinning all
of this must be a renewed emphasis on Total
Arm)' readiness. I expect to address the undermanning challenges that we face b)' bcncr using
the tremendous capabilities in the Total Army.
Near-term readiness, with its critical clement of
qualit)' of life for our soldiers and their families,
remains our most important mission. 'vVc must
never lose sight of that fact nor take readiness for
granted. We must continue to bui ld upon the
OUtStanding programs WC have in crfcct.
ln the training base we will deal with the recommendations of the Kassebaum Panel and transition to an extra week of training during BCT Ibasic
training!. We do not intend to ndd an extra week
where we stress just values, but increase BCT to 9
weeks and put greater emphasis on discipline, values, and physical conditioning. I will continue LO
challenge our drill sergeants to "toughen up" initial
entry training, without losing our emphasis on
treating all soldiers with dignity and respect. I
know that they are equal to the challenge but they
will need our support. We must ensure that our
soldierization process docs not stop with initial
entry training but extends into the units. This soldicrization process involves sponsorsh1p and

same is true wherever our soldiers serve around
the world, whether it's in CONUS [Cominemal
United States! with our power projection forces
or a handful of soldiers 111 some far-off land helping a fore1gn government understand the principles of democrncy. In some cases it's a very clear
part of the1r missiOn, and in other cases they do
the job because nobod)' else w1ll. In all cases they
accomplish it in a professional manner. They
truly arc our credentials.
A couple of vignettes I observed over the holiday season exemplify the professionalism of our
soldiers. I was having dinner at the Dragon Hill
Lodge in civi lian clothes on Christmas night and
sitting a couple of tables over were three young
soldiers. They didn't pay any auemion to me but
I eavesdropped on t hcir conversation . l learned
that one was a squad leader nnd the other two
were soldiers in a different squad. Over drinks
and dinner the)' talked nbout leadership and how
each could do n better job. For me it was as nice a
Christmas present ns )'OU could get. It represented
the professionalism of our Army. Lmer at a reception in Washington I wns reminded of how
unique that is. In tnlking to one of tn}' retired
friends he told me a reporter from Cnnnda had
contacted him and wanted to talk about soldiers.
He was a liLLie skepllcal because he was no longer
totall)' current, but the reporter wem on to say
that her premise was that the U.S. Arl11)' is the
most professional militarr organization in the
world. She said that she had noted that when soldiers get together on their free time the majorit)'
of the time is spent talking about how lO do their
job better. She maintains-and she is correctthat this is a true mark or professionalism.
Whet her it is unique or not I don't know. But I
do know we arc blessed to have soldiers like the
ones I saw and the ones she referred to. \'A/e must
continue to nourish and develop them.
As we enter 1()98 I am filled with optimism
about the future. The stratcg)' we developed during the QDR !Quadrennial Ddensc Review!,
based upon the three pillars of shape, respond,
and prepare, is being unplcmentcd and institutionalized. The force XXI change process is in
place and we know what we're doing. The
National Defense Panel report ,•alidated our
plans and lam convmccclthat Congress will also
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ensuring that each soldier understands the tradition and histOI")' of the unit they jo111. As a minimum, they must understand this and realize that
they arc now the ones who arc making tradition
and histOI)'. There must be a continuous process of
soldierizauon until our professionalization program with NCOES [Noncommissioned Officer
Education Systemltakes hold. finally, institutionalizing the Consideration of Others program
remains one of my primary objectives in L998.
As we continue down our path to the future,
I am buoyed by what you did in 1997 and I am
oplimistic about 1998. Our foundation is solid
and intact. The key ingrcdiems-such as quality
soldiers and concerned leadership-are in place
to build upon that fou ndation. There is no doubt
we will face unforeseen circumstances during the
next year, but we have demonstrated our agility
and resi liency and our soldiers are capable of
handling anything that comes their wa)'·
I ask that each of you do everything )'OU can
to enable the Army to be all it can be in 1998. If
we do that, this will be the greatest year ever.

"The Year in Review- The Year
Ahead"
Rema1·l<s a t the Ins titute of Land Warfare
Breakfast
Crystal City, Virginia
j anuary 8, L998
Thank you ver)' much lor that warm introduction and the warm welcome. This is a great
opportunity for me. I was telling [General] jack
[N. Merriul earlier that I always look forward to
starting off the New Year this wa)'· It gi\'CS me an
opponunuy to speak 10 the people who support
the Ann) so we II. "io I JUSt want to stan off by
sa)ing thanks to all of you for what you did in
1997, llappy New Year, and I am glad that you
are \\'llh us to face the challenges and the opporttmitics of 1998.

Let me also say, because I think this will
probably be one of the last official functions that
jack Merrill presides over. Let us 5a)' thank you to
him for the great leadership he has provided the
Association of the United States Ann)• [AUSAI. I
can just say from my own personal experience if
you needed something done, you just picked up
the phone, called jack. and forgot about it,
because you knew it was going to get done. The
leadership he has brought to this organization has
been an important pan of the success story of the
United States Army. jack, on behalf of all the soldiers that you've touched in a very positive wuy, I
say thank you very much. I also look forward to
working with General !Gordon R.l Sullivan as he
takes over IAUSA I on the lst of l~cbrumy. 1 know
he will contin ue to provide the leadersh ip that
this Association needs.
I'd like to do three things LOday. First, I'd like
to review 1997 from my perspective. Second,
take a look at where we're headed in 1998. Third,
wrap it up and go into a question and answer
period-talk about what )'<>u'd hkc to talk about.
I'll II)' to set the framework here for some of the
IIL\V-AUSA) breakfasts that you'll have later on
when the principals from the Ann)' Staff will
come in and give you the details on the things
that I talk about here . But, toda)' I thought it
would be good to provide )'OU an ovcrv1cw, at
least from my perspective, of ho'' L997 turned
out and then also talk a lillie b1t about what 1 sec
ahead in 1998. I think it's going to be a very
interesting )'Car.
First of all, let me talk about 1997-a very
important year in the United States Army. I want
to start by talking about our soldiers assigned
around the world. You know I've had the opportun ity to travel in this job. Last year I went to
places like the People's Republic of China, 13osn ia
and Korea. I have seen our soldiers in different
circumstances. under different conditi ons.
\Vherever I have gone I have found that they arc
tremendously professional. The)' represent not
only the United Swtcs Army but alsn the United
States of America 111 such a positive way. I
couldn't be more proud of what thc)"re doing. I
don't care whether you go and look at the 8,'500
soldiers of the Total Arm) force that we ha\·c in
Bosnia, or you look at the handful of soldiers rep-
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Let me also update )'OU on Korea. I spent
Christmas there with our soldiers and it was a
very uplifting experience. Thc}"re not completely
free of challenges over there. But, if )'OU put the
mission in perspective. over the last ten )'Cars
(which is certainly caS)' for me to do, because I
served over there bet ween 1986 and 1988), you
find tremendous improvement. We have
changed Korea from an economy-of-force theater
to a major regional forward presence. \Ne have
made that transition (improv1ng readiness,
improving quality of life) while downsizing the
Army. It is a tremendous accomplish ment. The
thing that has most impressed me has been the
tremendous progress that we have made conducting multinational ope rations with the
Korean Arm)'. The training and the exercise program that has been developed in l<orca is exceptional. ln 111)' opinion, U1Clll Focu~ LFN!:l Ia joint
U.S.-I<orean exercise! is the premie r training
exercise in the world. Our soldiers arc just doi ng
a great job over there.
Back in the United States, we've conducted a
couple of Advanced \Varfighting Expcrimems
lA\ VEsl as a pan of our Force XXI process. As )'OU
know, we've been on the Force XXI path for some
time. 1 think we're making great progress. Each
one of these e\·ents that we conduct in force XXI
help us define the future and educate the Army as
an institution. In 1997, we conducted the task
force AWE at the National ·1raining Center
!California! in March and April. We learned great
lessons about what technology docs for us and
about what our new systems arc capable of. We
also learned a lot about leader development, about
doctrine, and about some or the training changes
that we are goi ng to have to make. \•Vc bui lt on
that experiment with the division 1\ WE at Fon
Hood ITexasl. vVc Sri\V the tremendous growth
that occurred between April and May and
November of 1997. It's a tremendous feeling to
see that kind of progress. It's not just about technology. It is also about what we've learned about
leader development. The divis1on had become a
learning organization, a rcallabomtnt) for the 21st
centUI)'· In fact, I thmk the great potential of leaders in the information age 1s the major lesson coming out of the AWE proct·ss. I ''til sun ply tell rou
that I think we're on the nght path rq~arding our

resenting us in the People's Republic of China.
They are all respected professionals. And it's not
just me that feels that way. That is the opinion of
the people that thC)' deal with cveryda)'· When I
was talking to the llungarian Chief of Staff of the
Army, he said, "You know, there are a lot of
forces in Bosnia, but there's on!)' one Army-the
United States Army." I think that comment
describes very well the great soklicrs that we have
representing us. 1 couldn't be more proud of
them and that's why I always talk about soldiers
being our credentials-because they truly are.
It has been a busy year for us. \"-le'vc had over
30,000 of those soldiers deployed away from their
home stations in seventy different countries. When
you look at the 30,000 deployed figure, you have
to factor in the rule of three. 1:or the number
deployed, there's usually 30,000 coming back from
that deploymcnl and 30,000 going in. So we've
had the Army on the move quite a bit in 1997.
Our soldiers in Bosnia have shown that they
have handled this high tempo of operations very
well. They have demonstrated the importance of
tough realistic training, the importance of discipline. and the importance of professionalism.
They have made a difference over there. As I talk
to them, l always tell them that people can argue
the polic)•, whether we should be there or not,
but what people cannot argue wnh is the fact that
they hm•c saved thousands of lives. 1 absolutely
believe that is true. They arc doing a great joband that is not by chance. It is because they went
through a tough realistic training program.
Initially, our forces for Bosnia came out of
Europe. Now, we have swned sharing responsibilit)' for the mission to units in the Continental
United Stat es. ln the future, )'l)U'I I sec that mission expanded even further across the Army.
We've got too many soldiers who have been over
there for the second time, and some of them have
been over there on their third tour. \ Ve have to
spread the mission across the Total t\rmy.
I also want to comment here on the tremendous contribution of the Army National Guard
and the United States Arm)' Reserve. Some of
those units arc also going back for a second time
as well. The Bosn1a opcrat1on has been a Total
Armr effort that has been exceptionally well
done. \\'e could not do the job without them.
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emphasis on information dominance and situational awareness. I am more and more convinced
that there is tremendous power 111 these capabilities, and if we can rea II}' leverage that, and I think
we can, then I think we can fundamentally change
the way we do our JOb and maintain that edge
going JnlO the 21st century.
In the last )'ear, we also spent a lot of time
parl1cipating 111 the Quadrennial Defense Review
IQDRI. It was the third effon since the end of the
Cold War aimed at evaluating the requirement for
military forces. 1 think it has been our best effort
so far bcc<1use it built on the previous efforts.
Each yea r 1 think we gel a little bit beucr at the
process. 1 think all of us arc very pleased with
what came out of the QDR-1 cert ainly am. The
QDR addresses the three pi llars or strategy-the
need to respond, 10 shape, and to prepare. The
strategy was very, very imponant to the Army
because we believe that st rategy determines
requirements and requiremems determine the
force structure. !>o in the QDR process we fought
very hard to make sure that people understood
the great contributions of land forces-what
boots on the ground real!)' means. And I think we
did that vel')' well. I must compliment the Army
Staff and all the people that worked on the QDR.
I truly believe )'Ou helped us make the point. The
conventional wisdom going into the QDR is not
what came out of it. The reason was we were able
to make the case that land power makes a difference. If you look around the world today, you
can see that. I think the effort in Bosnia, [(orca,
and throughout the world demonstrates that the
Army is a full-spectrum force.
Following the QDR, the National Defense
Panel completed its work and provided us their
input and report. I think it's a good rcporr. It has
a lot in it. I think it's going tO be a subject or congressional debate. My view is that the National
Defense Panel really validated what the Army is
trying to do. It talked about our change process,
Force XXI and the Arm)' After Next IAANI, and I
think they gave us a vote of confidence in terms
of those particular programs. There arc other
issues in the report that we need to digest and
look at, and we wJII do that. First, we need to go
through the congressiOnal debate and testimony
and get their !Congress'! approval. 13ut, I think
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we're moving down the right path and I don't sec
anything in the National Defense Panel report
that leads me to belie,·e we ought to deviate from
the pmh th<lt we're on.
We also learned a lot about ourselves in
1997, particularly m the area of human rclat ions
issues. I think we dealt w1th them f<1irly and as
honestl)' and as quickly as we possibl)' could and
I think we've come out of the process much
stronger as an institution. We continue to emphasize fairness. We continue to emphasize treating
soldiers regardless of race or gender with dignity
and respect. And that's what the lasl year was all
about. It was not about weakeni ng basic training.
In fact, we're gonna probably toughen up initial
entry training. It was about treming people with
dignity and respect, regardless of race or gender.
To get things right, we had to go back and
revisit our values, our tradition, and our history.
We had to go back and refocus on those Iissues!.
V·le did that and we'll cont inue to do that, but we
are not going to wring our hands about what happened last year. We're not going to WOlT)' about
trying to make )'CStcrday perfect; we arc going to
do a lot of things to make tomorrow beucr. We're
not going to overreact. but we arc nol going to
forget what happened. \Ve know how to improve
human relations in the Arm)'· It 1s a leadership
issue-and it is a traming issue. \Vc arc putting
the fixes into the training model. We came up
with an execution plan and now we arc working
on implementing the plan.
The other issue that we dealt with extensively in 1997 really had to do with resources and
communications and the relationship between
different components in the United States Army.
As I men tioned, I think the strategy associated
with the QDR was a good one. The challenge that
we now face is to make sure we have the right
resources to implement the strategy. I think all of
us, in all the services, probably would like to have
more money. We ccnninly would in the Arn1)'·
And there are people that arc starting to write
about that and starting to focus the debate on
resource issues. I think it is an important debate
that needs to be done. I think it needs to be
accomplished here in the next )'Car. Within the
Arm)' I think we have t~1 approach the issue as
one team and work for Total t\r111)' solutions, and
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off to the field , we arc passing off a better product. It is a part of a "soldierization process" that
starts in basic training and continues at AIT
[advanced individual trainmgl and conlinues
until soldiers reach their units in the field. We
want to put more emphasis on the tradition and
the history of the values of the Unued States
Alm}1-and we will do that Ill 1998.
In the year ahead we will also work to build
the seamless Army I talked about. I've meet with
the TAGs [adjutants general I from several states
in two sessions. l will finish with another group
early this year. I work with them and discuss the
tough issues. These sessions have been very productive. l fee l more comfortable about the communication links among the compone nt s, and
that is impon ant. I think you all know that we
have agreed to a suggestion by the TAGs to
implement two integrated divisions, one we
located at Fort Carson and one at Fort Riley,
where we will be training three enhanced
brigades under an Active Arm}' division headquarters. That's a step forward. It is a step in the
right direction.
As the year moves on, you arc going sec
more emphasis on intcgrauon of the components. vVe looked at the tvlarine Corps model.
\Ve looked at the Air Force model. We think
there's some goodness in some of these models.
But, the fact is that the United States Army is
about fifty-four percent Reserve Components, as
opposed to some of the other services, which arc
at least twenty percen t below us. So, we must
work our way through that and do what is right
for the Army. I think you will sec tremendous
progress bei ng made in that part icu lar area in
the next few months.
We also have to fine -tunc our training program in the year ahead. We will loo k at the
Combat Training Center [CTCI programs and put
more emphasis on asymmetrical warfare. While
we do that, we will not lose the focus on [basicl
warfighting lskillsl. but it is important that we
also develop leaders to deal with asymmetrical
challenges. l don't think, for example, that we can
automatically assume that 111 cverr operation we
are going to ha,·e all the force we need, panicular1)' at the carl}' stages of a deplo} mcnt. We want to
have leaders who understand the nsks associated

that means we need good communications and
cooperation between the components. I think we
can safely Sa)' that we've got those back on track.
We're making a concerted effort to make sure that
the Total Army IS really a seamless Army. l am
not saying that it is a seamless Army right now,
but I will tell )'OU that we're gomg to work very,
ve1y hard to make it a seamless Army. Each of us
in the Arm}' share that goal. Basically, we arc just
going to get together and communicate and work
our way through these issues. They're tough, but
we've got to face them and do what's right for the
nation and certainly whm 's right for the Total
Army. I am vcr}'· very encouraged about the
progress that we're mak ing and I thi nk t hat
progress will continue into 1998.
Let me switch now a liule bit and look ahead
to 1998 and talk about some of the things that l
sec coming up this year. First of all, recrui ti ng.
We' re off to a good stan. Quality remains high.
You sec it in the soldiers that we bring in and you
see it in the field . Recruiting, however, remains a
tough challenge and will continue to be a tough
one for us. We have a lot of recruiters working
very hard out there. \Ve are not going to fall off
recruiting quality young men and women, but the
competition is vcr}' keen. You know that. The
economy's doing well. There arc other people that
are interested 111 the same quality of people that
we're interested in. So we have to compete out
there and we're competing hard. In 1998, we project we will meet our recruiting requirements.
Success is not preordained in th is business and
our recruiters, who arc doing a great job, will
continue to have to work hard.
In 1998 anot her priority will be implementing the human relations action plan. A major part
of the implemen tation plan is to put addi tional
inst ruction into basic training. We are going to
add one week to basic training- we will commence that program about the Ist of October, the
start of fiscal year L999. The additional training
will be designed to emphasize values. During this
additional time, we will put more emphasis on
physical condiuoning and on disctpline. We're
not going to s1mpl}' put one week of values training in the front end. \Nc wtll spread the training
across the course. We w1ll build teamwork, ''alucs
and discipline, so that when we pass new soldiers
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with these threats and are capable of taking prudent measures. The trainmg changes I envision
are not a major overhaul. as much as they finel\.lne lour institution Ito renect the environment
that we find ourselves dealing wnh more.
We also must work on home station trainmg.
We are in a transition phase, relying on simulations and simulators. As these capabilities develop. we must ensure that we get the most training
readiness out of them that we possibly can. I personally feel like we have turned the corner and
we arc moving intt) a period where we feel a liulc
bi t bCIIcr about train ing technology. \11/c know
how to maximize training and get the best mix
out live nctct exercises and computer simulations
and si mulators.
OPMS !Officer Personnel t>,tlanagcment
System! XXI will also be implemented this year. It
represents a fundamenta l change for the way we
manage our officers and it is a vety important part
of the Force XXI process. 13asically what we've
clone is to say that warfightmg remains the preeminent skill of the United !>tatcs Army. We will
put our emphasts and most of our leaders into
that lcareerl field. At the same time, we recognize
that there are other areas that arc very important
to the United States t\rn1)' and so we have established three other fields-we will manage officers
against them. Again, I would sa)' that the major
emphasis or the preeminent sktll of the United
States Army will rcmam warfighting. At the same
time, we will develop experts 111 other critical
areas such as in fonnat ion management, force
development, and materiel <lcquisition. Make no
mistake nbout it, OPM~ XX I represents a fundamt•ntal change to the United StaLes Army. We wi ll
move to a requirements-based promotion system.
That is something that we have to ed ucate the
Army on. You will sec us spend a lot of time making sure that people understand what OPMS XXl
is all about. We've done our homework on this
one-1 am convinced we arc on the right track.
In the )'Cal ahead we will continue with the
Force XXI process. I see Force XXI as a continuing process of sptral development, additional
experimematton . rcftnmg leader development
programs, upclaung our doctrine. and updating
our training programs. A !I 1hcsc mit iatt\·es support and spur on one another. In the future, rou

are going see us move from the heavy Idivision I
AWEs to focusing on the lighter units. We will
put additional emphasis on the rapid force projection initiative IRFPII and stmilar kinds of
experimems. We have to make sure that we can
deploy faster and get an im11al force in place, a
force that has some capabtltty-mueh more eapabilit)' than it has right now. Down the road, )'OU
will see us move toward joint AWEs. We arc
beginning to lay the foundation now to work with
our sister services. Overall, the Force XXI process
is developing in the direction we want it to go.
\A/e will continue to rely on it w take us down the
path to the Army's future.
Finally, I would just Sa)' 1hat 1his year we will
take a close look at our modernizat ion programs.
We will anal)'ZC the results from the task fo rce
AWE, the cli\'iSion 1\ \A/E, and the work we arc
doing with the light fo rces, and then make some
realistic decisions to fine-tunc our programs. Army
Xi'< I is one of them. Our objective is to field a digitized division by 2000 and a corps by 2004. We
think that's doable. We also need to pull forward
what we call the Army After Next with focused
R&D !research and development! programs. We
need to invest in the technology that appears to
have the highest payoff for us. There will be significant work going on in that particular area.
Let me just say for now that we arc going to
continue on the Force XXI path. We arc going to
do that without taking an)' emphasis off of reacliness or any emphasis off training. Training has
really been the glue that has held us together
through all of this. So we do not want Lo lose that
focus. I have got to tell you that bnlancing these
requirements is a Lough task for inswllation and
division commanders in the field. Their ncxibi lity
is being reduced because the resources arc tighter.
They have to manage what they have very carefully and that's not easy. They arc trying to balance
the qualit)' of life and readiness and, at the same
time, improve training in the field. We have to
fight to make sure that we give them as much ncxibility as we possibly can because I thmk that is
absolutely essential. It IS what we ha,·e to do to
keep readiness. tratning and modernization in balance. The point I want to lea\'C you with is that we
are not going to take any emphasis t)ff of traimng
and readiness. lt has to be there.
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ahead. I thank )'OU for your kind attention today
and for your support of the United States Army
and our soldiers. God Bless you for that.

I close b)• asking for )'Our help. l would ask
you for )'Our help in terms of conunumg to tell
the Army story. Continue to talk about the great
things that our soldiers are doing. Con tinue to
talk about the fact that the Army is a cost-cfrecLive organ izat ion. We get twenty-fou r percent of
the Defense TOA [total obligation authority! and
we do about sixty percent of the missions-sixty
percent of the heavy lifting. Our soldiers arc out
there "shaping" and, in 111)' mind, arc making the
world safer for Americans in the 21st ccmurywhat a great gift that is to give to our children
and grandchildren-if we can pull it off; I really
believe we can. 1 need your help telling that stOI")'
across America, because in many WCI)'S we have
been so successful that people have not paid thm
much au cntion. It is impon antth:u thC)' understand the great job that our soldiers arc doing out
there and how cost effective thC)' have been. I
will also guarantee you that we will cominuc to
put the emphasis on efficiencies because we owe
that to the American taxpayers. We also owe it to
our soldiers to make sure that we give them the
greatest bang for the buck. We need your help in
geLLing out the SLOI)' of the Army's successes and
its commitments.
I also need you to be as supportive as )'OLI
can of our recruiting effort . If )'OU arc tr:weling
around and you go by a recruiting station, stop
in. just sa)' hello to those sergeants and the officers out there and tell them that the)' arc domg a
great job. They will love to see )'Ou. I do that
every once in a while and they love to see me!
Seriously, I think you will be as impressed as 1 am
if you go in there and talk to them. Those
recrui ters work eighteen hours a da)' . in many
cases six or seven days a week. Thnt is what they
have to do in order to make the mission. They
would appreciate you j ust stopping by and saying
hello-and saying thank you.
The last thing I want to do is to sa)' thank
you for )'Our support last year and to ask )'OU to
continue your support in 1998. I truly believe
1998 is going to be a great )'Car for the United
States Ann)'· lt will be a great )'Car bccnusc of the
partnership that you see here today. Your partnership is going to be a very important pan of our
program in J998. 'vVe plan to work with )'OLI even
more close ly as we deal with the tough issues

E-mail to Army General Officers
j anuary 25, 1998

Assessment of Fiscal Year 1999 Budget
Request
1 want. to pass on some initial impressions of
how we arc doi ng as we approach the president's
[Williamj. Clinton! submission of our FY 99 budget to Congress. Many of you expressed concerns
when we sent our budget to OSD !Office of the
Secreta!)' of Defense! in September-particularly
in the area of O&M !operations and maintenance!
funding. We consciously made an effort in that
budget to protect readiness, increase modernization funding and minimize the potential for operaLion and support migration during the execution
year. As it turned out, our total FY99 budget settled at $64.38. This is a $1.7B increase from om
September submission. Although most of this
increase is against transfers of defense-level programs to the Arm)' (e.g., Chem De mil !chemical
demilitarization! and Commissary), we did realize
gains in the RDA !research and development
account!, RPM Ireal property management!. and
RC !Reserve Component! areas.
As you can sec from the program budget
guidance that was provided to the MACOMs
[major commands! resource managers last week,
the Army fared well in the FY99 budget review
C)'cle. We must remain guarded, however, when it
comes to O&M funding. The FY99 O&M budget
still shapes up to be the lowest level in years.
However, if we execute properly, the bu)'ing
power should not be decreased. Last summer, we
built a bare bones O&M budget, from which we
had extracted the maximum dollars possible in
order to rebalance the equation between ncar-term
readiness and modernization. We arc counting
heavily on efficiencies in logistics, ut iii tics mod-
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crnization, savings in ground and air OPTEMPO
[opcrauons tempo). and other areas 111 order to
increase buying power. We arrayed the budget to
improve the percentage of funded 13ASOPS [base
operations[ requirements, and thus reduce )'e<l rof-excculion migration. But that meant we went
inwthc OSD budget review with no llcxibility to
absorb cuts or rearrange O&M accounts. The
strong arguments presented to OSD resulted in a
mosd)' unchanged program-a plus for our Army.
Our ability to maintain readiness will depend
hcavtly on each command achieving the programmed efficiencies. Each command must
ensure every effort is made to complete the utilitics privmization and most efficient organizational studies (A-76 studies) within or prior to the
programmed fiscal year. You need to know these
have been built into this budget, both in the fi eld
and here in the headquarters. Additionally, we
recognize commanders require the maximum
nexibility to apply funds as necessary. We will
conttnuc to argue for more Ocxibility and less
restrictions on O&M execution. Each of you also
needs to make that point to the various visitors
you host at your installations.
In addition to limited gains in OM/\ [operations and maintenance account], our RC received
increased O&M funding for FY99. Our ARNG
[1\rtn)' National Guard] received an additiona l
$158M to improve their OPTEMPO and schools
and spcctal training areas. Likewise, the USAR
[U.S. Arm)' Reserve] got a $49M increase in their
FY99 budget to beef up their OPTEMPO,
Individual Read)' Reserve, and overseas deployment training accounts.
The !=Y99 budget cycle preserved our efforts
to increase modernization. The OSD budget
review provided $550M in additional !=Y99 dollars
to augment our procurement programs. This
fundin g will put the digitization effort back on
track for both the AC [Active Component[ and the
RC. \'!.,lc can purchase equipment to support the
i\RNG cit vision redesign stud)' in the areas of CSS
[combat service support I and air defense-which
accelerates the conversion of several units.
Add itionally, there is sufficient fundin g to begin
RC aircraft modernization. Bottom line , the FY99
president's budget wi ll preserve modernization
programs requested in the 1\nn)"s POM, with

emphasis on major systems upgrades, critical missile and combat service support systems, adequate
training ammunition. digitization, and developing
the technologies to achieve the capabili ties envisioned for Force XXI and the Army After Next.
I truly appreciate what you do for our soldiers and ou r Army. Be mindful that FY99
resources must still face the test of Congress.
Emphasize the need to achieve programmed
efficiencies with )'OUr commanders. They are the
from line when it comes to exercising good stewardship over the resources to which the)' have
been cmrusted.
'We will provide more details at the Winter
Senior Command ers Conference next month
and look forward to hearing the details of you r
concerns.

Address to the Reserve Officers
Association
Midwinter Conference-Army Section
Meeting
Washington, D.C.
January 27, 1998
Thank you very much for such a warm introduction and warm welcome. It is great to be back
and speak to )'OU again. I enjoy talking to this
audience because it includes a lot of good fri ends.
and it reminds me of some of the things we have
accomplished together. You are true patriots, in
the finest sense of the word, who serve this great
country so very welL If I had to categorize you, I
would describe )'Ott as partners in America's
Army. That is what I want to speak with )' OU
about today-our partnership and our hopes and
desires for America's Army.
I just got back Sunday night from a trip overseas, during which I had the opponunity to visit
Bosnia. The wcmhcr was great and I was able Lo
get around and visit with soldiers and ta lk to
them. What a great experience it was! I came
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away with a number of distinct imprcsstons that
repeatedly validated my hopes, dreams, and feelings about America's Army.
There is a Total Army out there. We cannot
accomplish the mission in Bosnia without a Total
Army effort-the contribution of al l three components. Our unity as a total force is evident when I
travel and talk to soldiers. When I ask them,
"Where arc you from?" or ask them whether they
are Arm}' National Guard, Army Reserve, or
Active Component , they really do not care. The
soldiers always focus on the fact that the)' arc
wearing U.S. Army tags on their 13DUs lbauleficld
dress uniforms]. That is what we leaders should
focus on.
While I was in Bosnia, 1 had the opportunity
to visit the 396th Combat Support Hospital out of
Washington State. What a great job they arc
doing! Some of you know that we had an 0 11-58
helicopter crash a little while ago. The staff
showed me the injured pilot·s X-rays. I will tell
you that they did a lot to stabilize that )'Oung
man. It was a terrible crash. The young man was
hun very bacll)', but he will live. He will have a
long rehabilitation program, but if it had not been
for the 396th Combat Support Hospital, the prognosis might be somewhat different. Col. Kristine
Campbell commands the 396th Combat Support
Hospital. Colonel Campbell is the first nurse and
the rirst female to command a hospital unit in a
combat area. 1 could not have been more
impressed as 1 walked around and talked to soldiers assigned to that hospital.
1 would also tell you that one of the things 1
am concerned about is the employer support system. One soldier told me how he recommended
his employe r for the "EmpiO)'Cr of the Yea r"
award in the state of 'vVashington. I.-lis employer
won that award and was preparing to compete in
the national competition. !think we have been
blessed to have tremendous support of our
Nauonal Guard and Reserve employers. I think
that IS something that is very important to the
Total Army.
Another thing I took away from my visit to
the Balknns is that our operation rcnects how
much we have changed the Army since the end of
the Cold Wnr. We have changed fundamcntally
from a Cold War threat-based force to a

post-Cold War capabilities-based force. The capabilities you sec displayed in Bosnia are what the
Army is all nbout toda)'· The operation rcOccts a
change we have seen in our world and a change
we have seen in our strategy. During the Cold War
we focused a lot on a strategy of containment
designed to constrain the Soviet Union. 1t was a
very dangerous world back then, but it was also a
very predictable world. We modernized our
equipment against that threat. We trained our
forces against that threat. We also wrote our doctrine against that threat. We were very comfortable
talking about and Oguring out how we were going
to beat the Soviet Union on the plains of Europe.
\'-/hen the Berlin Wall came down in 1989,
we found ourselves in a new, different , ancl
strange world . We conducted operations in places
like Somal ia, llaiti , and Bosnia. \Ne did not plan
for these operations. Our soldiers were thrust into
those areas. We had to reform our stratcg)' and
develop a new one that made sense for the world
we now live in. We changed from a strategy of
containment to a strategy of engagement and
enlarge ment. 'vVc JUSt recently went through a
Quadrennial Defense Review, which 1 wil l
address in a few moments where we came up
with a strategy based upon three pillars. First, the
strategy renects the fac t that we are interested in
responding to a crisis like Bosnia, Somalia , or
Haiti. It also rcnects the fact that we arc interested
in shaping the environmem for the 21st centur>'·
In my words, we arc trying to make the world a
safer place for our children and our grandchildren. What a tremendous goal that is. 1f we can
pull that off, and I think we can, that will be a
tremendous contribution we will leave behind to
society- not on ly to American society but to the
world as well. The third pillar is to prepare the
force now for the 21st ce ntury. We have to
change the Army fundamcmally-from a Cold
War Army to a post-Cold War Army. It will look
much different than the Army we have now. It
will have different S)'Stems, objectives and missions as the world evolves during the next century. That is our strategy. This strategy is important
because it is the underpinning for every 1hing we
do. \Ne must make sure we get this strategy right.
The trip to Bosn ia also brought home Lo me
the change in our PERSTEM PO and OPTF:M PO.
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We often talk about the fact that the OPTEMPO
has 1ncreascd 300 percent since the Cold War
ended. 'vVc often mention that we are using our
forces to shape the environment. The way to
reflect that is to compare toda)"s Arm)' to the one
l joined in 1962. We used to teach military
policemen that the1r sccondmy mission is to fight
as infantr}'; now we teach the mfanuy how to be
militar}' policemen. Bosnia also reOects the
emphasis we arc placing on civil affairs and psychological operations. Civil affairs units come primarily from the U.S. Army Reserve. Their mission
is just as critical to the success of the Bosnia operation as that of any maneuver unit we have ever
put into combat. It also exemplifies the concept of
"One Team, One Fight, One Future." As I travel
around and talk to soldiers, they do not talk to
me about what componcntthC)' belong to, but
about how much the)' enjoy being in the United
States Army-/\merica·s Army. That is our vision.
That is our dream for the future.
Nineteen ninet}•-sevcn was an important year
for the Army. I think it moved us forward in a
number of different areas. As I already mentioned, a new stratcgr-shapc, respo11d, preparecame out of the QDR. I think that it is a good
strategy. The Arm}' drove that strategy by looking
m the world as it really is. We could not wish
away the statE' of the world to make itt he way we
would like it to be. We must deal with reality.
When we deal with reality, we find that land
forces make u great contribution to shaping.
\iVhen we talk about military-to-military contacts,
we are talking about land-based army-to-army
contacts. The new National Military Strategy is
the right strategy for the nation and it is the right
strategy for America's 1\nny.
Strategy is our reason for being. We often say
that strategy drives requirements and requirements,
in turn, determine force structure. The strategy that
we developed was not a cost-constrained strategy.
V•le did not go into the analysis with the mindset
that we only have so 111<'111)' dollars and therefore we
can only develop this size of a force. At the same
time, we were realistic. \Ve knew that resources
were not unlimited. We knew that we had to be
realistic in our approach, so cost did play a role.
We tried to get our head out of the s.·md and come
up with an affordable objective. We really tried to

develop a strategy within the resources we thought
would be available to us, so we tried to balance
readiness, modernization , and the quality of life for
our soldiers. I think we have done a prell}' good
job. We arc trying to prepare a force for the 21st
centuty, but we must keep 1t tramcd and ready for
today's missions. There is some risk associated with
that strategy and there is some nsk associated with
the budget system we have. When we balance
those risks, we are required to make tough decisions. Tough decisions arc not always popular.
With tough decisions there is always a lot of emotion. As we developed our position on the QDR, we
encountered some hard feelings amongst the components of the Total Army. Not everyone got what
he or she wanted. Not everybody was totally satisfied with what we came up with. If I were king and
we had all the resources we desired, I would do
things differently. But, we do not. We had to deal
with constrained resources and we made the decisions we thought were right for the Army and that
were right for America.
These decisions involved some tough tradeoffs. They involved trading end strength for modernization. Basically, as we drove the Arm>' clown
as the Cold \Var ended in 1989, we mortgaged
our modernization accounts, using the funds to
take care of soldiers. It was the right decision at
that point in time and it is the right decision now.
If we had to do it over again, I would not do anything different!)'· llowcver, coming to the end of
the clrawdown , we had to increase the modernization account because we could not continue to
afford to mortgage moclernizat ion, thcrcforc
puLLing the futurc at risk. 'v\lc focused the issues
on the application of resources. We arc continuing to work 1hose issues wit h the leaders of
America's Total/\rmy. Increasing communications with all forces, we attempt to talk with
groups like ROA !Reserve Officers Association]
and try and receive }'OUr issues and concerns. We
need to listen as much as we talk. Ultimately we
have to make some tough decisions and get on
with life; I am prepared to do just that. I deeply
appreciate the leadership of the United States
Army Resen·c. I know there arc some tradeoffs
that were tough for you to make. I know }'OU will
continue to be driven b)• what is right for the
nation.
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right. Secondly, when you embed change inn conservative organization, you ha,·e to demon5trate
that the changes you desire to implement nrc bcucr
than what )'OU previously had. The experimentation proces5 gives us the opportunity to do that.
The N DP process chnllenged us to quickly
heal the rift in the Tota l Army. The NDP report
pointed out that this rift serves neither the Army
nor the country well, and l certain()• agree. In this
regard, l throw out four principles thnt we want
to use lO heal that rift. First, the Army requires a
single training readiness and deployment system
for all components. Vvc need to move the Active
Component, the U.S. Army Reserve, or the U.S.
Army National Gunrd smoothly and efficiently.
Right now, we do not have a system like that.
Second, the Total Army requires personnel management systems that allow soldiers to serve in
multiple components during a career of service as
a matter of course. We need something like your
Reserve Augmentation Support Program. which is
a model for what we want in that area. Third, we
need a fully integrated Total Army commandand-control S)'Sicm that allows thorough nnd
complete integration of all components. Th is is
si milar to what we have in Bosnia and what we
have seen in other places.
Finally, we need to develop multiple component organizations that maximize the capabilities
and unique strengths of each component. A perfect exnmple of this t)•pe of organization ts the
19th Theater Army Area Command. They have a
small group of Active Component soldiers bncked
up by a large Reserve Component organization.
That is important to us ns we try and fulfill all our
worldwide responsibilities.
In each of these four principles, we wan t to
build them upon two concepts. One concept is
that of the ci ti ze n-sold ier. All of us are soldiers,
and all of us nrc citizens. We are responsible for
doing the best we cnn for the soldiers in the
United States Artn)'· We are responsible for doing
the best we can for the nntion. The second concept that cnptures all of these principles is the fact
that our profession is eli fferenl. \~fe do not have
"8 to 5" jobs. We do not work at our jobs for 8
hours and then go home lo our families and have
dinner. This is a special pro fession. This is the
profession General MncAnhur spoke nbout when

Bc)•ond concerns about resources, there is
another tssue that lingers out there-the revolution
in business affairs. As we came out of the QDR. we
said we have to do business differently in the
Department of Defense. We have to idcntif)' those
principles that work well in civilian industry and
then apply them to the business of running the
Pentagon and the Department of Defense. The
United States Artn)' Reserve has led the wa>• in thts
area and will be absolutely critical to our success as
we start to work our way through this revolution in
business affnirs. \Ve will lean upon )'OU because of
some of the programs you have implemented. In
mnny wnys )'OU pull us along as you validate these
programs for the DepanmenL of Defense. That is
critical for the Ann>' because there arc $10.8 billion
worth or cfricicncics that we have plnced into these
programs. If we do not produce a revolution in
business affairs, we will haven $10.8 billion deficit
that we will hnvc to fix in the interim years. I do
not like the nltcrnntives for addressing thm pnrticulnr problem, so we have to get these efficiencies and
we willlenn on you to help us do thm right.
Whnt I also said about our stratcg)' is that
there will not be a revolution in military affairs
without a revolution in military logistics. We have
accomplished some outstanding work in this
area. It hits home for the U.S. Army Reserve
because much of our logistical component is
imbedded in the U.S. Army Reserve. Forty-seven
percent of the combat service support nnd over
95 percent of the civil affairs units arc locmcd in
the U.S. J\rmy Reserve.
Let me talk a little bit about the future. I think
the future will be very exciting. The National
Defense Panel [NDP[ report validated the Arm>•
position that cmne out of the QDR It validated the
importance of lnnd forces nnd talked about the
need to move into the 21st century and to modernize our forces. It pointed out that the key role for
land force5 wns to shape the 2 Lst centuty and highlighted our forces in Bosnia as an exnmplc. The
NDP report also challenged us to accclcmtc the
Force XXI process for the Total Army. I ha\'C a hule
trouble with that because I do not think )'Oll can set
time lines. The force XXL process is based upon
the presumption that you will get it right. When
you start changing something as important as militnry operations, you need to make sure you got it
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he stated, "Yours is the profession of arms, the
will to win, the sure knowledge that in war there
is no substitute for victOr}'· If you lose, the nation
will be destroyed." That is wh:u is at stake here.
That is why the profession usclf is an important
pan of those four pnnctplcs.
Vvc will contmuc to focus on the readiness of
the Total Army as we continue the experimemation process. I am pleased with the experimentation process. We have learned that situational
awareness docs work and it leads to information
dominance-which can ultimately allow us to
change the"'")' we do things on the baulefielcl.
This will give us a leg up and will enable us to
maintain the edge against our foes. It will allow us
Lo turn inside the enemy decision cycle and capitalize on that information.
The Army Warfighti ng Experiment is changing the way we change the Army and it is changing the way we think about change. We arc trying
to transform the fie ld army from an operating
organization into a learning and operating organization. SLOp and think about what I just saidinto a learning and operating organization. When
this transformatiOn is complete, people in the
field will also have the responsibility tO educate,
to train, and to develop soldiers of all ranks and
skill levels. Once the system is in place, there is
no limit to the thmgs you can accomplish. That
will require greater cooperation and it will require
us to leverage the capabilities of all components
of the Total Army. It will require greater integration of al l the components.
The U.S. Army Reserve is accomplishing much
in that area. One example is the Total Anny School
System th<ll is currcntl}' being developed and put in
place. Our moderni zation program must also
reflect the vision we have for the future. We have to
invest more in distance learning- that is the wa}' of
the future. Civilian indusuy is adapting to that concept and that is the way the Army must go also. It
not only allows you to do just-in-time training for
the type missions you conduct like Bosnia and
Somalia but also saves you resources and reduces
your personnel Situation tempo.
This is a great opportunity to construct the
Total Army for the 21st ccmury-the Army that
the nation needs. Wh1lc much IS changed, much
remains the same. The one constant in the world

is our soldiers. The}' continue to perform magnificently whether it is 111 Bosnia or Camp Casey,
Korea, or Camp McCoy, Wisconsin. They truly
are our credentials. and I could not be more
proud of what they do and how they do it on a
daily basis. We must take care of them-that is.
the essence of leadership and the responsibility of
those of us in this room. We must treat them with
dignity and respect regardless of race and gender.
lt is imponant that they feel like valued members
of the team.
I want to comment on my good friend
General Max Baratz and the great leadership he
has provided to the U.S. Arm>' Reserve while he
has been the Chief of the U.S. Army Reserve. lie
is not only a close personal fri end and somebody
that I respect but also a man who has made the
tough decisions. I will miss him after he leaves
that imponant job.
These arc exciting times for America's Army.
It is important that we continue to contribute to
the stabi lity of the world. As you look at what has
happened to some of the areas of the world, such
as the economic crisis in Asia, mstabilit)' still
exists. We have to be prepared to provide stabilit)' to that unstable world . I think 11 is important
that we continue to change the Army in order to
remain relevant to our changmg world.
The 21st centUI'}' Army must be a full-spectrum force, reflecting the needs of the nation. The
way to accomplish that is to focus on the readiness of the Total Army. I think it is now as good
as it has ever been. l grant everyone that we arc a
smaller Army. l grant that we have a lot of different missions; it goes back to Strategy. Our job is
not simply to fight the "Big One." Ou r job is to
help shape the environment f'o r the 2lst century.
H we can do that right, then we may not have to
fight the "Big One." l lowever, we have to be preparcel anyway. Given our cu rrent strategy, I am
ver)' satisfied with the readiness of the Total
Army. Finally. this is all about taking care of soldiers so that they can take care of America. That
is what we do in the Unned States Army and I
think we do it damn well.
Thank )'OU all VCI')' much for )'Our kind attention. Thank }'OU vcr}' much for your selfless service. Thank you all very much for the great leadership that you provide to i\mcnca's Army.
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degree of risk through the aggressive pursuit of
efficiencies, we believe the risk is known, balanced, and manageable. But we mitigate our
risks only if we aggressively follow through on
our transfo rmation of the Army's logistical and
business practices.
Positive leadership is the best answer to an)'
difficult cha llenge and transforming mi litary
logistics is no exception. As General "Shy" Meyer
used to say, "We must manage change. not be
managed by change.'' While I belie,•e we arc moving in the nght direcuon, we need to keep 1hc
momemum going.
Senior leaders must set and enforce standards that will move us forward. We must:
• Develop a plan thai requires deliverablcs in
short 12- to l8-month increments.
• Prioritize what needs to be accomplished
and then aggressively seck the funding. If we do
not sufficiently fund the enablers, the revolution
will not happen.
• Insist on streamlining financial transactions.
• Ensure we understand the nuances associated with changing from a supply-based logistics
system to a transponation-basecl logistics system.
Senior leaders must seek out new ways of
doing business. I expect you to:
• Exploil technology. Don't just automate
the current pn1eess. Insist on creative solutions
that best leverage technological advantages.
• Establish long-term partnerships and partner with companies that are the best in their class.
• Eliminate activities that don't add value.
Use the velocity management process. Challenge
the old way of doing things and don't be reluctant
to test new procedures.
Senior leaders must prepare for logistical and
business operations in an information age. It is
essential that we:
• Develop decis1on support srstems that can
quickly analyze lots of data and expedite sound
decisionmaking, both on the baulefield and at
home station. Exploit total asset visibility.
• Create open architecLUre S)'Stems with the
potential to grow and mature.
+ Design operations, doctrine and systems ror
an army thaL will1hrive on knowledge and speed .
Lighten up the system and reduce demands.

Letter to Army General Officers
January 30, 1998

"just in Time Logislics"- ll's Time!
Logistics is the lifeblood of armies, that is, an
indisputable constant in military histOt)'· Our logistical opemuons and business practices arc also the
key to the future of America's Army. You have
heard me say on many occasions that we wtll not
have a revolution in milital')' affairs, until we first
haven revollll ion in military logistics and business
nlfairs. This is not an overstatement. I truly believe
that the /\rmy will not and cannot be prepared for
the future unless we complete an unprecedented
transformation in how we supply and sustain the
Total Ann). Now, more than ever, we need the
hands-on m\'olved leadership of all senwr commanders to create the logistical sys1em the Army
needs-just in time to face the challenges and
opportunities of the next century.
We hnvc a clear vision foT 21st ccmur)' globat mil itary logistics. It is a system based on efficiently distributing resources, rather than stockpiling supplies, providing the right support at the
right time, in the right place-any place on Earth.
It is a system designed to be rapid!)' tailored and
to agilely support high-tempo dispersed operations-a system designed to anticipate. rather
than react to rcquiremems. It is a system predicated on effectively learning from and partnering
with industry. 1\nd, most important, it is a system
designed to un leash and exploit the poten tial of
the best work force on the planet-not onl)' the
soldiers and civilian emplO)'ees of America's Army
but our industry partners as well. Empowering
this vision IS a great challenge, but I am confident
we are equal to the task.
Revolutionizing logistical affairs and business practices is central to preparing for future
military opcrmions; it is the fulcrum of our cffon
to balance readiness and modernization. The
1\nn)' has programmed approximately $ 10.5 billion in efficiencies over the Future Years Defense
Program (r:YDP). While we have assumed a
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We arc on a direct path to the 21st century.
We can not be afratd of change. In this movement
to contact with the fuwre, Army logistics must
lead the way. The time for the revolution in military logistics and business affmrs is here!

****
E-mail to Army General Officers
February 17, 1998

Congressional Testimony
The acting sccretm")' of the Army, Mike
Walker, and I just concluded testimony in from
of the Senate Armed Services Comm ittee last
week. I want to share wah you 111)' views on some
of the major issues discussed during this session.
The secretary hit hard on the need for a
Bosnia Supplemental and I said we needed assurance that we were going to get the money by the
first of April. I explained to them that there was
both a pre-june 1998 ptece of this and also a
post-june 1998 as well as an FY 99 piece. The
post-june 1998 poruon and the 1999 portion
have not been included in an)' of the president's
budget submits and the pre-j une '98 piece that
was in our budget was not sufficient to cover
what actually took place. l told them that we
would have a major readiness crisis in the founh
quarter if we do not receive the supplcmemal. lf
we did nothing in terms of adjusting our guidance, the training fund s would run out by midJuly. I believe this is fully understood by
Congress, and they arc working hard to address
these requirements as well as additional resources
associated with Dt:~IRI TIIUNDrR. We also indicated that there were many efficiencies associated
with our program and to the extent we don't
achieve these efficiencies, then the buying power
will be decreased. I told them that we have a
strategic management plan in place to track these
efficiencies but that we needed their help in support for outsourcing and privatization as well as
allowing us to become more cffictcnt in our business operations.

I also had the opponunit)' to talk to them
about the change that we had undergone and
how we are continuing to change the Total Army
to be relevam to the needs of the nation and the
new world in the 21st centllt")'- I explained to
them that it was not an easy process to take out
over 620,000 people. close over 700 bases,
change from a forward-deployed to a power projection Army, and fundamentally change your
strategy 180 degrees from containment to engagement and enlargemcnL At the same time, I felt we
had moved far down the path of our Force XXI
process, and the two Advanced \1\farfighting
Experiments we had conducted at ron Hood
[Texas! since I last testified in fron t of them had
convinced me that we were on the right track. I
went on to say that we expected to shi ft the focus
of our Advanced Warfighting l:xperimcnts lA WEI
to the light forces as well as conduct a joint AWE
with the t-..1larincs in 1999, and have scheduled a
joint A'vVE with the Air Force some time after the
turn of the century. In sum. we were an extremely busy Army. Our soldiers arc working very hard
and performing magnificently.
l also told them that just like cvct)' budget the
Arm)' had ever submitted there was risk associated
with our 1999 budget. Ahhough we had kept
near-term readiness the number one priority, the
last two budgets clearl)• reflected our attempt to
more evenly distribute that risk between current
and future readiness. I pointed out that during the
drawdown we had taken the primary risk in our
modernization account in order to take care of
people and keep the force trained and ready. That
wast he right decision and it had worked well for
us. Now that we have reached a relati vely stable
stale we needed to bump up the modernization
account. If we do not clo that, then we face a period of vulnerability in the 21st century because of
block obsolescence and the fai lure to keep pace
with technology changes. If we did not address
that window of vulnerability now, then surcl)' we
would face once again the challenge that !General!
George Marshall talked about during the buildup
for \Vorld War II when he said: "When we had
the time we had no monC)'. and when we had the
money we had no time." The lessons of histo•y arc
very illuminating, but I also know the execution of
this is vcr)' tough.
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We spent a lot of Lime discussing readiness
and why there appears to be such a dichowmy
between the anecdotal evidence coming from the
field and official reports coming out of the depanmem. I explained that we used the USR !unit status repon) S)'Stem to compile our reports. This is
a bouom-up S)'Stem and I am convinced that the
field is reponing accuratcl)'. The message for
some time has been that we have very real personnel problems in terms of shonage of people and
too much wrbulence. I told them that fixes are in
place and some of the anecdOLal evidence we are
starLing to hear indicates that it is improving. V·/e
project conti nuing improvement as we cont.inue
to bring force structure and end st rength more in
line. There will always be some operating strength
deviation , but I think we have taken the steps
necessary Lo reduce the amoun t of personnel
shortages. I believe that the long-te rm OPMS
[Officer Professional Managemem System! should
reduce our officer personnel turbulence and we
are running a pilot program to experiment with
keeping commanders and staff together for a
longer period of time in order to see how much
improvement we get from that situation. Although
limited in scope, I believe that the analysis will be
significant to trul)' enlighten us. I told them that
the last USR had indicated that the major concern
is shifting to funds. Many of the commanders hit
that and I firmly believe that there is true hun out
in the field. I pointed out to the members of the
commincc that the budget we submiucd in 1998
was extremely tight and that when we received it
back from Congress with $273M wonh of
unspecified cuts we had no recou rse but to take
those cuts in the OM/\ loperalions and maintenance account! area, ancl those cuts at least partially contributed to the challenge we arc facing
this year. As all of you probably know, we have
conducted a thorough review of the MACOMs
[major commands! and I think have a preuy good
feel for the level of funding hurt and will soon
come up with a course of action to address that
concem for 1998. Finally, I pointed out that the
pace of operations for our people was very high.
The unit OPTFMPO [operational tempo) reports
do not indicate how busy our individual soldiers
really are. This varies by MOS and b)' theater. We
will in 1999, as we stab11izc the follow-on force in
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Bosnia, attempt to spread more evenly these missions across the entire Army. I think by doing that
we can to some extent address individual PERSTEMPO lpersonneltempol challenges. In sum, I
tried to paint the picture that we were adjusting to
a new strateg)' of respond, prepare, and shape and
that readiness levels come in bands. There is a
band of days associated with each readiness level,
and while we still operate in the band of excellence, there may be a movement toward the lower
pan of that band of excellence. In other words, if
it LOok a unit 10 clays to get ready to go in the
past, it might take 14 or 15 now. The C rating
may not have changed, but uni ts may be a liLLie
lower on the sine curve.
We were asked for our views of 1he recen t
article on readiness that appeared in a national
magazine and referenced NTC [National Training
Center! performance. I told them that trying to
compare specific unit performance at the NTC
against any other benchmark is an apples-tooranges comparison. While the tasks and standards remain the same, the conditions vary great'>'· Our units are piucd against the best military
trained force in the world, the OPFOR !opposing
forces!. They arc not onl)' the best but the most
experienced. They conduct ten rotations a )'Car
and fightliterall)' hundreds of battles. My guess is
that the)' have won over 90 percent of their battles over the years. CTC training is not as much
about winning and losing as it is about learning.
Quite frankly, we want this experience to be the
toughest experience our soldiers will ever have to
endure-"the more we sweat in training the less
we bleed in war." I stressed to the members of the
commiuee that we never aucmpt to compare one
unit's performance agai nst another. There arc two
reasons for that. First, as I mentioned before, the
conditions are never the same and, more importantly, we must protect the integrity of the aftcraclion review process. I firm ly believe that our
AARs [after-action reviews! arc both unique and
the true strength of our training process. The
minute soldiers and leaders feel that thC)' arc
going to be criticized for their mistakes we will
change the learning and assessment process of the
CTC [Combat Traimng Center! program to an
evaluation process and we will dcstrO)' the goodness of what we arc doing there. Prom some of
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the comments I 11<1\'C heard, we obviously have
people in the Arm)' who do not understand this
or who do not believe th1s philosophy. I take no
credit for helping develop the CTC program, but
I am firmly convmccd that it is the right way to
go and I ask )'Our help 1n educating those who
may not understand how imtxmam it really is for
the United States Army. We must all understand
that we have over umc modified our CTC program. For example, in 1995 at the Senior Leaders
Training Conference we made a decision to consider CTC rolations as pan of the continuum of
training and have approached them more as a
come-as-you-arc training event. IL was necessary
to do that for a lot of reasons, but primarily it was
tied directly 10 the downsizing we had experienced and the pace of opcraLions. We have also
improved the soph istication of the CTC program
over time-a much more demanding live fire
exercise, a world-class MOUT !military operations in urban terrain! facilit)', and improved
fidel it)' of feedback are just some of the examples
that come to mind. We have also, particularly in
the case of CMTC [Combat Maneuver Training
Center!, used the ere programs LO prepare our
units for the new missions tllC)''vc received. Their
performance on these exercises is the onl)' critelia
l measure myself against.
Another issue that came up concerning the
qualiL)' of standards IS today's force. There are still
some who claim that the Army has let quality slip.
They generally base that claim on three indicawrs: the percentage of high school diploma graduates, the percentage C/\T 1- 111 /\ soldiers, and the
percentage of CAT IV personnel we bring into the
force. They poin t out that in 1996 we lowered
our goal from 95 percent high school diploma
graduates to 90 percent. While that in fact is true,
the statistics do not support the contention that
the quality of the force has sli pped. When you
compare our Statistics today against those three
same statistics in l988 (the force that fought
DESERT STORI\t), we find that we are slightly lower
in one area and slightly higher in the other two.
As I've said many times, quality is the bedrock of
this force and we don't intend to let it slip and I
don't think it has. There are an awful lot of people
out there work1ng extremely hard to ensure our
quality stays high and they need to know how

much we appreciate their efforts. l think it is also
unfair lO our great soldiers to keep reading about
how quality has shpped when in fact statiStics do
not bear that out. l believe our soldiers are high
quality andther perform magnificently around
the world. Their qual it)' speaks for itself but we
have to help turn around that percepuon.
We also spent some time talking about
change. I think it's recognized that our Force XXI
change process is working very well and is the
model for the Department of Defense. I'm sure at
the appropriate time there will be a greater joint
effort in this change process and that is good. I'm
firmly convinced that the Advanced Warfighting
Experiment process is the way to inst itutionalize
change and we need to share our lessons learned
with others as we move duwn that path. I'm sure
we'll continue to play a lead ing role in this effort.
Finally, we mentioned that wh ile much had
changed, some things wi ll never change. The
United States Army is people. It is these people
who do the nation's bidding and we must take
care of them properly. America has entrusted us
with their most sacred assets-their sons and
daughters-and it is our JOb to ensure they arc
properly cared for. This means providing them
the most realistic training possible and the best
caring and concerned leadership we can possibl)'
provide. It is also a shared responsibility with
Congress. \>.le must provide them adequate pay,
proper medical care, acceptable housing, and stable benefits to include retirement. These are the
four areas of quality of life that we think most
important. We must ensu re that these four areas
are properly resourced before we move to anything else. Our soldiers deserve no less.

Letter to Army General Officers
March 23, 1998

Engaging El Nino-Total Army Effort
Recent!)' , I visited California and spent time
with some very important and often unheralded
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parts of our Total Army. In many ways what has
happened to the Artn)' presence in the western
pan of the United States is rcnective of what is
going on across the force. tvlcn and women of the
U.S. Army NatiOnal Guard, U.S. Army Reserve,
and Active Arnl)', and Department of the Army
civilian employees arc pulling together as a team,
dealing with the challenge of change, conducting
vitally important miss1ons and ensuring the readiness of the total force. The Army's response to the
recent natural disasters created by the El Nino
weather pattern is a case in point. ln engaging El
Nino, we have taken up the front line of defense
in domestic emergency response, demonstrating
the very best of what America's 1\rmy has to offer.
M)' visit to California began with a return to
the Presidio in San francisco. There, three years
ago, l participated in closing down the post as
pan of the Base Realignmen t and Closure
Initiative (BRAC). Although the Army has completcdwrning over these facilities to the National
Park Service, we still occupy some of the housing,
continuing more than two centuries of unbroken
military presence in the Bay Area. h was gratifying 10 see the progress made Ill the turnover, as
well as our enduring connection to this place rich
with Ann)' heritage. The closing of the Presidio
reminds us that the Army has, and must continue, to change to be relevant. At the same time,
our longstanding ues to the communit)' recall the
importance of the Army's link to civilian society.
As the Army goes about its mission, it is critical
that our ci tizenry understand who we are and
what we do.
One aspect of Army opcrntions is understood well by Californ ians. On a scale of l to 5,
the National Weather Service predicated that the
adverse we::nher conditions generated by the
recent El Nino weather paucrn would be a "5+."
Accord ingly, Ca lifornians have been very concerned about nooding from the abnormally high
seasonal rains. So far the state has avoided disaster, thanks in large part to the Army's effort.
Responding to the threat of El Nino, noods
required Total Army teamwork, with the U.S.
Arm)' Corps of Engineers South Pac1fic Division
spearheading our response. The division's area of
responsibility covers a ten-state area. In
California alone, the division manages 2,000 (of

the 6,000) miles of levees and 29 major reservoirs (with nood control authorit)' over 18
more). Responding to the wake of floods last
winter, the division oversaw an unprecedented
$120 million in repairs and restoration of the
water control S)'Stcm. This work ensured that the
regional S)'Stem was in superb shape to deal with
the torremial rains generated b)' El Nino. In
addition to the levee rcpa1rs, the divtsion eswblished a model for interagency coordination, creating a framework that pools together the efforts
of 12 major federal agencies. The division also
organized an information-age eme rgency operations center that optimizes its abi lity to respond.
To date, the engineers' efl'ons have spared the
state an estimated $2.0 bi ll ion from nood clamage last year and anothe r $ 1.8 billion in damage
nlready this year.
The California Army National Guard has
joined the U.S. Army Corps of Enginee rs in the
El Nino engagement, making the operation trul)'
a Total Army effort. Dming peak periods, over
1,300 National Guardsmen have been mobilized
to deal with the aftermath of El Nino, from
repairing levees to rescuing civilians stranded b)'
floodwaters. During one rescue operation, a
Kiowa OH-58 pilot noticed that the levees that
were leaking and in danger of gtving wa)'
appeared different when v1ewcd through the
helicopter's forward-looking infrared radar
(FLI R). The Guard then organized patrols with
FUR-mounted helicopters and llMMWVs to
search out cracks and leaks, providing early
warning of levees that were about to break open.
This initiative has immeasurably improved the
state's ability to anticipate and res pond to nood
dangers.
l finished my trip to California with a visit to
40th Infantry Division (Mcchnnizcd) at Camp
Roberts, California. Throughout the last few
months the division has been heavily involved in
responding to the crisis caused b)' El Nino. At the
same time, the soldiers of the 40th Infantry
Division have been assembling at Camp Roberts
and at armories across the West to ensure their soldiers are trained and read}', preparing for operations wherever and whenever thC)' arc needed. The
division has man)' resource challenges that make
their training task a challenging one. Nevertheless,
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their dedication and innovmion are an outstanding
example of the hard work and commitment of all
our soldiers who work relentlessly to balance
readiness and mission rcqutrements.
The efrons of the 40th lnfantr}' Division
(Mechanized) and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers South Pac1fic Division in leading the El
Nino engagement arc another great illustration of
why America needs America's Army. Not only
docs our nation need her Army 10 deter potential
threats, defeat all}' enemy that may rise against us,
and reassure our friends and allies, but she also
needs us, as in the case of battling El Nino , to
provide militar)' support 10 civi li an authorities.
What our soldiers arc doing every day in
California-changing fo r the fuwre, responding
to the full spectrum of today's missions and
readying for tomorrow's tasks-really says it all.
America is well served by her Army. It's a swry
we should be proud to share.

****
Letter to Army General Officers
March 23, 1998

Readiness
I recently returned from visits to the Armor
Center [at Fort Knox, Kentucky]. the joint
Readiness Training Center [at Fort Polk,
Louisiana], and Camp Roberts, California. I witnessed some outstanding training and spoke with
some dynamic junior leaders. We held several
great discussions; I truly enjoyed the dialogue with
those energetic warriors. I am excited about the
fuwre of the Army because so man)' of our junior
leaders are concerned about the force they will
inherit from toda)"s senior leaders. As I share these
concerns with }'OU, I wamto emphasize the importance of making sure our subordinates understand
how we arc tackling these tough issues.
They asked about readiness. There are units
in the field that do not have all the soldiers they
need to accomplish their missions. That is the
result of drawing the Army down by about

630,000 soldiers and civilians in the last seven
years. Balancing the requirement for soldiers
against the number of soldiers )'OU actually have
is tough business during a drawdown. llowevcr,
we are improving steadil)' in this area. There arc
already signs we are bcuer filling our units as we
align personnel authorizations and requirements.
Some junior leaders expressed concern about
unit performance at our Combat Trainmg Centers
(CTCs). While units may not arrive at CTCs at
quite the same high levels of training as during
the Cold War, that is understandable. Basically,
home station training has been a bill payer in
tenns of trying to balance PERSTEMPO [personnel tempo]. quality of life, and tough realistic
training. We are continuing to fin c-LUnc that
equation, but I assure you we do not want standards to slip and our CTC program is the crown
jewel of the Army training program. CTCs arc
about training hard and learning. \/.,!hat really
counts is how much units learn and improve during the course of a cycle. By that measure, units
are still learning the vital skills that will make
them winners on the bauleficld. By that measure,
learning is winning. The CTCs provide units with
a focused, distraction-free, and realistic training
environment unavailable at home station.
Additionally, the CTCs provide a high-quality
experienced cadre of observers, controllers, and
opposing forces that also cannot be replicated at
home station. The teaching, coaching, and mentaring they provide is one of the greatest benefits
of the process. Even though many individuals are
reassigned foll owi ng Combat Training Center
rotations, the high-intensity and stressful training
produces experienced junior leaders who are better prepared to accept the challenges the)' will
face in the fuwre and who can can")' this experience with them to other units in the force.
Army recruiting standards arc another area of
concern for some individuals. Toda)', we have the
same quality force that we had in Operation
DESERT STORt-t-which is not a bad standard of
measure. We use three criteria to judge our
recruiting performance. Those standards include
the number of high school diploma graduates, the
percentage of recruits who score highest in our
aptitude tests (categories I through IliA) and the
percentage of recruits in the lowest catcgor)'·
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Comparing our recruiting performance in 1997
and 1998 against the performance of the DrsrRl
STORt-I force that we recruited in 1987 and 1988,
you find that today our performance is slightly
lower in one of those categories and slighll)' higher in the other two. The idea that we arc letting
quali ty slip is simply incorrect. We wil l always
emphasize recruiting quality soldiers because
high-quality soldiers ensure a high-quality force.
Some )'Oung leaders worry that frequent
changes to modified table of orgamzation and
equipment documents adversely affect unll rcadtness, especial!)' in Army National Guard and
Army Reserve units. Reserve Component units
only have a limited number of training opportunities during the yea r, and man)' un its arc now
using th is lime to train individual soldiers on
newly acquired military occupational specialties
rather than to train collectivel)'· Clearly stabilizing
the MTOE !modified table of organization and
equipmeml process is one of the short-term measures we can institute to decrease turbulence and
improve readiness.
I am convinced today's Army is trained and
ready. I am equally optimistic about the course
we have bid out for the future. However, we do
not live in a risk-rrec environment. Ou r greatest
challenge is balancing near-tenn and futme readiness in lln era of diminishing resources. During
the drawdown, we mortgaged our modernization
account ilnd made some dirficult decisions. Our
focus now must be to begin preparing now for
the 21st century. Tell your junior leaders to keep
these factors in mind while reading articles and
listening to discussions about the Army's state of
readiness. In the end, we must gauge readiness
agai nst the st rategy-can the Army shape, prepare, and respond? Yes. America's Army can provide the ground forces the nation requires to get
the job done.

E-mail to Army General Officers
April 7, 1998
Visit to l<uwail

I just came back from visiting the troops in
Kuwait and want to share some thoughts with
you. First, I was extremely impressed with what I
saw. This has been a professional operation from
the very stan. I said goodbye to some of these soldiers when they started the deployment about 30
days ago. To sec the progress they have made m
the last 30 da)'S was extremely gratifying. Second ,
this has been a team effort and it has come
together very we ll. Th ird Army as ARCENT has
had the lead, but they have received great suppon
from AMC, OMC l<uwait, lSC, Forces Command,
ARCENT-KUWAIT at Doha, and man}' others.
Again, it's most gratifying LOsee how the Ann)'
pieces fit together and the teamwork that tilkes
place when something ltke this happens.
It is also very evident that we have made
tremendous progress in the last few years. We
closed that force and were ready to fight in less
t han 96 hou rs and that is tangible proof of the
progress we've made si nce Ope ration Dr:sr:R·I
SHif:LD when it too k us a mauer of wee ks to
close the same force. This is a microcosm of the
change that has occurred as we move from a forward-depiO)'ed Army to a power projection
Army. Obvious!)', these son s of time lines arc
possible toda)' only because of pre-positioned
stock. However, as l look to the future-and
pllrticu larly, the Army After Next-! be lieve
these time lines arc going to be the norm. !think
that it is realistic to believe that through a combination of pre-positioned stocks and st rategic
mobility enhanccmcms that we will be able to
close adequate forces anywhere in the world in
less than 96 hours. l know you fully understand
the deterrent effect of such capabilities, as well
as the impact that will have upon regional stability throughout the world. Of course, the key is
not only to improve strategic mobility but also
to make sure that when we close the force we
are capable of accomplishing the mission. That's
what Army After Next is all abou t and what I
saw in Kuwait strengthened my view that the
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This operation helped highlight for me what
we were doing 111 the area of asymmetrical warfare. Clearly some of the most important clements in thi s operation are our Patriot units. I
can assure )'OU 1hey are locked and loaded and
on guard 24 hours a day. We have had that capability in Southwest Asia now for nHII1)' years.
Many of the soldiers have had repetitive tours in
this area and yet I saw no signs of complacency.
One can't help but be impressed with the difficulty of their task of destroying another bullet in
mid-night. llowever, I was also impressed wnh
the tremendous improvements we've made since
Operation Drst·RI StORM with this capability. The
GEM missi le gives us a several order of magnitude improvcmcnL over the capability we l'iclcled
in 1991. lt's still a daunting task, but when )'O U
talk to the so ldiers )'O U can't help but feel that
they arc more than equal to that challenge. The
Army Air Missile Defense Command deployed
for the first ume to an operational theater and ll
clearly is the wave of the future. Uti lizing the
newest in mformation-age technology, it provides us a command-and-control capability we've
never had before-a multicomponent unit made
up of active-duty soldiers from the Space and
Strategic Missile Defense Command and Army
National Guard sold icrs from Florida. This 1ruly
leverages the great capabilities of our components and docs it in a cost-effective manner. We
need to do more things like this.
One of the things that makes this such a
good operation is the strength of the coali11on.
The Kuwailt government and their armed forces
have been ve ry supportive of our soldiers for
obvious reasons. Quite frankly, I was impressed
with all they do for om people who se rve 1here
and who deploy there. They understand there is
no way you can put a price tag on freedom and,
consequently, arc very supportive of what we're
doing. I was also impressed with the improvement of capabilities that l saw in the Kuwaiti
armed forces. Although l did not visit any of
their units, it was obvious from talking to others
how much improvement they have made. This I
think , in large part, is a tribute to the great work
of those personnel assigned Lo OMC l<u\.vait. We
have 45 people out of the 65 people that make
up that organi zation, and they are obviously

mark on the wall of 96-hour closure rates is
about right.
Our procedures for handling the pre-positioned equipment cominucs to be refined with
each exercise and we are very dose to the point of
institutionali zing these procedures. 1\lviC has
done a great job of ensuring that the equipment is
kept in a combat-ready status, and a small but talented group of people at Doha (ARCENTKUWAIT) have done a super job of simplifying
the draw to the maximum extent possible while
greatly Improving the quality of life for all who
live and deploy there. Everybody I talked to had a
positive attitude about what needs to be done,
and I am convinced with teamwork like this there
is no limit LO what we can accomplish.
The troops in the fi eld were magnificent.
They were literally living in the middle of the
descn . where the population was probabl)' less
than 5 per square kilometer-and most of those
were camels. Yet thC)' have made the most out of
these austere living conditions. and everywhere I
went I was pleased to find that force protection
was a mauer of highest pri ority. I was also
pleased to sec that we were maximizing the time
avai lable b)' conducting LOugh realistic training.
Another example of the team effort was the support by the Ballle Command Training Program
and the National Training Center that provided
observers/controllers for both the CPX [command post exercise[ and FTX [field training
exercise[ conducted in Kuwait. Their support
also indicated our ability to export their tremendous capabi lities wherever they are needed .
There is no doubt this is a tremendous capability that is unique to the United States Army. That
is another reason why we are 1he world's best.
As I talked to soldiers, it was obvious that they
were focused on the mission at hand . They were
taking nothing for granted and you could tell
from the look in their eyes that they were deadly
serious about the job they had to do. I detected
no hand wringing, and although I know the
issue was much on their mind, no one asked me
the question about when they were going home.
I think 1hey understood that the answer to that
was when the miss ion is accom pi ishccl, and I
hope they understand that we wi II not keep
them there any longer than necessa ry.
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domg a superb job. I know it takes a lot of
patience in these types of jobs, but it is obvious
that their efforts are making a tremendous difference. The Kuwaitis deployed early on during this
crisis and have demonstrated the ir resolve
throughout this period. The ir imp roved eq uipme nt, to include MlA2 tanks and Braclleys,
makes them a potentially formidable force. As we
continue to work with them to deve lop combined command-and-control procedures and to
refine tactics, techniques, and procedures, we
will vastly improve deterrence and combmed
warfighting capabi lities. This is a great example
of what a full -spectrum force does tn term s of
reassuring and working with allies. Our OMC
Kuwait group is a small but vital pan of this critical capabil ity. We owe a great debt of gratitude
to this group of hard-working professionals.
There arc a lot of reasons why this operation
was successful. Some I ment ionccl in previous
paragraphs, but one that is absolutely critical and
never gets enough credit is leadership.
Everywhere I went, from squad to Army level, I
found the investment that we have made in leadership as an instiLUtion is paying huge dividends.
One so metimcs tends to take for granted leadership. Built upon the solid foundation of values
and framed by the three pillars of institutional
training, operational assignments, and self-development, that model works well whether you're
recruiting soldiers, training them in basic training, or leading them in operations like DLSERT
THUNDER. I guess because I was so uniform!)'
impressed with the leaders I met at all levels during this visit ! was reminded not to take th is for
granted. i\s we continue to move toward the
future, it's important we do nothing to weake n
our leadership development program. We must
continue to make the tough calls in determining
those leaders who truly care about soldiers. We
must identify them and move them into positions
for which the)' are best suited. Our soldiers ask
for no more and we can do no less.
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E-mail to Army General Officers
April 24, 1998

Menloring
This Random Thoughts \1\lhile Running will
be relative!)' shon but extremel)' important. My
message is one that applies to the Total Army and
one which 1 believe has a lot to do with our
future. The subject is mentoring and I would not
normal!)' msuh )'Our intelligence with giving )'OU
some thoughts on "Leadersh ip 101." However, I
do so for two reasons. First, this is such a critical
issue that it deserves }'Our auention. Second, I
continue Lo get tOo much feedback that in all
cases this is not being implemented according to
my intent. This is such a fundam ental issue in
terms of strategic leadership that I take this
opportunity to ensure that nobody misunderstands my desires.
l firmly believe that memorship is absolutely
key to both the change process we arc currently
involved in and to developing the leaders for the
future. When l ta lk about mentorship I'm not
talking about some paper program but a real life
leader deve lopment program. This is not about
picking out someone you like and making them a
member of your fan club. Th is is about one-onone face-to-face counseling and preparing junior
leaders for increased responsibility. This is what
the operational assignment pillar of our leade r
development program is all about. It can not be
clone without devoting adequate quality time to
this particular task. As l tell every Pre-Command
Course, identifying and developing the fut ure
leaders of America's Army are their most important functions. I go on to explain that during their
tenure they will be faced with a constanl tug of
war between ncar-term readiness and leader
development. Their best NCO will be scheduled
for BNCOC !Basic Noncommissioned Officers
Course] during the upcoming NTC !National
Training Cemerl rotation, and if they don't schedule the time , the face-to-face counseling with
junior leaders will never take place. I tell them
that, faced with this tension, they must err on the
side of leader development- let the NCO go to
BN COC and ca rve out time to talk with your
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young leaders. This is a window of opponunity
that we must leverage to build for the future.
The new OER [officer evaluation report) was
designed to make counseling mandatory at certain levels and highly encouraged at all levels. I
did not make it mandatory for all levels because I
expected senior leaders to set the example without me telling )'OU how to do that. However, I
must admit I am concerned about some of the
messages I'm getting from the Oeld, in which people arc saying the new OER is the same as the old
and the counse ling requirement is pro forma .
Nothing could be fun her from the truth. 1 want
you to use the supporL form as a mentoring tool. I
don't expect th is to be a one-time requirement
nor do I ex pect you to simpl)' in itial off on this
requirement. Spend some time discussing performance o~jectives with your subordinate leaders.
Ensure that as pnrt of their objectives they list
"providing meaningful counseling for subordimlles," and hold them to it. Make that prime time
and insist upon no interruptions during those
sessions. Do it as often as necessmy to provide the
leader development necessary for your subordinates. The greatest lcgaC}' we have is how well
we've trained our subordinates. When it's all said
and done and time to leave, that's our report care!.
You have to believe that with all }'Our heart and
then you've got to walk the walk so that everybody understands you're serious.
Besides one-on-one counseling, there are
other mentoring sessions. Each of you who conduct quarterly training briefs should view those as
a memoring session for all your subordinate leaders. Like our after-action reviews we must
encourage panicipmion and the exchange of good
ideas. Your role is to facil itate and el iminate those
"good ideas" that arc nol so good as well as pass
on your experience. There's a secret to all of this
and it comes with practice. I had the opportunity
to learn from a real master and those sessions
with him are still ingrained in my mind . He never
called it mentoring and I never adequately
expressed my appreciation, but I think we both
knew what was happening and I certainly have
benefited enormously over time from these sessions. Look at all the conferences you have as a
mentoring opportunny. Most people may not
understand them as such-at least initially-but

as 1 did , over time, they will grow to appreciate
the time you invested in them.
Ever)•bod}' thinks the United States Army
broke the mold in terms of leader development. I
certainly believe we have the best program going,
but I also believe we must do our own AAR [afteraction review! to ensure It's all ll can be. I charge
you to do just that. Reali}' when you get down to
the fundamental level, leadership is fairly simple
and doesn't change based upon rank. Basically, it
requires us to know the details of our profession,
to truly care and focus on our soldiers, and to
lead by example. That focus must be down, not
up. Through mentoring we gain confidence in
our ability to power down and give subordinates
the abil ity to learn and develop. Mentoring is
what differentiates power down from power off.
Through mentoring we can program for success
without micromanaging. If we don't do this, then
the fuwre will not be as bright as it should be.
The requirement for mentoring is not something new. l trace it all the way back to General
john "Black jack" Pershing when he told the
allied leaders that the soldiers of the American
Expeditionary Forces would not be committed as
individual replacements. In so doing he placed
the responsibilit}' for leadership in both peace
and war squarely on the backs of American commanders. Every commander and leader since then
has shouldered that responsibility. How well they
have done can generally be measured by the next
generation of leaders and the performance of their
soldiers. We should hold ourselves to the same
standard. As I visit you in the fu ture please discuss with me how you personall y are handling
mentoring, and during 111)' discussions with
jun ior leaders I will make it a poin1 to see how
well it is taking at that level. We owe this to our
soldiers.

****
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we must consider that since in the future most of
America's military power will come from
America's shores, at the stan of any conOict the
front line may be our from door, as enemies
allemptto disrupt the homeland before the U.S.
can project its military power.

Letter to Army General Officers
May 11 , 1998

Army After Next Upclatc-"Thc Insights
Fueling Force XXI"

There Are No Silver Bullets

Recently, we completed a review of the
Spring Arnl)' After Next (AAN) War Game. The
results were impressive. t\AN is producing the
insights and judgments we need. The ideas are
keeping the Force XXI process oriented on developing the right capabil ities to meet the next century's national sccurit)'challenges.
The AAN wa r games arc a series of iterative
exercises designed to help senior leaders envision
the possibilities of global change, identi fy futu re
U.S. interests and vulnerabilities, and determine
the operational concepts and capabilities that
would best serve the nation's needs in these
future scenarios. The war games allow us to make
a "mark on the wall," broa<ll)' defining the longterm Force XXI requirements that will orient our
research and dcvclopmcm, doctrinal, training,
force mix and leadership programs.
The Spring AAN War Game examined how
the United States would deal with a potential
regional crisis in the year 2020. Significant
insights from the exercise mcluded:

The war game reaffirmed our conviction that
there is no single technolog)' or operational capability that will meet all our future requirements. As
the potential of future threats demonstrates, no
thinking enemy, even one substantially overmatched in conventional mi li ta ry power, will
allow an opponent to execute a plan unchecked.
They will develop the countermeasures and asymmetrical responses that make folly or well -crafted
campaigns. There is no substi t utc for a complementary mix of agi le, nexible joint forces that can
confrom a foe with a complex array of formidable
capabilities. The answer to future challenges will
not be found in simple solutions but in determining how we can make the best usc of all the
aspects of national power and build effective
multinational coalitions, combining them in creative and innovative ways and adapting them to
the specific needs of each security challenge.

Strategic Agility Mallcs All Things Possible
During the war game no capability proved
more crucial than the ability to intervene with the
right force at the right umc and place. For this
reason, our emerging AAN operational concepts
place a premium on knowledge and speed. The
war game's resu lts argue that we must Lake a
holistic approach to enhancing strategic agility,
moving Aclive- and Reserve-Component forces,
logistical support and infornwtion with equal
swiftness and assu rance. In pnn icular, we must
close the gap bet ween our hcaV)' and light force
capabilities. Improving globnl agility will require
a prudent combination of a well thought-out
strategic positioning balanced with technological
and force mix enhancements.

There Arc Potential Thre£1ts That Could
Really Threaten
There are several disturbing trend lines that
require close nuention. Faced with superior U.S.
conventional mi litary power, potential foes arc far
more likely to seck out asymmetrical responses,
avoiding our strengths and auacking our vulnerabilities. In particular, we must consider the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD)chemical, biological and nuclear arms that can
hold both military forces and civilian populations
hostage. \Ve must also anticipate that our military
forces will face transnational threats whose
power, inOuence and interests transcend borders.
The pace of global urbanization is another issue
of growing importance for militar)' operations. In
addition, we must gh·e scnous thought to how we
will secure our vnal space-based assets. Finally,

Technology \Villt\1/ailc a Difference
The future force will rcqutre technology
Conducting mthtarr operations in
urban terrain (MOUT), for example, necessitates

··enablers.~
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increased siLUational awareness, low-level
unmanned aerial vehicles (UA Vs), maneuverable
precision munitions, vertical and complex terrain
vehicles, and large area non-lethal weapons. In
addit ion. all fuwre operations will require a fully
integrated fu ll spectrum of space-based capabilities. V•le will also need technologies that revolutionize military logistics, improving strategic and
operational mobilit)', reducing energy requirements, and lightening the force. Most imponam,
we ha,•e to take a systemic approach to developments. Process and procedures arc as 1mponant
as technology.

l etter to Army General Officers
june 2, 1998

OPMS XXI UpclaLe

The Army Is People

Wh ile technology is important, the war game
reaffirmed the cennalit)' of leadership and the
human dimension. Enhanced forces req uire better leaders, leaders that can take full advantage of
the adaptive, versatile capabilit ies we plan to
embed in our future systems. More than ever we
will have to focus on distributed , mdependent
leadership and intuitive, creative thinkmg. In
add ition, armed with robust, all weather, daynight capabi lities, human endurance will clearly
become the limiting factor in operational tempo.
We. must look to innoval ive force structures that
maximize 1he distinct auributes of all component
forces , creating nexible formations rapid l) tailorablc to each mission. At the same time, we
must never forget that we must master the fundamentals of our profession-those bas1c skills that
have served the Army well for almost 223 rearsif we arc to maximize this tremendous potential.
In the future the AAN war games will continue to help us to refine our req uiremen ts. The
importance of these games is growing. The joint
community, our partners in induslr)' and a spectrum of other governmenL agencies ha"e come lO
recognize them as a powerful tool for envisioning
the possible. AAN is becoming the l)'nchpin of a
broad strategic partnership, helping fuel the ideas
that will secure America·s place in a free and prosperous world well into the next century.
1
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OPMS !Officer Professional Management
System] XXI is a crucial element in transforming
Army leadership for the challenges of the 21st
century. First and foremost , il is designed lO
improve our capabilit)' to produce the world's
preeminent warfighters. It will also give us office rs deeply skilled and experienced in the full
range of competencies necessary to execute the
Army's Title X responsibilities. OPMS XX I goes
hand-in-glove with the Force XXI spiral development process by training the leaders who will
manage this change process and lead the Army
After Next.
This past week marked two key events for
OPMS XXI. The first was an initial report on the
health of the new OER as it is being implemented.
The second was the first officer dcvelopmcm
update (ODU) and my resultant decision to proceed to Phase II t1f implementation .

Tile New OER
In itial indications are that we arc off 10 a
strong start with 1he new OER lofricer evaluation
report!. We now have had over 10,000 OERs
submitted under the new S)'Stem. Our initial
feedback indicates that most officers believe the
system is good and will work. Perhaps most
heartening is that we have had no misfires to
date. Senior raters arc largely operating within
the guidance regarding maintaining credible profiles. On average-ac ross the ranks-they arc
rating about 22 percent of their orficers as above
center of mass and most of the remainder as center of mass. I recognize that nansitioning to a
system where most officers receive center of mass
ratings (less than top block) concerns both raters
and the rated greatly. However, the old OER had
the majority of officers in the center-of-mass (top
block) and left lillie opportunity for those closest
to the rated offi ce r to rea ll y influence leader
development. The new OER corrects this deficiency. I am con fident that over time selection
boards wil l dispel these fears by routinely select-
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these three tasks as well as lay out a series of
ongoing officer development action plans
[ODAPslthat the Army will work iteratively over
time and assess semiannually in future ODUs.
Our progress in these th ree areas has been considerable, convincing me to go to Phase II and
begin transition ing officer )'ear groups into the
new system. I am also convinced that ODAPs give
us a workable "living" system to monitor and
adjust OPMS XXI as it evolves.
Our efforts in receding officer authorizations
have been ongo•ng since last july and arc on
track. This process required a review of the entire
officer personnel strucLUre by grade and skill ,
aligning the right skills under OPMS XXI with
existing positions. B)' record ing the entire force,
we should be able to afford officers more branch
qualification time as majors and relieve considerably our shortages in Signal Corps, t-.'lilitary
Intelligence, and Logistics skills. In addition,
recoding will allow a broader range of officers
more opportunities for joint assignments. Because
keeping officer authorizations in proper balance
will be critical to the success of OPMS XXI,
recocling will, by necessity, be a living process
requiring regular review and adjustment.
The new DA Pamphlet 600-3 has progressed
rapidly and is on schedule for publication this
coming October. I commend all the proponents
for their full support and hard work in bringing
this product so far in such a short time. This
manual not only tells officers what they must do,
like its predecessor, but also instructs them on
who they must be. Providing a framework for
officer development and career decisions, it
promises to be a great lOol for mentoring.
Chapter 1, in particular, outl ines the leade r's
responsibil ities as a mentor, and I will be providing it to ruture PCC I Pre-Command Course I
classes for thci r review and com ment.
Competent)' is the underpinning of our profession. As l menlloned in a recent Random
Thoughts While Running, mentorship is one of
the most important ways we can build it. DA
Pamphlet 600-3 is designed to help us greatly in
that regard. I urge you to usc it [or that purpose.
The OPMS XXI Task Force has been educating the officer corps steadily over the last 10
months, visiting over 60 installations worldwide

ing officers who have mttltiple COM ratings for
promotion, resident schooling and command.
This will produce a healthy system that works
well for us as it matures.
Preliminary observations about the new OER
form itself indicate we need to reinforce how
so me of the sections shou ld be used and what
they shou ld address. One important sect ion that
we need to ensure we get right is the rater's
"unique skills" block (Part Vc), which is intended
to identif)' and encourage unique skills and special expertise, not to recommend future dut)'
positions. PERSCOM !Personnel Command! is
providing regular feedback to the field on this
and other important OER issues, and you can
find the latest insights and tips regarding the OER
posted on "PI: RSCOM on Line."
All of us must keep in mind 1hm we have
designed this OER to be an integral pan of OPMS
XXI, and with this comes additional counseling
responsibilities. l cannot emphasize enough to
you how important consistent high-qualit)' counseling is to the success of the new OER S)'Slem.
How )'Oll describe an officer's performance,
potential, unique skills, and future assignments
will al l play an important role in how the rated
officer and selection boards make ca reer fie ld
decisions. In this regard, the new OER is
designed to drive more and better communication between you and the officers you rate or
senior nne, and the requirement starting in
October to recommend career fields for rated officers should only serve to encourage more frequem and natural counseling. You know my
thoughts on this, but only you, however, will
really be able to tell whether that counseling is
happening to the extent it should.

The O.ffker Development Updcllc
Our inaugural officer development update
gives me great confidence that we arc moving in
the right direction. Before we begin the actual
transition to the new system, we have to accomplish three major preliminary tasks: (1) rccoding
officer authorizations to align with OPMS XXI,
(2) revising DA Pamphlet 600-3 ancl doing other
necessary prel iminary proponent work, and (3)
educating the officer corps on OPMS XXI. Th is
ODU was designed to report on our progress on
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and distributing a '"ide variety of products. All
officers should have received "The Officer's Guide
to OPMS XXI," and all units down to brigade
level should have access to the OPMS XXI Chain
teaching kits. 1 also commend the OPMS XXI
Web Page rn all officers. lt is packed with information and has poin ts of con tact for those who
wam t·o know more. \Ve will continue to update
it as required. finally, we will begin distributing
the fomlal OPMS XXI report to PCC in the very
near future.
Officer development action plnns are the
tools rhat will allow us to continue refining OPMS
XXI. All are works in progress and are designed to
adjust as requirements dictate . They will be our
tools Cor ensuring that OPMS XXI stays healthy
and in b alance over time . There are over 80 of
these ODAPs grouped under nine gcner<1 l headings, and all are progressing well. Most recently
we have incorporated the transition of the Reserve
Components into an ODAP. and I have been
enormously impressed by how raptdly the
Reserve Componems have come on board. A
truly seamless force begins with a seamless officer
corps and a common culture. OPMS XXI is on the
mark in this respect and is one more of the many
mech:misms we are putting in place to facilitate
complete AC/RC integration. t\s with the many
other ODAPs, I will cominue to monitor it closely
in future ODUs.
OPMS XXI is a critical elemcm of the change
process, and its importance continues to grow as it
evolves. Learn this new system and keep your officers informed. We are entering rhc transition
phase, so we must ensure the officers who will
grow up in this new system can make informe.d
decisions about their future. 1t would be difficult to
find any time in our hist.my when counseling and
mentorship arc more important than they are now.

****
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E-mail to Army General Officers
July 6, 1998

Mission Rehwrsal Exercise f<n the 1st
Cavalry Division in Prepamtion f or Their
Bosnia Operation
Last week I visited Fort Polk to observe the
!\,fission Rehearsal Exercise for the 1st Cavalry
Division in preparation for their Bosnia operation.
T his is an extremely important mission and our
soldiers must be properly prepared before we
send them. As usual, \vhen the Anny gets a mission like this we gravitate toward our rt>al
strength- ro ug h realistic tra ining. "Everybody
knows that's the way it a lways has been and
hopefully always wi ll be. It has never fai led us, at
least in my liretime. However. this exercise was
extraordinary and 1 want to share a few thoughts
with you concerning it.
first, this represents a major change m mtssion for JRTC Uoint Readiness Training Cemerl
and r on Polk. I had visited them about 10 days
earlier as they were finishing up the 41st Infantry
Brigade rotation. To be able to rearrange the
whole post- that is, adjusLfrom training for con ventional operations to peace support operations
in such a short period of Lime-is a major accomplishment. They had established a number of
base camps which replicated those in Bosnia,
brought in over 300 role players, and shifted
from free-play to a master incident list-driven
exercise. They had literally turned the post 180
degrees in a short period of Lime and best I could
tell had done it flawlessly. This is truly remarkable, particu larly when you understand they are
facing a major A76 competition and are in Lhe
process of reorganizing. We are indeed [onunate
to have such dedicated professionals supporting
our solJicrs. I know of no one else that could
have done it as well as the Army did, and JRTC
demonstrated once again why our Combat
Training Center Program is truly a national asset.
While the soldiers or the lst Cav are truly on
point and the focus of our training, Lhis is a TaLai
Army elTon and visibly demonstrates the irnportance o r tCllmwork. T he United States 1\rmy
Reserve PSYOP lpsycl10logical operations ! so l-
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diers were training with the brigade. a large hunk
of the Ill Corps staff was participating along with
division staff elements. General Eric K. Shinseki,
the ~ATO commander in Sarajevo, stopped by to
observe training and conduct an officer personnel
development class. Leaders from the 2d t\rmored
Cavalry Regiment who had just returned days
before l'rom Bosnia came o ut to check training
and provide fresh lessons learned. Role players
adjusted ro their new role easil)' and vc1y realistically. Observer controUers were doing their usual
superb joh of providing feedback to player units.
The sum total of all of this made the exercise an
extraordinary training opponuni ry. It's one we
should all be extremely proud of
There are lots of keys to success, hut l believe
first of all we must understand that this is small
u nit operations. As such, our junior leaders a nd
soldiers carry an enormous load . T hey must
understand the rules of engagement and these
rules must almost be second nature with them.
They will be called upon to make split-second,
critical life and death decisions under stress. They
must realize that tactical actions can become
s trategic in im porta nee \vi thin minutes. That's
why so much emphasis is placed on discipline
and professionalism. These have been the trademarks of o ur operation so far and, even though
we rotate soldiers on a regular basis, there must
never be Ul1)' change in these two critical areas.
The leaders and soldiers 1 talked to understood
this and were focused on ensuring no degradation
in either discipline or professionalism.
Operations like this really put the spotlight
on the importance of in formation operations.
Obviously, understanding what the different factions are doing and identifying potential trends
are extremely important in this type of operation.
We also face the formidable task o f tr)' ing to
shape eve nts l'or the use of information operations. We are currently developing this whole
field because we believe it's important for the
future. It's also one of the p1imary reasons we
have made information operations a separate
functiona l are<.~ in OPMS (Officer Professional
Management System] XXL 1 believe it will continue to incr<.>ase in importance as we move into the
21st century. While l don't think there arc any
silver bullets in terms of how to usc info rmat ion
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operations, l also don't think it's something we
need necessarily lO fear. In my mind, if we look at
information operations in terms of a defensive
and offensive phase, then I think it hreaks down
into m anageable chunks. The defensive phase
simply is protecting critical information from
potential adve rsaries. We need to think of it in
terms of force protection. I believe we have the
tools to handle that and it's just a mauer of focus.
At the tactical level, the offensive phase is very
similar to psychological operations. Here is where
we let potential adversaries know what we want
them to know about us. I finnly believe that one
of the reasons I3osnia has gone so •,vel! so rar has
been hecause people understand our capabilities.
We are the "biggest dog on the bloc k" and
nobody wants to mess with us, and that's the way
it must continue to be. Our doctrine on psychological operations is sound and we have over time
developed tactics, techniques, and procedures.
Our basic tools will stand us, in good stead. The
intelligence preparation of the banleficld, primary
intelligence requirements, situational templates,
commander's intent, etc., transcend the full spectmm of operations. But the fundamentals for each
does not change. We're having to think about
things a litt.le diffe rently but we're not having to
start from scratch.
\Vith ou r diversity in terms of race and gender, one of the things we bri ng to Bosnia is a role
model on how things could and should be. 'v\lc
have been able to leverage that diversity into the
finest military organization of the day. Hopefully
that lesson will not be lost on the Bosniacs. The)'
ultimately will have to make their diversity work
for them. However, diversity in itself is not the
total answer. What unlocks the great strength in
diversity is valut·s-basecl leadership. vVithout values-based leadershi p and consideration of others,
no organization and entity are able to achieve
their full -potential. That's a soft sell task for us
because you can't just preach it; you must
demonstrate it. That clearly is one of our most
important tasks and that's why the actions of soldiers and leaders of all ranks are so important.
Through their example they are tmly shaping the
environrnenL or the future.
Finally, let me return to where I started and
talk about teamwork. To get the lst Cav ready to
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go will require us to cross-level over 500 personnel. Pan of the reason is because we are tailoring
the force to meet specific requirements. The other
pan of the reason is we had to replace nondeployables. Our critics will say that this is an indication
that hollowness is creeping back into the force.
They don't understand the situation. We chose
not to implement stop loss or to prevem people
who were scheduled for schools to go to those
schools. Had we done so we would have reduced
dramatically the replacement requirements.
However, this siLUation docs illustrate two things
which I want to again reemphasize. First, we must
at all levels continue to reduce noncleployables to
the very minimum. With our smaller Army each
soldier is critical and we must coLml on their contributions Lo the team. Second , as the diversity of
our missions continues 10 increase, it is importanL
that we become even more adaptable. To be more
adaptable we must expand the base, and that leads
you to the teaming concept which we are in the
process of implementing. By pairing AC and
National Guard divisions I think we broaden the
base, build on the teamwork inherent in the teaming concept, and increase our adaptabilit}' to these
missions. This is an important concept and one we
must grow to be all it can be. If the teaming concept was mature, it would have greatly facilitated
this mission. llowcver, there is no doubt thm the
teamwork I saw at Fort Polk will ensure success.
Those soldiers were pumped up and they'll make
it happen.

****
One Team- One Figll t-One F uture
United States Army Chief of Staff White
Paper
June 18, 1998

For the Common Defense
Providing for America's national security is a
form1dablc task. It alwa}'S will be. It stands as the
nation's greatest continuous challenge-and it

demands the nation's finest effort. America's
Army has always been built on meeting this challenge-of giving "nothing but our besL." 011e
Team, One figl1t, One Future is about embedding
that spirit of excellence into the 21st eentUI"}'
Army-it is about developing programs for the
continuing integrauon of the Army National
Guard, the Army Reserve, and the Active Arm}'· It
envisions a process that creates Total Army integration, moving the Army from three components
to one seamless 2 Lsi century force designed to
meet the challenges of supporting America's
National Military $1 rategy.
One Team, One Fight, One Future includes:
• A clear sense of the challenges ahead
describes how the Army is preparing for the
future, building on our values and trad itions, the
National Military Strategy, and a clear vision
which recognizes that our Reserve Components are
our strongest /inII to the American people.
• A unified approach to tougl1 decisions is a
frank and honest discussion of the challenges we
face in effectively integrating the Total Army,
including "right-sizing" force structure and the
burden of excess infrastructure, as well as the
importance of Total Arm}' leadership and teamwork in addressing these issues.
• The Jour ptincip/es-our app10ach to integration reaffirms that the Army must change to prepare
for the future and lays out what we are doing to
enhance Total Ann>' integration, including adapting the force to meet the new m1ssions and challenges of the National Mililal)' Strategy.
• The next steps-new ideas suggests the next
step in Total Army integration through the creation of multicomponent units and teaming concepts ideally suited to meel the challenges of the
21st century.
• A secrmlcss, integrated force provides our
vision for the future of Total Army integration,
based on a resolution that readiness is nonnegotiable and that maintain ing a quality force that
can execute the National Military Strateg}' in
peace and war remains the bedrock of the Total
Arm)' idea.
The One Team, One fight, One future concept
recognizes that the relationships among the
Army's three components have at tunes been
strained, reOecting differing views on how best to
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balance current readiness and future modernization reqUirements. There are no easy answers. To
move forward requires an honest appraisal of
requirements and capabilities measured against
our Nat ional Military Strategy, along with determining what must be done to enhance the integration process. Our approach has been shaped
by frank and honest discussions with leaders in
government, the military leadership from the
other services and throughout the Army, and in
open dialogue with private American citizens who
share a deep concern for our national defense.
These discussions have helped us develop a clearer vision and a realistic appreciation of the opportunities, as well as the obstacles and challenges,
facing effective integration.
Integration of the Army components is, at its
hcal'l, about achieving the bedrock of t he Tota l
Ann)' iden-a quality force. Total 1\rmy integration is not about how Reserve Component units
cnn supplement or replace Active units. It is a
process of combining the three components to
create the force our nation needs; 1t is all about
quality-ensuring we have the best mix of forces
avai lable to get the job done. What follows is our
assessment of the state of the integration programs thm wi ll ensure quality Total f\ rmy contributions to our national security today, tomorrow,
and into the next century.
One Tcwn, One Fight, One Future represents
the Army's concept for developing Total Army
imegration programs. tvlore than just a slogan,
these words reflect three ideas that are the core of
our effort to provide the most effective and efficient landpowcr for the 21st century.
• The Army components must be supported, rcsourced, and modernized as one fully and
com plctcly integrated team.
• This team must function and fight together as a Total Army, with each component sharing
in the clmies and responsibilities of the nation's
defense.
• Most importantly, the team must draw on
the knowledge, expenise, and wisdom of senior
leaders from across the force to make the right
decisions to prepare the Anny to meet J\merica's
future national security needs.
These arc the thoughts that stand behi nd our
commitment to One Tea m, One Fight, One Future.
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A Clear Sense of the Challenges Ahead
The Arn1)' must change to be prepared for the
full spectrum of security tasks in the next century.
We have already begun this transformation, studying our histoty, thoughtfully considering the future
to gain a clear sense of the challenges ahead, and
then adapting to manage change effectively.

Proud Traditions
Histor)' reminds us of two important traditions tying this great nation together, bonds that
give us both the strength and the irrepressible
confidence 10 face the future.
The flrst and oldest Army tradition is our citizen-soldier heritage. The idea of the cit izen-soldier is the hcan of republican democracy. This
tradition recognizes that citizenship carries both
rights and responsibilities. Foremost among our
responsibilities is each citizen's obligation to serve
the common good and, when necessary, to take
up arms in the common defense. The opportunity and honor to serve this great country arc an
essential pan of what binds us together as one
people. A clear but biucr lesson of the Vietnam
War is that when America fights with anything
less than a Total Army effort, we diminish ou rselves. Comm iuing the Total Army is an unm istakable statement of our nation's purpose, a bold
declaration to any foe that they are facing the
resolve of all Americans. Learning this lesson well
after the Vietnam War, Army Chief of Staff
General Creighton W. Abrams restructured the
force, ensuring that in future conflicts America's
Army would fight the first baule together. This
fundamen tal conce pt remains at the core of the
Army's traditions.
The second tradition that defines us is the
nature of our profession. We are a profession of
arms, a profession, as General MacArthur once
said, predicated on "the will 10 win, the sure
knowledge that in war there is no substitute for
victory. That if you lose, the nation will be
destroyed." Our profession is unique. As a young
leader recently stated, being a soldier is "more
than just holding a job and going home for d inner." We arc a profession committed to unlimited
and unrestrained service to the nation , wherever
and whenever America needs America's Army.
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emphasis on suppon units, and the Army
National Guard, through its primal')' emphasis
on combat units, provide critical enablers that
complete the Army's capability to perform 1he
full spectrum of potential missions. ln addition,
the Arm)' National Guard will always spearhead
the homeland defense mission and military support to civilian authorities. Finally, the Army
Reserve and the Army National Gua rd add
resilience to the force, providing the Army with
the means to rapidly expand and tailor its capabilities to match the strategic demand for land
forces. In short, while every component has a
role to play in each of the three pillars, specific
requirements must be based on the needs of our
National Military Strategy and the most eiTicient
and productive usc of the un ique aspects of al l or
our forces.

Our shared traditions arc the heritage of
America's Ann)'· Our vision must recogmzc that
preserving the dual traditions throughout the
three components is the key to maintaining the
essential fabric of the Total Arm y. The Army's
mission is too great to be achieved by any one
component. It takes the combined effort and sacrince of the Army team, individually and collectively, to perform such extraordinary service.

A Promising Future
Achteving Total Anny integration requtres an
appreciation for the challenges of the future as
well as a respect for the lessons of the past.

A New Strategy-Shape, Hespond, Prepare
Considering a force for the future stans with
the National Military Strategy. Our current strategy, based on the three pillars shape, respo11cl, and
prepare, is a remarkable statement of American
intent. It establishes three equal\)' important tasks
for America's LOtal force. Respondtng is the capabtlit)' to answer a crisis, wherever and whenever it
arises. The capability to respond, however, is not
enough. We would rather deal with problems
before they become acute, and diminish th reats
before they become dangers to our national interests. So our strategy also includes being able to
shape the international environment, creating the
conditions that will make the world safer for our
children and grandchildren. Finally, the strategy
requires us, while maintaining current readiness,
to prepare now for the challenges we will face in
the 2 I st century by modernizing our force, ensuring that we have an overwhelming advantage in
the next battle and the Total Army leaders necessary to leverage the unbeatable combination of
quality soldiers and modern technology.
Our approach to Total Arlll)' integrat ion
must be consistent with our National t-. 1ilitary
Strateg)' and the strategic requirements for landpower. In this respect, we must thoroughly
understand and appreciate the unique contributions of each Army component. Each force has
distinct auributcs that best suit the specific needs
of slwpc. respond, and prepare. A<.:tive forces are
ideally suited for forward presence, global rapid
response, and freq uent or prolonged deploymen ts. The Army Reserve, through its primary
1

VisionCIIy Ideas-From ajoinL Vision to

Total Army Integration
National Military Strateg)' serves as the cornerstone for our thoughts about the future. Based
on the strategy, the Joint Staff, the Army, and the
Army components have each developed long-term
visions. Linked and compatible, these visions reaffirm the importance of Total Army contribulions.
joint Vision 20 I 0 provides a conceplllal template for matching future-oriented joint operational concepts with emerging enabling technologies. The objective is full-spectrum dominance,
an unprecedented warfighting ability to overmatch an)' potential threat in any environment.
joint Vision 2010 focuses each service on taking
full advantage of future capabilities. This joint
vision does not , however, embrace "silver bullet
solutions," the promise that a single technology or
innovation can solve all the nation's diverse and
complex national security requiremen ts.
Capabi lities to support all the joint operational
concepts must be developed to provide the mutual!)' supporting and complementary forces needed
for the future . j<>illl Vision 2010 reminds us that
we must deal with the world as it is, not as we
want it to be. Though technology may allow us to
radically restructure our forces and strateg)' in the
long term , the services musL con trol the pace of
change and transformation, providing a balance
of capabilities, managing risk, and matching the
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Components are the visible presence of America's
Army in our nation's communities. The Army
National Guard and Arm)' Reserve expand the
opportunities for every citizen to serve the nation
and expand our nation's power, making America
equal to any challenge wherever and whenever it
might appear.

delivery of enhanced capabilities with the mawring of technology.
Army Visio11 2010 describes the Army's contribution to the operational concepts in joint
Vision 2010. The Army vision guides the transformation of the Acuve AnTI)', Army National Guard,
and United States Army Reserve. Army Vision
2010 gives us a single unif)ring vision, reaffirming
that the Army's senior civilian and uniformed
leadership and the Army Staff have the authority
and responsibility for ensuring that the Total
Arnl)' is prepared to train, mobilize, deploy, and
sustain operations to meet our nation's needs
today and tomorrow. Army Vision 201.0 also serves
as a pledge by the sen ior 1\rmy leadership to
maintain a momentum of modernization that will
carry all componen ts c!Tcctively through the
decades ahead.
Army National Guard Vision 2010 and the
United States Army Reserve white paper America's
Army Reserve: Buildingfor the 21st Centu1y also
make important contributions to our vision of the
future force. Rightfully, both reject the notion
that modern war is too complex for ReserveComponent forces. In the 2 Lst century, more
than ever, the Reserve Components will be effective, relevant, and responsive to the needs of
national security. The United States AnTI)' Reserve
and Army National Guard, 111 fact, comprise 54
percent of America's Arm>'· b)' far the largest percentage in any of the services. The i\rmy National
Guard and United States Army Reserve provide
important complementary capabilities for the
total force. The i\rmy National Guard supports
both federal and State missions and provides vital
assistance to local co mmunities. In addition to
their warfighting missions, they man the front
lines for homeland defe nse and domestic emergenC)' response. The United States Army Reserve
contributes critical support units, power projection and training enablers and individual soldiers
to support the Total Army. Together, the Reserve
Components provide essential capabilities for
every aspect of Army operations. The Army could
not function without them nor expand to meet
the nation's often changing global responsibilities.
These forces are also our strongest link to the
American people, and this link is. without question, our greatest strength. The Reserve

A Unified Approach to Tough Decisions
Vision alone, however, is not enough to
ensure the effective integration of the Total
AnTiy--<:hange requires action. We began turning
vision into realit)' with our Force XXI process,
creating battle labs, conducting Advanced
Warfighting Experiments (AWEs), and institutionalizing a change process for the 2 1st century.
The Force XXI process has become a model for
the Department of Defense, a recogn ition that the
Army as an organ ization has developed a powerful, disciplined, and forward -looking method to
reshape the force. We know where we need to go,
and in our Force XXI process we have a concrete
plan to get us there.
All the difficult decisions, however, arc not
behind us. Even today, more than nine years
after the collapse of the Berlin Wall, it is hard to
grasp how significant!)' our decisions to change
the Army have reshaped the force. We have
reduced the Ann)' by over 630,000 people, from
the Active Component, the Army National
Guard, the Army Reserve, and our civilian component. We have closed over 700 bases worldwide. The changes of the last nine )'Cars would
be enough to overwhelm any organization, bm
they are onl)' the precursor. Tough choices
remain in order to deal with our competing but
mutually supportive priorities of ensuring shortterm readiness and moderni zi ng the force to prepare for the challenges ahead. We ful ly acknowledge that there are crucial, difficult core issues
that we have yet to resolve ful l>'· The key issues
facing the Army today spa n four cri tical areas:
force structure, the institutional Army, infrastructure, and force modernization.

Force Structure
Force structure, in particular, remains a difficult challenge. The Army is in the process of completing force structure reductions while opera-
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tiona! and personnel tempos increase. This
increased tempo has affected all the Army's components and placed great demands on the force as
a whole. We considered this issue very carefully
during the Department of Defense's Quadrennial
Defense Review (QDR). A primary objective of
the QDR was to determine the nght size of the
military force for execuung the National Military
Strateg)'· A common misconception of the QDR
was that it was based solely on a two-war strategy.
Many erroneously believe that the size of our
force is predicated solei)• on the armed forces'
ability to simultaneous!)• nght in two major theaters of war. Though a two-war capabilit)' does
have a deterrent value, more accurately, the two
major theate rs of operations concept shou ld be
seen as a sizing mechan ism, a strategic management tool, rather than a strategy in itself. During
the QDR, the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
the joim Staff, combatant commands and the services conducted a series of war games ca lled
OYNAI>.tiC CoM~lll MI.NT. While the war games
emplo)•ed the two-theater scenario, they also
included a comprehensive look at the other
requirements for shaping, responding and preparing. The exerctse employed all of our Army
forces, including our strategic reserve, the Army
National Guard dtvisions, validating their
warfighting and operational utility. In other
words, 0Y"'AMIC. COMMIH.ti.Nt recognized that the
services need robust and versatile forces to hedge
against the uncertainties of the future. Recent
events have confirmed that the results of DYNAMIC
CoMt-llntLNT were on targel. We arc a force in
demand. Today, there arc more than sufficient
missions w justify the size of the Total Army.

with unemployment figures at their lowest point
in a decade, is becoming increasingly difficult. To
accomplish the essential task of recruiting a highqualit)' force, we must continue to ensure adequately resourced recruiting programs.
The Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) provides a large pan of the institutional Ann>•'s contribution to training the force.
All soldiers, regardless of component, receive initial entry training at TRADOC Installations.
TRADOCs branch schools, the Sergeants Major
Academy, and the Command and General Staff
College educate noncommissioned officer and
officer leaders from across the Army. In our effort
to preserve essential operational capabi lities, we
have found indications that we have downsized
too many of the k C)' clemen ts in this command
and must correct this shortfall .
The Army Materiel Command (AMC) provides essential sustainment support for all the
Army components, as well the other armed services, while completing a major reorganization
that has reduced its military and civilian work
force by one-half. Currently, the Army is undergoing a revolution in military logistics, transforming our sustainment process to meet the fastpaced diverse requirements of 21st century operations. Maintaining a responsive and efficient sustainment base is also critical to the Arm)'·
In short, to ensure the trained and ready
force we need, the health of the institutional
Army is central to the future success of Army
integration programs.

lnf rasLruclure
At the same time, despite reductions, we also
recognize the continued presence of excess infrastructure that is supporting a smaller, leaner, and
more efficient post-Cold War force. The cost of
maintain ing this excess capacity can only be sustained at the expense of readiness and quality of
life for all our soldiers and their families. We
must make the best and most efficient use of our
resources.

The lnsLitutional Army
We must also be concerned about the institutional Ann)', the portion of the force responsible
fo r recruiting, training and sustaining our operational units. The institutional Army supports all
three components.
A quality Army requires, above all else, a
trained and ready force. Meeting this responsibilit)' starts with recruiting high-quality soldiers.
The Army continues to enjO)' success in altracting
and retaining high-qualit)' recruits, but attracting
young people to serve, in the numbers we need,

MoclernizaLion

As pan of its Force XXI process, the Arm)'
has conducted a series of Advanced \~>larfighung
Experiments (AWEs) that have demonstrated the
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tance of integrating all component forces. In his
letter, Secretar)' Cohen outlined four principles to
guide future integration effons.

imponance of information technologies for future
operat ional capabilities. The Army is working to
embed these capabilities throughout the force.
The result wi ll be Army ~'{l, a force designed to
leverage the potential of information-age warfare.
At the same time, the Army is developing the
requirements for the Army After Next (AAN), the
next-generation force designed to perform the
security tasks we expect beyond the year 2025.
Maintaining an effect ive integrated force will rely
on sufficiem resources to apply these modern ization initiatives to each component at a pace that
preserves our capabil ity across the fu ll spectrum
of national security needs.
Resolving the issues regard ing force s tructure, the institutional Army, infrastructure, and
modernization is a prerequisite for embarking on
a visionary approach to Total Army integration.
These challenges require tough decisions and
thoughtful action. Making and implementing difficu lt choices require us to take a unified
approach to decisionmaking. The Army leadership must impartially present requirements for all
Army components to the Departmem of Defense
and Congress. The Army Staff is actively and system.aticall y consulting with leaders from across
the force to fu lly incorporate all views. In addition, we are working to eliminate statutory and
bureaucratic processes that tend to inhibit, rather
than promote, effective integration.
The Army has one overwhelming advantage
in facing the tough decisions ahead. We know
that in peace and war we must always depend on
each other. The Army is at heart a community, a
community of Active, Nationa l Guard, and
Reserve soldiers, civilian employees, and their
fam ilies. Communities thrive when people care
about one another, work for the common good ,
and trust one another. Today's Army is seeded
with this spirit and is committed to resolving our
shortfalls and building on our strengths. We can
be opt imistic about the future. Our commitment
to one another is the key to remaining the best
Army in the world.

The Four Principles for Total Force
lntegralion
• Clearly understood responsibility for ownership or the total force b)' the senior leaders
throughout the total force.
• Clear and mutual understanding of the
mission for each unit-Active, Guard , and
Reserve-in service and joint/combined operations during peace and war.
• Leadership by sen ior commandersActive, Guard, and Reserve-to ensure the reacHness of the total force .
• Commi tment to provide the resources
needed lO accomplish assign ed missions.
We believe that the four principles offer an
effective framework for developing One Team,
One Fight, One future programs. This process
begins with making an honest assessment of
where we are and vvhat we might do in the future
to further enhance our efforts. Assessing the current state and prospects for Total Army integration is an important and instructive step to move
the Army further clown our path to the future.

Responsibility
We recognize that responsibility for the
Total Arm)' can on ly be taken through energetic
leadership and effective commu nications. The
Army has moved aggressively to improve communications. The Army Chief of Staff has had
seve ral small-group meetings of state adjutants
general, ensuring close coordination between
the National Guard and the Army's most senior
leadership . In add ition, the secretar)' of the
Army has established an Arm)' forum on integration of the Reserve and Active Components to
embed Total Army leadership involvement in
integration issues. The secretar)' has also placed
renewed emphasis on our Army Reserve Fo rces
Policy Commiuee, composed of Active, Guard ,
and Reserve gene ral officers. At the same Lime,
the Vice Chief of Staff has reenergized the
Reserve Component Coordination Council to
address tough pol icy and resou rcing issues.
Together, these efrorts have immeasurably

The Four Principles-Our Approach to
Integration
ln a recent lener to the services, Secretary of
Defense William S. Cohen recognized the impor-
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improved communications among the Army's
three components.
The AnTI)' also has a long history of promoting the integration of component leadersh ip within the Army Staff and major commands, and we
will continue these init iatives. These steps arc
pred icated on the belief that for leaders to take
ownership of the Total Army, they must routine!)'
work together, know one another, and understand the umque qualities and contnbutions of
each component. For years, the Army has integrated senior Reserve Component leaders into its
major commands and the Army Staff. The 3d
Medical Command is just one example. Although
composed primarily of Army Reserve soldiers, the
command's deputy commander, chief of staff and
26 staff offi cers are from the Active Component.
The U.S. Army I Corps is another example of a
full)' integrated command structure.
In the future, we will continue to expand the
integration of Reserve- and Active-Component
leaders at all levels. We are considcnng innovative ways to increase integration opportunities
throughout the careers of our officers and noncommissioned officers. Recently, we began a pilot
program that places Active-Component officers in
l<ey Reserve-Component command and staff billets. In 1996, for example, as a proof of principle,
an Active-Component lieutenant colonel assumed
command of a National Guard an iller)' battalion.
In the years ahead we plan to conduct more command exchange programs, including having
Rese rve-Component officers command Active
units. In addition, the creation of muhicomponent units will significantly enhance the professional development opportunities for all Army
ofricers and noncommissioned officers. We look
to these kinds of in itiatives to guide our future
efforts, and we must pursue them more aggressively. Shared experience, leader and staff
exchange programs, the opponunit)' to serve and
work together, and common understanding are
key to building senior leaders who share in the
responsibility for the Total Army.

essential because 11 establishes the purpose and
relevancy of the force.
There is no question of the Total Army's relevancy to 1hc Na1ional Military Strategy. The Army
needs all its forces to help meet its worldwide
commitments for shaping the conditions that will
enhance America's global interests and for
responding to the threats that endanger our peace
and security. In addition to our forward -deployed
forces, the Army has been committed in 28 of the
32 major post-Cold War deployments, provtdmg
over 60 percent of the personnel in these operations. In 1997, the Army averaged over 58,000
soldiers deployed daily away from their homes
and families, spread across 70 countries around
the world. Stabilit)' operations in Bosnia arc a
prime example of Total Army operations. In
L997. on average, one-quarter of the force in
Bosnia was provided by the Reserve Components.
Not only is the Army busier than ever, but its
ability to proJeCt power is also greater today than
at any time in our nation's history. During Dr~rRT
STORM, for example. it took over 30 da)'S to
deploy the first heavy combat brigade to the theater. Today, we can depl o)' a heavy armored
brigade in 96 hours. As the nation's strategic
cleploymem and logisti cs support capabilities
mature in 1he ncar term, our abi lity to deploy and
sustain Active and Reserve forces will be further
enhanced, thus making our forces even more versatile in conducting the global tasks of shaping
and responding.
The nation's increased reliance on the 1\rmy
in recent )'Cars is a reflection of the success of our
transformation from a Cold War force to an Army
relevant to the missions of the modern era. The
task remains, however, to complete this transformation throughout the Total AnTI)'· We will convert 12 Army National Guard brigades to provide
needed combat support and service suppon
requirements identified as essential to the
National Military Strategy. \11/e are also creating
new and more capable mtegrated units, such as
the 32d Army Air and Missile Defense Command
(AAMDC); 91d Signal Brigade Headquarters;
Army Service Com ponent Command-SoLtth; and
304th tvlateriel Management Center. In addition.
we are exploring innovative organizationa l concepts. such as the associate trucl< company, where

Relevant Missions
Th is principle recognizes the importance of
establishing clear, mutually understood missions
for each unit. We believe "missioning" all units is
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we design our operations to equip Army Reserve
units with stay-back equipment from Active units
as they deploy and fall in on pre-positioned
equipment overseas.
To enhance the utility of the Reserve
Components further, we will also look for opportunities to create "dual-mission capable" units
that not only have the potemialto perform traditional combat missions but also meet a range of
requirements. In this area, we arc looking at a
number of innovative concepts. These initiatives
range from forming composite units that could
augment or replace other forces to identifying
new missions that the Reserve Components could
assume within their existing force structure. One
of the most im portant areas for potential addi tional missions for the Rese rve Components is
homeland defense. These missions could include
responsibilities for national missile defense. protection of key assets, and response to domestic
emergencies that include threats from terrorism
and weapons of mass destruction.
The Army senior leadership is working
closely with the Army Rese rve and National
Guard leadership to explore fully these new
requirements and il1ltiatives. We must ensure
that every unit has appropriate, relevant assigned
missions to guide its traintng, modernization
requirements, and operational preparations. Our
objective remains getting the greatest utility out
of every component while adding predictability
and stability to the force. Rapid and unplanned
force structure changes arc unnecessarily expensive, place add itional stresses on the force,
diminish readiness, and co mplicate not only
resourcing decisions but also long-term professional development of offi cers and soldi ers.
Where possible, we must make informed decisions that minimize turmoil whi le providing the
most effecti ve and responsive force possible. As
units are convened LO take on new missions, we
must also provide adequate resources to train
soldiers efficiently in their new operational specialties. We must also ensure requirements for all
units, including the Arm)"s Nauonal Guard divisions, are aecuratel)' reOcctcd in our war plans
and operational requirements. Gelling all the
tasks associated wtth the "missioning" process
right is cruetal. It is ke)' to providing the trained
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and ready mission-oriented force needed to support the National Militat)' Strategy.

Readiness
This principle recognizes that all our efforts
are meaningless if we cannot ensure the readiness
of the Total Army. This commitment to readiness
must include training, maintaining, and modernizing the Total Force.
In the last few years, the Army, with congressional support, has made significant progress in
creating an integrated approach 10 readiness. The
1993 Defense Authorization Act created the program commonly referred to as Title XI to enhance
readiness within the Reserve Components. Under
this program , the Army assigns orficers and noncommissioned office rs to suppon the Army
National Guard enhanced separate brigades and
other high-priority units. These Active Army soldiers are assigned to regional training brigades to
assist in the planning, preparation, and execution
of training and mobilization. Key officers and
noncommissioned officers arc trained at the
Combat Training Centers (CTCs) and observercontroller (OC) academies and, through their
experience and expertise, they bring the best of
their training and operational techntques to soldiers throughout the force.
In 1995, the Army began implementation of
the Total Army School System (TASS). TASS created an integrated system of Active- and ReserveComponent schools that teach the same tasks to
the same standards for all soldiers, adapting
instruction to meet the unique l raining envi ronment or each component. /\n important part of
TASS is the pioneering efforts of the Army
National Guard in developing d istance learning
using state-of-the-art information technologies tO
deliver training on demand to both Reserve- and
Active-Component forces around the world.
Other important aspects of TASS arc the United
States Army Reserve Divisions (Institutional) and
Divisions (Exercise), which provide training and
training support for all components, including
initial entr}' training, soldier skills qualification,
and Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC).
In 1997, the Army began Support to
Organizational Training (SOT), a phased implementation plan that significantly improves our
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capabilit)' to provide trammg support to the
Reserve Components and reorganizes the training
support structure for the Continental United
States armies (CONUSAs). By October 1999, we
will have created one single integrated support
structure. Once completed, this integrated structure will leverage the training assets resident in all
our components and prov1dc unity of effort to
our training program.
New training initiatives continue to be developed. One readiness initiative of major importance proposed by the swte adjutants general is
the development of the integrated division. Over
the next year, the Arn1)' will create two integrated
divisions, each with three Army National Guard
en hancccl separate brigades under a heaclquaners
commanded by an active-d uty major general.
This effon will culm inate two and a half years of
hard work and outstanding cooperation. We are
moving to establish these two integrated divisions
in October 1999, with the division headquarters
having a well-defined training and readiness oversight responsibility for the enhanced separate
brigades. As we gatn experience and more fully
define the potential of the organization, we will
look for the future opportunity to field a deplo)'able integrated division.
The Reserve Associate Support Program is
another important initiattve that provides
enhanced training for Army Reserve soldiers.
After individual enuy training, soldiers serve in
an Active Army combat support or combat service suppon untt for extended periods. These
soldiers then return to the ir Army Reserve uni t
experienced and fu lly trained. The Army is now
implementing a pilot program to test co ncept
feasibil iL)'·
Another promising program is the National
Mainte nance Trai ning Cen ter at Camp Dodge,
Lowa, which trains Active Army, Army National
Guard, and Army Reserve maimenancc companies. Direct or general support maintenance units
that complete training at Camp Dodge subsequently participate in training during an Active- or
Reserve-Component deployment to the National
Training Center (NTC). This program provides an
exceptional opportunit)' for training critical combat service support skills and enhances the reacHness of Active and Reserve units.
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To enhance Total Army read iness further,
we have expanded the usc of the Arlll)''s worldclass combat training centers for the Reserve
Components. All unit rotations lO the National
Training Center (NTC) and joint Readiness
Training Center URIC) tncludc Active and
Reserve units and soldiers. In 1997, NTC and
JRTC trained almost 23,000 Reserve-Component
soldiers. One training rotation per year is set
aside for an Ann)' National Guard enhanced separate brigade at both the JRTC and NTC. The
Battle Command Training Program (BCTP),
which trains both Active Army and Arm)'
National Guard divisions, alread)' devotes 60
percent of its effort to the Reserve Compone nts.
In addition , we arc supplemen ting Co mbat
Train ing Center (CTC) ex perie nce wi th
exportable CTC training packages that will allow
us to project CTC standards and techniques to
assess and support live "lane" field training.
All these individual efforts arc important, but
we still lack an ovcrarching comprehensive
approach to Total Arn1)' readiness. We must start
by improving our understanding of standard
measures of readiness across all the components.
We must have a level playing field-one clear,
consistent standard for the Arm)'· Arm)' readiness
must also be continually tested and validated.
Finally, we must thoroughly assess our training
and mobilization capabilities, ensuring that they
realistically meet the needs of the Total Force. As
a first step, we arc developing an Operational
Readiness Unit Status Report that will derive
comprehensive, consistent, and verifiable operational readiness ratings for all Army un its. As we
develop this S)'Stem, we must cont inuc to ensure
that warfi ghting commanders have accountability
for all the component forces assigned to them.

Resources
All Total Army integration programs must
culminate with a commitment to resource forces
adequately to accomplish their assigned missions.
Although in recent years we have revised
and integrated our internal rcsourcing processes
and priorities to reflect the increased reliance
that the Army has placed on the National Guard
and Army Reserve, the Artn)' docs not have sufficient resources to address all the needs of the
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Total Army. Since 1989, the Army budget has
declined in buying power by 17 percent. This
reduction in resources has affected all the componems. limiting our ability to leverage all their
unique strengths. The Arm y has, where possible,
targeted prudent investments in the Reserve
Components. Over the last six years, for example, the Army has invested an unprecedented
$21 billion in new or refurbished equipment to
modernize Reserve-Component forces. These
invcsuncms demonstrate the Arm>r's com mitment to fund the force so that we get the most
out of what we have. Any additional resources
we receive in the future wi ll be used to improve
the readiness of all components.
ln the future, more can and will be done to
ensure the efficient and appropriate distribution
o f resources. Reserve and Natio nal Guard participat ion is c ritical in the Total Army Analysis
(TAA) force structuring process, programming,
and budgeting. Inc reased panicipatio n a lone,
however, is not enough. Even the most efficient
use of resources cannot compensate for a lack o f
resources. There is still much to do-and very
limited dollars to do it with. Defense spending
accounts for 3.0 percent of GOP and is declining-the lowest level since Pearl Harbor-while
the armed forces arc as busy as ever. In the face
of these fiscal constraints, we must make the
best usc of our resources and continue to maintain the right balance between curre nt and
future readiness.

Tile Next Steps-New Ideas
In addition to our current and planned One

Team, One Fight, One Future p rograms, we also
must look to new ideas that will make the next
giant step toward realizing the seamless integrated
force of the future. We believe that many of these
ideas will be found in ou r Force XXI process as
we think through the possibilities for red esigning
the Army's force structure to meet the challenges
of the next century. Through the Force XXI
process, we will look at new multicomponent
units and teaming concepts that will provide flexible, agile forces which can be rapidly tailored to
meet a wide range of operational requirernems
and leverage the inherent strengths in all the
components.
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We h ave already begun creating these new
o rganizations, integrating over 400 ReserveComponent spaces across two-thirds of the units
in the recently completed redesign of the 4th
Infantry Division at r:on Hood, Texas. This digitized and modernized division represents the
spearhead of America's land combat power for
Army XXI and a "way point" toward the Army
After Next. In addition, by integrating ReserveComponent soldiers into an Active division structure, the design will serve as 1he basis for developing future integration initiatives.
We plan to further strengthe n the Army's
abili ty to respond th ro ugh divisional-teaming, a
pilot program that will pair selected Active and
Natio nal Gu ard combat c1 ivisions across the
entire spectrum of Arm)' operations. Under the
d ivisional-teaming concept , part nered divisions
will conduct joint plann ing, training, and reacHness assessments. When called upon to support
operalional require ments, the divisions will
team their resources for rapid response. The
Active division will take the lead in global crisis
response. The Army National Guard will augment and assist its partnered command, speeding deployment of the Active division and then
conducting its own follow-on post-mobilization
preparations. In domestic emergencies or homeland defense, the Active division will be prepared to supplement and reinforce the Army
Nati onal Guard division's lead. Through the
divisional-teaming partnership. both units will
benefit, and the Army's capabili ty to respond
across the full spectrum of mi litary o pe rations
will be greatly en hanced.
As we look to addi tional in tcgraLion ini tiatives, we need to explore programs that allow us
to round out or supplement Aclive forces wi th
small p latoon and company-size National Guard
and Army Reserve units, enhancing our means to
rapid ly tailor or reconstitute forces to meet specific operational needs. This fast-track deployment
process would offer a dual advantage. First, it
would facilitate the quick-reaction response our
forces need to meet the dynamic requirements of
the post-Cold War world. Second, integration at
the lowest levels would provide our young leaders more exposure to the capabilities of the entire
Army. As these officers and noncommissioned
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orficcrs become more senior, they will carry with
them the trust and confidence in each other that
thC)' have gained through years of common training and operational experience.
With this concept in mind, we arc, for example, exploring the feasibility of a pilot program for
integrating an Army National Guard compan)'
into selected infantry battalions in our Active light
infant!")' divisions. The initial test would include
three companies each in two of our light infantry
divisions. The Army National Guard company
commander and his soldiers would be seamlessly
integrated into the Active unit through a structured program that ensures common equipmem,
training, and readiness standards. These integrated ligh1 infantry baualions could set the pattern
for future Army organizational designs. 13y canstructing units with building block capabi lities,
we will not only enhance integration but will also
continue to develop adaptive forces that arc optimally suited to performing the m)'riad complex
security tasks the Army will undertake in the 21st
centlll)'.
As the Force XXI process works toward
bui lding the Army After Next (AAN), the
redesigned Army for 2025 and beyond, we must
embed multicomponem units into all our organizations. One of the most important lessons we
have learned from our Advanced Warfighting
Experiments (AWEs) is that we arc building systems that far outstrip the limits of human
endurance. Machines can run twent)'-four hours
a day-people cannot. We must look at building future organizations that allow us to maximize th e human potcnLial of the force . To do
that , we must consider force st ructures that
incorporate multiple crews and staffs, en hancing
our abi lity to perform continuous opera tions.
Another potential "plug- in" capability is earmarking commands and staffs as "bridging
forces" for working with our friend s and allies
around the world. These soldiers would serve as
important links to facilitate combined and
multinational operations and integrate highand low-tech forces. Such concepts would make
the future force structure more robust, agile,
and efficien t, and would enable commanders to
build just the right capability to match the
requirements of each mission.

These ideas arc a recognition that the Army
must continue to change. ln Force XXI, we have a
disciplined process tO fiesh OUt these new concepts and synchronize them with the Army's
other ongoing efforts. As we move forward, teaming concepts and multicomponenL initiatives will
become an integra l pan of our disciplined and
deliberate path ahead.

A Seamless Integrated Force
The Army's current and planned programs
will serve as our bridge to the future , a future that
moves Total Army integration from coordinating
three components to building one seamless 21st
century force, a common culture based on common training, doctrine, experience, and shared
knowledge. This future force might include:
• A single education, training, readiness,
and deployment system for the Total Army.
• Personnel management systems that allow
leaders and soldiers to serve in multiple components during a career of service as a mauer of
course.
• Fully integrated command and control
and digital systems that allow for thorough and
complete integration of al l component forces.
• Organ izations that maximize the capabi lities and unique strengths of each component.
The seam less integrated Army of the future
will not only be bound together by its structures
and systems but will also be forged with the
Army's enduring commitment to teamwork, discipline, values, and absolute trust.
Finally, our vision of the future force reaffirms that reachness is nonnegotiable. Our bottom
line is that maintain ing a qual ity force that can
execute the Nat ional Military Strategy in peace
and war remains the bed rock of the Total Army
idea. To that end, Total Army integration must be
a centerpiece in our Force XXI process and we
must approach the challenge with Total Army
teamwork , including addressing the core 1ssues
identified by the Reserve-Component leaders.
We'll start by ensuring the Total Army leadership
participates fully in our Army After Next (AAN)
war games thm are helping to define our future
requirements and in the Total Army Analysis
(TM) process that is shaping our force stru<.:ture
for the years ahead. These key activities and the
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programs and initiatives discussed in One Team,
One fight, One future arc the critical tasks of Total
Army integration.
A Commilmenllo lite

Future

One Team, One Figlll, One Future is a commitment to nothing less than a complete transfonnation of the Total Ann)'· The One Team concept is
a commitment 10 develop Total Army integration
programs 1hat:
• Reaffirm the protection of America's vital
interests as our number one priority;
• Respect the heritage and traditions of the
Total Army-because they arc the links in the
chain that anchor America to America's Army;
• Sustai n an enduring comm itment to mission, train, support, and care for every soldier in
America's Army; and
• Ensure maximum input from senior leaders from the Total J\rmy so that we make
informed decisions and judiciously usc our
resources.
We are committed to these initiatives
because they chan the right course for building
the right force for the 21st century, providing
America "nothing but the bcst''-America's Army!

****
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Wherever we go. Whatever we do. \Ve must never forget il is all about tile American soldier. ...
Tiley suffered at Valley Forge. Tiley were tile 1irstwavers" at 0 ,\1,\/lt\ Beac/1. Tiley walhed point in
Ia Dmng. Tiley cn,sl!ed the Iraqi Anny. They separated warringfactions in Bosnia. When it is all
overfor me . .. this is what I will always remember.
Dennis]. Reimer, Ccncml, United States Army

l etter to Ar my Genera l Officers
September 29 , 1998

Personnel Readiness
Readiness has been the focus of considerable
interest over the past few weeks, and I want to
share with you the focus and 1hntsl of 1he ongoing dialogue in WashingLOn. First, let me sa)'
that I know there is great uncenaint)' in the force.
t\s we fimsh reshaping the force , more and more
often, soldiers are asking, ~when will it end?" The
concerns the)' have expressed provide anecdotal
evidence of declining readiness within their units.
In our recent meeting with President Clinton,
the Sccrctar)' of Defense, joint Chiefs, and the
CINCs discussed the readiness of America's forces
at length, and the President affi rmecl that reacliness must remain our number one priority. In tn)'
remarks, I spoke about three areas-people, time
and resources-as the keys to guarding against
declining readiness in the Total Aml)'·
I am absolutcl}' convinced that maintaining
qualit)' soldiers is the most importalll facwr in
achieving current and future readiness. Earlier
this week, the Chairman and the joint Chiefs of
Sta ff testified before the Senate Armed Services
Commincc on militar)' readiness. We unanimously told the committee that the need 10 fix the cur-
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rent retirement S)'Stem and shrink the civilianmilitary pa}' gap arc the two most pressing tssues
for our forces. The message to Congress on closing the pa)' gap is important to our recruiting
effort, and changing the retirement program is
critical to improving retention.
Trend lines arc going down in both recruiting and retention, and l want to inform you of
what I see happen ing in these programs. To put it
in perspective, the overall quality of LOda)"s Arm)'
remains high-we continue to exceed DoD
!Department of Defense! quality standards, more
than 90 percent of our enlisted soldiers arc high
school degree graduates, and roughly 27 pcrccm
of recruits have some college education. Having
said that, we must realize the challenges we face
in maintaining that qual ity.
We assessed the quality and quantity of
Active-Component soldiers for our FY 98 mission,
but to do so we had to reach imo the Dela)'ed
Entr)' Program we were building for FY 99. We
also had some shortfalls in om ReserveComponent rccruitmg mission. All indications arc
that FY 99 will continue to be challenging for our
recruiters across the Total Army. A numerical
decline in the prime recruiting market of 17-2 1
year olds, competition with both the civilian sector
and the other services, a civil-military pay gap, and
the high pace of Arm)' operations will continue 10
make the recruiting mission a very difficult one.
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One of our sergeants on recruiting duty in
Ohio described the challenge this wa>': "The auitudes, values, and beliefs of 10day's youth are
changing. A recrUiter is constantly ll)1ing to
bridge the gcncratton gap by selling }'estet"}'ear
ideas at yesteryear's wages. Todar's starting wages
and benefits at fast food rcstnurants are competitive to starting wages m the nrmcd forces. 'vVe are
asking today's }'OUth to leave home, deploy at a
moment's notice and give his life for his country
for the same pa)' as a fry cook."
As pan of the I·Y99 budget, our soldiers will
receive a 3.6 percent pay raise, and we have
agreement that the pay raise over the fo llowing
two years wi ll be at or above 4-pcrccnt per year.
This will help reverse the pay gap thai is currently estimated to be between 8- 14 percent. In the
currcnL budget, we have taken add itional steps to
assist the recruiting effort.
We added 600 recruiters, increased enlistment
bonuses in critical MOS. and raised the Army
College Fund. We've also plussed up the advertising budget. In the next few weeks, you'll see the
new advertising campatgn targeted at our prime
market. The commcrctals arc contemporary,
upbeat, and fast-paced. The message is that the
Army is a learning organizmton and that learning is
the key to success and personal and professional
growth. Potential recruits, and their parents, will
see the valuable experience the Army provides.
They will see culling-edge technology; however,
the ads clearly convey that the Arm>' is, and always
will be, about people. We've kept "be all you can
be," but with the recognition that the phrase means
something different to our younger generation.
Rctemion will continue to be another critical
program for the Army . Retent ion rates for bot h
officers and enlisted soldiers were strong up to
the very end of this fi scal year. I attribute th is in
large part to the concerted efforts of our leaders
and retention NCOs in the fie ld. Faced with market realities, they have had to emphasize the more
intangible benefits of Army scn•ice-values, personal growth, job satisfaction, and recognition for
doing vel"}' demanding Jobs ver}' professionally.
This took greater uwolvcmcnt by leaders at all
levels tO understand and m0ucnce the decision
process our soldiers and families usc in choosing
to stay in the Army. We must continue to work

our retention programs hard and reduce attrition
of our first-term soldiers.
Our soldiers arc smart, hard working-and
tired. They also face some ver}' tough choices
between their own dcstrcs and their families '
needs in the areas of pay, benefits, spouse
employment, medical and dental care, housing,
quality of life, and retirement. In Ill}' talks with
soldiers, I am fimhng more and more concern
about retirement benefits-concern that if they
commit to a career of service to the nation, when
the)' retire, thei r pay and medical benefits will be
inadequate. The greatest concern is with the current REDUX package that appl ies to soldiers coming in since 1986. They will appronch retirement
age soon and arc realizing the erosion of benefits
their retirement plan represents as compared to
soldiers who entered service just a month before
them. Soldiers cove red by the REDUX program
can expect a 25 percent smaller retirement package than previous retirement systems. We have to
fix that; that was our message to Congress.
In addition to work1ng our recruiting and
retention programs very hard, we arc making
progress in aligning force structure authorizations
(spaces) with our avai lable tnventOI)' (faces). The
change in NCO structure (CINCOS) and officer
restructuring initiative (ORI) processes arc vcr}'
painful for us, but they arc absolutely necessary
for building our future forces and correcting perceptions of pcrsonnclunreadiness that arose from
having too much struct urc and not enough personnel to fill the billets.
We will continue to press for quality of life
issues-increased pay, a return to the pre-1986
retirement program , improved housing, and better medical benefits. We must take a holistic view
toward Aclivc- and Rescrvc-Componen1 recruiting, training, and retention a11d avoid optimizing
one component without realizing the impacts on
the others. We must also provide commanders
consistent, adequate base operations funds to
ensure quality-of-life programs for our soldiers
and families. Let me reemphasize that my concerns encompass the Total Arm)'· An}' additional
resources we realize 111 the }'Cars ahead must be
applied to all the componcms so that all commanders can conduct appropnatc realtstic training and take care of soldiers and families.
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As a final thought, sometimes we lose good
soldiers simply because we fail to tell them that
we appreciate them and value their service. L
would ask leaders throughout the chain to
emphasize to our sold1crs that they arc invaluable
members of the team and they make a critical difference to their units and the Army. Let them
know we share their concerns. we arc working
vel')' hard, and we arc seeing progress in our
dfons to improve qualit)' of hfc for soldiers and
families. 'vVe need to keep good soldiers in the
Army.

"The Army Is Peop le"
Ar111y
October 1998
The Army is people. In Bosnia, at the 405th
Combat Support Hospnal, a U.S. Army Reserve
unit from West I Ianford, Conn .. the chief ward
master receives word of five injured Norwegian
peacekeepers. The 40Sth IS the closest hospital,
and the)' are bringing the soldiers in. The master
sergeant knows every second counts. He has only
a few minutes to assemble the right team to
respond to the emergency. The effort pays off.
Four of the Ovc recover and arc released . The nfth
requires even more serious medical auention, 38
hours of intensive care and evacuation to a hospital in Oslo, No rway. tvlon ths later, his mother
comes to Bosnia to visit the 405th and thank the
master sergeant and his crew for their cxtraordinmy efforts, for giving her son a chance.
Soldiers make a difference.
In California, a )'Oung soldier from the 40th
Infantry Division (Mechanized). U.S. Army
National Guard, drives his car to a weekend drill.
Conducting pre-execution checks on a dusty landing pad at the camp, he stands among a cluster of
citizen-solchers. They arc some of the most experienced and competent sokhcrs he has ever seenproud professionals. lie IS glad he <.:nme. He knows
it will be a weekend of tough, realistic training.
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No one gives more than an Army soldier.
On the desert fl oor m the National Training
Center, a division operations ofnccr from the 4th
Infantry Division (Mechanized) briefs the
Secretary of Defense on the progress of an
Advanced Warfighting Expcnment. Flanked b)' a
bank of computers, he explains the changes made
possible by the brigade's new information systems. In the past, he spent 70 percent of his time
collecting information and 30 percent planning
what to do with it. Now he spends 30 percent of
his time getting information and 70 percent
thinking about how to usc it and advising his
commander. This is the kind of dramatic result
that changing the Army can bring.
These three moments from a year in the life
of America's Army say a tremendous amount
about who we are and what we do. They are
moments that demonstrate the incred ible commitmem and professionalism of the force. They
reflect the challenges facin g our soldiers, military
families and the Army's civilian workforce. They
also illustrate the unprecedented opportunities
that we have to shape the force for the future.
During another period of tumultuous change
more than 20 years ago, the courageous and
visional')' Gen. Creighton W. Abrams Jr. said ,
kThe Army is not made up of people. The Army is
people." Toda)' more than ever, the Ann)' relics
on people.
Taking care of people is also more important
than ever. Vve serve in demanding and unforgiving times:
•
The Army's operational tempo has
increased 300 percent since the end of the Cold
War. The requirements for U.S. lancl power in
peacetime are without precedent. America's Army
is busier than ever.
• The Army faces t rcmendous resource challenges. vVhile the pace of operations remains
high , spending on defense accounts for less than
3 percent of the Gross Domestic Product, the
lowest level since Pearl I [arbor. We have to make
the most efficient use of resources that we can.
balancing current and future readiness requirements while taking care of the force and maintaining an adequate qualll)' of hfc.
• \ Vc must continue to change. The Arm)'
has experienced monumental changes since the
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end of the Cold \Var, but thC)' nrc only precursors
to the changes ahead. America's national security
needs are evolving to match the demands of a
rapidl}' changing world. Despite the taxing
demands and challenges of Army life and the lure
of a health)' Civilian cconom)' during the last
quaner-centUI')', the Army has consiStently been
able to recruit and retain a high-quality force. Our
ranks arc filled with dedicated, talented, selncss
men and women.
Today's realities demand much from the
leadership of America's Army. It is our responsibility to sec the Army through these historic
times. We have to respond to the world as it is,
not as we want it to be. It comes down to a simple, fundamental challenge: knowing what to
change and what not to change.
Not long ago I took pan in a staff ride of the
Civi l War battlefield at Geuysburg. l have been
t here many times, but each time I learn something new. On this last visit I learned about
Springfields and llenrys. During the Civil War,
Union and Confederate soldiers used the muzzleloading Springfield nne. A soldier had t0 be able
to fire three rounds a m1nutc, which was about
the best you could expect from the riOe. In 1863,
the year of the battle at Gettysburg, both sides
could have been armed with Henry repeating
riOes that had a IS-round magazine. If either side
had used these riOes, the volume of fire across the
killing zone would have increased dramatically
and probably would have changed the outcome
of the battle, perhaps that of the war.
The issue then was whether to invest in new
technology or to hold on to what was proven and
true. The U.S. Army elected to stay wi th the
proven weapon. After the war, the Ann)' continued to wrestle wi th this decision, but in the end
chose to stay with the single-shot riOe. Al though
the)' improved the rine a bit, adopti ng the metallic
cartridge, rapid firing caused ammunition extraction problems. Each soldier was issued a small
knife with which to extract the overheated casing,
but essentially it was the same old single-shot
weapon. A decade later, soldiers in blue fought the
Sioux and Northern Cheyenne at little Big Horn.
After the battle, the field was littered with malfunctioning weapons and those little knives.
While the Army had stuck with the single-shot
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Springfield, the Indians chose more advanced,
commercial, off-the-shelf technology. They
acquired repeating riOes, and the rest is histo1y.
The Springficlds and Henrys of the 1860s and
1870s are a cautionary reminder or the importance of knowing when and what to change, and
the terrible cost our people must bear when we
make poor choices. The dcc1sions we face today
are no less meaningful. We must move the Army
from the force that won the Cold War to the Army
that will secure America's place in a free and prosperous world in the next century.
t\s we prepare for change, it is important to
understand what cannot change. what is most
important to Arm)' people-our val ues. Loyalty,
duty, respect, seiOess service, honor, imegrity and
personal courage arc our legacy. Th is is why you
have seen a renewed focu s on values ac ross the
Army. We talk about the seven inherent values of
the U.S. Army everywhere-in our officer efficiency reports, our doctrine, our training programs. Values arc the bedrock of the institution,
the foundation on which we build. 'vVe can never
compromise on Army values.
We also have to hold on to the traditions that
make our Army great. In particular, we have to
keep up our commitment to the tradition or being
a Total Arlll)', drawing equally on the strengths of
our Active, Army Reserve and Army National
Guard forces. Most of the Army, 54 percent, is in
the reserve components. When we do an)•thing
with less than a Total Army effort, we diminish
ourselves. The Army leadership addressed the
importance of holding on to the fundamentals of
the Toral Army idea in the white paper "O ne
Team, One Figh t, One Future. " The paper
emphasizes that:
• Read iness is nonnegotiable. The U.S.
Army exists to win the nation 's wars. This is a
simple statement, but it is absolutely true.
'vVhatever we do in the future , we can never forget it.
• Standards arc important. As long as we
commit ourselves to setting and maintaining the
right standards, we arc going to continue to
ensure the Total Ann}' is a quaht}' force.
• Assigning C\'Cr)' unit an appropriate mission is essential because it establishes the purpose
and relevanC)' of the force. Missions give units a
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focus for their training and operational planning.
All Army units must be clearly <~ li gncd with war
plans and other opcrauonal requirements.
• We must butld trust and confidence across
the force. It is important , as we work our wa)'
through the challenges, to be able to communicate with each other and butld the trust and confidence that has to be there 1f we truly want to
carry the Total Ann)' concept forward.
These fundamentals have been the touchstone for our cffons during the last year and the
azimuth for the path we will take w the future.
13uilding on values and Jraditions also
depends on having a disciplined , deliberate
change process 1hat will prepare the people of
America's Army for the chal lenges of the next
century. Our process is called f-orce XXl. lt has
served us well and will continue to guide us in
the years to come.
Force XXI begins with the Army After Next
(AAN) war games. The war games look at the
fmure and determine how the world may look in
2020 by analyzing all the trends that we see
around the world tocla)': incrcasmg urbanization,
growing environmental concerns, population
expansion and others. The war games allow us to
project ourselves onto a mountaintop in 2020.
look at the world and determine the role and
requirements for landpowcr.
The AAN war games provide a clear and
confident vis1on for what kinds of capabilities we
will need , pulling us toward the 21st ccntur)'·
While we cannot yet define all the systems of the
AAN or a precise time line for implementation ,
the war games have focused us on some key conceptual ideas.
One imponan t characteristic of the Army
After Next is that it must be more strategically ,
operationally and tactically mobile. We have to be
able to move the future force anywhere in the
world, fast. During Operation DFSCRT SII IELD, it
took more than two weeks to move a heavy
brigade to Saudi Arabia. This )'Car, using prepositioned equipment, we moved a brigade from
Fort Stewart, Ga., to Kuwait in less than 96
hours. The "mark on the wall" for the MN is to
be able to move a brigade anywhere in the world
in 96 hours or less. \\llh or without pre-positioned equipment. We can make this happen. We
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must. As the AAN war games have shown us. one
soldier at the right time is worth five soldiers later
on. Winning in the future will be about gcuing
there "firstest with the mostest."
The Army After Next must have the right
force when it goes 1n. We sti ll will need heav)'
forces, light forces and spec1al operation forces,
but we will need to fine-tune this m1x within the
overall context of the fuwrc Total Army. In structuring forces, we will have to look beyond the
wiring diagrams that show how units are organized and think about rapid force tailoring concepts that will allow us to shape capabilities to
match the mission .
ln particular, the future Army must also be
more expansible. The lim iting facto r for the 1\AN
will be human endurance. Computers can run 24
hours a clay; people cannot. We need to thin k
about how we can expand capabilit ies to match
operational requirements. For example, you
might have a certain capability embedded in your
active component forces that can run 12 hours a
day. If you want to go to 24-hour-a-day operations, you would call up a reserve component
group to augment the active force. This is the
kind of expansibility that we must develop.
Enhancing logistics will also be an important
pan of the Army After Next. There will never be a
revolution in military affairs until there is a revolution in military logistics. This means putting
our faith in concepts like velocity management
and total asset visibility, giving up the comfort of
stockpiling supplies on an iron mountain . We
have to depend on systems that will deliver the
right support, at the right place, at the right time.
We have Lo build the systems that will give us the
confidence and responsiveness we need. A revolution in mili tary logistics will be a vital step to
the Artn)' After Next.
Army After Next forces must also be more
agile in terms of responding to the range of unconventional threats we may face. I low do we address
asymmetrical threats? What do we do about military operations in urban terrain? I low do we
respond to the possibility of terrorists in the United
States or transnational threats? What do we do
about the proliferation of weatx.>ns of mass destruction? The ability to counter these l)' PCS of dangers
must be pan of the Army After Next as well.
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Most important, to man thts future force we
must continue to focus on the people factor, having htgh-qualit)' soldiers and leaders, because we
arc going to ask them lO do some tough thtngs.
They will have to operate in man)' differe nt environmen ts, performing diverse and challenging
missions. In particular, we need to have leaders
who arc able to handle successfully the uncertainty of change. All of us arc uncomfortable with
uncenamty. \Vc like to have things lined upthis ts the way we were taught, but it is not the
kind of world we will find tn the future.
\Vhatcvcr we do, we must ensure we h:l\'e the
programs that recru it, train and educate quality
people because people arc what makes the U.S.
t\ rmy work, and they are the key enabler for
making the Arm)' After Next a reality.
Using th e Arm)' After Next war games, we
are defining the characteristics and requircmems
for the future force. While the war games arc
pulling us forward, the Advanced Warfighting
Expcnmcnts arc pushing the envelope, showing
us what we can do with current tcchnolog)'·
These experiments have been worthwhile and
have given us the resul ts we wanted. The most
visible result has been the heavy division
redesign completed this year. The heavy division
redesign exploi ts the potential of info rmation
S)'Stems; an ticipates the revolut ion in military
logistics with new organizational structures and
support concepts; provides smaller and yet more
lethal and dcpiO)'able forces, offering more flexibility and more boots on the ground to respond
to the range of military operations; and, most
important, introduces multi-component units
and staffs, bcue r exploiting the full potential of
the Total/\ rmy.
The design, a prototype for the hcaV)' fo rce
we will sec in the Army Arter Next, recognizes the
power people bring to the organization. The
changes empower our soldiers, providing the
command and support systems that will unleash
their inlltali\'C, skill and tactical judgment. On the
whole, the division redesign represents a great,
evolutionaty first step. It is the right move in
build ing toward the Army After Next.
The '·push" of the Advanced Warfighting
Experiments and the "pull" of the 1\rmy After
Next war games feed what we call the spiral

development approach of the Force XXI process.
Spiral development means keeping the Arm)"s stx
imperatives synchronized over time as we move
from 1998 to 2025 and beyond, making sure
doctrinal developments match new equipme nt,
personnel, training, force design and leader ck vdopment initiatives.
For example, wh ile we con tinue to pursue
new systems and organizational designs, we are
ah·ead)' developing the leadership for these future
units through major changes in the officer personnel management system. \Ve also have lllttlated a new officer efficiency report, and we will
probably change our other evaluation reports as
well, structuring them so they help cullivatc the
versatile leaders we need for the next ccntwy.
To keep leader development and the 1\rmy
imperatives woven together as we move toward
the Army 1\ftcr Next, we use the Army's strmegic
management plan (SMP), which guides our
efforts by ensunng resources are matched to the
changes we wam to make. The plan looks to the
long term, focusing support for the research and
development base so that we can bring forward
the technologies we want, ensuring that when we
need them in the 2010 to 2025 Lime frame, they
will be there. In add ition, we use the SMP to track
efficiencies, making sure we get the most fro m
every dollar. This is an important part of ensuring
current readiness and at the same time funding
the force for the future.
Changing the Arm}' is a complex task, akin
to trying to solve a Rubik's Cube, balancing stx
different variables m the same time and making it
all come out right. 1 can assure you that in the
Department of Defense and the halls of Congress,
the)' understand the complexily of our challenge
and respect the Arm)' for what it has accomplished. They understand Lhe Force XXI process,
and the>' support it. They know we arc not 1rying
to figure out how to fight the last war better.
What we arc domg is remaining tramcd and
ready today whtlc moving quickly to the future,
and we are handlmg this challenge well.
The tasks the people of America's Artn)' face
are not easy. This )'Car I had Lhe opportun ity to
ad<..l ress the gradunt ing cadets from Norwich
UnivcrsiL)' and the U.S. Military AcHclcmy-thc
youngest and newest people of America's 1\nny.
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'v\lhat I told them holds true ror all or us. We
will race our share or adversity in the years
ahead. We have to accept this. Lire is not just a
smooth road; there arc bumps along the wa)'· I
always found that it helps to thlllk about the
West Point Cadet Pm)'Cr, the part about choosing
the harder right mstead of the caS)' wrong. There
will be bumps along the way, but do not let them
get you down. America's Army is running a
marathon, not a LOO-)•ard dash, and we are running a good race. Ever)' da)', around the world,
Army people are making a clirfcrence, and our
dfons to prepare ror the future are unmatched
b)' any military force on the planet. We arc winning the race because we have the best Arm)' on
eanh-declicated
se lfless
soldiers
and
Dcpanmcnt of the 1\ rmy civil ians, all backed by
great Army fam ilies.

Remarks to the National Press Club
Washington D.C.
October 2, 1998

"Rcac/illcss-for What?"
You know, when you stop and think about
the 90 years thm you all !the National Press Club!
have been in existence, and the people who have
stood up here and addressed this National Press
Club gathering, it is a humbling experience, L
assure you.
lt's bee n a good day for me so fa r. I had the
opportunity to participate in a number of <Ktivities; l started out this morning by going out and
doing a run with the O ld Guard at Fort Myer.
Most of you recognize the Old Guard. They're the
soldiers that you sec around the tvlilitary District
of Washington that do most of our ceremonies.
And the)' do everything from White I louse arrival
ceremonies to burials at Arlmgton Ccmetety, and
thq• do 1t so vet)' well. So evet)' time I have an
opportunity to do something with them, I am
ahva)'S more than willing to participate.
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tvlany people don't realize they also participate in their normal ski lls. In other words, they
continue to develop those skills that they need as
soldiers, and we send them off to training in
places like Fort A.P. HiiiiVirgimal or Fort Pickett
!Virginia!.
I was talking to one of the companies that
had just come back, and the men told me about
their experience out there 111 the field. And they
mentioned the fact that thC)' were out on this field
training exercise. And this one company commander and first sergeant at the end oft he day
were just gelling read)• to hit the sack, and so they
were lying down.
And the first sergeant turned to the company
commander and said, "Sir, look up and tell me
what you sec."
And the company commander looked up,
and he said, "Well, I sec beautiful stars in the sky,
and there are millions of thenl."
And the first sergeant says, "What docs that
mean to you?"
And the captain said: "Well , astronomically,
it means that there are millions of galaxies up
there and probably billions of planets.
Theologicall)', it means that God is great, and
God is good, and we arc vcr)' small and insignificant in his sight. And meteorologically, it means
that we are scheduled to have a beautiful clay
tomorrow."
And the captain said to the first sergeant,
"What does it mean to you?"
The first sergeant sa)•S, "Sir, it means that
somebody stole our tent." (Laughter.)
Troops have a great way with words, and
also they have a great way of keeping you honest
and humble.
I thought l'd take the time that I have allotted
to tal k to you a little bit about readi ness. It seems
to be the topic of the clay and the topic 1hat I
talked about a little bit earlier this week. But I'd
like to approach from the standpoint and ask the
question: Readiness for what? I think that's an
issue that we need to explore a liulc bit, and so I'd
like to spend m)' time talking about readiness and
readiness for what.
Before I talk about readtness today, let me
talk a little bit about where we've been. Ken
mentioned it in the introduction-that we've
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taken out over 600,000 people in the United
States Army. That's Active, Guard and Reserve,
and DA civilians. And just to give you a benchmark, that's more than the population of the
state of Vermont. That's a tremendously large
drawclown. And quite frank!)', we have people
out there in the field that are asking the question,
"When's it going to stop?"
\1-/e'vc closed over 700 bases. Most of those
have been in Europe, but 1hcre have been a large
number here in the Continental United States. I
participated in 1hrce different base closures, one
at Fort Sheridan; one a1 the Presidio, San
Francisco; and one at Fon Ord. I can tell you
those were very emotional experiences. Peo ple
didn't want us to leave, and ou r soldiers didn't
want 10 leave. But the problem was that we had to
keep the Army trained and ready, and we had to
close those bases lO become a more efficient organization. And so that's what we set about doing.
We have changed from a forward-deployed
to a power projection Army. In 1989, for example, we had 216,000 soldiers stationed in Europe,
primarily in Germany. Today we have 65,000.
lvtost of the force in the United States Army is
located back in the Continental United States. So
that's a great change that we have undergone
since 1he end of the Cold War. fvlost of the time
we usc as a gauge, as a measurement, as a stan
point, the end of the Cold War in 1989. That's
the change that has taken place. And so it's a ve1y
significant change.
I would argue, from the standpoint of historical context, that this has been a very successful
drawdown. In my mind , il's been unprecedented.
If you loo k back in our histOI')', )'OU can find a
number of Limes where we've had to downsize
the Army and draw i1 down. And I would go back
to the Li me after World War II. In 1945 we had
about l2 million people, men and women, serving in the armed services. f-ive )'Cars later, the war
in Korea broke out, and we were unable to
deploy a trained and ready battalion into Korea.
That's where the famous'[ ask Force S~IITll came
from. Those were brave young Americans that we
sent over there.
And I talked to Lieutenant Colonel (Retired)
Brad Smith when he came over to Korea while I
was serving over there, and I asked hm1 about his

experience. Basically, he said, the Army over
there was an occupation 1\rmy. They didn't spend
much time training. The instrucuons that were
given to Brad Smith was to go imo Korea: "You'll
find somebody over there that will tell you what
to do. And )'OU just go up there. And as soon as
the North Koreans sec you, the)"llturn and run."
He led his sold1crs up to a place near Osan.
They took a stand-but nothmg worked properly. They were not trained. The equipment thC)'
had was not good. It did not work properly. The
North Koreans wen1 through them like a hot
knife through buller. That was Task r=orce S~t i TII,
and that was the result of the drawdown we had
after World War II.
We did anothe r drawdown , the drawdown
that I was a part of, after Vietnam . When we fin ished the Vietnam connict, we found ourselves in
L979 going from Vietnam inw the hollow Army.
There was about 700,000 people 1hat were taken
out of the Army and we did it very quickly.
The hollow Army was not jus! about the
shortage of people, but it had a lot to do with the
quality of equipment. It had a lotto do wi1h what
we did in order to fight the Vietnam War, to rob
from the theaters in Europe and the Continental
United States to make sure that we had the forces
over there in Vietnam necessary to do what we
had to do.
\Vhen you compare the drawdown that
we've gone through now and 10 years after that
drawdown, we arc certainly 1101 at a Task Force
S~IITII level, and we're certainly not a hollow
Army.
At the same time, I would tell )'Oll that there
arc some warning signs that we need to heed. It's
kind of like having a car. You can go 1hrough life
and not change the oil, not s pend $ 19.90 for a
lube or an oi l change, and sooner or later you are
go ing to have a blown engi ne. I think that's the
point that we face right now. We've got to be willing to invest a liule bit more in taking care of our
Army if we really want the Army that we all need,
and I think the nation needs, 111 the future. And
so that's where we arc. We must deal with these
warning signs that arc out there.
That's the change that has occurred since
1989, and tt's vcr)' quantifiable. Btll I would also
tell you that there's a more significant change at
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least in my mind, that has occurred, and that is
the fact that we changed our strateg)'· And that's
the framework for the discussion of readiness, as
far as l am concerned. The strategy is terribly
important. We in the Army believe that the stnllegy detennines your requirements and the requirements then determ ine the force structure-the
people )'OU need to execute those requirements.
If you look at what happened in the Cold
War, we had a strategy that was containmcntcomainment of the threat. h was a vel")' successful
strategy. We lived in a dangerous, but predictable
world. I spent 27 years in that Army, where containment was our primary strategy. r:or us it was a
very predictable world because what the threat
did determined what we did. We trained against
that threat, we modernized against that threat, we
wrote our doctrine against that threat. And so it
was very si mple in many ways for us to travel
back and fonh to Europe and to fight those battles in our minds, to train our leaders how to do
those type of battles. That was the Cold War that
we li\'ed in; dangerous, but somewhat predictable. 1\nd we all grew up in that, and we were
somewhat comfortable with that strategy.
Today we find ourselves with a strategy of
engagement and enlargement, a national military
strategy that is based upon three pi llars. One is to
be able to prepare for the future. Second is to be
able to shape the environment. The third is to be
able to respond to crises wherever they may
occur. If you stop and think about it, that's vastly
different than what we faced in the Cold Warcontainment versus engagement and en largement. l often argue that that's about L80 degree
switch. /\ncl consequent ly, we find ou rselves living in ~~ still dangerous, still complex, but a much
more unpredictable world. And that's wh)' l say
strategy is so very important. And when you ask
about readiness, you have to ask about readiness
for what? And l argue that it's readiness for the
strategy that we are forced to execute.
The readiness issue for the United States
Army is vel')' simply: We must keep the force
trained and ready while we undergo the most
fundamental changes that we've ever had to make
in our force since the end of World War II, and at
the same time , take care of our quality pcopk in a
constrained resource environment.

Now that's fairly easy to talk about and fairl)'
easy to explain. but when you get into the execution pan, it's VCI")', vel")' difficult. I try to relate that
to the Ann)' in terms of military operations, when
l talk about the fact that what we're really forced
to do is to put a covering force out there in front
of us to buy us time to change. The covering force
is the trained and ready fo rces that respond to
crises, whether they be in Bosnia or wherever
they may be-Korea, Southwest Asia. The change
process is ongoing back here as we change the
Army to the Ann)' that's going to be needed in the
21st cenwry. And so we have a covering force
which is buying us time-the trained and ready
forces-and a change process that is changing us
in a very fundamental way.
That's wh)' the Army is much busier than it's
ever been. lf you go back and look again at the
Cold War, you find that since 1945 to 1989 we
used our military , the United States of America
did, 10 times. Since 1989, we've found that we
had to usc our mtlitar)' 33 times. And so with all
this drawdown that's taken place out there in the
fi eld , the soldiers have found themselves deploying more and more to different places and doing
the things that sold iers do in Southwest 1\sia,
Bosnia, Kuwait, Korea.
But there is anot her part of change that is
terribly exciting, and that's the pan that says we
have an exciting opportunity to change the
Army into something fundamentally different in
the 21st ccntlll')'· As I've said before, these arc
the most fundamental changes that have taken
place since World War ll. l think we have a
good process in the United States 1\nTI)' for that
change. Our change process is very simple. We
refer to it as Force XXI. lt's Force XXI because
it's takin g us into the 21st century. Bu t if you
look at it , it's simple. We have a vision of what
we think the world's going to look li ke in the
21st century. In order to get that vision, we've
taken a look at the demographic trends, urbanization, what's happening throughout the world,
and how we project the world to be in the 2020
time frame. And we try to look at what that
world looks like at that particular point in time ,
and then we look bad< to 1998, where we arc
today , and we try to l'igurc out the path to get
from 1998 to 2020.
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We have a sencs of wadighting cxpcnments
which are designed to help us correct our course
as we go along. We realize that anyth ing we do
today is not going to give us a true azimuth for
2020 because that vision is somewhat blurred.
The closer we get to it, the beuer we're gotng to
be, and I think we'll be able to land right where
we need to land. But nght now you have to run
those Army warfighting experiments in order to
make corrections as )'OU go along.
Fundamental to this change process, however, is something that we have done inside the
Army, and that is to basically identify the core
competencies of the United States Army. And
really, when )'OU look at it from our standpoim.
there are six core competencies.
One is the quality people, the young men
and women who serve in our Army today and the
soldiers that are pan or that.
Second is the t raintng system, the realistic
training system that we have. It's the best I've ever
seen in 37 years of service. It gives you the fidelity of feedback that you need in order to train people for combat. It's the best thing short of combat
that you'll ever get in terms of training.
The third is the proper force mix. We still
believe that you're going to need hcav)' forces
s1milar to what-snnilar to the forces that fought
the war in Operation DesERT STORM. You're going
to need light forces, you're going to need special
operating forces.
We also think that you're going to need a
doctrine. For us it's a pla)'book; it's how we do
our tactics, techniques and procedures. And so
that has to be mod1ficd as you go along.
And fifth, I guess. is leader developmenthow )'O U develop our leaders. During Operation
DE~I' R r SToru-1 somebody said it takes us 20 years
to grow a division commander. That's absolutely
right. So if you want somebody as a leader who
can be a division commander in 2020. and )'Ou
want them with the cllffcrent skill sets, )'Ou've got
w stan right about now in order to develop them
because that's how long it's going to take.
And the last of course, which is terribly
important, is the modernization of the force; to be
able to have the best equipmem, the best weapon
S)'Stems, the best trucks, the best tanks, the best
howitzers in the world. We have that today, but

unless we invest properly in the future, then we
will not have that in the 21st cemury.
And so that's what we're trying to do is get
all six of 1hose imperatives, or core competencies, I've talked about synchronized and keep
them synchronized over time as we move to the
vision of 2020, and that 's what our change
process is all about.
Now, how did we get 1here and how did we
implement th is change process? Well . we d id it
through a series of war games, in wh ich we projected out to the 2020 time frame, said we were
on a mountaintop, and looked around and said
what is the role of landpower in a joint environment and what's the role of the Army? And then
we looked back and tried to pull ourself forward
over that time frame. The Advanced Warfighting
Experiments which we've been running at the
Joint Readiness Training Center at Fort Polk,
Louisiana, and the National Training Center at
Fort lrwm, California; those arc terribly important, because we've made adjustments as we've
gone along. And we're really just into this journey
a liulc bit, and we're already start ing to make fundamental adjustments as we continue on thnt
path called Force XXI.
This is a Total Army effort. It's a Total Army
effort involving the Active Component, the Army
National Guard, the United States Army Reserve,
and our Department of the t\rmy civilians. It has to
be that way because, as we downsize the Army, '54
percent of the Total Army is made up of Reserve
Components, and so the issue of having readiness
across the Total Am1y is VCI)' . very serious for us.
I thmk the strategy that we're on, the strateg)'
that talks about being able to respond to crisis,
wherever they may occur, to be able lO shape lhc
envi ronment, such as we're doing in Bosnia right
now, and being able to prepare for the future, is
the right strategy. I think it's a strategy of the 21st
century, and we have to sec our way through on
that one to make sure we execute properly.
When you talk abouL shaping, people kind of
misunde rstand that someti mes, but in my mind
shaping the environment is making the world
safer for our children and grandchildren. If we're
able to do that, then I think we're able to mo\'e
war to the right, and that's what we all would like
to sec happen.
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Captain John Miller and a handful of men who
saved james Francis Ryan. It was about a generation who saved the world, a generation that gave
us freedom, and a generation that told us, as John
!\'Liller told James Francis R)1an at the end, "Earn
it." And all of us who serve in the military today
take that charge to heart. We work vel")' hard to
earn it. And that's what we conttnue to try to do,
and we will always continue toll)' to do.
The secret of success for us is very simple; it's
the young men and women who serve in our
Army today. Many of you have visircd them, have
seen them . And I really deeply appreciate )'OU
taking the time to visit them whether it's in Korea,
Bosnia, Fort Hood, the Na1ional Training Center,
wherever.
13ut I think you come away from that experience as I came awa)' from my run this morning
with the Old Guard: These arc wonde rful. wonderful young men and women. They <lSk !'or very
little, and they give an awful lot. 1 would simply
say to you that this discussion about readiness is
all about them. And it reminds you that America
can afford whatever defense it needs.
I thank )'Oll very much for your kind attention, I thank you for )'Our Interest in our Army,
and I look forward to )'Our quesuons. Thanks a lot.

The question on stnueg)', however, is: Is it
affordable? 1\nd J would like to just talk about
that for a minute and give )'OU a couple of facts
and let )'Oll draw )'OUr own conclusions.
Norm Augusune, in June of 1994, I guess it
was, 7 June 1994, speaking at this National Press
Club luncheon, S<lld the following: "America
should spend no more on defense than it needs.
But America can afford what defense 1t does
need."
In that regard, we today spend more on
legalized gambling than we do on defense, more
on beer and pizza than we do on our Army.
I would also say that many people think that
we spend a large percentage of our gross domestic
product on ddense. We arc clearly in the top 50,
but j ust bare ly. We're 49th when we spend 3.2
percent of the GDP on defense.
l would also say that there has been a peace
dividend. If you took the 1989 budget, and if you
just straight-lined it, and then you looked a1 the
budgets that we've executed since 1989, the area
under the curve is a peace dividend, a saving of
over $700 billion dunng that panicular point in
time. 1argue that that has contributed significantly to the budget surplus that we need, and I go
back to what Norm Augustine S<1)'S: We ought to
be able to afford whatever defense we need.
Historians who have been talking about
World War II often list the pnce of World War II
as $360 billion at that time frame. And if you
translate that into 1998 dollars, il 's something
like $4.3 trillion. But I would 1cll )'OU that the real
cost of World War II was 1he sacrifices of the over
16 mil lion Americans who served over there and
the over 400,000, who, as Lincoln said, "paid
with the last ful l measure of devotion!"
Steven Spielberg has jusl produced, and I am
sure many of )' OU have seen it, a wonderful movie
called "Saving Privmc Ryan." And my favorite
scene in that movit· is at the end, when Private
james Francis Ryan from Iowa is s1anding in the
cemetery at Normandy, and he has his wife and
family there, and he turns to them and he says:
"Tell me I am a good man. Tell me I have done a
good job."
So I told Steven Spielberg, when we recognized him, I thought that the mov1e "Saving
Private Ryan" was more than just a movie about

Address at the Dwight David
Eisenhower Luncheon, Association
of the United States Army
Was hington, D.C.
October 13, 1998

"The American Soldier"
First of all, let me thank you. Thanks to the
Association of the United States Army !AUSAI for
what you do. You know the Ann)' is indeed fortunate in a lot of things, but I thmk it is mos1 fortunate in having an association like AUSA to back
us-helping us take care of our solchers. I'm not
on!)' talking about the national rhaptcr, which all
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lf there has been one theme in m}' remarks to
you over the last four years it has been the challenge of change. Change has been our constant
companion, our battle buddy; it is one of the few
constants in the world today.
Dealing wi th change is terribly import antit's also terribly difficult.
Let me discuss how we have addressed that
challenge over the last four years....
At the luncheon in 1995 I talked about the
Arm>''s foundation for change-our vision. I
reminded you that as the old saying goes "any
road will do when you don't know where you
want to go," but we knew we had to do better
than that because we knew what we had to
accompl ish. We knew how important that was to
our nation .
We were determined to build on what has
been achieved. Change required us to transform
ourselves from a Cold 'vVar Army into a force for a
world that was long on new and short on order.
And we knew we needed a strategic vision to
guide the effort. It had to be a vision grounded in
meeting the needs of the nation as expressed by
the National Military Strategy. A vision thm recogn ized the world as it is, not as we wanted it to
be. A vision o f the world's best Army-a full spectrum force, a total force , trained and ready
for victor}'. a values-based institution.
ln 1996, I talked about how we planned to
achieve that vision, our change process-Force
XXI. To turn a vision into reality, you need a disciplined deliberate process-a process that not only
tells you when to change and how to change but ,
equally im portant, what not to change.
Our process is simple.
First, we identified the Army's core competencies-our Six Impcratives:
• realistic 1raining
• the right doctrine
• the proper force mix
• modern equipment
• dynamic leadership
• and quality soldiers
Then we participated in war games that took
place in the second decade of the next century to
identify the requirements for something wt' called
Army After Next ]/\AN[. Using those games to
en ligh ten us, we put a mark on the wall for the

of your represent, bm also all those individual
chapters that are scattered around America.
Thank }'OU for all you do evcl)'day m your own
special way to take care of our soldiers. Thank
you very much.
Congratu lations to General Gordon R.
Sullivan, ll1}' good friend , for a very successful
mcclin.g. lie and this great staff have put together
another wonderful meeting and we arc deep!)' in
their debt. Thank you all vel)' much.
Welcome to distinguished guests-and
you're all distinguished guests as far as I'm concerned-friends of America's Army; allies and
partners from around the world; congressional
leaders; leaders from the Department of Defense;
our veterans; our alumni, our partners in industry; and, flanking the room from one end to the
other, truly the world's best soldiers. What a great
team! Thank you all so very much for all you do
for America's Army.
I also want to recognize the Army's senior
leaders silting up here with me. On any given da)'
thousands of our men and women arc deployed
around the world; our soldiers continue to the
heavy lifting for our nation. The fact that we've
clone it so successfully-that we've accomplished
mission after mission, that we've brought ou r soldiers home and trained them again for the next
mission and taken care of them and their families
and, at the same time, kept our e}'C on the
future-that is no small feat. It didn't just happen. None of that Herculean effort would be possible without the leadership you sec here.
We've recently said good-bye to some great
leaders, ICeneral ] Bill Hartzog and I Lieutenant
General ] Dave Bramleu-ancl we will soon say
good-bye to my great fri end and a great soldier
[General] Bi ll Crouch will also be leaving soon. I
would be terribly remiss if 1 did not say publicly
how much l appreciate all that they have done,
their friendship and support and their unwavering commitment to do what's nght for the nation.
They arc truly remarkable.
\Vhatever we do, wherever we go, we must
never forget it is all about the American soldier.
It is an honor to be making my fourth address
to you. Every year in the life of the Un ited States
Army is precious-year by year we gather here to
review one more chap1er in our glorious history.
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get the most out of the total force. We must figure
out how we can best accomplish our expanding,
diverse missions with a shrinking base. Obviousl)'
this requires leveraging the umque capabilities of
each component and that means multicomponent
units. You saw th1s, for example, in the new division design where we mixed Active- and ReserveComponent soldiers inside the division for the
first time. You saw that on Monday when the
leaders of the Total Ann)' signed the memorandum of agreement that officially initiates another
ke)' effort-the integrated division concept ,
where we will group three enhanced separate
brigades !Army National Guard] under an ActiveComponent headquarters. You saw that when we
announced last month that we have programmed
the Army National Guard 49th Armored Division
to command a rotation of both Active and
Reserve forces in Bosnia.
Th e chapters of the Army over the last few
years have moved us from vision, to a tightl)'
focused. disciplined change process, to a renewed
emphasis on values, traditions and Total Army
solutions.
And now, today, as ever)' )'Car, for the past
223 years, we add another chapter.
Where does the Ann)' stand today? What did
this year 1998 represent, and what can we look
forward to in l 999?
First, I think )'Oll, all of you, all of you, and
indeed all Americans should be immensely proud
of our Army. What you the Army team have
accomplished in the last decade is unprecedented. The Army has undergone its greatest transformation since World War II , and you have done
that transformation bcuer than any Army in history- and that's no boast.
1-1 is to•')' is a great teacher. It teaches us who
we are by remind ing us of who we were.
Remember that 5 years after the end of
World War II , when the first American soldiers
were sent into combat during the Korean War,
they were insufficiently trained, poorly equipped
and totally unprepared for the mission. \:Ve must
never forget what the system did to the brave
Americans of Task Force S\liTil.
Remember, five years after Vietnam, we had
an Arm)' that didn't train to standard ... that
didn't understand the unportance of standards.

t)'pe of force we need in the 2020 time frame.
Then we looked back to sec what it would take to
connect the clots from 1998 to 2020-to give us a
general azimuth for evolving the Six Imperatives.
We defined the general characteristics of the
future force and what technology we want to
~puW forward so that we will have the right capabilities at the right time.
And we linked Ai\N to our experimentation
effort-the Advanced Warfighting Experiments
[AWEs].
The AWEs allow us to fine-tunc our azimuth
and. more importantly, 10 kee p the Six
Imperatives synchronized over time.
This process is relatively si mple to explain,
but terribly difficult to execute. I would also tell
you that it is absol utely the right one when you
deal with something as importan t as national
defense. It is absolute!)' the right process when
you deal with something as indispensable to the
nation as the United States Army.
Last year, l focused on a ke)' piece, maybe "the
critical" piece of this process-making sure the
foundation was solid, making sure we never lose
sight of our values, our heritage and our traditions.
Values, heritage, traditions-these concepts
are also simple, but profound. They must be
taught and re-taught. ThC)' must be nurtured in
eve•)' generation. The)' are and will always be our
anchor in difficult and turbulent times.
And l emphasized one of our most important
traditions-the Total Army. I said that to solve
the challenges of tomorrow we must stan today
building a truly seamless force. I reminded you
that rifty-four percent of ou r force is in the
Reserve Components. We must leverage their
tremendous capabi I it y today, tomorrow- and
always.
I think history wi ll show that the debates
we've had over the last couple of )'Cars, while not
fun, were healthy for the Army. They focused the
total Army leadership on taking a very long and
very hard look at what we reall)' mean when we
say, One TC{IIII, 011c Fight, One Future. Those
words arc more than a bumper sticker-they are
our commitment to make the Total Army idea a
reality.
\':l.'c'vc already started that journey to the
future b)' focusing on new initiatives designed to
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\1./e had an Arm)' full of broken, obsolete equipment. An Army with empty units. And even more
onerous-it was an Army that had lost its spirit
and misplaced its soul. \Nc labeled 1t hollow.
Nine }'Cars after the fall of the Berlin \Vall,
nine years after the end of the Cold War, we have
the best equipped, best trained Army on canh.
That's not my opmion; the results speak volumes.
just look around the world. We have over 30,000
soldiers deployed to 80 different countries, keeping the peace and providing stability. Just look
around this room. We are surrounded by the rcason for that unprecedented accomplishmentAmerican soldiers.
ln Bosnia, you can, and people do, argue
about whether we should be there, but you can
not argue about what our soldiers have done.
There arc chi ldren t here that arc a year older.
There arc fami lies that have celebrated another
)'Car of holidays and anniversaries together. V'/hat
a wonderful contribution.
American soldiers did that.
At the same time, when we needed a show of
force m Southwest Asia, within 72 hours we had
the most modernized, best trained brigade combat team in the histOI")' of warfare on the ground
in the desert.
American soldiers did that.
And cveryda)' the Army is deployed around
the world in almost a hundred countries-training. helping, keeping the peace.
At home our Army responded to everything
from forest fires to hurricanes-helping our
neighbors, saving lives, saving property, serving
the nation, protecting our communities.
American soldiers did that.
Five years afte r World War II we could not
do that.
Five years after Vietnam we could not do that.
Today, there is no other t\rmy in the world
that could do that.
Only American soldiers.
\•Ve know we have a great Army, but we also
recogn1ze keeping it great is no easy task; it
requires tough, difficult choices--one of the most
difficult is how to balan<:e requirements with
resources. We have to do the best JOb with the
resources we have. We owe that to the American
taxpayer.

WORKS

America's Army is cost effective. Our Army
receives less than 25 percent of the total
Department of Defense budget, less than
Americans spend on beer and pizza ever)' year.
Spending on the entire 1-\rtn)' accounts for less
than 1 percent of GOP-the lowest level of
spending since Pearl llarbor. Our reduced
resourcing renccts both the change in the nation's
national sccurit)' needs since the end of the Cold
War, and the priority given to balancing the federal budget in order to maintain the health of our
economy. And this shift has had a profound affect
on our nation. Reduced defense expenditures
have amounted in a peace dividend of $700 billi on over the last decade. And thi s year for the
first year in almost thirt)' years we have a balanced budget, a budget surplus and a thriving
economy. This should not be surprisi ng, for during the same time, the Army has helped maintain
peace and stability around the world, stability
that has added almost 2 million jobs to the
American economy.
We have kept the force trained and ready
while implementing the most fundamental change
since World War II and we have done all that
despite 14 straight years of declming buying power.
American soldiers did that.
American servicemen and women have
unselfishly carried a heavy load for the nation,
but it has required us to make tough choices and
to balance current and future readiness. But we
must ask-ready for what?
The measures of Cold War readiness no
longer apply. We now have a new military strategy, a strategy based on lluce pillars-shape,
respond and prepare. \11/c must prepare now for
the future; shape the international environment,
push ing the possibility of war tO the right; and
respond to crisis when needed. It's a good strategy, the right strategy, and we must manage readiness to support each of these pillars.
In particular, to ensure our abilit)' to prepare
for the future now, we have had to shift some of
the risk to ncar-term read mess and there has been
a price associated with that shift. The readiness
concerns that )'OU hear from commanders and soldiers in the field are a fair and honest rcncction of
this shifl in nsk. The pace of operations is higher.
The time and resources to train arc less. The cntl)'
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level of units at Combat Training Centers is lower.
The ability to balance investment in training, our
installations and quality of life is becoming more
dirricult. In short, we have too few resources chasing too many requirements, and we must fix that.
Our number one concern for con tinuing to
balance current and future readiness is, as it has
always been, the American soldier. We cannot
sacrifice quality. Global reach requires a professional career force. 'vVe must recogn ize that our
post-Cold vVar strategy is leadership intensive,
requiring a higher leader-to-led ratio in bOLh the
institutional and tactical Army. The heart of our
force is experienced highly trained soldier-lead ers, both officers and noncommissioned officers.
Today these soldiers are smart and ded icated.
They are also overworked. Our principal reachness concerns are cominuing to recruit, retain
and take care of our soldiers and their families.
We must counter the growing concerns of our
soldiers over the disparity between military and
civilian pay and decl ining miliwry benefits such
as retirement, health care, adequate housing and
aging facilities. We will contin ue to carry that
message to our national leadersh ip and to the
American people.
Still. l stand in front of you eno rmously
proud, optimistic and hopeful:
• proud of all that the Army has accomplished.
• optimistic that we can approach all our
challenges from a Total Army perspective.
• and hopeful that we can contin ue LO get
the balance of our investments right and the support we need to serve the nation.
Today we have the best Army on earth.
There is no potential enemy anywhere that thinks
they can take on the American Army in baule and
win. \Ve are going to make sure they understand
that unt il the clay they die. That is how L read this
chapter in our history.
But our sto ry never ends. Today, at Fort
Polk, Louisiana, the sold iers of the 2d Armored
Cavalry Regiment [ACRI, who have recently
reLUrned from Bosnia, are preparing to embark on
an advemure that will be truly exciting and terribly importalll to the future of our Army-designing the next generation o[ Army organizations,
the Strike Force.
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The 2d ACR is the oldest continuously serving regiment on active duty. lt was formed in
1836 as a regiment of dragoons and has fought in
every war since. The 2d ACR's history has been
the history of an adaptive organizati on, transform ing itself. And just as it led General GeorgeS.
Pauon's Th ird Army across Europe to victory, we
are ask ing it to lead the U.S. Army across an
uncertain fuLUre to the AAN.
The Strike Force concept incorporates the
lessons learned from past advanced warfighting
experiments and builds upon our geostratcgic
view of the world. The Stril<e Force emphasizes
knowledge, speed and power achieved through
information dominance. lt wi ll be capable of
operating in restricted and urban terrain as well
as undeveloped theaters. lt will provide the core
fo r overmatching combat power, and the right
hooks for linking om Army forces with the
emerging capabilities of the other services.
The objective for the U.S. Army still remains
as Nathan Forrest said , "Get there firstest wit h the
mostest. " And, as always, the key to success is
knowledgeable leadership, dedicated soldiers,
and realistic training.
The Strike Force will provide us adaptive
organizations and command and control that will
allow us to bridge between our heavy and light
units, giving us the means to mix and match our
capabilities to create the best force mix for each
mission and the best support lor our commanders
in the fie ld.
As the 2cl ACR becomes our AAN experimemal force, we'll link it with the great facilities
at the joi nt read iness training center, also at Fort
Polk, conducting world-class experimentation
and developing world-class adaptive forcesonce again pushing the edge of the envelope.
What's going on today in the 2d ACR is terribly
exciting and terribly important for tomorrow.
\1\lhile AWEs look ahead, l'd like to close by
looking back. And l want lO dose, as l started, by
ta lking about the Ame rican soldier. Douglas
MacArthur introduced me to them in i'vlay 1962
when he spoke for the last time to the cadets al
West Point. General MacArthur called them "one
of the world's noblest figures. not only as one of
the finest military characters but also as one of the
most stain less. His name and fame is the
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each and every individual soldier who has ever
served. past and present. There arc thousands of
monuments to the American soldier, from the
bronze and marble monuments nsing on the
fields of Gettysburg to the simple crosses in
Arlington just a few miles awa)'· Each speaks to a
special moment of service and sacnfice. Each
reminds us of the men and women of America's
Army-workmg at a refugee center in Bosnia,
standing guard at the DMZ in Korea, siLting next
to you in the audience today, America's sons and
daughters. our most precious asset. II is in their
eyes, in thei r hearts, and through their deeds that
we answer James Francis Ryan. Yes, the American
soldier has led a good life.
It is now my very, ve ry great honor, for the
last time as your Chief of Sta ff, t.o in troduce to
you America's soldiers.
Staff Sergeant Kim Dionne from Auburn,
Maine; Staff Sergeant jason Wolfe from
Springfield, Illinois; and Sergeant First Class Greg
Seibert from Philadelphia, PcnnS)'Ivania. They are
the Army Reserve, National Guard and Active
Recruiters of the Year. The)' arc where the Army
begins. hery year these noncommissioned officers and thousands like them work harder, put in
longer hours, spend more ume away from home,
to make sure we have qualit)' soldiers for the
Total Army.
Staff Sergeant Bradley llouston from
Nashport, Ohio, and Sergeant First Class Timothy
Graves from Mount Vernon, Kcmucky. They are
the Active and Reserve Drill Sergeants of the Year.
Every day they accomplish minor miracles by taking young Americans and making them proud
soldiers in a remarkably short ti me. They teach
them what the mouo "This We'll Defend" really
means. They teach them how to be steclic-eyed
killers but also how to treat others wi th d ignity
and respecL. They teach them how to act; they
teach them how to be American soldiers.
And because the efforts of recruiters and
trainers we have great soldiers like:
Sergeant Lisa Weisbeck from Sturgis, Somh
Dakota, an assistant squad leader from the 4 J lth
Base Support Battalion in the U.S. Ann)' Europe.
Airborne qualified, she is a veteran of operations
in Somalia, Bosnia and Macedonia. She is a recognized leader in her unit and her community.

binhright of ever)' American. In his youth and
strength, his love and lO)'alty he gave-all that
mortality can give. lie needs no eulogy from me
or from anr other man. He has wrillen his own
histor)' and has written it tn red on his enemy's
breast. But when I think of his pauence under
adversity, of his courage under fire, and of his
modest)' in VICtOt)', I am filled with an emotion of
admiration I cannot put into words. He belongs
tO hiStol)'·"
Wherever I have been in the last 36 years 1
have seen those soldiers of whom MacArthur
spoke so eloquenLiy-a nd passionately. They
have done the nation's bidding. They have
accomplished every mission. "They have drained
deep the chalice of courngc." They truly belong to
history.
Recently Steven Spielberg captured part of
that history for all to see in a film-"Saving
Private Ryan." For me the most profound
moment was when Private james Francis Ryan
from Iowa was standing on the windswept cliffs
of Normand)', by the sweeping fields of crosses
and stars of David-the )'Outh long gone, the war
and the terror of Normandy many )'Cars in his
past-and he turned to h1s wife and said, "Tell
me I'm a good man. Tell me I did a good job." He
had to know if savmg him had been wonh the
sacrifice of Captain john Miller and a handful of
brave men. But "Saving Private Ryan" was not
about saving one man. It was about a generation
who saved the world-who gave us the priceless
gift of freedom. For me it brought home what
General MacArthur had said '36 years ago t.o me
and my fellow cadets at West Point "Yours is the
profession of arms, the will to win, the sure
knowledge that in war there is no substi tute for
victory, that if you lose the nation will be
destroyed." The soldiers who fought World War
II did not lose-thank God.
What a magnificent stor)' Steven Spie lberg
tells. But , 1 will tell you what is even more magnificent. For evet)' fictional story of courage there
are thousands, hundreds of thousands of real stories of courage in our history, in our Army today.
They are called, simply, American soldiers.
Each )'ear I ask a handful of them to join me
here on the stage. I do that because I can think of
no beuer way to recogn1zc the contributions of
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about the importance of ground forces to our
National Military Strategy and the relationship
between the military and the media. Major
General Neal Creighton (USA, Retired), the
Chairman and CEO of the Chicago-based
McCormick Tribune Foundation, served as our
facilitator. As one of its principal charters, the
McCormick Tribune Foundation works to foster
close working relations between the U.S. military
and media, so Neal was an ideal candidate to
serve as our facilitator and he did a fine job.
We started the conference with a staff ride of
the Gettysburg Battlefield. As always, walking the
terrain of Gettysburg proved a powerful reminder
of the importance of training and readiness, bold
and innovative leadership, leveragi ng technology,
and especially the personal courage displayed by
soldiers throughout our nat ion's history. The staff
ride also provided us with an excellent forum to
emphasize the enduring importance of ground
forces to our National Military Strategy. We concluded the staff ride with an explanation of how
we have applied the lessons learned from
Gettysburg in today's Army and in our preparations for the Army After Next. Collectively, the
staff ride was an excellent way to get all of us in a
common frame of mind and helped build relations as we prepared for the day-two roundtable
discussions.
The discussions on day-two built on the staff
ride, focusing on four key areas:
• the Army's vision for the 21st century;
• how emerging technology will affect future
military operations, media coverage of these operations, and future military-media relations;
• an assessment of both near-term and longterm readiness; and,
• the institutional barriers that exist between
the military and the press.
The discussions were candid and productive.
These were tough issues, and they highlighted
again for me the importance of clear, effective
strategic communications. It is no easy task, but
it's important work for helping both soldiers and
citizens understand the complex and demanding
challenges facing our Army.
I am convinced now more than ever that
strategic communications is an important senior
leader responsibility. Our success as an institution

Specialist Mamie jenkins from Reel Bank,
New jerse)', fulfilling a lifelong dream of becoming a soldier, as a member of the elite lOlst
Airborne Division, she successfully completed airassaulltraining. Currently deployed on a one->•ear
hardship tour to Korea, she was the runner-up for
the command's Soldier of the Year.
And Sergeant jose Marengo from
Lindenwood, New jerse)', and Sergeam First
Class Greg Valcin from Port Arthur, Texas.
Ranger Marango, a squad leader in Company A,
2d Baualion, 504th Parachute Infantry, is a highly skilled infantr}'lllCn who has trained in every
themer in the world from Asia 10 Germany to
Saudi Arabia. lie also participated in Operation
UPIIOLD DEMOCR1\CY in l laiti .
Platoon Sergeant Valcin is a decorated veteran ofjusT CAUSE and Operation DESERT STORM. He
holds the combat infnntr}' badge and master rated
combat parachutist badge.
American soldiers all. They need no eulogy
from me, blllthey deserve the very best support
we can give them.
Ladies and gentlemen standing before you
are our credentials.
They suffered at Valle)' Forge. They were the
"first wavers" at 0\tAIIA Beach. They walked
point in Ia Orang. The}' crushed the Iraqi Army.
They separated warring factions in Bosnia. Vlhen
it is all over for me, thts tS what I will always
remember.
It is a great honor to ask you to join me in
recognizing one of the noblest figures in historythe American soldier.

Memorandum for Army Leaders
September 29, 1998

"Army-MediCI Relations: An Update"
In September we hosted the first Senior
Leader Media Conference at Carlisle Barracks.
pairing Army senior leaders and prominent
reporters for some frank and honest discussions
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depends in large pan on the degree to which all
leaders communicate to the American people
through the news media. Our return on investment is in direct proportion to the time and effort
we invest in media relations.
In that vein, this conference represented
just one of many proactive steps we are taking to
improve our strategic communications programs. In suppon of the speaking-with-onevoice philosophy, we recently pub lished focus
'98 . We are revising our media training programs for senior Army uniformed and civilian
leaders as well as for more junior leaders in the
school base.
In the near fu ture, we wil l also publish a
Senior Leader Media Outreach Strategy, which we'll
d istribute to every general officer and SES in the
Total Army.
The bottom line is the Army has a great story
to tell. We must maintain the communications
initiative and must all play a role in helping tell
our story. l need your support.

Balancing change and continuity is the secret
of our success. It is also the key to developing the
leaders who will cany that winning tradition into
the 21st century. We have the leader and soldier
development programs to grow great 21st-century leaders-programs that preserve the constants
while accounting for the human dimension of
change in a changing world. Embracing and
implementing these programs are critical tasks for
America's Army, and it all starts with understanding the dynamic relationship between the consLams and the changes that drive our Army.

Bach to the

Future-Leadership~

Past and

Pote11Lial
During a recent one-day trip, l experienced
first hand the feel of the great change and continuity that chart the course of America's Army. This
journey took me to Camp Beauregard, Louisiana,
and Fort Hood , Texas. At Camp Beauregard, 1
panicipated in the change of command of
Louisiana Adjutant General Major General Ansel
"Buddy" Stroud. As l landed at that small, beautiful post, I was reminded of what took place there
over 50 years ago. The camp was a staging area
for the Louisiana Maneuvers (LAM)-Iarge-scale
war games used to get the first divisions ready for
World War II.
The maneuvers' scope was vast. The exercises
developed new tactics and techniques for combined arms warfare, integrated Active (AC) and
Reserve Component (RC) forces, validated new
weapon systems and organizations, establ ished
requi rements for future developments and identified leaders with potential for promotion and those
who were not suited for combat. While the tasks
were great, resources were scarce. Units substituted
drainpipes for mortars and beer cans for shells
because they did not have the proper equipment.
Although the results were not perfect, they were
good enough to stan the American Army on the
road to victory. The enormous obstacles facing the
Army in those difricult times made the maneuvers'
success even more impressive. U\M succeeded, in
large pan, because they relied on the soldiering
fundamenta ls-values, teamwork and discipline,
the constants that always make the difference.
From Camp Beauregard I Oew to Fort Hood
for the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized) 14th

"Developing Great leaders in
Turbulent Times"
Military Review

january/February 1999
The U.S. Army is about winning. The mere
thought of anything less is repugnant, because
when the Army loses, America loses. I think this
determination goes a long way toward explaining
our success. The Army's history is a history of
change, but no amount o( change or adversity has
ever dampened our quest for victory. The magnitude and speed of the Army's transformation over
the last decade has been panicularly challenging.
Yet, throughout this difficult transition, we held
on to the constants-the unshakable belief that
America's Army can and must always be a win ner. At the same time, we embraced change
because it made us a better Army and because it
best served the nation's needs.
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fo r dinner." We are a profession committed to
un limited and unrestrained service to the nation,
wherever and whenever America calls.
Our profession's purpose says a great deal
about our soldiers and what the)' do ever)' day.
Our mission is too great to be achieved by any
one individual or any single task. There is a
tremendous depth and breadth to our profession.
The Army's purpose for being is to "win our
nation's wars,~ but this means far more than just
killing or the wi lli ngness to be killed. The
American warrior has been and will ahva)•S be
more than the soldier fighting a1 the poi nt of the
spear. We deter and respond to aggression , but
we also shape the international environment by
building regional stability and reducing 1he possibil ity of conflict. The Army's responsibilities
include everything from destroying wrgcts ro caring for and safeguarding civi lians and di viding
warring factions. Often these very different tasks
have to be done by the same force, with precious
little time and space dividing one mission from
the next.
It takes the combined effort and sacrifice of
the Total Army team to perform such extraordinary service. Every team member and mission
comribUle to the victones that secure America's
place in a free and prosperous world . In the
American profession of arms. even apparemly
mundane tasks take on extraordinary meaning.
Throughout our proud history, these 1asks have
always been pan of our mission and they always
will be.
Another Army cons1an1 is the performance of
our people. The soldiers who maneuvered across
the forests and lowlands of Louisiana over 50 years
ago were great Americans, patriotic ancl ded icated.
Despite the difficulties and turbulence of our own
time, the men and women of LOclay's i\rmy arc no
less exemplary. Of the 32 major post-Cold 'vVar
deployments by U.S. forces, the Army has participated in 28 of those operations, providing more
than 60 percent of the personnel. In l997, the
Army averaged over 3 l,OOO soldiers deployed
awa)' from their home station and famihes. in 70
countries around the world. All of this activity took
place in tandem with one of the most significant
force reductions in our nation's history. We have
taken more than 600.000 AC and RC sokhers and

lD (M) I Advanced Warfighting Experiment
(AWE). The experiment was the latest step in our
Force XXI process and was designed to provide
insights that will guide the Army's future. Upon
arrival, I immediately felt the excitemem and
emhusiasm for what was taking place. Without
seeing a single command post, I knew that something important was happening. You could see it
in people's eyes. I could not help but be
impressed with the teamwork I saw there-AC,
Army Reserve and Army National Guard soldiers
working side by side with Department of the
Army civilians (DACs) and industry representatives. The 4th ID (M)-reorganized, reequipped
and retrained, backed b)' grea1 organizations from
the 138th Field Anillcry Brigade (Kentucky
National Guard) and 493d Engineer Group (U.S.
Army Rese rve) from Texas-challenged the
world-class opposing forces, outthinking, outmaneuvering and checkmating every attempt to
adjust and react to the 4th I D's initiatives.
What I witnessed was more than just a technological change, it was a cultural change as
well. Leaders at all levels were confidem,
because we had created the right leadership
environment and given soldiers the opportunity
and the tools to harness the potential of a lethal,
information-age force. Consequentl)', I observed
commanders willing to take prudent risks to
achieve extraordinary gain. I imagine I witnessed
the same bas1cs at work thai builL an army of
excellence during the LAM over 50 years ago,
but l saw them operating in a new envi ronment,
a culture based on information-age warfare. I
relUrned from this trip more confident than ever
that the Army can and will be the master of its
own fu ture as long as we keep the dynamics of
constants and change in balance.
Co11slanls We Must Preserve

First and always, we must remember that we
are a profession of arms. Our profession is unique
and, as General Douglas MacArthur once said,
predicated on "the will to win. The sure knowledge that in war there is no substitute for victory.
That if )'OU fail. the na1ion will be dcstro)•ed." As a
young observer/controller at Fort Polk's j oint
Readiness Training Center put it, being a soldier
is "more than jus1 holdmg a job and going home
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never be complacent about the role of values in
our Army. That is why we have made a concerted
effort to specify and define the Army values.
Army values arc thoroughly consistent with the
values of American soc1cty, but it is a bad
assumption to presuppose that ever)•One entering
the Army understands and accepts the values that
we emphasize.
The Army is a values-based organization that
stresses the importance of the team over the individual. Values that emphasize onl)' individual
self-interest are cold comfort in times of hardship
and danger. Rather, the 1\nn)' emphasizes
"shared" values, the values that make an individual reach beyond sel f. Army values bui ld strong,
cohesive organizations that, in turn , become the
source of strength and solidarity for their members in difficult and turbulent times.
Values-based leadership means setting the
example and then creating a com mand climate
where soldiers can put values into practice. It is
leadership best described by the simple principle
"be, know, do." Leaders must not only exemplify
Army values in their words and deeds, they must
create the opportunity lor evCI')' soldier in their
command to live them as well. To do anything
less is to be less than a leader.
General john M. Schofield described the link
between a leader's thoughts and actions when he
coined his definition of discipline.
The discipline which makes soldiers of a free
country reliable in baule is not to be gained by
harsh or tyrannical treatment. On the contrary ,
such action is far more likely to dcst rO)' than
make an army. It is possible to impart instruction
and give commands in such manner and tone of
vo ice to inspi re in the so ldier no feeling but an
intense desire to obey, wh ile the opposite manner
and tone of voice cannot fai l to excite st rong
resentment and a desire to disobey. The one
mode or the other of dealing with subordinates
springs from a corresponding spirit in the breast
of the commander. lie who feels this respect
which is due others cannot fail to inspire in them
regard for himself, while he who feels disrespect
for others, especiall)' his inferiors, cannot fail to
inspire hatred against himself.
Schofield framed these words in 1879, but
the)' are as true today as they were then. The real-

DAC employees out of the force. We have closed
over 700 bases. In Europe alone, we reduced the
force from 232,000 soldiers to 65.000. The total
drawdown in Europe would be equivalent to closing major installations in the United States.
While these reductions LOok place, Army
operations tempo (OPTEMPO) increased approximate!)' 300 percem. Despite the magnitude of
our efforts and the everyday pressures and stresses on the force, our soldiers continue to perform
magnificently. ThC)' have the same willingness to
take prudent risk, boldness to seize the initiative
and professionalism to do their absolute besttrademarks of successful armies from our past.
l recognize that the service of our soldiers has
not come without cost. We arc nor perfecl. Many
are concerned whet her the Army can ma imain
the tremendous progress we have made since the
Vietnam War's encl . Some worry that a "zero
defects" mentality might resurrect itself and that
opportunities for assignments and promotion will
diminish. Others fear a return to a "hollow army,"
where requirerncms far outstrip resources. Some
are concerned that the high OPTEMPO will
detract from training to the point that units will
lose their warfighting edge. These concerns are
understandable and bear watching because they
highlight another important constam we can
never compromise-the Army's concern about
taking care of people.
As I think back over my 35 years of military
service, I have learned that 1he Army's waxing
and waning has had less to do with the resources
available than with our commitment to pu ll
LOgether. The Ann)' is, at heart, a community of
AC and RC sold iers, Df\C employees and their
fam ilies. Communities thrive when people care
about one another, work with one }·mother and
trust one another. I believe today's Army carries
within it this spirit and sense of community, the
commitment to address our short falls and build
upon our strengths. l am optimistic about the
future and convinced that because we hold tight
to a strong tradition of commitment to one another, we arc and will remain the best army on Earth.

A Values-Based Army
Undergirding these constants is the most
important constant of all-Arm)' values. 'vVe must
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ity of leaders' performance must match the
rhetonc of their words. Schofield's definition
reminds us that values-based leadership is not
about weakening standards or detracting from the
Army's warrior spirit. There is nothing incompatible between the warrior spirit and treating al l soldiers with dignity and respect. ln fa ct, when we
deny soldiers the opponuniLy to "be all they can
be," the Arm>' as an institution is immeasurably
diminished. The re is no beuer guarantee for
maintaining our warrior spirit than preserving the
constants of Army values and traditwns, the
bedrock of t\mcrica's Army.

lethal and nonlethal engagements. Toda)"s soldiers must be able to implement cl!sctplined
rules of engagement under stressful and
demanding conditions. Our soldiers' performance in Bosnia is an ou tstanding example of
the other "face" of courage. An effective team of
AC and RC forces, they performed a complex
range of daily tasks and did every one of them to
standard. They arc a living testament to the
Army's capacit)' tO accommodate a rapidly
changing internallonal environment.
Perhaps the greatest change we face today ts
becoming comfortable with using the technologies of an information force to enhance the exeCLilion of leadership. Leading in the information
age requires new trust and confidence-trust in
technology and the confidence to share information and decision making. What I witnessed at
Fort Hood during the 4th !D's AWE was the
beginning of a fundamental cultural change in
the Army. The 4th ID ( M ) is without a doubt a
world-class "learning team." They discovered,
like Peter Senge in his book The Fifth Discipline,
that "the organizations that excel in the future
will be organizations that discover how to tap
people's commitment and capacit)' to learn at all
levels in an orgnnization. "
Throughout the experiment, the 4th ID (M)
demonstrated an extraordinary capacity for collaborative nction, where teammates complement
one another's strengths and compensate for one
another's limitations. The result is a unit whose
performance as a whole is greater than the sum of
the individual efforts of its members. Learning
teams have the ability to "suspend assumptions"
and enter imo a genuine "thinking together." This
process allows organizations to discover solutions
they might overloo k if approach ing problems
mere!)' as a collection of individuals.
New information systems have served as
"enablers" for shared understanding and trust.
They allow for rapid and accurate commander's
intent disseminauon and promote immediate
group discussion and interaction to foster highquality, effective bauldield performance. The 4th
LD's results tell us that the key to winning future
wars is learn ing how to use information systems
to best advantage. Getting the most ou t of our
future force will not happen without deliberate,

Changes We Must Accept
Whi le change is itseH another constant in
Army history, the level of physica l and cultural
change in the past decade is almost without
precedent. Developing great leaders depends as
much on acknowledging what will change in the
future as on a commitment to preserving past values and traditions.
We must stan by recognizing the importance
of balancing moral and physical courage. Physical
bravery is without question an imponant pan of
being a soldier. There will always be a s pecial
place for the extraordinary heroism that is the
legacy of American soldiers in baulc. This courage
was epitomized by Master Sergeant Ga ry I.
Gordon and Se rgeant First Class Randall D.
Shughart, who were posthumously awarded the
Medal of llonor for their actions during a firefight
in 1\logadishu, Somalia, on 3 and 4 October
1993. \ll.lithout a moment's hesitation, both
rushed to the aid of a downed helicopter crew
despite the fact that they knew they were facing
ce rtain death. The courage of America's soldiers
represents unparalle led commi tment . As
Stephanie Shughan said so eloquently at the
award ceremony for her late husband, "It takes a
special person to not only read a creed and memorize a creed, but to live a creed."
Living the creed is what Army courage ts all
about. llowever, it should not diminish the
importance of unbound ph)'Sical courage to recognize that bravery in baule is on I)' part of what
makes a successful soldier. Soldiering is also
about the moral courage renectecl in the discipline and mental toughness to handle both
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disciplined effon. Technology can become a
straitjacket for the military mind as easily as it
can be used to unle:1sh the power of our soldiers.
During the Vietnam War, helicopters could
whtsk commanders to any battlefield at any time.
Some used this tcchnolog)' to extend their control over subordmate leaders. We called them
"squad leaders in the sky." We must be smarter
than that!
\Vithout discipline, accumulating masses of
data through information technology can quickly
lead to over centralized decision making. We must
have the trust and confidence to empower leaders
at all levels with information, allowing them to
exercise their good judgment and init iative.

Building Preclictability
Tatla)"s Anll )' must create an environment
that teaches, nurtures and builds on the constants
while embracing and lead ing necessary change.
This effort begins with creating a positive, predictable and ethical command climate for our
young leaders and soldiers.
In many respects we arc not masters of our
fate, controlling neither the missions nor budget
allocated to the Army. We can, however, give our
soldiers a powerful tool for the demands of Ann)'
life-predictability. Prcclictal>ility in the force and
the training schedule IS the key to creating a positive environment. There arc responsibilities leaders at every level share, as well as specific actions
the senior leaders and fie ld commanders must
take to ensure predictability for the force.
We all have a role to play here. Creating a
predictable environment begins with setting and
enforcing standards. 1\ scrgeam major once told
me that "the Army is an easy place in which to
succeed. The Army has standards for everything,
and all we have to do to get ahead is to meet
those standards." li e had it about righ t. Every
time leaders waver from a commitment to standards, trouble follows. We must ensure that all
leaders understand standards and en force themleaders must set the example. In particular, I have
charged our Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Corps with being the keeper of Army standards.
Standards arc the "crown jewels of the Artn)'."
\Vithout them, soldiers will never know what to
expect from their leaders.

However, just selling and enforcing standards is not enough to create a predictable environment. Senior Army leaders have an obligation
to give commanders and soldiers a reasonable
expectation that they will have the time and
resources they need. For starters, the joint Chiefs
of Staff arc commillcd to reducmg joint training
and exercise requirements b)' 25 percent. This
reduction is designed to eliminate the least effective training events and should help reduce the
burden on commanders who all too frequently
meet themselves coming and going, racing from
one training exercise to the next.
'v\lith in the Army , we arc worki ng hard to
give leaders the confidence that they will have the
people they need to get the job done. This effort
focuses on reducing the personnel shortages and
staff vacancies many commanders see in their
units. As the Army drew down, a significant gap
grew between the number of "spaces" in the force
structure and the number of sold iers to occupy
those spaces. We arc in the process of balancing
"faces and spaces," as well as vigorously recruiting
to fill chronically short, critical mliitaf)' occupational specialties.
Over the next L2 mom hs these efforts will
result in a more predictable and consistent level
of manpower for our Arm)'· We arc also working
hard at maintaining the qualit)' of the force. I am
satisfied with the adjustments we have made to
recruiting efforts. As a result, the quality of the
force today is every bit as high as the Army that
fought in Operation DESERT SIOI~I- 1. Our initiatives
will not solve ever)' unit's shortfalls, but the)'
should give commanders con fidence that they can
expect to cont inue to have high-quality soldiers,
in greater pe rcemagcs, to fill thei r ranks.
Leaders in the field also need to do their pan
in building predictabi lity. This starts with a commitmem to stick to the princ iples of effective
training management rcgnrdless of how much
wrbulence and changes pull on leaders to abandon their effort to take control of the schedule.
They also have an important pan to pia)' in "slowing down the train." More training is not always
beuer training. I do not believe we can do more
with less. However, I do believe we must get the
best out of what we get. Fewer but higher-quality
training events arc more Hnportant than ensuring
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Academy at West Point, New York,
Consideration of Others reinforces Army values
through small groups that emphasize basic leadership and respect principles. \Vc arc institutionalizing use of the Considemtion of Others Program
and Ethiwl Climate Assessment Survey throughout
the Army. They are 1mponant tools for building
the positive, ethical command climate needed to
grow great leaders.

ever>' moment on the training schedule is chock
full of activity. Sometimes less is better. In addition, leaders must set and monitor key indicators,
such as borrowed military manpower, signs that
will tell them if we arc making the most efficient
and appropriate usc of our soldiers.

Creating Ethical Environments
The environment Total Army leaders create
needs to be ethical as well as predictable. Ensuring
an ethical command climate requires commitment to Army values and leadership, as well as a
core of rclevanL, focused programs that build on
those constants.
Creating et hical environments starts on the
first day of in itial entry train ing (lET). Leaders
must recognize that individuals entering the
Army have different values bases, and we must
pay increased attent ion to incu lcating and reinforcing our standards and values in these soldiers.
To help energize the process, the U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command, in cooperation
with the U.S. Army Center of Military History, is
developing a structured program that places
greater emphasis on Total Army values and traditions during JET. Soldiers will lea,·e for their first
assignment enriched with the proud history, winning traditions and deep!)' held values that stand
behind our Arm)'·
But that is not enough. Building soldiers of
character only starts in I ET. Leaders must
immerse their soldiers in Army values and traditions from the clay they join up until the day they
leave, ensuring that both leaders and led show
respect and tolerance of others and unswerving
comm itment to doiug whm is morally and legally
right. Once soldiers arrive in their units, leaders
have a responsibility 10 reinforce and sustain the
ethical founclmion bui lt in LET. One aid that has
been provided Lo leade rs is the Ethicc1l Climate
Assessment Survey, which affords commanders a
quick self-assessment of their unit and indicators
to guide sustaining or improving the ethical climate of command.
Another important tool is the Consideration
of Others Program that provides commanders a
systematic approach for traimng and sustaining
an ethical work force. Modeled on an innovative
program developed at the United States Military

Buildingfor the Future
Creating the right environment 10 help leaders develop and mature is only pan of the task of
growing great leaders for the 21st century.
Building future leaders also rcq u ires long-term ,
purposeful leader and sold ier development programs. The Army is deve loping these programs
under an umbre ll a concept call ed Cilamcter
Development XXI.
The Clwracter Development XXI centerpiece
effort is the revision of US Army rield Manual
(FM) 22-100, Army Leadersl1ip. The manual's
objective is to provide concise and understandable doctrine that demonstrates the important
linkages between the intent and acuons of soldiers and junior and senior leaders. The FM puts
the "mystery" of leadersh1p tnto clear, plain language, reaffirming the Army's tested and proven
approach to leading. The manual admonishes that
there are no easy answers, no substitutes for competent, caring and courageous leaders. FM
22-100 also provides special focus on the character-development process. the importance of
teaching values, evaluating an organization's ethical climate and creating a posi ti ve, productive
leadership environment.
The OJ{iccr Personnel Management System
(OPMS) XXI and the new Ofricer Evaluat ion
Report (OER) are also important components of
Character Development XXI. Alt hough these arc
officer programs, thC)' have re levance to the
Total Army. They arc intended as a stan point
for institutionalizing Army leader programs for
the 21st century. Not only do we expect them to
produce officer leaders with the "right stuff" to
teach, coach and counsel NCOs, soldiers and
DAC employees, we believe these programs will
sen·e as a blueprint for other personnel development initiatives.
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OPMS XXI restructures how active duty officers wil l be managed, developed and promoted
over a career of service. The changes it introduces
are significant. rhcrc were clear signs that the old
system was struggling to answer concerns about
career securit)', opportunities to get the right
assignment and the stress of high personnel
turnover. OPt\.115 XXI addresses these concerns by
establishing a new career field framework. The
career fields arc designed to enhance the Army's
warfighting capability, shape the structure of the
future officer corps and provide every officer with
a reasonable opportunity for success. The new
system will not only open new opportunities fo r
advancement, command and ed ucation, but will
better serve the Arm >''s de mandi ng and d iverse
needs for offi cer leadershi p in the 21st century.
We developed OPMS XXI hand-in-hand with
the revision of the OER system. The new OER
will apply to all/\C and RC officers. The OER's
intent is to create an effective tool for teachi ng,
coaching and counseling, not just rating officers.
The new report places special emphasis on ethical
amibutes and the abilit)' to share and instill those
qualities in subordinates. The OER changes,
along with OPMS XXI, arc important steps in
building a personnel development S)'Stem for the
future, one that builds beucr leaders at all ranks
and at all times.

Measuring Future Success

adaptable professionals. They will be prudent risk
takers who are unafraid to share information and
unleash initiative. Their potential will manifest in
powerful organizations built on trust, teamwork,
cohesion and discipline.
I am confident we arc on the right path to the
future and that we have the tools to develop great
leaders in turbulent times. During the 4th lD (M)
AVlE, I watched the young men and women who
will lead tomorrow's Arm)'· As I watched them, I
asked myself whether I could envision them in
baule. Do they have the right stuff to secure
America's interests around the world? Can they
be entrusted with leading our nation's sons and
daughters?
The answe r is a resou nding "Yes! We have
the right leaders." What we need now is the
courage and commitmen t to foll ow th rough on
the programs that will take those leaders and the
Army into the 21st centwy.

Prepared Statement to the
Congressional Commission on
Military Training and GenderRelated Issues
Washington, D.C.

For the last 222 years, we have been an Army
prepared for turbulent times, an Army that never
relinquished its zest for vietor)' or unshakable
dedication to serve the nat ion-an Army postured to win. I believe that we arc sti ll that An11)'
today and that we will remain a relevant, powerfu l force as the Army continues to change. We
will keep the winn ing edge by holdi ng fast w the
constants that make a diffe rence wh ile never losing the confidence that we can adapt to the challenges ahead.
If we are successful at developing great leaders, what will soldiering in our Army look like in
the next cemur)•? We will sec a Total Army
team-a seamless team-of AC and RC soldiers,
backed by a contingent of dedicated DAC
employees and proud partners in industr)'· \Ve
will also see a team of dedicated, enthusiastic and

January 28, 1999
Madam Chairman and members of the
Committee, thank you for th is opportunity to talk
with you about military trai ning and gender-related issues.

The Challenge c?f Change
We have changed Army training significantly
in the last few years, to bener take care of our soldiers and prepare them for the tasks they will face
today and tomorrow. Change is never easy, but it
is necessary. Organizations that recognize and
embrace change arc the most successful. You
must know when to change, what to change, and,
most important, what not to change. I think this
dynamic must frame our discussion on mllnary
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training and gender-related issues. We have realisticall)' looked at the changes required and have
made, or are making, the changes necessary.

undeterred, if it chose to, could seriously threaten
Asia's peace and securit)•;
• soldiers in Bosnia and Macedonia, working, on the ground, seeking to preserve stability
and prevem a regional crisis;
• across Cemral Amenea, U.S. soldiers joining in an international effort responding to the devastation left in the wake of llurricane Mitch; and
• in Southwest Asia, soldiers supporting
Operation DESERT Fox keeping the pressure on
Saddam Hussein.
These headlines renectcd different dangers
on differem pans of the globe, but together they
ill ustrate the wide range of tasks our nation
expects the Army to perform well.
These tasks demand we have the best teamwork in the world. We have to be able to take soldiers with diverse backgrounds and experience
and combine them into effective, cohesive teams,
often very quickly under stressfu l and chmgerous
conditions. And we must form these teams constantly and unending!)', building teamwork, and
then forming new teams to meet every mission.
The breadth and depth of Army operations, the
many ways we use our force to secure the safet}'
of the American people, demands a high level of
teamwork. That is a constant.
Undergirding the aspects we must not
change are the most important constants of allArmy values. Values arc the foundation of the
force. The Army is a values-based organization
that stresses the importance of the team over the
individual. Values that emphasize only individual
self-interest are cold comfort in times of hardship
and danger. Rather, the /\rtn}' emphasizes
"shared" values, the val ues that make individuals
reach beyond themselves. Army values build
strong, cohesive organizations that , in turn,
become the source of strength and solidari ty for
the team.
In reviewing our requirements for training
the force over the last few years. we found we had
become too complacent about the role of val ues
in our Army. Army values arc thoroughly consistent with the values of American socict}'. but it is
a bad assumption to presuppose that everyone
entering the Army understands and accepts the
values that we emphastze. That is wh}' we have
made a concerted effort to specify and define the

Constants We Must Preserve
As we consider how to best structure the
Army's training to serve the nation and our soldiers, we have to think about the things that
should not change. First and always, we must
remember that we are a profession of arms. Our
profession is unique. General Douglas l'vlacAnhur
said it this way, "Yours is the profession of arms,
the will to win, the sure knowledge that in war
there is no substitut e for vicwry, that if you lose,
the nation will be destroyed." As a young observer/controll er at fon Polk, Lou isiana's j oint
Readi ness Trai ning Center put it, being a sold ier
is "more than just holding a job and going home
for dinner." We arc a profession commi tted to
unlimited and unrestrained service to the nation,
wherever and whenever America calls.
Our profession's purpose says a great deal
about our soldiers and what they do every day.
Our mission is too great to be achieved b)' all}'
one indi"idual or any single task. There is a
tremendous depth and breadth to our profession.
The Army's purpose for being is to "win our
nation's wars," but thts means far more than just
killing or the willingness to be killed. The
American soldier has been and will always be
more than the warrior holding the spear at the
frontline of bau lc. We deter and respond to
aggression, but we also shape the international
environment by bui lding regional stability and
red ucing the possibility of connict. The Army's
responsibilities include everything from assaulting bunkers to caring for and safegua rding civilians and dividing warring factions. Often, these
very different tasks have to be done by the same
force, with precious liLLie time and space dividing
one mission from the next.
You do not have to go much further than a
newspaper to gain a sense of what is required of
toclay's Army. Within the last few months, over
the span of a few weeks, each day's headlines and
evening broadcasts carried an important stor}'
about our Army:
• the Prestdcnt standing with U.S. soldiers
in South Korea rcmmcling us that a North Korea
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I know from your visits to our trai ning and
operational units )'OU understand not all Army
training is gender-integrated. The Army trains 40
percent of its soldiers, the direct ground combat
militar)' skills of infantr)', armor, and cannon
artillery, in male-only traimng un11s because this
is the wa)' we empiO)' these units. We train the
other 60 percent, our combat supporters and service supporters, in a gender-integrated environment for precisely the same reason. This traini ng
strateg)' is based on the fundamental understanding that the requirement to forge effective teams
begins on the day new recruits enter basic combat
training.
Basic combat training bu ilds trust, confidence, and teamwork in soldiers. Shared experiences and com mitment to common goals forge
effective teams. We train as we fi ght- we train to
fight and win our nation's wars. This is more than
a bumper sticker. We train as teams because
teamwork is essential to how the Army accomplishes its missions.
The issue or segregating combat support and
combat service support recruits in basic training
implies a basic lack of trust in the abilit}' of all soldiers to understand and absorb Army values. It
negates man}' years of successful integrated training experiences, and it would reverse the great
progress we have made on integrating key members of the Army team . Segregation creates a perception of double standards and an atmosphere
of distrust and isolation between groups of soldiers in basic combat training at a period in time
where we have the greatest supervision of
trainees. The basic fostering of Army values must
occur from the onset.
I firml y be li eve gc ndcr-integrmed training
for our combat service and service support soldiers is the most ciTectivc training method , but l
also unde rstand that the changes this creates
within our institution will take time to reach full
potential. We have made signi fi cant progress not
only in the conduct of training but, just as
importantly, in the attitudes of soldiers within
the Arm)'. As you know, attitudes arc far more
difficult and take much more time to change
than behavior does. I recently reviewed some
survey results of Army members that indicate a
growing understandmg of the capabilities of

Army values and renew our emphasis on educating and instilling these values in our soldiers during initial enll")' training. Every da)', our drill
sergeants instill the values of loyalty. duty,
respect, selOess scrvtcc, honor, integrity, and personal courage that must define the essence of
every soldier's character. As I'm sure you have
seen in )'OUr visits to our traming bases around
the counll")'. values arc cvcr)•wherc, stenciled on
the stairs, painted on the walls, framed in posters
on every bulletin board-and instilled in the
character of our soldiers.
I emphasize the constants in the force-mission , teamwork , values-because they must be
the foundalion of the Army training system.
Whatever we do , however we train , these constants, these essentials, must always be at the core
of building great soldiers.

Changes We lv/usL Accept
Army training has been the lynchpin in
ensuring that we remain able to meet all of our
requirements. Over time, we have faced and
resolved many training challenges, from dealing
with the implications of racism to the issues of
sexual harassment. The approach to dealing with
these issues is to clearl}' face each issue and commit to resolving the root causes. In the case of
sexual harassment, which was brought to the
forefront after incidents at Aberdeen, the Army
has thoroughly and systcmaticall)' dealt with
these issues. We have cri ticall y reviewed all
aspects of Army training, kept the vet)' best of our
system, and strengthened the s pots where it was
weak. This is an ongoing effort , which wi ll continue as we strive to develop trust and confidence
that soldiers and leaders will do what is right.
The Army's training programs are ve rsatile,
adaptable, and well s uited to taking our Army
into the future . Our cu rrent training program
reOccts the vital role of both men and women in
our Army today. Women arc an integral pan of
the Arm)' team. They comprise 15 percent or our
Acti\'e-Component strength and are trained in all
of our combat support and combat service support specialties. Their skills, talents, and leadership abilit)' arc crucial to the Arm)', and that is
wh)' theu· training must be integral to evet")•thing
we do.
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women in the Army. Comparing 1997 survey
results to responses from 1993, there is a significant tncrease in the percentage of male soldiers
who agree that women perform well in their jobs
and that mixed gender units do not have a negative influence on unit cohesion. There is also a
notable rise in ma le sold iers' perception t hat
women arc as able as men to meet the physical
demands of being a soldier.
I believe it would be counterproductive for
us to reverse this progress by segregating our
)'Otmg men and women during the essential training that defines them as soldiers.

stereot)•pcs. He would not have thought it possible two years ago, but Sergeant Barnes says he's
thankful for the opportunity he was given to train
soldiers in an integrated environment. "How you
inspi re and lead has a lot to do with what obstades soldiers can overcome," he concluded .
Sergeant Ba rnes reminded me that our soldiers
have faith in gender-integrated training. They
know it works, and, more importantly, they
know it is important to the Army's success.
The U.S. Army is about winning. The mere
thought of anything less is repugnant, because
when the Army loses, America loses. !think this
determination goes a long way toward explaining
our success. The Army's history is a history of
change, but no amount of change or adversity has
ever dampened our quest for victory. The magn itude and speed of the Army's transformation over
the last decade has been particular!)' challenging.
Yet, throughout this difficult transition, we held
on to the constants-the unshakable belief that
America's Army can and must ahva)•S be a winner. At the same time, we embraced change
because it made us a beuer Army and because it
best served the nation's needs. As we consider the
balance of constants and change in how we train,
we must remember that, above all , teamwork and
shared values arc essential to America's Army.
The Army recruits and trains more than
180,000 young men and women annually-more
than the other militar)' services combined. We
train soldiers to perform duties in more than 5 l 0
milital')' occupational specialties, and we depiO)'
them to over 70 countries around the world, to
perform a myriad of tasks. The common th reads
that bind ou r Army arc mission, teamwork, and
values, and that begins with our rigorous, challenging basic combat training.
l than k you fo r the opportunity to share 111)'
thoughts with you today and welcome your
questions.

GelLing Change Right-Mission, Teamworh,
Values
The most difficult pan of the change process
is knowing whe n you have iLright-when you
have properly balanced the essential constants
and the demands for change. My most important
measure is our soldiers, because essentially that is
what the Army is all about. As General Cre1ghton
Abrams once said, "the Army is not made up of
people, the Army is people." Recently, I was
reminded of this when I was at Fon Leonard
Wood, Missou ri, and had an op portuni ty to
speak with Sergeant First Class Mark Barnes. the
post's 1998 Dri ll Sergeant of the Year.
An infantry soldier awarded the Combat
Infantryman's Badge, Sergeant Barnes spent most
of his career with the 82d Airborne and the 25th
Infantry Divisions. He had never worked with
women soldiers until his current assignment as a
drill sergeant. Two years ago, he was firmly convinced that gender segregation was the best 1raining method. That is what he had been led to
believe his whole career. Twenty-fi ve months and
25,000 recruits late r, he is now convi nced that
"gender-integrated training is the best thing the
Army's got going in training." Basic combat training is the greatest challenge most young men and
women will have faced up to that point in their
lives, he told me, and gender-integrated training
is the best way to build respect, pride, and confidence among soldiers.
Soldiers training together get the best pers pective on the capabilities of their team members. Tu rning from gender-i ntegrated trai ning
takes away the Army's best chance to strip away
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The Strike Force Operational
Concept Paper
j anuary-February 1999

(Note: This worlting paper was presented to the
Army's Training and Doctrine Command as guidance
for developing clle Strihe Force concepl.)

Introduction
The Army's Strike Force represents both a
new near-term asset to meet current strategic
requirements and a test bed for developing the
capabilities that will meet the Army's long-term
transformation objec£ives. In the ncar-term it
will provide a rapid ly deployable, flex ible and
adaptive early entry force. No t only will the
Strike Force get there fast , but it will be able to
swiftly tailor assets for each mission to quickly
stabilize n situation or set the conditions for the
employment of follow-on forces. At the snme
time, the Strike Force will serve as a test bed for
tackling the most difficult and imponant challenges in evolving the capabilities of our force,
helping create what we call the Army After
Next.
The Strike Force operational concept outlines:
• wh)' the Army needs the Strike Force-the
st ratcgic context,
• how the Strike Force will enable the
transformntion of the Army-the Force XXI
context,
• our intent for the Strike Force-purpose,
method, end-state,
• how the Army will orgnnizc the Strike
Force and conduct conlingency operations, and
• how we will experiment with the Strike
Force and develop future capabilities.
The Strike Force concept is lnid out in two
pans. The first half of this pnper cxplnins the
rationnlc behind the Strike Force initialive.
Strategically, we need the Strike Force to provide a "niche" capabilit)', the capacny to respond
rapidl)' to an unpredictable, diverse and chnllenging international environment with a hardhitting, fl exi ble, early entry force. ln terms o f
transforming the Army, we need the Strike Force
to serve ns an experimental vehicle, helping us
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achieve the right balance of intellectual and
physical change. The second half of this paper
describes how we will employ the Strike Force
as both an operational and experimental command . It describes how we will usc the Strike
Force to get the most out of our Active, United
States Army Rese rve and Army National Guard
soldiers, operating as part of an effective team
with assets from the other armed services and
federal agencies.

Wlty tltc Army Needs a Stril?e Force-The
Strategic Context
The Army must continue to change to meet
current and future strategic requirements and
security concerns. After a decade of experience
in the post-Cold War world, we hnve a fai r
understanding of the challenges we ft~cc. We
cannot predict with certainty when, where and
how we will cmpiO)' our joint forces. We do, on
the other hnnd, have a good grasp of how to use
our forces to best effect and we know what technology can do for us in dealing with existing and
emerging threats. Using this knowledge and
experience we hnve crafted a realistic, flexible
and ac hievable approach to enhancing the
Army's operational capnbi lities.
The nat ion 's sl rategic requirements have
changed dramatically in the post-Cold War
world. Through the beginning of the century the
United States primarily saw security as n question
of hemispheric defense-keeping enemies from
American shores. After World War ll , the foundation of America's strategic appronch was containment-blocking the expnnsion of the Soviet
power. Toda)' our fundamental post-Cold War
strategic imperative is the recognition that the
United States must be a global leader-a recogn ition that international order, as wel l as stabi lit)' in
many regions of the world , requires proactive
American lendershtp. Our challenge is to provide
global leadership in nn age rife with ambiguity.
We cannot predict what the world will look like
in future decades: the final course of economic
turbulence in Asia and Latin Americn, the political fortunes of Russia , long-term prospects for
peace in the Middle East, the union of Europe, or
advancement in Africa. 'vVe must therefore be prepared to deal wit h the challenges of unccnninty.
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The greatest danger is complacency.
Strategic requirements can always change faster
than the size, capability and state of training of
milital")' forces. Radical disparities between
stnuegy and capability incu r grave costs. The
United States' entry into the Korean conflict is a
drama1ic example. U.S. strategy did not envision fight ing a ground war on the Korean
peninsu la. As a resu lt , we had on ly meager
forces in the theater. The invasion by North
Korea prompted us to change our strategy
overnight, sending the first available units into
baule improperly equipped. insuffieicmly
trained and totally inadequate for the mission
assigned. The North Koreans quickly overwhelmed the American troops, revealing tragically that at the outbreak of the war ou r linkage
betwee n strategy and fo rces was insuffic icmly
flexible to accommodate the changing requirements of our national interests.
Today, the need for flexible, agile forces is
even greater than it was during the Cold War.
The current and projected security environments suggest many potential challenges from
ei ther stntcs or individuals who comprise "transnational groups." Recognizing the tremendous
power of th e United States, potential foes may
dev ise unique weapons or strategies that avoid
direct confrontation with our combat forces and
strike at our bases, diplomatic posts, economic
interests, telecommunications, computer networks or the American homeland. We may face
different kinds of threats and we must be prepared for those threats to lead to escalating levels of violence. Ball istic missiles, terrorism,
urban combat, and weapons of mass destruction
(nuclea r, biological or chemical) might well
become the inst ruments of choice in a fu ture
con flict. In add it ion, we may have to conduct
many different types of military operations
(working with the other armed services and federal agencies), possibly simultaneously, with little or no reaction time. Finally. we have to recognize that there will be frequent requirements
for prompt and sustained operations requiring
the control of people and terrain.
From a strategic perspective we need to
ensure our forces are agile and flex ible enough to
meet evolving traditional threats and emerging
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nontraditional dangers to American secumy.
Since we cannot predict the progress of global
events in the next decades with any degree of
certainty, we need forces with speed. agi lity and
decisiveness thai can deal with a broad range of
strategic requirements. We can ach ieve this by
building greater adaptability into our current and
futu re forces. Today we know that our land
forces arc applicable lOa wide range of critical
securit)' tasks. Unit for unit, our forces are more
lethal, more versatile and can deploy faster than
at any time in our nation's history. In recent
years the United States Army proved the uti! it)' of
ground forces in a variety of contexts during
Operation jusT CAUSE in Panama, Operation
DESERT S1 ORtvl in Southwest Asia, Operation
PROVIDE COMFORT in Northern lraq, Operation
RESTORE IIOPI· in Somalia, Operation ABLE SI;N1RY
in Macedonia, Operation RESTORE DHIOCRAC.Y in
Haiti and our current operations in Bosnia. We
have demonstrated the capabilities of our Active
Army. United States Army Reserve and Arm>'
National Guard soldiers and our ability to act
effectively as part of a joint-Army, Air Force,
Navy and Marine Corps-team. In qualiunivc
terms our capabili ties are unmatched by any
other army on the planer, and we have successfu lly met every securi ty challenge of the
post-Cold War world. In addition, we arc well
on our way to developing the future-oriented
capabilities that incorporate path-breaking technologies and prepare us for the 21st centur)"s
security challenges. We have a wide range of
capabilities-and they are improving every year.
What we must do now is enhance our ability to
adapt them to each strategic requirement. The
solution is buildi ng adaptive forces, commands
that can be rapid ly tailored to meet diverse
changing requi rements. We will develop these
capabilities further by incorporating the Strike
Force into the Army's change process-Force
XXI.

How the St rilw Force Will Enable the
Transformation of the Army- the Force XXI
Context
Changing to meet the nation's evolving
strategic needs requires a discipli ned, deliberate
change process.
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We cannot wish ourselves into the future.
The Army must change, but change, particularly
concerning something as serious as the security of
the nation, takes time. Revolutions in military
affairs do not occur as quickly as thC}' appear in
turning the pages of a histor}' book. Even in modern times profound change has taken a decade or
sometimes even a generation. A true revolution in
militm)' affmrs is more than simply "dressing-up"
the current force with high-tech weaponry. It
requires advancing all the critical aspects of the
force. Balanced development is our best hedge
against the uncertainties of the future, but it takes
time and resources.
In the mean time, we must continuall y provide st rategicall y adaptive, trained and ready
forces. ln the real world there are no time-outs in
preparing for the future . To prepare for the future
without putting the current force at risk, we must
develop all the Army's core competencies in a
synch ronized manner. Ttying to evolve the force
in a piecemeal fashion, one or two competencies
at a time, will surely fail. In the 1950s, the Army
tried with its pcntomic Army concept to undergo
radical organizational and doctrinal change very
quickly, without bnngmg along commensurate
advances in modern cquipmem, training, and
leader development to support and complement
change. The pentomic Army proved inadequate
and was quickly abandoned.
Since the pentomic Army, we have made
tremendous strides in learning how to change,
e nsuring the nght balance of people and equipment to meet the nation's strategic needs. By the
1980s, we bui lt the Cold War's best conventional
Army-the Army of ~xcc l lcnce. And then, even
before the end of the Co ld War we began to
trans form the Army of Excellence to meet the
nation's evolving strategic requiremen ts. The
United States recognized that not all its vital interests could be satisfied with forces designed cxclusivel)' to win conventional campaigns in Europe.
There were compelling diverse needs for military
forces in many regions of the world. The Army
responded by fielding light forces and emphasizing rapid depiO}'mcnt to meet the broadening
range of strategic tasks required of land power.
The Army also acknowledged that all operations,
from conventional campaigns to contingency

operations, required a far greater integration of
joint capabilities than had ever been undertaken
in the past. This recognition gave rise to Airland
battle doctrine that envisiOned a fusion of joint
capabilities, integrating the efforts of the armed
services to a far greater degree than had been
foreseen in the past.
It is ironic that toda)' some still suggest that
the Ann}' has not overcome a Cold War view of
the world. In truth , our thinkmg began to change
long before the first glimmers of the Cold War's
end were even in sight. \h/c changed because the
nation's emerging strategic approach to global
leadership demanded a broader set of military
capabilities.
On February 24, 1991., ;\ irLand batt le and
America's Army of Excellence entered thei r greatest test or battle during Operation DESER"l STOR~I.
The result was a resound ing victory during a hundred-hour ground war. Almost immediate ly,
however, America's shifting national security
environment rapidly increased the momentum
for further change, while the collapse of the
Soviet Union and soaring fedeml budget deficits
generated a demand for rapid force reductions.
On March 8, 1994, we formall}' initiated Force
XXl to guide and integrate our wide-ranging
efforts to transform the Army and meet the pressing demand to change as rapidly and effectively
as possible.
The term, Force XXI, was chosen to rencct
our commitment to provtding the nation the right
land forces for the 21st century. The Force XXI
process incorporated a number of wide ranging,
but integrated activities including research, fie ld
trials, war gaming, computer-assisted analysis and
simulations, strategic management, professional
development, training and force modern ization
programs, all focused on enhancing our ability to
employ landpowcr to meet future challenges.
Since its inception, force XXI has served us well,
and it will continue to guide us in the years to
come as our overarehing program for guiding the
Army's transformation.
The heart of the Force XXI change process
has alwa}'S been understanding how changing
aspects of the force wtll affect one another and
which changes arc the most critical. It does us no
good, for example, to have new weapons without
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Experiments (AWEs) that paired real soldiers
and real equipment under tough realistic operational conditions.
The Advanced \Varfighung Experiments
proved extremely useful in tellmg us how to
adapt the force to new capabilities. As a result of
the experimentauon effort m 1998, we completed
a division redesign that fully exploits the potential
of existing information-age technolog)'· Currently,
we are in the process of completing the fielding of
the first division under this design concept, a true
information-based force-a "digi tized" division
built around the best available, proven information-age capabilities.
The Advanced Warfigh ti ng Experiments
foc used on what we could achieve in the ncar
term with current technolog)', force structure,
and leader and soldier development. Meanwhile,
another aspect of Force XXI provided our focus
for longer-term developments. We call that effort
the Arm)' After Next. The Army After Next project began with )oi11t Visio11 20 I 0, a document
which describes the joint operational concepts for
the Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps and Army
team of the year 20 l 0 and bc)•ond. The goal of
the Army After Next is to define the Army's contribution to this future jotnt force. Through the
Army After Next war games, we idcnt ify key
requirements, resources and technologies. We
then look back at the force we have today and
determine what must change to give us the capabilities we want. This effort provides us a general
azimuth for evolving the six imperatives, together, over time. We have already used the Army
After Next war games to define the general characteristics of the future force and what technology
we want to "pul l" forward so that we wil l have the
right capabilities at the right time.
One key issue which the Army After Next
war games have identified is-how lO rapidly
project sufficient capabili ties to minimize risks
and ensure success in the early stages of a contingency operation? A daring future adversary could
potentially gain an advantage by seizing an objective and then adopting aS)'tntnetric and antiaccess strategies to frustrate our emplO)'tnent of
joint assets. Protecting the force and accomplishing the mission m the uncenam and often rapidly
changing conditions of a contingency operation

quality soldiers trained to use them, the doctrine
to employ them, or the organizations to support
them. To get change right, we focus on the
Ann>•'s six imperatives:
+ realistic trainmg- ensunng our soldiers
and leaders arc prepared to execute as pan of a
joint team, read)' to perform an)' of the diverse,
demanding warrtghung or SCCUnt)' tasks the)' may
be assigned.
+ the right doctrine-providing the doctrinal guidance on how to employ the capabilities of
our forces to their best cfrcct.
+ the proper force mix-having the capability to rapidly deploy exactly the right kinds of
forces needed for the task at hand.
+ modern equipment-fieldi ng the equipmem required to perform the mission and protect
the lives of om sold iers.
+ dynamic leadersh ip-providing professional military leadership that knows how to get
the job done right and take care of soldiers.
+ quality soldiers-having soldiers grounded in the Army's va lues and traditions. armed
with the right physical and mental skills.
The initial focus of Force XXI was on the
near term. ensuring we had a sufficient trained
and ready force to meet the nation's current
strategic challenges. Implicit tn the Force XXI
effort was that we had to be able to provide
robust strategic capabilities with a much smaller
Army. The Army had already announced that by
1996 it planned to reduce to 10 Active divisions
and 8 National Guard divisions. To make these
bver forces more effective, the initial experimental efforts emphasized exploiting the potemial of
information-age technology for enhancing miliLary operations. The Force XX I effort began by
developin g eleven wide-ranging force design
options for an in format ion-ngc division. Among
the options considered was a mix of aviation,
light infantry and armored brigades similar to the
force tested during the l970s in the TRlCAP
experiment. The study also looked at the concept
of building the Army out of independent fixed
brigades, a concept first explored extensively
during the Division 86 studies in the 1980s. The
Arm)' eventually scnled on a modified version of
the current division clestgn and tested the prototype through a series of Advanced Warfighting
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calls for deploying "overmatching" capability very
quickly. Securing an overwhelming advantage
earl)' on will require tremendous nexibility. The
traditional means of appl)'ing decisive force, such
as heavy armored forces, firepower, atr power or
swift operational maneuver, ma)' not be sufficiem
to meet every contingenC)'· We must be prepared
to respond with d1fferent combinations of joint
capabilities, ensuring we can deal with diverse
threats under varying operational conditions.
Therefore, the Army's number one long-term
transfonnation objective is to enhance slraregic
responsiveness, the ability to rapidly project the
right mix of mission tailored, combat-ready land
forces and ca pabilities, includ ing support and
sustainmem , from l he United States or forwarddeployed areas.
ln order to provide strategic responsiveness,
the Army has placed its emphasis of effort on four
interrelated trnnsform;:Hion priorities. information
superiority, criticnlto achieving "mental agility," is
the Army's number one ncar-term transformation
priority. The ability to rapidly project forces for the
full range of military missions is also a key midand long-term priorny . The Army must pursue
concurrentl)' both of these goals-achieving mental and ph)'Sical agility. In addition, two enabling
priorities, streamlining sustainment operations and
enhancingforcc protection also require focused
effort. In accomplishing our transformation priorities the Army, operating as pan of a joint and
interagency team , will be able to generate the
knowledge, speed and power that can "overmatch" any potential foe.
To achieve greater strat egic responsiveness,
the resul ts of the 1\rmy After Next war games
have told us we need a "bridge" between the
capabilities we have developed in the Advanced
'vVarfighting Experiments and what will be
required for the Army After Next. We have not
been completely successful in developing all the
Army's six imperatives at an equal pace, and we
need a means to get them re-synchronized so we
can co-evolve them over time. In particular, our
greatest challenge is the human dimension of
change-how we prepare and organize our people. The Advanced Warfighting Experiments have
already demonstrated the tremendous capability
of information-age technology to dramatically

transform how we conduct military operations.
Now, we must develop the leaders and soldiers
who will thrive in this environment and have the
capacit)' to fully exploit the potential of the systems and organizations we put m their hands. B)'
developing the leaders and soldiers of the 21st
century now, when new technology becomes
available and new organizations are created we
will have the people we need to make the most of
the opportunity. To accomplish this objective we
must add another componen t to the Force XXI
process. Using the t\rmy's Strike Force to conduct
the first Advanced Warfighting Experiments for
the Army After Next, we will build the bridge we
need between our near-term capabil ities and the
objective force of the future. The Strike Force will
serve as our test bed for ensuring the balanced,
co-evolution of the Army's six imperatives.

Our Intent for Lhe Strihe Force-Purpose,
Metilocl, Enci-SiaLe
Since the challenges of unccnaint)' and the
unrelenting pressure to change arc with us here
and now, the Stnke Force must provide both
near-term capabilities and serve as a vehicle for
developing the future force .
Purpose-Complement existing force structure by:
• provide a needed near-term strategic capability for rapidly deploying a versatile initial entry
force that can be readily adapted to diverse
requirements and threats, and
• serve as our platform for testing Army
After Next organizations and developing the criticalleader and soldier development skills to support these organ izations.
Method-Use the 2d Armo red Cavalry
Regiment at Fort Polk, Lou isiana, and ou r
Advanced Warfighting Experiments to implement
the Strike Force concept.
End-State-Speed our transformation from
an industrial-era force to an information-age
Army, while constantly maimaining readiness to
support the U.S. National Military Strategy.

How the Army Will Organize tile Stril?e
Force and Conduct Contingency Operations
The immediate goals of the Strike Force will
be to dramatically enhance our abilit)' to combine
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gency force for each operation. The Strike Force
will experiment with the means for creating
highly adaptive commands that can draw on the
Army's expertise worldwide. Toda}' our forces
have a tremendous amount of experience in conducting a wide spectrum of mil nary operations in
diverse regions of the world. We also have commands with unique skills and expertiSe on the
most challenging military tasks. The lOth
Mountain Division at Fort Drum, New York , for
example, is the Army's expert on operations in
urban terrain. Other divisions have their own
areas of expertise, from conducting raids and
deep strikes to rapid power projection with
heavy fo rces. Through the Strike Po rcc we will
be able to draw on and combine the capabi lities
of world-class expert s from across the Army to
meet unique operationa l missions that arc not
ideally suited for any of our current forces. More
importantly, we will be able to provide our theater commanders in the field exactly the kinds of
multimission capabilities they need to support
their requirements for contingency forces.

diverse Army capabilities for a s pecific mission;
compress sign ificantly the amount of time
required lO prepare and deploy; and reduce the
size of the Ioree's forward-depiO}'ed "footprint."
vVe expect the Strike Force to be able to conduct a broad range of strategic tasks, often within
the context of the same mission. Our forces must
be capable of conducting more than just traditional warfighting. The Strike Force, for example,
might be required to project power and deter
connict in an area of operations while, at the same
time, providing humanitarian assistance.
Initially, the key 10 the adaptive capacity of
the Strike Force wi ll be the command-and-control capabilities we embed in the 2cl Armored
Cavalry Regiment. We will start b)' making the
Strike Force the Army's premier operational headquarters, incorporating lessons learned from past
Advanced Warfighting Experiments and emphasizing the knowledge, speed and power achieved
through information dominance. We will build
on the tremendous expertise, experience and
capabilities in power projection already resident
throughout the Army. The Strike Force's command and control will provide the core around
which we can task organize the full spectrum of
Army assets as missions require and provide the
linkages to quickly integrate the right set of joinL
capabilities. Tactical operations, intelligence collection, survei Ilance, rccon naissance, logistical
support, planning, joint coordination , liaison and
rehearsals will all be facilitated by the rapid
exchange of high volumes of accurate, timely, relevant information mack possible by transforming
the regiment into a unique knowledge-based
organization. We will combine the best information-age technology with the most robust and
versatile command-and-control systems available
to create an unmatched capacity to collect, understand and distribute information. The regiment
will become, in effect, a "receptacle" headquarters
into which we can "plug-in" the capabilities we
need. \Vc want lO be able to task organize as easily, quickly and efficient!}' as anyone who can plug
a light into a wall receptacle and turn it on with
the nick of a switch.
After creating the receptacle, we will develop
techniques that will allow us to utilize our existing forces to rapidly butld the optimum conlin-

A Strilw Force Scenario

Under the Strike Force concept, initially we
will not create new organizmions but develop a
system that allows us to draw just the precise
capabilities we need from already existing forces
and integrate them into a single, streamlined
command for a given mission .
A theater commander could, for example, be
faced with the difficult task of preempting the
impending "meltdown" of a failing state. In this
case, the mission might require separating and
deterring well-organized armed fact ions possessing a combination of conventional forces, terrorist
threats and weapons of mass destruction. At the
same time, the intercession would have to secure
the state's capital, protecting and aiding the civil
population, whi le providing an enclave for the
continued functioning of government and the
implementation of security and confidence building measures as the disputing factions negotiate a
settlement. This mission would require a broad
spectrum of capabilities. Under the Strike Force
concept, the Ann>' could quickly dispatch a precise mix of land forces, firepower and support to
hold off a combination of conventional and aS)'Il1-
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metrical threats while providing essential assistance to civil authorities. The Strike f-orce might
incorporate clements from the urban warfare specialists from the lOth Mountain Division to secure
the enclave; a slice of he:tvy fire support and army
aviauon, teamed with other joint assets to help
deter conventional forces: and experts from
Special Operations l·orces, the Army Reserve and
Army National Guard to provide civil support
and respond to terrorist, chemical and biological
warfare threats.
Today, particularly as we face the prospect
of being called on to conduct operations in
developing regions of the world, we anticipate
the Arm y will be increasingly required to meet
unique contingency requirements that fall in the
gap bet ween what can be provided by the rapid
response of our light forces and the tremendous
combat power of our heavy forces. In add iLion,
we may need to draw on the Army's ever-growing capabililies to respond to emerging threats
like urban warfare, weapons of mass destruction
and theater ballisttc mtssilcs. Mixing and matching units for each mission enormously complicates the challenge of deplo)•ing, controlling and
sustaining forces.
Not only would the Strike Force headquarters control land force assets, but it would integrate rapidl)' w1th the other joint capabilities that
would be needed for the mission, as well as
interfacing with governmental and nongovernmental agencies. In its inttial configuration the
Strike Force would be capable of serving as a
land Forces (LANDFOR) headquarters. As the
concept matures, the Strike f-orce may develop
the potential to act as a joint task fo rce headquarters. The Strike l·orce wi ll also have the capabiliL)' to reach back and get the in fo rmation/intell igence iL needs-wherever it is. It should have
hooks into the Central Intelligence Agency,
National Security t\gency, and all national systems. With the Strike Force's unique capabilities
it need not go thmugh layers of headquarters initially in order to accomplish its mission. As the
name implies, the Strike l·orce will be a fast moving, hard hitting, mulumission force.
In addition to allowtng us to organize our
forces more efftc1ently, streamlining the operational capab1littes and the requ1rcments for

deploying units will allow us to projecL power
more quickly and reduce the size of the command's forwarcl-dcployecl footprint. The Strike
Force will provide an early entry force that can be
introduced immedtatcly into a theater to stabilize
the situation or set the conditions for bringing in
follow-on forces. We cnv1sion the Stnke Force
will be capable of conducting 30 days of sustained high-tempo ope rat 1ons. If there is not
enough time to conduct decisive operations or
stabilize the situation, then the Strike Force will
set the conditions for bringing in additional joint
capabilities. If operations expand into a land campaign, follow-on divisions and corps will deploy
imo the theater and assume the LANDFOR mission. The Stri ke Force might remain in theater to
prepare for a subsequen t operation or redeploy,
while the units under the Strike f-orce disperse
and redeploy or rejoin their parent organ izations
as they join the cam paign.
In the near term, as we develop the concept,
we may reconfigure one or two additional headquarters in overseas theaters as Strike Force commands, giving regional commanders the ability to
build their own Strike Forces using the capabilities thC)' already have, as well as drawing from
units from the Untted States. In th1s manner, we
could, in the near future, create a fairly robust
capability to provide global Strike I oree coverage.
Over time as the capabilitieS of the Strike Forces
grow, the range of support they can provide our
theater commanders for continge ncy operations
will expand considerably. In fact, we may sec two
or three "generations" of the Strike f-orce develop
over the next decade as we gradually grow and
expand its capabilities.
How \Ve \Vi ii E'<pcriment \Viti! the Slrihe

Force and Develop Future Capabililics
The Strike f-orce experiment ation plan wi ll
build on a decade of our experience of serving the
nation in the post-Cold War world-a decade of
practical experience in using military force to
make and keep peace while maintainmg trained
and ready forces, and a decade or groundbreaking
experimentation and thoughtful rcOection about
how to best suppon the natton in the future.
We will design the Strike force lo balance
ils requirements for operational readiness and its
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distribute them through the rest of the Army.
Accordingly, our priOJ·it)' of effort will be in the
following order.
• Reengineer the 2cl Armored Cavalr}'
Regiment's command and control (C2). This will
provide the foundation for the Strike Force's
operational capability, an initial abilit)' to build
adaptive forces, and create a platform for experimenting with the human dimension of change.
Command and control has always been the nexus
of AnTI)' operations. 13)' focusing in this area we
will be going right to the heart or challenging our
preconceptions about employing land forces. This
is the place we must start to rethink our assumptions and conceptual ize what soldiers and leaders
must be able to do in the 2 lst century force.
• Experiment with training, leader and soldier (TLS) development. The objective of this
effort will be to determine how to create new
mental processes and adaptive teaming skills and
then compress the time required to develop these
skills and attributes in our future leaders and soldiers. We will explore the potemial of TLS development by making the 2d Armored Cavalr}'
Regiment a true learning organization that "selfteaches," determining the "standards of performance" it can achieve and then through successive training iterauons set mcrcasingl)' higher
standards as it discovers the full potential of the
organization . As an integral pan of the TLS effort,
the Strike Force will become the Army's showcase
for distance learning, using information-age telecommunications to distribute knowledge and
facilitate collaborative learning.
• Expand the joint and interagency "hooks"
into the Strike Force. This initimivc wil l begin to
extend the range of <.:ontingency operations that
the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment will be capable
of performing.
• Develop sustainment enhancements. This
effort will provide the Strike Force its first level of
leap-ahead capability. Developments will focus
on streamlining logistical needs, reducing deployment requirements, expanding the adaptive capabilities of the force and shrinking the Strike
Force's forward-deplo)•cd footprint.
• Enhance rapid deployment. llerc we will
focus on getting the Strike Force's expanded
capabilities into an operational theater faster. As

role as the Army After Next test-bed. The XVIII
Airborne Corps will remain the core of our rapid
response forces. Meanwhile, with its initial operational capability, the Strike Force will focus on
limited, specific conungcnq• missions-freeing
up the corps to focus on major operations. To
ensure its responsiveness, the Strike Force may
alternate phases of expenmentation and readystatus or remain in the experimental mode and
transition to read)' status according to a predetermined alert process. As the operational capabilities of the Strike Force expand over time, its
responsibility for contingency operations will
also grow. As add iti onal S1rike Forces are
brought online, to enhance readiness, we may
alternate the /\rmy After Next test-bed among
them in accordance with a coordinated joint
experimentation program and the requirements
of theater commanders.
The Strike l·orce wi ll be able to transition
readily from the testing to the operat ional mode
because we will employ a coordinated, phased
and iterative experimentation plan. In short, we
will not be experimenting on all the aspects of
the Strike Force all the time. We will focus on
individual key enablers in the Strike Force during each experimentation cycle usmg the facilities alrcad}' resident at the regiment's home station in the jomt Readiness Training Center and
we will maintain contingency plans for terminating experimen tauon and returning to ope rational status.
The sequence in which we focus on the key
Strike Force enablers wi ll renecl our priorities
for developing the Army's six imperatives.
Above all, Strike Force cx perimemation will
serve to advance concepts in command and contro l, aclaptabi lily and co mpressing the leader
dcvelopmcm time line. In particular, we must
d ramatically improve our leader development
programs. In deve loping the concepts of information-age warfare, we have stressed situational
awareness, information dominance, collaborative planning enablers and reach-back capabilities. What is required no\\ IS the "spade work"
to determine exactly what we need to do to
enhance the performance of our leaders in order
to use these mfonna11on-age tools and, as we
develop these capabiliues in the Strike Force,
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the Strike Force so that all our Force XXI efforts
benefit from one another.
Throughout our effort in the years ahead, the
Advanced Warfighting Experimentation plan for
the Strike Force will focus on testing the limits of
our ground forces' adaptability and rapid deployment. We might stan by conducting the first test
in the lowlands of the joint Readiness Training
Center in Louisiana under a stability operations
scenario. The Strike Force might then be dispatched to the forested hills of the Combat
Maneuver Training Center in Europe with a different set of capabilities and a different missiona preemptive deployment. Finally, we could
deploy the Strike Force to the desert noor m the
National Training Cemer with a third set of capabilities and a third mission-a forced entry operation. This unprecedented experimentation plan
would test our ability w project power and conduct a broad spectrum of missions, against both
current and emerging threats, in diverse operational environments, as pan of a joint force .
In formalizing the experimentation plan for
the Strike Force, we must pay particular attention
to the potential of our Reserve-Component forces,
the Un ited States Army Reserve and Army
National Guard. Their cxpenise, for example, in
rapid mobilization, distance learning and rapid
team building wi ll be invaluable in developi ng
the unique characteristiCS and nexibilit)' we will
embed in the Strike Force's organizational design .
They ma)' also provide ke)' "plugs," such as WMD
response assets and logistical, civil affmrs or psychological operations units. In short, both the
Active and Reserve Components have important
roles to play in the Strike force Advanced
Warrlghting l:xperimentation.
For Strike force experimentation to be truly
path-breaking, however, it must also be synchronized with a joint and interagency experimentation plan. The success of the Strike Force will be
in its abdity to provide just the right suppon to a
theater commander during the initial stage of a
contingenC)' operation. The ability to rapidly integrate the capabilities of the Strike Force wtth the
other military and nonmilitary assets avai lable
wil l create a synergistic effect, allowing commanders to deal wir h a crisis with greater authori ry,
quicker, and with more comprehensive solutions.

the Army After Next war games have repeatedly
demonstrated, one soldier early on is worth five
soldiers later.
• I mcgnue new operational capabilities.
vVith the forces we have today, we can "operationalize" the Strike Force concept without breakthroughs in new technology. We must, however,
continue to modernize or face the block obsolescence of our equipment. ln addition, we must
maintain our technological edge to project overwhelming power with fewer forces. Quality has a
quantity all its own. Therefore, while the Army
After Next project guides our long-term science
and technology (S&T) efforts, we will usc feedback from Strike Force operations and experimentation to help continually refine our requirements.
Meanwhile, we will utilize advanced concept technology demonstrations (ACTO) and the Army's
baulc labs to lead our efforts in rapid I)' maturing
new capabilities or creatively adapting available
commercial "off the shetr' technologies. As these
efforts progress, we will develop the new systems
that show the most potential and make them
available as Strike Force assets to provide the next
level of leap-ahead operational capabilities.
• Design new organizations. We wil l leverage rhe lessons learned from the Strike Force and
begin to define the organ izations that wil l make
up the Arm)' After Next.
By addressing these key enablers in a focused,
phased and iterative manner, over the course of
several years we will be able to balance operational
and experimental requirements while focusing on
the essential efforts required to co-evolve the
Army's six imperatives. As we complete each iteration of experimentation, we wi ll fold new capabilities into the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment, creating the next generation of Strike r:orce design and
expanding the command's capabilny to conduct
comingency operations.
In addition, while we conduct Strike Force
experimentation over the next decade, we will
continue on with our other key Force XXI efforts.
They, too, will provide essenual enhancements
for the fuwre force, such as developing new doctrine, improving our ability to protect the force,
employ nonlethal techno logies, and conduct
opera1 ions in urban terrain. As these capabi lities
arc developed they will be "cross-fertilized" with
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and complex operational envi ronments of the
future. The ke)' will be adaptive command-andcontrol structures that give us the means to mix
and match our capabili ties, creating the right
force mix for each mission and providing the best
support for our commanders in the field. The
Strike Force will give us a real-world asset toda)'
and serve as a test-bed for co-cvolvmg the six
imperatives to meet the needs of the Ann>' After
Next.

The focus of the Snike force experimentation plan will not only be to advance ncar-term
capabilities. The Strike Force will be our testbed for the organizational structure, training,
leader and soldier development, and manning
requirements for the Ann)' After Next. In particular, we will focus on the most difficult aspects
of evolving the force-the human dimension,
the leader and sold1er development issues that
will address how to instill the skills and attributes needed by 21st cemury warriors. In addition,
as promising technologies mature they will also
be integrated into the Strike Force design . The
Strike Force will provide the perfect veh icle for
both defining requirements and testing their
application to futu re oper<"lt ions. Using the
Strike Force we wi ll make a "mark on the wall"
for definin g the kinds of units and systems we
want for the Army After Next-and we wi ll
draw that line based on real operational experience and tough realistic expe rimenLation with
real soldiers and real-world capabilities.

E-mail to Army General Officers
February 17, 1999

On Change
Last week I had the opportunit)' to talk at the
Army Public Affairs Conference in Washington.
D.C. In attendance at this session were some of
the Army's best and brightest public affairs personnel. They came from the Active, Guard, and
Reserve, as well as the civilian component of the
Army and truly represented the Total Army family. I spoke to them about change and the critical
role they play in helping us to shape that change.
There is no doubt that the Army has changed dramaticall)' since the end of the Cold War, and yet
as l dialogued with these public affairs personnel
I realized that we had changed much more than
most people understood. I asked for their help in
telling the Army story. As I renect on that session,
I realize that the change is coming very fast and I
have to do a better job of keeping you all
informed on this change as well as soliciting your
ideas concerning the dirccuon we arc headed . l
know there is a lot of brainpower out there and
one of the st rengths of the Army has been our
ability to tap into great ideas wherever thC)' exist.
As you remember, when we faced the decision on
the senior rater profile for the new OER !officer
evaluation reponl. I asked for )'Our comments. I
believe because of that we came up with a much
better solution, and certainly the execution of that
change has been better because of )'Our mput and

Swnma1y
The Strike Force will provide:
• just the right force m1x for a contingent)'
operation, making the most efficient use of our
existing capabilities;
• the means to tailor our force mix more
quick\)' and effectively;
• an early ent r)' force that can be deployed
rapidly, with a reduced forward-deployed footprint;
• improved links to joint forces and supporting governmental nnd nongove rnmental
agencies;
• an asset designed to meet the needs of our
theater commanders (CINCs) around the world;
• the capabi lity to better deal with emerging
threats, such as urban warfnrc, weapons of mass
destruction and ballistic missiles; and
• a test-bed for experimenting with the
capabilities we need for the Army After Next,
developing both the human dimension, organizations and the technology we will require in the
future force.
Through the Strike Force we will envision
new ways to conceptualize combining and
empiO)'ing land forces to meet the demanding
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participation. I want to conduct a similar exercise
on change.
This RTWR will be about change. Basically, 1
want to take you through the rationale for change
and then explmn how all the change packages
that we have in place tic together. Each of you has
been involved with key pieces of this change
package, but when you look at the totality of it, I
think }'Ou'll sec how it ttcs together and how far
we have gone. I hope that an added benefit of this
effort will be to help all of us tell the Army story
beuer. One of the ke>' tasks for strategic leadership is to be able to explain what they arc doing
and why they arc doing it. In the 1\rmy we must
be able Lo explain that to a large imernal audience
as well as the American public.
The stan poi nt fo r change is really the end of
the Cold War. The last LO years have not been the
only Lime the Army has experienced change, but
the difference associated with th is decade is the
magnilllde and pace of change. The challenge
that we have faced and continue to face is how do
you keep the force trained and ready and conduct
the most fundamental restructuring since the end
of World War II in a constrained resource environment. This IS a difficult task under any circumstances, but as }'OU know 11 is made more difficult by the fact that th1s is also one of the busiest
times for ground forces in our histo1y. The baule
rhythms that we were used to during the Cold
\Var have been accelerated not only because of
the types of operauons our soldie rs are involved
in but also because change is leader imensive
business. llowcvcr, when }'OU compare the
change that has taken place against previous
changes, such as at the end of World War 11 and
the Vietnam War, l think we must concl ude that,
while not perfect, this change has been accomplished very well.
I also think it important to recogni ze that
what was done during the Cold War was also
done exceptionally well. The fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989 signaled one of the greatest victories
ever achieved. All of our predecessors had a lot to
do with that as well as laying the foundation for
today's Army. The Cold War force the}' built was
one of the most powerful fighting forces in milital)' history. One needs on I}' to look at the results
of DE~ERT SroR~t for testimony to that fact. That
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Cold War force had an equal mix of Active and
Reserve Components. It was a threat-based force,
primarily focused on a strateg}' of containment.
The things that made that force special arc the
underpinnings of our force today. We call them
the Six Imperatives (soldiers, training, clocmnc,
force mix, modernization, and leader developmem). These imperatives w1ll never change, but
inside each of these imperatives we must change.
in order to adjust to the changing environment.
However, our change must be well thought out
because it is critical that we keep the Six
Imperatives synchronized over time.
As we became smaller and picked up new
and diverse missions, we sometimes found that we
had a fo rce strucLurc/rcquircmcnts mismatch. In
other words, the requirements we faced did not
always lend themselves to the force packages we
buill for the Cold War. Conseq uently, we often
had to borrow capabilities from one another to
mix and match so that we were able to properly
meet the requirements of METI-T. Two concepts
designed to bridge the gap between requirements
and force structure arc teammg and Strike Force.
Today's Army consists of 54 percent Reserve
Components and 46 percent Act1ve. While it is a
much more cost-effective force the new challenge
is to be able to meet the mcrcascd and diverse
requirements with a smaller total force structure.
Basically, we have to broaden the base from
which we draw our force struclllre. With ten
Active-Component divisions and eight National
Guard divisions, one way of doing that is to team
an Active and National Guard division. Without a
draft it is hard to fi ll shortages and replace nondcployables in the Active-Component division without drawing from other /\clive-Component forces
that arc also needed. Some have also questioned
the relevancy of our National Guard divisions in
the post-Cold War world. By teaming we arc able
to address both issues and create a win-win sillta·
tion. The teaming concept is basically similar to a
follow and support tactical mission. Whatever the
lead division needs, the teamed division will provide, whether it's equipment or people. ldeall}'
both will come in small-unit packages, but they
could also come as individuals if required. Toda}'
we have four divisions m the teaming concept1st Cavalry Division and the 49th Armored
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13y locating it at Fort Polk it takes advantage of the
enormous capabilities associated with our
Combat Training Center Program. The Strike
Force will have very hLLle if an>' organic pennanemly organized combat capabilities. It will, however. borrow whatever it needs. based upon the
factors of METT-T [an analysts of the mission,
enemy, terrain, friendly troops. and the time
available[ from the vast arra)' of capabilities across
America's Army. By temporaril)' borrowing from
other units, we create an adaptable rapidly
deployable force, designed to meet diverse
requirements with current capabilities.
Obvious!)', the leader development part of
Strike Force is the key to success. There arc obviously challenges assoc iated wi th this kin d of
adaptability and the only way to overcome them
is through leader development. Again , located at
JRTC the Strike Force can take advantage of the
leader development program already in place and
will have the opportunity to develop tactics, techniques, nnd procedures required. or course, we
will try to push the edge of the envelope in terms
of utilizing information-age technology to assist in
this mission. I lowever, the most important
dimensLOn of thts will be the human aspect. We
intend to focus constdcrablc aucnuon and
resources to develop the leader and soldier skills,
as well as the training S)'Stem necessary for such
an organization. 1\s such, the spotlight will be on
the TLS [training, lender, soldier[ portion of our
Six Imperatives. In order to keep the imperatives
synchronized we will continue the work on all
imperatives on the other nxises but particular
auention will be given to Tl.S wit h the Strike
Force. The Training and Doctrine Commnnd continue to have the task of pulling these cffons
together.
Equally important in my mind is the need to
start investigating clifbent organizational designs
for the future. Strike Force can serve ns a prototype design for the Army After Next. One way of
looking at it is as an ACTO [Advanced Concept
Technology Demonstration[ organizational design.
By not embedding permanent combat capabilities
in this structure at this ume we leave ourselves
enormous fiexibilit)'· As we continue to experiment, we will also fine-tunc and at some point we
will be ready to employ thts organization. M)'

Division, and the 4th [Infantry Division[ nnd the
40th [lnfantr)•l Division. These pilot programs
have nlready taught us much about this concept
and I hnve tasked Forces Command to look at
expanding it even further . Obviously, this concept will require changes to mobilization Jaws
and policies concerning equippmg and training. I
belie\'C all of this ts doable once we properly
explain what we're trying to do. One of the real
benefits of the teaming concept is that it picks up
some of the goodness associated with the capstone align men t of the Cold War and leverages
that goodness to complement the support to
organizational training (5,000 orrtcers and NCOs
provided to improve Reserve-Component reachness). One of the other key features of this concept is that it better allows us to manage our PERSTEM PO [personnel tempo[ amongst the components. Quit e frankly, the teaming concept is the
best way of broadening our base to meet the
diverse requi rements associated with our National
Military Strategy while still giving due consideration to cost and PERSTEMPO challenges.
Strike Force complements the teaming concept in a \ 'Cf)' imponam way. It is designed to
provide a more adaptive force structure for the
dtversc challenges, be a leader development laboratory for the entire Arm)'. and to serve as a protOt)•pe organizat ion for the Army After Next.
While we will usc the 2d Armored Cavalry
Regiment [ACRI as a base organization upon
which to build the Strike Force, this is not about
developing and equipping a new armored cavalry
regiment. At the heart of the Strike Force is command and control. Through the reorganization of
the 2cl 1\CR, we shou ld be able to create the
spaces necessary to rorm the command-and-control elements of Strike Force. l envision this commancl -and-comrol clement to be diffcrem. Strike
f-orce should have the capabi lity of commanding
and con trolling whatever initial capabilities we
need in order to stabil ize or control the situation .
Further, it should have the ability to plug in to
national intelltgence systems, if required, and to
reach back and draw from the vast arsenal of suppon available in America's Army. It is neither
heaV)' or light but has the capabi lity to employ
both. As such, it complements the development
taking place along both our heavy and light axis.
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belief is that we arc closer to employment than
many think, but like fine wine we need not use it
until it's ready. Through employment we will
again gain valuable insights and continue our finetuning process, leading all the way to an organizational design for Army After Next.
If you couple these concepts with the changes
that have already taken place in the Force XXI
process, !think you must agree that we have done a
lot and we arc continuing to change at a very rapid
pace. I believe this is an exciting part of the Army
today. We must challenge ourselves and our young
leaders to understand this change process. I challenge you to become actively involved in explaining
this process to internal and external aud iences. ln
that regard , if you have comments concerning the
clarity of these concepts or comments--either good
or bad-about these concepts, I urge you to let us
know. All you have to do is respond to this message
and we will ensure thaL )'OUr comments are collated
and factored into the discussion and decision
process. The good news is that nothing is locked in
concrete, and you still have an opportunity to make
a difference. The important thing is that we must
get it right for our soldiers.

****
E-mail to Army General Officers
February 24, 1999

Manning tile Force
Last weekend we had our board of directors
meeting and the subject of the meeting was
"Manning the Force." As all of you know, that has
been a tough challenge for us over the years.
Nineteen ninety-eight represented the eighth
straight year of drawdown and provided us a
clearer picture of where we were at the ActiveComponent cndstate. This clearer picture and our
projections for the future helped shape our discussions. I would like to provide you a few
thoughts about those discussiOns.
Manning the force ts a complex equation of
recruiting, rctenuon, and aurition. To get the

proper manning levels, we must have all three in
balance. Today what we find is that while retention remains high and our recruiting quality inclicators remain high, so docs our attrition. In fact,
first-term attrition, despite the high-quality indicators of the different cohort groups, remains
right around 38 percent and that is one of the
highest rates in the histor)' of the Volunteer
Force. We also have a lot of experience with the
Volunteer Force and have done a careful analysis
over time of what the numbers really mean.
In 1998 our retention was above I 00 percent
of objective. This year, recognizi ng that we were
at end-state, we rai sed slight !)' the retention
objectives over 1998 and hope to achieve 65,000
to help make end strength. Our projections are
that because of )'OUr hard work we will make that
number. However, all of those retentions are not
necessarily soldiers who would have left the force
in 1999. Many have signed up for the career stalllS as soon as eligible and that is good, but it
doesn't necessarily mean that we have increased
the end strength of the Ann)' in 1999 by 65,000.
As I'm sure you recognize, the 65,000 reenlistments don't correlate direct!)' to Arl11)' needs.
They are quality soldiers and we need every one
of them, but they don't solve all the shortages
across the force. However, clearly your effons in
this area have made a difference and continued
efforts over the next few months to focus on the
initial and midterm soldiers with a FY 99 ETS will
directly impact on our ES. We need to retain as
many good soldiers as we possibly can, and we
will continue to attempt to control 1he distribution of these soldiers through our Se lective
Reenlistment Bonus Program.
Attrition in my mind is the anomaly. If you
look at the quality indicators and compa re them
to any Lime in our history, except during the early
1990s when we started the drawdown , you'll find
that our quality indicators today remain extremely strong. We arc recruiting quality; still it is
attriting faster than in the past. There's something
wrong in this picture and we don't know what it
is. I do know, however, the answer and that is
leadership. We don't plan to change any of our
policies dealing with qualit)', but I do ask leaders
to become more directly involved with the allrition problem. To some extent, I think the mental-
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slightly higher than Category 1-lllA soldiers, but
Cat lllB soldiers stay with us after the first term of
enlistment at a slightly higher rate than other categories. While up to the years just before Dt:st RT
STORM we were accepting as many as 6.9 percent
Category IV personnel, we know that indiscipline
rates and other problems went up with this group
at a greater proportion than the numbers
increased. Consequently in the 1990s we have
accessed no more than up to 2 percent and plan
to continue that cap. Lifting it, in our opinion, is
just not worth the effort.
We also know a liule bit about our demographics and how different groups relate to these
quality indicators. For example, while female
quality indicators arc much higher than male, so
is their aurition. More Hispanic youths sign up
for combat arms than an>' other minorit)' group
and the attrition rate of non-high school graduates is lowest among the Hispanics, followccl by
Blacks, and then Whites. I throw this data out
there not to indicate that we are fixing to change
policies, but to point out both the complexit>' of
this issue and 1hc data bank we already have.
It's important for you to understand that we
have accumulated all this clara and we know a lot
about what constitutes a quality force. We owe a
great deal of gratitude to our predecessors who
built this force and who held the line that quality
has a quantity of its own . 'vVe will continue tO
hold the line on qualit>'· Most people recognize
the Operation Drst RT STORM force as a high-quality force. In 1989, the quality indicators for
recruits for the force that fought Operation
DESERT STORM were 89.9 percent high school
diploma graduates, 62.5 percent CAT 1- lllL\, and
6.9 percent CAT lV. Today, we are much higher
than that in Category I-IllA (65 percent) and
much lower in Category IV (2 percent). As I indicated, we do not imcnd to raise the caps in
Category IV and we will put a noor of 62.5 percem for the I-IllA Category. If you look at the
total force and do the comparisons, what )'OU find
is that during ODS we had 90/58/10 as quality
indicators and toda)' we have a force of 90/65/4.
Consequently, I think you can look anyone in the
eye and say that we arc not lowering quality.
Thai doesn'L mean, however, that we won't
cominue to refine our analysis so that we become

it)' of downsizing has overtaken us and we have
not spent as much time counseling, memoring,
coaching, and teaching our soldiers as we should.
I ask that you do that. lf the quality indicators are
correct, thrn we are truly recruiting quali ty and
now it's up to us to work with that quali ty and
develop it to "be all it can be."
Our recruiling challenge is the toughest I've
seen. There are lots of reasons, to include a strong
econom>'· the perceived lack of a threat, increased
emphasis on education in all sectors of our societ)', and man>' other valid reasons. All of these are
good things and we should not wish them to be
any other way, but I still think we have a lot to
offer. A recent Harris Poll showed the military was
the most respected inslitution by over 12 percentage points. The most recent propensily for service
in the military showed the Army still remains the
highest rated service in 1998. We have additional
recruiters in the field and, having visited them on
numerous occasions, L'm convinced they are
working hard to meet these objectives. llowevcr,
dcsptte all of that, we were still about 2,300 below
glide path during the first quarter and we arc projecting that unless things change dramatically we
could miss the AC accession mission by the end of
1999 by approximately 6,000.
The first and most important thing for all of
you to understand is that we do not intend to let
quality slip. As I said earlier, our quality is high
and it will continue to remain high. Let me take
you through the mechanics of determining that
quality. The Armed Forces Qualification Test
(AFQT) is used to determine the catcgot')' of
recruits, I-IV. Based upon their scores on this primarily verbal and math test, new recruits are
placed in a category. Once categorized, the AFQT
data is not used again. ln order to determine
where we place that recruit, we usc the /\ rmcd
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery Test
(ASVAB). The line scores from this test arc used
10 detcnmnc what MOS the new recruit is qualified for. With 25 years of experience wilh these
numbers (despite the re-nonning of the AFQT we
did in the early L980s), we know a number of
things. For example, high school graduates generally attri t ~~~ a lower rate than non-high school
graduates. That has been true in the past and it
cominues to be true. Category III L3 soldiers aurit
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a closer reflection of society. We are underrepresented in llispanic soldiers and yet we know this
is the fastest growing minority. We also know
that the1r propensit)' is for the combat arms and
that the)' make good soldiers. Yet the high school
dropout rate for H1spanic )'Ouths is twice as high
as any other group. Maybe through the use of
JROTC Uunior Reserve Officer Training Corps)
programs we can encourage this population to
stay in school and also help inform them of the
benefits of the Army. We have seen a trend over
time of Blacks shifting from combat arms to combat service support. \A/c still anract a great deal of
high-quality Black youth and want to do that
because they also make great sold iers. We will
continue to refine this data and continue the
course in terms of attracting as many as possible.
Female soldiers have definitely improved the
quality indicators of the Army. l lowevcr, we must
continue to work on aurition problems and figure
out what is happening there. The bottom line is
that we have some work to do in order to meet
our end strength and be an accurate reflection of
society. This will result in our taking a look at
some pilot programs, but I want to assure you
that qualit)' is fundamental to this Arm)•. We have
benchmarked the Operation DE~I RT STOR~I and
we plan on the quality of the future force being at
least equal to or greater than the one that fought
DESERT STORM.
We also spent considerable time discussing
CINCOS and officer restrucLUring initiative.
Basically we are commiued to buying back 4,000
NCOs starting in FYOO. They will be distributed
across the force and should go a long way LOward
solving our NCO shortage problem. However, it's
important w remember that we cannot get all of
them out in 2000. I've instructed the DCSPER
I Deputy Ch ief of Staff for Personnel] to open the
promotion gates for NCOs as fast as we possibly
can so that we can deal with this shortage as
quickly as possible. Until that time, it is important that you continue to manage your NCOs
properly and ensure that )'OU distribute them
according to the priorit)'· Additionally. I ask that
you look into the scheduling of )'Our SGT to
PLDC )Primm)' Leader Development Course! and
the SSGs to BNCOC )Basic Noncommissioned
Officers Course! so that those soldiers recom-

vVoRKs

mended for promotion can be promoted when
they meet the cut-off scores. No matter how
many NCOs we have, they will always be a critical asset and with the shortage it is even more
important that we ensure they are propcrl)• distributed. The officer restructuring initiative is
coming along ver)' well. We still have a requirements/inventory mismatch. Branch qualified captains will continue to be a critical shortage. I don't
see any quick-term fix here, but we will continue
LO work it. This is a very critical issue, at least
from my perspective, because I believe captains
are the center of gravity for our future force. \1./e
have extremely high-qualit)' captains but we must
retain them in sufficient numbers to provide the
leadership for the Army After Next. I am encouraged with what I saw reference OPMS !Officer
Professional Manageme nt System I XXI and how
over time that wil l better align our inventory and
requirements process. The botLom line, however,
is that we will cont inue to usc an ODP )officer
distribution planl for the ncar term, but our
objective through the officer restructuring initiative remains to get inventOr)' and requirements
aligned so that we no longer require an ODP.
That, howe,·er, is a few years off.
This was a very good session because we
focused on some tough issues that were critical to
our Army. They were all about soldiers. While I
don't think we solved all of them, I am convinced
that we have a bellcr understanding of them and
are moving in the right direction.

i'ddci'<

E-mail to Army General Officers
March 22, 1999

}RIC and NTC-What I Saw Was an Army
Transforming Itself
During the last two weekends I had an
opportunit)' to visit both the JRTC Uoint
Readiness Training Center) and NTC )National
Training Center!. As always, I was thoroughly
impressed with all that I saw taking place at both
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locations. Basicall)' what I saw was an Army transforming itself from the most powerful force in
militar)' histor)•-the Army of Excellence-to a
new Army based upon knowledge, speed, and
power. This is an Army that IS not simply modernizing but through our sp1ral development
process, it is an Arm)' movmg from the industrial
age to the informauon age. In the course of one
week and with two short vtsits I was able to see
an awful lot. I was extremely pleased with all that
I saw.
At jRTC [Fort Polk, Louisiana!, I saw a
brigade from the lOlst conducting military operations in urban terrain. Their mission was to take
down the Shughan -Cordon Complex and to rescue the civilian populace being held by the
opposing force. I was impressed by the degree of
difficulty associated with this task. This is Ph.D.level work. The realism provided by the role players in Shughart-Gordon made this an extremely
realistic training exercise. I was also impressed
with the solid planning taking place within the
brigade. Even though it was Ph.D.-Icvel work, we
have still not forgotten the fundamentals, being
led by the bngade commander and conducted by
the leaders of the brigade. I couldn't help but
think that in the future-and the not-so-distant
future-that this type of coordination process
could be conducted electronically. The situational awareness could mvolvc the key leaders on a
continual basis and ensure that the plan is modified over time to rcnect changes in the situation.
This truly rcOccts what I talk about in terms of
knowledge, speed, and power. Knowledge of the
enemy situation along with our own situational
awareness ensures that the plan is well thought
out and that the execution is fully coordimned
and synchronized. The tactical agility associated
with this type of knowledge gives you the speed
necessar)' to turn within the enemy's decision
cycle. By ensuring that 1he right force is at the
right place at the right lime we have the power
neeessa1y to accomplish any mission. This is truly
what knowledge, speed, and power is all about.
At the National Training Center ]Fon Irwin,
California!. I saw our first digitized brigade and a
live fire exercise with the opposing force.
Although they were unable to take their equipment with them from ron llood, the soldiers of
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the brigade clearly demonstrated the importance
of the training they had conducted at home station. There was a definite sharpness associated
with the baule rhythm of this bngade and you
didn't have to look hard to find it. Even though
this was the 13th day of the rotation, ever)•body
seemed to be upbeat and pleased with what they
had accomplished. I know I certainly was. In talking with the soldiers I was convtncecl that we are
on the right track. One of the comments I
received concerned how they wished they could
have brought their own equipment so they could
have taken advantage of F!3CB2 [digital brigade
and below command-and-control system] and the
situational awareness it provides. To me, that was
a powerful endorsement of the fact that we are on
the right track. Again , I saw the importance of
fundamentals. Lillie thi ngs like being able to conduct the proper PMCS for our vehicles and ensuring that the inform~ll ion that comes from those
checks and services are provided to the right people in a timely fashion arc truly combat multipliers. Again, my mind Oashed to the future, a future
with embedded diagnostics and prognostics so
that we can reduce the time associated with our
preventive maintenance checks and services, and
ensure the reliabilit)' of our equipment conducting operations. This is really powerful stuff and is
within our grasp.
Visiting both of these crown jewels of our
training system convinced me that we are indeed
on the right track. We're not gelling read)' to get
ready but we have rucked it up, moved out, and
are well past the line of departure. Our approach to
change is much the same as what we've done
throughout our almost 225 years of history. We
are doing what needs to be done without a lot of
fanfare and accomplishing it in a clearly professional manner. I remain convinced that we arc on
the right track and that the spiral development
process of Force XXI is the right process to ensure
we continue to be able to meet the needs of the
nation. While we must continue to ensure we get it
right because we are talking something as important as the security of our nation, we should have
no fear about the track we're on. This is a wonderful opponunit)' and we must seize the moment.
There is no secret about the key to success. It
is and always has been our people. The skilled
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soldiers I saw during these visits arc truly excited
about what they're doing and, more nnponantl}',
arc capable of doing exactly what we ask them to
do. They are led by some of the best and most
caring leaders I have seen in my 37 years of service. If there's a problem, it is simply we just
clon'L have enough of them. l believe the talenL is
there and we must leverage that talent. I would
ask all of you to discuss with your sergeants
major the recent message SMA Hall put out entitled "Out and About." It had to do with the
opportunity for promotion for our NCOs. As you
know, we cut back too much on the NCO force
and are currently in the process of increasing our
end strength by about 5,000. I don't want to promote nnybody who is not qualified. On the other
hand, this gives us an opportunity to promote
NCOs at the maximum rate allowable through
the DOPMA process. It is a wonderful opportunity for the Army and we must fully leverage it.
This means that we must identify those soldiers
and noncommissioned ofricers who are ready for
promotion and get them prepared. It is particularly troubling to me to see the number of soldiers
who would otherwise be eligible for promotion to
sergeant except they have not been through
PLDC or have not been boarded for promotion.
I've heard all the reasons why that is the case.
Some say they arc not qualified and if that truly is
the case that is a valid reason. Others say that
there's no use boarding them because they're
going to get out anyway, or that they do not have
enough time in grade to be promoted. Those are
simply excuses as far as I'm concerned. We must
take care of our soldiers in two ways. First, we
must provide them the best leadership possible
and, second , we must give them an opportuni ty
to be all they can be. I ask you to discuss this with
your sergeants major and all your subordinates so
that we make sure that we are doing the right
thmg. This ts about strategic leadership because it
is all about developing the leaders capable of
leading with knowledge, speed, and power. Our
soldiers deserve that.

"The Army After Next:
Revolutionary Transformation"
Strotegic Review
Spring 1999
We launched the Army After Next (1\AN)
project in the spring of 1996 to assist us in the
devcloprncm of a vision of future requirements.
AAN was w occup}' a "hilltop" 30 years into the
future and report what it saw. Looking forward is
difficult for any organization. Looking forward
30 years is virtually unprecedented, particularly
for an army. To ensure that it maintained a comprehensive perspective, the AAN project focused
on four critical areas: the gee-strategic environment; technology; military art; and human and
organizational behavior. AAN's two annual
reports thus far, Knowledge & Speed and
Knowledge & Sfleed: Battle Force ancl tlte U.S. Army
of 2025, have yielded a vision for changing the
Ann>' from an industrial-age to an informationage organization. That vision amounts to a revolutionary transformation for the Army-a transformation founded upon three principles:
Knowledge, Speed, and Power.
Wily Change?

Our investigations imo the future thus far
have given us two compelling reasons for transforming the Army. First, the gee-strategic environment is becoming more complex and dynamic. Ethnic rivalries, national and religious tensions, international crime, terrorism, drug trafficking, and the rise of one or more major mil itary
competitors capable of challenging the U.S.
regionally will probably increase the likelihood of
conflict over the next several decades. To provide
leadership and to promote democratic principles,
human rights, and free-market economies in such
a world, the United States will need an Army that
is more strategically responsive.
Second, advances in precision weaponry
and the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction will make the future battlefield a
much more letha l place. Tomorrow's tact ical
engagement areas wi ll likely extend as far as
today's operational and strategic distances. To
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survive and accomplish its objectives in such an
environment, the Army must become more
mentally and physically agile. It must also fight
as pan of a join! team, contributing its unique
capabi lities toward the realiza1ion of 1he operational concepts laid out in j oin t Vision 2010:
Dominant Mane uver; Precision Engagement;
Full-dimensional Protection; and Focused
Logisucs. While advances in precision weapons
will make the baulefield more lethal, recent
events have shown that if we want to protect a
people's cultural and ethnic existence, we have
to do it 1he old fashioned way-by puuing
troops on the ground.

FINAL Yl:i\R

Spiral Development allows us to anticipate, leverage, and monitor change in the Army's Core
Competencies:
Quality
People,
Leader
Development, Training, Modern Equipment,
Doctrine, and rorce Mix. Transformi ng the Army
successfully req uires synchron izi ng our progress
across all of these areas, enswing that the effects of
change in one area are addressed in the others over
time. We want them to co-evolve, to change with
respect to each other in ways that contribute to the
effectiveness of each. The FXXl Process focuses on
capabilities instead of weapons.
The Arm)"s selection of a standard mach me
gun in 1904, during a period of unparalleled
reorganization, is a good example of Spiral
Developmen t. Rather than choosing a machine
gun sold)' on its own merits, we elected to synchron ize its selection with that of the new service
rifle (M-1903 Springfield) so that the two
weapons would have matching ammunition calibers, thus easing the logistical burden on the battlefield. We subsequently chose the water-cooled
Maxim and S)•nchronized its adoption with other
initiatives on structural reorganization and new
doctrine and training methods. Keeping our core
competencies synchroni zed th us allows us to
maintain a comprehensive perspective with
regard to change and to reduce the potential fr iction among the Arm)"s many moving parts before
those parts are tested in battle.

Ow· Strategy for Gange
Preparing fo r the fu ture is a chall enge. As
General Electric's recent annual report revea ls,
trends predicted 20 years ago-record highs for
oil, japanese dominance in the world economy,
and double-digit infiation-"did not play out."
Today, oil is at record lows. the japanese econo111)' is struggling, and inflation remams low. jack
Welsh ·and GE's other leaders have thus concluded that an organization's ability to meet the future
depends a great deal upon its "abilit)' to cope with
any trend." Like GE, the Army had to adopt a
fl ex ible approach to preparing fo r the fu ture.
Failure to adapt could mean leuing the nation
down in a moment of crisis.
Time is not necessarily on our side. We can't
afford to stand clown the Army in order to modernize it. The Army can't take a time out from
readiness. We must change while executing the
national military strategy, a strategy for which the
Army docs much of the "heavy lifti ng." Hence,
our change process had to afford us enough flexibility to alter our vision as the need arises.
To guaramee flex ibility, we adopted a process
of experimentation and development in 1994
called Force XXI, which consists of three overarching efforts: redesign of the tactical Arm)'; redesign
of the institutional Army; and the mtegration of
information-age technologies into the force. The
key to Force XXI is Spiral Devclopmc11l-a partnership of soldiers, scientists, testi ng agencies, and
leading members of industry, academ ia, and the
research and deve lopment commun ity worki ng
together in an iterative experimentation effort.

The Army of 2025
The Army of 2025 will consist of a mixture
of forces ranging from special operations, light ,
mechanized, and strihe and baale forces. Every element of the Army of 2025 will both contribute 10
and benefi t from Knowledge, Speed, and Power
in some form.
Knowledge means the ability to answer three
questions: Where am 1?-Where are my budclies?-Where is the enemy? Ideally, we want to
be able to answer those questions successfully, all
the time. We cannot do that unless we arc able to
leverage fully the tremendous capabilities associated with information technology. Speed refers to
tactical agil ity as well as rapid strategic responsiveness-gell ing there "fi rst with the most."
Speed also means agil ity-making decisions
quickly, developing leaders who are comfortable
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with a degree of uncertainty and capable of harnessing the power of the information age. B)'
2025, the Army will put decisive combat power
in theater in a rnaucr of hours. Power means providing not only an overmatch of the right forces to
do the job, but also having enough flexibility and
adaptability wnhtn those forces to respond LO
unforeseen SitUations. It also means having the
right force at the right place at the right ume to
accomplish the tmssion quick!)' and with minimum casualties.
When combined, Knowledge, Speed, and
Power will amount to a revolution in strategic
ways because they will give us more freedom to
decide how and where we will engage.
Throughout history the Army's major strategic chall enge has been getting to the fight.
DepiO}'Illetll times and logistics requirements
forced us to arrive in stages, which in turn put
tremendous constraints on how we foughl.
Tomorrow, knowing where the enemy is, moving
faster than he can, and with more of the right mix
of force than he has will enable us to chedmwtc
him. ln other words, we will remove his options
so that he will have only two choices: to fight
against overwhelming odds or to concede the
conflict on our terms.
Knowledge, Speed, and Power will also help
us conduct stability and support operations more
effectively b)' enabling us to put "boots on the
ground" in the nght locations, quickly, and with
the right capabilities to control people and places.
Knowledge of the capabilities and locations of
friendly and hostile forces, the ability to move
quickly anywhere on the globe with the right
kinds of forces to do the job, will greatly facilitate
peacekeeping, arms control verification, d isaster
relief, noncombatant evacuation, and counter-terrorist missions. To do so effectively we must
reach back and tap into the vast arsenal avai lable
in the whole of America's Arn1)'·
Knowledge, Speed, and Power will thus
make the Arm}' of 2025 the nation's most versatile expression of military power.
Thus Far ...
'vVe have made a great deal of progress within a few short years. The Army's Battle Command
System, wh1ch uses emerging information tech-

nologies LO combine real-time situation awareness
with near-instantaneous tran5mission of the commander's intent, has brought us one step closer to
revolutionizing our tactical command and control
procedures. Other steps toward that re,•olution
include fielding the first digitized d1vision in the
}'ear 2000 and the first cligntzed corps before the
end of 2004. Thts will allow our heavy force to
leverage the significant capabihtics associated
with situational awareness and ultimately informmion dominance. Our light forces will complement the heaV}' force so that the Army maintains
a balance of capabi lities across the full spectrum
of conflict. The bau lcficlcl awareness or /mow/edge
that our digitized systems will impart to every
unit in the Army remains n prerequisite for
achieving the proper balance between dominam
maneuver and precision strike over all types of
terrain from urban and restricted to open.
We arc using the 2d Armored Cava lry
Regiment (ACR) to create a Strike Force that will
provide an adaptive, ncar-term, early entry force
capable of rapid strategic deploymenl. The
Strike Force will possess the characteristics of
speed, agility, and dectsivencss required to conduct operations in a rapidly changing strategic
environment. Once fielded, n will also serve as a
prototype for testing organizational structures,
operational concepts, and critical leader and soldier skills for the Art11}' of 2025. Initially, the
key to the adaptive capacity of the Strike Force
\viii be the command and control capabilities we
embed in headquarters clements of the 2d ACR.
These capabilities will provide the core nrouncl
which we can task organize the full spectrum of
Army assets (basically Cold War uni ts) and link
them to the righ t set of join t capabilities in
response to a crisis today involving any combination of conventional and asymmetrical threats.
This is the most cost-effective way of adapting
the Cold War structure to post-Cold War
requirements while pulling forward the tcchnolog)' needed for the future. Such a force might
include land maneuver elements, hcav}' fire support, and Army aviation and joint or combined
assets to address conventional threats, as well as
Special Operations Forces, and Artn}' Reserve
and Army National Guard units to provide civil
support and to respond to terrorist, chemical
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and biologicalthrems. As the name implies, the
Strike Force will be a fast moving, hard hitting,
multi-mission force that we can tailor to meet
specific reqlllremcnts.
Efforts arc also under way to achieve a revolution in military log1stics to reduce the Army's
cumbersome logisttcal tail, an essential step
toward achieving greater strategic speed while
sustaining the force's logisllcal needs. By 2010,
the Army will have new technologies and procedures in place to transition to a logistics system
capable of pinpoint distribution. Among other
things, this system will fealltr(.' the capability to
track an item from the momen t it is requested
by the user to the instant il arrives and is put to
use. In add ition, new logistics managemen t systems wi ll enable us lo anticipate suppl)' requirements based Ltpon equipment with self-d iagnostic capabililies. All of these steps, when complete, will amount to a total transformation of
the way we supply, repair, and transport the
opermionnl Army.
The institutional Army is also changing. We
are currently evaluating ways to reorganize the
Department of the Ann}' and major army commands to capitalize on the ongoing Revolution in
Business Affairs. 'vVe arc reengmcering to achieve
better performance , consolidate to remove redundancy and maximize S}'nergy, compete to
improve quality and reduce costs, and eliminate
excess support structures to free up resources.
Current iniliauves include pannering with the
private sector to "outsource" se lected functions
and efforts lO build efncicnt nnd effective installations through bette r management practices and
doctri ne. The days of the "Iron Mountains" associated wi th the Cold 'vVlll' arc long gone. The
emphasis on tow l nsset visi bility and velocit}'
management will not only decrease cost but
increase deployability.
As the noted historinn and scholar Sir
tvlichael Howard has observed, it is less important
for armies to predict the future than it is for them
to adapt quickly when it nrrives. We have built
Oexibilit)' into our change process so that we cnn
adjust our transformation as our vision of the
future changes. The most cnucal ingredient for
success, however, is the human element-the
open-minded ness of our soldiers and leaders. As

the CEO's of GE discovered, the future that
unfolds 25 years from now wtll be different from
what we expect iL to be. Our success as a pillar of
national defense will depend a great deal upon
how well the young people cntenng the Army
today adapt to the world of tomorrow. If their
current performnncc in Ccntml and South
America, Koren, Bosnin, and 111 a hundred other
locations ncross the globe is any indication-and
it is-the Army's future IS in good hands.

Address to the Graduating Class of
the United States Military Academy
West Point, N.Y.
May 29, .1999
Lieutenant Gcncrnl IDnnicl W.l Christman
!Academy Superintendent!. Brigadier Gcnernl
!Fletcher tvl.] Lamkin IDcnn of Academics!.
Brigadier General Uohn P.] Abtzaid !Commandant
of Cadets], members of the staff and faculty of the
United States Militaty /\eadem)', let me thank you
for the great leadership you've provided this great
institution. Thank you. You do this job ve1y, very
well. Senator Uackl Reed, Congressman IBenjamin
A.] Gilman, Congressman !Charlie] Norwood,
Secretary lof the Ann)' Louis] Caldera, distinguished guests, all . ladies and gent lemen. and
most especially, the Class of 1999, )' OU r fa mi lies
and friends. It's a privilege to be here tOday in this
beautiful setting with all this tmdition and history-my alma mater.
Lt's a great honor for me to be nble to add ress
the Class of 1999. l thnnk the Superintendent and
the Class for allowing me that honor. One of the
great jobs, or one of the great parts of my job, is
to be able to tmvel around and visit soldiers
everywhere in the world.
Recently, I returned from ll trip to Kuwait,
where I visited some of our soldiers who arc living about n thousand miles from nowhere in the
middle of a desert. You hvc out there in the open.
A first sergeant and a company commnnder were
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"grip hancls"-thm's what gave me the strength to
continue. There's a special thing about classmates
and you get to appreciate that more as you continue along in life. West Pomt is a special experience and it binds )'OU together in a wa)' that few
things in life can. There's a cenam magic about
the inspiration that comes from a common experience of four tough years, a friendship that is
developed from that experience. Don't ever forget
that. Don't ever lose that.
Thirty-seven )'Cars ago, in Washington Hall, I
heard General of the Army Douglas MacArthur
speak. He spoke eloquently and wi th quiet clarity. As I renect back on his remarks, I find that his
words are time less. They were spoken in 1962,
but those were the words for the next millenium.
I plan to quote, literally, from that speech, not
because l think you don't know it-1 know you
do-but because as I look back I conclude that
MacArthur's words were right for my class and I
think they also apply to you.
He spoke first of a profession of honor.
"Yours is a profession of honor, the will to win,
and the sure knowledge that in war there is no
substitute for victory, that if you lose, the nation
will be destroyed. That the vety obsession of your
public service must be duty, honor, countty.~
l can't imagine a more important profession.
It's a heavy load to carr)' and it's a tremendous
responsibility and just thinking about that burden-the fate of our nation , our way of life, resting on anyone's shoulders, is difficult enough. But
the fact is, in this modern era, every clnss that has
graduated from West Poim has led American soldiers in harms way. There's no reason to thin k
that your fate will be any eli fferen t.
You are, indeed, important. America will
ent rust their most precious assets, her sons and
daughters, to your care. We put in your hands,
our safety, our security and our future.
It's also tremendously gratifying to know
that when it's all over and you have answered
your nation's call-that you have accomplished
something very speciai-)'OU have helped carr)'
the load. you've held that trust, you have earned
your place.
No one can predict the future. As one of the
world's greatest living philosophers, Yogi Berra,
once said, "The future atn't what 11 used to be."

completing a hard da)'S work and they were just
about to hit the rack and the first sergeant turned
to the company commander and he said, "Sir,
look up and tell me what you sec."
The company commander looked up and he
said, "\Veil, l sec a bcauuful sky with lots of stars
and a full moon."
The first sergeant said , "What does that
mean, Sir?"
The company commander thought about it
for a little while and he said, "Well, astronomically, it means that there arc millions of planets and
potentially billions of galaxies. Theologically, it
means that God is great and we arc vCI")' insignificant in his sight. Meteorologically, it means that
tommTow will be another beautifu l day."
And he paused and thought for a minute and
he said, "What's it mean to you, first sergeant?"
The first sergeant said, "Sir, it means somebody stole our tent." (laughter).
There are many distinguished guests here
this morning and I certain!)' can't name them all
individually, but clearly, the most distinguished
are the parents and friends, the people who got
you here . Let's give them another round of
applause. They truly deserve it. (applause)
To the Class of 1999, congratulations. As the
Suplerintcndentl sa1d, "You made it." You're a
great class with a great record .
You've excelled in academics, sports and
leadership and, not to mention that in football,
you taught Navy the meaning of land power three
out of the last four )'Cars. (applause)
l want to let the audience in on a li u le
secret. This is a very special dass, at least in my
eyes. 1\s alt·ead)' was all uded lO, we started out
together in August of 1995 with the plebe hype.
I told them, then, that we would sta rt wgether
and hopeful!)' we'll graduate together. I thin k
we're going to do that, aiLhough my graduation
is still a few weeks ofr. So, there's a closeness
that I feel to them and I know there's a closeness
amongst them. I feel good that as I exit the Army
the)' will cominue.
Class of 1999, we're expecting great things
from you and I'll be watching you.
Classmates are very important. They give you
strength, and during some of my toughest hours,
a note from a classmate with a simple message,
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He was con·ect, however, one thing is certainyou will have to deal with change.
President Kennedy, in his address to our
graduating class, spoke of pride, tradition and
commitment. lie also predicted that "the graduates of West Potnt , the Naval Acadetn)' and the
Air Academy, in the next ten years, will have a
greater opportunity for the defense of freedom,
than the acadetn)' graduates have ever had."
These words were spoken in 1962 and b)' 1972,
with two tours in Vietnam under my belt, I was
convinced he was correct.
He was also correct when he talked about the
changing nature of conflict. He sa id , "When
there's a visible enemy you can fight in open combat, the answer is not so difficult. Many serve, all
applaud ... but when there is a long, slow struggle,
with no immediate visible foe, your choice will
seem hard , indeed."
Very appropriate words for the siLUation we
face today.
President Kennedy's message was a message
of change, and as I reflect back on the thinyseven years, change has often been the only concept we had to deal wtth. We've gone from
Vietnam to the Balkans, from a draft army to the
Volunteer Army, from DLSrR·I ONE to DESERT
STORM, from a strategy of massive retaliation to
containment, and finally. to engagement and
enlargement.
Today's Army is also much different than the
one I joined. It's smaller by about a third.
It's busier by an order of magnitude and it's
more global. Today, a soldier is walking point in
one of 70 different countries, lonel)', austere
places all the way from /\lbania to L<orea.
It's an Army more dependent on the Reserve
Componen t, 54 percent of our Total Army is in
the Army National Guard and the United States
Army Reserve.
It's also a better Army, beuer trained, better
equipped, with more realistic doctrine. It has a
better mix of forces-heavy, lights, special operating forces-with high-quality people and experienced leaders.
No doubt during my career there has been a
great deal of change. What I've experienced will
pale in comparison to what you will experience.
The frontier of space will be the high ground of
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the 21st century. You will have to occupy and
control it.
Countering aS)'I11111etrical and transnational
threats will occupy )'OUr time, and )'Ou'll still have
to deal with religious and cthmc animositiesrooted in centunes of history.
No doubt there will be great challenges, but
their will also be wonderful opportunities.
The role of leadershtp is to turn challenges
into opportunities.
The opportunities for )'O U and the Army are
endless. We arc in the midst of the most fundamental transformation of the Army since World
War ll . We are moving from an industrial age to
an information age, moving from the Army of
today to an i\rmy based upon "knowledge, speed
and power."
Knowledge will come from being ab le to
leverage the tremendous capabi lities associmed
with the information-age technology.
Speed has two aspects, to be able to move
forces, soldiers anywhere in 1he world as quickly
as possible, to do what Nathan Forrest reminded
us so many years ago: "to get there firstest with
the mostest." The second aspect is to be able to
have the mental agility to thtnk quick and to turn
inside an enemy's decision cycle and be able to
checkmate him everywhere he turns.
Finally, it's about power- to be able to have
the right force, for the right situation, to be able
to mix and mmch forces so that we can meet the
mission that we're given.
Turning challenges into opportunities is easier said than done, but I wou ld give you some
advice and if you wil l follow it, I wi ll guarantee
you that you will be successful.
You'll be successful in the t\rmy and you'll be
successful in life if you abide by three little rules,
very simple rules and all you have to do is follow
them.
First, do what's right every day, legall y and
morally. You'll get a lot of legal advice on what's
legally correct, but the moral litmus test can onl>'
come from one person, you, )'OU have to look
yourself in the mirror every day and Stl)', "am I
doing what's right."
The second rule is to be all you can be.
\Ne've recruited a lot of great soldters with that
catchy slogan. ThC)' have expectations and they
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expect us to meet those expectations. We need to
do that. We also need lO challenge ourselves to be
all we can be.
Finally, remember the golden rule, treat others as you would have them treat you.
Don't ever forget your values. You came here
with a sohd foundation base Inuit by your family
and friends, your communities. \Vest Point honed
those values around duty, honor, counll)'· "Those
three hallowed words reverently dictate what you
ought to be, what )'OU can be, what you will be.
They arc your rallyrng points to build courage
when courage seems to fail, to regain faith when
there seems to be liulc cause for faith, to create
hope when hope becomes forlorn."
Over 37 )'Cars, from Vietnam to the Pentagon
those three hallowed words, duty, honor, country, have never failed me. They won't fail you
either. In the Army, we'll expand your value base
to lo)•alt)', to dut)', respect, setncss service, honor,
integrity and personal courage. You can remember those because the first letter of each word
spells out the abbrevration "ldrship."
'vVe don't want )'OU just to remember those
words, we want you to live them; we want )'Ou to
lead from up front 111 all that you do.
You will lead remarkable men and women,
people like Sergeant first Class Randall Shughart,
who died in October L993 in tvlogadishu,
Somalia. He fast-roped to sudden death because a
fellow soldier was nn the ground-and Shughart
needed to go down there and help him. His
widow Stephanie, in accepting his Medal of
Honor, said, "lt takes a remarkable person to not
just read a creed or memonzc a creed, but to live
a creed." Those remarkable men and women look
to )'OU for their example; don't fa il them.
People like Sergeant First Class Shughartwc call soldiers. What a noble title. They come in
al l sizes, all color~ and from different races. There
is not an adequate way to describe a soldier.
MacArthur did it best when he described him,
as one of the world's noblest figures, not only
as one of the finest mditary characters, but
also as one of the most stamless. I lis name
and fame rs the brnhnglu (lf e,·cry American
and hrs )"OUth and ~trength, hrs 10\·e and IO)'alty he ga\'e, nil that mortnht)' cnn gi\'e. l-Ie
needs no eulog}' from me or from :mr or her
man. lie has wnuen Ius own hrsiOI")' and has

wriucn it in red, on his enemy's brenst. \>Vhcn
1 think or hb pnllcnce under advcrsit)', of his
courage under fire and of modesty in victory,
1 feel with nn cmouon of admimllon, I cannot
put mto words. lie belongs to htslol")·.
For 37 )'Cars, ever>•where I went-the
Continental Umted States, Vietnnm, Korea,
German)', Bosnia, Southwest Asia and almost in
100 countries around the \\'Orld, I saw those magnificent soldiers.
They were named Gonzales, Claybaugh,
Makcy, Garrett, Peters, llall. rhey were different
from the ones that MacArthur spoke of, but there
was a sameness about them. ThC)' did the nation's
bidding. They were a band of brothers, they sacrificed and served.
The>' had drained deep the cha lice of
courage. some gave the last fu II mcasu re of
devotion.
They made th ings better, and they made a
eli fference .
More important, I had the high honor to
serve alongside them, to be a part of their team, to
fight with them and to fight for them.
At the end of cl<t)', a simple, "thank you, sir
for caring" was priceless.
You, the class of 1999, have been given a
great gift, to lead American soldiers. Nothing )'OU
ever do will surpass that high honor.
You have been well trained, you should be
confident in your abilities because you have the
right stuff and that is why I have so much confidence in our future. It is in good hands.
Finally, let me clo~c with a challenge. You arc
a great class and Lo those to whom much is given,
much is expected.
SLeven Spie lberg in his fi lm "Saving Private
Ryan" told a compelling stOI")' of a generation that
saved our world, the greatest generation. lvlany of
)'01.1 probably had relatives who served and sacrificed in World War II , grandfathers or great
uncles. Spielberg captured their story on film and
brought it alive. It \\'aS a StOry filled with powerful
messages. One of the most powerful was when
Captain John tvliller who led a patrol of soldiers,
was dying and called Private James Francis Ryan
from Iowa close to his lips, and he whrspercd to
James Francis Ryan, "Earn 11. That was a personal message from Miller to Ryan, but it was also it
K
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Even more important!}'. you have taken the time
to visit our troops, to sec what they do, to sec
how special they arc, and to sec them 111 action. I
thank you for your suppon of our soldiers and I
urge }'Oll to contmue to spend time with them.
To the civilian leadershrp for the Department
of Defense, and especrally Department of the
Army, represented by Secretary Cohen, Secretary
Caldera, and Secretary \Vest: There arc too many
to acknowledge individual!}'. but let me just simply say thanks for your conce rn for our troops.
and thanks for }'OUr leadership during the past
four years.
To my fellow members of the joint Chiefs.
my baule buddies, !General] llugh Shelton,
[General! John Shalikashvi li, IGcncrall Joe
Ralston, ]Admiral] Bill Owens, ]Admiral! Jay
j ohnson , [Admiral ] Mike Boor·da, ]Generall Mike
Ryan , [Generall Ron rogdmnn, [General ] Chuck
Krulak: They have been my band of brothers.
Their advice and counsel have always been on
target and they have always focused on what was
best for our nation. I'm proud to have been a
member of their team and ctcrnall)' grateful for
their friendship.
I was blessed with a great, hard-working
Army staff. led by people like [General! Ron
Griffith, [General] Bill Crouch, and ]Generall Eric
Shinseki and directed for four years by
]Lieutenant Gencrall John Dub1a. It is impossible
to recognize them individually, except to say they
are absolutely superb. They arc 1he greatest group
of professionals I have ever known . It has been a
Learn effort-but they have done the heavy lifting.
To my personal staff, words cannot express
my gratitude to Lil ICowelll and CW5 Tony
Eclevea, Sergeant M<~ors Cli ne and Simmons, and
all the others-the ones that "packed my parachute" for the last four years. You will always be
special.
My battle buddy, Sergeant M~yo r of the Army
Bob llall and his wife Carol, and all the families
and soldiers you represent, your friendship , support, lo}•alty have made a difrerencc and I truly
appreciate that.
To the military leaders of America's Army,
Active, Army National Guard, and U.S. Army
Reserve, past and prcscnl, especially those with
whom I have served for the past four years, and

seems to me a message from that great generation.
They gave us the freedoms that we enjoy so much
here today 111 thiS beautiful selling. The}' have
sent a message to all succeeding gencrations~Earn it.''
So to the class of the 1999 United States
Mihtary Academy, 111)' challenge to you is "earn it."
Thank you, good luck and God Bless you all.

Farewell Speech
Whi pple Field , Fort Myer, Virginia
June 21, 1999

First, l guess I should Sa}' that we worked
very hard, troops, to make sure the wcmher was
cool. We had all the chaplains praying for it. !The
weather was overcast and miSt}'.! I think we overshot. [laughter!

Recognition of Friends, Families, and
Colleagues
Secretar)' [of Defense William S.l and Mrs.
Cohen, Sccrctar)' Iof the Army Louis I and Nl rs.
Caldera, General lllenl'}' II. , Chairman, joint
Chiefs of Staff) and Mrs. ~helton, Secretary Iof
Veterans Mfairs Togo! and Mrs. West, and happy
birthday Sccrctar'}' West, Senator [Ted] Stevens,
Senator Uohn W.l 'vVarncr, Congressman [Ike]
Skelton , ladies and gentlemen, fe ll ow soldiers ,
distinguished guests, all.
Today is a day to Sa}' thanks and good-bye. I
have attended a lot of these ceremonies before, in
the past four )'Cars, but this one is different. This
one is tougher. l have left a linlc of 111)' heart and
soul out there with those soldiers when I did the
inspection of the troops.
Let me first say thanks to the members of
Congress. Thanks for betng here today, to honor
us with }'Our presence. The Constituuon gives
}'OU the responsibiltt}' to raise and support the
Army. You take that serious!)'· We have had a lot
of dialogue on that rn the last four years-and I
know how seriously )'Ou take )'Our responsibility.
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integrity and personal courage. L-0-R-S-H-1-P. lt
spells leadership. That is the critical component,
leadership. As President Kennedy reminded us
during the 'vVcst Point commencement address in
1962, kwhen there is a v1siblc enemy to fight in
open combat the answer is not so cltfficult. Many
serve, all applaud and the tide of patriotism runs
high. But when there is a long, slow struggle with
no immediate visible foe, )'OUr choice will seem
hard indeed." lle was correct.
l have learned that change is difficult.
Protecting the core competencies of the institution,
keeping them synchronized over time, you have to
do that on the run . With over 30,000 soldiers
deployed on a daily basis, there is not much of a
margin for error. The good news is, you get a lot of
advice. The bad news is, you get a lot of advicesometimes too much. l have learned that silver bullets don't generally work, and that the "solution of
the month club" is well meaning, but may not
understand the complexities of our organization. I
have always felt that managing and leading change
should be left to the professionals who have earned
that moral authority-those who have the responsibilit)' for taking care of America's most precious
assets, our sons and daughters--those who had the
responsibilit)' of pulling soldiers in harm's wayand those who have known, firsthand, people who
have given the "last full measure of devotion."
The position of the Chief of Staff of the
United States Army is a folll·-year term. You build
on a course laid out by people like [Generals)
Pershing, Marshall , Eise nhower, Ridgway,
Abrams, Rogers, Vuono, Sullivan, and many others. It is an awesome responsibility, knowing that
what you do adds another chapter to that proud
hi story- a history of two hundred and twentyfo ur years of seiOcss se rvice to ou1· nation , from
Valley Forge to Kosovo. l have gained strength
from knowing that our Arnt)' has never let the
nation down and it will never do so. When we
were needed, we were there. So may it always be.
The work continues.

those who trained me, thanks for your mcntoring,
your inspi rauon, )'OUr friendship, and your loyalty. You gave me the strength to carry on.
To 111)' classmates, the Medford [Oklahoma,
High School) class of 195 7, the [United States
Militat)' Academy! West Point class of 1962 and a
special group, Mar)' jo's Mar)•mount [College)
class of 1962-lifetime friends--you have done so
much in so many wa)'S. Showing up at eventssending a note-simple powerful messages like
"grip hands." li's made a big difference. Yours has
always been a meaningful pan in our life.
To my family, my brother Charles, who is
here, my cousins, aunts, and extended family from
Mary jo's side, all of 111)' fam ily could not physically be here today , for good reasons, but they have
always been there for me when l needed them.
Finally, to my immediate fami ly, Mary jo
[wife]. Mike [son 1, Ann [daughterI- I married a
saint. She has been there every step of the way,
through good times and bad. I certainl y would
not be here without her. She is the perfect Army
wife because she cares deepl)' for Army families,
and more importantly, she docs something about
it. We arc blessed wuh two wonderful children,
Mike and Ann, and two beautiful granddaughters.
Army life is a tremendously large commitment for
families and I am so proud of them for what they
have done and who they are. I love you all very
deeply.

Rcpcclion 0 11 Years qf Service
During my 4 1-ycar love affair with the
United States Army I have learned much. It's
impossible to cove r evel')'thing, but I would like
to share with )'OU some key points.
General IDouglas[ MacArthur taught me that
this was a special profession. lie said, "Yours is a
profession of arms, the wil l to win , the sure
knowledge that in war there is no substitute for
victor)', that if you fai l, the nation will be
destroyed." I can't think of anything more important. I am proud to have been a pan of an institution with such a high moral purpose.
The foundauon of our profession is values.
The cornerstone of that foundation has always
been the West Point values of dut)', honor, countr)•, and O\'er tune that foundation has expanded
to loyalty, duty, respect, sciOess service, honor,

The \.Vay Ahead
The azimuth for change for our course IS set.
\Ve have embarked on an exciting journC)' to
transform the Army to one based upon "knowledge, speed and powcr"-an Army that remains
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indispensable to the needs of the nation, which is
able to counter new and emerging threats.
At the completion of this ceremony. in a separate ceremony Ric Shinscki will be sworn in as
the 34th Army Chief of Staff. This transfer of
power is unique. !think it demonstrates the great
strength of our Ann)' and our nation.
Ric and Pall}' arc a great leadership team.
They have been there and done that. and more
importantly, thC)' care. They care about our soldiers and families.

A Tribute to Soldiers
And finally , while 1he complexities of this
institution arc great, at the core it is vel")' sim.ple.
It is all about pcoplr. As General Creighton
Abrams said, "The 1\rmy is not made up of people. The 1\rmy is people." General MacArthur
talked about soldiers need ing no eulogy. "Their
name and fame arc the birthright of every
American. They truly belong in history." Both of
these gentlemen were <.:orrect. Everywhere I have
gone I have seen these same people-these magnificent soldiers. They were different from the
ones that MacArthur and Abrams knew. They
were named Gonzales. Mackey. Claybaugh,
Peters, llall. ThC)' came from different backgrounds and different races and different religions, but there was a "sameness" about them.
ThC)' were all Arm)' green. They were bound
together by a shared set of values, a common purpose, and a deep belief in our way of life and each
other. I have been fortunate to have the opportunity to serve alongside 1hem, to fight for them,
and to lead them. There is no higher honor.
Soldiers-what a noble tillc. They are represented today on the fi eld, as always, by the magnificent ranks of the Old Guard and Pershing's
Own. At toclay's ce rcmon)' thC)' once again have
demonstrated the imponan<.:e of standards and
discipline. No one docs it better. They truly are
our credentials. My thoughts and prayers will
alwa)'S be with them. God bless them, God bless
my beloved Army, and God bless the United
States of America.
Thank you.
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